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XI 

Ad Honorem Professor C.R. Pfaltz 

The meeting which formed the basis for this book “Natural and Artificial Control of 
Hearing and Balance”, was held from 4 to 7 September, 1991, in honor of Professor Carl 
Rudolf Pfaltz. As the organizers of this meeting, it was our pleasure and our challenge 
to assemble a group of investigators to represent only two segments - hearing and 
balance - from the diverse professional career of C.R. Pfaltz. This career has been 
characterized by a desire to unite engineering and biological sciences to advance clinical 
medicine. We hope to have developed a similar character for this symposium in his honor. 

The early years of C. Pfaltz’s career, which began with his graduation from the Univer- 
sity of Base1 in 1948, were marked by experiences in several locations - both geographi- 
cally and anatomically. His first fellowship at the National Cancer Institute in Villejuif- 
Paris (Prof. Ch. Oberling) resulted in a series of experimental studies on stomach cancer. 
His main experimental interest was, however, auditory and vestibular systems, an interest 
he pursued initially with an MRC Fellowship at the National Hospital for Nervous Dis- 
eases at Queen’s Square in London. Several research projects with Prof. C.S. Hallpike 
and his engineering friend Dr. D. Hood, which were subsequently published in The Jour- 
nal of Physiology (Hood and Pfaltz, 1954) and in the Proceedings of the Royal Society 
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(Hallpike and Pfaltz, 1960), formed the basis for his later interest in the auditory and ves- 
tibular system and showed him the importance of the interdisciplinary cooperation be- 
tween the scientist and the clinician. His work at the Hearing and Balance Unit in Queen’s 
Square emphasized to the then young clinician the advantages that the modern electronic 
components could bring to medical diagnostic techniques. On his return to Basel, he put 
this idea into practice by developing in the 1960s the first photo-electric eye measuring 
technique with his neurologist friend Dr. H.R. Richter (Pfaltz and Richter, 1956, 1965; 
Richter and Pfaltz, 1960; Richter et al., 1966). Until that time, eye movements had been 
measured with the less accurate electronystagmic techniques developed by another neu- 
rologist, Prof. R. Jung, interestingly enough, some few miles away inFreiburg i.Br./Ger- 
many. Over time, these techniques have achieved worldwide recognition as one technique 
to record eye movements accurately, especially when the eye movements themselves can 
be used to guide equipment, for example, in the guidance of helicopters. 

The diverse nature of the research of C. Pfaltz may be realized by scanning his list of 
over 200 publications. Topics covering basic research and technological advancements 
in many areas to new operative approaches for middle ear diseases may be found among 
them. The balance between basic and clinical, vestibular and auditory, peripheral and 
central nervous system research is evident. However, viewing such a survey is only one 
of many windows that can be used to understand the impact that C. Pfaltz has had, not 
only on ENT, but also on the academic community that he served throughout his career. 

In 1965, C. Pfaltz was appointed to chair the ORL Department at the university of 
Basel. Within four years, he had entered the traditional two-year term as Dean of the 
Medical School. From 1988 to 1990, he was elected Rector of the University. He was not 
only an able spokesperson for the medical school within the University, but he was also 
a masterful representative of academic medicine throughout Europe, particularly in 
Eastern Europe as universities there were allowed to open up to new democratic ideas. 
Typical of the cooperation he established was that developed between the French, Ger- 
man and Swiss universities lying along the upper Rhine between the Black Forest and 
Vosges, including Strasbourg, Mulhouse, Freiburg, Karlsruhe and Basel. This was a 
precursor of emerging international cooperation within the European Community. This 
cooperation eventually resulted in an agreement under the title EUCOR, The European 
Confederation of the Universities of the Upper Rhine Region, that was signed (December 
13th, 1989) by the Presidents of the seven institutions in the region. 

Therefore, Professor Pfaltz’s retirement in 1991 followed a distinguished career that 
was marked by the construction and maintenance of numerous diverse bridges between 
countries and disciplines. The cartoon on p. xiv is intended to suggest the strength and en- 
durance required to sustain such imaginative efforts - a look at the “faces” there would 
suggest the pleasure possible from accomplishing such feats. It is through the legacy of 
mentors such as C. Pfaltz that the historical perspectives of past achievements can be used 
to further the construction of bridges to future developments. This symposium in his 
honor represents one such effort. 

J.H.J. Allum 
F. Harris 
C. Akert 
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Preface 

The work of Professor C.R. Pfaltz has spanned more than 30years and has included basic 
research into normal vestibular function, medical diagnosis and treatment of balance and 
hearing problems, and the clinical application of auditory prostheses. The symposium, 
“Natural and Artificial Control of Hearing and Balance” was held to honor this career. 
For this purpose, a group of internationally recognised engineers, basic scientists and cli- 
nicians who seek better understanding of how the neurophysiology of the inner ear and 
related structures of the central nervous system influence hearing and balance were 
brought together. Our underlying goal was to provide an impetus for the development 
and enhancement of man-made electrical systems that either produce an artificial sense 
of hearing .or the artificial control of standing and locomotion. This compendium 
represents the results of this effort. 

The reader will find that although mechanisms of balance and hearing have many com- 
mon elements, it is uncommon to find researchers specifically interested in only one of 
these disciplines assembled under one thematic roof. An important unifying concept of 
all sensory systems is that their artificial control can be implemented by taking advantage 
of the common neural receptivity to electrical stimulation applied externally to the affer- 
ent nerve endings of these receptor systems. This factor provides the opportunity to moni- 
tor neuro-electrical activity in man and at the same time enhance human function by ap- 
plying electrical excitation to neurones of dys- or non-functioning motor and sensory sys- 
tems. Such enhancement of function with artificial neural systems is another common 
element that emerges in this volume. The papers describe progress in developing 
prosthetic devices to replace the function of both auditory and balance systems. 

In keeping with the format of the symposium, each section in this book begins with 
a review and critique by the individuals who evaluated the papers at the symposium. At 
the symposium, each section, in fact, ended with a critical review of a set of 2 - 5 papers. 
The reviewer provided an overview of the presentations and a critique of their content 
and design. In this way, the authors were provided the opportunity to respond to ques- 
tions immediately and then to modify their papers for this volume. Thus, the format of 
this book approaches a similar format to that of a peer-reviewed journal, except that the 
interaction between the reviewer and the authors was open and shared with the audience, 
providing very stimulating discussions. 

The first sections cover peripheral (Sections I and 11) and central (Section 111) aspects 
of balance and hearing and consider similarities between the two systems that might indi- 
cate how similar types of excitatory patterns could be applied through prosthetic devices 
to afferent nerve fibres. These sections reflect the nature of changes that have occurred 
in the concepts of auditory processing and vestibular control in recent years. 

Predicting and subsequently improving performance following implantation of an au- 
ditory prosthesis is dependent upon a clear understanding of peripheral and central trans- 
duction of speech signals. The papers in Section I are focused on peripheral processes. 
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At the most peripheral level, the anatomical and physiological characteristics of hair 
cells, including their development, recovery following injury and motile properties must 
be understood. The extent to which hair-cell tuning depends upon coupling to other struc- 
tures in the inner ear can be appreciated by the comparative study of mechanisms in bird, 
fish and mammal. Thereby differences between inner and outer hair cell physiology in 
the mammalian inner ear are revealed. The findings presented here generate questions 
that must be addressed by auditory physiologists and modelers as they form concepts of 
sensory transduction. 

Since the seminal papers by Kemp in 1978, the study of otoacoustic emissions has been 
increasing steadily. How otoacoustic emissions can be used to investigate cochlear func- 
tion, especially related to outer hair cells, is the subject of Section 11. Results for spon- 
taneous and evoked otoacoustic emissions and their relation to transduction in both iso- 
lated and global regions of the cochlea are included. Also, the distinction between 
responses produced by high vs. low levels of acoustic stimulation is pointed out. These 
findings may have important implications for the future development of stimulus 
schemes for cochlear prostheses. How clinical tests can be devised using the information 
obtained from ongoing research on otoacoustic emissions is also described. 

Section I11 includes results of investigations into auditory perceptual phenomena that 
may suggest parameters necessary for central processing of auditory information. 
Knowledge of the dynamics of complex signals and how the auditory system processes, 
transforms and transmits speech is fundamental to the development of auditory 
prostheses. Modification of central auditory processing by such means as altering the 
peripheral mechanism or conditioning is discussed. Questions raised by the investigators 
contributing to this section include the effect on learning of through-put and inhibitory 
responses, whether the role of plasticity in the auditory system can be enhanced through 
training and how plasticity is altered by early deafness. 

Sections IV and V cover physiological aspects of gain control by proprioceptive and 
vestibular systems during both animal and human stance and gait. The approach con- 
siders gain control of proprioceptive reflexes as task-dependent rather than highly vari- 
able. The reader will immediately recognise the link between the action of spinal interneu- 
rones or the action of fusimotor control on proprioceptive feedback in the cat and the 
different gating of reflexes during the various human tasks of stance and gait, and wonder 
how easily artificial control of these neural pathways can be integrated into a prosthetic 
system for gait control, and how a complete range of limb motions can be artificially 
achieved. 

In healthy and normal subjects, the central nervous system in fact provides a number 
of solutions to balance problems. Any artificial movement might resolve control of 
balance by simply copying their action. The papers in Section V deal extensively with the 
normally functioning concept of transferring a vestibular sensory map to a motor map 
given that the perceived sensory directions of head movements are entirely different from 
the pulling directions of muscles holding the head stable in space. These very efficient so- 
lutions could usefully be integrated into an artificial system of muscle control. Unfor- 
tunately, the current state of engineering for neuroprosthetic control of posture and gait 
is mainly concerned with resolving problems of stimulation and muscle fatigue. 

Section VI reviews psychophysics, speech coding and cochlear implant system design. 
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The reader will learn that new speech coding strategies emphasize the timing of signals 
presented to multiple sites along the auditory nerve, that is, emphasize sampling rates, 
rather than debating the pros and cons of multi- versus single-channel stimulation. 
Despite their limitations, single-channel devices remain an active part of implant 
research, however, and the refinement of both single- and multi-electrode devices is dis- 
cussed along with some performance scores of implanted subjects. Consistent with the 
papers on coding are investigations of forward and backward masking in implanted pa- 
tients. Such data about the ability of cochlear implant recipients to deal with discrete tim- 
ing information provide insight into both the peripheral and central processing of audi- 
tory information. 

The main thrust of Section VII is to provide the background needed to develop a con- 
cept for artificial control of standing and walking in paraplegic man. The answers to 
questions posed by such control are multi-disciplinary. Indeed, the important questions 
covered in this section - (1) how should muscle actions be coordinated so that fatigue 
is eliminated? (2) can spinal reflexes be utilised as part of the muscle control system? and 
(3) can reflexes of the upper body, such as vestibulo-spinal reflexes, be employed to guide 
the otherwise flaccid muscles of the lower limbs? - demand a combined approach by 
neurophysiologists and engineers. 

The reader will, we hope, be reminded from the contents of this book that advances 
in different fields are achieved in different ways. Understanding the process of speech 
perception has been advanced significantly by cochlear implant engineers as they by- 
passed auditory transduction processes thereby causing auditory physiologists to re- 
examine the link between auditory physiology and speech comprehension. Hopefully, 
understanding can work in both directions. A flow of information on the physiological 
aspects of proprioceptive and vestibular control of gait might likewise help engineers de- 
velop a viable system for its neuroprosthetic control. It was one of the aims of this confer- 
ence (and this book) to spark such interdisciplinary considerations. 

This symposium provided investigators from diverse areas of research a stimulating 
and intimate atmosphere for scientific exchange. This atmosphere helped set the tone for 
this meeting, and we hope that this can be appreciated in the contents of this book. 

John H.J. Allum 
Fran Harris 

Dianne Allum-Mecklenburg 
Rudolf Probst 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 1 - 5 

Hero P. Wit 

Institute of Audiology, Groningen, The Netherlands 

The five papers discussed below cover a broad 
range of research in vestibular and auditory recep- 
tor physiology. Two papers deal with properties of 
isolated hair cells, both in birds (Ohmori) and in 
mammals (Zenner and Emst). Mammalian hair 
cell specialization is the subject of the (in vivo) 
study by Cheatham, while Klinke and Smolders 
discuss hair cell specialization in birds, and the 
differences in functioning of mammalian and bird 
inner ears. The paper by Van Netten and Khanna 
differs most from the other four. It describes ex- 
periments in the lateral line organ of fish that are 
purely mechanical. The relation of this paper to 
the other papers is that the sensory cells in the 
lateral line organ are also hair cells. Together, the 
five papers give a good impression of the “state of 
the art” in research of hair cell sensory systems. 
The papers also generate many questions that 
should be answered in future experiments because, 
despite the enormous amount of progress that has 
been made in the last decade, we are still at the be- 
ginning of understanding the functioning of in- 
tegral hair cell sensory systems. 

Ohmori describes some well performed experi- 
ments, undertaken to reveal the efferent synapse 
mechanisms in chick hair cells. Especially through 
puff application of acetylcholine (ACh), evidence 
is obtained that ACh may be the neurotransmitter 
of the efferent synapse onto the hair cell. In 
speculating on possible functions of the efferent 
system, the observation of a slow motile response 
of hair cells elicited by focal application of ACh to 
the synaptic region of (outer) hair cells (Brownell, 

1983) is of interest. These motile responses are ob- 
served in mammalian hair cells, while Ohmori 
studied bird hair cells. This brings up the fun- 
damental question of how different hair cells in 
different species are. Can we study bird (or turtle, 
or frog saccular) hair cells to obtain insight in the 
functioning of the human inner ear? Do hair cells 
from the lateral line up to the human cochlea only 
differ in details, or are they essentially different? If 
hair cells are not essentially different, then why do 
hearing organs in different species have different 
properties? Is this a consequence of the number of 
hair cells, their (tonotopic) arrangement, the 
micro- and macromechanics of the organ? 

This topic is addressed by Klinke and Smolders 
in investigating and discussing hair cell specializa- 
tion in birds. These authors come to the conclusion 
that the functional role of avian short hair cells is 
different from that of mammalian outer hair cells 
and that avian tall hair cells cannot be considered 
to be functionally analogous to mammaiian inner 
hair cells. For the mammalian cochlea, it is gener- 
ally accepted nowadays that tuning, when meas- 
ured at the basilar membrane vibration level, is as 
sharp as tuning at the level of the primary nerve 
fiber. 

Klinke and Smolders state that the situation in 
pigeons is different: primary afferents are much 
more sharply tuned than the mechanical vibration 
of the basilar membrane. The authors propose that 
processes additional to mechanical membrane tun- 
ing (e.g., hair cell properties) are responsible for 
the final frequency selectivity. But if frequency 
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selectivity is enhanced by bidirectional transduc- 
tion (including feedback from the electrical do- 
main to the hydromechanical domain; Weiss 
(1982)), then it is unlikely that no sharp tuning is 
observed in the mechanical domain. (The coupling 
between different stages in the transduction 
process and its consequences are extensively dis- 
cussed by Lewis et al. (1985).) Tuning of the avian 
inner ear is a subject that needs further study. 

Tuning of the mammalian inner ear, as reflected 
in hair cell tuning curves, is the subject of the 
paper by Cheatham. In vivo studies of hair cell 
tuning are necessary to obtain insight into the 
mechanisms for tuning, because tuning of isolated 
hair cells may differ substantially from tuning of 
cells in their natural situation. In the natural situa- 
tion, cells are coupled to their surroundings 
through hydromechanics (and perhaps also electri- 
cally). Furthermore, the efferent neural system 
may influence the natural situation. Although in- 
ner and outer hair cells are believed to have quite 
different functions in the mammalian cochlea, 
their electrical properties (in turns two, three and 
four of the cochlea) do not differ much. Both cell 
types produce ac and dc receptor potentials in 
response to sound. There is a difference in 
response phase at low stimulus frequencies, in- 
dicating that the coupling of both types of cell with 
their surroundings may be different. 

If electrical differences between inner and outer 
hair cells are not essential, what then makes them 
function sdifferently? Is the most important differ- 
ence the motor function that outer hair cells can 
have; and that inner hair cells are thought not to 
possess? This motor function of mammalian outer 
hair cells is the subject of the paper by Zenner and 
Ernst, who state that outer hair cells are proposed 
to produce mechanical ac and dc responses. The 
paper gives much information, both on experi- 
ments performed in the laboratory of the authors 
and on work by others. It gives a good survey of 
what is known about the mechanical properties of 
outer hair cells; and possible functions for these 
properties are discussed. An important place is 
given by the authors to the force that an isolated 

outer hair cell produces. This force of 14 pN/mV 
seems large enough to work against the stiffness of 
the cochlear partition; so it can account for dc dis- 
placements. Whether this force also drives the 
“fast motility’’ of hair cells is still unknown. To 
answer this question, the mechanical power that is 
produced by a hair cell should be measured. (This 
power is thought to compensate - on a cycle by 
cycle basis - for friction losses in the organ of 
Corti.) 

Zenner and Ernst mention confirmation in their 
laboratory of the observation of “dc” movement 
of outer hair cells upon vibratory stimulation. It is 
likely that the mechanical demodulation, which is 
the subject of the paper by Van Netten and 
Khanna, is related to this property of hair cells. 
This demodulation may have a key role in trans- 
duction in hair cell sensory systems. It may be a 
quite fundamental property, because the lateral 
line, in which Van Netten and Khanna have ob- 
served the phenomenon, differs in many respects 
from the highly specialized mammalian cochlea. 
Mechanical demodulation can be explained by the 
following subsequent steps: filtering, rectification, 
integration, and voltage to cell length conversion. 
All of these steps can be found in mammalian 
outer hair cells, as can be seen in the papers by 
Cheatham, and by Zenner and Emst. But if 
voltage-to-length conversion is a property of mam- 
malian outer hair cells only, then a different expla- 
nation has to be found for Van Netten and 
Khanna’s observation in the lateral line. Further- 
more, coding of sensory information by amplitude 
modulation of a “high” frequency carrier, as pro- 
posed by Van Netten and Khanna, implies that a 
carrier is always present. But where is, for in- 
stance, this carrier in the vestibular system, when 
the stimulus is a low-frequency head motion? So, 
whether the observed mechanical demodulation is 
a fundamental property of hair cell sensory sys- 
tems or just a consequence of the special choice of 
the stimulus, is a point that needs further study. 

However, these five papers on hair cell receptor 
physiology show without doubt that this field of 
research is very much alive. 
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CHAPTER I 

Efferent synapse mechanisms in chick hair cells 

Harunori Ohmori 

Department of Physiology, Faculty of Medicine, University of Kyoto, Kyoto, 606-01 Japan 

Electrical stimulation of the efferent fiber to the hair cell is 
known to suppress peripheral auditory function. In isolated hair 
cells from the chick, acetylcholine (ACh) generated membrane 
hyperpolarization when a puff was applied at concentrations 

from 1 pM to 5 mM. Ionophoretic application of ACh generated 
a membrane hyperpolarization with a rapid time course. This is 
due to the increase of K conductance and is accompanied by the 
rise of the [Cali. 

Key words: Hair cell; Mechano-electrical transduction; Adaptation; Efferent synapse; Calcium 

Introduction 

Hair cells transduce auditory and vestibular infor- 
mation into an electrical signal through the mechan- 
ically gated ion channel located in the hair bundle 
(Hudspeth, 1982; Ohmori, 1988). Mechano-electri- 
cal transduction (MET) channels are gated by the 
angular displacement of the hair bundle and have a 
unitary conductance of 50 pS (Ohmori, 1985,1987) 
or its integer multiples (Crawford et al., 1991). The 
channel has a broad spectrum of permeable cations; 
all of the alkaline cations, some organic cations 
(choline, TMA, TEA) and some divalent cations 
(Ca, Sr, Ba, Mg, Mn) are permeable; among them, 
the Ca ion has been found to be the most permeable 
(Ohmori, 1985). 

Ca ions play essential roles in the hair cell. (1) The 
presence of Ca ions in the extracellular medium is re- 
quired for the operation of mechano-electrical 
transduction (Sand, 1975; Hudspeth and Corey, 
1977; Ohmori, 1985; Crawford et al. 1991). (2) The 
adaptation of the MET current is dependent on the 
extracellular Ca concentration and the membrane 
potential (Corey and Hudspeth, 1983; Assad et al., 
1989; Crawford et al., 1991). The membrane poten- 
tial probably modifies adaptation through its effects 

on the influx of Ca ions. (3) Ca ions are the second 
messengers most likely in the efferent synapse onto 
the hair cell. Acetylcholine (ACh) has been shown to 
increase the intracellular Ca concentration ([Cali) 
and to hyperpolarize the hair cell membrane 
(Shigemoto and Ohmori, 1990). (4) Ca ions must be 
regulating the release of neurotransmitter from hair 
cells, but not much is known in this respect 
(Furukawa and Matsuura, 1978). I will discuss, in 
this article, roles played by Ca ions in the ACh- 
induced membrane hyperpolarization, a putative 
efferent synapse mechanism. 

Methods 

Experiments were performed on isolated hair cells 
from the chick. The isolated hair cell was either elec- 
trically recorded by using a patch electrode or 
loaded with fura-2 for fluorescence measurement of 
[Cali. In some experiments, the level of [Cali was 
step-raised by the photo-activation of a caged Ca 
compound, Nitr-5. These techniques of cell isola- 
tion, electrical recording using a patch electrode, 
fluorescence measurements of intracellular Ca con- 
centration, and the technique for loading the cell 
with the caged Ca compound and its photo- 
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activation were already described elsewhere (Ohmo- 
ri, 1984,1985,1988; Shigemoto and Ohmori, 1990, 
1991). 

Results and discussion 

Acetylcholine as a neurotransmitter of the 
efferent synapse 

Hair cells receive inhibitory efferent innerva- 
tions. ACh is proposed as the most likely candidate 
for the neurotransmitter at this efferent synapse 
(reviewed by Klinke and Galley, 1974; Guth et al., 
1976). The activation of some types of muscarinic 
receptors, which induce membrane hyperpolariza- 
tion, is reported to facilitate phosphoinositide 
hydrolysis and then to activate Ca2+ -activated K + 

current in glandular cells (Evans and Marty, 1986) 
and in NG108-15 cells transfected with cDNA or 
genomic DNA encoding muscarinic ACh receptor 
(Fukuda et al., 1988). We have reported that in chick 
hair cells, muscarinic agonists increase the intracel- 
lular Ca2+ concentration by facilitating Ca2+ 
release from internal store sites (Shigemoto and 
Ohmori, 1990). 

There are clear distinctions between inner and 
outer hair cells in mammals. Innervation by the ef- 
ferent fiber is dominant in outer hair cells but is poor 
in inner hair cells, whereas the afferent fiber inner- 
vates mostly the inner hair cell. Differentiation of 
hair cells is not so clear in birds as in mammals but 
there are certain distinctions between tall and short 
hair cells that correspond to the mammalian inner 
hair cell and the outer hair cell, respectively 
(Takasaka and Smith, 1971; Tanaka and Smith, 
1978). 

The tall hair cell is located close to the proximal 
part of the basilar membrane where nerve fibers lose 
their myelin coating, and the short hair cell is located 
at the distal part. Short hair cells receive rich effer- 
ent innervations similar to the outer hair cell of the 
mammalian cochlea. Tall hair cells receive only a 
poor efferent innervation. 

When a puff at a concentration of 100 pM ACh 
was applied to solitary short hair cells, the mem- 
brane potential was hyperpolarized immediately 

from the resting level of - 54 mV to -80 mV 
(Shigemoto and Ohmori, 1991). The ACh-induced 
outward current could be generated with a delay of 
about 10 msec when ACh was applied ionophoreti- 
cally. Under the current-clamp condition, the mem- 
brane was hyperpolarized with a delay of 20 msec 
(Fig. 1). The ACh-inducedcurrent in the tall hair cell 
is much smaller and is generated with a much longer 
delay than the current in the short hair cell. 

The reversal potential of the ACh-induced cur- 
rent was -80 mV in a 5 mM K extracellular 
medium when recorded with 155 mM KC1-based in- 
tracellular medium. The reversal potential was de- 
pendent on [K], and was shifted 57 mV per 10-fold 
change of [K],. ACh activates a potassium conduc- 
tance. 

The ACh-induced K current was ACh dose- 
dependent with a K, of 19 pM and a Hill coeffi- 
cient of 1.6. The current was blocked by bath- 
applied 1 pM atropine, and by 100 pM quinine. 
Quinine is known to block the Ca-activated K chan- 
nel in the Aplysia neuron (Hermann and Gorman, 
1981). ACh could induce the K current even in the 
Ca-free extracellular medium. However, the ampli- 
tude of the K current induced by ACh in a Ca-free 
medium was only 45% of the control, and the se- 
cond application of ACh in the Ca-free medium 
reduced the amplitude of the outward current to 
35% of the first response in this Ca-free medium. 

D 200 rnsec 

E 
E 

Fig. 1 .  Time courses of the membrane potential and the current 
induced by ionophoretically applied ACh. Membrane current (a) 
and potential (b) changes were induced by ionophoretic applica- 
tion of ACh (1 M). ACh ejection current was 1 pA and retaining 
current was 150 nA. (Fig. 9 of Shigemoto and Ohmori, 1991.) 
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Fig. 2. ACh responses are blocked by atropine and are generated in a Ca-free extracellular medium. A. A bath application of 10 pM 
atropine blocked most of the Ca response generated by 100 pM ACh. The application of atropine is indicated by a bar on the abscissa. 
The blocking effect was reversible. B.  Ca response was generated in a Ca-free extracellular medium applied rapidly by the microperfu- 
sion method. The flow of Ca-free medium is indicated by a bar on the abscissa. After application of a Ca-free medium, the intracellular 
Ca concentration is decreased. A flow of 2.5 mM Ca extracellular medium, introduced by suspending the microperfusion of the Ca-free 
solution, induced a transient rise of intracellular Ca concentration. These two timings are indicated by two vertical broken lines. (Fig. 
6 of Shigemoto and Ohmori, 1990.) 

When 100 pm ACh was puff-applied to a solitary 
hair cell, fura-2 fluorescence was changed. The 
fluorescence which is excited at 340 nm wavelength 
was increased, and the fluorescence which was ex- 
cited at 380 nm wavelength was decreased recipro- 
cally after ACh application (Shigemoto and Ohm- 
ori, 1990). These changes of fluorescence indicate 
an increase of the intracellular Ca concentration 
(Fig. 2). 

When 10 pM atropine was bath-applied, the puff 
application of 100 pM ACh did not induce Ca 
responses (Fig. 2A). The suppression by atropine 
was reversible. We have not studied detailed 
dose - response relationships, but atropine seems to 
be at least one order of magnitude more potent than 
D-tubocurarine (Dtc) as an inhibitor of the ACh- 
induced intracellular Ca response. Dtc suppressed 
the ACh-induced Ca response only to 33% of the 
control at a concentration of 1 mM. This might sug- 
gest that a cholinergic muscarinic receptor mecha- 

nism mediates the ACh-induced rise of the intracel- 
lular Ca concentration in the hair cell. 

Some type of cholinergic muscarinic receptor is 
known to facilitate phosphatidylinositol turnover 
(reviewed by Nathanson, 1987) and generate in- 
ositol trisphosphate (IP3). IP, induces release of Ca 
from intracellular stores (Berridge and Irvine, 
1984). We have measured intracellular Ca responses 
in a Ca, Mg-free extracellular medium. In these ex- 
periments, hair cells were bathed in a Ca, Mg-free 
extracellular medium for at least 5 min before ACh 
puff application. Only 17 cells out of 133 hair cells 
tested demonstrated a Ca rise in response to the 
100 pM ACh. The time course was similar to that 
observed in a Ca-containing medium and outlasted 
the ACh puff, but the response amplitude was small. 
This small response amplitude and the extremely 
low incidence of the Ca response (1 3010) might indi- 
cate an influx as the major source of this Ca 
response. More plausibly, perhaps, the intracellular 
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Ca reservoir can be small and can deplete quickly in 
the Ca-free extracellular medium. 

When the Ca-free medium was micro-perfused 
about the hair cells, the fluorescence ratio was 
decreased indicating a fall of the intracellular Ca 
concentration. One hundred pM ACh was then 
puff-applied against hair cells and the intracellular 
Ca concentration was raised (Fig. 24. This Ca 
response was similar to the one observed in normal 
saline and clearly outlasted the ACh puff. At 516 
sec, the micro-perfusion of the Ca-free saline was 
suspended, which introduced 2.5 mM Ca into the 
extracellular medium and caused a transient rise of 
the intracellular Ca concentration. 

When two identical ACh-puff stimuli were ap- 
plied in the Ca-free medium, the second Ca response 
was only 44% of the control obtained when two 
stimuli were separated by 117 & 11 sec (n = 18). 
Also, it was more suppressed than that in the normal 
saline where the second Ca response was 90% of the 
first one when separated by 151 k 43 sec (n = 87). 
The second Ca response in the Ca-free medium was 
therefore 48% of the second Ca response in the nor- 
mal medium. This indicates a relatively easy deple- 
tion of Ca ions from the intracellular stores and is 
consistent with the decrease of ACh-induced current 
amplitudes in the Ca-free medium. These observa- 
tions support the idea that the ACh-induced K cur- 
rent and the ACh-induced Ca response are closely 
linked phenomena. 

ACh can be the neurotransmitter of the efferent 
synapse onto the hair cell. It is very likely that ACh 
activates muscarinic receptors on the hair cell mem- 
brane. The activated muscarinic receptors probably 
activate GTP binding protein. The activated GTP 
binding protein further activates the metabolic cas- 
cade of phospholipase-C and IP3 leading to the 
release of Ca2+ intracellularly. 

The Ca release site in the hair cell is not known. 
However, the hair cell has a specialized structure un- 
derneath the plasma membrane which is called the 
sub-surface cistern (Tanaka and Smith, 1978). This 
structure could be a candidate of the Ca release site. 
Probably because of the localization of the mus- 
carinic receptors, subsurface cistern and the Ca- 

activated K channel in a vicinity close to the efferent 
synapse, the ACh-induced outward current would 
be generated with a relatively short delay such as for 
the case of a second messenger-mediated channel- 
gating process. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Cochlear function reflected in mammalian hair cell 
responses 

M.A. Cheatham 

Auditory Physiology Laboratory, Hugh Knowles Center, Frances Searle Building, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208, 
U.S.A. 

This report describes response patterns recorded in inner and 
outer hair cells in the apical three turns of the guinea pig cochlea. 
Characteristic frequencies (CF) in these regions are approxi- 
mately 270 Hz in turn four, loo0 Hz in turn three and 4OOO Hz 
in turn two. Although the two receptor types exhibit differences 
in resting membrane potentials and in response phase at low 
stimulus frequencies, they both produce ac and dc receptor 

potentials in response to sound. When measured around CF, 
both cell types produce a depolarizing dc response at low and 
moderate levels. This contrasts with results published for basal- 
turn outer hair cells (Russell and Sellick, 1983; Cody and Russell, 
1987) whose responses become asymmetrical only at very high 
levels. 

Key words: Cochlea; Hair cell; Sensory receptors 

Introduction 

Sensory receptor cells in the mammalian cochlea 
have fully differentiated into two distinct popula- 
tions: inner and outer hair cells. Observations have 
revealed significant anatomical differences which 
have now been catalogued and form a long list (Lim, 
1986). For example, whereas both cell types exhibit 
a hair bundle, only the tallest row of stereocilia on 
outer hair cells (OHC) makes firm contact with the 
overlying tectorial membrane (Kimura, 1966; 
Hunter-Duvar, 1978). It is also well known 
(Spoendlin, 1969) that most of the innervating affer- 
ent nerve fibers make synaptic contact with inner 
hair cells (IHC). Thus, information sent to the cen- 
tral nervous system via the auditory nerve reflects, 
by and large, the output of IHCs. In contrast, neural 
control from the central nervous system to the 
periphery is established by incoming efferents that 
synapse primarily on OHC bodies (Engstrom, 1958; 

Smith and Sjostrand, 1961). Axosomatic contacts 
on IHCs are rare (Smith, 1961; Spoendlin, 1970). In 
addition, OHCs have been shown to exhibit motility 
(Brownell et al., 1985; Kachar et al., 1986). This 
phenomenon is being studied to learn whether 
changes in cell length may relate to cochlear amplifi- 
cation (Davis, 1983). In other words, OHCs may 
function as mechanical effectors necessary for the 
remarkable sensitivity and frequency selectivity of 
the peripheral auditory system, leaving IHCs as the 
true sensory receptors (Kim, 1984; also reviewed in 
Dallos, 1988). 

While documentation of the basic functional 
differences between the two populations of hair cells 
continues, it is also of interest to study differences 
that may be expressed longitudinally along the coch- 
lea spiral. For example, while IHC morphology is 
relatively constant, OHCs change in length by a fac- 
tor of three to four from base to apex (Brownell et 
al., 1985; Pujol, 1991). This variation may be 
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responsible for the increasing inclination of the 
reticular lamina relative to the basilar membrane 
(Bohne and Carr, 1979; Lim, 1980). Efferent inner- 
vation of OHCs also exhibits significant longitudi- 
nal variations as well as changes in neurochemistry 
(Smith and Sjostrand, 1%1; Spoendlin, 1970; 
Klinke and Galley, 1974; Guth et al., 1976; Warr, 
1978; Guinan et al., 1983; Altsculer and Fex, 1986). 

In addition, functional differences have been 
reported in dc receptor potentials (RP) produced by 
apical (Dallos et al., 1982; Dallos, 1986) versus basal 
(Russell and Sellick, 1983; Cody and Russell, 1987) 
OHCs. The dc component is especially important 
for transmitter release at high frequencies because 
the ac RP is low-pass filtered by resistances and 
capacitances in the hair cell's basolateral membrane 
and by calcium-dependent synaptic processes 
(Weiss et al., 1974; Russell and Sellick, 1978, 1983; 
Dallos, 1984,1985; Palmer and Russell, 1986; Weiss 
and Rose, 1988; Kidd and Weiss, 1990). It is also 
well known that tuning curve shapechanges dramat- 
ically with characteristic frequencies (CF) (Kiang et 
al., 1965; Evans, 1972; Harris, 1979; Schmiedt, 
1989; Ohlemiller and Echteler, 1990). For example, 
in the 1000 Hz region, tuning curves are V-shaped 
whereas single units with CFs at 4OOO Hz and above 
exhibit a distinct tip and tail and a greater frequency 
selectivity. Consequently, this report presents infor- 
mation recorded from both IHCs and OHCs in the 
apical three turns of the guinea pig cochlea with the 
purpose of understanding functional differences be- 
tween the two populations of receptor cells and the 
longitudinal variations that may be expressed along 
the cochlea. 

Methods 

Intracellular recordings of IHCs and OHCs from 
turns four, three and two are accomplished using a 
lateral approach to the organ of Corti (OC) (Dallos 
et al., 1982). The use of young, albino guinea pigs 
facilitates fenestration of the cochlear bone, which 
becomes thicker towards the base. Anesthesia is in- 
duced and maintained using a combination of so- 

dium pentobarbital and Innovar-Vet. Animals 
breathe on their own without difficulty. 

In a standard track, the recording electrode 
usually travels approximately 130 pm in the scala 
media space media space before touching the organ 
of Corti. Careful distance measures are made to de- 
termine the locations at which sensory receptor cells 
are encountered. In turn two, IHCs are located ap- 
proximately 135 pm into the organ; OHCs are nor- 
mally less than 100 pm. After an OHC is recorded, 
the electrode is advanced to search for the compan- 
ion IHC and to determine if the track exhibits a nor- 
mal electrical profile (Dallos, 1985). In turns three 
and four, the distances traveled are longer. For ex- 
ample, in turn three, IHCs are located approxi- 
mately 165 pm into the organ; in turn four, approxi- 
mately 190 pm. 

After amplification, responses are low-pass 
filtered to prevent aliasing. In turns three and four, 
the filter cut-off frequency is 3000 Hz; in turn two, 
6OOO Hz. Sampling rate is also increased in turn two 
and exceeds the Nyquist frequency. Further details 
can be obtained from previous publications (Dallos, 
1985; Cheatham and Dallos, 1989, 1992). 

Results and discussion 

Inner hair cells in the guinea pig cochlea produce 
RPs composed of ac and dc components. The ac, 
which approximates the wave form of the stimulat- 
ing tone burst, is measured off-line from fast Fou- 
rier transforms of averaged response wave forms. 
The dc component follows the envelope of the 
stimulus and is measured relative to the baseline in 
quiet. At low sound levels, hair cell responses are 
sharply tuned with the largest response produced at 
the characteristic frequency of the cell. Because fre- 
quency selectivity is level-dependent , response pat- 
terns at high input levels become low-pass rather 
than band-pass (Russell and Sellick, 1978; Dallos, 
1985). 

Frequency response functions from IHCs 
recorded in turns four, three and two are shown in 
Fig. 1. These regions roughly correspond to dis- ' 
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Fig. 1. Inner hair cell frequency-response functions from turns 
four, three and two (reproduced from Dallos and Cheatham 
(1992), by copyright permission of the Rockefeller University 
Press). Stimulus frequency, plotted along the abscissa, is varied 
to map out the response area of each cell. Arrows designate the 
CFs of each of the three recording locations. Stimulus level is 
constant at 50 dB SPL re: 2.0 x lo-’ Pa. The ac RPs are plot- 
ted with circles and solid lines; the dc RPs with triangles and 
dashed lines. Magnitude appears on the ordinate and 0 dB cor- 
responds to 5 mV peak. Membrane potentials of all three cells fall 
in a range between - 28 and - 24 mV. The ac responses from 
turns four and three were plotted using a different format in a 
previous publication (Dallos, 1986). 
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tances along the basilar membrane of 17.0,13.8 and 
9.7 mm measured from the base to the middle of the 
window made in the cochlear bone, The CFs of hair 
cells at these three locations are approximately 270 
Hz, loo0 Hz and 4OOO Hz, respectively. These deter- 
minations are based on numerous IHC recordings 
obtained at low levels. Although not obvious from 
the ac frequency response functions, the dc profiles 
in Fig. 1 do reflect these estimates. 

In Fig. 1, ac RPs are plotted with solid lines and 
dc responses with dashed lines. Because the range of 
frequencies that excite cells recorded in turn four is 
relatively low, their ac responses are not filtered by 
the basolateral hair cell membrane or the recording 
electrode. Consequently, there is a similarity be- 
tween the ac and dc functions, although the dc 
responses are smaller in magnitude. In contrast, 
second-turn results, plotted on the right, reveal that 
the dc RPs produced at CF exceed their ac counter- 
parts. This very likely reflects filtering of the ac RP 
by the hair cell membrane and by the recording elec- 
trode. It is also likely that this higher frequency 
region of the cochlea is more non-linear than lower 
frequency recording locations. Because the dc com- 
ponent of the RP is a distortion product, its magni- 
tude is larger towards the base of the cochlea. This 

Fig. 2. Frequency-response functions measured at 70 dB SPL for two OHCs in turn three and turn two. Arrows along the abscissa indi- 
cate their CFs. The membrane potential of the third (second) turn cell was - 75 (- 58) mV. Data from turn three have appeared in a 
slightly different form in another paper (Dallos, 1985). Ac RPs are shown in part A; dc RPs in part B. The third (second) turn results 
are plotted with solid (dashed) lines. 
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increasing degree of non-linearity may have evolved 
to compensate for the low-pass filtering of the ac 
RP, which is reflected in the degradation of phase 
locking at the single unit kevel (Kiang et al., 1965; 
Harrison and Evans, 1979, Palmer and Russell, 
1986). Thus, the dc RP is probably responsible for 
transmitter release in the basal region of the cochlea 
(Russell and Sellick, 1978; Schmiedt and Zwislocki, 
1978). 

Characterization of OHC responses has been 
more difficult than for IHCs. Presumably, this is be- 
cause they are less tightly held, are mostly sur- 
rounded by fluid and possibly because they are mo- 
tile. The earliest recordings revealed that in apex and 
base, OHC resting potentials were different from 
those observed for IHCs (Dallos et al., 1982; Russell 
and Sellick, 1983). The latter were generally -40 
mV. In other words, IHCs are depolarized relative 
to surrounding supporting cells. By contrast, OHC 
resting potentials are roughly - 70 mV, which is in 
line with other cells in the body. 

As an example of OHC response patterns, the fre- 
quency response functions measured at 70 dB for 
both ac (part A) and dc (part B) RPs are plotted in 
Fig. 2 for turns three and two. The two cells produce 
similar response patterns although the ac RP (Fig. 
2A) recorded in the second-turn OHC is filtered to 
a greater degree by the cell’s basolateral membrane 
than is the response recorded in turn three. Plots of 
the dc RPs in the right panel demonstrate that OHCs 
in both of these regions produce depolarizing dc RPs 
around CF, which has also been reported for OHCs 
in turn four (Dallos, 1986). It should be emphasized 
that comparisons between cochlear turns and cell 
types are intended to be qualitative. Quantitative 
comparisons are probably premature until more 
numerous second-turn OHC recordings have been 
accumulated. 

In contrast to Fig. 2, where stimulus frequency 
was the parameter, input - output functions are 
plotted in Fig. 3 to compare OHC responses (part A) 
with those measured in the organ of Corti fluid 
space (part B). The stimulus frequency is 3500 Hz. 
At all levels between 40 and 80 dB SPL, the OHC 
response is depolarizing and exceeds that recorded 

Fig. 3. Response wave forms from an OHC @art A) and from the 
organ of Corti fluid space (part B). The stimulus frequency is 
3500 Hz. Input sound level is the parameter and varies between 
Nand 80dB SPL. The order of stimulus presentations was as fol- 
lows: 80,50,40,60 and 70dB SPL. Both OHC and OC responses 
are plotted on the same scale to facilitate comparisons. The dura- 
tion of the tone bursts was 15 msec including the 2.5 msec rise/fall 
times. The resting potential of the OHC was - 82 mV. 

extracellularly in the surrounding fluid. The 
OHC/OC ratio is not constant, which probably 
reflects a degradation in OHC responsiveness over 
time. Although the input sound levels are arranged 
in decreasing order, they were obtained in a ran- 
domized sequence. 

To compare IHC and OHC responses at one coch- 
lear location, individual response wave forms are 
displayed in Fig. 4. The stimulus, 3250 Hz, is 
presented at a level of 80 dB SPL. The figure demon- 
strates that both cell types produce a sizable 
response composed of both ac and dc components. 
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Fig. 4. Response wave forms for an OHC (part A) and IHC (part 
B) at 3250 Hz and 80 dB SPL (reproduced from Dallos and 
Cheatham (1992), by copyright permission of the Rockefeller 
University Press). The OHC was recorded 55 pm into the OC; the 
IHC at 130pm. TheOHC resting potential was - 58 mV; that for 
the IHC was - 38 mV. Although both cells were from the second 
turn, they were obtained from different animals. 

The latter is depolarizing in both cases and exhibits 
a similar dynamic pattern in the two cells. 

Responses obtained well below CF are presented 
in Fig. 5 .  The purpose of this figure is to demon- 
strate a distinction between the two hair cell popula- 
tions. These wave forms represent responses to 150 
Hz at 80 dB SPL. On the top, the OHC response is 
compared with that recorded in the OC fluid space 
adjacent to the cell. The latter is smaller in magni- 
tude than the response recorded intracellularly. 
Note that OC and OHC responses are in phase. This 
contrasts with the IHC wave form at the bottom. 
Here the intracellular ac RP leads the ac response 
that is measured just outside the cell in the OC. This 
phase difference between IHCs and OHCs is ex- 
pressed at all four cochlear locations (Nuttall et al., 
1981; Dallos and Santos-Sacchi, 1983; Russell and 
Sellick, 1983) and confirms that IHC stereocilia are 
free-standing while the tallest stereocilia of outer 
hair cells are firmly embedded in the tectorial mem- 
brane (Kimura, 1966; Hunter-Duvar, 1978). In 
other words, at very low frequencies, IHCs are ve- 
locity detectors. Above several hundred Hertz, 
however, both IHCs and OHCs respond to basilar 
membrane displacement. 

It must be emphasized that all IHCs and OHCs 
recorded using the lateral approach in turns four, 
three and two produce depolarizing responses when 
stimulated at and around CF. Although this result 
is consistent with reports for cultured hair cells in the 
mouse (Russell et al., 1986; Russell and Richardson, 
1987) and with responses from all non-mammalian 
hair cell systems (Hudspeth and Corey, 1977; Craw- 
ford and Fettiplace, 1981; Holton and Weiss, 1983), 
it differs from in vivo recordings in the base of the 
guinea pig cochlea (Russell and Sellick, 1983; Cody 
and Russell, 1987). Outer hair cells with high CFs 
produce depolarizing RPs only with stimulus levels 
that are at or above 90 dB SPL. These responses also 
require several cycles to develop, whereas the dc RPs 
in basal-turn IHCs are manifest instantaneously as 
are those exhibited by hair cells in the apex of the 
cochlea. Because the ac RP is filtered by the hair 
cell’s basolateral membrane, any sensory function 
for basal-turn OHCs is virtually eliminated. 

A. OHC MY21 l.CO2.CO4 

AP23 l .C04 ,C15  

Fig. 5 .  To demonstrate differences in response phase, wave forms 
are shown in response to a 150 Hz stimulus at 80 dB SPL 
(reproduced from Dallos and Cheatham (1992), by copyright 
permission of the Rockefeller University Press). In part A,  the 
OHC (- 82 mV resting potential) ac RP is compared with the 
cochlear microphonic recorded in the OC. The extracellular 
response is smaller in magnitude than the response recorded in 
the OHC. In part B,  the OC response is compared with the 
response measured in an IHC with a resting potential of - 46 
mV. The OHC was located 60 pm after contacting the first Hen- 
sen cell; the IHC was at 132 pm. These recordings were not made 
in the same cochlea. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Sound preprocessing by ac and dc movements of cochlear 
outer hair cells 

H.P. Zenner and A. Ernst 

Department of Otolaryngology, University of Tubingen, Germany 

In inner and outer hair cells, a sound event results mechano- 
electrically in a receptor potential from the hair cells by the func- 
tioning of apical and lateral K+-channels. However, after this 
point, the signal transfer is divided. Inner hair cells (IHC) release 
an unknown afferent transmitter. By contrast, outer hair cells 
(OHC) are proposed to produce mechanical ac and dc responses. 
In our model, the ac components of the sound signal, the carrier 
frequencies, determine the response of the OHC. Usually, they 
respond by ac and dc movements. The rapid ac movements of 
OHC, for which the underlying mechanism is unknown, may 
respond cycle-by-cycle to and interfere with the carrier frequency 
of the traveling wave. Near hearing threshold, they could drasti- 
cally amplify the traveling wave thus contributing to the postu- 
lated cochlear amplifier. Active dc movements of the cytoskele- 
ton of the cell body, as well as of the cuticular plate with the sen- 
sory hairs, are proposed to respond to millisecond changes of the 
sound stimulus over time. Such changes could be a modulation 
of the amplitude (AM), i.e., an increase or decrease of the sound 
pressure level (SPL), which is reflected in the envelope of the 
traveling wave. The active mechanical dc response of OHC to the 
amplitude (AM) and frequency modulation (FM) pattern is then 
expected to result in dc position changes of the reticular lamina 
(RL). These should control the operation point of the stereocilia, 
thus influencing their transfer function and sensitivity. In addi- 

tion, experimental data suggest that there are modulations of the 
compliance of the organ of Corti (OC) and changes of its geome- 
try. This dc modulation of micromechanical properties and ge- 
ometry of the OC by active force generation of OHCs might con- 
tribute to automatic gain control, adaptation, TTS, as well as to 
the homeostasis of the basilar membrane location. In particular, 
the motile mechanism may protect the vulnerable cochlear parti- 
tion against high sound pressure levels. Moreover, according to 
this model, changes of the sound signal with time are expected to 
be encoded in the actively produced dc movements of the RL. As 
the signal changes may carry important information (e.g., com- 
plex sound signal modulations such as formant transitions in 
speech), this is extracted and mechanically encoded by the pro- 
posed active dc mechanism. It cannot be excluded that the 
information-carrying dc signal is transferred to inner hair cells 
contributing to their adequate stimulus. If this is true, then infor- 
mation due to sound signal changes would appear subsequently 
in the cochlea as active mechanical low-frequency events even at 
high-carrier frequencies. This would allow the cochlea to adapt 
parts of its information encoding to the limited frequency of the 
afferent transmitter release from IHC whose cycle-by-cycle en- 
coding is known to be restricted to low frequencies (phase lock- 
ing). 

- 

Key words: Hair cell; Cochlea; Sensory receptors; Active mechanisms; Otoacoustic emission 

Introduction (BM) (Rhode, 1971; Zwicker, 1979; LePage and 
Johnstone, 1980; Kim et al., 1980; Khanna and 

The cochlea is no longer regarded as a passive Leonard, 1982; Sellick et al., 1982). The outer hair 
mechanical signal analyzer. Active mechanical cells (OHC) are probably the elements that contrib- 
processes have been suggested that are thought to ute to this active mechanical control of the BM dis- 
modulate the oscillations of the basilar membrane placements (Leonard and Khanna, 1984; Brownell 
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et al., 1985; Zenner et al., 1985a). Cochlear OHC 
are able to perform two types of active movement in 
vitro and in situ. These are-characterized as reversi- 
ble, fast ac (Brownell et al., 1985) and reversible, 
slow dc motility (Zenner et al., 1985b). The ac move- 
ments show time constants within the microseconds 
range, the dc movements are effective within the 
milliseconds range. This paper summarizes our data 
and reviews results from the literature to present 
hypotheses on the possible physiological role of the 
ac and dc motility of OHC. 

According to the cochlear amplifier hypothesis, 
the ac mechanism (Brownell et al., 1985; Ashmore, 
1987; Zenner et al., 1987) responds cycle-by-cycle to 
the waves of the signal. It seems to explain the bi- 
ophysical concept of hearing at a low sound pressure 
level (SPL): mechanical energy is released in a coch- 
lear region basally to the tonotopic point of the test 
frequency (cochlear amplifier). This leads in turn to 
an active increase in sensitivity by about 40 dB 
(Rhode, 1971; Zwicker, 1979; LePage and John- 
stone, 1980; Khanna and Leonard, 1982; Sellick et 
al., 1982). 

As a response to changes of SPL or frequency, the 
dc mechanism supposedly triggers the position of 
the cochlear partition and the operating point of the 
stereocilia. Thus, it may influence the sensitivity to 
low and the protection against high sound pressure 
levels (Zenner, 1986b,c; LePage, 1987). Moreover, 
natural sound signals such as human speech are 
characterized by continuous amplitude and fre- 
quency modulations. Formant transitions are an im- 
portant example of speech waveform modulation 
and carrier of information (Khanna, this volume). 
Thus, it cannot be excluded that the active dc 
response of OHC is an active mechanical encoding 
strategy of the cochlea to process the information 
underlying modulations of SPL or frequency. Sub- 
sequently, the actively processed information un- 
derlying the mechanical dc signal may be transferred 
to inner hair cells (IHC) for final transduction. 

Material and methods 

The relevant methods applied in our experiments are 

extensively described in Zenner et al. (1985a,b, 
1987, 1988a, 1989), Zenner (1986b,d, 1988), Gitter 
and Zenner (1988), Reuter et al. (1988), Reuter and 
Zenner (1990), Reuter et al. (1991) and Gitter et al. 
(1992). 

Results and discussion 

OHC as a potential site of the cochlear amplifier 
The most compelling evidence for the genesis of 

an active mechanical amplification in the cochlea re- 
lies on the fact that the amplifier produces a motor 
force. The cellular substrates for this movement are 
thought to be the OHC. The basic difference be- 
tween the characteristics of a travelling wave in a liv- 
ing and in a post-mortem preparation can be at- 
tributed to the activity of the OHC. When destroy- 
ing the OHC selectively in a living organism, the ear 
does not become deaf, but it loses frequency selec- 
tivity and the travelling wave has a broad and un- 
sharp appearance as in the post-mortem ear (Ryan 
and Dallos, 1975; Dallos and Harris, 1978; Dallos et 
al., 1980; Liberman and Dodds, 1984). 

Kiang et al. (1970) selectively destroyed OHC us- 
ing kanamycin. This led to a loss of sharp tuning in 
the single fiber recordings from the cochlear nerve. 
On the flat part of the tuning curve, positioned at the 
basal part of the cochlea, the nerve remained 
preserved (this finding also indicates that the sharp 
tuning of the eighth nerve is produced by the OHC 
and not by the nerve itself). It is worth mentioning 
in this respect that inner ear diseases that produce 
reduced speech understanding ability (loss of fre- 
quency selectivity) primarily begin with a selective 
destruction of OHC (Meyer zum Gottesberge, 1948; 
Lehnhardt, 1984). 

OHC are anatomically well positioned to modu- 
late the movements of the tectorial membrane (Al- 
len, 1980; Lim, 1980). The number of OHC is triple 
the number of IHC. At the same time, the OHC are 
the target of the efferent nerve supply from brain to 
cochlea (Rasmussen, 1942; Engstrom, 1958; Smith, 
1961; Spoendlin and Gacek, 1963; Spoendlin, 
1969). 

Manipulations of the crossed olivo-cochlear bun- 
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dle, about 90% of whose efferent fibers end on 
OHC, influence the sharp tuning. They lead to a 
flattened tip of the nerval tuning curves and change 
the receptor potentials of the IHC (Dallos et al., 
1980). This also leads to the conclusion that the tun- 
ing curves of the cochlear nerve and of the IHC 
largely depend on a triggering by the OHC. There- 
fore the OHC should not only be capable of sound 
perception, but also should act as peripheral 
mechanical effector cells (Siege1 and Kim, 1982; De 
Boer, 1983a,b; Flock, 1983; Flock and Strelioff, 
1984; Brownell et al., 1985; Zenner et al., 1985a,b, 
1988a; Kim, 1986; Zenner, 1986b,c; Ashmore, 
1987). From a physiological point of view, this 
mechanism is called the cochlear amplifier. It is a 
rule that the smaller the stimulus, the larger the am- 
plification. Subsequently, the resulting signal, ac- 
tively preprocessed by the motor forces of OHC, is 
perceived and transduced by IHC and the trans- 
duced signal is passed to the cochlear nerve. 

Motor forces of OHC. The static mechanical 
forces that are produced by guinea pig OHC during 
a contraction have been measured by Gitter et al. 
(1993). They sucked isolated, viable OHC into capil- 
laries and a defined mechanical load of the cell was 
used to determine the active force that an OHC 
needed to overcome an elongating force. An ex- 
tracellular electrical stimulus of 1 mV was chosen 
because usually OHC are exposed to a physiological 
potential difference between the subtectorial (scala 
media) and Nuel’s space (scala tympani), i.e., the 
electrical fields of cochlear microphonics (CM) and 
the summating potential (SP). This potential differ- 
ence is changed at the tip of the OHC during the 
process of hearing, which produces the CM. When 
the CM is measured in scala vestibuli and tympani 
by microelectrodes, it can be measured at the tip of 
the OHC with a stimulus of approximately 1 mV 
(Tasaki et al., 1952, 1954). The force of an OHC 
(third turn) was found to be 14 pN/mV at a compli- 
ance of 300 - 400 m/N. Under the assumption of 
50 - 60 OHC commonly innervated as a motor unit 
(LePage, 1987; Plinkert et al., 1990; LePage et al., 
1991), a force of 700 pN/mV is produced. The stiff- 

ness of the cochlear partition, measured at the basi- 
lar membrane with a probe of 25 pm in diameter, is 
0.48 N/m corresponding to 480 pN/nm at a distance 
of 1.6 mm from the stapes (Gummer et al., 1981). 
Hence, the motor amplitude of 4.5 nm and the force 
of 700 pN/nm produced by a stimulus of 1 mV in 50 
OHC seems to be effective enough to lead to an in 
situ movement. These results provide a basis for fu- 
ture research to determine the potential work and 
power of OHC. This will answer the question of 
whether OHC are able to compensate for the fric- 
tion of the OC. 

Ac Movements of outer hair cells 

Ac motility in vitro and in situ. Longitudinal ac 
movements of the cylindrical cell body of OHC can 
be electrically induced, as demonstrated by several 
groups (Brownell et al., 1985; Zenner et al., 1987, 
1988a,b; Ashmore, 1987). Their time constant of 
240 psec is within the submillisecond range (Ash- 
more, 1987; Zenner et al., 1987). A digital subtrac- 
tion can be used to visualize movements of the cutic- 
ular plate in some of the cells, leading to a 
stereociliary displacement (Zenner et al., 1988a). 

The velocity of the electrogenic OHC motility is 
remarkable (Santos-Sacchi, 1989). The exposure of 
isolated guinea pig OHC to an ac field induces active 
longitudinal oscillations up to 30 kHz as shown by 
photoelectric measurements (Zenner et al., 1987; 
Gitter and Zenner, 1988, 1993). An intracellular 
microinjection of an ac current results in a move- 
ment with a frequency of up to 10 kHz. Their latency 
period is only 120 psec (Ashmore, 1987). A depolari- 
zation is followed by a contraction as monitored by 
video and photoelectrical techniques (Zenner et al., 
1985a, 198810; Ashmore, 1987). A hyperpolariza- 
tion induces an elongation of the cell body. 

An extracellular, electrical ac field induces OHC 
movements of up to 15 kHz in situ, i.e., within the 
organ of Corti as visualized by video enhancement 
and measured by photoelectrical methods (Reuter et 
al., 1988, 1991; Khanna et al., 1989a,b; Zenner et 
al., 1989, 1990; Reuter and Zenner, 1990). The mo- 
tility is limited to that particular region of the organ 
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of Corti where the OHC are located. Due to their 
mechanical coupling to OHC, a co-movement of the 
tunnel of Corti or of the IHC region is seen. A 
decline of the amplitudes can be observed in vitro 
and in situ with an increase of motility frequency 
(Reuter et al., 1991; Gitter and Zenner, 1993). The 
amplitude of the OHC movement decreases by a 
minimum of 20 dB/decade above 200 Hz for the ex- 
tracellular as well as for the intracellular electrical 
stimulation (Gitter and Zenner, 1993). This cor- 
responds to the electrical corner frequency between 
50 Hz and 1.3 kHz as defined by the time constant 
of 0.13 - 3 msec of the OHC membrane capacity 
(Dallos, 1985; Santos-Sacchi, 1989). Thus, the loss 
of amplitude might be due in part to the membrane 
capacity. One must also consider a hydrodynamic 
inhibition since it is increased with a rise in velocity. 
This leads either to a high energy consumption in in- 
creasing frequencies of motility or to a reduction in 
the amplitudes. In both cases, the electromechanical 
efficiency becomes reduced with increasing fre- 
quency. 

Unknown mechanism of ac motility. The molecu- 
lar basis of these fast movements is unknown. They 
cannot be influenced by dinitrophenol (inhibitor of 
the cellular energy production), cytochalasine B and 
phalloidin (they interfere with the actin skeleton of 
OHC) (Ashmore, 1987; Zenner et al., 1987; Reuter 
and Zenner, 1990). Hence, actin and myosin can be 
excluded as underlying molecules and ATP as bi- 
ochemical energy source. Further controls have 
shown that another prerequisite for the fast motility 
is the integrity of the outer cellular membrane con- 
sisting of lipid and protein molecules and that the 
OHC must possess their cylindrical shape (Gitter 
and Zenner, 1993). A physical process is postulated 
(Brownell et al., 1985; Kachar et al., 1986; Dallos et 
al., 1991). 

It is a matter of speculation whether these move- 
ments are controlled by the receptor potential. The 
electromechanical efficiency of the receptor poten- 
tial in isolated OHC has been determined to be 2 
pm/V at a resting potential of -70 mV (Santos- 
Sacchi, 1989). This value seems to be too small 

(Hudspeth, 1989) for the receptor potential to in- 
duce any significant motor effect close to the 
threshold (Santos-Sacchi, 1989). Electrical fields 
are possible candidates as the driving signal, which 
could be demonstrated by Zenner and Gitter (1987) 
and Reuter and Zenner (1990). In their investiga- 
tions, non-conducting mannitol solutions were used 
as the bath for electrically stimulating OHC. In ad- 
dition, Dallos et al. (1991) also attributed the driving 
force to an electrical field by investigating OHC 
sucked into capillaries. Electrical ac fields are 
produced in vivo by CM and SP around OHC. It 
might be credible in this respect that the CM trigger 
a fast ac movement and the SP contribute to the con- 
trol of a dc movement. 

However, it still remains to be elucidated whether 
the evidenced fast OHC motility actually represents 
the motor force underlying the active cochlear fre- 
quency tuning. In addition, otoacoustic emissions 
from the cochlea are not limited to mammals. They 
can also be detected in birds and reptiles, which pos- 
sess no OHC (Manley et al., 1987; Van Dijk and 
Wit, 1987; Wit et al., 1989). 

Dc movements of outer cells 

Active position changes of the cochlear parti- 
tion. The cochlea is able to change the position of 
its partition to sound stimuli (LePage, 1987). The 
cochlea should also be capable of correcting an un- 
desired shift in the cochlear partition resulting from 
an altered production of endolymph and perilymph 
(Johnstone et al., 1986). The large dynamic range of 
hearing is obviously also compressed within the ear 
by its non-linearity (compression of dynamics). It 
has to be considered that an increase of the fast (ac) 
motility of the OHC is linearly correlated to the in- 
tensity of the stimulus (Gitter and Zenner, 1991). 
Hence, this cannot explain the decreasing amplifica- 
tion, i.e., the non-linearity, above 40 dB SPL. At 
high sound pressure levels, the compression has to 
be so large that a protective mechanism comes into 
action. It adapts the cochlea mechanically to pre- 
vent a sound-induced injury (adaptation, protec- 
tion). One possible hypothesis to explain the 
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above mentioned aspects might be a second mechan- 
ism of OHC motility, i.e., the so-called slow motil- 
ity. Although it has already been experimentally evi- 
denced, its physiological role is still a matter of con- 
troversy. 

When depolarizing isolated OHC by application 
of potassium gluconate or a dc current (Zenner et 
al., 1985a,b, 1988a,b; Zenner, 1986a,b,c,d), slow, 
reversible contractions and elongations (dc move- 
ments) of the cell body linked to a deflection of the 
cuticular plate and its stereocilia can be reproduced. 
Their time constants are in the milliseconds range. 
A change between depolarization and repolariza- 
tion enables the OHC to pass through several cycles 
of contraction and elongation. Fura-2 measure- 
ments (they display free Ca2+) consequently show 
an increase of Ca2+ during depolarization (Reuter 
and Zenner, 1990). In another set of experiments, 
longitudinal movements with a velocity of 3 - 24 
nm/msec could be induced by an intracellular in- 
crease of Ca2+ and ATP, leading to a stimulation 
of the actomyosin network (Flock et al., 1986; Zen- 
ner, 1986c, 1988). Shortenings of OHC couldalso be 
demonstrated by vibratory stimulation of the cell 
body (Canlon et al., 1988). A tuning of the slow 
OHC contraction could be found by stimulation in 
the low-frequency region (Brundlin et al., 1989). 

An experimental increase of the perilymphatic 
potassium concentration has led to a histologically 
evidenced contraction of OHC in situ in analogy to 
the potassium-induced depolarization and contrac- 
tion of isolated OHC. The length of the IHC re- 
mains unchanged. The shortening of the OHC 
causes a reduced distance between the basilar mem- 
brane (BM) and reticular lamina, thus producing a 
compression of the organ of Corti (Zenner and Git- 
ter, 1989). A sudden increase of the amplitude of 
electrical stimuli results in an altered position of the 
reticular lamina towards the scala vestibuli (LePage 
et al., 1991). LePage observed an acoustically in- 
duced shift of the cochlear partition from its mid po- 
sition. The basilar membrane was shifted towards 
the vestibular or tympanic scala at higher or lower 
stimulation frequencies whereas the corresponding 
point of the BM remained unchanged at frequencies 

close to the characteristic frequency (CF) (LePage, 
1987). In this respect, the BM is shifted towards the 
scala vestibuli just below the CF and further away 
from scala tympani. A shift towards the tympanic 
scala was observed even above the point of the CF. 

In case of a link between the OHC-induced shift 
of the cochlear partition towards tympanic or ves- 
tibular scala with a subsequent shift of the TM, one 
has to expect a dc deflection of the stereocilia of 
OHC towards the modiolus or laterally. Such a 
mechanism necessarily influences the transfer func- 
tion of the stereocilia, which is angle-dependent . 
Dc deflections of the stereociliary angle out of a 
mid position into a negative or positive direction 
lead to a reduced transfer function and, hence, to 
the sensitivity to vibrations. Vice versa, it can be ex- 
pected that slow movements of OHC can reverse 
passively induced displacements of the cochlear par- 
tition with a deflection of the stereociliar bundle into 
the mid position: the passively induced deteriora- 
tion of the transfer function of the affected hair cells 
is improved. This means that the mechanism of slow 
motility is well suited for influencing the operation 
point of the reticular lamina and, thus, the opera- 
tion angle of the stereocilia (Zenner, 1986b). The 
resulting low-frequency changes of hair bundle 
deflections are to be expected preferably in OHC but 
not in IHC. It can be assumed therefore that the 
operation angle, and subsequently the transfer func- 
tion of the hair bundle of OHC, are changed at the 
point of a positional change of the cochlear partition 
whereas the IHC sensitivity is influenced to a lesser 
extent. 

When transferring these ideas to the results of 
LePage (1987), one notices that only when the BM 
(and the hair bundle deflection, respectively) is in a 
mid position, it is sensitive to OHC that are close to 
the CF. A clear change in position can only be recog- 
nized above and below the CF, which must be linked 
with a deterioration in sensitivity of the vibratory 
transfer function - predominantly of OHC. The 
sensitive mid position close to the CF reflects an op- 
timum of amplification because the vibratory trans- 
fer function of OHC probably triggers the cochlear 
amplifier. A positional change below and above the 
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CF leads to a reduction of amplification. The result 
would be an optimization of the active travelling 
wave at the CF and a bilateral inhibition*, as sug- 
gested earlier to be a function of the slow motility 
(Zenner, 1986~). This would support an energy sup- 
ply for the cochlear amplifier at a certain location. 
Thus, it cannot be ruled out that this mechanism 
contributes actively and mechanically to the defini- 
tion of the location of the fast cochlear amplifier. 

Compression of the dynamic range (cochlear at- 
tenuator). The elevation of the active travelling 
wave by the cochlear amplifier is reduced when SPL 
is increased (largely above 40 dB SPL): the amplifi- 
cation is larger at low than at moderate SPL, i.e., the 
system is non-linear. The behavior of the fast OHC 
movements in vitro is non-vulnerable after a 
challenge and is highly linear with an increase in 
stimulus. Therefore, these components cannot ex- 
plain the physiological non-linearity (Gitter and 
Zenner, 1993). It is credible that an increase in the 
SPL causes the occurrence of an OHC dc movement 
(dc component) in addition to the fast (ac compo- 
nent) movement to induce a compressive non- 
linearity that declines as amplitude increases. It 
would correspond to an “automatic gain control” 
(AGC). At the same time, the sensitivity for inten- 
sity differences would be decreased, but not to the 
same extent because of the increase in stimulus in- 
tensity. This helps to explain the broader tuning with 
increases in SPL. The reduced increase of the vibra- 
tory amplitude might underly the relative improve- 
ment of temporal resolution that occurs at the same 
time (Dallos, 1988). A linear increase of the vibra- 
tion amplitude would require such a high velocity 
and amplitude of the vibrating tissues that it could 
not be realized within the cochlea. The decreased 
amplitude, however, would reduce the velocity and 
improve temporal resolution. This might be of use 
for speech discrimination at a higher SPL. 

Thus, it seems reasonable that the mechanism of 
the slow OHC motility (dc component) contributes 

* Another possible mechanism are antiphasic ac movements. 

to a compression of the dynamic range by active 
positioning (Zenner, 1986c) of the cochlear parti- 
tion and/or by a change in the motility (stiffness, 
compliance, damping) and geometry of the parti- 
tion. A dc reduction of the passive displacement 
(“cochlear attenuator”) seems likely to improve the 
position and, subsequently, the transfer function of 
the hair bundle, and thus to express more effectively 
the cochlear ac amplifier. This could contribute to 
the understanding of speech in higher noise levels. 
Electrophysiological recordings of OHC of the 
lower turn (Cody and Russell, 1987) clearly demon- 
strate that OHC can produce a dc potential only at 
high SPL or at low frequencies. This corresponds to 
the idea that it is an OHC requirement to recognize 
positional changes of the cochlear partition (devia- 
tions from the mid position). It cannot be ruled out 
that the result of this measurement of position is 
transferred as a nerve signal via the afferent fibers. 

Frequency modulation and cochlear ampli- 
fier. Observations by Canlon et al. (1988) and 
Brundin et al. (1989) have shown a frequency-tuned, 
tonic movement of the hair cell to vibratory stimula- 
tion of the OHC body. Our results have confirmed 
these findings (Reuter and Zenner, in preparation) 
and could evidence, in addition to ac responses, dc 
movements of the OHC as responses to changes of 
the frequency or stimulus intensity. Thus, OHC 
seem to respond to the stimulus envelope. The ac 
carrier frequency determines the frequency charac- 
teristic of OHC that responds with a dc movement 
far below the frequency of the stimulus. A high fre- 
quency is obviously partly converted into a lower 
frequency, i.e., a frequency modulation takes place. 
It cannot be ruled out that the frequency-modulated 
(down-modulated), mechanical dc signal of OHC 
represents the basis of an adequate IHC stimulus. 
The frequency modulation would help to adapt the 
mechanical signal to the limited frequency of the af- 
ferent transmitter release from IHC and of the neu- 
ral phase locking. 

Not all cochlear models require a cycle-by-cycle 
mode of the cochlear amplifier to account for sharp 
tuning (Zwicker, 1986a,b). Thus, it cannot be ex- 
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cluded that the OHC dc response is the cellular basis 
of the cochlear amplifier. Interestingly, the velocity 
of the dc OHC movements of 3 - 24 nm/msec (Zen- 
ner, 1988) is within the same range as the BM veloc- 
ity of 30 nm/msec measured by means of the Moss- 
bauer technique with the cochlear amplifier in ac- 
tion (Sellick et al., 1982). Furthermore, in contrast 
to the electrokinetic ac movements, the ATP- 
dependent OHC movements are physiologically 
vulnerable. Moreover, latencies of transiently 
evoked otoacoustic emissions (TEOAE) are con- 
siderably long, which does not exclude a slow-acting 
non-linearity that possibly responds to the sound 
signal envelope. 

Adaptation, noise protection and TTS. The ear 
can adapt to a high SPL (Keidel et al., 1961). This 
is a rather slow process, e.g., the cochlea can adapt 
to the sound pressure wave of an explosion when the 
blast wave has reached its maximum beyond 1.5 
msec. A sound event that results in injury reaches 
the maximum pressure in less than 1.5 msec 
(Pfander, 1975; Becker et al., 1986; Zenner, 1991). 
The adaptation does not seem to be fast enough in 
acute noise trauma. An imitation of high SPL by a 
tonic hair bundle deflection in the frog leads to an 
adaptation reflected by a progressive decrease of the 
transduction current. This process has a course that 
is lo00 times slower than the mechano-electrical 
transduction. The time constant of a half-saturating 
stimulus amounts to 30 msec (Eatock et al., 1987). 
The process of adaptation is dependent upon the en- 
dolymphatic Ca2+ concentration (Eatock et al., 
1987; Assad et al., 1989). The hair bundle becomes 
less stiff (Howard and Hudspeth, 1987). The under- 
lying mechanism has not yet been experimentally 
evidenced. The conclusion, after summarizing the 
few available data, might be that a calcium- 
dependent, slow mechanical process of adaptation 
could be involved, as demonstrated in OHC. 

The actomyosin-dependent process of motility re- 
quires an increase of the free, intracellular Ca2+ 
(Zenner, 1986c, 1988). This correlates nicely to the 
calcium dependence of the adaptation process (Ea- 
tock et al., 1987; Assad et al., 1989). Calcium acts 

as a second messenger in this process. A second mes- 
senger hypothesis fits well to the time course of 
adaptation, which is rather slow compared to the 
mechano-electrical transduction. The velocity of 
the slow hair cell movements is about 3-24 
nm/msec (Zenner, 1988). 

If a slow, active movement of OHC contributes to 
the adaptation to the SPL, then the following 
hypothesis can be introduced. A sound-induced dis- 
placement of the cochlear partition towards the ves- 
tibular scala with a deflection of the stereocilia into 
the positive direction leads to an unfavorable opera- 
tion point of the stereocilia. Thus, their sensitivity 
becomes low and the mechano-electrical transfer 
function becomes poor. The pronounced deflection 
is transferred as a massive increase of the transduc- 
tion current and is followed by a rise of the intracel- 
lular calcium. Calcium acts as a second messenger 
and activates the calmodulin-dependent actomyosin 
using ATP. As a result, with a radial displacement 
of the cuticular plate, a lateral movement of the 
OHC, including their stereocilia, is observed. The 
linkage of the tips of the stereociliar bundle to the 
tectorial membrane leads to a rebound of the 
stereocilia to the negative side. At the same time, the 
stereociliar bundle comes into a favorable position 
of deflection where the sensitivity is increased. 
Thus, the mechano-electrical transfer function is 
improved. Following this, the signal-to-noise ratio 
as well as the signal discrimination is improved. 

It could be expected that pronounced dc mechani- 
cal responses of OHC lead to an increase in the stiff- 
ness of the cochlear partition in addition to a change 
in geometry. The resulting reduced mobility could 
represent a mechanism of protecting the cochlea 
from mechanical damage at very high SPL (noise 
protection). From a certain limit of the OHC move- 
ment onwards, one could suggest impaired hearing 
that would be caused by the changes in the geometry 
and stiffness of the cochlear partition, thus altering 
its vibratory capabilities. A preliminary process of 
this kind could contribute to TTS at high SPL. One 
possible correlate to slow OHC movements in TTS 
and noise protection could be the measurable reduc- 
tion in amplitude of TEOAE after noise exposure. 
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Otoacoustic emissions are presumably the result of 
fast movements of OHC (ac motility) whose effi- 
ciency is influenced by additional slow OHC move- 
ments (dc motility). In turn, this leads to a change in 
the passive micromechanics of the cochlea and of 
the active cochlear amplifier. 

Homeostasis. A slow mechanism of motility 
might also be useful for correcting the position of 
the cochlear partition as a result of minimum phys- 
iological changes in perilymph and endolymph 
production (homeostasis) (Johnstone et al., 1986; 
Zenner, 1986b,c). It is likely that periodic oscilla- 
tions in the volume of the newly formed endo- and 
perilymph occur. The transfer function of the 
stereocilia would deteriorate, and hearing 
thresholds would be periodically changed without a 
correcting mechanism to reposition the partition 
and the hair bundle of the OHC into the highly sensi- 
tive mid position. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Performance of the avian inner ear 
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In spite of morphological similarities, the avian inner ear has 
apparently developed mechanisms of sound transduction I that 

differ from the mammalian solution. This paper is a compila- 
tion of the present knowledge. 
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Introduction 

In this paper, the anatomical and physiological 
properties of the avian inner ear are described with 
special attention to the transduction processes in 
the hair cell receptors. It will be demonstrated that 
not only are vestibular and auditory receptors 
different, but also that there are striking differ- 
ences between mammalian and avian hearing mech- 
anisms. These differences apparently force the as- 
sumption that there are also differences between 
mammals and birds in the fundamental steps of 
hair cell transduction. 

Anatomy 

Admittedly, at first glance there are obvious ana- 
tomical similarities between mammalian and avian 
(as well as the closely related crocodilian) inner 
ears. In contrast, all further reptilian, as well as the 
amphibian and fish auditory organs, differ greatly 
from the mammal in morphology and function. In 
birds, as in mammals, there are three scalae 
(Takasaka and Smith, 1971; von During et al., 
1985; Manley, 1990) that line the boomerang- 
shaped papilla basilaris. The length of the papilla 

is between 2.5 mm (starling) and 11 mm (barn owl) 
with an average value of 4 mm. The basilar mem- 
brane extends between two cartilaginous plates and 
carries supporting cells and hair cells. The scala 
media and scala vestibuli are separated by the thick 
tegmentum vasculosum which is quite different 
from the mammalian situation. The tegmentum 
consists of several layers of cells of different types 
and is thought to produce the potassium-rich en- 
dolymphatic fluid and to generate the endolym- 
phatic potential (EP) (Cotanche et al., 1987; Ster- 
kers et al., 1988), which is between + 10 and 
+ 20 mV, depending upon the species (Cotanche et 
al., 1987; Vossieck and Klinke, 1990). Thus, the 
tegmentum seems to be functionally analogous to 
the mammalian stria vascularis, but biochemical 
differences obviously exist. These differences con- 
cern different ionic mechanisms for the generation 
of the avian EP. This view is based on the observa- 
tion that the avian EP is much smaller than that of 
mammals. It is also insensitive to Furosemide and 
other loop diuretics (Schermuly et al., 1990), which 
are known to be ototoxic in mammals and, among 
other effects, reduce the mammalian EP. Details 
on other effects of Furosemide will be given in a 
later section. 
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On top of the basilar membrane, some 
6000- 11OOO sensory hair cells (HCs) are located, 
depending upon the species. One cross section con- 
tains between 10 HCs in the basal and 50 HCs in 
the apical region of the papilla. The HCs are firmly 
embedded in supporting cells and, again unlike the 
mammal, there are no empty spaces in the avian 
papilla such as the tunnel of Corti or Nuel’s space. 
At least two types of HCs are present, the tall 
(THCs) and the short (SHCs) hair cells. A mor- 
phologically intermediate type of hair cell (ImHC) 
is described in the transitional zone between the 
THCs and SHCs. Although this classification is 
made on anatomical grounds, there are several ar- 
guments in support of functional as well as ana- 
tomical differences. For example, the innervation 
pattern of the cells is different (see later), and the 
equipment of the different cell types with certain 
ionic channels is cell-specific (Murrow and Fuchs, 
1990). Furthermore, in the phylogenetically related 
crocodiles, which have a very similar inner ear, the 
separation between the two distinct HC popula- 
tions is quite clear, and there are no intermediate 
cell types (von During et al., 1974; Leake, 1977; 
Wever, 1978). 

Most of the THCs lie over the superior car- 
tilaginous plate, whereas the ImHCs and the SHCs 
are located on the free basilar membrane and thus 
probably experience more of the basilar membrane 
motion than do the THCs. All HCs carry 
stereovilli on their free surface. The villi are short 
in the basal and long in the apical region. Unlike 
mammalian auditory HCs, a kinocilium is also 
present. Furthermore, contacts between avian 
THCs are frequent (Fischer et al., 1991). THCs 
may communicate through these protuberances. 
These contacts have never been reported from a 
mammal nor do they regularly occur in avian 
SHCs, a further argument for the assumption of at 
least two different HC classes. 

As in the mammal, avian hair cells are covered 
by a tectorial membrane. In the bird there is, 
however, no subtectorial space. The ciliary bundles 
protrude into honeycombed structures in the tec- 
torial membrane. Thus the mode of stimulation of 

the villi, respectively cilia, may also be different 
from the mammal (Smith, 1985). 

The innervation pattern of the avian papilla 
basilaris has not yet been sufficiently elaborated. 
However, it is known that there are both afferent 
and efferent fibers. All afferent fibers are myeli- 
nated, including those to the SHCs. The majority of 
afferents contact the THCs. THC afferents do not 
branch and only occasionally innervate two THCs, 
whereas fibers to the SHCs branch and supply up to 
10 hair cells (Rebillard and Pujol, 1983; Whitehead 
and Morest, 1985; von During et al., 1985; L. Scher- 
muly and R. Klinke, unpublished results). The in- 
nervation is thus similar to that of the mammal ex- 
cept that mammalian outer hair cell fibers are not 
myelinated. G.A. Manley (personal communica- 
tion) reports abneurally located SHCs that do not 
receive afferent innervation. The efferent innerva- 
tion is more dense at the SHCs. Also, the supporting 
cells lateral (abneural) to the SHCs, the hyaline cells, 
receive an efferent input. 

The question of whether or not mammalian inner 
and outer hair cells (IHCs, OHCs) are equivalent to 
avian THCs and SHCs, respectively, is entirely un- 
resolved but there are strong arguments against this 
contention (see later). From the morphological 
point of view, SHCs are very different from OHCs. 
Not only is there a difference in shape, but also 
mammalian OHCs are a highly differentiated type 
of cell, apparently having specializations for their 
motor function. In avian SHCs, subsurface cister- 
nae have never been reported, and there is no infor- 
mation as to whether SHCs are endowed with a cor- 
tical lattice as are the OHCs (Holley and Ashmore, 
1990). 

Interestingly, in contrast to mammalian hair cells, 
avian hair cells can regenerate after destruction by 
acoustic trauma or by aminoglycosides (Corwin and 
Cotanche, 1988; Ryals and Rubel, 1988; Ryals and 
Westbrook, 1990). 

Afferent fibers 

Neurophysiological data on auditory afferents are 
available from the pigeon (Colurnba livia), the 
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Fig. 1. Spontaneous discharge rate of a pigeon auditory nerve fiber during direct current injection into scale media. Upper trace, current 
monitor. Positive current results in a more positive endolymphatic potential (EP, mean change about 2 mV/pA). Bars indicate record- 
ings of interval histograms displayed in the lower panels. Next trace, mean spontaneous discharge rate. Lower panels: A, control, elec- 
trode inserted, no current injected. The peaks in the interval histogram indicate the occurrence of “preferred intervals” during spon- 
taneous firing. B, With positive current injection, the preponderance of preferred intervals is increased. C, With small negative current, 
the occurrence of preferred intervals decreases. D, With large negative current, preferred intervals disappear and the interval distribu- 
tion becomes Poisson-like. 

starling (Sturnus vulgaris), the red-winged black activities in bird auditory afferents show a 
bird (Agelaiusphoeniceus) and the chicken (Callus monomodal distribution; the peak value of the 
domesticus), admittedly hardly representative of spontaneous rate is near 90 imp./sec. This is in con- 
song birds. All auditory afferents show an irregular trast with mammals and other vertebrates (Liber- 
spontaneous discharge rate of between 20 and 200 man, 1978; Smolders and Klinke, 1986) where the 
imp./sec (see Manley, 1990, or Schermuly and distribution is bimodal, i.e., there are populations 
Klinke, 1990a, for discussion). Mean spontaneous of low spontaneous and of high spontaneous fibers. 
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Moreover, in a proportion of the avian fibers, the 
inter-spike intervals during spontaneous activity are 
not distributed in a Poisson-like manner as is the 
case for mammals (see Fig. l), but certain 
"preferred intervals" prevail (Manley, 1979). The 
length of these intervals is related to the frequency 
to which the fiber is tuned, the characteristic fre- 
quency (CF), and their duration is close to l/CF. It 
has been the experience in our laboratory that the 
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fibers with preferred intervals always belong to the 
most sensitive fibers with the highest Q-values 
found in an individual animal. Preferred intervals 
have never been reported from mammalian auditory 
afferents but have been found in many submam- 
malian species. It is presently assumed that the 
preferred intervals reflect intrinsic properties of the 
frequency tuning mechanisms of birds and other 
non-mammalian lower vertebrates*. 
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Fig. 2. Responses of three labeled pigeon auditory nerve fibers innervating two short hair cells (SHC), one intermediate hair cell (ImHC) 
and one tall hair cell (THC), respectively. The fibers originate from comparable longitudinal positions along the basilar membranes 
(length about 4 mm) of two pigeon ears. DA, distance from the apex. Characteristic frequencies 0.63,0.71 and 0.75 kHz, mean spon- 
taneous firing rates 80,62 and 85 imp./sec, respectively. Right hand panels: response areas of the fibers. The length of the vertical bars 
represents the increase of neural firing rate (above the mean spontaneous firing rate) as a function of the carrier frequency and the sound 
pressure level re: 20 pPa (dB SPL) of trapezoidally shaped tone burst stimuli of 50 msec duration. A calibration bar is given in the right 
upper corner of each panel indicating 250 action potentials per second. Left hand panels: transverse section and surface view on the 
sensory epithelium with the peripheral course and hair cell contacts of each fiber. The neural limbus is on the left hand side. The width 
of the surface views indicates the total width of the epithelium. 

* Note added in proof: recent experimental data from our group have shown that preferred intervals can be provoked in birds as well 
as in mammals by near-threshold noise and that they are most likely a filter response of sharply tuned and highly sensitive filters to 
noise (see ARO abstract no. 134, St. Petersburg Beach, FL, 1993). 
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Most of the afferent fibers from the avian papilla 
basilaris can be activated by sound in the range from 
30 Hz to 6 kHz. Thus, high-frequency hearing is 
missing in birds, and one may ask the question of 
whether this could be caused by the functional 
differences that have been found. The responses are 
frequency-tuned. Tuning becomes progressively 
less sharp towards the low-frequency fibers. Thus, 
the tuning behavior of the avian afferents resembles 
that of mammals. There is, however, a much larger 
range of CF thresholds in normally hearing birds 
than in mammals. Low-frequency tails are not 
found in the tuning curves of avian fibers, including 
those with the highest CF. Often the low-frequency 
slope of the tuning curve is steeper than the high- 
frequency slope. When fibers responsive to acoustic 
stimuli are stained (Smolders et al., 1991), it turns 
out that not only can fibers coming from the THCs 
or ImHCs be activated by sound, as assumed by 
Manley et al. (1989), but also that fibers from the 
SHCs can indeed respond to sound stimuli (Fig. 2). 
This is in contrast to mammalian OHC-afferents, 
which are not myelinated and thus are incapable of 
quick information transfer and which are presuma- 
bly unresponsive to sound (Robertson, 1984). All 
mammalian fibers that are responsive to sound have 
been found to contact IHCs (Liberman, 1982; 
Liberman and Oliver, 1984). Avian SHC afferents 
have thresholds that are similar to THC- and ImHC- 
afferents but the tips of their tuning curves are blun- 
ter. This may depend on the innervation pattern, as 
the respective afferents supply more than one SHC. 

Surprisingly, the CF of bird (pigeon) auditory af- 
ferents depends on skull temperature (see Fig. 3). 
With lower temperature, the CF shifts to lower 
values (Schermuly and Klinke, 1985). Below 30°C, 
a shift of about one octave/lO"C has been deter- 
mined. This effect of temperature on tuning has also 
been described for reptiles, e.g., the Tokay gecko 
(Eatock and Manley, 1981) or the caiman (Smolders 
and Klinke, 1984) and for amphibians (e.g., Moffat 
and Capranica, 1976). In contrast, it has not been 
found in mammals (cat, Klinke and Smolders, 1977; 
guinea-pig, Gummer and Klinke, 1983) nor does hu- 
man absolute pitch depend upon body temperature 
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Fig. 3. Responses of the same pigeon primary auditory fiber at 
two different cochlear temperatures (measured at the round win- 
dow). Response areas as inFig. 2. Toneburst duration 100 msec. 
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(Emde and Klinke, 1977). In mammalian fibers, the 
decrease of skull temperature leads to a threshold 
elevation and a loss of sharpness of tuning. This 
difference is another indication that the fundamen- 
tal tuning properties in birds and mammals may be 
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Fig. 4. Peristimulus - time histograms of the discharge rate of a 
pigeon auditory nerve fiber stimulated with pure tones of 1,2,  5 
and 10 Hz (infrasound) at 90 db SPL. Dashed line, mean firing 
rate during stimulation (165, 161, 157 and 160 imp./sec). Spon- 
taneous rate 158 imp./sec. 

different and argues for the participation of an ac- 
tive process in avian HC transduction. 

Finally, among the fibers coming from the pigeon 
basilar papilla there are some that cannot be acti- 
vated by acoustic stimuli in the audio-frequency 
range. These fibers are influenced by infrasound 
(< 20 Hz) stimuli (Schermuly and Klinke, 1990a). 
These fibers possess a high spontaneous discharge 
rate that is modulated by the sound stimulus (see 
Fig. 4), whereby the mean firing rate remains fairly 
constant over a wide range of sound intensities. The 
infrasound fibers are not normally frequency- 
tuned. If they are, then their tuning is extremely 
poor. Transitional types to the “ordinary” low- 
frequency auditory fibers seem to exist. Because the 
infrasound fibers do not increase their discharge 
rate during stimulation, a rate threshold, such as de- 
termined for ordinary auditory afferents, cannot be 
defined. However, it is possible to determine a 
threshold for modulation of the discharge rate 
(Schermuly and Klinke, 1990a). Modulation 
thresholds neatly match the behavioral thresholds 
for pigeon infrasound detection as determined by 
Kreithen and Quine (1979). The infrasound fibers 
are therefore likely to be the physiological correlate 

of pigeon infrasound perception. Horseradish 
peroxidase staining of these fibers reveals the site of 
origin: ImHCs and SHCs in the most apical part of 
the papilla basilaris (Schermuly and Klinke, 1990b). 

The modulation of auditory afferents in syn- 
chrony with the sound frequency that has been 
described is not a unique property of infrasound 
fibers. Almost all avian afferent fibers lock their dis- 
charges to a certain phase of the acoustic stimulus, 
at least up to 4 kHz (Gleich and Narins, 1988; Hill 
et al., 1989), and in the owl up to 9 kHz (Sullivan 
and Konishi, 1984). This phase locking of dis- 
charges is common to all species that have been 
studied thus far including mammals (Rose et al., 
1967) and lower vertebrates (e.g., caiman, Smolders 
and Klinke, 1986; bobtail lizard, Manley et al., 
1990; frog, Narins and Hillery, 1983). Most impor- 
tantly, the phase locking occurs at intensities of 
10 dB or more below the activation threshold of a 
fiber. Phase locking can even be found in suppres- 
sive side bands of the fibers’ response area (tuning 
curve) where the spontaneous activity of the fiber is 
reduced by the presence of an acoustic stimulus (Hill 
et al., 1989). Thus, phase locking is a reflection of 
hair-cell processes; however, it is not yet clear 
whether it bears a relation to the preferred intervals 
in submammalian vertebrates. It seems that the 
brain can make use of the information contained in 
the periodicity of the discharges in birds as well as in 
mammals. 

Mechanics 

The properties of auditory afferents evidently mir- 
ror the processing of acoustic stimuli by the outer 
and middle ears, by cochlear mechanics, and by the 
hair cells. The present review must be limited to in- 
ner ear processes. However, it should be mentioned 
that the properties of the system consisting of the 
tympanic membrane and the columella have been 
extensively described for the pigeon (Gummer et al., 
1989a,b). These results support the hypothesis that 
the upper frequency limit of hearing is partially de- 
termined by the transfer characteristics of the mid- 
dle ear. 
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As far as inner ear mechanics are concerned, the 
existence of preferred intervals and the effects of 
temperature on avian tuning mechanisms that have 
been described pose the question of whether a travel- 
ing wave does exist along the avian basilar mem- 
brane. This question has been addressed by Gum- 
mer et al. (1987) using the Mossbauer technique. 
The authors were able to show that a traveling wave 
runs along the avian basilar membrane upon acous- 
tic stimulation if the ear is in good physiological con- 
dition, as judged from concomitant measurements 
of the compound action potentials (CAP). If, 
however, the experimental procedure impairs the 
ear and leads to a substantial increase in CAP 
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Fig. 5.  Upper panel: mechanical tonotopic frequency map of the 
pigeon basilar membrane measured with the Mossbauer tech- 
nique. Lower panel: tonotopic frequency map from the charac- 
teristic frequency of labeled single auditory nerve fibers of the 
pigeon as a function of their innervation site on the basilar mem- 
brane. Lines are linear regression lines. The dashed Line in the 
lower panel is the regression line through the mechanical data 
(upper panel) transposed to the coordinates of the neural data. 
Mechanical and neural regression lines appear to agree well. 

thresholds, then a standing wave pattern is found. 
As in mammals, the amplitude maxima of the travel- 
ing wave tonotopically map frequencies along the 
basilar membrane (BM), with high frequencies be- 
ing represented at the basal end (Fig. 5 ) .  Thus, the 
vibration of each location on the basilar membrane 
is mechanically tuned to a certain frequency. The 
mechanical tonotopic map coincides with the tono- 
topic map constructed from the CF of labeled 
primary auditory fibers as a function of their lon- 
gitudinal site of innervation along the BM (Fig. 5) .  
If, however, sharpness of mechanical tuning is com- 
pared to neuronal tuning, then a major difference 
becomes obvious: primary afferents are much more 
sharply tuned than is the mechanical vibration of the 
BM. The mechanical measurements were made un- 
der careful control of the physiological integrity of 
the cochlea. Under similar conditions, results from 
mammals reveal virtually identical mechanical and 
neuronal tuning curves (Sellick et al., 1982; Khanna 
and Leonard, 1982). Thus it is likely that the differ- 
ence is not an artefact and that in the bird there are 
processes in addition to the mechanical basilar 
membrane tuning, e.g., HC properties, that are 
responsible for the final frequency selectivity and 
low thresholds. This view is supported by closer in- 
spection of the off-CF areas of very sensitive neu- 
ronal tuning curves. These avian tuning curves seem 
to be composed of a sharply tuned (narrow) low 
threshold portion and a less sharply tuned portion in 
the high-intensity range (Fig. 6). The slopes of this 
latter segment resemble those of the mechanical tun- 
ing curve. Mammalian tuning curves also are com- 
posed of two segments, the more sensitive one being 
susceptible to a number of noxious agents, e.g., 
sound trauma or intoxication by ototoxic drugs such 
as the loop diuretic Furosemide (Evans and Klinke, 
1982). This drug also alters the mechanical response 
of the mammalian basilar membrane in such a way 
that the sensitive portion of the mechanical tuning 
curve disappears (Ruggero and Rich, 1991). It has 
thus to be postulated that Furosemide finally im- 
pairs the function of the putative cochlear amplifier 
in the mammalian OHCs. The avian inner ear is not 
susceptible to loop diuretics and the implications of 
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this finding for transduction are discussed in the 
next section. 

Transduction 

Neither the avian CAP (Wit and Bleeker, 1983; 
Schermuly et al., 1983) nor the avian EP or single 
fiber responses (Schermuly et al., 1990) are in- 
fluenced even by excessive doses of diuretics like 
Furosemide or ethacrynic acid. Nevertheless, these 
drugs are potent diuretics in birds as well as in mam- 
mals. Thus, another difference between avian and 
mammalian inner ear mechanisms is evident. 

As the proposed mammalian cochlear amplifier is 
supposed to be based on OHC motility (Brownell, 
1985; Zenner et al., 1985; Ashmore, 1987), avian 
hair cells have also been evaluated for motile 
responses. Zimmermann et al. (1989) prepared iso- 
lated pigeon THCs and SHCs in a manner similar to 
the preparation for guinea pig OHCs. The cells were 
kept in a short-term culture and were exposed to an 
electrical field that is known to produce elongations 
and contractions of guinea pig OHCs. No indica- 

tions for motile responses of avian HCs were found. 
In addition to this negative result, it is hard to con- 
ceive how avian HCs could move in situ and in vivo 
because they are firmly embedded in supporting 
cells. This is in contrast to mammalian OHCs, which 
are only loosely held by Deiter's cells and are mainly 
surrounded by fluid-filled spaces (spaces of Nuel, 
outer tunnel). 

The above findings lead to the hypothesis that the 
active contribution to frequency tuning in the avian 
inner ear must be different from the postulated 
mammalian outer hair cell mechanism. Electrical 
tuning properties intrinsic to the HCs may be an ade- 
quate candidate. Such mechanisms have been pro- 
posed for turtle hair cells by Crawford and Fet- 
tiplace (1981) on the basis of a ringing response in 
HC membrane potentials following current injec- 
tions and direct mechanical stimulation of the hair 
cell bundles (Crawford and Fettiplace, 1985). Such 
a ringing response was also described for chick HCs 
by Fuchs et al. (1988), whereas it has never been 
found in mammalian HCs. Also, low CF pigeon af- 
ferents show a ringing response when a long-lasting 
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Fig. 7. Ringing response of a pigeon auditory afferent (CF about 50 Hz) to the offset of a 400 msec tone of 320 Hz, which is in the 
suppressive surround of the tuning curve. 

stimulus in the suppressive surround of the tuning 
curveis switchedoff (Schermulyet al., 1991, seeFig. 
7). So there are good reasons to assume that electri- 
cal resonance contributes to the tuning of the avian 
cochlea. However, the phase responses of primary 
fibers (Gleich and Narins, 1988) deviate from those 
expected on the basis of the passive basilar mem- 
brane responses (Gummer et al., 1987) and of a 
second-order resonant hair cell alone. The actual 
tuning mechanism may therefore involve more com- 
plex interactions than a passive basilar membrane 
motion followed by an independent resonance in the 
hair cell potential (Lewis, 1987). It should also be 
mentioned that the preferred intervals in avian 
spontaneous activity are considered as an indication 
for a filter mechanism that is unique to the hair cell 
(see, e.g., Manley, 1990). 

If electrical tuning exists, then one must wonder 
whether or not it can be manipulated. Electrical tun- 
ing would possibly depend on the magnitude of the 
EP and the integrity of certain of the HC’s ionic 
channels. No doubt, the HCs are the transducers 
proper. Displacement of the stereovilli opens ionic 
gates that are located on the tips (Hudspeth, 1989) 
or at the cell apex (Ohmori, 1988) and a transduction 
current is generated, which is driven by the potential 
difference between the scala media EP and the in- 
terior of the HC. Experimental variation of this 
potential difference by means of current injections 
(Vossieck and Klinke, 1990; Vossieck et al., 1991) 
leaves the mean spontaneous activity unchanged but 

affects threshold, sharpness of tuning and preferred 
intervals. The probability of preferred intervals is 
increased if the EP is increased, and they may com- 
pletely disappear if the EP is lowered (see Fig. 1). 
Sound-evoked activity is strongly affected by cur- 
rent injections. Positive currents (making EP more 
positive) increase the sensitivity of afferent fibers 
and result in a sharper tuning curve, whereas nega- 
tive currents lead to an elevation of thresholds and 
a loss of sharpness of tuning (Fig. 8). The charac- 
teristic frequency of the fiber being studied remains 
the same. The data show that the driving force for 
the transduction current does influence tuning; 
however, the mean spontaneous activity is indepen- 
dent of the transduction channel and possibly 
originates from synaptic noise. 

Tuning can likewise be manipulated by channel 
blockers such as TEA (C.P. Richter and R. Klinke, 
unpublished results). The introduction of TEA into 
the scala media leads to a threshold elevation of af- 
ferent activity, a loss of sharpness of tuning and a 
shift of CF to lower frequencies. Partial replace- 
ment of endolymphatic K+ by Na+ also results in 
a change of CF (Richter and Klinke, 1991), together 
with a threshold elevation and a reduction of the Q- 
value. These data, though preliminary, are in agree- 
ment with the assumption of an electrical tuning 
mechanism in avian HCs. There are, however, also 
conflicting data. Otoacoustic emissions, first 
described for humans by Kemp (1978), have also 
been found in other mammals and are assumed to 
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Fig. 8. Response area (as in Fig. 2) of a pigeon auditory nerve 
fiber during direct current injection into scala media. 0 jA, con- 
trol, electrode inserted, no current applied. The threshold at the 
characteristic frequency (0.68 kHz) is at 85 dB attenuation 
(43 dB SPL). + 2.5 pA, positive current injection results in an in- 
crease in sensitivity and sharpness of tuning. - 6.0 pA, negative 
current injection results in a large reduction of sensitivity and 
sharpness of tuning. 

result from the postulated OHC amplifier. 
However, they have also been found in birds (Man- 
ley et al., 1987) and crocodiles (Klinke and 
Smolders, 1984). Because the present authors argue 
that the division of labour between THCs and SHCs 
is different from mammalian IHCs and OHCs, the 
ultimate reason for the generation of otoacoustic 
emissions must still be clarified. 

The above discussion indicates that the functional 
role of avian SHCs is different from that of mam- 
malian OHCs, and that avian THCs and SHCs are 
not functionally analogous to mammalian IHCs 
and OHCs, respectively. However, the findings 
described do not allow a complete understanding of 
the underlying functional mechanisms of avian 
HCs. Several questions remain. For example, why 
are there so many hair cells in one cross section? Are 
there gradients in HC properties in longitudinal as 
well as in transversal directions? What is the real 
difference between THCs and SHCs, at least in their 
extreme forms? A few answers can possibly be 
given. Most likely, the important longitudinal gra- 
dient is frequency tonotopy leading finally to the un- 
tuned infrasound receptors in the most apical region 
of the papilla. Transverse gradients have been found 
in the properties of HC membranes. Murrow and 
Fuchs (1990) and B.W. Murrow (personal commu- 
nication) have reported on transverse gradients in 
equipment with certain ionic channels (i.e., the 
potassium I, channel). THCs have few I, chan- 
nels. This indicates that the two populations do have 
different functional roles. Smolders et al. (1992) 
describe a transversal profile of single fiber 
threshold and sharpness of tuning (QIOdB) showing 
that minimal threshold and highest QlodB are found 
at about 20% of the basilar membrane width mea- 
sured from the neural edge. That is to say, sensitivity 
and frequency selectivity are highest in a region 
where the THCs are the tallest. However, in the 
study of Smolders et al. (1992), the number of SHCs 
encountered is too small to determine gradients 
within this population of cells. Are there SHCs with 
different functions? Are the SHCs that are not con- 
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tacted by afferent fibers, as reported by G.A. Man- 
ley (personal communication), a population of HCs 
that serve an intrinsic function or are these cells just 
not yet innervated? Although these and other ques- 
tions cannot be confidently answered at present, the 
study of avian hearing mechanisms is bound to con- 
tinue with interesting results. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Mechanical demodulation of hydrodynamic stimuli 
performed by the lateral line organ 

Sietse M. van Netten' and Shyam M. Khanna2 

I Department of Biophysics, University of Groningen, Groningen, The Netherlands and Department of Otolaryngology, College 
of Physicians and Surgeons, Columbia University, New York, NY 10032, U.S.A. 

Tonic displacements of the fish lateral line cupula were observed 
during stimulation of the organ with amplitude-modulated water 
motion. The modulation frequency was fixed at 2.4 Hz and the 
carrier frequency was varied from 25 to 500 Hz. The time wave- 
forms of the cupular displacement at carrier frequencies below 
280 Hz and above 470 Hz were essentially amplitude-modulated 

waves. Between 350 Hz and 410 Hz the magnitude at the modula- 
tion frequency increased sharply and the predominant shape of 
the displacement waveform changed to that of the modulating 
frequency. The mechanism for extraction of the modulation 
component may play a key role in the decoding of sensory infor- 
mation. 

Key words: Lateral line; Fish; Cupular vibration; Amplitude modulation; Hair cell; Mechanical demodulation 

Introduction 

Hair cells transduce mechanical vibration into elec- 
trical signals in sensory organs of the acoustico- 
lateralis system. The mechanics of hair cells is 
closely related to the transduction properties of 
mechano-sensory organs, although the precise rela- 
tionship is still not fully known (for a review see, 
e.g., Hudspeth, 1989). Measurements on the micro- 
mechanics of the stereociliar bundle of hair cells of 
the bullfrog's sacculus indicate that the mechanical 
gating of the transduction channels of hair cells is 
reflected in a non-linear pivoting stiffness of the hair 
bundle (Howard and Hudspeth, 1988). Spontane- 
ous stereociliar motion has been observed (Craw- 
ford and Fettiplace, 1985; Howard and Hudspeth, 
1987; Denk and Webb, 1989) as well as bundle 
movements evoked by electrical stimulation (Assad 
et al., 1989) or by blockage of the transduction chan- 
nels (Denk, 1989). These observations suggest that 
hair cells are not simple passive mechano-detectors. 

A specific mechanical property that has been 

identified only in mammalian outer hair cells is the 
change of length of the hair cell body in response to 
electrical (Brownell et al., 1985; Ashmore, 1987) 
and chemical (Flock et al., 1986; Zenner, 1986) 
stimuli. Recently, a tonic change of length of the 
outer hair cell body has also been observed under in- 
fluence of acoustic stimulation of the cell membrane 
(Canlon et al., 1988). This response was found to be 
highly frequency-selective (Brundin et al., 1989). 
That outer hair cell motility may play an important 
role in determining the selectivity of the cochlea is 
supported by the fact that proper outer hair cell 
functioning is essential to the sharp tuning seen in 
mechanical responses (Khanna and Leonard, 1986; 
Ruggero and Rich, 1991) and in auditory nerve fiber 
responses of the inner ear (Liberman and Dodds, 
1984). 

Most of the present knowledge on hair cell 
mechanics has been obtained from studies on iso- 
lated hair cell preparations or isolated organs. It has 
been shown recently that the micromechanics of the 
hair bundles influences the dynamic behavior of the 
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tectorial structure (cupula) in the lateral line organ 
in vivo (van Netten and Kroese, 1987,1989; van Net- 
ten, 1991). In the lateral line organ, the base of the 
cupula is mechanically attached to the bundles of the 
hair cells. Therefore, measurements of the motion 
of a tectorial structure like the cupula in the intact 
neuromast of the lateral line organ may be used to 
probe hair bundle micromechanics under in vivo 
conditions. 

In the present study, the mechanical responses of 
the cupula were measured interferometrically. The 
cupula shows tonic (low frequency) displacements 
at the modulation frequency in response to 
amplitude-modulated vibrations of the canal fluid, 
in addition to the expected modulated response at 
the carrier frequency. These results suggest the exis- 
tence of a demodulating mechanism present at the 
mechanical level of the lateral line organ. 

Methods 

African knife-fish (Xenomystus nigri) used in these 
experiments were anesthetized by intraperitoneal in- 
jection (24 mg/kg body weight) of Saffan (Glaxo) 
(Oswald, 1978). The supraorbital canal organ was 
exposed by carefully removing the overlying skin us- 
ing an operating microscope. For interferometric 
measurements of cupular motion, fish were placed 
in a test chamber containing an oxygenated modi- 
fied fish Ringer solution (e.g., Kelly and van Netten, 
1991), and respired artificially by a flow of this 
medium. Head and body clamps fiied the position 
of the fish rigidly. The clamps in turn were attached 
to the X, Y, Z micro-positioning system and a two- 
axis goniometer rotation system. This allowed the 
position of the fish to be changed along the X, Y and 
Z directions and its angle to be adjusted around each 
of two perpendicular axes. A more detailed descrip- 
tion of the mechanical system is given by Khanna et 
al. (1989). During the experiments, neuromasts in 
the canal were observed with a reflected light optical 
sectioning microscope (Koester, 1980; Koester et 
al., 1989), equipped with a 20 x objective lens 
(Olympus), adapted for water immersion with a cus- 
tom dipping cone. The effective numerical aperture 

of the combination is 0.5 and has a working distance 
of 4 mm. A circular aperture with a watertight seal 
in the side of the test chamber provided the access 
for the objective lens. 

To excite the cupula, local fluid motion was 
produced under near-field conditions by a piezo- 
electrically driven glass sphere (4 = 0.8 mm) 
placed in the canal at a distance of about 4 mm from 
the cupula. The direction of vibration of the sphere 
was parallel to the longitudinal axis of the canal (see 
Fig. l), in which the hair cells have their maximum 
sensitivity (Flock, 197 1). The electrical signals used 
to drive the glass sphere were digitally synthesized 
and converted to analog waveform with an Ariel 
DSP 16-bit digital-to-analog converter and a low- 
pass filter (Lund and Khanna, 1989). Sinusoidally 
amplitude-modulated signals were used with carrier 
frequencies ranging from 25 Hz to about 500 Hz. 
The modulation frequency (2.4 Hz), the depth of 
modulation (100%) and the carrier amplitude were 
kept constant. 

Fig. 1. Basic arrangement for stimulus application and vibratory 
response measurement of the cupula in the supraorbital canal of 
a living fish under water. A glass sphere is driven along the length 
of the canal to produce water motion that stimulates the cupula 
under near field conditions. The resulting cupular vibration is 
measured with the laser beam of a heterodyne interferometer 
which is focused on the cupula through one side of the water im- 
mersion objective lens. The region of measurement overlies the 
sensory hair cells in the macula. Light from this region is reflected 
through the opposing side of the objective lens to the photodetec- 
tor. The direction of visualization and vibration measurement 
was inclined at an angle of about 70' with respect to the plane of 
the macula. 
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A heterodyne interferometer (Willemin et al., 
1988,1989) was'used to measure velocity of the cup- 
ula along the optical viewing axis, which was at an 
angle of about 70" with respect to the plane of the 
macula (e.g., van Netten and Khanna, 1993). 

Locations for vibration measurements were 
selected in the cupula close to the tips of the hair 
bundles, by focusing the laser beam of the inter- 
ferometer on small, reflective regions inside the 
transparent cupular matrix (van Netten and 
Khanna, 1991). Morphological details of these 
regions and their relationship to the cupula and the 
hair cells have been discussed elsewhere (Kelly and 
van Netten, 1991). 

Vibratory responses measured with the inter- 
ferometer were low-pass filtered (cut-off frequency 
2500 Hz) and sampled at a rate of 5 kg samples per 
second with an Ariel DSP 16-bit analog-to-digital 
converter. The samples were averaged 20 times in a 
4096 bin response buffer (0.82 sec each, for a total 
duration of 16.4 sec). To avoid transients in the 
response, recording started only after a sufficient 
delay with respect to the onset of the stimulus. For 
averaging to be equally effective both for the 
modulating and the carrier frequency, their values 
were chosen so that an integral number of cycles of 
each frequency fitted the response buffer exactly. 

The interferometer measures velocity. Therefore, 
the averaged velocity time waveforms were in- 
tegrated to obtain displacement responses. To re- 
move possible instrumental dc offsets in the mea- 
sured velocity signal, which would result in a linearly 
increasing or decreasing displacement bias, a con- 
stant velocity was subtracted from all the bins of the 
stored velocity response to obtain a zero velocity 
average over the record length. This procedure 
forces the last bin of the calculated displacement 
response to be equal to the first bin. 

For inspecting the spectral contents of the dis- 
placement responses, FFTs were calculated. 

Results 

The vibration amplitude of the cupula in response to 
amplitude-modulated water motion in the canal is 
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Fig. 2. Vibration amplitude of the cupula as a function of time 
in response to an amplitude-modulated water motion in the 
canal. The modulation frequency was maintained constant at 2.4 
Hz. The modulation signal is shown for comparison in Fig. 2.a. 
Response is shown at six carrier frequencies: (a) 278 Hz, (b) 307 
Hz, (c) 351 (Hz), (d) 410 Hz, (e) 439 Hz and v) 468 Hz. The in- 
dividual cycles of the carrier wave cannot be seen in these figures 
due to the time scale used for the plotting. The cupular response 
is a modulated wave at frequencies below 278 Hz and above 468 
Hz, in phase with the modulating wave. The modulation compo- 
nent at 2.4 Hz in the cupular response rises sharply between these 
frequencies and reaches a maximum at 410 Hz. This response is 
phase-shifted with respect to the modulating wave. Since the 
modulating signal is not present in the input, it has been recov- 
ered by a demodulation process. 

shown in Fig. 2 at six carrier frequencies: 278 Hz, 
307 Hz, 351 Hz, 410 Hz, 439 Hz and 468 Hz. The 
sinusoidal modulation frequency was fixed (2.4 
Hz). In Fig. 2a, the modulation signal used has been 
added for comparison (upper trace). The displace- 
ment time function at each carrier frequency is 
shown for an 820 msec duration of the stimulus, 
which corresponds to two modulation cycles. In- 
dividual cycles of the carrier wave cannot be seen 
due to the time scale used for plotting. The response 
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envelope seen in Fig. 2a at a carrier frequency of 278 
Hz (lower trace) is essentially an amplitude- 
modulated wave. The shape of the response begins 
to change dramatically as the carrier frequency is in- 
creased. At 307 Hz (Fig. 2b), it appears that an out- 
of-phase signal at the modulating frequency (tonic 
displacement) has been added to the response shape 
shown in Fig. 2a. The magnitude of this component 
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at the modulation frequency increases with increase 
in carrier frequency, reaching a maximum at 410 Hz 
(Fig. 2 4 ,  'where its amplitude is about six times 
larger than that of the amplitude-modulated carrier 
wave. The amplitude of the modulation component 
in the response decreases with further increase in 
carrier frequency at 439 Hz (Fig. 2 4  and 468 Hz 
(Fig. 2a. Usually the tonic response starts with a 

(d) 410 Hz 
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Fig. 3. Spectral components of the cupular response (a- e) and tuning curves 0. Fourier transforms of the time functions (Fig. 2) are 
shown at  three carrier frequencies: (a) 278 Hz, (b) 410 Hz and (c) 468 Hz. The response consists of a group of spectral components 
at (i) the modulating frequency f, (2.4 Hz), and its harmonics nf,; (ii) the carrier frequency f, and its sidebands f, f nf, (n = 1, 
2 . . .); and (iii) multiples of the carrier frequency plus side bands mf, f nf, (m = 2, 3 . . .;n = 1,2 . . .). The spectral component 
at 2.4 Hz rises clearly above the noise floor at 410 Hz (b). The sidebands cannot be seen clearly in the above figures, therefore portions 
of Fig. 3b are enlarged in Figs. 3d and 3e, showing details of the spectrum around 410 Hz and 820 Hz, respectively. Note the linear 
frequency scale. The sidebands are separated from each other by f nf,. The noise floor decreases with increasing frequency. Fig. 3f 
shows cupular displacement amplitude as a function of the carrier frequency in response to amplitude-modulated water motion. Vibra- 
tion amplitude at  the modulation frequency of 2.4 Hz (solid curve) as well as the carrier (dotted curve) are given. Above 125 Hz, the 
magnitude of the modulation component increases with frequency and exceeds the response at the carrier frequency between 300 and 
500 Hz. 
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negative displacement (i.e., a displacement compo- 
nent away from the objective lens), while reversing 
its direction before the modulated carrier reaches its 
maximum. In some experiments, however, it was 
observed that the phase behavior of the modulation 
component may vary with carrier frequency. 

The spectra corresponding to the time waveforms 
at 278 Hz, 410 Hz and 468 Hz are shown in Figs. 3a- 
c. The amplitude of the noise decreases with increas- 
ing frequency, roughly as l/f. Rising above the 
noise floor are several groups of spectral compo- 
nents. The first group consists of the modulating 
frequency (2.4 Hz), and its harmonics (4.8 Hz, 7.2 
Hz). The second group consists of the carrier fre- 
quency (Fig. 3a, 278 Hz; Fig. 3b, 410 Hz; and Fig. 
3c, 468 Hz) and its sidebands. The third, fourth and 
fifth groups consist of multiples of the carrier fre- 
quency (e.g., Fig. 3a, 2 x 278 Hz, 3 x 278 Hz, 
4 x 278 Hz . . .) and their sidebands. The ampli- 
tude of the component at the carrier frequency re- 
mains essentially unchanged from 278 Hz to 468 Hz, 
but the amplitude of the component at the modulat- 
ing frequency changes by a factor of six within this 
frequency range. The amplitude of the modulating 
frequency component is therefore sharply frequen- 
cy-dependent. Details of the sidebands around the 
carrier and its harmonics cannot be seen in Figs. 3a-c 
due to the frequency scale used, and enlargements of 
Fig. 3b are therefore provided in Figs. 3d and 3e. In 
Fig. 3d, the carrier frequency component (- 410 
Hz) together with it’s first three sidebands (f 2.4 
Hz, f 4.8 Hz and f 7.2 Hz) can be clearly seen 
above the noise floor. The spectral components 
around twice the carrier frequency (- 820 Hz) are 
shown in Fig. 3e. They include the first three pairs 
of sidebands ( f 2.4 Hz, & 4.8 Hz and -+ 7.2 Hz). 

Vibration amplitude of the cupula at the modula- 
tion frequency (solid line) and at the carrier fre- 
quency (dotted line) are plotted in Fig. 3f as func- 
tions of carrier frequency. 

The response at the modulating frequency stays 
below the noise level up to about 125 Hz and then 
rises quickly to a peak at 220 Hz, and a higher but 
broader maximum between 350 and 410 Hz. The 
amplitude of the second maximum exceeds the am- 

plitude at the carrier frequency by a factor of 10. 
The dependence of the tonic response on the maxi- 
mum level of the carrier was not investigated system- 
atically in this study. We observed, however, that 
for different levels of the (maximum) AM stimulus, 
the shape of the response of the tonic response 
changes. We usually found no clear tonic responses 
when the magnitude of the response at the carrier 
frequency was less than 100 nm. At these lower 
levels, the 2.4 Hz component may not be measurable 
due to the limited sensitivity of the interferometer at 
low frequencies. 

The response amplitude at the carrier frequency 
(Fig. 3 f ,  dotted line) rises slowly with increasing fre- 
quency from 25 Hz to about 150 Hz, and has a broad 
resonance at about 230 Hz. The components at the 
carrier frequency in the amplitude-modulated wave 
experiments show a smooth frequency dependence 
unlike the modulation frequency component. 

Discussion 

Linearity of the stimulus 
When stimulated with amplitude-modulated 

canal fluid motion, the cupula of the fish lateral line 
responds non-linearly. In order to ascertain that the 
non-linear response originates within the neuro- 
mast, it is necessary to verify that the stimulus gener- 
ation system and the fluid motion produced in the 
canal are linear. To check the linearity of the stimu- 
lus generation system, the displacement of the glass 
sphere was measured with the interferometer. The 
glass sphere was placed in the lateral line canal at the 
same location as it was positioned during cupular 
vibration experiments. Also, the same stimulus 
generation and response analysis protocols were 
used. The stimulus generation system was found to 
be linear (harmonic distortion < - 45 dB). 

To test whether the water motion produced was 
linear, a thin glass fiber (4 - 2pm) was placed in 
front of the vibrating glass sphere at the same dis- 
tance from the sphere as the cupula was under nor- 
mal measuring conditions (4 mm). Because of its 
flexibility, the tip of the fiber follows the fluid flow. 
The motion of the tip of the glass fiber was measured 
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interferometrically. This experiment was repeated 
at smaller distances to the sphere. No noticeable 
modulation component was found in the response 
of the glass fiber’s tip. 

We conclude, therefore, that the hydrodynamic 
stimulus acting on the cupula is a pure amplitude- 
modulated water motion. 

Demodulation of the sensory input 
A sinusoidal frequency of 2.4 Hz was used to 

modulate the carrier frequency in our experiments. 
The spectrum of the resulting stimulus wave there- 
fore consists of a carrier frequency and two side- 
bands separated from the carrier frequency 
by k 2.4 Hz. There are no spectral components 
present at the modulating frequency or its har- 
monics. Since the cupular response contains spectral 
components at the modulating frequency and its 
harmonics, it is clear that a demodulation of the in- 
put wave has taken place within the mechanics of the 
neuromast . 

One of the simplest models of demodulation is a 
half-wave rectifier (linear detection) (e.g., Russell, 
1962). One of the fundamental properties of such a 
demodulator is that the ratio of the components at 
the modulation frequency and carrier frequency at 
the detector output is less than one and does not 
change with the input carrier level. We found that 
this ratio in the cupular responses may be greater 
than one and that it changes with the input carrier 
levels we have used; a tonic response was not ob- 
served at low stimulus levels at which a clear 
response at the carrier frequency was still present. 
When the carrier frequency is changed in small 
increments (Figs. 3a-c), the carrier amplitude and its 
harmonics remain essentially unchanged, while the 
amplitude of the modulation component changes 
dramatically. This observation is also not consistent 
with a simple rectification scheme. This argument 
remains valid even when sharply tuned bandpass 
filters are included at the input of the demodulator 
and low-pass filters are included at its output. 

Both observations on the cupular response there- 
fore are inconsistent with a rectification scheme. 

Comparison to other organs 
In some experiments we observed very large tonic 

displacements of the cupula up to several microme- 
ters, which could be confirmed by viewing the mo- 
tion of the cupula with the optical sectioning micro- 
scope. Without having more information on the un- 
derlying mechanism, it is not clear which process can 
cause displacement responses of this magnitude. A 
possible contribution to the tonic cupular responses 
by the underlying hair cells has to be investigated. 

Recently, comparable (tonic) mechanical re- 
sponses of inner ear structures were measured in an 
isolated temporal bone preparation of the guinea 
pig in response to acoustic amplitude-modulated 
stimuli (Brundin et al., 1991). Similar effects have 
also been observed in the motion of the basilar mem- 
brane in the basal turn of the guinea pig cochlea 
(LePage, 1989). It is also interesting that the spec- 
trum of the response to amplitude-modulated 
stimuli, as observed in the lateral line, parallels the 
spectrum of PST histograms made of the activity of 
primary auditory nerve fibers of the cat, in response 
to amplitude-modulated tones applied to the ear 
(Khanna and Teich, 1989). 

The presence of similar demodulation effects oc- 
curring in the periphery of different organs of 
different animals points to a common property of 
sensory organs processing mechanically coded in- 
formation. In communication systems, the infor- 
mation is usually contained in the modulating signal 
and not in the carrier. The need for an efficient 
demodulation system may therefore be basic and es- 
sential for extraction and transmission of informa- 
tion by mechano-sensory systems. 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 6 - 9 

H.P. Zenner 

Tubingen, Germany 

A summary of these four papers suggests that the 
generators of otoacoustic emissions probably are 
not isolated but coupled. In addition, the existence 
of putative multiple generators for otoacoustic 
emissions (OAE) in general and of separate genera- 
tors by emission type are discussed. At least two 
varying generators have to be differentiated in small 
mammals. The generators of distortion product 
otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE) stimulated by high 
levels have to be distinguished from those associated 
with low-level DPOAE and transitory evoked oto- 
acoustic emissions (TEOAE). However, this high- 
and low-level DPOAE difference may not hold for 
human ears. TEOAE can presently be used as a 
means of screening for hearing loss in babies and 
small children. They supposedly represent a global 
response of cochlear micromechanics. Distortion 
products are frequency-specific and may be more 
useful for indicating hearing thresholds by fre- 
quency. 

The paper by H.P. Wit tries to answer the ques- 
tion of whether spontaneous otoacoustic emissions 
(SOAE) can be related to a single, isolated oscilla- 
tor. Wit concludes that SOAE can be generated by 
a single oscillator but that the oscillator cannot oc- 
cur in isolation. These results are based on SOAE 
measurements in human subjects, the determina- 
tion of artificial SOAE in an artificial ear and on in- 
vestigations with an electronic van der Pol oscillator 
coupled to neighboring systems (active filters, oscil- 
lators) and driven by white noise. 

Large amplitude fluctuations were observed for a 
SOAE at 1.04 kHz. The Lorentzian fitting was 

limited to the lower slope. The cross correlation 
function of the 1.04 kHz SOAE and the 1.13 kHz 
SOAE within the same ear indicated a coupling of 
both generators. A fluctuation of the amplitudes 
and an increase in the width of spectral lines could 
only be achieved in the acute experiment by a 
coupling of the neighboring oscillators. Hence, Wit 
concludes that a single, isolated van der Pol oscilla- 
tor is not an adequate description of the generation 
of SOAE. 

This paper is an elegant study by a physicist who 
is used to approaching the items in a straightforward 
manner as is typical in physics. The biologically in- 
terested reader would like to discuss with the author 
whether the oscillators, as postulated, are repre- 
sented by equal or different structures. How these 
oscillators look anatomically or biologically from 
the author’s point of view is a decisive question. 
Which anatomical structures enable the postulated 
mechanical coupling between the oscillators? 

The group of Avan and coworkers attempted to 
answer the question of whether TEOAE provide lo- 
cal or more global information on the mechanical 
status of the cochlea. They investigated the correla- 
tion between TEOAE amplitude and thresholds and 
the pure-tone audiogram between 250 and 8000 Hz 
in 138 patients. A frequent observation was an oc- 
tave shift between the TEOAE amplitudes and the 
audiometric data. These findings contradicted the 
assumption that TEOAE with a particular 
dominant frequency are completely determined by 
the characteristics of the tonotopic region of the 
cochlea with which they are associated. In addition, 
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their results indicate that the amplitudes and detec- 
tion thresholds of TEOAE are not frequency- 
specific and, thus, are non-local parameters. 
TEOAE are rather dependent onithe residual active 
cochlear function between the site of the charac- 
teristic frequency and the stapes footplate. The 
authors suggest therefore that the TEOAE thres- 
holds provide no information about the local coch- 
lear status, but that they are correlated to the re- 
maining activity along the organ of Corti. This 
paper is also of biophysical origin, logical and in- 
dependent. The chain of arguments leading from 
the results to the discussion is convincing as well as 
imaginative. 

One clinical application: the TEOAE is the 
screening of hearing loss in newborns and younger 
children since a global response of the cochlear 
mechanics is required to produce a response. When 
it is possible to measure emissions, normal or nearly 
normal hearing in at least a portion of the audiomet- 
ric Hz range can be assumed. The absolute ampli- 
tudes of TEOAE are inadequate for detecting early 
injuries caused by ototoxic drugs or noise when an 
initial value was not determined before the injury. 
Intra-individual comparisons can be useful clini- 
cally. 

The paper by Brenda Lonsbury-Martin et al. 
describes a series of investigations of TEOAE and 
DPOAE in humans and experimental animals. The 
authors tried to contribute to the resolution of the 
problem concerning the expression and generation 
factors of the emissions. Furthermore, they inves- 
tigated which type of emission seems to be most im- 
portant from a clinical point of view. 

By measuring children with middle ear effusions 
the authors showed that the transfer through the 
middle ear has a large influence on the expression of 
the otoacoustic emissions. The expression of emis- 
sions is more attenuated in the reverse direction than 
in the other direction. 

The authors could provide a number of argu- 
ments that favored the idea that there are different 
types of emission generators. This multi-generator 
hypothesis is supported by the finding in rabbit that 
low-level DPOAE (up to 60 dB) are sensitive to the 

effects of ethacrynic acid, anoxia and gentamycin. 
High-level DPOAE are insensitive and can be 
recorded even 21 h after the death. The difference 
between TEOAE and DPOAE in detecting hearing 
loss indicates the contribution of various generator 
mechanisms. TEOAE can only be recorded up to a 
hearing loss of 30 dB, whereas DPOAE can be mea- 
sured even when the hearing loss exceeds 30 dB. 

The authors discuss their conclusions with respect 
to the cellular biology and physiology of the coch- 
lea. The authors share the opinion that an energy- 
dependent micromechanical process of the outer 
hair cells (OHC) plays a role in the generation of 
low-level DPOAE. In the case of high-level 
DPOAE, passive mechanical elements are sup- 
ported to be of importance, e.g., the stereociliary 
stiffness, the structural integrity of the OHC as well 
as the stiffness of the basilar membrane. However, 
these authors suggest that level differences of fi and 
fi are not potentially as important as the presence 
of other OAE in influencing DPOAE in humans. 

Research strategies that elaborate the parameters 
of evoking stimuli that detect a SNHL with the 
highest sensitivity are ongoing. 

Probst and Harris also put forward the question 
of whether TEOAE and DPOAE are generated by 
the same or different mechanisms. They inves- 
tigated tone-burst and click-evoked TEOAE and 
DPOAE in humans with normal and pathological 
hearing. The authors conclude that both emissions 
are generated and/or transmitted at least in part by 
different mechanisms. The growth functions be- 
tween higher and lower frequency DPOAE/ 
TEOAE are distinctly different. The mean ampli- 
tude of DPOAE increases as a function of the fre- 
quency while it declines in TEOAE. They are in line 
with Avan et al. in concluding that TEOAE depend 
on influences of the basilar membrane basal of the 
relevant CF. This may not be valid for DPOAE. 
Probst and Harris refer to the species differences in 
DPOAE as already described by Lonsbury-Martin 
et al. Salicylates induce a decline in amplitude of 
TEOAE, but not DPOAE. The latencies of the 
TEOAE are longer suggesting a slow, non-linear 
mechanism that possibly reacts to the envelope of 
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the stimulus. The latency of the distortion products 
is shorter, which indicates a fast acting, non-linear 
cycle-by-cycle mechanism. The site of TEOAE 
generation is to be closely located at or around the 
area of characteristic frequency (CF) to find an opti- 
mum operation point. 

Probst and Harris conclude that the two types of 
emissions are based on either different generators or 
different retrograde transmission processes of the 
cochlea. A combination of both processes seems to 
be possible, too. 

The paper is an excellent clinical investigation 
that shows to what extent functional conclusions 
can be drawn from data to the cochlea. 

Probst and Harris agree with other authors that 
TEOAE! are applicable as a screening procedure in 
newborns and younger children for identifying a 
hearing loss of up to 25 - 30 dB HL as an overall 
response of the cochlea. Because distortion pro- 
ducts are more frequency-specific, the determina- 
tion of hearing thresholds by Hz may be possible in 
the future. 
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Amplitude fluctuations of spontaneous otoacoustic 
emissions caused by internal and externally applied noise 

sources 

H.P. Wit 

Institute of Audiology, University Hospital, Groningen, The Netherlands 

The simplest description for the generator of a spontaneous otoa- 
coustic emission (SOAE) is that of a single (isolated) limit-cycle 
oscillator. Evidence is given that this description is too simple. 
And it is concluded that study of systems of coupled oscillators 

Key words: Cochlear mechanics; Van der Pol oscillator; Suppression; Non-linear system 

is needed to obtain more insight in the processes that generate 
SOAEs. Part of this conclusion is based on the study of proper- 
ties of coupled electronic Van der Pol oscillators. 

- 

Introduction 

Amplitude and frequency of spontaneous otoacous- 
tic emissions (SOAFis) are not perfectly stable but 
show fluctuations. These fluctuations can be 
described reasonably well by assuming that a SOAE 
is generated by a single isolated limit-cycle oscillator 
driven by noise (Bialek and Wit, 1984; Van Dijk and 
Wit, 1990). Because of its mathematical “simplic- 
ity”, the Van der Pol oscillator was chosen to 
model such a limit-cycle oscillator. 

An important parameter for the behavior of the 
Van der Pol oscillator is the strength of the non- 
linear damping term. If this term is small, then the 
oscillator behaves as an undamped harmonic oscil- 
lator, producing a sine wave oscillation. However, 
if it is large, then oscillation deviates markedly from 
a sine wave. The damping parameter E can be de- 
rived from measurements of fluctuations of the 
emission amplitude (Van Dijk and Wit, 1990). Such 
measurements yield small values for E, if it is as- 
sumed that the emission generator is driven by wide 
band noise. The possibility that the generator is 

driven by narrow band noise does, however, also ex- 
ist; and is even attractive, because it can explain 
many of the observed properties of fluctuating emis- 
sion signals (Van Dijk and Wit, 1990). In the latter 
case, E cannot be derived from amplitude fluctua- 
tions but has to be measured in an independent way. 
Such measurements were done by Talmadge et al. 
(1990), by studying release from suppression of a 
SOAE. In this paper, a different, but related mea- 
surement will be described. 

It is generally accepted that SOAEi generators re- 
side inside the inner ear. It is very likely then that 
these generators are coupled to adjacent similar sys- 
tems, behaving as active filters (Wit, 1989) or as os- 
cillators. This is the reason why some authors have 
started to make models for the inner ear that consist 
of coupled oscillators (Van den Raadt and Duifhuis, 
1990) or active filters (Furst, 1990). 

Coupling to neighboring systems has been proven 
to be present (wit, 1990) and may also influence am- 
plitude and frequency fluctuations of SOAEs. This 
paper deals with that possibility. Amplitude fluctua- 
tions are measured for a SOAE that is coupled to a 
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Fig. 1. Long-term (1 min) average spectrum of emission signal 
from the right ear of subject WK. Frequencies of prominent 
SOAEs are given in kHz above the spectral peaks. 

neighboring SOAE and for an “isolated” SOAE, 
and the results are compared. 

In order to study the influence of oscillator 
coupling on amplitude (and frequency) fluctua- 
tions, electronic Van der Pol oscillators were built. 
These oscillators are described, and results obtained 
with them are given. 

Methods and results 

Amplitude fluctuations of SOAEs 
A long-term (1 min) average spectrum, showing 

two strong SOAEs for which fluctuations were 
studied, is shown in Fig. 1. The signal was recorded 
with a Bruel and Kjaer type 4179 low noise micro- 
phone in combination with a Bruel and Kjaer 2660 
preamplifier. Procedures for recording and anal- 
yses of fluctuations are extensively described else- 
where (Van Dijk and Wit, 1990). 

SOAE at 1.60 kHz. The envelope of this SOAE 
shows fluctuations with low-pass characteristics as 
shown in Fig. 2. The (half) width of the Lorentzian 
in this figure is 10.0 Hz. The rms value for the 
fluctuation of the amplitude of the S O B  signal was 
calculated to be: G p 4 m S / &  = 0.07 (A, is the aver- 
age amplitude). 

0 20 40 

f requency  ( Hz 1 

Fig. 2. Measured and smoothed power spectrum (open circles) of 
envelope of 1.6 kHz emission of subject WK, together with fit to 
the data points with a Lorentzian (solid line). The (half) width at 
half maximum of this Lorentzian is 10.0 Hz. The vertical scale 
has arbitrary units. 
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Fig. 3. Measured and smoothed power spectrum (solid line) of 
envelope of 1.04 kHz emission of subject WK. together with 
“fit” with a Lorentzian (dashed line). The (half) width at half 
maximum for the solid line is 5.3 Hz. The vertical scale has ar- 
bitrary units. 
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A 

SOAE at 1.04 kHz. The value for aptrns for this 
SOAE turned out to be large: 6&,/& = 0.25. 
Furthermore, no reasonable fit could be made with 
a Lorentzian to the SOAE envelope (Fig. 3). The 
half width of the measured peak in Fig. 3 is 5.3 Hz. 
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Suppression of I .  6 kHz SOAE 
A Van der Pol oscillator can be suppressed by an 

external tone with a frequency sufficiently far away 
from the limit cycle frequency of the oscillator 
(Talmadge et al., 1990). When the amplitude of the 
suppressing tone is modulated, the amplitude of the 
oscillator is forced to change also. Talmadge et al. 
(1990) used square wave modulation to study the 
relaxation dynamics of SOAEs. 

We took a related, but somewhat different, ap- 
proach: the 1.60 kHz SOAE, shown in Fig. 1 ,  was 
partly suppressed (4.6 dB below its unsuppressed 
value) by an externally applied tone of 1.4 kHz. This 
tone was modulated with 50 Hz low-pass noise 
(from an HP 3722A noise generator; modulation 
depth 20%). Correlation between the output signal 
of the noise generator (= the envelope of the sup- 
pressor) and the envelope of the 1.60 kHz SOAE was 
studied with an Advantest R 9211A two-channel 
spectrum analyzer. For this purpose, the SOAE was 
filtered with a Bruel and Kjaer type 1623 tracking 
filter around 1600 Hz (bandwidth ~VO),  rectified and 
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Fig. 4. Cross-correlation function Rab (solid line) for suppressor 
modulating signal and envelope of 1.6 kHz emission of subject 
WK, together with the result of a similar measurement in an ar- 
tificial ear (dashed line). Lag is the time delay between signal a 
(modulator) and signal b (emission envelope). 
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Fig. 5.  Results from cross-correlation analysis for suppressor 
modulating signal (signal a) and envelope of 1.6 kHz emission of 
subject WK (signal b). G,, Averaged power spectrum of signal 
a; Gbb, averaged power spectrum of signal b. Recording time for 
a and b: 200 sec; Gab, averaged cross spectrum (Gab, s b  . Sa*; 
S,, Fourier spectrum of signal b; S I ,  complex conjugate of Fou- 
rier spectrum of signal a); Ha,, Gab/G,. 

low-pass filtered (cut-off frequency 50 Hz). The 1.4 
kHz component in the microphone signal (gener- 
ated by the suppressor) was canceled to a large ex- 
tend by adding the signal from the 1.4 kHz sine wave 
generator to the microphone signal with proper 
phase and amplitude. 

Fig. 4 gives the cross-correlation function for 
both envelopes, together with the result of a similar 
analysis in an artificial ear, in which an “artificial 
SOAE” of 1.6 kHz was generated for comparison. 
More information on the correlation between the 
two signals is given in Fig. 5. 

The spectrum analyzer also calculates the impulse 
response function by inverse Fourier transforming 
(IFFT) the frequency response function. (The latter 
function is the ratio of the output Fourier spectrum 
to the input Fourier spectrum.) The decaying part of 
the impulse response function, calculated in this 
way, for the envelope of the 1.60 kHz SOAE is 
shown in Fig. 6. A computer fit was made to the data 
points with an exponentially decaying function. The 
time constant for this function is 34 msec. 

Electronic model for Van der Pol-Duffing oscillator 
Theory: according to Kirchhoff’s first law, the 
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For R = 0, this differential equation reduces to: 

0 30 60 

time ( ms 1 

Fig. 6. Decaying part of impulse response obtained from func- 
tion H, (Fig. 5) by inverse Fourier transformation (circles), 
together with fit with exponential function (dashed line), for 
which the time constant is 34 msec. 

sum of currents in Fig. 7 is zero: iN + i, + i, = 0. 
We further assume that the current through the non- 
linear resistor N can be described by: i, = - aV + 
bV3, in which a and b are positive constants. Com- 
bining this with the well known relations between 
current and voltage in C, R and L yields, after some 
calculation: 

3bV2 R a - 1 
V+(-  + - - -)V + -(1 + bRV2)V = 0 c L C  LC 

This is the differential equation for a Van der Pol os- 
cillator with non-linear stiffness term (Wit and Van 
Dijk, 1990). 

7” 

- 
T 

Fig. 7. Schematic of limit-cycle oscillator with non-linear 
resistance N. 

1 - 1  
V + - ( -a  + 3bV2)V + -V = 0 

C LC 

This is the equation for a Van der Pol oscillator with 
approximate limit cycle frequency wo = (LC)- 
and amplitude V, = 2 (z )” (Talmadge et al., 
1990). 3b 

Physical realization of Van der Pol oscillator 
As illustrated in Fig. 7, R was taken equal to zero 

and N was constructed as shown in Fig. 8 (King, 
1990). Within a certain range of values of the vari- 
able 10k resistor, the circuit behaves as a limit cycle 
oscillator. By measuring V and V’ simultaneously, 
the non-linear behavior of N can be studied. A result 
is given in Fig. 9. Although Fig. 9b is not exactly a 
parabola, the figure shows that the oscillator is a 
reasonable model for the Van der Pol oscillator. Ex- 
ternal voltages could be applied to the oscillator 
through the “external” input (Fig. 8). 

In order to study the behavior of coupled oscilla- 
tors, two oscillators could be coupled through a 
variable resistor between the “V” outputs. 

ca 3240 

Fig. 8. Schematic of non-linear resistance N (see Fig. 7). 



Fig. 9. u. Current-voltage characteristics of non-linear resistance 
N (see Fig. 8). b. Differential conductance for N as a function of 
voltage. 

Influence of oscillator coupling on amplitude 
fluctuations and spectral line width 

An electronic Van der Pol oscillator, such as the 
one described above, with limit cycle frequency f, 
= 1.2 kHz, was driven with white noise. This caused 
the limit cycle amplitude to fluctuate: A = A,, + 
6A(t). 

The 6A signal was obtained by rectifying and low- 
pds  filtering the oscillator output signal. An ampli- 
tude spectrum of this signal is shown in Fig. 10. The 
square of it could be fitted well by computer with a 
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Lorentzian with a (half) width of 47 Hz. (This num- 
ber in itself is not important. It depends on the set- 
ting of the variable 10k resistor in the non-linear 
resistor N but it should be compared to a number 
that will follow.) 

When the oscillator was coupled to a second oscil- 
lator (through a resistance of 25 kQ), its 6A increased 
and amplitude fluctuations occurred more slowly. 
The second oscillator had a limit cycle frequency of 
1.1 kHz and approximately the same amplitude as 
the first oscillator (when not coupled). It was also 
driven with white noise that was independent of the 
noise that drove the first oscillator. In Fig. 10 it is 
shown that coupling introduces an extra component 
in the 6A signal, giving an increase of 6Arms/AO 
with a factor of 2.3. The square of this extra compo- 
nent could also be fitted well with a Lorentzian of 
which the (half) width was 6.7 Hz. 

The spectral line width of the oscillator increased 
from 0.36 Hz to 0.67 Hz by coupling it to the second 
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Fig. 10. Amplitude spectrum for envelope of noise-driven elec- 
tronic Van der Pol oscillator before (thin line, lower curve) and 
after (thick line, upper curve), coupling to an identical oscillator 
with different limitcycle frequency. 
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oscillator (for measuring method see Wit and Van 
Dijk, 1990). 

Discussion 

From the Lorentzian, as shown in Fig. 2, the time 
constant 7 for relaxation of amplitude fluctuations 
of the SOAE signal can be calculated, using the rela- 
tion: 

1 
2u * Af 

7 = -  

in which Af is the (half) width of the Lorentzian. Be- 
cause Af was found to be 10 Hz for the 1.60 kHz 
SOAE, this gives 7 = 16 msec. In order to compare 
this 7 value with that measured for other SOWS it 
is convenient to express 7 in a number of oscillator 
cycles: then 7 = 26 cycles for the 1.6 kHz SOAE. 
This number corresponds well with T values derived 
from recovery of suppression of SOAEs described 
by Talmadge et al. (1990). These authors obtained 
7 = 22 cycles for a4.30 kHz SOAE and 7 = 20 cycles 
for a 3.45 kHz SOAE. 

Many years ago, when studying the fluctuation 
properties of a rather strong SOAE, we found for 
this SOAE (at 1.41 kHz) a Af value of 2.3 Hz. This 
gives a 7 value of 69 msec or 97 cycles (Bialek and 
Wit, 1984). Some years later, the same SOAE was 
remeasured by Van Dijk, who found Af = 3 Hz 
(subject AS; Van Dijk and Wit, 1990). 

The fact that SOAEs seem to require many cycles 
to recover from amplitude deviations means, in 
terms of a Van der Pol oscillator description, that 
the oscillator is “weak”. By this we mean the fol- 
lowing: in the mathematical description for a Van 
der Pol oscillator: 

x + E ( X 2 -  l ) ; r + x = O  

(this is an oscillator with angular frequency o = 1 
and amplitude A = 2) the amplitude relaxation 
parameter 7 is equal to ( 2 4 -  cycles. The values, 
given above for 7 for SOAEs mean that E is of the 
order of 0.01. The consequence of this is that a 

SOAE behaves as an almost undamped harmonic 
oscillator (x + x I 0). In contrast, a Van der Pol os- 
cillator with larger E (e.g., E = 0.1) will behave more 
“robustly”, in the sense that it will return to the 
limit cycle within a few oscillation cycles after the 
amplitude deviations. Intuitively, we would think 
the stronger SOAE’s to be the more “robust” ones. 
(Although larger amplitudes can also be obtained 
with smaller values for the positive part of the damp- 
ing term; see Talmadge et al., 1990.) This is in con- 
flict with the very large 7value that we found for the 
strong 1.41 kHz SOAE of subject AS (correspond- 
ing with E = 0.002). 

One way to avoid this (supposed) dilemma seems 
to be the assumption that the noise that causes am- 
plitude fluctuations of SOAEs is not broadband but 
has a narrow bandwidth equal to the width of the 
low-pass envelope spectrum (Van Dijk and Wit, 
1990). This does explain the small values found for 
Af, but it does not explain why similar small Af 
values can be derived from the recovery from sup- 
pression in the experiment performed by Talmadge 
et al. (1990). This is preliminarily confirmed by our 
coherence suppression experiment (Figs. 6 - 8). 
From formula (9, given by Talmadge et al. (1990), 
it can be derived that 7, = (ao/aJ2 . T ~ ;  in which T~ 
and are the time constant and amplitude of the 
emission in the absence of an external tone, while 7, 

and a, are the corresponding values in the sup- 
pressed state. This gives 7o = 12 msec (from the 
measured 4.6 dB amplitude reduction and 7s = 34 
msec), which is in reasonable agreement with the 
value of 16 msec derived from the Af measurement. 

The results obtained for the 1.04 kHz SOAE 
described in this paper (Figs. 4 and 5) and the study 
of the electronic Van der Pol oscillator (Fig. 10) indi- 
cate that coupling of a Van der Pol oscillator to (a) 
neighboring oscillator(s) drastically changes its be- 
havior. Amplitude fluctuations occur more slowly 
and become larger, and the spectral line width in- 
creases. That the 1.04 kHz SOAE is coupled to the 
neighboring 1.13 kHz SOAE (see Fig. 1) was shown 
by measurement of the cross-correlation function 
for the envelopes of the two emission signals (Wit, 
1990). Thus, for such “coupled SOAEs”, the large 
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 and the broader than predicted spectral peak; Wit 
and Van Dij k (1 990)) can also be explained by as- 
suming that SOAE fluctuations are mainly caused 
by coupling to neighboring active filters. 

It may well be that “isolated” SOAEs, which 
have no or only weak spectral peaks in their neigh- 
borhood, are also influenced by coupling to the en- 
vironment. This could mean that the single Van der 
Pol (or a different type of single limit-cycle oscilla- 
tor) is not a good description for the SOAE genera- 
tor. This point needs further study. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Exploration of cochlear function by otoacoustic 
emissions: relationship to pure-tone audiometry 

P. Avan, P. Bonfils', D. Loth, M. Teyssou and C. Menguy 

Central Service of Biophysics and Nuclear Medicine, Faculty of Medicine Lariboisi&re, University of Paris, Paris 7 and ' ENT 
Services, Hospital Boucicaut and Hospital Robert DebrP, Paris, France 

The amplitudes, growth functions and detection thresholds of 
evoked otoacoustic emissions (EOE) were measured in 44 nor- 
mally hearing subjects and 138 patients with two categories of 
cochlear dysfunctions: (a) acoustic trauma; and (b) presbycusis. 
Separate sets of experiments were also performed: (a) detection 
of stimulus frequency emissions; and (b) click EOE. EOE proper- 
ties were studied around 2 kHz, 1 kHz and 0.75 kHz ( =+ 0.1 kHz). 
A partial correlation and multivariate analysis was carried out to 
investigate the relationships between EOE properties and pure- 
tone auditory thresholds (from 0.25 to 8 kHz, half-octave steps). 
For each experiment and each frequency, only one highly signifi- 

cant correlation was found, linearly relating the n kHz EOE 
threshold with the hearing threshold at 2n kHz: there was a shift 
of about one octave between EOE amplitudes and audiometric 
data. This means that EOE thresholds give no direct information 
about the local cochlear state. A simplified model has been im- 
plemented, which assumes that EOE thresholds and amplitudes 
are proportional to the total number of residual active sites along 
the organ of Corti, i.e., to the total length of active basilar mem- 
brane towards the base of the cochlea. It is shown that this model 
accounts for the results revealed by the statistical analysis and 
closely fits the experimental data. 

Key words: Cochlear mechanics; Evoked otoacoustic emissions; Stimulus frequency emissions; Audiometry; Acoustic trauma; Presby- 
cusis 

Introduction 

It is now widely admitted that for the high frequency 
selectivity of cochlear mechanics to be achieved, 
normal motile outer hair cells (OHC) are needed. 
Frequency-selective mechanisms are present in any 
healthy cochlea and are responsible for its high sen- 
sitivity corresponding to normal auditory thres- 
holds. According to the theory of the cochlear am- 
plifier, these mechanisms are highly tuned so that 
the amplitude of the response to a low-level pure 
tone is large for only a small number of OHC along 
a narrow interval on the basilar membrane. Various 
types of evoked otoacoustic emissions (EOE) are as- 
sociated with normal electromechanical processes in 
OHC and are detectable in the outer ear canal 
(review in Probst et al., 1991). As first proposed by 

Kemp (1978), they are now widely used as a specific 
and sensitive non-invasive tool for the diagnosis of 
cochlear impairment, particularly in the case where 
no quick objective method is available (e.g., in ne- 
onates, Bonfils et al., 1990). The clinical analysis of 
EOE patterns is binary in most cases, i.e., the 
presence or absence of a response. Accordingly, 
subjects are separated into two gross categories, 
either with normal hearing or with hearing loss 
> 20 - 30 dB due to OHC impairment. Neverthe- 
less, considering the high frequency selectivity of the 
underlying mechanisms, the question may be asked 
whether or not the pattern of the EOE provides 
reliable information about the local state of the 
cochlea. The answer might seem obvious in many 
clinical cases for which some correspondence is 
found between the shapes of the click-EOE spec- 
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trum and the pure-tone audiogram (e.g., Kemp et 
al., 1990). However, it must be kept in mind that the 
details of how EOE are generated along the cochlea 
remain unknown. For instance, even the so-called 
stimulus frequency emissions (SFE), which are 
elicited by pure tones and should have a simple 
frequency-specific behavior, appear to originate 
from contributions along a large fraction of the 
cochlea (Guinan, 1990). 

Several models have been proposed to account for 
the existence of otoacoustic emissions. Spontaneous 
emissions are a unique case and are assumed to be 
produced at frequency f by the activity of a few 
outer hair cells around the place tuned to f (Gold, 
1948; Ruggero et al., 1983; Bialek and Wit, 1984). 
The situation seems different for other emissions: 
Gold himself (1988) recalled his early statement that 
EOE can be generated only because there are inac- 
curacies in the inner ear system, which result in im- 
perfect cancellation of the contributions of active 
sites scattered along the cochlea. In some models, 
changes in the cochlear properties at a place tuned 
to frequency f are associated with changes in EOE 
at the same frequency f (e.g., Furst and Lapid, 1988; 
Zwicker, 1989). A possible interpretation of these 
results in clinics would be that EOE are fully deter- 
mined by the local cochlear state. On the contrary, 
many models, including those quoted above, em- 
phasize that EOE arise from activity distributed 
along the cochlea(e.g., Wilson, 1980; Strube, 1989), 
so that there should not be any direct correlation be- 
tween their properties and purely local cochlear 
parameters. 

The aim of this work was to address these issues 
by looking for correlations between pure-tone audi- 
ometric results and EOE spectral patterns in a large 
sample of subjects with either normal hearing or 
various cochlear pathologies. If a “local interpreta- 
tion” of the previously mentioned models is suita- 
ble, then correlations should be found between au- 
diometric threshold and EOE parameters (e.g., am- 
plitude, detection threshold) at the same frequency. 
Within the framework of global models, the charac- 
teristics of an EOE are rather expected to depend on 
the global residual cochlear function. In the present 

work, this global function was evaluated by measur- 
ing the width of the frequency intervals correspond- 
ing to normal or near-normal auditory thresholds. 

Materials and methods 

Patients and audiometry 
Three categories of subjects volunteered for the 

experiments: 44 were normally hearing young 
adults, 80 subjects had hearing loss due to presbycu- 
sis and 58 had suffered acoustic trauma (due to 
weapon noise in 82% of cases). In these last two 
categories, hearing loss was purely of cochlear ori- 
gin (ascertained from otoscopy, tympanometry, 
ABR and acoustic reflex studies). Two separate ex- 
periments were carried out, El for patients with 
presbycusis and normally hearing subjects, E2 for 
patients with acoustic trauma. Only the results of 
one ear per subject were accounted for. In E l ,  con- 
ventional pure-tone audiometry was performed at 
0.25,0.5, 1,2,4,6 and 8 kHz. In E2, additional au- 
ditory thresholds at 1.5 and 3 kHz were measured 
and a BCkCsy automatic sweep-frequency audio- 
gram was done. This allowed a more precise analysis 
of auditory losses in these cases where the shape of 
the audiograms varied much more than those for pa- 
tients with presbycusis. In addition, for subjects in 
E2, the widths of two frequency intervals, based 
upon pure-tone threshold levels, were analyzed 
from the BCkCsy audiograms. First, the width of the 
span of frequencies with thresholds better than 15 
dB hearing loss (HL) between 1 and 8 kHz was de- 
rived in fractions of an octave. This was designated 
as Oct - 15 ( 1  kHz). Secondly, a similar analysis was 
performed for the thresholds better than 30 dB HL: 
Oct - 30 ( 1  kHz). In the same way, Oct - 15 (2 kHz) 
and Oct - 30 (2 kHz) were measured between 2 and 
8 kHz. Fig. la  shows a typical example of these 
measurements. The mean audiograms of subjects 
are represented in Fig. lb .  

Experiment El: click-evoked otoacoustic emissions 
Click-EOE were recorded using a custom-built 

system (Bonfils et al., 1990). Click-EOE frequency 
spectra were obtained for stimulus intensities 
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Fig. 1. (a) Bkkksy sweep-frequency audiogram for one subject. 
Two different limits (i.e., hearing loss of either 15 or 30 dB) were 
used for evaluating the length of “residual active” cochlea be- 
tween 1 and 8 kHz. For each choice, the width was measured in 
octaves (i.e., Oct - 15 and Oct - 30). In this case, Oct - 15 (1 
kHz) would be one octave and Oct - 30 (1 kHz) would be two oc- 
taves. (b) Mean pure-tone audiograms ( f 1 S.D.) for the three 
groups of subjects, i.e., 44 ears with normal hearing and 138 ears 
with pathology, either with or without detectable EOE. 

decreasing in 5 dB steps from 40 dB HL (0 dB HL 
= average subjective hearing threshold to clicks for 
normally hearing subjects, i.e., 45 dB peak eq. SPL) 
to detection threshold of the last visually detectable 
EOE. Only this last detectable click-EOE was 
studied. In most cases, the dominant frequency of 
this response was close to 1 kHz (in 85% of cases, in 
the range of 0.78- 1.5 kHz; in 44% of cases, be- 
tween 0.94 and 1.15 kHz). 

Experiment E2: click-evoked and stimulus 
frequency otoacoustic emissions 

Click-EOE were obtained using an IL088 
Otodynamics analyser. The frequency spectra of 
these EOE were obtained in the same way as for E l ,  
using the linear mode. The detection threshold was 
measured for the EOE closest to 1 kHz ( .+ 0.1 kHz). 
All the data files were stored and could be re- 

analyzed later so that the detection thresholds of the 
EOE closest to 0.75 and 2 kHz (&  0.1 kHz) could 
also be measured. This allowed a more complete 
analysis of EOE patterns than for El.  Stimulus fre- 
quency emissions (SFE) were derived from Nyquist 
plots obtained from a 10 dB SPL pure-tone slowly 
swept in frequency between 0.7 and 2 kHz (see 
methodinAvanet al., 1991a). Theamplitudesofthe 
SFE closest to 0.75 and 1 kHz were measured. (At 
2 kHz, the accuracy of measurements was lower, 
and these SFE were not taken into account .) 

In E l  and E2, click-EOE growth functions were 
plotted and their characteristics were determined. 
These functions were found to be linear with a slope 
close to 1 at low click levels, and were non-linear at 
higher levels. The detection threshold was defined in 
dB HL as the lowest click intensity eliciting a visually 
detectable EOE at the chosen frequency (the ac- 
curacy of this measurement was 5 dB). The back- 
ground noise level was kept constant and as low as 
possible for every patient (i.e., - 30 dB SPL/50 Hz 
band around 1 kHz). In this way, the detection level 
of an EOE did not depend on external factors and 
was characteristic of its behavior in the linear part of 
its growth function. For 33/80 subjects with presby- 
cusis (41%, group “without EOE” in Fig. lb) and 
5/58 (8.6%) subjects with acoustic trauma, there 
were no detectable click-EOE. The detection 
thresholds for these subjects was arbitrarily set at 40 
dB HL. For E2, SFE measurements directly pro- 
vided the ratios SFE-amplitude/level of eliciting 
stimulus. When the amplitudes of SFE and back- 
ground noise became equal as the level of the elicit- 
ing stimulus was decreasing, the SFE detection 
threshold was defined as the corresponding stimulus 
level. Then the same analysis as for click EOE was 
carried out. 

Statistical analysis of the data 
ForeveryEOE frequency(i.e., 1 kHzinEl, 0.75, 

1 and 2 kHz in E2), general correlations between 
EOE threshold and all pure-tone auditory thres- 
holds were computed. A partial correlation analysis 
with stepwise regression was then performed. For 
patients in E2 who had acoustic trauma, a further 
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analysis was carried out to study the relation of EOE 
detection threshold to Oct - 15 (or Oct - 30). All 
statistical computations were done with BMDP 
(Dixon et al., 1985) or Statview@ statistical pack- 
ages. 

Results 

The mean EOE detection threshold at 1 kHz was 
about 5 dB HL (standard deviation 6 dB) for nor- 
mally hearing subjects, 16.7 dB HL for the group of 
subjects with presbycusis, and 14.4 dB HL for the 
group of subjects with acoustic trauma who had de- 
tectable EOE. As described previously by Avan et 
al. (lwla), general correlation studies demonstrate 
strong correlations between all possible pairs of 
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pure-tone auditory thresholds, 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 
and 4, 1 and 4 kHz, etc. In this study, the shape of 
the audiograms was generally typical of a high- 
frequency hearing loss, and auditory thresholds 
were far from being independent variables. Because 
of this, an analysis that would be restricted to simple 
correlations or to shape comparisons between EOE 
patterns and audiograms cannot be considered as 
valid. Therefore, a partial correlation analysis (step- 
wise regression) had to be carried out. 

In both experiments El and E2, the correlation 
between the 1 kHz EOE threshold and the 1 kHz au- 
ditory threshold was not significant (see Fig. 2a for 
E2). The scatterplot of EOE threshold vs. auditory 
threshold could be separated into two parts (arrow 
in Fig. 24: for a hearing loss > 20 dB, EOE were 
never detectable (arbitrary detection threshold fixed 
at 40 dB HL). For normal or near-normal auditory 
thresholds (I 20 dB HL), EOE thresholds were 
nearly independent of hearing loss. This confirms 
that regardless of EOE amplitude, the only relation- 
ship between EOE and auditory threshold at a given 
frequency is binary. Actually, only one significant 
correlation was found, linearly relating the 1 kHz 
EOE threshold (1 k-EOE-T) and the 2 kHz auditory 
threshold (2k-T) (see Fig. 2b, again for E2): 

El : 1 k-EOE-T = 0.59 X 2k-T + 5.5 (dB HL), 
R2 = 0.60 (1) 

E2: 1k-EOE-T = 0.50 X 2k-T + 6.7 (dB HL), 
R2 = 0.75 (2) 

Moreover, similar results were found at 0.75 kHz 
and 2 kHz for patients in E2: 

-10 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
auditory threshold at 2 kHz (dB HL) 

Fig. 2. (a) Scatterplot of EOE thresholds (in dB HL) at 1 kHz vs. 
auditory threshold at the same frequency (58 patients of E2, i.e., 
with acoustic trauma). The arrow designates the limit of auditory 
threshold below which 1 kHz EOE are always detectable. (b) Ac- 
cording to the statistical analysis, only the correlation between 1 
kHz EOE threshold and 2 kHz auditory threshold was signifi- 
cant. For five patients without any detectable EOE around 1 
kHz, the EOE detection threshold was arbitrarily set at 40 dB 
HL, which was the highest stimulus used to elicit responses. 

E2: 0.75k-EOE-T = 0.41 x 1.5k-T + 9.5 
(dB HL), R2 = 0.65 (3) 

E2: 2k-EOE-T = 0.38 X 4k-T + 11.4 (dB HL), 
R2 = 0.51 (4) 

These relations were all highly significant (P c 
0.001). Therefore, there was a large shift between 
EOE and auditory threshold properties, i.e., more 
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than 112 octave since auditory thresholds were sam- 
pled at 1/2-octave intervals. The regressions did not 
depend on the pathology. Nearly identical regres- 
sions were obtained for SFE at 0.75 and 1 kHz (E2). 

The data obtained from E2 were re-analyzed us- 
ing the previously defined variables Oct - 15 and 
Oct - 30, measured at 1 and 2 kHz. Considering that 
EOE thresholds are defined in dB and thus are on a 
logarithmic scale, the derived variables log[Oct - 
151 and log[Oct - 301 were used. In this way, a linear 
relationship between EOE-T (in dB) and log[Oct - 
151 would correspond to a linear relationship be- 
tween EOE amplitude (in linear units, e.g., Pascal) 
and Oct - 15. Data from subjects without detectable 
EOE were not taken into account. Thus 53 of 58 
cases at 1 kHz and 30 of 58 at 2 kHz were evaluated. 
A highly significant linear regression was found 
relating EOE thresholds at 1 and 2 kHz with 
log[Oct - 15(1 kHz)] and log[Oct - 15(2 kHz)] (Fig. 
3a): 

lk-EOE-T = -26 X lOg[OCt - 15(1 ~ H z ) ]  
+ 12.7, R2 = 0.68 ( 5 )  

2k-EOE-T = - 19 x log[Oct - 15(2 ~ H z ) ]  
+ 19, R2 = 0.50 (6) 

The slopes of the regression lines corresponded to 
an increase of about 6 dB of the mean EOE thres- 
hold each time the width of the interval correspond- 
ing to a normal basal cochlea was divided by two. 
The relations between EOE-T and log[Oct - 301 
were less significant and the slope was steeper (e.g., 
Fig. 3b for 1 kHz). 

Discussion 

These results suggest that the relationships between 
EOE detection threshold at a given frequency and 
the results of tonal audiometry clearly arise from in- 
ner ear properties. Because the EOE frequency was 
fixed in each series of data and every patient had a 
normal transmission mechanism, the middle ear 
transfer function did not have to be accounted for 
and did not play any role in these relationships. In 

a 
AT (dB) 1 kHz 

0.25 0.5 1 2 3  
oct-15 

b 

1 kHz 

7 
1 0  0 

20 30 

10 

-1 0 

0.25 0.5 1 2 3  
OCt-30 

Fig. 3. (a) For the patients of E2, the correlation between 1 kHz 
EOE thresholdelevation (AT) and width of residual basal cochlea 
(Oct - 15, number of octaves with hearing threshold better than 
15 dB HL above 1 kHz) is highly significant and the correspond- 
ing linear regression (heavy line) fits the proposed model (thin 
line, closed squares). The number of data points on this diagram 
is 53, and the value of Oct - 15 was 0 for the five remaining ears 
without detectable EOE. (b) The correlation is not as high when 
the limit between “active” and “passive” cochlea is set at 30 dB 
HL (Oct - 30). 

E2, it was always possible to find a detectable EOE 
at 0.75, 1 and 2 kHz (within 0.1 kHz), except of 
course when the hearing losses were too great. In E l ,  
the threshold of the EOE was nearly always ob- 
tained at a frequency - 1 kHz. 

The first part of the statistical analysis con- 
tradicted the interpretation of local sources for EOE 
generation, which assumes that EOE properties at a 
given frequency are fully determined by the cochlear 
properties at the corresponding place. Several hypo- 
theses may account for this non-local behavior. 

First, it is probable that OHC damage at a given 
place of the cochlea has to be extensive to give rise 
to significant hearing loss and that increase in audi- 
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tory threshold is not the most accurate possible 
measure of cochlear damage (e.g., LePage, 1991). It 
may be asked whether or not EOE would give a more 
quantitative evaluation of OHC function than do 
auditory thresholds and would therefore allow an 
earlier detection of cochlear dysfunction. Following 
this hypothesis, no correlation would be expected 
between EOE and auditory threshold at the same 
frequency, at least for subjects with a near-normal 
audiogram. However, the presence of correlations 
between n kHz-EOE and 2n kHz auditory thres- 
holds, and the relations between EOE thresholds 
and the total length of residual normal basal cochlea 
do not substantiate this hypothesis. 

These last results rather suggest a second hypothe- 
sis, based on the assumption that EOE amplitudes 
and detection thresholds are not frequency-specific 
parameters but depend on the function of the whole 
cochlea between the base and the point with charac- 
teristic frequency corresponding to the EOE, i.e., all 
along the BCkCsy traveling wave. The apical part of 
the cochlea cannot contribute to the EOE because it 
is beyond the cut-off of the traveling wave. An alter- 
native way of stating this hypothesis is to point out 
that EOE must be generated and then propagated 
along the basal cochlea before being detected in the 
ear canal. Even if basal OHC are out of resonance 
with respect to the frequency of an EOE and cannot 
efficiently amplify it, their contributions can play an 
important role in the propagation of the EOE even 
if the amplitudes of basal OHC responses are small, 
provided their phases are appropriate. 

Many EOE models rely upon such hypotheses. 
After Gold (1948,1988), Wilson proposed that EOE 
arise from imperfect cancellation between responses 
originating from various places of the organ of Corti 
(Wilson, 1980; Sutton and Wilson, 1983). EOE 
might also come from stationary waves along the 
cochlea due to impedance mismatches (e.g., Kemp, 
1986). Inhomogeneities of basilar membrane param- 
eters might give rise to scattering of waves and 
production of long-delay EOE with a broad spec- 
trum (Manley, 1983; Strube, 1989). (For a detailed 
review of the numerous models of cochlear mecha- 
nics, see Inselberg, 1978, who showed how account- 

ing for the various parameters of the inner ear could 
deeply influence the resulting models .) 

A more complete analysis of these mechanisms 
was proposed by Zwicker, who used a hardware 
model in which simulations of various changes in lo- 
cal active mechanisms could be performed (re- 
viewed in Zwicker, 1989). He showed that ripples 
appear in the amplitude/phase pattern of the travel- 
ing wave of a pure tone along the basilar membrane 
when coupling is introduced between neighboring 
sections of the model to account for active mecha- 
nisms. These ripples are associated with an emission 
at the oval window. They are strongly enhanced at 
the evoking frequency when active mechanisms are 
cut off just at the place tuned to the pure tone. This 
observation might suggest that EOE properties are 
influenced by the local cochlear state. However, 
such models can also be considered from a global 
point of view. Several authors have proposed that 
the gain of active mechanisms along the cochlea is 
not constant but varies in a more or less periodic way 
(Manley, 1983; Zwicker, 1986; Strube, 1989). Such 
a lattice of impedance discontinuities may give rise 
to back-scattering of the wave corresponding to a 
pure tone. If the wavelength of the excitation (de- 
pending on its frequency) is such that all scattered 
waves are in phase, then the resulting constructive 
interference would be associated with a strong EOE. 
This EOE could be considered as resulting from 
scattering from numerous active sites along the 
basal cochlea, i.e., one site each time the phase 
changes by 180” (Zwicker, 1989). 

The simplest way of taking these global models 
into account is to assume that EOE amplitudes are 
just proportional to the total number of residual ac- 
tive sites along the organ of Corti, i.e., to the total 
length of active basilar membrane. Every active site 
is therefore supposed to contribute with the same 
weight, and such a model can be described as “coch- 
lear democracy”. 

It is well known that the coding of frequencies 
along the basilar membrane is logarithmic (reviewed 
in Dancer, 1988), thus the number of EOE-generat- 
ing sites per octave should be constant. For instance, 
let us consider the case of a 1 kHz EOE. There are 
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Fig. 4. Relationship between the amplitude of an EOE at 1 kHz 
(EOE amplitude, linear scale), the detection threshold of this 
EOE (EOE-T, rightmost bars, dB scale) and the pure-tone audio- 
gram from 1 to 8 kHz (thresholds = closed circles) according to 
the proposed model applied to several degrees of hearing loss. 
The development of EOE detection threshold and auditory 
threshold at 2 kHz is parallel because the change of EOE-T be- 
comes clearly detectable (arrow, rightmost bar) only when the 2 
kHz auditory threshold begins to change (leftmost arrow), that 
is, when the cut-off frequency on the audiogram is just below 2 
kHz. This was previously suggested by the multiple regression 
analysis as illustrated in Fig. 2b. Despite this finding, the 
presence or absence of an EOE at 1 kHz remains correlated with 
the auditory threshold at 1 kHz. 

three normally functioning octaves between 1 and 8 
kHz in a normal cochlea, and the resulting EOE am- 
plitude would be normal (100%). Its detection 
threshold T would also be normal. Now suppose 
that 50% of the active sites are impaired, so that 
there is an auditory loss above 3 kHz. The amplitude 
of the EOE is reduced by 50%, and to make up for 
that decrease, there must be a 6 dB increase of the 
evoking stimulus (AT = 6 dB). This corresponds ex- 
actly to the slope of the plot of EOE threshold vs. 
log[Oct - 151 represented in Fig. 3. It should be no- 
ticed that, although the cochlear impairment is al- 
ready large, the increase in detection threshold is 
nearly negligible because it is of the order of the 
standard deviation in a normal population. It could 
be detected only if a record in the same ear was avail- 
able before its impairment. 

If 50% of the remaining active sites again were 
destroyed, then the EOE amplitude would now be 
25% of its initial value, and there would be a 12 dB 
increase in EOE threshold, which is now noticeable. 
In correlation, the 2 kHz auditory threshold would 
begin to increase. Fig. 4 illustrates the parallel evolu- 
tion of the 1 kHz EOE and the 2 kHz auditory 
threshold (indicated by the arrows). The full compu- 
tation derived from the model gives the following 
result: 

AT (dB) = 20 x log [log (fc/fo)/(log 8/fo)] (7) 

where fo (in kHz) is the EOE frequency and fc is the 
highest frequency with a normal auditory threshold. 
It is easy to check that the slope of the curve 
representing AT vs. fc sharply changes when fc = 4 
kHz for a 2 kHz EOE, or when fc = 2 kHz for a 
1 kHz EOE, or when fc = 1.5 kHz for a 0.75 kHz 
EOE . 

Therefore, the most straightforward interpreta- 
tion of EOE threshold variations is based on their 
dependence versus Oct - 15. Correlations between 
EOE and auditory thresholds are only indirect. 
However, clear results can be drawn from this last 
study because many audiograms corresponding to 
sensorineural hearing loss have similar shapes with 
progressive involvement of the lower frequencies. 
For these audiograms, the correlation between EOE 
and auditory thresholds at 1 kHz does not exist be- 
cause this EOE has disappeared when the auditory 
threshold begins to increase at 1 kHz. The correla- 
tions between 1 kHz EOE threshold and 3 ,4 ,6  or 8 
kHz auditory thresholds do not exist because this 
EOE is not significantly altered as long as the audi- 
tory threshold at 2 kHz remains normal. Only the 2 
kHz auditory threshold really “influences” the am- 
plitude of EOE at 1 kHz because the evolution of the 
two is parallel. However, it must be emphasized 
that, even in this global model illustrated in Fig. 4, 
a clear relation does exist between presence or ab- 
sence of an EOE at frequency f (regardless of its de- 
tection threshold) and auditory threshold at f .  This 
is not in contradiction with several clinical studies 
(Kemp et al., 1990). 
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Hence, the model proposed here of “cochlear 
democracy” accounts very well for the results dis- 
closed by both types of statistical analyses. The sec- 
ond analysis, which is based on Fig. 3, also clearly 
shows that the limit between the active and impaired 
“passive” cochlea corresponds to a 15 dB rather 
than a 30 dB HL hearing loss. 

Evoked otoacoustic emissions appear to arise 
from phenomena that are widely distributed along 
the basilar membrane. Even if EOE are locally 
generated, in relation to the state and probably the 
motility of OHC, they need a good basal cochlear 
state to propagate back to the oval window. Recent 
work performed on tone-burst evoked emissions in 
the guinea pig has described similar results when 
measuring EOE amplitude changes after acoustic 
overstimulation (Avan et al., 1991b); the amplitude 
changes of an emission actually depend on the 
amount of TTS along the whole basal cochlea. One 
clinical application of EOE that is now widely used 
is for infant screening (e.g., Bonfils et al., 1990). Be- 
cause EOE detection gives a global evaluation of the 
active cochlear mechanisms, this application seems 
fully justified. In contrast, for early screening of 
noise-induced hearing loss, some EOE characteris- 
tics, such as their amplitude and detection thres- 
hold, are only sensitive to cochlear alterations that 
are already large, which would not allow a follow-up 
of the early stages of cochlear dysfuncti0n.l 
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CHAPTER 8 

Distortion-product otoacoustic emissions in normal and 
impaired ears: insight into generation processes 

Brenda L. Lonsbury-Martin, Martin L. Whitehead and Glen K. Martin 

Department of Otolaryngology, University of Miami Ear Institute, Miami, FL 33101, U.S.A., 

Otoacoustic emissions can be used to study cochlear function in 
an objective, non-invasive and rapid manner. These and other 
desirable features of emissions have inspired a significant 
amount of investigation into the practicalities of utilizing evoked 
emissions as clinical tests of hearing. Variables which affect the 
measurement of emissions can be sorted into two major 
categories consisting of factors affecting either emission genera- 

tion or expression. The present report consolidates and summa- 
rizes recent findings of a series of experiments in our laboratory 
which address both the generation and expression of transiently 
evoked and distortion-product otoacoustic emissions. Because 
these two emission types have the greatest promise of becoming 
clinically useful, a complete understanding of the factors respon- 
sible for their measured properties is particularly important. 

Key words: Transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions; Distortion-product otoacoustic emissions; Middle ear dysfunction; Acoustic 
reflex; Ethacrynic acid; Gentamicin; Lethal anoxia; Aspirin 

Introduction 

Since their discovery by Kemp (1 978) over a decade 
ago, the potential role of otoacoustic emissions 
(OAEs) as an objective diagnostic tool in the clinical 
examination of hearing has been supported by the 
findings of numerous studies. After the initial inves- 
tigations which described the basic features of a var- 
iety of OAEs in humans (Kemp, 1978, 1979; Kemp 
and Chum, 1980), further basic work in a wide range 
of laboratory animals was aimed at increasing our 
understanding of the generation of OAEs in ex- 
perimental models of impaired hearing conditions. 
Knowledge about the properties of OAEs measured 
in noise-damaged (e.g., Zurek et al., 1982), ototoxic 
(e.g., Anderson, 1980), hydropic (e.g., Martin et 
al., 1989), and hypoxic (e.g., Zwicker and Manley, 
1981)andanoxic(e.g., Kimet al., 1980)animalsfur- 
ther supported the notion that emissions would be 
useful as objective indicators of the functional sta- 

tus of the organ of Corti’s outer hair cells (OHCs), 
which are the most prevalent and vulnerable sensory 
cells of the cochlea. 

Based on this initial knowledge of OAEs, an in- 
creasing number of reports have focused on sys- 
tematically describing the effects of known oto- 
pathologies on the different kinds of emissions 
exhibited by the human ear. From such informa- 
tion, it is becoming increasingly clear that two 
types of evoked emissions, the transiently evoked 
(TEOAE) and the distortion-product otoacoustic 
emissions (DPOAEs), are the most promising. clini- 
cally. Also apparent from the increasing amounts of 
data on human and animal emissions is the recogni- 
tion that the ability to measure OAEs depends on the 
contributions of several classes of variables. These 
crucial sets of contributing factors can be generally 
described as those related either to the generation of 
OAEs within the cochlea, or to the final expression 
of emissions in the external ear canal. Theoretically, 
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it would be ideal if each variable known to modify 
the measured properties of emissions could be sim- 
ply classified into one of these two categories. 
However, previous findings indicate that assigning 
these influences to such unequivocal classes is not al- 
ways justifiable. For example, it is well-recognized 
that the ability to measure OAEs is considerably af- 
fected by such innate biases as gender and age. Thus, 
determining whether the observation that more 
women exhibit spontaneous otoacoustic emissions 
(SOAEs) than do men (Bilger et al., 1990), or that 
the amplitudes of DPOAEs are larger in younger 
than in older individuals (e.g., Lonsbury-Martin et 
al., 1991a) is dependent only on generation or ex- 
pression processes, is irresolvable based on our cur- 
rent understanding of the fundamental bases of 
emissions. 

However, other variables can be more clearly dis- 
tinguished as affecting either the generation or ex- 
pression of OAEs. For example, it is well- 
recognized that the expression of emissions is in- 
fluenced by the functional capability of accessory 
structures, such as the middle ear ossicles or tym- 
panic membrane, to transmit the emitted responses 
from the cochlea to the outer ear canal. Other fac- 
tors, such as those governing the production of 
emissions, obviously conform more clearly to the 
generation category. Of particular interest with 
respect to this class of variables are issues concern- 
ing the fundamental mechanisms which produce 
OAEs at the subcellular level, whether these 
processes are similar in humans and animals, and 
the proportion of OAE amplitude attributable to ac- 
tive (OHC or micromechanical) versus passive (basi- 
lar membrane or macromechanical) generators. 

The major purpose of this report is to review 
results from on-going work in our laboratory which 
are relevant to furthering our understanding of the 
variables which influence the measurement of 
OAEs. To illustrate the significance of the contribu- 
tions made by conduction factors on the magnitude 
of OAEs, the effects of middle ear effusion in chil- 
dren and activation of the acoustic reflex in rabbits 
will be described. Of the research strategies that are 
available for investigating the underlying generators 

of O m s ,  one approach involves defining the re- 
strictions that systematic variations in stimulus 
parameters impose upon emission amplitude. Using 
this strategy, findings are presently accumulating 
which support the notion that human and animal 
DPOAEs exhibit distinct features from one 
another. These results suggest that this emission 
may have one or more sources of generation within 
the cochlea. Another method involves manipulating 
the chemical environment of the cochlea by using 
ototoxic agents known to diminish cochlear func- 
tion reversibly or irreversibly to determine the organ 
of Corti elements which contribute to the produc- 
tion of emissions. Based on this experimental 
strategy, initial results support the notion that some 
aspects of TEOAE and DPOAE generator proper- 
ties are unique to each emission type. Further evi- 
dence suggests that the production of DPOAEs, in 
particular, may be more complex than can be ex- 
plained on the basis of a simple separation of con- 
tributing processes into either active or passive 
generators. 

Methods 

The findings presented below have resulted from an 
ongoing program of research. The aim of this 
research has been to study the fundamental features 
of OAEs so that techniques established in ex- 
perimental settings can be adapted for clinical tests 
of cochlear function. For the data presented below, 
the test protocols differed somewhat for either hu- 
mans or experimental animals; however, several 
features of the studies were similar. First, although 
monkeys were always studied while lightly anesthe- 
tized, both human and rabbit subjects were exam- 
ined.while awake, unless noted otherwise. Secondly, 
for DPOAEs, which were tested in both primate spe- 
cies and rabbits, two measurement forms were uti- 
lized. One involved a series of amplitude/growth 
or input/output (110) functions, which describe 
DPOAE amplitudes at discrete frequencies as a 
function of progressive increases in stimulus level. 
The other, referred to as the DPOAE “audio- 
gram,” plots emission amplitudes in response to 
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equilevel (L, = L2) primaries at a fixed level of 
stimulation as a function of stimulus frequency. Fi- 
nally, all emission types in monkeys and humans 
were measured using identical techniques. 

Subjects 
Animal subjects were either adolescent (3-months 

old), pigmented, female rabbits of the New Zealand 
strain, or were female macaque (Macaca nemes- 
trina) monkeys ranging in age from 7 to 15 years. 
Both species were obtained from commercial sup- 
pliers. Human subjects were either children exhibit- 
ing some form of hearing impairment, who were 
seen as patients in an otolaryngology clinic situated 
in a typical academic setting, or were normally hear- 
ing adults, who were recruited according to routine 
institutional guidelines. 

Otoacoustic emissions testing 
For measuring DPOAEs, a personal microcom- 

puter-based system (Macintosh Ilci) controlled both 
the stimulus generation and response detection in- 
strumentation. Stimuli typically consisted of two 
equilevel pure-tone signals at f ,  and f2 (f2/fl 
= 1.21 (humadmonkey); 1.25 (rabbit)) presented 
concurrently to the external ear canal. The DPOAE 
findings are presented with respect to the geometric 
mean of the primary tones (i.e., (f, x f,)”), be- 
cause previous experimental work in humans and 
animals has established that this cochlear place is the 
major generation site for 2f,-f2 emissions (Brown 
and Kemp, 1984; Martin et al., 1987). 

Distortion-product “audiograms” were con- 
structed from emissions obtained in 10 steps per oc- 
tave (humadmonkey), or at 200 Hz intervals (rab- 
bit), from 0.7 to 8 (human/monkey) or from 1 to 16 
kHz (rabbit), at three stimulus levels (humadmon- 
key: 65,75,85 dB SPL; rabbit: 45,55,65 dB SPL). 
The 1/0 functions, obtained at a number of discrete 
frequencies (human/monkey: 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 kHz; 
rabbit: at half-octave intervals between 1 and 16 
kHz), were elicited by varying the levels of the 
primary stimuli in 5 dB steps, decreasing from 85 to 
25 dB SPL (humadmonkey), or from 75 dB SPL to 
the level of the recording system’s noise floor (rab- 

bit). An emission was considered to be detectable if 
its amplitude was > 3 dB above the level of the cor- 
responding noise floor, measured simultaneously at 
a frequency 50 Hz above that of the DPOAE. 
Calibration of the acoustic system and specu- 
lum/microphone assembly was accomplished ac- 
cording to the substitution procedures described by 
Lonsbury-Martin et al. (1987) for rabbits and by 
Harris et al. (1989) for humans. The TEOAEs were 
measured in both humans and monkeys using a 
commercial system (Otodynamics Ltd., ILO88) 
operated in the default (non-linear click) mode 
(Bray and Kemp, 1987). The human and non- 
human primates were also screened for SOAEs us- 
ing previously described techniques (Martin et al., 
1985; Lonsbury-Martin et al., 1990). 

General experimental protocol 
For both normally hearing human subjects and 

patients, otoacoustic emissions were examined as 
described above following a routine audiologic as- 
sessment of pure tone (air and bone) thresholds, 
speech-understanding capability, tympanometry 
and acoustic reflex thresholds. In addition, some 
normally hearing human subjects, along with some 
rabbits, were tested using varying f, and f2 levels 

For the drug-injection experiments in anesthe- 
tized rabbits and monkeys, a given experimental ses- 
sion began with the acquisition of baseline measures 
for all recordable emissions. For monkeys, if these 
determinations were within the previously estab- 
lished normal limits of their individual TEOAEs 
and DPOAEs, then sodium salicylate (100 mg/kg) 
was administered subcutaneously in a single dose, 
and post-injection emissions were measured at regu- 
lar intervals over a 4 - 5  h period. Results from 
other experiments in these animals involving com- 
parable injections of saline or the recording of emis- 
sions over similar time periods were utilized as “con- 
trol” data. 

For rabbits, if the pre-injection DPOAE “audio- 
grams” and growth functions corresponded to the 
laboratory’s normative data on rabbits, then a base- 
line 110 measure was obtained at 5.656 kHz, which 

(L1 f L2). 
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is a typically sensitive frequency. By varying 
primary tone levels between 45 and 75 dB SPL, in 
5 dB steps, the effects of ototoxins or anoxia on 
DPOAEs dominated by low- (for example, those 
evoked with 45 or 55 dB SPL primary tones) and 
high-level (those elicited with 75 dB SPL primaries) 
sources (Whithead et al., 1990) were determined. 
Following baseline measures, either ethacrynic acid 
(40 mg/kg), or a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital 
(50 mg/kg) was injected intravenously, and the 
DPOAE I/O at 5.656 kHz was systematically moni- 
tored for a minimum of 140 min. A subset of rabbits 
receiving ethacrynic acid were pre-treated with a sin- 
gle dose of gentamicin (100 mg/kg) administered 
2 h prior to the injection of the loop diuretic. 
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Results 

The problems encountered in obtaining responses 
from ears exhibiting active or chronic infection 
clearly illustrate the importance of conduction- 
related factors in measuring OAEs. In Fig. 1 , the ad- 
verse effects of recurrent bouts of fluid accumula- 
tion on both hearing (filled circles) and emissions 
(TEOAEs (8/16/90); DPOAEs (filled squares)) are 
shown for the right ear of a 7-year-old girl. For this 
ear, the clinical audiogram denotes a mild hearing 
loss with an irregular configuration which was as- 
sociated with excessive negative pressure in the mid- 
dle ear (i.e., a type-C tympanogram), and acoustic 
reflex thresholds > 105 dB hearing level (HL). It is 

,-.. 
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11-90 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1 0  

GEOMETRIC FRECUENCY (kl-k) 

09-1 1-90 

Fig. 1. Hearing levels and evoked OAEs in the right ear of a 7-year-old girl who was tested before (filled symbols) and after (open sym- 
bols) surgery, which included a myringotomy and insertion of ventilating tubes, to correct middle ear dysfunction. Both the pre-surgical 
TEOAEs (response 8-16-90), in which only the background noise in the ear canal is present (shaded region of spectrum), and DPOAEs 
(filled squares in plot at top right following the noise floor (dark line)) were immeasurable. However, the post-surgical (9-11-90) 
responses (tympanostomy tubes in place) were improved in that TEOAEs (unshaded area of spectrum) were relatively normal (i.e., the 
“Repro” (92%) or repeatability value of two separately determined averages was above the average (90Oro) for children of this age), 
and the DPOAEs (open squares) were essentially within low-normal limits. The DPOAE amplitudes are compared to the average levels 
(dotted lines: -c 1 S.D. of emission (top) and noise-floor (bottom) amplitudes) of responses determined from ears of a group of nor- 
mally hearing children of similar age. For a more complete explanation of the TEOAE plots, see Kemp and Ryan (1991). 
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Fig. 2. Effects of a fixed 4 kHz contralateral reflex-eliciting tone on ear canal sound pressure for a 1.975 kHz DPOAE, the f ,  and f2 
primary tones, and a tone at the DPOAE frequency. In each panel, the trace represents the sound pressure level measured in the ear 
canal, and the horizontal bars above represent contralateral stimulus presentation. The contralateral stimulus was increased from 55 
to 90 dB SPL, in 5 dB steps; numbers below the traces indicate contralateral stimulus level. A. DPOAE was 17 dB SPL when elicited 
by L, = L, = 55 dB SPL in the absence of the contralateral tone. B.  2.633 kHz (f,) and 3.291 kHz (fd levels. In A and B,  both 
primaries were presented during the measurement of either the primary or the DPOAE. Both the primaries and the DPOAE decreased 
in level upon contralateral reflex activation, but to different extents. C. DPOAE I/O function at 1.975 kHz showing that about a 20 
dB attenuation of the primaries from 55 to 35 dB SPL would be necessary to reduce the DPOAE amplitude by about 22 dB. D. Level 
of a single external tone (1.975 kHz) set to the DPOAE frequency at a similar ear canal sound pressure level as the DPOAE but in the 
absence of the primaries, and, thus, of the DPOAE. At this frequency, elicitation of the reflex with the contralateral stimulus produced 
a slight increase in the ear canal sound pressure of the tone. The lower traces inA and D are the noise floor of the measurement system. 
Control experiments demonstrated that acoustic cross-over to the test ear was not responsible for the observed changes. 

clear from the amplitude spectrum of the TEOAE tion caused by an inflammation of middle ear tissues 
shown below that no response was elicited from the disproportionately affects the measurement of 
affected ear. The DPOAE “audiogram” shows that emitted responses (Owens et al., 1992). 
these emissions were also absent in that they essen- The remaining data of Fig. 1 illustrate the effects 
tially tracked the levels of the corresponding noise of surgical intervention on hearing and on emission 
floor (light stippled line). These findings illustrate recordability. These results were obtained about 7 
the usual observation that a mild hearing dysfunc- weeks after myringotomy and tympanic ventilation 
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procedures had been performed, which significantly 
improved the mechanical aspects of the middle ear’s 
transmission system. At the time (9/11/90) when be- 
havioral hearing had fully recovered from the in- 
fluence of the inflammation (open circles), emission 
levels for both the TEOAEs and DPOAEs (open 
squares) were essentially normal. 

Other findings in experimental animals also illus- 
trate the possibility that the dependence of emis- 
sions on the middle ear’s conduction system may be 
more critical for reverse than for normal forward 
transmission of signals (Whitehead et al., 1991a). 
The plot in Fig. 2A displays the effects of the acous- 
tic reflex, evoked with a 4 kHz contralateral stimu- 
lus, on the sound pressure level of a 1.975 kHz 
DPOAE measured in a rabbit ear canal. It is clear 
from these data that when the reflex was fully acti- 
vated in response to the 90 dB SPL contralateral 
stimulus, DPOAE amplitude decreased about 22 
dB, from 17 to - 5 dB SPL. The records in Fig. 2B, 
illustrating the related influence of the contralateral 
tone on the ear canal levels o f f ,  (top) and f2 (bot- 
tom), reveal that the fully activated reflex decreased 
the levels of the primaries by only a few dB. In com- 
bination with other results reporting evidence for an 
attenuation of forward sound transmission by the 
rabbit acoustic reflex of only a few dB (Borg, 1971), 
the present findings suggest that emission expres- 
sion through the middle ear in the reverse direction 
undergoes considerably more attenuation by the 
reflex than does normal inward sound transmission. 
From the response/growth function of Fig. 2C, it is 
evident that to reduce the DPOAE by a similar 20 dB 
amount, the equivalent reduction in primary tone 
levels would have to be about 25 dB. Consequently, 
the influence of the acoustic reflex on DPOAE am- 
plitude appears to be greater than would be expected 
from the singular actions of a simple attenuation 
process. Finally, in Fig. 20, the effects of the reflex 
on a pure tone stimulus, fixed at the same frequency 
and at a similar level in the ear canal as the DPOAE, 
in the absence of the emission, are displayed. From 
this tracing, it is clear that the level of the tonal 
stimulus was increased slightly during contralateral 
reflex activation. 

RABBIT  A (17~12  ears) 

HUMAN A (n=15 ears) 

Fig. 3. Three-dimensional plots illustrating average I/O func- 
tions collected at the 2 kHz DPOAE by systematically decreasing 
L, in 5 dB steps, from 75 to - 15 dB SPL in rabbits (top) and 
from 85 to 20 dB SPL in humans (bottom), with L, fixed from 
85 to - 15 dB SPL, in 10 dB steps (fz/fl = 1.25). In both spe- 
cies, DPOAEs were detectable for lower levels of L, than of L,. 
As stimulus levels decreased, maximum DPOAE amplitudes 
were obtained with L, increasingly smaller than L,. Note that in 
rabbits, but not in humans, DPOAEs appear to be divided into 
a low-level “hump” region, and a high-level “background” 
region, with the boundary occurring at - 60 dB SPL. Shaded 
region represents the noise floor (NF). 
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Other studies have addressed the issue of whether 
2f,-f2 DPOAEs are produced by more than one 
generator source (Whitehead et al., 1991b). These 
experiments began by defining the “existence” 
regions of the DPOAE in normal ears by separately 
and systematically varying specific stimulus fea- 
tures, such as the primary level difference (L1-L,). 
The three-dimensional plots of Fig. 3 illustrate aver- 
age I/O functions collected for the 2 kHz DPOAE 
by decreasing L, in 5 dB steps, from 75 to - 15 dB 
SPL, in 12 rabbits ears (top), and from 85 to 20 dB 
SPL in 15 human ears (bottom), with L, fixed at 
levels from 85 to - 15 dB SPL, in 10 dB steps. In 
both species, DPOAEs were detectable for lower 
levels of L, than of L,. As stimulus levels de- 
creased, maximum DPOAE amplitudes were ob- 
tained with L, increasingly smaller than L,. In rab- 
bits, but not in humans, DPOAEs appeared to be 
divided clearly into a low-level “hump” region and 
a high-level “background” region, with the bound- 
ary occurring at about 60 dB SPL. Together, these 
data show important quantitative and qualitative 
differences in the parametric behavior of the 2f1-f2 
DPOAE in rabbits and humans and suggest dis- 
similarities in their underlying emission generators. 

Related findings on the differential physiological 
vulnerability of the 2f,-f2 DPOAEs elicited by low- 
and high-level stimuli are also consistent with the 
notion that, in rabbits, the acoustic-disortion prod- 
ucts arise from multiple sources (Whitehead et al., 
1992). In these studies, 5.656 kHz DPOAEs were 
evoked by stimuli varying from 45 to 75 dB SPL and 
were measured in different rabbits over time, for 
three experimental conditions. The plots of Fig. 4 
display changes in low- (55 dB SPL) and high-level 
(75 dB SPL) DPOAEs following an acute injection 
of either ethacrynic acid (A) or a combination of 
gentamicin and ethacrynic acid (B), or during 
anoxia leading to death (C). Although not illus- 
trated here for reasons of clarity, DPOAEs evoked 
by less intense 45 dB SPL primaries, assumed to be 
generated by “active” micromechanical generators 
(Whitehead et al., 1990), were completely abolished 
either temporarily (ethacrynic acid), or permanently 
(gentamicidethacrynic acid, anoxia) by all ex- 
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Fig. 4. The amplitudes of 5.656 kHz DPOAEs that were evoked 
by three primary tone levels (55,65,75 dB SPL) as a function of 
time post-injection in the ears of different rabbits. A .  DPOAE 
amplitude before and after the injection of ethacrynic acid. B .  
Emission amplitude in response to an injection of ethacrynic acid 
in a rabbit which had received gentamicin 2 h earlier. C. DPOAE 
amplitude before and after a lethal dose of sodium pentobarbital. 
Dotted line along abscissa: noise floor (NF). 

perimental conditions. This occurred within a few 
minutes of either drug injection or the induction of 
anoxia. 

The data plotted in Fig. 4A illustrate that other 
low-level DPOAEs, elicited by 55 dB SPL stimuli, 
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were reduced rapidly and substantially within about 
15 min post-injection, and recovered almost com- 
pletely over the remainder of the monitoring period. 
At the same time, this dosage of ethacrynic acid had 
little or no effect on high-level DPOAEs evoked by 
75 dB SPL primaries. From these results, it is clear 
that 2f,-f2 DPOAEs evoked by lower level prima- 
ries demonstrated greater vulnerability to 
ethacrynic acid administration than did those 
evoked by higher level tones. From the trajectories 
of the curves of Fig. 48, it is evident that the com- 
bined treatment with gentamicin and ethacrynic 
acid, which would be expected to produce wide- 
spread hair cell damage, eliminated low-level 
DPOEAs evoked by 55 dB SPL primaries, and 
greatly reduced or abolished moderate- (65 dB SPL) 
to high-level (75 dB SPL) emissions by the end of the 
monitoring period. Such an erratic, but steady 
decline in emission amplitudes was never observed 
for rabbits receiving only an injection of ethacrynic 
acid. 

The plot in Fig. 4C illustrates that low-level 
DPOAEs were effectively abolished by anoxia 
which was induced by a lethal overdose of an 
anesthetic agent, whereas emissions evoked by high- 
level stimuli were affected in a more complex man- 
ner. After the initial decline in amplitude, various 
degrees of recovery were observed for DPOAEs 
elicited by moderate- to high-level primaries. Then, 
following the point of maximum recovery, these 
emissions gradually declined over the remainder of 
the recording period. Periodic monitoring in some 
ears at later times indicated that the moderate- and 
high-level emissions evoked by stimuli > 60 dB 
SPL continued to decrease slowly such that by 
6 - 8 h post-mortem, DPOAEs were only detectable 
in response to primaries that were 2 70 dB SPL. 
These residual DPOAEs, which were still present at 
measurement times of up to 21 h post-mortem, were 
unaffected by long-term ( > 30 min), intense 
( > 125 dB SPL) pure tone exposures, thus imply- 
ing that they were not of OHC origin. Such findings 
support the notion that low- and high-level 
DPOAEs arise from discrete cochlear sources, with 
the low-level component based upon the actions of 

an energy-dependent, micromechanical process. 
However, the proposed strict origin of high-level 
DPOAEs in the passive macromechanics of the 
cochlear partition may not be entirely accurate if a 
third, residual component exists which is resistant to 
the early effects of the autolytic post-mortem 
processes, and which probably arises from the coch- 
lea’s true passive distortion activity. 

A final line of evidence for the multigenerator 
hypothesis comes from the presence of notable 
notches in the DPOAE I/O function. The three- 
dimensional plot of DPOAE-growth functions 
shown in Fig. 5A was acquired from a single rabbit 
ear by varying L, = L, in 2 dB steps, at 50 Hz inter- 
vals, from 3.8 to 4.8 kHz. Inspection of these curves 
reveals that near the 4.5 kHz region, moderate rever- 
sals or notches occurred in the growth functions 
around the 60 dB SPL primary levels. The results of 
remeasuring the growth functions of three of these 
frequencies, denoted by the bold lines in Fig. 5A, 
with a lock-in amplifier, in order to provide both 
amplitude and phase information, are shown in Fig. 
5B. The resulting amplitude curves at top were simi- 
lar to those illustrated in Fig. 5A, which were mea- 
sured with a dynamic signal analyzer. For all three 
frequencies, the phase plots below indicate that 
there was relatively little phase change over the 
linear part of the growth function with increases in 
the level of the primaries up to about 50 dB SPL. In 
contrast, for the frequencies displaying either sharp 
(4.5 kHz) or shallow notches (4.65 kHz) in their am- 
plitude functions, an associated phase lag and rever- 
sal were observed. Similar results were determined 
in other ears tested, and at other frequencies. These 
findings suggest that notches in rabbit DPOAE 
growth functions result from a phase cancellation of 
two approximately equal amplitude components 
(Whitehead et al., 1990). 

In contrast, similar notches observed in the 
growth functions of normally hearing humans ap- 
pear to result from the confounding influences of 
other types of emissions rather than from multiple 
sources of emission generation (Lonsbury-Martin et 
al., 1990). In fact, it is noteworthy that in our ex- 
perience of measuring DPOAE growth curves in 
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Fig. 5 .  DPOAE growth functions measured using two separate procedures. A. High-resolution (50 Hz intervals) growth functions for 
DPOAEs (fi/fl = 1.25) from 3.8 to 4.8 kHz measured with a dynamic analyzer for the left ear of rabbit no. 147. L, = L, was varied 
in 2 dB steps. B. Growth functions fromA above (in “bold” at 3.8,4.5 and 4.65 kHz) were remeasured with greater resolution using 
a lock-in amplifier. Note the similar amplitudes and the positions of the inflections on the I/O curves with respect to the primary level 
(x) axis. In the lower portion of B, the phase of the DPOAE (lag is negative) is plotted. The phase of all three plots was arbitrarily set 
to zero at L, = L, = 45 dB SPL. 
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Fig. 6. Typical DPOAEs for three normally hearing subjects with multiple SOAEs. A. Conventional 75 dB SPL DPOAE “audio- 
grams.” Note the emission levels, which were generally “high” normal, i.e., ? + 1 S.D. of the mean levels measured in the ears of 
normally hearing, young adult subjects. Although outside the measurement range of the DPOAEs, KC and VB had additional SOAEs 
at frequencies c 1 kHz. B. I/O functions for the same individuals, which were selected to illustrate the different positions of 
“notches,” or sharp inversions in the response/growth pattern, with increasing levels of the primaries. Solid triangles: SOAE frequen- 
cies; stripes: noise floor; thin lines: f 1 S.D. of average emission amplitudes for normally hearing, young adult subjects. 

hundreds of individuals, only those ears with mea- 
surable SOAEs or strong TEOAE peaks have 
demonstrated the complex notch features which are 
commonly observed in rabbit I/Os elicited by 
moderate-level primaries. The plots of Fig. 6 illus- 
trate the effects of multiple SOAEs on the pattern of 
DPOAE growth for several subjects. These particu- 
lar examples were selected to illustrate the greater 

tions with respect to the level of the primary tones in 
human ears in comparison to results from small 
mammals such as rabbits. Thus, in contrast to the 
stable relationship of notches in the I/Os related to 
the primary tone levels in rabbit ears, which primar- 
ily occur at - 60 dB SPL, the notches in I/Os ob- 
tained from human ears develop over a much greater 
extent of the stimulus level dimension. That is, in 

range of the reversal points in the amplitude func- human ears, they can appear at any level between 
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about 40 and 80 dB SPL. Thus, the peculiar proper- 
ties of I/O notches observed from human ears imply 
that the notches are produced by idiosyncratic inter- 
actions of other emission types, such as SOAEs, 
with DPOAEs, rather than from a systematic inter- 
play of high- and low-level DPOAE generators. 

Other work aimed at investigating the possibility 
that the distinct emission types may be generated by 
different aspects of the bidirectional, stimulus 
transduction process utilized the reversible oto- 
toxin, aspirin. Specific experiments in monkeys 
(n = 5 )  compared the effects of sodium salicylate 

TIME POST-INJECTION (hm) 

TIME POST-INJECTION (hm) TIME POST-INJECTION (hm) 

Fig. 7. Average (n = 5 monkeys) amplitude difference functions 
for TEOAEs (squares) and DPOAEs (circles) as a function of 
time post-injection of saline (open) or aspirin (solid), for the fre- 
quency regions of 2 , 3  and 4 kHz shown in panels A, B and C, 
respectively. The dotted line parallel to the abscissa at “0 dB” 
represents the anticipated trajectory of the data curves if no 
differences in emission amplitude occurred between the pre- and 
post-injection conditions. Note the effects of anesthesia and 
anesthesia/aspirin on the low-frequency emissions at 2 kHz. 
However, at the higher frequencies, aspirin caused a substantial 
reduction in TEOAE amplitudes without significant changes in 
DPOAEs. Data points for the DPOAE-control condition (open 
circles) at 4 kHz were identical to DPOAE-aspirin (solid circles) 
values, at 2 - 3 h post-injection and are partially hidden by the 
latter symbols. Average plasma salicylate concentration at 5 h 
post-injection: 16 mg%. 

injections on TEOAEs and DPOAEs to those as- 
sociated with comparable administrations of phys- 
iological saline, or simply with the passage of ex- 
perimental time, during each of four test periods at 
0,2,3.5 and 5 h post-injection (Lonsbury-Martin et 
al., 1991b). The amplitude difference plots of Fig. 
7, calculated by subtracting “pre-” from “post- 
injection” amplitudes, compare mean changes in 
DPOAEs (circles), at 2, 3 and 4 kHz, to the ampli- 
tudes of TEOAEs (squares). The comparison was 
made of the major spectral peaks from the TEOAE 
data that corresponded to the DPOAE frequencies, 
for both control (open symbols) and aspirin (filled 
symbols) conditions. Note that under control condi- 
tions, both emissions showed changes of about 
? 3 - 4 dB over time. Additionally, whereas both 
TEOAEs and DPOAEs within the lowest frequency 
region of 2 kHz decreased during the control and 
post-aspirin injection periods, TEOAEs in the 
higher regions of 3 and 4 kHz were affected substan- 
tially more than were the DPOAEs following aspirin 
administration. The results of other experiments 
aimed at examining the status of the middle ear dur- 
ing aspiridanesthesia or control/anesthesia condi- 
tions by monitoring the ear canal level of a low- 
frequency probe tone showed that at frequen- 
cies c 3 kHz, emission amplitudes varied inversely 
with tone level. These findings suggest that middle 
ear influences often confounded the amplitude 
changes in the low-frequency emissions during both 
control and aspirin conditions. In contrast, at fre- 
quencies 2 3 kHz, aspirin reliably reduced 
TEOAEs, whereas DPOAEs were much less af- 
fected. This outcome is consistent with the notion 
that some aspects of the generation process for 
acoustic distortion products may be unique from 
those producing transient emissions. 

Discussion 

The role of OAEs in the assessment of cochlear 
function is rapidly changing from that of a research 
tool to that of an integral component of the routine 
examination of hearing. The purpose of the present 
report was to review some of the considerations that 
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affect the measurement of OAEs, and which must 
be recognized and/or resolved to permit accurate in- 
terpretation of emission properties in clinical situa- 
tions. 

Evidence clearly indicates that the detailed study 
of expression factors as they influence OAE mea- 
sures must assume an important role in future 
research. Animal findings suggest that changes in 
middle ear transmission by activation of the acous- 
tic reflex attenuates DPOAEs considerably more 
than might be expected on the basis of the associated 
changes in the magnitude of the emission-evoking 
stimuli. However, within our present technical 
capabilities, it would be difficult to determine the 
reflex-modified stimulus magnitudes directly within 
the cochlea and subsequently to predict the expected 
reduction in emission amplitude. 

In human studies of the effects of middle ear effu- 
sions on OAEs, many cases have been measured in 
which there are dramatic reductions in emission am- 
plitudes without measurable changes in associated 
pure tone thresholds. Such observations strongly 
imply that the amplitudes of the eliciting tones 
reaching the cochlea are relatively unchanged by the 
middle ear factors, whereas processes involved in 
conducting emissions in the reverse manner, to the 
ear canal, are drastically affected. Thus, subtle mid- 
dle ear effects must be ruled out before OAE ampli- 
tudes can be interpreted as providing meaningful es- 
timates of the functional status of OHCs. Even 
more confusing in appreciating the influence of 
transmission-related factors on OAEs are the obser- 
vations for several sporadic cases in which the am- 
plitudes of TEOAEs were relatively unaffected by 
middle ear pathology, whereas DPOAE amplitudes 
were significantly reduced. Such findings cannot be 
simply explained by the magnitude of sensory cell 
loss, because it is well-established that TEOAEs are 
substantially more affected by lower amounts of 
hearing loss than are DPOAEs. That is, TEOAEs 
are typically absent when pure tone thresholds 
are - 30 dB HL, whereas DPOAEs, although 
somewhat reduced in amplitude, are still easily 
measured under these impaired conditions. Thus, it 
appears that in some instances, subtle, as yet unde- 

fined alterations to the middle ear can differentially 
influence the reverse transmission of the various 
types of emissions. Conditions which cause such ef- 
fects clearly need to be appreciated before straight- 
forward clinical interpretations of OAEs can be 
achieved. 

Another important issue for the eventual under- 
standing of OAE characteristics concerns their 
source of generation, which is particularly impor- 
tant for DPOAEs. Clearly, in small laboratory 
mammals, there appear to be multiple sources of 
DPOAE origination. Several generator sources 
have been revealed by a number of experimental 
strategies. These include the systematic manipula- 
tion of the parametric features of the stimulus 
paradigm used to evoke emissions, detailed investi- 
gations of notches in the DPOAE growth functions, 
and chemical poisoning of the cochlea. As a whole, 
the results of these maneuvers disclose that at least 
two sources are involved in the generation of 
DPOAEs. One source dominates DPOAE produc- 
tion in response to high-level primary tones. The 
other source is associated with lower stimulus levels 
and with physiological vulnerability and appears to 
be quite dependent on cochlear energy supplies. 
Thus, low-level DPOAEs may closely track trans- 
duction currents and cochlear microphonic re- 
sponses, whereas higher level DPOAEs may reflect 
the physical integrity of the organ of Corti and basi- 
lar membrane properties. 

The findings of the animal studies also raise an 
important clinical question concerning the levels of 
the evoking stimuli which will detect sensorineural 
hearing loss most sensitively. Whereas in rabbits 
there appear to be two distinct DPOAE generator 
sources which relate to the levels of the primaries, 
initial work in our laboratory has been unsuccessful 
in clearly identifying two such sources in humans. 
Rather than there being a preferred stimulus level 
for eliciting DPOAEs optimally in humans, prelimi- 
nary observations suggest that the presence of other 
emission types and their interaction with DPOAEs 
may be of greater significance for interpreting the 
meaningfulness of human findings. Clearly, more 
studies are needed to achieve a definitive answer to 
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this important question concerning the most ap- 
propriate levels of stimulation for evaluating coch- 
lear function in patients. 

Because the amplitudes of DPOAEs are consider- 
ably larger in animals, it is possible that a two-level 
process is easily measured in animal subjects, 
whereas it is more difficult in human ears. If the hu- 
man ear also possesses several level-dependent 
generators, then it would appear that the stimulus 
levels required to reveal their existence would be 
near the distortion-limiting capacity of current in- 
strumentation. There are many examples of patients 
with sensorineural hearing loss in which the attempt 
to elicit DPOAEs with 75 dB SPL primary tones 
failed. Therefore, if a high-level generator process 
exists in humans, it must be elicited by stimulus 
levels above 75 dB SPL. 

Parametric studies of the influence of L,-L2 on 
DPOAE amplitudes are not only relevant to the two 
generator source issue, but also reveal that for each 
set of primary tones, there is an optimal level differ- 
ence between f, and f2 which is needed to produce 
the largest DPOAE. This finding clearly has clinical 
implications in that it will be important to determine 
the influence of such level difference phenomena on 
the ability of DPOAEs to detect defects in OHC 
function. It is conceivable that selective modifica- 
tion of the L,-L, variable will significantly alter the 
sensitivity of the DPOAE examination. 

A final consideration for future research efforts 
concerns understanding the sites involved in the pre- 
sumed bidirectional stimulus transduction proces- 
ses, which are responsible for the generation of the 
various types of emissions. In its simplest form, cur- 
rent thinking assumes that sound stimulation leads 
to bending of the OHC stereocilia, which in turn 
results in current flow through the tips of the 
stereocilia and into the hair cells. It is further as- 
sumed that such current flow causes the OHC to 
contract, thus resulting in an enhancement of the 
motion of the basilar membrane. Knowledge con- 
cerning how Oms arise from this process is just 
now beginning to be acquired. Studies with aspirin 
suggest that this ototoxic compound can dramati- 
cally reduce TEOAEs, whereas DPOAEs remain 

relatively unaffected. Aspirin applied to OHCs in 
vitro has been shown to block the motile properties 
of these cells (Shehata et al., 1991). If these findings 
are substantiated in other laboratories, then it seems 
possible that the different OAEs may reflect several 
distinct stages of the transduction process to varying 
degrees. Thus, TEOAEs may rely primarily on the 
cycle-by-cycle motile properties of the OHC, 
whereas DPOAEs may arise from the more mechan- 
ically based aspects of cochlear transduction related 
to stereocilia features such as stiffness or ion chan- 
nel patency, the structural integrity of OHCs, and 
the physical properties of the basilar membrane. 
Such issues are presently the active focus of basic 
research and will contribute further to our 
knowledge of the factors affecting emission genera- 
tion and expression. However, it is believed that 
these subtle refinements will not affect the con- 
tinued development of techniques for applying 
OAE findings to the diagnosis of cochlear and, 
perhaps, middle ear disease. 
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CHAPTER 9 

A comparison of transiently evoked and distortion- 
product otoacoustic emissions in humans 

Rudolf Probst and Frances P. Harris 

HNO-Universitatsklinik, Basel, Switzerland 

The measurement of transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions 
(TEOAEs) can identify a hearing loss exceeding 25 - 30 dB HL 
with high sensitivity. However, further quantification of the 
hearing loss is not possible, and the frequency specificity of 
TEOAEs has been questioned. Distortion-product otoacoustic 
emission (DPOAE) measurements are being developed for clini- 
cal use in the hope that they will be more frequency-specific than 
are TEOAEs. We have compared TEOAEs and DPOAEs in both 
normally hearing and hearing-impaired subjects with the pur- 
pose of learning more about the frequency specificity of these 
two types of emissions. In a first investigation, toneburst-evoked 
OAEs were compared to DPOAEs stimulated at 1,2 and 4 kHz 
in ten ears without spontaneous otoacoustic emissions of ten nor- 
mally hearing subjects. Inputloutput (I/O) functions of 
DPOAEs at frequency regions of 1 and 2 kHz were characterized 
by roll-overs and irregularities that were not present in either 
DPOAE I/O functions at 4 kHz or in TEOAE I/O functions at 

1,2 and 4 kHz. Mean slopes of the 110 functions increased with 
increasing frequency for DPOAEs and decreased for TEOAEs. 
In a second investigation, click-evoked OAEs and DPOAEs 
(stimulated by pure tones in the frequency range of 0.75 - 6 kHz) 
were measured in 42 ears of 21 normally hearing subjects and 128 
ears of 64 subjects with varying degrees of sensorineural hearing 
loss. Results from both investigations revealed that the amplitude 
ratio between DPOAEs and TEOAEs changed systematically 
with frequency. DPOAE amplitudes became larger with increas- 
ing frequency and TEOAE amplitudes became smaller. It can be 
concluded from these findings that TEOAEs and DPOAEs are 
either generated, transmitted, or influenced differentially during 
the measurement procedure in the higher frequency regions. The 
findings are consistent with an influence of the basal portions of 
the basilar membrane on TEOAEs that may not be present for 
DPOAEs. 

Key words: Comparison of otoacoustic emissions; Distortion-product otoacoustic emission; Transiently evoked otoacoustic emission; 
Cochlear non-linearity 

Introduction 

Transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions 
(TEOAEs) and distortion-product otoacoustic 
emissions (DPOAEs) result from a normal or near 
normal cochlear system (Mountain, 1980; Brow- 
nell, 1990). An intact function of outer hair cells 
(OHC) seems to be essential and damage to OHCs 
affects the generation of both emissions (Horner et 
al., 1985). 

A number of properties and characteristics of 
TEOAEs are clearly different from DPOAEs (for 
review, see Probst et al., 1991). It is still unclear to 

what extent these two emission types are generated 
by the same or by different processes. The most con- 
spicuous differences include different prevalences 
and amplitudes in different species and different ef- 
fects of salycilates upon the two emission types in 
the same ear. 

The association of OAEs to an intact function of 
OHCs has prompted the proposal that the measure- 
ment of emissions can beused as an objective test for 
determining hearing and for monitoring the status 
of the cochlea (Kemp et al., 1986; Probst et al., 
1986; Martin et al., 1990). Until recently, TEOAEs 
have been used more routinely than have DPOAEs 
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in this capacity. One reason for this may be the com- 
mercial availability of the instrumentation. This 
trend may change with the introduction of commer- 
cially available instrumentation for measuring 
DPOAEs and as more research is presented that 
identifies the clinical usefulness of the technique. 
Thus, it is becoming increasingly important to un- 
derstand the relation of the two types of emission to 
each other and to OHC damage that may or may not 
produce threshold changes. We have compared the 
characteristics of TEOAEs and DPOAEs in human 
subjects in two investigations. 

Methods 

Investigation I 
Toneburst-evoked and distortion-product OAEs 

were measured in one ear of ten normally hearing 
subjects, eight men and two women ranging in age 
from 18 to 29 years (A4 = 23 years). All subjects had 
normal otoscopic inspection, hearing thresholds 
< 15 dB hearing loss (HL) from 0.25 to 8 kHz (in- 
cluding 0.75, 1.5, 3 and 6 kHz), normal results of 
immittance audiometry, and no spontaneous otoa- 
coustic emissions (SOAEs) in the test ear. Addition- 
ally, subjects were screened for the presence of 
broad-spectrum TEOAEs using click stimuli. The 
sample consisted of three right and seven left ears. 
All ears had TEOAEs containing a distribution of 
energy from approximately 0.7 to 4.5 kHz. This 
range encompassed the frequency span of the 
toneburst measurements. 

Emissions were elicited with stimuli in the fre- 
quency regions of 1,2  and 4 kHz. For DPOAEs, the 
geometric mean of two continuous pure tones, f, 
and f2, was at one of the three frequencies. A fre- 
quency separation ratio of f,/f, = 1.22 was 
selected as being optimal for the generation of 2f,- 
f2 across frequency based upon the parametric 
study of Harris et al. (1989). Stimuli were equal in 
level and were decreased in 5 dB steps from 65 to 25 
dB SPL (or until no DPOAE above the system’s 
noise floor was observed in the spectrum). For 
TEOAEs, cosine-windowed tonebursts presented at 
a 20 msec rate were used as stimuli. They ranged in 

level from approximately 36 to 84 dB average peak 
intensity level in the ear canal and were presented in 
increasing 6 dB steps. 

The instrumentation used for both DPOAE and 
TEOAE measures has been described in detail else- 
where (Harris and Probst, 1990). Briefly, DPOAEs 
were measured with a probe, consisting of an ER-10 
microphone and two ER-2 earphones. Stimuli at f, 
and f2 were generated by separate channels of an 
HP 3326A frequency synthesizer and were mixed 
acoustically in the ear canal. The ear canal sound 
pressure was detected by the microphone, and the 
output was led to an ER-72 preamplifier followed by 
a custom-built low-noise high-pass amplifier filter 
with a cut-off frequency of 400 Hz that provided 
20 dB of amplification. Following amplification, 
eight fast Fourier transforms of the output were 
sampled by the signal analyzer. Analysis band- 
widths were 1.5 Hz for the 1 kHz condition and 
1.875 Hz for the 2 and 4 kHz conditions. The level 
of 2f,-f2 and of the noise floor at a representative 
adjacent frequency were recorded manually. 

All tests for TEOAEs were performed with an 
IL088 Otodynamic analyser (Otodynamics Ltd.) 
controlled by a Compaq portable I11 computer. One 
of the three tonebursts was presented at a gain set- 
ting on the instrument of - 30 dB (approximately 36 
dB SPL) and 256 samples of the ear canal sound 
pressure were averaged in the 20 msec post-stimulus 
time. Averaged responses were bandpass-filtered 
and stored for later analysis. Filter bandwidths 
varied by center frequency, corresponding to the 
toneburst frequencies, and ranged from approxi- 
mately 0.8 kHz for the 1 kHz condition to 3 kHz for 
the 4 kHz condition. The selected stimulus was then 
increased in consecutive 6 dB steps until averaged 
responses were obtained for nine levels. This proce- 
dure was repeated for the two remaining frequen- 
cies. 

Investigation 11 
DPOAE growth functions and click-evoked 

OAEs for both ears were measured in 21 young adult 
subjects with normal hearing and in 64 patients with 
sensorineural hearing loss. The instrumentation 
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used for the measurement of both of these emissions 
was identical to that described for Investigation I; 
however, the stimuli were different. DPOAEs were 
measured with the geometric mean of f, and f2 at 
0.75, 1 ,  1.5,2, 3 ,4  and 6 kHz. The frequency ratio 
of f,/f, was 1.22 and L, was 6 dB below L,. Stimuli 
were presented at levels (L) from L, = 70 to L, = 
25 dB SPL in decreasing 5 dB steps. All measure- 
ments were under computer control (Macintosh 
IIX). 

Stimuli for generating TEOAEs were 80 psec rec- 
tangular pulses presented at a rate of 20 msec 
presented using the “non-linear” software option 
of the IL088 Otodynamics analyser. The spectrum 
of the click stimulus was relatively flat and included 
energy across the frequency range of the analysis 

window from approximately 0.6 to 4.5 kHz. Above 
4.5 kHz, there was a 125 dB/octave roll-off in the 
frequency response of the system. The frequency- 
response characteristics of the system are compen- 
sated for automatically by the software of the 
IL088. Responses were sampled in a 20 msec win- 
dow post-stimulus time and were stored after 260 
averages were performed. 

Results from the two investigations were analyzed 
separately. Statistical analyses were performed us- 
ing Statview I1 on a Macintosh IIx computer. 

Results 

Results from the first investigation revealed differ- 
ences‘in the growth functions of DPOAEs and 

Fig. 1 .  Growth functions of DPOAEs (L, = L,, f2/f, = 1.22) and TEOAEs generated using tonebursts at 1 ,2  and 4 kHz for the right 
ear (R) of subject CD. DPOAE functions are characterized by saturation, roll-over and dips that are not present in the TEOAE growth 
functions. Slopes of the growth functions of DPOAEs increase as a function of frequency, whereas TEOAE growth functions decrease 
or change only slightly. NF, noise floor. 
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Fig. 2. Mean slopes ( f 1 S.D.) of DPOAE and TEOAE growth 
functions for stimuli at 1,2 and 4 kHz. Across frequency, mean 
slopes increased for DPOAE functions and decreased for 
TEOAE functions. 

TEOAEs. The results for one subject are presented 
in Fig. 1, to illustrate the nature of these differences. 
The DPOAE growth functions were characterized 
by dips and roll-overs that were not present in the 
growth functions of TEOAEs. These non-unifor- 
mities were more prevalent in the 1 and 2 kHz 
regions than in the 4 kHz region. Furthermore, the 
rate of growth of the responses varied by emission 
type and by frequency. This is further evident when 
examining the mean values for the slopes of the 
growth functions, which are illustrated in Fig. 2. As 
stimulus frequency region increased, DPOAE 
growth functions became steeper (A4 = 0.66, 0.69 

and 0.95 for 1,2 and 4 kHz), whereas the slopes of 
the TEOAE growth functions decreased (M = 0.54, 
0.45 and 0.28 for 1, 2 and 4 kHz). Across emission 
types, results were significantly different 
(P -= 0.01) at 4 kHz. Within emission types, only 
the TEOAE slopes at 4 kHz differed significantly 
from the slopes at the other two frequencies. 

The maximum levels of DPOAEs obtained with 
stimuli from 50 to 65 dB SPL were compared with 
the levels of TEOAEs for higher level stimuli for the 
sample of ten ears in the first investigation. As illus- 
trated in Fig. 3, the levels for each of the three fre- 
quencies were correlated; the 1 and 2 kHz correla- 
tions were higher (r = 0.83 and r = 0.89, respec- 
tively) than the 4 kHz correlation (r  = 0.61). 
Although reductions in the absolute amplitude of 
the 4 kHz toneburst-evoked responses might be ex- 
pected because of the poor high-frequency response 
of the IL088 system, affectation of the growth of 
the responses would not be expected. 

Results from the second investigation were com- 
pared for selected frequency regions and for overall 
response level. These comparisons are illustrated in 
Fig. 4. DPOAE response levels obtained for 
L, = 70, L, = 64 dB SPL were averaged and com- 
pared with the energy in the spectrum of the 
TEOAEs obtained with click stimuli at 86 dB SPL. 
For the comparisons, the energy in a 400 Hz wide 
band corresponding to three frequency regions was 
taken from the spectrum of the click-evoked 
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Fig. 4. Correlation of DPOAE level with TEOAE level by frequency for 170 ears with a broad range of pure tone threshold levels. Panel 
(u): 0.75,l  kHz; panel (b): 1.5,2 kHz; panel (c): 3,4 kHz; panel (d): averaged DPOAE response level (0.75 - 4 kHz) with overall power 
of the TEOAE. Note that the axis values for panel (d) differ from those in the other three panels. 

reponse. Panels (a) through (c) (Fig. 4) illustrate 
results for the lower (0.75, 1 kHz), mid (1.5,2 kHz) 
and higher (3, 4 kHz) frequency ranges, respec- 
tively. The results in panel (d) represent the overall 
click-evoked response level compared with the aver- 
aged DPOAE responses for the six individual fre- 
quency regions. Results from both the normally 
hearing and the hearing-impaired ears are' included 
(n = 170). The highest correlation (r = 0.77) was 
obtained for the overall click-evoked response level 
and the averaged DPOAE responses from 0.75 to 4 
kHz. 

The slopes of the regression lines in panels (a) to 
(c) increase systematically from 0.83 x at 1 kHz to 
0.95 x at 4 kHz, indicating a stable or increasing 
amplitude of DPOAEs with increasing stimulus fre- 

quency together with a decreasing amplitude of 
click-evoked responses from 1 to 4 kHz. Therefore, 
the finding of smaller amplitudes at 4 kHz for 
TEOAEs obtained using tonebursts in the ten ears of 
Investigation I is corroborated by the results of In- 
vestigation 11, which were obtained using clicks and 
slightly different methods. 

Discussion 

These studies have compared TEOAEs and 
DPOAEs in the same ears of normally and patho- 
logically hearing subjects with the aim of learning 
more about the similarities and differences of these 
two types of emission. Inferences concerning the 
generation processes, the frequency specificity, and 



the clinical applications of TEOAEs and DPOAEs 
can be made from such comparisons. 

Our results indicate that TEOAE and DPOAE 
amplitudes are correlated to some extent in the same 
ear (Figs. 3 and 4). A large amount of interin- 
dividual variability is known for all types of OAEs, 
and this has not been accounted for completely. For 
example, spontaneous OAEs are present in only 
about 40% of normally hearing human ears and can 
be detected only exceptionally in non-primate ears 
(for review, see Probst et al., 1991). Normally hear- 
ing ears with spontaneous OAEs demonstrate larger 
amplitudes and generally broader overall spectra of 
TEOAEs than do ears without spontaneous emis- 
sions, even when the ears are audiologically com- 
parable (Probst et al., 1986). The concept of a set of 
ears with OAEs that are relatively easy to measure 
may be considered from a functional perspective. 
So-called “active” ears may provide more informa- 
tion about cochlear non-linear mechanisms in com- 
bination with outer and middle ear mechanics, 
which includes the microphone probe as part of the 
transmission line. Alternatively, these ears may use 
higher gains for cochlear amplification than do ears 
with OAEs that have relatively small amplitudes. 
Possibly, the specific arrangement of OHCs along 
the basilar membrane (BM) may also contribute to 
interindividual differences (Probst, 1990). What- 
ever the reason for these relatively large interin- 
dividual differences, the significant correlations be- 
tween TEOAE and DPOAE amplitudes within the 
examined frequency range of 1 - 4 kHz indicate that 
“active” ears have TEOAEs and DPOAEs that are 
both relatively high in amplitude. To a first approxi- 
mation, it is thus likely that TEOAEs and DPOAEs 
are derived from some common process. However, 
it remains to be demonstrated if this correlation is an 
effect of a better “window” to the cochlea, in the 
form of a more effective transmission line, or if 
some common generation process is more active in 
some ears and in some frequency regions than in 
others. 

In spite of the significant correlation between 
TEOAE and DPOAE amplitudes, clear differences 
between these two types of emission were identified. 

These included differences in absolute amplitudes 
and in growth functions between lower and higher 
frequency regions. Overall, the growth functions of 
DPOAEs were steeper and had more non- 
uniformities than did those of TEOAEs (Figs. 1 and 
2). It has been demonstrated previously that non- 
uniform DPOAE growth functions are even more 
common when L, is greater in amplitude than L, 
(Harris and Probst, 1990). The most obvious differ- 
ences between the growth functions were present as 
a function of increasing frequency of the stimuli. 
The shallower slopes of low-frequency TEOAE 
growth functions became even shallower at higher 
frequencies. In contrast, the slopes of the DPOAE 
growth functions, which were not significantly 
steeper than those of the TEOAE functions at 1 and 
2 kHz, became significantly steeper at 4 kHz. With 
increasing frequency of the stimuli, growth of 
DPOAEs increased, whereas growth of TEOAEs 
decreased. Similar trends were evident when ampli- 
tudes of the responses obtained with relatively high 
stimulus levels were compared (Fig. 4). Whereas the 
amplitudes of TEOAEs were clearly smaller at 
4 kHz than at either 1 or 2 kHz, the amplitudes of 
DPOAEs were about the same or slightly higher at 
4 kHz than at either 1 or 2 kHz. Although technical 
factors may have contributed in part to the differ- 
ences in TEOAE amplitudes across frequency for 
click stimuli, the stimulus levels for the tonebursts 
were held relatively constant across frequency. Up 
to approximately 4.5 kHz, the system’s response is 
relatively flat. Analogous to the previous discussion 
of interindividual differences, the differences in 
DPOAE and TEOAE growth functions and ampli- 
tudes could be the result either of different processes 
in retrograde transmission or in cochlear genera- 
tion. A combination of both transmission and 
generation differences is also conceivable. 

Examination of TEOAE thresholds in ears with 
high-frequency hearing loss led Avan et al. (1991) to 
conclude that TEOAEs were not a local phenome- 
non of the stimulated site of the BM. They consid- 
ered amplitudes and thresholds of TEOAEs to be 
dependent upon the state of the entire BM from the 
stimulated site towards the cochlear base. Loss of 
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the number of active elements over half of the BM 
from the stimulated site basalward would reduce the 
amplitude of TEOAEs by half. According to the 
model proposed by Avan et al. (this volume), 
TEOAEs are either a reflection of global cochlear 
activity or their propagation back to the stapes is de- 
pendent upon an active contribution of the BM. Our 
finding of smaller amplitudes of TEOAEs with in- 
creasing frequency is consistent with such a model in 
that TEOAEs generated by higher frequencies, 
rather than lower frequencies, would have a shorter 
portion of the BM either to generate them or to con- 
tribute to their backward propagation. 

If the assumption of a basal BM contribution to 
TEOAEs is correct, then it follows that the absence 
of amplitude decreases for high-frequency 
DPOAEs implies a fundamentally different mecha- 
nism of either generation or propagation of the two 
emissions. The retrograde traveling wave of 
TEOAEs is propagated by a BM not occupied by 
other stimuli and the active mechanism can be as- 
sumed to be at its most effective operating point. In 
contrast, the DPOAE at 2f,-f2 is generated apically 
to the place of maximal BM displacement during 
stimulation, and it is transported to the stapes 
through this stimulated BM region. This may par- 
tially explain the occurrence of non-uniformities in 
the growth functions of DPOAEs and the relative 
amplitudes of the emissions. The active elements 
would be saturated in at least some regions of the 
BM and could not contribute to the backward 
propagation of the emission. Our findings are con- 
sistent with such an explanation. A difference in the 
properties of the retrograde propagation could ex- 
plain the amplitude differences between TEOAEs 
and DPOAEs relative to frequency. 

Whether only the retrograde propagation mecha- 
nisms along the BM are different for the two emis- 
sion types or whether the generation mechanisms 
themselves are different cannot be answered by our 
investigations. Some evidence in the literature sug- 
gests differences in the generation process itself. 
One such indication is a clear difference in the 
properties of DPOAEs from different species 
(Probst, 1990). Laboratory animals, such as rabbits 

(Lonsbury-Martin et al., 1987) or rodents (Brown 
and Gaskill, 1990) with regular patterns of OHCs 
along the BM, show considerably larger DPOAEs 
than do primates (Martin et al., 1988) or humans 
(Probst and Hauser, 1990) with OHC patterns that 
are much less regular. In contrast, TEOAEs are 
much larger in amplitude in humans than in small 
laboratory animals, where they may be difficult to 
detect. 

An additional indication of different generation 
processes between TEOAEs and DPOAEs is the 
finding of a differential influence of salicylates on 
the two types of emission in humans (Wier et al., 
1988) and primates (Martin et al., 1988). 

Kemp (1988) suggested a division between slow- 
acting cochlear non-linearities, which respond to the 
envelope of the stimulus, and fast-acting non- 
linearities, which respond cycle by cycle. The long 
latencies found in human TEOAEs indicate that 
they are generated predominantly by a slow-acting 
non-linearity. Absolute latency of DPOAEs is 
difficult to measure, but group latencies can be de- 
fined by phase measurements. Phase measurements 
by Kemp (1986) indicated that the latency of 
DPOAEs depends on stimulus parameters. Short 
group latencies occur with relatively large f2/f, ra- 
tios, and it can be assumed that DPOAEs are at least 
partially generated by a fast-acting non-linearity. 

In summary, variations across species, in drug 
responses and in latencies argue for some differ- 
ences in generation processes of TEOAEs and 
DPOAEs. Even if this is the case, our finding of a 
significant correlation of TEOAE and DPOAE am- 
plitudes makes it probable that these different 
generation processes share some common proper- 
ties. The question then becomes, is one technique 
better than another for clinical purposes of screen- 
ing or monitoring cochlear function? Both measure- 
ments have certain limitations. Intersubject varia- 
bility in human ears with normal functional hearing 
sensitivity is relatively large in both measurements, 
and it may make interpretation of findings difficult. 
In particular, the accuracy with which the magni- 
tude of hearing loss by frequency can be predicted 
using DPOAEs or TEOAEs appears to have limita- 
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tions. In addition, the frequency ranges of both 
measurements, when obtained using current tech- 
niques, have shortcomings. The high-frequency 
response for the most widely used system of measur- 
ing TEOAEs is limited to 4 kHz and the separation 
of low-frequency DPOAEs (below 1 kHz) from 
background noise must be improved. As technology 
improves, simplicity of measurement is becoming 
less of an issue than it has been formerly. 

A critical point in selecting one measurement over 
the other may be the frequency specificity of the two 
types of emission. Our own results (Probst et al., 
1987) and those of Avan et al. (1991) question the 
frequency specificity of TEOAEs and suggest that 
they are a response of a relatively large section of the 
BM. Numerous investigations have determined that 
TEOAEs are absent when overall auditory sensitiv- 
ity exceeds approximately 25 - 30 dB HL (Probst et 
al., 1991). Because of this, click-evoked OAEs are a 
very effective technique as a screening procedure for 
the identification of hearing loss, especially in ne- 
onates and small children. 

The findings of this study are consistent with the 
possibility that DPOAEs are more frequency- 
specific than are TEOAEs. The steady-state condi- 
tion of the stimulation by continuous pure tones and 
the high probability that only a limited region of the 
BM is contributing to the fast-acting non-linearity 
producing DPOAEs support this notion. However, 
only further physiological and clinical investiga- 
tions will definitively resolve this question. 

Most likely, both TEOAE and DPOAE measures 
will be important in evaluating the auditory system’s 
response to transient or to steady-state stimuli, de- 
pending upon the particular clinical question that is 
being asked. It is already clear that OAE measure- 
ments are an important contribution to clinical au- 
ditory evaluation. 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 10 - 13 

M.A. Cheatham 

Evanston, IL 60208, U.S.A. 

Of the papers in this section on central auditory 
physiology, the contribution by Scheich et al. is 
most closely related to the theme of this meeting on 
Natural and Artificial Control of Hearing and 
Balance. Their introduction acknowledges dissatis- 
faction with the average improvement across all 
cochlear implant patients and with the inability to 
accurately specify the prognosis for any given in- 
dividual candidate prior to implantation. In this 
regard, the authors suggest that plasticity exhibited 
in the central auditory pathway may be a critical fac- 
tor in post-operative performance. Thus, the possi- 
bility exists that auditory training may play an im- 
portant role in rehabilitation if cortical plasticity is 
maintained following deafness. The study of 
learning-induced plasticity reported by Scheich et 
al. is an attempt to expand understanding in this 
area of research. 

The purpose of these preliminary gerbil experi- 
ments was to determine the degree to which aversive 
conditioning changes cortical frequency representa- 
tion. If the latter represents a specific effect, then 
changes in frequency response characteristics 
should be restricted to the conditioned stimulus and 
its adjacent frequencies. In other words, learning- 
induced changes should be restricted to the stimulus 
frequency whose significance is acquired during 
conditioning (Weinberger and Diamond, 1988). 
This suggests that results from control experiments 
are necessary to rule out the possibility that changes 
produced by conditioning do not simply reflect a 
general increase in excitability. Consequently, it is 
unfortunate that blurring in the frequency represen- 

tation demonstrated for the differential condition- 
ing paradigm (Scheich et al., Fig. 5 )  prevented an 
analysis of spatial shifts in 2-deoxyglucose labeling 
for trained versus control groups. These results are 
especially important before we can know if associa- 
tive learning influences the representation of fre- 
quency in auditory cortex. While the long-term 
payoff of this scientific approach could be dra- 
matic, its clinical impact awaits further experimen- 
tal results. 

The paper by Moore et al. addresses the degree to 
which plasticity is expressed in adults versus neo- 
nates. In these experiments, neonatal cochlear abla- 
tion induces degeneration in ventral cochlear nucle- 
us (CN) on the operated side as well as an altered 
connectivity to the inferior colliculus (IC) on the 
non-operated side. Since the IC provides an obliga- 
tory synapse in the ascending auditory pathway, 
recordings here are well placed to reflect differences 
between the brain-stems of animals raised with only 
one cochlea versus those with two. 

Results from ablated ferrets verify earlier reports 
for gerbil (Nordeen et al., 1983; Kitzies and Semple, 
1985) and demonstrate that single units recorded in 
the central nucleus of the IC on the unoperated side 
have lower thresholds, higher discharge rates, larger 
dynamic ranges and shorter latencies when com- 
pared to responses recorded in animals with two 
cochleae. 

Additional recordings from superior colliculus 
(SC) on the operated side demonstrated broader 
spatial receptive fields but only at moderate levels. 
This is consistent with an earlier report in guinea pig 
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by Palmer and King (1985) who suggested that this 
effect reflects the removal of inhibitory ipsilateral 
inputs. The degree to which enhanced excitability 
observed in the contralateral IC relates to changes 
produced in spatial receptive fields measured in the 
ipsilateral SC remains to be determined. However, 
an anatomical basis for this idea does exist in that 
the central nucleus of IC projects to both the dorsal 
cortex and the external cortex of IC (Coleman and 
Clerici, 1987). The latter regions are also known to 
innervate superior colliculus (Edwards et al., 1979). 
Since the ferret has an extremely long postnatal 
period of development, it may be an ideal animal for 
studying the maturation of neural connections 
necessary to establish spatial maps in the auditory 
system and the importance of binaural interactions 
to the organization of the central auditory pathway. 

Because knowledge obtained at lower levels in the 
auditory system is undoubtedly important to our 
understanding of the physiology of higher-order 
stations, it is useful to characterize input to the cen- 
tral nervous system. Since auditory nerve responses 
to single and two-tone inputs have been thoroughly 
documented, Palmer and Moorjani concentrate on 
how more complex signals are represented. This 
provides an important first step in the study of cen- 
tral mechanisms which underlie the perception of 
speech. One of the motivations behind this research 
is the observation that listeners are able to selectively 
attend to one speaker in the presence of a competing 
message. Since an important clue to selective listen- 
ing is the difference in fundamental frequency or 
voice pitch between two speakers, Palmer and 
Moorjani were interested to learn how this acoustic 
feature is represented in the timing of neural dis- 
charges and to what extent this representation is af- 
fected by cochlear hearing loss. 

By presenting synthetic vowels in pairs, concur- 
rently and monaurally, Palmer (1990) showed that 
the temporal aspects of neural discharges in normal 
guinea pigs contain sufficient information for the 
identification of fundamental frequency and for the 
segregation of constituents in the two vowels. 
However, in pathological animals single units have 
elevated thresholds and broader tuning curves. In 

addition, these units frequently exhibit modulation 
only at the lower of the two fundamental frequen- 
cies of the double vowel, thereby removing one of 
the cues for identification. This may relate to syn- 
chrony suppression (Young and Sachs, 1979) in 
which strong, low-frequency components in the 
spectrum dominate a unit’s response, effectively 
masking responses to weaker components. Since 
tuning curves in pathological animals are broader 
than normal, low-frequency energy can “capture” 
the response and decrease synchrony. If these 
changes described for pathological animals also 
characterize hearing loss in man, they will ultimately 
result in vowel confusions as Palmer and Moorjani 
point out. 

The final paper in this section contributes to our 
understanding of neural circuitry within CN which 
represents an obligatory synapse for all auditory 
nerve fibers. Studies in dorsal CN were undertaken 
by Evans and Zhao to determine whether different 
cell types respond selectively to GABA and glycine 
and which aspects of the inhibitory response are 
mediated by each neurotransmitter. Since cells in 
this region have complex response patterns, dorsal 
CN is thought to exhibit a high level of synaptic in- 
tegration. The GABA system was investigated using 
bicuculline (BIC) which antagonizes the GABAA 
receptor and baclofen (BAF) which is a GABA, 
agonist. Strychnine (STR) was used to block the ef- 
fects produced by glycine. 

Based on responses produced by Type IV cells, 
which may be associated with giant and/or fusiform 
cells, application of STR produced a release from in- 
hibition. This was demonstrated in Type IV cells 
whose non-monotonic rate-intensity functions be- 
come monotonic during application of the glycine 
antagonist. This confirms a previous report by 
Caspary et al. (1987). If this sustained inhibition ob- 
served in Type IV cells is related to inputs from Type 
I1 interneurons as suggested by Young et al. (1988), 
then the Evans and Zhao results imply that Type I1 
cells use glycine as a transmitter. 

Although the Evans and Zhao results are gener- 
ally consistent with Caspary et a l . ’~ previous find- 
ings, the changes presented in Fig. 2 from Evans and 
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Zhao for a Type IV cell differ from the Caspary et 
al. (1987) report. The latter states that this blocker 
of the GABA, receptor does not influence cells 
with non-monotonic rate-level functions. Perhaps 
resolution of these inconsistencies will be revealed in 
further investigations. It would also be beneficial if 
response properties were collected during recovery 
periods to demonstrate reversibility of these phar- 
macological effects. Certainly these results from in 
vivo experiments, coupled with those using the slice 
preparation (Rhode et al., 1983), should provide a 
basis for understanding neural processing in dorsal 
cochlear nucleus. 
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CHAPTER 10 

Responses to speech signals in the normal and 
pathological peripheral auditory system 

A.R. Palmer and P.A. Moorjani 

MRC Institute of Hearing Research, University Park, Nottingham NG7 2RD, U.K. 

The responses to single (/a/ and A/) and double vowel (/a$) 
stimuli of normal guinea pig cochlear nerve fibres are compared 
with those from animals with a cochlear hearing loss. When the 
threshold losses are sufficient to exclude the higher harmonics of 
the /i/, the temporal representation of the second and higher for- 
mants is lost. Smaller threshold elevations allow a representation 

of the second formant when the vowel /i/ is presented alone. 
However, under double vowel stimulation wider auditory filters 
allow the capture of the synchrony of high characteristic fre- 
quency fibres by lower frequencies thereby losing the higher for- 
mants of the /i/ and also much of the information about its fun- 
damental frequency. 

Key words: Peripheral auditory system; Hearing loss; Speech signals; Guinea pig 

Introduction 

The voice of a competing speaker represents a par- 
ticularly difficult interfering noise in speech percep- 
tion, even for normal hearing subjects, because the 
target voice and the background have similar acous- 
tic characteristics. A cochlear hearing impairment 
exacerbates these difficulties. When a difference in 
the fundamental frequency (FO) is introduced be- 
tween members of a pair of voiced vowels, normal 
listeners often hear two separable voices and their 
identification performance improves (Scheffers, 
1983; Assmann and Summerfield, 1990). We have 
previously shown that, in normal animals, the fun- 
damental frequencies and the spectra of the consti- 
tuents of double vowels are well represented in the 
temporal aspects of the discharge of cochlear nerve 
fibres (Palmer, 1988, 1990). In the present study, to 
gain some insight into the nature of the difficulty in 
attending to a single speaker caused by a cochlear 
hearing loss, we compare the responses to single and 
double vowels of cochlear nerve fibres from the nor- 
mal control animals of our previous study with those 

from guinea pigs treated with kanamycin. Kanamy- 
cin treatment results in destruction of outer hair cells 
in the cochlea and changes in those cells that remain 
(see for example, Dallos and Harris, 1978; Harrison 
and Evans, 1979a; Hackney et al., 1990). The func- 
tional effects of these sequelae have been well 
documented and appear similar to those of other in- 
sults to the cochlea (see Patuzzi et al., 1989, for a 
review) in producing elevation of the minimum 
threshold of cochlear nerve fibres and a loss of their 
sharp tuning. Broadening of the auditory filter and 
increase in threshold are characteristic of hearing 
loss of cochlear origin in humans (see Moore, 1987, 
for review). 

Methods 

Anaesthesia and preparation 
Pigmented guinea pigs of 200 g initial weight were 

given a daily subcutaneous injection of 400 mg/kg 
kanamycin for ten days. The animals received no 
kanamycin injection for a period of at least seven 
days following the last injection. The minimum de- 
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Fig. 1. (u) The maximum output level (i.e., at 0 dB attenuation) 
of the sound system in dB SPL for the normal animal for which 
the CAP thresholds are shown in Fig. lb. This curve is typical of 
those measured in all animals in the study. (6) Thresholds of the 
CAP for a normal and a pathological guinea pig. (c) Percent of 
inner hair cells (IHC) and outer hair cells (OHC1- 3) remaining 
in the cochlea of the guinea pig for which the CAP audiogram is 
shown in Fig. lb. 

lay we used before the recording experiment was 
nine days and the maximum was 35 days. We have 
compared the pathology across three different 
groups of animals which were used at different de- 
lays after the final injection: 9- 15 days, 15 -20 
days and 20 - 35 days. The range of threshold eleva- 
tion was broadly similar in each group. This is con- 
sistent with the wide variation found by Hackney et 
al. (1990) after long survival times. It is conceivable 
that with some of the survival times which we used, 
the patho€ogy may not have completely stabilized, 
but it seems unlikely that this would materially af- 
fect the conclusions drawn. The pathology resulting 

from the pharmacological insult was assessed by: (i) 
the cochlear action potential (CAP) threshold as a 
function of the frequency (Fig. lb) of a short tone 
burst (10 msec duration, 0.2 msec rise/fall); (ii) sur- 
face preparations of the cochlea (Fig. lc); and (iii) 
the threshold (Fig. 2) and response areas of single 
auditory nerve fibres (Fig. 3). As can be seen in Fig. 
2, the threshold loss was variable across animals 
from 20 to 60 dB at any frequency below about 5 
kHz. 

A total of 21 kanamycin-treated animals were 
used. The responses to the vowel stimuli of a further 
21 normal animals, which have been extensively 
reported elsewhere (Palmer, 1990), served as com- 
parison control data. Animals were anaesthetized 
with a neuroleptic technique (0.06 mg atropine sul- 
phate, 30 mg/kg sodium pentabarbitone, 4 mg/kg 
droperidol, 1 mg/kg phenoperidine). Supplemen- 
tary doses of sodium pentabarbitone and pheno- 
peridine were administered as required. The animals 
were tracheotomized and a core temperature was 
maintained at 37°C. 

Full details of the preparation may be found in 
Palmer et al. (1986). Briefly, recordings were made 
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Fig. 2. Thresholds at the best frequency of the fibres recorded 
from animals treated with kanamycin. The vertical lines are posi- 
tioned at the harmonic closest to each of the first two formants 
of the constituents of the double vowel. The filled symbols show 
the best frequency and threshold of the fibres whose responses 
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5 .  The squares indicate data from normal 
animals. 
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Fig. 3.  Response areas of 12 fibres from normal and pathological cochleas demonstrating the range of threshold loss and increase 
in width of tuning. The response was first determined to a single presentation of a series of tone bursts (5 msec rise/fall, 50 msec 
duration, Vsec) covering a five octave range of frequency in 1/10 octave steps and a 90 dB range of level in 5 dB steps. The lines 
are equal response contour lines calculated objectively. 

using 2.7 M KC1-filled micropipettes introduced un- 
der direct vision into the cochlear nerve via a 
posterior craniotomy. The CAP was recorded using 
a round window electrode and its threshold was esti- 
mated by audio-visual criteria. 

Following the completion of recordings, animals 
were decapitated and their cochleas were rapidly re- 
moved, placed in 2.5% gluteraldehyde and perfused 
through the oval and round windows. The cochleas 
were post-fixed in 1% osmium tetroxide, washed, 
brought up to 70% alcohol and then dissected for 
surface preparation. 

Stimulation and recording 
The vowel sounds /a/ (FO 100 Hz) and /i/ (FO 

125 Hz) were produced using a software cascade 
synthesizer (Klatt, 1980). The double vowel 
/a(100),i( 125)/ was produced by summing the digi- 
tal waveforms of the single vowels (see fig. 2 of 
Palmer, 1990, for the double vowel spectrum). The 
three speech stimuli were presented at a range of 
sound levels, but all data shown in this paper were 
obtained with /a/ at 83 dB SPL, /i/ at 77 dB SPL 
and /a(100),i(125)/ at 85 dB SPL. The frequencies 

of the first two formants of the vowels were 270 Hz 
and 2290 Hz for the /i/ and 730 Hz and 1090 Hz for 
the /a/. The vowels were output from a computer at 
a 10 kHz sampling rate via an antialiasing filter (set 
to produce 20 dB of attentuation at 5 kHz, the Ny- 
quist frequency) into a Bruel and Kjaer (4134) 12.7 
mm condenser driver and monitored a few mil- 
limetres from the tympanic membrane using a sec- 
ond 12.7 mm condenser microphone via a calibrated 
1 mm probe tube. Sound levels in this paper are ex- 
pressed in dB SPL (i.e., r.m.s. pressure levels in dB 
re 20 mPa). A typical sound system calibration 
showing the level at maximum output is shown in 
Fig. la. 

Bursts of wideband noise were used as search 
stimuli, and the characteristic frequency (CF) and 
minimum threshold of each fibre were determined 
using audio-visual criteria. Bursts of the vowel 
sounds were then presented (500 msec duration at 
l/sec) until either 100 presentations were completed 
or 5000 spikes had been collected. During presenta- 
tion of the vowels, times of occurrence of neural dis- 
charges were measured to 10 psec accuracy using the 
computer. 
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The number of discharges synchronized to the 
components of the vowels was assessed by Fourier 
analysis of period histograms locked to the 40 msec 
period of the double vowel. The distribution, within 
the ensemble of nerve fibres, of phase-locking to the 
harmonic components of the vowel stimuli was as- 
sessed by computing the average localized syn- 
chronized rate (ALSR) function (following Young 
and Sachs, 1979) in which the average is taken of the 
discharge synchronized to each component among 
nerve fibres tuned ( 2  0.5 octaves) to that compo- 
nent. In principle, it is possible to generate ALSR 
functions without any matched filtering (Palmer 
1990), but this results in inclusion of irrelevant recti- 
fier distortion products. There is ample evidence for 
shifts in best frequency with threshold elevation in 
a range of pathologies, but the magnitude of this 
shift at low best frequencies is unspecified. Thus, we 
have used a relatively wide frequency interval to 
minimize inaccuracies involved in the determination 
of the best frequency of pathological tuning curves. 

Results 

Responses of single fibres 
Fig. 2 shows the minimum thresholds (open and 

closed circles) from all single fibres in the 21 animals 
treated with kanamycin. Within each single animal 
the distribution of thresholds was limited to 20 - 30 
dB at any frequency. The vertical dashed lines show 
frequencies close to the first and second formants of 
the constituents of the double vowel. The actual fre- 
quencies of the dashed lines are 0.2 kHz, 0.8 kHz, 
1.2 kHz and 2.0 kHz. The filled symbols on these 
lines show the thresholds of the twelve fibres for 
which we illustrate the responses in Figs. 3 and 4; the 
circles are from treated animals and the squares 
from normal animals. Fig. 3 shows the response 
areas of fibres both from normal guinea pigs (i - I ,  
bottom row) and from guinea pigs with raised 
thresholds as a result of kanamycin treatment 
(a - h). The fibres from the pathological cochleas 
have been selected to show an intermediate (e - h) 
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Fig. 4. Period histograms of the responses to the double vowel /a(lW),i(125)/ at 85 dB SPL from the same 12 fibres for which 
response areas are shown in Fig. 3. Binwidth = 78 psec. 
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and a severe degree of threshold loss (a - d). In com- 
mon with all previous studies of kanamycin intoxi- 
cation (e.g., Dallos and Harris, 1978; Harrison and 
Evans, 1979a), we show a loss of the low-threshold 
sharply tuned tip of the response area. Fig. 4 shows 
the responses of the same twelve fibres to the double 
vowel /a(100),i(l25)/ in the form of period histo- 
grams locked to the period of the double vowel (40 
msec). The normal fibres (Fig. 4i - I) tend to respond 
to an intense harmonic near a formant peak (this 
result has been extensively documented; Young and 
Sachs, 1979; Sinex and Geisler, 1983; Delgutte and 
Kiang, 1984; Palmer et al., 1986; Palmer, 1990). 
This is particularly evident in the Fourier spectra of 
the period histograms (not shown here), but can also 
be deduced by counting the number of peaks occur- 
ring in one period. For example, the fibre in Fig. 4i 
has a CF of 200 Hz and shows ten peaks per 40 msec 
indicating a strong response to 250 Hz which is the 
frequency of the harmonic closest to the F1 of the 
/i/. A similar analysis of the other three histograms 
from the control fibres reveals a response to an har- 
monic near a formant of one of the constituents of 
the double vowel. With increasing threshold eleva- 
tion and loss of sharp tuning there is a progressive 

increase in the modulation of the response at the 10 
msec period of the FO of the /a/ (100 Hz) accompa- 
nied by a shift in the responsiveness away from the 
higher frequency components. This is especially evi- 
dent in the right column, where the fibre in Fig. 4d 
fires preferentially at 10 msec intervals rather than 
at shorter intervals corresponding to the formant 
frequency. Even for the lowest CF fibres this ten- 
dency is still evident; ascending the left column the 
response shifts from a domination by 250 Hz (the 
first formant of /i/) to domination by 125 Hz (FO of 
A/). 

Responses of populations of fibres 
The modulations in the period histograms (see 

Fig. 4b) provide a potential cue for FO. The distribu- 
tion, across the population of fibres, of the relative 
strength of the modulation (quantified as the syn- 
chronization index which is calculated as the ampli- 
tude of the Fourier component at the FO divided by 
the mean discharge rate, which is the zero frequency 
Fourier component) to each of the FOs of the constit- 
uents of the double vowel, is shown separately for 
normal and kanamycin-treated animals in Fig. 5 .  In 
normal animals (Fig. 5a,b), different frequency 

Data from Normal Control Animals Data from Animals Treated with Kanamvcin 
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Fig. 5.  (a) The magnitude (estimated as the synchronization index; the Fourier component at FO normalized by the magnitude of 
the zero frequency Fourier component) and distribution of the modulation of normal fibre discharges to the FO of the constituent 
vowel /a/. (b) The magnitude and distribution of the modulation of normal fibre discharges to the FO of the constituent vowel A/. 
(c) and (d) are the analogous plots for the pathological fibres. 
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Fig. 6. Average localized synchronized rate (ALSR) functions (after Young and Sachs, 1979) of the responses of normal cochlear 
nerve fibres to (u) the double vowel /a(lOO),i(l25)/, (b) the single vowel /a/ and (c) the single vowel /i/. (4, (e) and U, are analogous 
plots for the population of pathological nerve fibres. The inverted triangles show the harmonics closest to the first two formants 
of the single vowels and of the constituents of the double vowel. 

regions of the population respond to either 100 Hz 
(at low frequency or between the second formants of 
the vowels) or 125 Hz (at low frequency or above the 
second formant of A/). In the pathological fibres 
(Fig. 5cJd), the modulation to 100 Hz is evident 
throughout the frequency range except at the lowest 
frequencies which is the only region showing modu- 
lation to 125 Hz. (The arrows in this figure show the 
frequencies of the first two formants of the constit- 
uent vowels, the middle ones are the /a/.) 

Fig. 6 shows ALSR functions which summarize 
the distribution of synchrony to the components of 
the /a/ (Fig. 6 b 4 ,  the /i/ (Fig. 6cJ and the double 
vowel (Fig. 6u,4 within the populations of nerve 
fibres from normal and pathological cochleas. In 
Fig. 6a - c synchronized responses can be seen to the 
harmonics of /i/ and /a/ with larger responses at 
harmonics nearest the formants which are arrowed. 
Fig. 6d-  f shows the same analyses for the fibres 

from kanamycin-treated animals. The fibre 
responses to the double vowel in Fig. 4 and the popu- 
lation response in Fig. 6d show a reduced represen- 
tation of harmonics of the /i/. In particular, the 
responses to the higher harmonics of the /i/ are no 
longer visible in the population response to the dou- 
ble vowel and have been replaced to harmonics of 
the /a/. The single-vowel population responses are 
quite similar to those from normal animals, particu- 
larly for the vowel /a/. However, the magnitude of 
the phase-locking to each of the harmonics of the /i/ 
in quiet is smaller in the pathological than in the nor- 
mal population. This is because the majority of the 
fibre responses which contributed to the averages in 
the pathological population were from fibres stimu- 
lated close to their (elevated) thresholds. The patho- 
logical population response resembles the normal 
response qualitatively, particularly in respect of the 
more prominent responses to harmonics close to the 
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first and second formants . (compared to the 
responses to other adjacent harmonics). The reason 
for the well-defined peak at the second formant in 
the pathological population is the inclusion of fibres 
with thresholds quite close to those of normal fibres 
with CFs in the region of the higher formants (see 
Fig. 2). 

Fig. 7 shows a cepstral analysis (Bogert et al., 
1963; Miller and Sachs, 1984; Palmer, 1990; a form 
of non-linear autocorrelation which exposes peri- 
odic components) of the population response to the 
double vowels. For the normal population (Fig. 7a) 
this gives a clear indication of the two FO frequencies 
in the peaks at the appropriate time delays (8 and 10 
msec). In contrast, as a result of the preponderance 
of responses to harmonics of the /a/, the cepstrum 
for the kanamycin data (Fig. 7b) shows little indica- 
tion of the 125 Hz FO (at the 8 msec position). 

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the segregation of the 
responses to the constituent vowels by sampling the 
population responses in Fig. 6a,d twice, once at the 
harmonics of the FO of /a/ (100 Hz) and separately 
at the harmonics of the FO of /i/. The dashed lines 
show the population responses to the single constit- 
uent vowels when presented alone. The dots show 
shared harmonics. The segregated responses in Fig. 
8a, b at the formant frequencies are remarkably like 

those obtained to the single vowel alone. The lower 
magnitude of the phase-locking to the harmonics of 
the /i/ situated between the first and second for- 
mants (in Fig. 8b) reflects synchrony suppression of 
the fibres in this region as a result of their domina- 
tion by harmonics of the /a/ (see Young and Sachs, 
1979). Ignoring the fact that informant concerning 
the FO of the /i/ has been severely degraded in the 
pathological fibres (see Fig. 7), a similar segregation 
by twice sampling the data in Fig. 6dis shown in Fig. 
8c,d. The second formant of the /i/ is completely 
absent from the segregated population response in 
Fig. 8d. This is despite the fact that the second for- 
mant is visible in the population response to the /i/ 
alone. The loss is not, therefore, simply a case of the 
second formant not having enough amplitude to 
enter the response areas of the pathological fibres 
(which have a raised threshold). In pooling the data 
from the pathological cochleas no attempt has been 
made to ensure a homogeneous threshold elevation 
and responses from near-normal cochleas have been 
included. If only fibres with threshold losses at best 
frequency exceeding 30 dB are used to compute the 
population response, the peak at the second for- 
mant of /i/ disappears even when the vowel is 
presented in quiet. Under these circumstances, the 
loss of information about the second formant 
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Fig. 7. Cepstra of the population responses to the double vowel from normal (left panel) and pathological fibres (right panel). Cepstra 
are a form of non-linear autocorrelation function which emphasize periodic components of frequency spectra and which are obtained 
by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the power spectrum of the curves shown in (a) and (4. The peaks in the left panel clearly 
indicate the presence of both the 100 and 125 Hz harmonic series whereas evidence of the 125 Hz series is absent from the right panel. 
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Fig. 8.  ALSR functions sampled only at the harmonics of either 100 Hz (u,c) or 125 Hz (b,d) for the normal fibres (u,b) and the 
pathological fibres (c,d). The dashed lines show the functions obtained when the single vowels /a/ ( 0 , ~ )  or /i/ (b,d) were presented 
alone. The solid lines are derived by sampling the ALSR function to the double vowel /a(100),i(125)/ separately at the harmonics 
of each constituent. 

merely reflects inadequate energy activating fibres 
at the F2 frequency as a result of the threshold eleva- 
tion. 

Discussion 

Insults to the cochlea which result in a sensorineural 
hearing loss produce a threshold elevation and a 
broadening of the psychophysical and physiologi- 
cally measured filter functions. The threshold loss 
alone would result in high-frequency components of 
speech sounds not being heard. However, the results 
which are described here suggest that even for less 
severe threshold losses, the representation of high- 
frequency components may be disrupted in the 
presence of interfering sounds. There is some dis- 
pute as to the degree of disruption of the timing of 
impulses as a result of kanamycin treatment (cf. 
Harrison and Evans, 1979b; Woolfe et al., 1981), 
but there is no doubt that, in the present study, the 
remaining phase-locking was sufficient for a tem- 
poral/place representation of the spectrum of the 
single vowels (including the second formant of A/). 

When the two vowels were simultaneously 
presented, the phase-locking to harmonics of the 
/a/ dominated the activity in the region of the F2 of 
the /i/. The effective level of a tone only needs to be 
about 20 dB higher than a second tone for it to 
dominate the phase-locked output of a cochlear 
nerve fibre completely, and tones lower in frequency 
more readily dominate the discharge (Brugge et al., 
1969). No doubt the threshold elevation in the 
region of the F2 of /i/ and the broadening of tuning 
both contributed to this effect by increasing the ef- 
fective level of the components of /a/ passing 
through the cochlear nerve fibre filters. 

We do not know if the temporal/place code is im- 
portant for speech perception nor if a mild hearing 
loss results in the specific kinds of interference be- 
tween speech sounds shown here. However, if this 
were the case, we should be able to make some 
predictions of the additional difficulties which 
would result. For example, since the first formant of 
/i/ in isolation is heard as /u/, impaired subjects 
who identify the single vowel /i/ correctly, should 
hear the same vowel as an /u/ when another vowel 
such as /a/ is simultaneously present. 
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CHAPTER 11 

Varieties of inhibition in the processing and control of 
processing in the mammalian cochlear nucleus 

E.F. Evans and W. Zhao 

Department of Communication and Neuroscience, University of Keele, Keele, Staffs., ST5 5BG, U. K. 

Seven-barrel micropipettes were used to apply drugs microion- 
tophoretically to single units in the dorsal cochlear nucleus 
(DCN) in chloralose-anaesthetised guinea-pigs. While both 
agonists and antagonists of putative neurotransmitters in the 
cochlear nucleus have been investigated in these experiments, the 
main thrust has been to explore the influence of specific an- 
tagonists on cells’ spectral and temporal properties, thus eluci- 
dating the effects of naturally occurring inhibitory transmitters. 
At least five types of inhibition appear to be pharmacologi- 
cally/physiologically separable: (1) Stimulus-evoked tonic 
“lateral/sideband” inhibition: glycinergic; (blocked by strych- 
nine); responsible for the lateral inhibition of dorsal cochlear 
nucleus (DCN) type 111 and IV cells. Strychnine has its 
predominant effect on sustained (lateral) inhibition compared 
with the more transient forms of inhibition. Subtraction of recep- 
tive field maps enables us to visualise the extent of the inhibitory 
receptive field. It extends virtually throughout theunit’s response 
field for both these classes but is generally, especially in type IV 
cells, maximal at the characteristic frequency (CF). This type of 
inhibition will primarily be responsible for enhancing spectral 
contrasts in the way that, in the visual system, surround inhibi- 

tion enhances visual contrast. Furthermore, lateral inhibitory 
sidebands can “bias” the “working point” of a cell’s response 
so that the dynamic range of effective stimuli and response can 
be extended. (2) “Background” tonic inhibition: GABAAergic; 
(blocked by bicuculline). Blocking this inhibition generally 
results in an increase in the background (i.e., spontaneous) ac- 
tivity. This inhibition is probably responsible for adjusting 
excitatory-inhibitory contrasts in both spectral and temporal do- 
mains. (3) Stimulus-related off-inhibition appears to be neither 
glycinergic nor GABA,ergic. Blocking these receptors actually 
enhances off-inhibition. Nicotinic cholinergic blockers may have 
a small effect on off-inhibition, but so far we have not been able 
to block it entirely. This off-inhibition is important for enhanc- 
ing temporal contrast. This inhibition must, therefore, be medi- 
ated by other transmitters, yet undetermined, or by a local feed- 
back circuit or, less likely, be a membrane-based after-effect of 
stimulation. (4) Pre-synaptic inhibition, mediated by GABA, 
receptors presumed to act on primary afferent terminals, thus 
controlling afferent input to DCN principal cells. ( 5 )  Short- 
latency contralateral inhibition, mediated by glycine. 

Key words: Hearing; Auditory pathway; Cochlear nucleus; Neuropharmacology; Glycine; GABA; Cholinergic; Inhibition; Con- 
tralateral 

Introduction 

The cochlear nucleus (CN) is the first stage in the au- 
ditory pathway at which inhibition (mediated sy- 
naptically in response to single stimuli) is encoun- 
tered. It is now well recognised that the units of the 
dorsal division of the cochlear nucleus (DCN) ex- 
hibit most of the inhibitory effects encountered in 
the cochlear nucleus (Evans and Nelson, 1973a). 

In the present work, an automated receptive field 
mapping paradigm (Evans, 1974, 1979b) has been 
exploited, together with neuropharmacological 
techniques adapted from the pioneering methods of 
Caspary (e.g., Caspary et al., 1979) to attempt to 
dissect out different varieties of inhibition in the 
dorsal cochlear nucleus of the chloralose anaesthe- 
tised guinea-pig. Chloralose has been used as the 
maintenance anaesthesia following surgery under 
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Fig. 1. Effect of strychnine on (a) receptive field, (b) rate-level function, (c) iso-level function, and (d) penstimulus time histograms 
of a type IV cell in DCN. Row (a): receptive field maps, before (left), and during (middle) application of strychnine; (right) 3D-contour 
map of the strychnine-blocked inhibition, obtained by subtracting the control receptive field map from that under strychnine. Row (b): 
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neuroleptanaesthesia (Evans, 1979a,b), because its 
actions, at least in the cat (Evans and Nelson, 1973a) 
had least effect on inhibition in the cochlear nucleus, 
and it provides a highly stable anaesthetic regime in 
the guinea-pig. 

For neuropharmacological dissection of putative 
inhibitory transmitters, we have studied the effects 
of iontophoretic application of the specific an- 
tagonists of the transmitters, besides those of the 
agonists themselves and the interactions between 
agonists and antagonists. This review of our work, 
however, will concentrate on the results obtained 
with the antagonists alone so as to elucidate the ef- 
fects of naturally occurring inhibition. This avoids 
drawing conclusions potentially based on non- 
specific effects of the iontophoretic application of 
the agonists themselves. To this end, we have 
adapted and extended the techniques of Caspary 
(e.g., Caspary et al., 1979) as described in more de- 
tail in Zhao and Evans (1990, 1991) and Evans and 
Zhao (1993a,b). 

Methods 

Briefly, extracellular recordings were made by 7- 
barrel micropipettes in guinea-pigs anaesthetised 
with neuroleptanaesthesia for surgery (Evans, 
1979a) and maintained by alpha-chloralose (40 
mg/kg) given every 2 h or so. The central barrel of 
the 7-barrelled micro-electrode is NaC1-filled for 
recording; two barrels are used respectively for cur- 
rent balancing (NaCl) and for localisation of the 
electrode position (Fast Green). The remaining four 
barrels contained four agonists or antagonists 
drawn from: GABA, bicuculline (antagonist to 
GABA, receptors), Baclofen (agonist of GABAB 
receptors), glycine, strychnine (antagonist to gly- 

cine receptors), acetylcholine, atropine (antagonist 
to muscarinic cholinergic receptors), curarine (an- 
tagonist to nicotinic cholinergic receptors). The 
responses of cochlear nucleus cells recorded ex- 
tracellularly were collected to pure-tone stimuli of 
generally 80 msec duration presented four times per 
second. The tones were presented in a pseudo- 
random sequence of frequencies and intensities so 
that a range of 60 dB and typically three octaves was 
covered evenly in about 4 min of data collection 
(Evans, 1974,1979b). The resolution in the intensity 
domain was typically 4 dB; in the frequency dimen- 
sion: 1/64 of three octaves. Concurrently, the num- 
ber of spikes evoked by the cell during the tone burst 
was counted and plotted (as in Fig. la) as the length 
of a vertical bar, the centre of which indicates the 
respective tone frequency and intensity. Sections 
can be cut through the receptive field maps: verti- 
cally to produce rate-level functions (as in Fig. lb), 
and horizontally (as in Fig. lc, where the stimulus 
intensity is marked as A in Fig. la) to produce iso- 
level functions. Separately, peristimulus time histo- 
grams (PSTH) were collected at on-characteristic 
(best) frequency (on-CF) and at off-CF frequencies 
using typically 80 msec tones (see Fig. Id). All tones 
were shaped with 5 msec linear rise and fall times. In 
all cases, data were collected before, during and fol- 
lowing administration of the antagonist to ensure 
that the drug effects were fully reversible. One ad- 
vantage of the automated receptive field mapping 
paradigm is that by subtracting the control receptive 
field map (e.g., Fig. la, left panel) from the recep- 
tive field map obtained by blocking the inhibition 
with the specific antagonist (Fig. la, middle panel), 
a receptive field map of the inhibition is obtained 
(Fig. la,  right-hand panel, plotted as a 3D-contour 
map; see Evans and Zhao, 1993a,b). 

rate-level functions obtained at CF (12 kHz), from the receptive field maps of row (a). Note conversion by strychnine of non-monotonic 
rate-level function (control) into a steep monotonic function (right). Row (c) shows iso-level functions taken at 52 dB above threshold 
( -  44 dB), indicated by the arrow A in (a). Note extensive inhibitory sidebands in control case (left), surrounding narrowed excitatory 
response region, and removed by the strychnine blockade (right) with widening of the excitatory area and reduction in response contrast. 
Row (d) shows peristimulus time histograms of the cell at 8 kHz, i.e., in the inhibitory sideband below CF. Note strychnine blockade 
of the sustained inhibition only, leaving unaffected the transient inhibition at the onset of the stimulus, and off-inhibition (indicated 
by asterisk). 
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“Lateral/sideband” type inhibition 

The classical tone-evoked inhibition of the dorsal 
cochlear nucleus is exemplified in the receptive field 
map of a type IV cell in Fig. la, left-hand panel. 

We have now shown this inhibition to be glyciner- 
gic (Zhao and Evans, 1990; Evans and Zhao, 
1993a,b): it can be completely blocked by strychnine 
(antagonist to glycine receptors), e.g., Fig. la, 
centre panel. Here, the receptive field is converted 
into an excitatory response area, similar to that of a 
cochlear nerve fibre in shape, but about 2.5 times 
wider (see below). Subtracting the control receptive 
field from that in which the glycinergic input is 
blocked gives, in the right-hand panel of Fig. la, the 
glycinergic inhibitory receptive field, shown as a 3D- 
contour plot. This shows the important result that 
while the inhibition may appear to be pre- 
dominantly “lateral” or “sideband”, in reality it 
extends throughout the receptive field and is stron- 
gest at the excitatory CF. The previous ion- 
tophoretic experiments of Caspary et al. (1987) with 
strychnine blockade have revealed the existence of 
glycinergic inhibition at CF. We have now shown 
that glycinergic inhibition extends beyond the CF 
region to account for the inhibitory sidebands also. 

In experiments reported elsewhere (Zhao and 
Evans, 1992), we have shown that the excitatory 
response areas of type IV cells under strychnine 
blockade are about 2.5 times wider than those of 
corresponding cochlear nerve fibres from the data 
of Evans et al. (1992). Thus, the convergent input 
from at least three cochlear nerve fibres, on average, 
must be involved in determining the excitatory input 
to a type IV cell in the dorsal cochlear nucleus of the 
guinea-pig. Likewise, comparing the bandwidth of 
the type IV DCN inhibitory receptive fields 10 dB 
above threshold with the excitatory bandwidth of 
cochlear nerve fibres of similar CF, the receptive 
field was found to be some four times larger (Zhao 
and Evans, 1992). This implies that at least four 
cochlear nerve fibres, on average, converge upon 
the interneurones responsible for the inhibitory 
receptive field. It needs to be emphasized that these 

type IV cells were found predominantly in the cen- 
tral region of the DCN and probably represent giant 
cells. 

In row (d) of Fig. 1 are shown peristimulus time 
histograms in response to tone bursts at 8 kHz (i.e., 
in the lower inhibitory sideband). These show that 
the glycinergic inhibition, blocked by strychnine, is 
sustained. The transient onset inhibition (and off- 
inhibition: see later) is not so readily blocked. 

The rate-level functions (Fig. 1, row b) show that 
the strychnine blockade converts the non-mono- 
tonic rate-level function characteristic of type IV 
cells into a monotonic rate-level function (right 
panel). It also shows an increase in the slope of the 
rate-level function. Similar effects have previously 
been reported by Caspary et al. (1987). For units 
with relatively monotonic rate-level functions (e.g., 
type I and type I1 cells in the DCN), the effects of 
strychnine blockade are comparable: the slope of 
the rate-level function is increased and also the dis- 
charge range (i.e., the range of discharge rates be- 
tween threshold and saturation; Zhao and Evans, 
1991). 

Row (c) shows the effect of strychnine blockade 
on the iso-level rate function, i.e., a horizontal sec- 
tion through the receptive field map, 4 dB below the 
maximum level (- 44 dB, shown by the arrow at A 
in row a). The left-hand iso-level function shows the 
strong inhibitory sidebands on either side of a nar- 
row excitatory response area. During strychnine 
blockade of the inhibition (right-hand iso-level 
function, corresponding to the centre panel of Fig. 
la), the lower inhibitory sideband is completely 
blocked while the high-frequency inhibitory side- 
band is almost completely blocked. The loss of this 
inhibition reveals the true width of the excitatory 
response, being substantially wider than in the con- 
trol case, as has been noted above. It also reveals 
how the spectral contrast (i.e., the ratio of discharge 
rate between the excitatory centre of the receptive 
field and the surrounding frequencies) is dependent 
upon the inhibitory sidebands. “Lateral” or “side- 
band” inhibition therefore serves to enhance spec- 
tral contrast. 
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BackgroundAonic inhibition 

We have shown the existence of a tonic “back- 
ground” inhibition on most of the cell types in the 

DCN, which inhibition is GABAA-ergic and, there- 
fore, is blocked by bicuculline (Zhao and Evans, 
1990; Evans and Zhao, 1993a,b). An example of 
this, for a type IV cell, is shown in Fig. 2. The upper 
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Fig. 2. Effect of iontophoretically applied bicuculline on receptive field of a type IV DCN cell. (a), (b): Receptive field maps showing 
increase in spontaneous activity under bicuculline blockade, revealing and enhancing a wide field of inhibition (b). (c), (4: Rate-level 
function showing enhancement of the non-monotonic function under bicuculline blockade (4. (e), 0: Peristimulus time histogram 
at CF (12 kHz). Note increase in spontaneous activity under bicuculline blockade 0, revealing and enhancing transient and sustained 
inhibition and converting excitation at CF to net inhibition, leaving intact off-inhibition (indicated by asterisk). 
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row shows the receptive field maps characteristic of 
a type IV cell (a) before, and (b) during bicuculline 
blockade. The receptive field map (b) shows how the 
bicuculline blockade has increased the background 
spontaneous activity, without affecting, and even 
enhancing the inhibitory receptive field. 

We have some evidence that this inhibitory block- 
ade by bicuculline does not produce a non-specific 
increase regardless of stimulus frequency and inten- 
sity. Using our subtraction technique (see above; 
Evans and Zhao, 1993a,b) to compute the effect of 
the transmitter, its overall inhibitory effect is found 
to be interrupted at frequencies and intensities cor- 
responding to the excitatory response area, in at 
least type I cells. Surprisingly, part of this region 
shows actual excitation. This could occur by a disin- 
hibitory process involving GABA, action on a 
glycinergic inhibitory pathway, by interaction be- 
tween GABAA and excitatory amino acid systems 
or, less likely, by a non-specific effect of ion- 
tophoretic current on the cell. 

The second row in Fig. 2 shows some of the effects 
of bicuculline blockade of the background inhibi- 
tion on the rate-level functions. The effects are op- 
posite to those from strychnine. The non- 
monotonicity of the rate-level function is enhanced. 
In studies of other types of DCN cells (Zhao and 
Evans, 1991; Evans and Zhao, 1993a,b), the slopes 
of the rate-level functions are decreased by applica- 
tion of bicuculline. In several cases, the reduction in 
slope is accompanied by a reduction in the driven fir- 
ing rate, thus representing a decrease in the gain of 
the cell response. 

In the lower row in Fig. 2, the peristimulus time 
histograms of the type IV cell show the enhancement 
of the spontaneous activity 0. This reveals a sus- 
tained inhibition during the tone, compared with the 
mild excitatory response (e) in the control and recov- 
ery conditions, respectively. 

strychnine nor bicuculline had any effect on this off- 
inhibition, except that the latter served to enhance it 
by increasing the background activity. Nor is the 
off-inhibition sensitive to blockers of muscarinic 
cholinergic receptors (atropine) (see Zhao and 
Evans, 1991; Evans and Zhao, 1993a,b). However, 
we have some preliminary evidence of some effects 
of nicotinic receptor blockers. During the applica- 
tion of curarine, there is a marked reduction, but not 
complete blockade, of the off-inhibition. Unfor- 
tunately, the curarine also increases somewhat the 
spontaneous activity. Nevertheless, the degree of 
off-inhibition seems much less than might be ac- 
counted for by the increase in spontaneous activity 
alone, but this does need to be confirmed. 

The question arises of course whether the off- 
inhibition is a synaptic phenomenon rather than 
simply a membrane-based phenomenon. That the 
latter is unlikely to be the case, has been argued by 
Evans and Nelson (1973a), who presented evidence 
that the bandwidth of the off-inhibition was more 
closely related to that of the on-inhibition than to 
that of the on-excitation. That the off-inhibition can 
occur without preceding excitation is also shown by 
the asterix in Figs. ldand 2f, again inconsistent with 
a wholly membrane-determined origin of the off- 
inhibition. 

Pre-synaptic inhibition 

Fig. 3 shows an example of the island of excitation 
in the CF region of a type IV DCN cell, almost en- 
tirely blocked by the application of Baclofen (right 
panel), an agonist of GABA,, thought to be a pre- 
synaptic inhibitory transmitter. 

Similar, although not identical, effects have been 
reported by Caspary et al. (1984). In particular, in 
at least one of our cases (shown in Fig. 3), Baclofen 
could block excitatory input virtually completely, 
without effect on the spontaneous activity. 

Off-inhibition 
Contralateral inhibition 

This is the inhibition following the end of a stimulus, 
examples of which are shown in Fig. ldand Fig. 2f, 
also marked by the asterisk in both figures. Neither 

We have shown @vans and Zhao, 1993b) that 
stimulation of the contralateral ear evokes an inhibi- 
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Fig. 3 .  Effect of GABA, agonist, Baclofen, on a type IV cell in DCN. Control receptive field map (left) shows mixture of extensive 
inhibition and central excitatory patches in the type IV receptive field. Right panel shows the disappearance of the excitatory input under 
Baclofen (30 nA). Note that Baclofen blocked the excitatory response in the receptive field with little effect on the spontaneous activity. 

tory receptive field at or just above (in frequency) 
the ipsilateral excitatory receptive field. Fig. 4a 
shows this in a type I11 unit under stimulation from 
the ipsilateral ear (left column) and the contralateral 
ear (right column). Stimulation of the contralateral 
ear evoked an inhibitory field at the CF of the ip- 
silateral excitatory field with, most importantly, a 
similar threshold to the ipsilateral responses (thus 
eliminating the possibility of involvement of con- 
tralateral acoustic (bone-conducted) cross-talk). 

The latency of this contralateral inhibition is 
short, being about 5 msec greater than ipsilateral ex- 
citation (Fig. 4b). In other words, it is in the region 
of 10 msec from stimulus onset. Fig. 4c,dshows evi- 
dence in another cell that this contralateral inhibi- 
tion is glycinergic. Fig. 4c shows the receptive field 
maps of ipsilateral (left) and contralateral (right) 
stimulation. The peristimulus time histograms in (d) 
show the blockade, by strychnine, of the con- 
tralateral inhibition. 

Conclusions 

(1) The glycinergic system responsible for the 

“lateral/sideband” inhibition in dorsal cochlear 
nucleus units is frequency-specific and is responsible 
for the non-monotonic rate-level function. It is also 
necessary for the enhancement of spectral contrasts, 
and narrows the response area. It is presumably also 
responsible for the phenomenon described by 
Palmer and Evans (1982) in which maskers, sur- 
rounding a narrow-band signal and falling in the in- 
hibitory side-bands, can “bias” the working point 
of a DCN cell, thus extending enormously its dy- 
namic range. 

This tone-related sustained inhibition is presum- 
ably mediated by the specific inhibitory pathway 
ending on the basal dendrites of giant cells, probably 
derived from the activity of the glycinergic vertical 
cells (e.g., Osen et al., 1990), with additional input 
from the ventro-tubercular tract arising from the 
VCN (Evans and Nelson, 1973b; Young et al., 
1988). 

(2) The GABAA-ergic system, on the other hand, 
appears to be responsible for a “non-specific” inhi- 
bition of background (spontaneous) activity except 
in the region of the receptive field occupied by the 
excitation (for type I cells at least) and/or surround 
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Fig. 4. Contralateral inhibition. (a): Receptive field maps of a type 111 cell, obtained with ipsilateral tone stimulation (left) and con- 
tralateral stimulation (right). (b): Peristimulus time histograms indicating the ipsilateral excitation and contralateral inhibition obtained 
with similar tone stimulus parameters (marked by the circles in a). (c): Receptive field maps of a type I cell, obtained with ipsilateral 
tone stimulation (left) and contralateral stimulation (right). (4: Peristimulus time histograms of contralateral stimulation at the fre- 
quency and intensity marked by the circle in (c), showing blockade of the contralateral inhibition by 60 nA strychnine. 
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inhibition (for type 11, I11 and IV cells). It thus can 
serve to enhance spectral contrast by reducing back- 
ground spontaneous activity, and by increasing the 
gain of the cell’s response. It is important to empha- 
size that the apparent adjustment of the “back- 
ground” tonic inhibitory influence by the GABAA- 
ergic system does not affect the glycinergic stimulus- 
evoked inhibitory system; rather it serves to enhance 
or even reveal it. 

It seems likely that the GABAA-ergic effects are 
mediated by the less stimulus-specific input (from 
the descending pathways?) via the granule cell- 
parallel fibre system on to the apical dendrites of the 
pyramidal/fusiform and giant cells by way of the 
stellate and/or cartwheel cells (e.g., Osen et al., 
1990). However, the more specific effects described 
above in the region of the excitatory response and 
lateral inhibitory response regions can only easily be 
explained if there is a GABAA-ergic inhibitory in- 
put onto stimulus-specific glycinergic cells that in 
turn inhibit the cells from which recordings were 
made. 

(3) Since off-inhibition enhances the contrast be- 
tween the difference in discharge rate corresponding 
to stimulus “on” to stimulus “off”, off-inhibition 
is presumably responsible for enhancement of tem- 
poral contrast (Evans, 1985). 

(4) Presynaptic inhibition. The effects of 
Baclofen are presumably related to the action of 
presynaptic GABA, terminals on the primary af- 
ferent dendrites on the type IV cells, therefore 
regulating the degree of their afferent input. 

( 5 )  Contralateral inhibition. The latency of the 
contralateral inhibition is much shorter than the 
latencies given in the earliest reports of contralateral 
inhibition (e.g., 30 - 60 msec; reviewed by Klinke et 
al., 1970), but is similar to that found- by Mast 
(1970), i.e., 8-25 msec. This would be consistent 
with input from the commissural cells in the con- 
tralateral VCN (e.g., Cant and Gaston, 1982; Osen 
et al., 1990). That this inhibition is glycinergic was 
suggested on anatomical grounds by Wenthold et al. 
(1987) and Osen et al. (1990). 

Thus, the combined use of our automated recep- 
tive field mapping technique and iontophoretic ap- 

plication of a variety of pharmacological putative 
inhibitory antagonists has allowed us to dissect out 
at least five types of inhibition in the DCN. To these 
we can presumably add onset (transient) inhibition, 
as yet not characterized pharmacologically. 

Adjustment of these separable systems confers on 
the auditory system the potential of exquisitely fine 
control of information processing, particularly 
spectral and temporal contrast enhancement, in the 
cochlear nucleus. 
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CHAPTER 12 

Functional consequences of neonatal unilateral cochlear 
removal 

David R. Moore, Andrew J. King, David McAlpine, Russell L. Martin and Mary E. 
Hutchings 

University Laboratory of Physiology, Parks Road, Oxford OXI 3PT, U.K. 

The physiological consequences of unilateral cochlear removal in 
infancy were assessed by recording the responses of neurones in 
the ferret inferior colliculus and superior colliculus to acoustic 
stimulation of the intact ear. Animals were lesioned between 
postnatal days P5 and P40 and survived for at least a year prior 
to recording. In the inferior colliculus ipsilateral to the intact ear, 
neurones had lower thresholds and wider dynamic ranges follow- 
ing earlier (PS) than following later (P40, adult) cochlear 
removal. In the superior colliculus contralateral to the intact ear, 
neurones had broader spatial tuning in response to high-level, 

free-field stimulation following cochlear removal at P25, than 
had neurones in normal, unlesioned adults. The neural map of 
auditory space was also disrupted in the lesioned animals. 
However, at low stimulus levels the auditory space map was un- 
affected by the cochlear removal. These results show a develop- 
mental sensitive period for the effects of unilateral cochlear 
removal on the responses of ferret inferior colliculus neurones, 
and alevel-dependent effect of cochlear removal on the responses 
of superior colliculus neurones. 

Key words: Hearing; Audition; Binaural; Physiology; Midbrain; Ferret; Maps 

Introduction 

The development and maintenance of neurones de- 
pends on the connections they make with their tar- 
gets and the input they receive. Throughout the ner- 
vous system this dependence is particularly pro- 
nounced early in life, from the time the first connec- 
tions are formed until, in some systems, adulthood 
is reached. Early deafness has been shown to 
produce many changes in the cellular and molecular 
biology of individual auditory neurones (see Rubel 
et al., 1990) and in the connections made between 
neurones (see Moore, 1991a). However, the implica- 
tions of these changes for hearing, in cases of sub- 
total deafness, have received relatively little atten- 
tion. This is clearly an issue of great importance, 
since most forms of neonatal hearing loss are incom- 

plete, fluctuating, asymmetric between the ears, and 
potentially treatable. 

Our research has focused on the effects of 
unilateral cochlear removal, a form of hearing loss 
that is radical and reproducible, and that leaves one 
ear intact for functional and control studies. Neona- 
tal cochlear removal has both generative and de- 
generative anatomical consequences. It leads to an 
increase in the number and distribution of brain- 
stem projections deriving from the intact ear (Rubel 
et al., 1981; Nordeen et al., 1983; Moore and Kitzes, 
1985; Moore and Kowalchuk, 1988), and to a 
decrease in neurone number and size in the cochlear 
nucleus (CN; Born and Rubel, 1985; Moore, 1990a) 
on the lesioned side and superior olivary complex 
(SOC) nuclei on both sides of the brain (Moore, 
1990b). Physiologically, cochlear removal produces 
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Fig. 1 .  Summary of the physiological experiments on the IC and SC, showing sites of cochlear removal, acoustic stimulation and record- 
ing. Some nuclei (right CN, right LSO, left MNTB) are reduced in size to represent the degenerative effects of neonatal, right cochlear 
removal. All of the ascending auditory projections from the CN that are shown have been found to be changed by cochlear removal. 
Projections from the ventral IC to the SC are bilateral. Abbreviations: CN, cochlear nucleus; IC, inferior colliculus; LSO, lateral su- 
perior olive; MNTB, medial nucleus of the trapezoid body; MSO, medial superior olive; SC, superior colliculus. 

an increase in responsiveness of neurones in the in- 
ferior colliculus (IC; Kitzes, 1984; Kitzes and Sem- 
ple, 1985) and primary auditory cortex (AI; Reale et 
al., 1987) on the side of the intact ear to acoustic 
stimulation of that ear (Fig. 1). In this paper, we 
report on the developmental time course for physio- 
logical changes in the IC and we explore the effects 
of early cochlear removal on another aspect of audi- 
tory system function, the representation of sound 
location in the superior colliculus (SC; King and 
Hutchings, 1987). 

Methods 

General 
Ferrets were born and reared in the laboratory 

animal house. Removal of the right cochlea was per- 
formed under steroid anaesthesia (“Saffan”; 
0.5 - 2 ml/kg) on postnatal days P5, P25 or P40 as 
described previously (Moore and Kowalchuk, 
1988). Animals were reared to adulthood (1 -2 
years) and prepared for acute physiological record- 
ing from the IC (Moore et al., 1983) or SC (King and 

Hutchings, 1987). Briefly, the animals were 
barbiturate-anaesthetized, supported in a frame 
that left the head unobstructed and, for the SC ex- 
periments, paralysed with gallamine and artificially 
respired. Acoustic stimuli were delivered to the left 
ear either through a sealed headphone incorporating 
a probe microphone (IC experiments), or via a loud- 
speaker mounted on a hoop at a distance of 0.58 m 
from the head (SC experiments). Tungsten-in-glass 
microelectrodes were advanced through a cranio- 
tomy into the brain until single neural units were iso- 
lated. At the conclusion of the experiment, the 
animals were perfused with fixative. The midbrain 
and the right temporal bone were sectioned and 
stained to confirm the placement of the electrode 
tracks and the totality of the cochlear removal. 

IC experiments 
In “normal” control animals the right cochlea 

was removed during the surgical preparation for 
recording. Recordings were made in the central 
nucleus of the left IC (ICC; Fig. 1). Pure-tone 
stimuli (300 msec duration, presented at 0.9 Hz) 
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were used to produce frequency-threshold (tuning) 
curves. The stimulus was then set at the unit’s best 
frequency, and rate-level (intensity) functions were 
obtained at 5 or 10 dB resolution. Off-line analysis 
was used to determine the threshold, discharge type 
(onset, sustained) and dynamic range of each unit. 
Comparisons between groups were made using 
either an analysis of variance with planned compari- 
sons between individual means or a x2 test (Snod- 
grass, 1977). 

. A  Imonset 0 S “ ~ a i n e d j  

~ n=89 n=87 n=107 n=68 

SC experiments 
Cochlear removals were performed only on P25 

ferrets. Recordings were made in the right SC (Fig. 
1). Broad-band noises (100 msec, presented at 0.6 
Hz) were used to determine the threshold of deep- 
layer units for the stimulus position previously 
found to be most effective in producing visual 
responses in the superficial SC layers of the same 
electrode penetration (see King and Hutchings, 
1987). Spatial receptive fields were measured using 
stimulus levels of 10 ( f 5 )  dB and 30 ( & 5 )  dB above 
this threshold and at azimuthal (i.e., horizontal) po- 
sitions separated by 20” around the animal’s head. 
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ZC experiments 
Recordings were obtained from 349 units that 

were excited by auditory stimulation of the ip- 
silateral ear (Fig. 1). Many other units that were 
acoustically unresponsive or exclusively inhibited 
by high-frequency ipsilateral stimulation were also 
isolated in each group. In normal animals, about 
2/3 of the excited units responded only at the onset 
(within 50 msec) of the tone stimulus (Fig. 2A). 
Almost all the rest responded throughout the stimu- 
lus (“sustained”). A similar distribution of dis- 
charge patterns was obtained for animals receiving 
cochlear removal at P25 and P40. For animals le- 
sioned at P5, the ratio of onset to sustained units was 
about 1 : 1. A non-parametric statistical comparison 
of the data in Fig. 2A showed that this difference 
was not significant (x2 = 4.1, df = 3, 0.2 > P > 
0.1). 

Corrected Thresholds Dynamic Ranges 

I ! 

L 

I 
p<o.o1 

Fig. 2. Results of IC experiments. A .  Percentage of units classi- 
fied as onset or sustained. B. Mean thresholds (k 1 S.D.), nor- 
malized to the neural audiogram for the ferret (see text). C. Mean 
dynamic ranges of units with saturating intensity functions. 

Thresholds of the excited units varied with fre- 
quency and between treatment groups. In order to 
control for frequency-related variation, we cor- 
rected the threshold for each unit by expressing it 
relative to the envelope of the most sensitive 
thresholds obtained to contralateral stimulation in 
an earlier study of the normal ferret ICC (Moore et 
al., 1983). The results (Fig. 2B) showed that 
thresholds were lower in the P5 group than in the 
normal group (N vs. P5: F1,289 = 7.2, P < 0.01). 
Neither of the other lesioned groups differed signifi- 
cantly from the normals. 

Dynamic ranges were calculated by subtracting 
the stimulus level at 10% of the maximum response 
level from that at 90% of the maximum response 
level on each unit’s intensity function. Units that did 
not saturate within the intensity range studied 
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COCHLEAR REMOVAL - NORMAL 
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Fig. 3.  Results of SC experiments. Relation between SC recording site, expressed in millimetres from the rostra1 edge of the nucleus, 
and the azimuthal position from which the stimulus evoked the maximum spike count for each unit. A. Normal animal data. Data 
points represent a mixture of high (> 20 dB re. threshold) and low (< 10 dB re. threshold) level stimulation. B. Data from animals 
receiving a unilateral cochlear removal at P25. Low- and high-level stimuli were as defined in A. The dashed lines in each part of 
the figure are the envelope of the normal data. 

(usually up to 90 dB SPL) and units having highly ir- 
regular intensity functions were excluded from this 
analysis. The results for the remaining (saturating 
and non-monotonic) units are shown in Fig. 2C. 
Both the P5 (Fl,154 = 6.2, P c 0.05) and the P25 
(F1,154 = 5.8,  P c 0.05) groups had significantly 
broader dynamic ranges than the normals. The P40 
group did not differ from the normals. 

SC experiments 
Recordings were obtained from 52 units in the 

right SC of adult animals that had the right cochlea 
removed at P25. Control data from 64 units in the 
right SC of normal adult ferrets were available from 
another study (King and Hutchings, 1987). The rela- 
tion between the SC recording position and best 
stimulus azimuth in the “normal” group is shown in 
Fig. 3A. The neural map of azimuth extended from 
just ipsilateral to the midline ( + 20°), through the 
contralateral, frontal field (Oo to - 90”) and into the 
contralateral, rear quadrant (to - 130”). A close re- 
lation was found between recording position and 
best azimuth, and this relation was maintained 
across a wide range of stimulus levels. 

The SC representation of azimuth in animals 

receiving a unilateral cochlear removal at P25 de- 
pended on stimulus level. Near threshold (“low 
level” in Fig. 3B) spatial representation closely fol- 
lowed that observed in normals, as shown by the 
dashed line envelope of the normal data plotted in 
both parts of Fig. 3. However, at stimulus levels 
25 - 35 dB above threshold, the spatial receptive 
fields of most neurones broadened and the best spa- 
tial positions occupied the entire available sound 
field (+ 170” to - 170O). Best positions were not or- 
ganised topographically or correlated with cell loca- 
tion in the SC. 

Discussion 

Unilateral cochlear removal in infancy was shown to 
change the responses of IC neurones ipsilateral to 
the intact ear to acoustic stimulation of that ear. The 
changes were relatively subtle and dependent on the 
age of the animal at the time of the removal. For the 
SC, the results following unilateral cochlear 
removal at P25 were similar to those reported by 
Palmer and King (1985) following unilateral coch- 
lear removal in adult guinea pigs. A normal map of 
auditory space was evident at near threshold levels 
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in both cases, but there was no topographic order in 
the distribution of best positions at suprathreshold 
levels. 

Previous physiological studies of the effects of 
cochlear removal in infancy have been limited to a 
single age point during the first postnatal week. In 
gerbils, Kitzes (1984) showed that the proportion of 
recording sites in the IC that were excited by stimula- 
tion of the ipsilateral, intact ear increased from 42% 
to 86% following cochlear removal at P2. For single 
units, response thresholds were lower, peak dis- 
charge levels were higher, response patterns were 
more sustained, and response latencies were shorter 
in the neonatally lesioned animals (Kitzes and Sem- 
ple, 1985). Qualitatively, we found the same results 
in our P5 lesioned ferrets and, by the dynamic range 
index, in our P25 lesioned ferrets. However, the 
changes in our experiments were quantitatively 
small. 

One possible explanation for the differences be- 
tween the gerbil and ferret data is that, although 
both species are altricial, the gerbil is less developed 
at P2 than the ferret is at P5 and, consequently, the 
gerbil brain was more dependent on normal afferent 
input at the time of cochlear removal. It is therefore 
interesting to contrast both these species with the 
cat, a relatively precocious carnivore. Reale and his 
colleagues (1987) have shown that, following 
unilateral cochlear removal between PO and P3, cat 
A1 ipsilateral to the intact ear is changed qualita- 
tively in the same ways as the gerbil and ferret IC. 
Quantitatively, their results more closely resembled 
the gerbil than the ferret. Both the cat and the gerbil 
studies suggested a close similarity between the ip- 
silateral responses in the lesioned animals and nor- 
mal contralateral responses. In the ferret, con- 
tralaterally evoked excitatory responses (Moore et 
a1 , , 1983, and unpublished data) are more common 
and much stronger than ipsilaterally evoked 
responses, even after cochlear removal at P5. 

It is difficult to reconcile these observations, since 
the neurological development of a PO - P3 cat is 
comparable to that of a P25 ferret (Linden et al., 
1981; Moore, 1991b). Perhaps AI, like visual corti- 
cal areas (see Sherman and Spear, 1982), is more 

physiologically vulnerable to sensory deprivation 
and unilateral deafferentation than are sub-cortical 
areas. Alternatively, different species may simply 
have different auditory system developmental sensi- 
tive periods or susceptibility to hearing loss, despite 
their similarity on other measures of neural develop- 
ment and plasticity. 

Whatever the reason(s) for the quantitative 
differences between ferrets, gerbils and cats, the 
qualitative similarities in neural response to coch- 
lear removal suggest that radical unilateral hearing 
loss in any mammalian species may increase sensi- 
tivity to sounds presented to the normal ear. It is, 
however, necessary to view these results from a 
different perspective. The higher levels of the mam- 
malian auditory system, including the IC and AI, 
are normally much more strongly influenced by con- 
tralateral stimulation (Glendenning and Masterton, 
1983; Heffner and Heffner, 1990) than by ipsilateral 
stimulation. There is presently only scant evidence 
concerning the influence of the intact ear on con- 
tralateral brain structures following early unilateral 
removal; Reale and colleagues (1987) found a small 
increase in the mean threshold of A1 neurones con- 
tralateral to the intact ear. In their anatomical study, 
Nordeen and her colleagues (1983) found a signifi- 
cant decrease in the number of neurones projecting 
from the CN on the intact side to the contralateral 
IC. This finding contrasted with the significant in- 
crease in the size of the ipsilateral projection. Thus, 
it may be that the contralateral influence of the in- 
tact ear declines in parallel with the increased ip- 
silateral influence. Given the greater role of con- 
tralateral pathways in normal hearing (Jenkins and 
Masterton, 1982; Heffner and Heffner, 1990), these 
data suggest that sensitivity to sounds presented to 
the intact ear may be poorer than normal. We are 
presently investigating these possibilities by obtain- 
ing behavioural audiograms in cochlear ablated fer- 
rets (Martin et al., 1991). 

Although the SC map of auditory space was simi- 
larly affected by cochlear removal in the P25 ferret 
as in the adult guinea pig (Palmer and King, 1985), 
there was a difference between the results of the two 
experiments. SC responses became very broadly 
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tuned to sound azimuth at high sound levels follow- 
ing acute cochlear removal in adult guinea pigs. 
While many auditory responses were also broadly 
tuned in our study, others exhibited spatial response 
profiles that were sharply tuned, albeit to abnormal 
positions. Whether this difference reflects a de- 
velopmentally related change in sensitivity to coch- 
lear removal, the different survival times following 
the removal, or a genuine species difference remains 
to be determined. Suprathreshold spatial tuning in 
the SC is based on binaural localization cues 
(Palmer and King, 1985; Middlebrooks, 1988). 
These cues will be unavailable following unilateral 
cochlear removal, so any developmental change in 
sensitivity must reflect a change in neural responses 
to the spectral cues to sound position provided by 
the outer ear (Carlile, 1990). 

The ferret SC receives most of its ascending audi- 
tory input from regions ventral to the ipsilateral 
ICC, primarily lateral, dorsal and rostral to the dor- 
sal nucleus of the lateral Iemniscus (Fig. 1; A. J. King 
and D.R. Moore, unpublished data). Evidence from 
the cat suggests that those regions receive their 
predominant input either from the ICC (Aitkin et 
al., 1981) or in parallel with projections to the ICC 
(Aitkin, 1986). An increase in the dynamic range of 
neurones in the left IC (Fig. 2C) following removal 
of the right cochlea at P25 might, therefore, be 
reflected in an increase in suprathreshold response 
levels in the left SC. The influence of the left IC on 
the right SC may be either indirect, via the commis- 
sural projection from one SC to the other (Behan, 
1985), or direct, since the SC receives a small input 
from the contralateral, ventral IC. Ineither case, the 
physiological relation between changes in auditory 
brain-stem activity and changes in the fidelity of 
spatial representation in the SC have yet to be deter- 
mined. 
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CHAPTER 13 

Functional organization and learning-related plasticity in 
auditory cortex of the Mongolian gerbil 
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Introduction 

There is recent progress in cochlea implant technol- 
ogy, identification of suitable patients for implants, 
and postoperative training programs, all with a 
remarkable benefit for hearing and speech commu- 
nication of some formerly deaf patients (Fraysse 
and Cochard, 1989). Nevertheless, the average im- 
provement across all implanted patients and, conse- 
quently, the prognosis before an implant is not yet 
satisfactory. There is the possibility that plasticity in 
the central auditory system of deaf patients is a criti- 
cal factor which determines the final postoperative 
level of hearing and speech perceptability in each 
case. Only limited information is available about 
mechanisms of plasticity in auditory cortex (Wein- 
berger and Diamond, 1987; McMullen and Glaser, 
1988; Diamond and Weinberger, 1989; Robertson 
and Irvine, 1989; Edeline et al., 1990; Weinberger, 
1990), in contrast to a host of studies of visual cortex 
plasticity (see Singer, 1987). Knowledge is sufficient 
neither in terms of sensitive phases for auditory cor- 
tex organization during development, nor in the 
adult system of learning-induced plasticity, nor of 
compensatory plasticity after peripheral lesions. 
Without specific animal studies, it seems hopeless to 
determine which of these alternatives are relevant 
for patients after various periods of deafness, i.e., 
for implant prognosis. 

The Mongolian gerbil (Meriones unguiculatus) 
has recently become a mammalian model for the 
study of auditory mechanisms. The foremost rea- 
sons for the growing interest in gerbil audition are: 
(1) the unusual, almost human-like, low-frequency 
hearing specialization (Finck and Sofouglu, 1966; 
Ryan, 1976), which is reflected by expansion of the 
low-frequency representations in auditory struc- 
tures (Ryan et al., 1982; Steffen et al., 1988); among 
other factors, this favors speech-related studies in 
that species; (2) the enlarged middle ear cavities 
which permit a direct experimental access to the 
turns of the cochlea; and (3) the fact that (1) and (2) 
are found in a small, easily bred laboratory animal. 
The following report reflects an initial attempt to 
study one aspect of auditory cortical plasticity in this 
promising animal model, namely adult auditory 
learning. Data are suitable as a baseline for studies 
of the other two types of plasticity. 

Basic functional organization of auditory cortex: 
electrop hysiology 

As there were no previous studies, the tonotopic or- 
ganization of gerbil primary auditory cortex (AI) 
and surrounding fields was analyzed in our labora- 
tory using standard microelectrode mapping tech- 
niques (Tillein, 1988; Thomas, 1989; Scheich, 
1991a,b). Multiple tangential dorsoventral elec- 
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Fig. 1 .  Summary map of tonotopic organization of multiple fields in the left auditory cortex of the Mongolian gerbil. Approximate 
course and distances of isofrequency contours schematized from data obtained in best frequency (BF) unit mapping experiments. Areas 
marked with asterisks contain wide-band units responding with little variation to frequencies between 1 and 30 kHz (with permission 
from Scheich, 1991b). 

trode tracks were made in each animal under light 
anesthesia. Electrodes remained in granular and 
supragranular layers and recording positions had a 
distance of 100 pm. Single and multi-unit activity 
were analyzed using 250 msec tone bursts (0.1 - 45.0 
kHz, 70 dB SPL). On-responses were integrated for 
up to ten repetitions and the best frequency (BF) de- 
termined in the frequency response histogram. The 
tonotopic (i.e., the BF-related) organization of A1 
covers the described hearing range of gerbils (Fig. 
1). High BFs were represented rostrally and low fre- 
quencies caudally, in terms of isofrequency con- 
tours, with a roughly dorsoventral orientation. 

There are additional tonotopic maps adjacent to 
AI. Rostra1 to A1 a smaller field with a complete 
tonotopic gradient, but reversed to the one in AI, 
was mapped (mirror image representation) and 
termed anterior auditory field (AAF). BFs in a range 
from 0.1 to 43.0 kHz were found in A1 and AAF. 

Representation of lower BFs up to 8 kHz had higher 
spatial resolution. Unit responses obtained in A1 as 
well as in AAF were strong with usually narrow tun- 
ing and short latencies. 

Caudal to A1 two additional small tonotopically 
organized fields, a dorsoposterior field (DP) and a 
ventroposterior field (VP) were identified. In both 
fields, low BFs were located rostrally adjacent to the 
low-frequency representation in AI. High-fre- 
quency representations were found caudally in VP. 
In DP, BFs were concentrically organized with high 
BFs located in the center. Responses to tone bursts 
within DP and VP were relatively weak with longer 
latencies and broader tuning compared to A1 and 
AAF. 

Penetrations dorsocaudal to A1 revealed an area 
of broadly tuned neurons without tonotopic organi- 
zation, interpreted as a secondary belt region (field 
D). In the transition area between A1 and D, 
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responses were similar to those found in the low- 
frequency range of A1 and AAF but without a 
straightforward tonotopy (AId). Ventral to the 
high-frequency border between AAF and AI, a 
rapid decrease to low BFs leads to the assumption of 
an additional auditory field termed ventral field V. 
Responses were similar to those of DP and VP. The 
location of A1 and AAF appeared to be within 
koniocortex in Nissl-stained sections, while the re- 
maining fields lay outside. 

Basic functional organization of auditory cortex: 
deoxyglucose labeling 

Gerbil auditory cortex fields were also mapped 
tonotopically using the radioactive 2-deoxyglucose 
(2DG) technique (Sokoloff et al., 1977). Narrow- 
band, frequency-modulated (FM) tone bursts and 
pairs of alternating pure-tone bursts (both at about 
75 dB SPL, 2/sec) served as stimuli. Details of the 
methods used for gerbils are found in Scheich 
(1991a) and Caird et al. (1991). In short, adult 
awake gerbils in a small cage were exposed to the 
acoustic stimuli for 90 min in an anechoic chamber 
after an i.p. injection of 18 pCi %-2-fluoro-2- 
deoxyglucose. Serial horizontal sections of the 
brains were exposed to Kodak NMB X-ray film for 
two weeks. Topological measurements of labeled 
frequency band laminae were made using recon- 
structions of the hemispheres from enlarged prints 
(magnification, x 7.5). 2DG uptake chiefly corre- 
lates with the energy requirements of the membrane 
sodium pump (Mata et al., 1980), and thus reflects 
ongoing electrical activity. It has been shown that 
peak metabolic activity corresponds to the location 
of units with the corresponding BF in electrophysio- 
logical and 2DG combination experiments in the 
same animal (Theurich et al., 1984). 

The primary field (AI) and the rostrally adjacent 
smaller field (AAF) showed prominent frequency- 
specific dorsoventral stripes of labeling with a varia- 
ble width (- 200 pm) extending radially across the 
cortical layers and tangentially in roughly dorsoven- 
tral direction (frequency band laminae, FB laminae) 
(see Fig. 2). FB laminae in A1 and AAF shifted as a 

Fig. 2. Reconstruction of 2-deoxyglucose labeled auditory corti- 
cal fields in the gerbil. Serial horizontal section autoradiographs 
of left (L) and right (R) hemispheres after 2/sec stimulation with 
1 and 2 kHz alternating tones. The 1 and 2 kHz frequeqcy band 
laminae in each of the different fields are fused to one particu- 
larly dark band. Using small frequency “jumps” of one octave 
increases the contrast of the banding patterns, which facilitates 
identification of the fields. The spacing of the sections exagger- 
ates the dorsoventral extent of auditory cortex but allows one to 
follow the radial extent of labeling through the cortical depth in 
each section. Note spatial correspondence of the two data sets by 
comparing left hemisphere of this figure with the electrophysio- 
logical map in Fig. 1. 

function of stimulus frequency relative to each 
other. FB laminae also shifted with respect to a land- 
mark in the lateral hippocampus which was found to 
form a reliable and independent spatial reference 
across individual brains. Quantitative densimetric 
spatial analysis of the FB laminae locations, ob- 
tained with different frequencies, revealed mirror- 
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Fig. 3. Average tonotopic map of gerbil A1 obtained from 2- 
deoxyglucose labeling experiments with different frequencies. 
The peak labeling in each A1 frequency band lamina obtained 
with the different tone frequencies was referred to the rostrocau- 
dal position of a reliable landmark in the brain (anterior tip of the 
hippocampus = 0 on the coordinate scale) and averaged for 
different cases and the two hemispheres. Ordinate scale cor- 
responds to relative dorsoventral extent of A1 labeling on the sur- 
face of the hemisphere. Note relatively small ( f 200 pm) stan- 
dard deviation of the dorsal aspect of the 1 kHz contour from the 
hippocampus reference (x = 0). For comparison with elec- 
trophysiological map of AI, see Fig. 1. 

imaged tonotopic maps of A1 and AAF, as in the 
electrophysiological study. In AI, the progression 
from low- to high-frequencies was from caudal to 
rostral and in AAF the gradient was reversed leading 
to a common high-frequency border of the two 
fields. 

In the A1 map the spatial resolution for frequen- 
cies below 8 kHz (speech range) showed similar oc- 
tave intervals (- 200 pm/octave) and was better for 
frequencies below 1 kHz. A1 showed generally 
higher spatial resolution for frequencies as well as 
longer isofrequency contours than AAF. Differen- 
tial metabolic 2DG responses to the described 
stimuli in conjunction with the electrophysiological 
data allowed one to distinguish in addition a ventral 
(V), an anterior ventral (AV), a dorsoposterior 
(DP), a ventral posterior (VP) and a dorsal field (D). 

The 2DG patterns provided standard tonotopic 
maps of A1 and AAF averaged across many in- 
dividuals and, in addition, topological data of all 

fields in conjunction with reliable landmarks of ger- 
bil auditory cortex (Fig. 3). Functional 2DG labeling 
cannot replace an electrophysiological approach 
due to missing temporal resolution. However, the 
technique allows comprehensive collection of 
robust data sets of representation (i.e., of the geo- 
metry of evoked auditory activity patterns) in corti- 
cal fields. Therefore, the technique also appeared to 
be suitable to study learning-induced activity. 
Prominent learning-induced changes of 2DG up- 
take have previously been shown in the auditory and 
limbic system of rats using a classical aversive condi- 
tioning paradigm (Gonzalez-Lima and Scheich, 
1984, 1986a,b). The use of the 2DG technique for 
learning studies appears to be favorable for a num- 
ber of reasons including the fact that 2DG accumu- 
lation occurs predominantly in presynaptic termi- 
nals and with dendrites reflecting primarily circum- 
synaptic electrical activity (Heil and Scheich, 1986). 

Learning-induced changes of 2-deoxyglucose 
uptake 

The following learning studies in gerbil auditory 
cortex were designed to test whether aversive condi- 
tioning changes the frequency representation in 
fields A1 and AAF (Simonis and Scheich, in prepa- 
ration). Animals in a first experiment were injected 
with 2DG prior to classical conditioning using a 
1 kHz slightly frequency-modulated tone burst (10 
sec, 75 dB SPL) as conditioned stimulus (CS), fol- 
lowed by a foot-shock as unconditioned stimulus 
(US). During a 2DG session of 40 min 100 pairs of 
stimuli were presented with pseudo-randomized 
pauses. 

Quantitative topological analysis of labeling in 
autoradiographs was performed using an image 
processor. Densimetric values of pixels were aver- 
aged across the radial and dorsoventral extent of FB 
laminae with a resolution of about 10 pm which 
resulted in distributions with relative peaks. The 
peak-to-peak distance between the labeled fre- 
quency band laminae in A1 and AAF was signifi- 
cantly larger in the paired animals with respect to 
unpaired controls with the same stimuli. This cor- 
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Fig. 4.2-Deoxyglucose labeling of gerbil auditory cortex during aversive classical conditioning on 1 kHz tone bursts (100 stimuli in 40 
min). In comparison to paired presentation of tones and foot-shocks in the conditioned animals the controls received the same number 
of the two stimuli during the 2DG session but in an unpaired (random) fashion. The most conspicuous difference between the two groups 
of animals is the change in the distance between the two labeled 1 kHz frequency band laminae in A1 and AAF which is larger in the 
conditioned cases. Thus, classical conditioning shifts tonotopic representation toward lower frequencies. 

responds to the visual impression of a larger separa- 
tion of the two bands as shown in the montage of 
Fig. 4. Peak shifts were in the range of 100 - 200 pm. 
In a tonotopic frame of reference of the two mirror- 
imaged fields A1 and AAF, an increased peak dis- 
tance of labeling would correspond to a shift of 
maximum activity towards lower frequencies. 

In a second experiment, animals were trained in a 
shuttle box to avoid the shock after a 1 kHz tone. In 
the following 2DG session (recall session) the 
animals received only occasional shocks when they 
made mistakes. The peak-to-peak distance between 

A1 and AAF frequency band laminae was the same 
in this avoidance conditioned group compared to 
controls which were previously habituated to only 
the tones in the shuttle box and received no shocks. 
However, the total width of the labeled frequency 
band laminae in A1 and AAF in the avoidance con- 
ditioned group was significantly larger than in the 
controls. 

The spatial changes of stimulus representations 
revealed by these two studies suggest that the popu- 
lations of neurons which are maximally activated 
during associative learning and during recalling 
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learned information are partially different, and are 
also partially different from the population max- 
imally activated by the meaningless tones. 

To show that these effects are frequency-specific 
and not due to some general increase of cortical ex- 
citability by any frequency, animals were trained 
with a differential conditioning paradigm (Fig. 5) .  
The two frequencies (CS + = 1 kHz and CS - = 
10 kHz) were presented randomly and the animals 

CS*l kHz CS-lOkHz Control 1 + lOk& 

do4 

vei 

dots 

had to respond to the CS+ by avoiding a foot- 
shock, whereas the CS- was not paired with a 
shock. For a second group the foot-shock was 
paired with 10 kHz. In a subsequent 2DG session, 
the two experimental groups and a control group 
were exposed to 1 and 10 kHz (Fig. 5).  A naive con- 
trol group was stimulated with 1 and 10 kHz without 
shocks. In both experimental groups, i.e., after 
training, we found in the 2DG session a relatively 

CS+lOkHZ CS-lkwZ 

Fig. 5.2-Deoxyglucose labeling of gerbil auditory cortex after conditioned differential frequency responses. One group of animals (left) 
was previously trained to avoid a foot-shock upon presentation of a 1 kHz, slightly frequency-modulated tone burst (CS +) and not 
to jump upon presentation of 10 kHz tone bursts (CS - , no foot-shock). In another group (right) the paradigm was reversed. During 
the 2DG session (75 tone stimuli in 45 min) the trained animals rarely made a mistake and thus received few foot-shocks. A naive control 
group (middle) was stimulated with the same number of 1 and 10 kHz tones without foot-shocks in the same random fashion as the 
experimental groups. In this group, the 1 kHz and 10 kHz frequency band laminae are separable in A1 and, at higher magnification, 
also in AAF, and have about equal labeling intensity. In the CS + 1 kHz group labeling at 10 kHz in A1 and AAF is reduced almost 
to background levels. Note the clear area between the two 1 kHz frequency band laminae (small arrowheads). In the CS + 10 kHz group, 
there is more activity in the 10 kHz frequency band laminae compared to the CS + 1 kHz cases, but the 1 kHz frequency band laminae 
have retained some activity. These differences in the two conditioned groups suggest that differential meaning of two frequencies are 
reflected in the tonotopic 2DG labeling but that 1 and 10 kHz are not equivalent in producing differential 2DG effects. 
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more intense and broader CS + representation, 
while the representation of CS - was relatively 
depressed. Due to some blur of frequency represen- 
tation in the two trained groups in comparison to the 
control group (see Fig. 5 ) ,  spatial shifts of labeling 
could not be analyzed. 

The results together lead to the following prelimi- 
nary conclusions: tone conditioning appears to 
produce primarily spatial changes of activity pat- 
terns in fields of auditory cortex and differential 
tone conditioning also produces differential 
changes of activity levels. Spatial changes are not 
simply expansions of the conditioned frequency 
representation but shifts in one or the other direc- 
tion across the tonotopic gradient. Thus, spatial 
representation of frequencies in cortical tonotopic 
maps does not seem to be rigid but can be influenced 
to some degree by learning. The spatial shifts are 
relativelylarge (100 - 200pm). With respect to tono- 
topic labeling in A1 of control animals (see Fig. 3), 
i.e., 200 pm for one octave in the 1 kHz range, the 
learning-induced shifts of peak labeling reach 0.5 
octaves. This is under the assumption that A1 and 
AAF both contribute to the measured shifts. If only 
one field would undergo changes the shift of 
representation would be larger. 

Electrophysiological changes after classical 
conditioning 

A parallel approach to learning was taken in awake 
chronically prepared gerbils (head mount and cham- 
ber implanted) with single and multi-unit recordings 
in primary auditory cortex (chamber technique) be- 
fore and after classical conditioning (Ohl, 1991). 
Gerbils with painless cranial fixation sat quietly in a 
housing tube for many recording sessions'and toler- 
ated mild electrocutaneous stimulation at the tail as 
an unconditioned stimulus (US). The frequency 
receptive field (FRF) of each unit was analyzed be- 
fore conditioning with approximately 70 dB SPL 
free-field stimulation at the contralateral ear. Then, 
one frequency was paired between 50 and 100 times 
with the US which produced occasional tail flicks. 
Subsequently, the FRF was analyzed again. 

As a typical non-frequency-specific effect, both 
spontaneous and evoked spike rate of units dropped 
after conditioning. If the BF of a given unit was used 
as a conditioned stimulus (CS) frequency no 
remarkable influences were seen on the overall 
shape of the FRF. Specific and reliable changes of 
FRF configuration occurred with CS frequencies lo- 
cated on the slopes of FRFs. It was not the response 
to the CS nor to the BF, however, which increased 
but responses to frequencies adjacent to the CS. 
Responses to the CS remained the same or 
decreased. This is shown for a unit in Fig. 6 which 
had a BF at 100 Hz and was conditioned with lo00 
Hz. BF and CS responses remained essentially the 
same after conditioning but two side-peaks at 600 
Hz and 1200 Hz appeared. A number of units 
showed more complicated conditioned FRFs with a 
relative drop of response at the CS and asymmetric 
or multiple side peaks of relatively increased 
responses. 

Although a decisive mechanistic interpretation is 
still a matter of debate, preliminary network model- 
ing of laterally interacting units (by F.O. in our 
group) suggests lateral inhibition conveyed by 
Hebbian-like synapses to underly the observed 
frequency-specific plastic effects. In any case, it 
seems clear that the changes are not due to in- 
dividual properties of any given conditioned neuron 
but rather to a cooperative effect in a larger net- 
work, either cortical or subcortical. Thus, the 
frequency-specific conditioning effect does not de- 
pend on the individual tuning characteristics of a 
neuron but rather on the conditioning frequency. In 
other words, retuning of a neuron is not simply 
proportional to the unconditioned frequency 
responses in the FRF. More specifically, there is no 
response change or a slight depression of response to 
the conditioned frequency itself. Thus, the influence 
on frequencies adjacent to the CS must involve 
other, presumably, neighboring connected neurons 
driven by the CS. 

The electrophysiological results are suitable to ex- 
plain heuristically the 2DG results of conditioning, 
and both together provide some insight in how 
learning changes cortical representation of sounds. 
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Obviously, frequency conditioning does not alter 
the tuning of those units with a BF corresponding to 
the CS very much, i.e., these units appear to remain 
in the ensemble of conditioned neurons. Instead, 
tonotopically neighboring units are incorporated 
into the conditioned ensemble to a varying degree. 
As there is also a general unspecific decrease of ac- 
tivity of all units during conditioning, the incorpo- 
ration effect would not necessarily result in a simple 
increase of labeling and widening of a labeled fre- 
quency band lamina but rather to complex spatial 
shifts of the distribution of labeling. The fine pat- 
tern of such redistributions of activity in large neu- 
ronal ensembles may depend on the type of condi- 
tioning and on context variables as suggested by the 
2DG results. It is appealing to speculate that the 
meaning of sounds is stored by such cooperative ef- 
fects which shift the weight of activity within and be- 
yond the limits of previously responsive neuronal 
ensembles. 

additional requirement is fulfilled. There should be 
a relatively wide meshwork of non-plastic and 
rigidly responding neurons which guarantee tono- 
topic fidelity. Many neurons within the meshwork 
could then be flexibly involved to shape the re- 
presentation of sounds with different meaning. 

What can possibly be learned from these results 
for making cochlear implants more successful? 
Learning in the normal animal is capable of func- 
tionally reorganizing even tonotopic gradients in au- 
ditory cortex. Therefore, it seems obvious that more 
elaborate auditory training should have a fun- 
damental role in the rehabilitation process, if only a 
fraction of the cortical plasticity potential is main- 
tained after extended periods of deafness. Further- 
more, tonotopic organization fundamentally in- 
volves most neurons in multiple maps of auditory 
cortex, probably all capable of learning-induced 
changes. Therefore, spectral aspects of sounds 
produced by implants should be more in the focus of 
interest as they may be vehicles of re-learning . 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 14 - 18 

J.  Duysens 

Nijmegen, The Netherlands 

In recent years it has become increasingly clear that 
it is misleading to describe the activity of motoneu- 
rones or interneurones as resulting from the input 
from a single source such as a descending command, 
or a proprioceptive, or exteroceptive reflex path- 
way. Instead, it is important to understand this ac- 
tivity in the context of the motor task to be executed. 
This is true for automated movements, such as those 
that occur during postural corrections and locomo- 
tion, as well as for voluntary movements. 

Task-dependency during the latter type of move- 
ments was investigated by Tax and Gielen in an ele- 
gant series of experiments on single motor unit 
recruitment in elbow muscles during force and 
movement tasks. The force threshold of their units 
was found to depend both on the direction of the 
torque (e.g., supination, flexion) and on type of task 
(force or movement). Their conclusions about the 
existence of task-related subpopulations of moto- 
neurones can be seen as parallelling similar views, 
based on studies of leg muscles (“task groups”, 
Loeb, 1985). Nevertheless, some limitations in the 
experimental design suggest caution in the interpre- 
tation of the data. The force threshold, defined by 
Tax and Gielen, was measured at the elbow joint, 
not at the muscles involved. Hence, the relative tor- 
que contribution of the different muscles in force 
and movement tasks can only be estimated quite in- 
directly. It would therefore be of interest, either to 
include surface EMG recordings as extra estimators 
of force, or to extend these experiments to studies on 
animals, in which muscle force can be measured 
directly (Loeb et al., 1980). 

A second salient feature of the paper by Tax and 
Gielen concerns the shift in the initial firing rate at 
recruitment in force as opposed to movement tasks. 
Although this shift is relatively small (e.g., a transi- 
tion in firing rate from 10 to 12 Hz), the result is con- 
sistent and has far-reaching consequences, since it 
suggests that even the intrinsic properties of moto- 
neurones can be adapted to the requirements of 
different tasks. The authors interpret their data 
mainly in the context of the effects of monoamines 
on the membrane properties of motoneurones (Con- 
way et al., 1988), but some alternative hypotheses 
should be considered as well. The force and volun- 
tary movement tasks, used by Tax and Gielen, 
almost certainly led to different fusimotor sets 
(Prochazka et al., 1985), or more generally, to 
changes in sensory contexts, which may have af- 
fected the motoneurones differentially. In addition, 
the conclusion about the specific effects of force 
commands (involving monoaminergic pathways) 
should be evaluated in the context of a possible role 
of force feedback on motoneurones as well. Other 
factors, such as for example different rates of 
depolarization of the motoneurones in the various 
tasks, could theoretically also have contributed to 
the observed shift in initial firing rate. 

During the automated movements of locomo- 
tion, task-dependency emerges in the form of 
changes in gain of various reflexes. Summarizing an 
impressive set of experiments, Stein, Yang, Bt- 
langer and Pearson describe how the gain of H- 
reflexes decreases as one changes from standing to 
walking and running. So far, this “task-dependent 
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gating” has only been fully documented for H- 
reflexes in soleus. However, to establish whether a 
general decrease in gain occurs in proprioceptive 
reflexes under these locomotor conditions, it would 
be of interest to know more about the gain changes 
in other muscles as well. Soleus is a slow “postural” 
muscle and one can therefore not easily extrapolate 
these results to other fast muscles. This problem is 
also present for the phase dependency of the 
responses. Stein et al. showed that the gain of both 
H-reflexes and tendon reflexes in soleus increases 
during the stance phase of walking. In contrast, for 
quadriceps Dietz et al. (1990a,b) found a decrease 
for both types of reflexes under the same circum- 
stances. Another unresolved issue is the functional 
interpretation of the reduced gain in soleus H- 
reflexes just after footfall. IS this related to the land- 
ing of the foot in an attempt to preserve the normally 
occurring yield in that phase? Dyhre-Poulsen et al. 
(1991) showed that the soleus H-reflex was small at 
touchdown when landing from a downward jump, 
but large at touchdown while hopping. Hence the 
gain of the soleus H-reflex seems more a function of 
the post-landing requirements than of the landing it- 
self. 

Stein described a similar difficulty in interpreta- 
tion arising for the phase-dependent modulation 
and reversal of the cutaneous reflexes. According to 
Yang and Stein (1990), the meaning of the modula- 
tion and reversal of tibialis anterior responses with 
medium latency lies in the adjustment of corrective 
responses to external perturbations during the step 
cycle (“stumbling corrective responses”, Forss- 
berg, 1979). However, during swing, the changes in 
joint angles correlated with these cutaneous reflexes 
are small, and do not resemble the behavioral cor- 
rections to mechanical perturbations. Therefore, 
one should consider the alternative interpretation 
that the medium latency responses represent an ex- 
aggeration of activity in reflex pathways which are 
continuously used during the step cycle, even when 
no correction is needed. Movement induces in- 
creased firing in afferents from the skin, even if the 
latter is not in direct contact with external surfaces 
(Loeb et al., 1977; Hulliger et al., 1979). Skin stretch 

is often overlooked as a source of movement feed- 
back. Lundberg et al. (1987) suggested that such af- 
ferent activity from the skin is combined with sen- 
sory signals from muscle receptors in reflex path- 
ways which are continuously used to assist move- 
ment. For example, the facilitation of reflexes in 
flexor muscles, such as tibialis anterior, in late 
stance and early swing should perhaps not be seen as 
corrective responses but rather as an exaggeration of 
activity in so-called FRA pathways which assist in 
the generation of flexion movements at the onset of 
swing. 

Whatever the correct interpretation of the gating 
data may be, it is of great interest that phase- 
dependent modulation is now being investigated 
clinically. The finding, reported by Stein, that pa- 
tients with spasticity often show a considerable loss 
in phase-dependent modulation of H-reflexes, indi- 
cates that there is a possible link between gait abnor- 
malities and defective gating mechanisms in spinal 
reflexes. 

In his paper, Hulliger also reviews some clinical 
data. The ataxia, resulting from pyridoxine intoxi- 
cation, is attributed mostly to a loss of propriocep- 
tive feedback. At present, however, it is uncertain 
how much cutaneous afferent input contributes to 
these ataxia’s. Nevertheless, Hulliger is probably 
right when he points out that some of the observed 
deficits may be due to long-term effects. He argues 
that Ia feedback may be used to optimize motor pro- 
grams. This could occur against a background of 
high dynamic fusimotor drive, for which Hulliger 
and his colleagues obtained convincing evidence, us- 
ing an elegant method to reconstruct fusimotor acti- 
vation profiles during movements. Although this 
method has its limitations (the reconstruction is 
made with one or two gamma fibers, while in reality 
up to 12 gamma fibers can affect the signals from a 
spindle afferent), there is no reason to doubt some 
of the predictions concerning the presence of high 
dynamic gamma drive during difficult tasks, such as 
beam walking. Interestingly, in humans the H- 
reflexes in such tasks are smaller than during normal 
walking (Llewellyn et al., 1990), which would imply 
that, paradoxically, a high dynamic fusimotor gain 
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may go hand in hand with a low reflex gain. Could 
it be useful to control a high sensitivity of the 
peripheral receptor while centrally we already have 
the ability to control the gain of these incoming sig- 
nals? Hulliger answers with a clear no. He believes 
that artificial control of gait does not require 
peripheral gain control. However, the results of the 
beam walking, mentioned above, may undermine 
his conclusion. In such difficult tasks, it may be ad- 
vantageous to be able to have both peripheral and 
central gain control. For example, it may be useful 
to have a high peripheral sensitivity to be able to 
make fast corrective movements, based on projec- 
tions to higher motor centers, while at the same time 
reducing the stiffness of the parent muscles by 
lowering the gain in segmental reflex pathways. It 
may be argued that the same goal can be achieved by 
having a different gain control at the segmental and 
supraspinal level. However, this would require that 
the sensor always operates at its most sensitive level. 
This is a severe limitation since the sensor then 
saturates when large changes in length have to be sig- 
naled. The big advantage of peripheral gain control 
(not only for spindles but also for other sensors such 
as retinal rods during dark adaptation) is that the 
full dynamic range of the afferent elements can be 
used to measure over different ranges of stimulus in- 
tensities. Is it wise to disregard this elegant design 
principle at.this early stage of thinking about artifi- 
cial control of gait? 

The contribution of Dietz also addresses task- 
dependent gating of responses but the emphasis is on 
postural responses to natural stimuli, such as trans- 
lational movements of the supporting surface. 
Through a series of imaginative experiments, he was 
able to demonstrate that the amplitude of these 
bilaterally occurring responses increased in situa- 
tions where destabilization was most pronounced. It 
is argued that the position of the body’s center of 
gravity in relation to the support surface is the con- 
trolled variable. Furthermore, Dietz suggests that 
the modulation of the amplitude of the responses is 
caused by interactions with activity from load- 
detecting receptors from extensor muscles. This cer- 
tainly is a very intriguing proposition, requiring fur- 

ther discussion. In motor control, the emphasis has 
been too long on length feedback and it is only re- 
cently that the need for force-regulating mechan- 
isms has been fully recognized (Taylor and Gottlich, 
1985). Whether one has to control precisely the force 
needed to grasp an egg between fingers or whether 
one has to adjust corrective postural responses as a 
function of body loading (e.g., constant changes in 
length, induced by platform perturbations under 
water in the Dietz’ experiments), feedback from 
load detectors is essential. 

In Dietz’ opinion, the latter feedback is primarily 
used to modulate the responses, which are presumed 
to originate from the activation of group I1 affer- 
ents. The question remains, however, whether load- 
ing or unloading of muscles could not have been the 
direct cause of some of the observed responses 
rather than the modulating factor. Certainly, Dietz 
showed a close correlation between response ampli- 
tude and changes in ankle angle. However, the ex- 
periments did not permit the measurement of the 
loading of the different muscles involved and it is 
quite possible that the observed responses were well 
related to these (unmeasured) force changes as well 
as to the variations in muscle length. During loco- 
motion of thalamic cats, it has been shown that 
loading of extensors prevents the initiation of the 
flexor burst, needed for the onset of swing (Pearson 
and Duysens, 1976; Duysens and Pearson, 1980). 
This effect could be traced to activation of Ib affer- 
ents from these extensors. In this situation, the un- 
loading of extensors is thus a prerequisite for the ac- 
tivation of flexors. These findings have recently 
been confirmed in a preparation with fictive loco- 
motion (Conway et al., 1987). 

Whether the load receptors act directly or in- 
directly, it will be a challenge for further research to 
identify the receptors themselves. Ib afferents are 
the prime candidates of the “extensor load detec- 
tors”, mentioned by Dietz. This is a very sensible 
proposition, since it is known from the work of 
Houk and Henneman (1967) that these receptors are 
best recruited by active contraction of the parent 
muscles and that they could function as load detec- 
tors (for recent review, see Jami, 1992). Mechano- 
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receptors of the foot could play this role as well, but 
Dietz argues that these are not likely to contribute, 
since anesthesia of the skin has little effect on the 
postural responses. However, there may be redun- 
dancy in the afferent systems signaling load and 
hence, substitution of one system by the other is 
quite possible in such cases. In support of this redun- 
dancy idea is the observation that Ib and cutaneous 
afferents converge on common interneurones 
(Lundberg et al., 1977). This implies that informa- 
tion about changes in load, as detected by cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors from the foot and by extensor 
Golgi tendon organs, is combined in the spinal cord 
(see also Taylor and Gottlich, 1985; Schomburg, 
1990). 

It is at the level of the spinal cord that Dietz argues 
postural responses are generated. This is certainly 
the most likely possibility in view of the relatively 
short latency of the responses and in view of the evi- 
dence that the responses are due to activation of 
group I1 rather than of group I afferents (Dietz et 
al., 1985). Nevertheless, for tibialis anterior 
responses to electrical stimulation of the sural nerve, 
Burke et al. (1991) and Meinck et al. (1985) claimed 
that responses with a latency of respectively 90 and 
80 msec could, in principle, arise from a transcorti- 
cal loop. One should keep in mind, however, that 
long latencies do not necessarily imply long loops 
and that responses to mechanical stimulation have 
longer latencies than those to electrical shocks. To 
settle this issue, experiments with magnetic stimula- 
tion of the cortex may be helpful, as they have been 
in providing evidence for a cortical involvement for 
the long-latency stretch reflex of the human thumb 
(Capaday et al., 1991). The possibility of the release 
of a brain-stem “triggered response”, such as the 
spinobulbospinal (SBS) reflex, cannot be ruled out 
either. For the gastrocnemius response a SBS reflex 
is unlikely because of the dependence of the ampli- 
tude of the responses on propioceptive feedback. 
However, as pointed out by Dietz, the tibialis an- 
terior response amplitude and latency to forward 
perturbation was about equal on both sides, even 
following unilateral displacement. This would be 
consistent with the release of a common brain-stem 

“program”. Dietz’ argument (Dietz et al., 1990a,b) 
for a spinal rather than a supraspinal “program” is 
partly based on the observation that adaptations in 
interlimb coordination survive spinal transections 
in cats. However, the interlimb coordination, 
referred to in these animal experiments, is related to 
phase shifts of stepping movements, which are out 
of phase, while the presently described coordination 
involves “in phase” coordination. Moreover, 
although evidence for a spinal central pattern gener- 
ator (CPG) is abundant for the cat, similar convinc- 
ing evidence is not available for humans. 

In the cat, the first detailed description of the 
operation of the CPG came from Jankowska and 
colleagues (Jankowska et al., 1967). Since these pi- 
oneering studies, she has continued to explore spinal 
circuitry and her contribution in this book summa- 
rizes some of the most recent data from this excellent 
work. Jankowska and Edgley report on three types 
of spinal interneurones, involved in the control of 
posture and locomotion. Especially exciting is the 
discovery of the excitatory group I1 interneurones, 
since these are the only group of identified last-order 
interneurones able to activate motoneurones. The 
description of these premotor elements has raised 
hope that we can soon start to unravel the details of 
the spinal locomotor CPG. However, although 
most of the evidence available supports the notion 
that these neurones play a part in locomotion (in 
particular “fictive” locomotion), the question re- 
mains whether they are part of the CPG. None of the 
six neurones of this type, described by Edgley et al. 
(1988), showed DOPA-induced long-lasting dis- 
charges in phase with activity from flexors or exten- 
sors, as has been found in the initial DOPA studies 
(Jankowskaet al., 1967). Instead, DOPA selectively 
depressed these neurones as well as all other types of 
group I1 interneurones in the intermediate zone and 
in the ventral horn. 

Jankowska and Edgley also argue for a role of the 
group I1 interneurones in phase-dependent reflex 
reversals. A discussion about the neural substrate 
for this type of reversal is particularly welcome in 
view of the recent demonstrations of such reversals 
in humans (see contribution of Stein et al.). The 
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main argument of Jankowska for a role in phase 
switching is that these group I1 interneurones receive 
potent input from hip muscles and that it has been 
shown that hip position is important for reflex rever- 
sals. Clearly, it would be of great interest to have 
recordings from these interneurones in behaving 
animals but the technical difficulties for this type of 
experiment have yet to be solved. More feasible, for 
the time being, would be experiments to determine 
whether the proposed phase-switching neurones are 
sensitive to extensor unloading, since it has been 
shown that this is an essential feature for the transi- 
tion from stance to swing (see above). 

In the final part of their paper, Jankowska and 
Edgley present a summary of the data on commis- 
sural interneurones. Since group I1 afferents are 
able to activate some of these neurones, it is tempt- 
ing to speculate that these commissural interneu- 
rones may play a role in bilaterally occurring 
responses to unilateral perturbations, such as those 
described by Dietz. In relation with the latter work, 
it would also have been quite interesting to have a 
review of the Goteborg work on “Ib inhibitory in- 
terneurones”, but this was omitted because these 
neurones have yet to be shown to be active during 
either fictive locomotion or postural reactions of the 
cat. 

With respect to these “Ib interneurones”, it is 
worth noting that this terminology is being gradu- 
ally abandoned because of the proven convergence 
from other types of afferents on these interneurones 
(Lundberg et al., 1977; Powers and Binder, 1985), 
and the question then arises whether similar difficul- 
ties will not emerge with the “group I1 interneu- 
rone” terminology, currently used by Jankowska 
and colleagues. Certainly, the main input to these 
neurones is from group I1 interneurones in the 
reduced preparations used, but there is also exten- 
sive convergence from other afferents and it is not 
known in which pathways these interneurones oper- 
ate predominantly in the intact animal. Hence, one 
should keep in mind the restrictions, inherent to any 
classification of this type, in order to avoid that 
these terms become a straightjacket to our thinking 
about the functioning of spinal circuitry (for more 

details see, for example, the recent discussion about 
the Flexor Reflex Afferents terminology in Schom- 
burg, 1990). 
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CHAPTER 14 

New aspects of human muscle coordination as revealed by 
motor-unit studies 

A.A.M. Tax and C.C .A.M. Gielen 

Department of Medical Physics and Biophysics. University of Nijmegen. The Netherlands 

Increasing evidence has become available against the view that in- 
dividual muscles should be regarded as functional units in the 
control of force by the motor apparatus. The relative contribu- 
tion of various motoneurone pools (belonging to a single muscle) 
to muscle force appears to depend on the direction of torque ex- 
erted by the corresponding limb. This clearly indicates the 
presenceof more thanonecontrolor activation parameter for the 
total motoneurone pool of a single muscle. Windhorst et al. 
(1989) have even proposed a combined sensory and neuromuscu- 
lar partitioning, such that segmental control mechanisms are 
based on subdivisions of motoneurone pool - muscle com- 

Key words: Muscle; Motor units; Movement coordination; Human arm movements 

plexes. Size-related recruitment occurs within these subdivisions 
rather than in the motoneurone pool as a whole. Moreover, 
motoneurones can operate in various modes (different relative 
contributions of the recruitment mechanism and the firing fre- 
quency mechanism to muscle force) related either to movement 
or to force. This indicates that muscle coordination is organised 
differently in force tasks and in movement tasks. These proper- 
ties of motoneurone activation mentioned above are difficult to 
incorporate in existing models on sensorimotor organisation. 
Some of these discrepancies will be reviewed in order to highlight 
future directions for modelling. 

Introduction 

The control of posture and movement is one of the 
important functions of the central nervous system 
(CNS). Both from an architectural (Kuypers, 1985) 
and a functional (Bernstein, 1967; Schmidt, 1978; 
Brooks, 1986; Denier van der Con, 1988) point of 
view the motor system is generally assumed to be 
built up in parallel but hierarchically organized 
stages. At the highest level an internal representa- 
tion of the outer world, the body and the limbs is 
constructed on the basis of experience and actual 
sensory information. At this level perception, cogni- 
tion, motivation and attention play an important 
role with regard to the decisions to act and to the 
planning of movements (Pew, 1984). At a lower 
level the resulting signals are thought to be trans- 
formed into motor programmes. Then the suitable 

muscles are selected and eventually, at the lowest 
(spinal) level, their motoneurone pools are acti- 
vated. The CNS centres can only perform appropri- 
ately if they receive a continuous stream of afferent 
(sensory) information. Therefore, “one often uses 
the term sensorimotor system to connote the totality 
of afferent and efferent functions participating in 
muscular activity’’ (Schmidt, 1978). 

Investigation of the sensorimotor system in hu- 
mans is hampered by the fact that the motor centres 
are inaccessible to direct measurement. However, 
muscle-fibre activity recorded by means of intra- 
muscular fine-wire electrodes reflects the activity of 
its parent motoneurone in the spinal cord. In this 
way motoneurone activity in the spinal cord can be 
measured indirectly. The motoneurone can be acti- 
vated by (direct) projections originating from higher 
centres and/or by sensory projections that may be 
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influenced by the fusimotor system (y-activation). 
In other words, "the motor unit serves as the final 
common pathway for motor integration at the cellu- 
lar level" (Houk and Rymer, 1981). Therefore, 
measurements of motor-unit activity alone do not 
allow conclusions to be drawn about important is- 
sues relating to motoneuronal control, such as a-y 
linkage (Granit, 1955) or independent a-y control 
(Prochazka et al., 1985). Nevertheless, motor-unit 
studies can provide detailed information on the im- 
portant question of muscle coordination. As two ex- 
amples of this we will describe, in more detail, the 
different coordination of elbow flexor muscles in 
force and movement tasks and, in short, the non- 
homogeneous activation of muscles acting around 
the elbow joint. These results will be discussed in 
light of current models on muscle coordination in 
various motor tasks. 

Motor-unit studies 

Motor-unit activity of elbow jlexor muscles in 
force and movement tasks 

Recruitment and firing frequency behaviour of 
motor units in the m. biceps, m. brachialis and m. 
brachioradialis have been investigated in three 
different conditions (Tax et al., 1989, 1990a,b). 
Condition I: isometric flexion contractions in which 
the exerted torque at the wrist is slowly increased. In 
this experiment the upper arm is 80" abducted and 
supported under the elbow joint. The angle between 
the forearm and the upper arm is fixed at 100" (the 
reference position; 180" corresponds to full exten- 
sion of the forearm). Condition 11: small voluntary 
movements near the reference position while the 
subject is exerting a constant or increasing torque in 
flexion direction. Condition 111: the subject is in- 
structed to exert increasing flexion torques while 
movements are imposed by a torque motor. The 
movements in conditions I1 and I11 can be either in 
flexion or in extension direction. The velocity of the 
movements is constant and very small (2- 15"/sec 
angular velocity in the elbow joint). Motor-unit ac- 
tivity in the various elbow flexor muscles is com- 

pared, near the reference position, in conditions I, 
I11 (both a force task) and I1 (movement task). 

The recruitment threshold of motor units in m. bi- 
ceps brachii is found to be considerably lower for 
voluntary flexion and extension movements (condi- 
tion 11) than for isometric contractions (condition 
I), even at velocities as low as 2"Isec. For velocities 
greater than 2O/sec the recruitment thresholds ap- 
pear to depend weakly on the velocity of the move- 
ment. The slight decrease in recruitment threshold 
for increasing velocities agrees rather well with the 
effect of the force-velocity relation. Contrary to the 
results in m. biceps brachii the recruitment thres- 
hold of the motor units in m. brachialis and m. 
brachioradialis is found to be considerably higher 
for voluntary flexion and extension movements 
than for isometric contractions. The amount of 
decrease (biceps) and increase (brachialis, brachio- 
radialis) is proportional to the isometric recruitment 
threshold (see Fig. 1). This means that within one 
population of motor units the recruitment order is 
generally the same during isometric contractions 
and slow voluntary movements. For all three elbow 

I s o m e t r i c  t h r e s h o l d  ( N m )  

Fig. 1. Joint recruitment data of m. biceps (filled squares), m. 
brachialis (open circles) and m. brachioradialis (filled circles). 
For each investigated motor unit the estimated recruitment 
threshold for slow voluntary flexion movements is plotted 
against the average isometric recruitment threshold. A slope 
equal to one would indicate that the recruitment behaviour is 
similar in both types of task. (Used by permission from Tax et al., 
199ob.) 
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Fig. 2. Data obtained from one typical biceps motor unit. Combi- 
nations of flexion recruitment threshold and initial firing fre- 
quency during the first second after recruitment for contractions 
during imposed movements in flexion (filled circles) and exten- 
sion (open circles) direction. In addition, the average recruitment 
threshold and the average initial firing frequency for voluntury 
flexion (filled square) and extension (open square) movements 
are plotted, together with the estimated errors. The point of inter- 
section of the two dotted lines indicates the average recruitment 
threshold and the average initial firing frequency for isometric 
contractions. (Used by permission from Tax et al., 1990a.) 

flexor muscles the initial firing frequency of the mo- 
tor units depends on the direction of movement: at 
recruitment the motor units start firing with a higher 
firing frequency during voluntary flexion move- 
ments and a lower firing frequency during voluntary 
extension movements than during isometric con- 
tractions (see, for instance, Fig. 2). 

Two main conclusions are drawn from these 
results. First of all, the similar recruitment order 
within each flexor muscle for isometric contractions 
and for both voluntary flexion and extension move- 
ments indicates a homogeneous activation of the 
motoneurone pools in these conditions. However, 
the firing frequency at recruitment of the motoneu- 
rones can be adjusted rather independently: the 
motoneurones seem to possess several different 
“modi operandi” related to the required task. This 
means that the relative contribution of the two 
force-grading mechanisms, i.e., the recruitment of 

motor units and the modulation of their firing fre- 
quency, is task-dependent. Secondly, the relative ac- 
tivation of the three synergistic elbow flexor muscles 
is different for isometric contractions and slow 
voluntary movements (against a constant and an in- 
creasing load). The relative contribution to the total 
exerted flexion torque in the elbow is estimated to in- 
crease to approximately 48% for biceps and to 
decrease to approximately 45% for brachialis and 
brachioradialis during slow voluntary movements 
in comparison with the relative contribution of 36% 
and 57%, respectively, during isometric contrac- 
tions. It has been argued that these differences have 
to be ascribed mainly to the different recruitment 
behaviour of the three elbow flexor muscles in the 
two tasks. 

In both force tasks, i.e., the isometric flexion con- 
tractions (condition I) and the flexion contractions 
during imposed movements (condition 111), the 
recruitment levels and the firing frequency be- 
haviour of the motor units of all three muscles have 
been found to be similar (see Fig. 2). However, these 
motor-unit characteristics are quite different in slow 
movement tasks (condition 11), as is described in the 
previous paragraph. Thus, a specific recruitment 
and firing frequency behaviour is not related to the 
presence or absence of movement itself, but rather 
to the instruction to the subject. This implies that the 
remarkably different motor-unit behaviour in force 
and movement tasks cannot be caused by differ- 
ences in afferent signals without concomitant 
changes in the central activation of the (11 and/or y 
motoneurone pools. A simple redistribution of cen- 
tral activity among the same efferent nerve bundles 
that project onto the (11 and/or y motoneurone pools 
of the elbow flexor muscles cannot account for both 
the different recruitment and firing frequency be- 
haviour during voluntary movements. A possible 
explanation might be that primarily intrinsic spinal 
mechanisms are controlled by supra-spinal input 
such that both the excitability and the firing fre- 
quency of the motoneurones can be adjusted (Con- 
wayet al., 1988). It is concluded that thecentralacti- 
vation of the (11 and/or y motoneurone pools of the 
three elbow flexor muscles is remarkably different 
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for force tasks and slow (voluntary) movement 
tasks, even if the same torques are exerted and/or 
the same movements are made. 

Non-homogeneous activation of human arm 
muscles 

The recruitment behaviour of motor units belong- 
ing to muscles acting around the elbow joint has 
been studied as a function of isometric torque in 
flexiodextension and supination/pronation direc- 
tion (ter Haar Romeny et al., 1984; van Zuylen et 
al., 1988; Denier van der Gon et al., 1991). For the 
m. biceps brachii (caput longum) three different 
groups of motor units have been distinguished by 
virtue of their recruitment behaviour. For the first 
group of motor units the recruitment threshold only 
depends on the amount of exerted flexion torque. 
This group is never active during for instance con- 
tractions in supination direction only. The recruit- 
ment threshold of the second group only depends on 
the amount of supination torque (and is never active 
for purely flexion torques). Finally, the recruitment 
threshold of the third group depends on a linear 
combination of supination and flexion torques. So, 
depending on the task (isometric flexion or supina- 
tion) different groups of motor units may be active 
by a different amount. Due to this inhomogeneous 
activation, the recruitment order within a muscle is 
not fixed, but is task-dependent. Within a subpopu- 
lation of motor units in the muscle there is a fixed 
recruitment order. It has been shown that subpopu- 
lations of motor units, each with a different recruit- 
ment behaviour, exist in almost all arm muscles (van 
Zuylen et al., 1988; Jongen, 1989). Therefore, in- 
dividual muscles cannot be considered as functional 
units in the control of the motor apparatus. 

Muscle models 

Equilibrium point hypothesis 
The so-called X-model (Feldman, 1986; Feldman 

et al., 1990) is a nice example of how both central 
and afferent signals can be thought to participate in 
muscular activity. It will be sufficient to discuss it 
here in its simplest form. Starting point for this 

model is an empirical finding. Consider a subject 
that is counteracting a particular load at a particular 
elbow angle. The instruction “not to intervene 
voluntarily to forearm deflections when the load is 
removed” is thought to fixate the central drive to the 
sensorimotor system during the (step-by-step) un- 
loading. This results in a force-length curve at a 
(presumably) constant central drive. This is called 
an invariant characteristic (IC). It is important to 
note that, as a consequence of the tonic stretch 
reflex, muscle activity is not a constant in this experi- 
ment. The IC has therefore a dual (central-reflex) 
nature. By changing the initial conditions (different 
combinations of elbow torque and elbow angle) a set 
of IC’s can be found. This led Feldman to the idea 
that muscle together with reflex and central control 
mechanisms behaves like a non-linear spring, the 
zero length of which is the controllable parameter 
(A, which is set by the central drive). For one pair of 
agonist/antagonist muscles acting around a single 
joint this can be expressed in the general mathemati- 
cal form: 

F =  f ( x - h )  

in which F is the exerted force, x the muscle length, 
andfthe form of the IC that determines the stiffness 
of the sensorimotor system. This stiffness is thought 
to be built up by a contribution of both intrinsic 
muscle stiffness and a combined length feedback by 
muscle spindles and force feedback by Golgi tendon 
organs (Houk and Rymer, 1981). Central com- 
mands to the a- and/or y-motoneurones are sup- 
posed to specify the zero length @) and therefore a 
particular IC. The sensorimotor system will be in 
equilibrium if F is exactly counteracting the actual 
load. This corresponds to a unique point (the 
equilibrium point, EP) on the particular IC. This EP 
specifies muscle activity, force and length as a conse- 
quence of the interaction between the muscle and the 
load. In general, the X-model gives a unique solution 
(EP) for both voluntary (setting the parameter X and 
thus choosing a particular IC) and involuntary 
(changing x or changing the load) motor processes. 
A change in the parameter X will lead on the one 
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hand to a force change in isometric conditions and 
on the other hand to a movement in isotonic condi- 
tions. This means that, as far as the model is con- 
cerned¶ force and voluntary movement are con- 
trolled by one single mechanism. This conclusion 
holds for all models that are based on an equilibrium 
point hypothesis (e.g., Bizzi, 1980; Hogan, 1985). 

However, the experimental results described 
above (see p. 155) definitely contradict this view. 
The existence of task-dependent muscle coordina- 
tion and task-dependent “modi operandi” of the 
motoneurones has far-reaching consequences for 
views on the control of posture and movement. 
Muscle coordination seems to be organised on the 
basis of different principles for force tasks and 
(slow) movement tasks. These principles are not yet 
understood. 

The spring-like property of the effector system, as 
described previously, is consistently found in all 
neuromuscular systems ranging from single func- 
tionally isolated muscles to sets of several synergistic 
and antagonistic muscles operating to control joint 
rotations or even whole arm movements. This indi- 
cates that the A-model may be extended to describe 
the coordination of different muscles acting around 
one or more joints (Feldman et al., 1990). However, 
the model is quite empirical and does not give 
specific predictions for the relative activations of 
various synergistic muscles that act across a joint. 

Muscle coordination 
One of the main problems concerning the coordi- 

nation of muscle activation for movements or tor- 
ques in a particular direction is that, for some motor 
tasks, the number of muscles acting across one or 
more joints is (thought to be) larger than strictly 
necessary. This gives rise to the possibility that a tor- 
que or movement in a particular direction can be 
realized by a large variety of different muscle activa- 
tion patterns. Despite this redundancy, a unique ac- 
tivation pattern of muscles is generally observed in 
various subjects. The rationale by which the muscles 
act at any instant is not readily apparent. In the past 
a number of theories on muscle coordination have 

been put forward. These theories can be divided into 
two classes. 

In the first class of theories it is hypothesized that 
the CNS, in order to solve the problem of redun- 
dancy, optimises some cost function (e.g., Yeo, 
1976; Crowninshield and Brand, 1981; Dul et al., 
1984a,b; Herzog 1986). Such a cost function should 
be non-linear because linear criteria inherently 
predict discrete muscle action (orderly recruitment 
of muscles!) instead of synergistic action (Dul et al., 
1984a). However, the non-linear (often non- 
physiological) criteria used, although providing a 
solution to the problem of redundancy, do in 
general not agree with experimental findings (van 
Zuylen et al., 1988). Another contribution may 
come from (biomechanical) considerations pointing 
at a different role for mono- and bi-articular mus- 
cles. First, Hogan (1985) has proposed that bi- 
articular muscles are necessary in order to regulate 
the end-point stiffness of a particular limb. Sec- 
ondly, van Ingen Schenau (1989) has defined a con- 
cept of minimising negative work delivered by mus- 
cles. This concept deals with the fact that a particu- 
lar combination of movement displacement and ex- 
erted force of a limb may require that a mono- 
articular muscle is activated while lengthening. In 
such a situation the muscle dissipates work rather 
than contributing to the work done by the limb. 
Since the work delivered by the limb is equal to the 
sum of work delivered by all muscles, a negative 
work production by one muscle has to be compen- 
sated by an increased amount of work by another 
muscle. In minimising this dissipation of work a spe- 
cial role is attributed to the bi-articular muscles in 
multi-joint movements. This model predicts 
(qualitatively) a different coordination of mono- 
and bi-articular muscles in force and movement 
tasks in agreement with those described above (see 
p. 155) and data of Gielen et al. (1990). However, it 
cannot account for the different ‘ ‘modi operandi” 
of the motoneurones. 

The second class of theories is based upon the idea 
that the organisation of the sensorimotor system is 
fundamentally a result of transforming sensory per- 
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ception into motor action. This idea is first elabo- 
rated explicitly by means of the controversial “ten- 
sor” analysis (Pellionisz and Llinas, 1982; for an ap- 
plication, see Gielen and van Zuylen, 1986). Later, 
other researchers suggested that the solution to the 
redundancy problem in muscle coordination should 
be found in the correlation between the muscle spin- 
dle signals of the various muscles. For instance, Jon- 
gen et al. (1989) have proposed that the CNS would 
use a minimal but sufficient set of principle activa- 
tion vectors, which were determined by a matching 
of efferent (to the muscles) and afferent (from the 
muscle spindles) signals. And quite recently, the 
relevance of neural networks to the coordination of 
neuromuscular systems has been investigated 
(Denier van der Gon et al., 1990). 

An implicit assumption in all muscle models dis- 
cussed is that the muscles are homogeneously acti- 
vated. In the case of a combined sensory and neu- 
romuscular partitioning (Windhorst et al., 1989) 
parts of muscles may be seen as separate units, 
presumably with size-related recruitment within 
those subpopulations, and a different behaviour 
may come to the fore if these parts have on average 
different mechanical advantages. In this light, Loeb 
(1 985) has proposed the concept of task groups as a 
functional compartmentalization of the motor ap- 
paratus. However, it remains unclear how the 
models mentioned above should account for all the 
different subpopulations that are found in human 
arm muscles (Denier van der Gon et al., 1991). 
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CHAPTER 15 

Interactions between pathways controlling posture and 
gait at the level of spinal interneurones in the cat 

E. Jankowskal and S. Edgley2 

’ Department of Physiology, University of Goteborg, Goteborg, Sweden, and ’ Department of Anatomy, University of 
Cambridge, Cambridge, U. K .  

The properties of three interneuronal populations controlling 
posture and locomotion are briefly reviewed. These are interneu- 
rones mediating reciprocal inhibition of antagonistic muscles 
and interneurones in pathways from secondary muscle spindle 
afferents to ipsilateral and contralateral motoneurones, respec- 
tively. It will be shown that these interneurones subserve a variety 
of movements, with functionally specialized subpopulations be- 
ing selected under different conditions. Mechanisms for gating 
the activity of these neurones appear to be specific for each of 
them but to act in concert. Interneurones which are active during 
locomotion and postural reactions are distributed over many seg- 
ments of the spinal cord and over several of Rexed’s laminae, 
both in the intermediate zone and in the ventral horn (Berkinblit 
et al., 1978; Bayev et al., 1979; Schor et al., 1986; Yates et al., 
1989). The location of neurones discharging during neck and 
labyrinthine reflexes is illustrated in Fig. 1A and E but indica- 
tions that neurones with an even wider distribution contribute to 
locomotion, scratching and the related postural reactions have 
been provided by neuronal markers which preferentially label ac- 
tive neurones (WGA-HRP; see Noga et al., 1987) or neurones 
with active genetic transcription (c-fos; I. Barajon, personal 
communication; Dai et al., 1991). Such a wide distribution indi- 
cates a high degree of non-homogeneity, since neurones of differ- 

ent functional types are usually located in different laminae. It 
has been demonstrated that some of these neurones may be par- 
ticularly important for setting up the rhythm of muscle contrac- 
tions specific for different gaits or scratching, as part of their 
“pattern generators” (see, e.g., Grillner, 1981). Other neurones 
may be primarily involved in initiation of these movements or in 
postural adjustments combined with them. A considerable 
proportion of neurones mediating these movements are 
nevertheless likely to be used not in one particular type of move- 
ment but in a variety of movements, and contribute to postural 
reactions and locomotion as well as to various segmental reflexes 
and centrally initiated movements; they are likely to operate as 
last order (premotor) interneurones of several spinal pathways to 
motoneurones. One of the indications that this is the case is the 
overlap between theareas of location of interneurones active dur- 
ing postural reactions, locomotion, or scratching and the areas 
of location of premotor interneurones (Fig. lC,D). The latter 
were labelled by loading motoneurones with WGA-HRP and by 
its subsequent retrograde transneuronal transport (see Harrison 
et al., 1986). This review will deal with only three representatives 
of such premotor interneurones and will be limited to those which 
are most directly activated by receptors signalling postural distur- 
bances and/or are active during fictive locomotion. 

Key words: Spinal interneurones; Locomotion; Posture 

Interneurones mediating reciprocal inhibition (Ia 
inhibitory interneurones) 

Ia inhibitory interneurones are used to adjust the 
degree of contraction of muscles acting in opposite 
directions at hinge joints. They exert, for instance, 
a stronger inhibition of motoneurones of an- 
tagonists when only one muscle group is to be active, 

than during co-contractions of agonists and an- 
tagonists (Hultborn et al., 1971a,b; J.B. Nielsen, 
personal communication). Also, their activity and 
the degree of the inhibition they exert, is therefore 
adjusted as a part of the preprogramming of various 
movements. Their actions are weakened primarily 
via Renshaw cells which have them under a strong 
inhibitory control (Hultborn et al., 1971a,b; see also 
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Fig. 1. A and B, distribution of neurones responding to neck rotation and to vestibular tilt, respectively. Responses of all neurones in 
A were modulated during neck rotation; those with input from group I and I1 afferents are indicated by stars and circles. Of neurones 
marked in B, those responding at a short latency to vestibular tilt are indicated by filled circles; neurones to the left and to the right 
were recorded from preparations with intact labyrinths or from canal-plugged preparations, respectively. C and D, premotor neurones 
labelled by retrograde transneuronal transport of WGA-HRP from semitendinosus and deltoid muscle nerves in the indicated segments. 
(Modified from fig. 7 of Yates et al., 1989) (A), fig. 3 of Schor et al., 1986 (B), fig. 3 of Jankowska and Skoog, 1986 (C) and fig. 2 
of Alstermark and Kummel, 1986 (0) with permission.) 

Hultborn and Lundberg, 1972; Fu et al., 1978) while 
a variety of neuronal systems converging upon them 
may enhance their activity (for references, see 
Jankowska, 1992). la inhibitory interneurones and 
their actions are easily identifiable by their recurrent 
inhibition, because no other interneurones of spinal 
segmental pathways have been found to be inhibited 
by Renshaw cells (Hultborn et al., 1971a). It could 
therefore be established with confidence that Ia in- 
hibitory interneurones are activated in conjunction 
with a number of segmental reflexes, locomotor, 
postural and centrally initiated reactions. 

A contribution of Ia inhibitory interneurones to 
locomotion has been revealed in two ways. One was 
by demonstrating that they are rhythmically active 
during fictive locomotion (when movements are 
prevented by muscle paralysis; Feldman and 
Orlovsky, 1975; Pratt and Jordan, 1987; Cabel- 
guen, 1988). In the absence of movements their 
rhythmic activity cannot be induced by peripheral 
afferents and must be evoked by intrinsic spinal net- 

works or by supraspinal neurones. Discharges of Ia 
inhibitory interneurones induced under these condi- 
tions coincide with those phases of the step cycle 
during which their target motoneurones ought to be 
inhibited. The second kind of evidence goes beyond 
mere coincidence, showing that the major part of 
the inhibition of motoneurones evoked during fic- 
tive locomotion is evoked via these interneurones. 
The evidence consists of showing that this inhibition 
is practically abolished by activation of Renshaw 
cells by stimulation of a ventral root (Fu et al., 
1975). The disinhibition of motoneurones following 
ventral root stimulation is illustrated in Fig. 24 
where the arrow indicates the time of the stimulus 
application during an IPSP induced by a neuronal 
system operating during fictive locomotion. 

Ia inhibitory interneurones also have been shown 
to contribute to tonic neck reflexes. They are toni- 
cally active in preparations which display such 
reflexes and their activity is then modulated by neck 
rotation (Yamagata et al., 1991). Individual inter- 
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Fig. 2. Examples of the contribution of Ia inhibitory interneu- 
rones to the inhibition of three PBST motoneurones: during 
locomotor-like activity (A), and during actions mediated by 
vestibulo-spinal (B) and cortico-spinal (C) tract neurones. Con- 
trol responses are to the left. Responses following activation of 
Renshaw cells by stimulation of ventral roots (arrows) are to the 
right. Strong depression of IPSPs evoked from contralateral 
flexion reflex afferents (co FRA, in the cat), from Deiters nucleus 
(ND, in the cat), and from motor cortex (CX, in the baboon) by 
Renshaw cells indicates that they were evoked mainly (or exclu- 
sively) by Ia inhibitory interneurones. (Modified from fig. 2 of 
Fu et al., 1975 (A), fig. 1 of Hultborn and Udo, 1972a (B) and 
fig. 1 of Jankowska et al., 1976 (0.) The diagram summarizes 
interactions occurring at the level of Ia inhibitory interneurones 
mentioned in the text. Continuous and dashed lines indicate 
direct and indirect connections, respectively. I, Ia inhibitory in- 
terneurone; R, Renshaw cell; M, motoneurone. 

neurones have, in addition, been found to respond 
to neck movements with different vector orienta- 
tions. Different subpopulations of Ia inhibitory in- 
terneurones may thus be used in variants of the neck 
reflexes. The modulation appears to be particularly 
strong for interneurones with Ia input from the knee 

and hip extensors quadriceps, and much weaker for 
interneurones with Ia input from ankle and toe ex- 
tensors. 

No reports have so far been published on the be- 
haviour of Ia inhibitory interneurones during 
reflexes evoked from the labyrinths. However, there 
are two other indications for their contribution to 
these reflexes. The first is that Ia inhibitory interneu- 
rones have strong input from the lateral vestibular 
nucleus and that their actions on motoneurones are 
strongly facilitated by vestibulospinal tract neu- 
rones (Grillner and Hongo, 1972; Hultborn and 
Udo, 1972a,b; Hultborn et al., 1976). The depres- 
sion of disynaptic IPSPs evoked from the lateral 
vestibular nucleus in motoneurones by activation of 
Renshaw cells (Hultborn and Udo, 1972a) provides, 
in addition, evidence that Ia inhibitory interneu- 
rones play a major role in mediating these IPSPs. 
The potency of the depression of the IPSPs in Fig. 
2B suggests in fact that vestibulospinal tract neu- 
rones may inhibit motoneurones primarily via Ia in- 
hibitory interneurones. However, this may only be 
the case of the inhibition of flexor (in particular knee 
and hip flexor) motoneurones since separate inter- 
neurones appear to be used to mediate inhibitory ac- 
tions of group Ia afferents and vestibulospinal neu- 
rones on ankle flexor and on any extensor motoneu- 
rones (Grillner and Hongo, 1972; ten Bruggencate 
and Lundberg, 1974; Hultborn et al., 1976). 

Involvement of Ia inhibitory interneurones in 
other postural reflexes is indicated by their strong 
activation during crossed extension reflexes (ten 
Bruggencate and Lundberg, 1974; Hultborn et al., 
1976). Again this is not the case for all Ia inhibitory 
interneurones. Those involved mediate primarily in- 
hibition of knee and hip flexors. 

Cortico- and rubro-spinal tract neurones are 
likely to use Ia inhibitory interneurones during 
voluntary movements since these interneurones are 
effectively excited by them. This has been demon- 
strated both in the cat (Lundberg and Voorhoeve, 
1972; Hultborn et al., 1976; Illert and Tanaka, 1976) 
and in primates (Jankowska et al., 1976). Ia inhibi- 
tory interneurones appear to make a particularly 
strong contribution to the inhibition evoked by 
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cortico-spinal neurones in primates in which IPSPs 
evoked by cortico-spinal neurones are evoked di- 
synaptically, while the most direct pathway in the 
cat appears to be trisynaptic. IPSPs evoked in pri- 
mates are also more effectively depressed by Ren- 
shaw cells. An example of such a depression is 
shown in Fig. 2C. 

Considering that none of these movements would 
be likely to be evoked in isolation, the stimuli which 
induce them must interact to govern the activity of 
Ia inhibitory interneurones, as summarized in the 
diagram in Fig. 2. These interneurones must thus be 
nodal points of the coordination of locomotor, 
postural and centrally initiated movements at a pre- 
motoneuronal level. 

Interneurones in disynaptic reflex pathways from 
group I1 muscle afferents (group I1 interneurones) 

Interneurones in pathways from group I1 muscle af- 
ferents are used to coordinate activity of a greater 
variety of muscles than Ia inhibitory interneurones 
since they affect the activity of muscles at several 
joints in a limb. This is true for interneurones in 
polysynaptic as well as disynaptic pathways from 
these afferents. Interneurones interposed in di- 
synaptic pathways have been found to be particu- 
larly numerous in midlumbar segments and to in- 
clude both excitatory and inhibitory interneurones 
which directly synapse upon motoneurones (Edgley 
and Jankowska, 1987; Cavallari et al., 1987). There 
are also indications that the midlumbar interneu- 
rones might serve a somewhat different function 
than interneurones in caudal lumbar segments since 
the two subpopulations are preferentially activated 
by group I1 afferents of different muscles (of quad- 
riceps, gracilis, sartorius, and pretibial flexors, or of 
triceps surae, plantaris and hamstring; see Edgley 
and Jankowska, 1987). However, only very few ob- 
servations have so far been made on caudal lumbar 
group I1 interneurones and only the midlumbar ones 
will be discussed here. 

Some of the midlumbar interneurones appear to 
contribute to the synaptic drive to motoneurones 
during locomotion since they are rhythmically ac- 

tive during fictive locomotion (Shefchyk et al., 
1990) and are readily activated by stimuli applied 
within the mesencephalic locomotor region (Edgley 
et al., 1988). An example of disynaptic EPSPs 
evoked from the latter region is shown in Fig. 3A. 
However, not all of the group I1 interneurones be- 
have in this way. Furthermore, since only Ia inhibi- 
tory interneurones appear to inhibit motoneurones 
during fictive locomotion, only excitatory group I1 

A 0 2 T  - 
6 IQ 1.7T iQ 5T RN20 , 
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Fig. 3. Examples of peripheral and descending input to midlum- 
bar interneurones involved in locomotion and postural reflexes. 
A, B, C b d  D, records from four midlumbar interneurones with 
monosynaptic input from group I1 muscle afferents (in the mid- 
dle column) and without (A .0  or only minimal (B,D) input from 
group I afferents (in the left column). Records in the right column 
illustrate disynaptic EPSPs evoked from the mesencephalic loco- 
motor region (cun, nucl. cuneiformis), monosynaptic EPSPs 
from the contralateral red nucleus (RN) and the ipsilateral lateral 
vestibular nucleus (LVN ) and di- or trisynaptic EPSPs from con- 
tralateral group I1 afferents, respectively. All the interneurones 
were located in the intermediate zone of the L4 or L5 segments 
and were antidromically activated from the motor nuclei (MN) 
in the L7 segment, as indicated in the left column. (Modified 
from fig. 3 of Edgley et al.. 1988 (A), from unpublished material 
of Davies and Edgley (B ,Q  and from fig. 2 of Bajwa et al., 1992 
(D).) Stimulus intensities are in multiples of threshold (T) for 
group I afferents in the quadriceps (Q) nerve and in p A  for cun, 
RN and LVN. 
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interneurones would be expected to act. Both the ex- 
citatory and the inhibitory group I1 interneurones 
might, on the other hand, be used during actual 
locomotion to assist the transition from the stance 
to the swing phase of the step- and/or phase- 
dependent reflex reversal. At least, their input con- 
forms to that required of interneurones used for 
these purposes (see Grillner, 1981; Edgley and 
Jankowska, 1987). 

Strong involvement of group I1 interneurones in 
the labyrinthine and neck reflexes is indicated by 
studies of Brink et al. (1984, 1985), Suzuki et al. 
(1985, 1986) and Yates et al. (1988, 1989). The 
results of these studies show that a considerable 
proportion of lumbar interneurones activated by tilt 
or rotation of the neck are located in laminae VI and 
VII of the midlumbar segments, in the same laminae 
and in the same segments as the population of group 
I1 interneurones described by Edgley and Jan- 
kowska (1987). Some of these were activated by 
group I1 afferents in the same muscle nerves and 
were, in addition, found to project to motor nuclei 
(Yates et al., 1988, 1989). In agreement with this, a 
considerable proportion of group I1 interneurones 
appears to be activated by vestibulo-spinal tract 
fibres (Davies and Edgley, 1993) and, as illustrated 
in Fig. 3C, the coupling between them is mono- 
synaptic. 

Most of group I1 interneurones could also be used 
as last order interneurones in crossed reflex actions, 
since the majority of them are powerfully influenced 
by contralateral group I1 afferents (Bajwa et al., 
1991, and unpublished observations). The latencies 
of EPSPs evoked in them are indicative of a di- 
synaptic coupling; an example of such EPSPs is 
shown in Fig. 30. 

The organization and the properties of the popu- 
lation of group I1 interneurones is still under investi- 
gation. The available evidence shows, nevertheless, 
that it includes several highly functionally special- 
ized subpopulations which are recruited under 
different circumstances. Of these the excitatory in- 
terneurones synapsing on motoneurones are, as al- 
ready mentioned, more likely to be activated during 
fictive locomotion than the inhibitory ones. Differ- 

ent subpopulations of these interneurones respond 
to head rotation in different directions (Brink et al., 
1984; 1985; Suzuki et al., 1986; Yates et al., 1989) 
and would, therefore, be activated during different 
movements. Thus, it is not surprising that only some 
subpopulations of group I1 interneurones are af- 
fected by descending tract neurones. They may be 
monosynaptically contacted not only by vestibulo- 
spinal neurones, but also by reticulo-, cortico- and 
rubro-spinal neurones (Davies and Edgley, in prepa- 
ration). An example of monosynaptic EPSPs 
evoked from the red nucleus is shown in Fig. 3B. 
However, only some descending tract neurones have 
been found to converge on the same interneurones, 
for example reticulo- and vestibulo-spinal neurones 
or cortico- and rubro-spinal neurones. They would 
thus not interact with all of the other peripheral or 
intraspinal sources of input. 

The descending inhibitory control of these neu- 
rones appears to be less differentiated. This is partic- 
ularly true for the control exerted by descending 
monoaminergic neurones, since activity of any 
group I1 interneurones in the intermediate zone of 
midlumbar segments has been found to be depressed 
by noradrenaline and of those in the dorsal horn by 
serotonin (Bras et al., 1990). However, subsets of 
the involved monoaminergic neurones (those in lo- 
cus coeruleus, subcoeruleus or Kolliker-Fuse nuclei, 
or in various raphe nuclei, see Noga et al., 1992) 
might control specific subpopulations of group I1 
neurones. It may, therefore, be relevant for the con- 
trol of transmission to group I1 interneurones that 
subsets of cells in locus coeruleus and subcoeruleus 
are differently affected by labyrinthine and neck 
receptors (Barnes et al., 1989; Manzoni et al., 1989; 
Pompeiano et al., 1990). 

The specificity of the monoaminergic control of 
group I1 interneurones is also indicated by the fact 
that it is restricted to one kind of input: that from 
group I1 muscle afferents (Bras et al., 1989b,1990; 
Noga et al., 1992). This is illustrated in Fig. 4 on 
population EPSPs evoked in midlumbar segments 
(A and B) and on PSPs evoked in motoneurones (C). 
The early and the later components of these poten- 
tials were evoked by group I and group I1 afferents 
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Fig. 4. A.  Effects of locally applied tizanidine (tiz), an a2 NA 
agonist, on two components of a monosynaptic population 
EPSP (extracellular field potential) evoked in midlumbar inter- 
neurones from group I and I1 afferents, as indicated. Superim- 
posed averaged records before (larger) and during (smaller) ap- 
plication of the drug. (Modified from fig. 2 of Bras et al., 1990.) 
B and C. Effects of stimuli applied in the locus coeruleus on 
group I and group I1 components of a similar population EPSP 
(B) and on PSPs evoked in a posterior biceps-semitendinosus 
motoneurone (C) by stimulation of the quadriceps nerve with 
stimuli maximal for both group I and group I1 afferents. Su- 
perimposed averaged records as in A. (From Jankowska, Rid- 
dell, Skoog and Noga, in preparation). 

of quadriceps (Q), as indicated. The figure shows 
that only the group I1 components were depressed 
after a local application of an a2 NA agonist, tizani- 
dine (tiz.) and after conditioning stimuli applied in 
one of the nuclei of origin of the descending mono- 
aminergic neurones, the locus coeruleus (LC). 

Observations illustrated in Fig. 4A suggest fur- 
thermore that when the descending noradrenergic 
control is out of order, group I1 interneurones may 
be responsible for the pathologically exaggerated 
stretch, flexion and postural reflexes associated with 
spasticity. In agreement with such a suggestion, a 
drug, tizanidine, which is highly effective in reduc- 
ing spasticity in hemiplegia, tetraplegia, multiple 
sclerosis and spastic paresis (see, e.g., Bes et al., 
1988), has apparently no effect on reflex actions of 
other afferents, except nociceptors (e.g., Davies and 
Johnston, 1984; Bras et al., 1989b, 1990). 

Commissural interneurones in crossed reflex 
pathways from group I1 afferents 

Commissural neurones are used to coordinate ac- 
tivity of muscles on both sides of the body. Those 
with group I1 input have been found in midlumbar 
segments, in laminae V - VII (Bras et al., 1989a) and 
in lamina VIII (Jankowska and Noga, 1990). 
However, commissural neurones operating as last 
order interneurones are located primarily in lamina 
VIII, both in the lumbosacral and cervical enlarge- 
ments (Harrison et al., 1986; Alstermark and Kiim- 
mel, 1986). As illustrated in Fig. 1C and D, they ap- 
pear thus to constitute a separate interneuronal 
population from the last order ipsilaterally project- 
ing interneurones which are located primarily in la- 
minae VI and VII. There are nevertheless indica- 
tions that the ipsilaterally and contralaterally pro- 
jecting interneurones with group I1 input operate in 
concert. As illustrated in Fig. 3, they are often ex- 
cited by group I1 afferents of the same nerves (Edg- 
ley and Jankowska, 1987; Jankowska and Noga, 
1990; Arya et al., 1991), although excitation by con- 
tralateral group I1 afferents is evoked only in- 
directly, is less effective and often requires more 
than one stimulus. The two interneuronal popula- 
tions may also be co-excited by the same descending 
tract fibres, especially the vestibulo- and reticulo- 
spinal. This is indicated by the similarities in the 
descending input to lamina VII and lamina VIII neu- 
rones (Kozhanov and Shapovalov, 1977; Davies and 
Edgley, 1992). The distribution of neurones acti- 
vated during labyrinthine and tonic neck reflexes 
within both lamina VII and lamina VIII (Brink et 
al., 1985; Suzuki et al., 1986; Yates et al., 1988, 
1989; cf. Fig. l .A,B and Fig. lC,D) leads to the 
same conclusion. It is also in keeping with the 
demonstration that vestibulo-spinal tract neurones 
terminate in both these laminae (especially those ter- 
minating outside motor nuclei; Shinoda et al., 
1986). 

Interneurones of the two populations may also 
excite each other. The ipsilaterally acting group I1 
interneurones might contact the commissural inter- 
neurones via their axon collaterals in lamina VIII 
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Fig. 5 .  Comparison of PSPs evoked in a gastrocnemius motoneurone from group I1 afferents in the ipsilateral and the contralateral 
quadriceps nerve. The stimulus intensity was maximal for group I afferents and at threshold for group I1 afferents for records in A 
and C while it was maximal for group I1 afferents in B and D. Dashed lines indicate the onset of the IPSPs. (Modified from fig. 1 of 
Arya et al., 1991, and unpublished data.) E. An example of terminal axonal branching of one of the ipsilateraliy projecting midlumbar 
group I1 interneurones in the L5 segment. (Modified from fig. 6 of Bras et al., 1989a.)F. Diagram of the likely coupling in the pathways 
mediating the IPSPs. o and 0 ,  Excitatory and inhibitory interneurones respectively; M, motoneurone in a more caudal segment: 

(Bras et al., 1989a), with an example shown in Fig. 
5E. Axonal projections of lamina VIII neurones 
have not yet been established. However, either these 
neurones, or dorsal horn interneurones with crossed 
projections (Bras et al., 1989a) will be needed to 
mediate actions of contralateral group I1 afferents, 
separately or together, upon group I1 interneurones 
and be interposed between group I1 afferents and 
contralateral motoneurones as hypothesized in Fig. 
5F. Fig. 5D shows that at least inhibition of 

motoneurones is evoked at short latency, which is 
not much longer than the latency of IPSPs evoked 
from ipsilateral group I1 afferents (Fig. 5B); it may 
thus involve only one additional interneurone in its 
pathway. 

Crossed actions of group I1 afferents are strongky 
dependent on the experimental conditions in that in- 
hibition of all kinds of contralateral motoneurones 
is evoked when the spinal cord is intact while actions 
conforming to the pattern of the crossed extension 
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reflex are evoked after spinal transection (Arya et 
al., 1991). The question of which descending path- 
ways are responsible for the state dependence of 
these group I1 actions is under investigation, but 
given the profound effects of monoamines on ip- 
silaterally projecting neurones and their likely link- 
age to crossed reflexes, an involvement of nor- 
adrenergic pathways must be a strong possibility. 
The pattern of crossed extension would seem ap- 
propriate to locomotion with an alternating gate. If 
the system of midlumbar interneurones is involved 
in switching from stance to swing in the step cycle, 
its operation should simultaneously promote con- 
tralateral stance (i.e., activation of extensors and in- 
hibition of flexors). The significance of the general- 
ized inhibition seen with the spinal cord intact is less 
clear but it may reflect a pattern suitable for in- 
phase movements or postural control during stand- 
ing. A possible contribution of commissural group 
I1 interneurones to locomotion has not yet been 
directly investigated. Preliminary observations 
show, however, that these neurones may be as effec- 
tively activated by stimuli applied in the mesen- 
cephalic locomotor region (Jankowska and Noga, 
1990) as the ipsilaterally projecting group I1 inter- 
neurones. 

Concluding remarks 

Individual neurones of all of the interneuronal 
populations discussed above may have somewhat 
different target motoneurones and will contribute to 
different motor synergies. They may thus be selec- 
tively activated to maintain the correct posture 
whenever task-dependent motor synergies are to be 
selected, as postulated by Macpherson (1988). 
Predominant input from proximal muscles to all 
midlumbar interneurones which are involved in 
locomotion and in labyrinthine, neck and crossed 
extension reflexes is well suited for postural correc- 
tions in quadrupedal stance since such corrections 
involve activation of lower limb muscles in a prox- 
imal to distal sequence, both in cats and in humans 
(Macpherson et al., 1989). They would thus un- 

doubtedly depend on input from the quadriceps and 
other proximal muscles and joints. Input to group I1 
interneurones from the flexor digitorum longus and 
pretibial flexors as well as from the quadriceps (Edg- 
ley and Jankowska, 1987; Jankowska and Noga, 
1990) would, furthermore, subserve strong syner- 
gies of thigh and foot muscles during postural per- 
turbations (Rushmer et al., 1983). In contrast, inter- 
neurones with group I1 input from ankle extensors 
might be more important for postural adjustments 
in the bipedal stance of humans (in distal to prox- 
imal sequence, Macpherson et al., 1989) in which 
changes at the ankle joint and the stretch of triceps 
surae are essential (see, e.g., Nashner, 1976; Dietz et 
al., 1987, 1989). Since perturbations involving 
changes in one ankle joint are followed by changes 
in muscle activity of both limbs, and since crossed 
reflex actions of group I afferents are very weak, 
these adjustments would be most likely mediated by 
neurones with group I1 input (see also Berger et al., 
1984). 

Gating of activity of Ia inhibitory interneurones 
and of group I1 interneurones involves different 
specific mechanisms. It is achieved primarily via 
Renshaw cells for the former and via monoaminer- 
gic descending tract neurones for the latter. 
However, in both labyrinthine and neck reflexes the 
two gating systems appear to operate together. As 
shown by.D’Ascanio et al. (1985), cells in locus 
coeruleus adjust the gain of responses in both these 
reflexes and a considerable proportion of cells in lo- 
cus coeruleus is affected by labyrinthine as well as by 
neck receptors, often in a reciprocal manner (Man- 
zoni et al., 1989; Pompeiano et al., 1990). They 
might thus enhance the out-of-phase modulation of 
the activity of group I1 interneurones during 
labyrinthine and neck reflexes (Wilson et al., 1984). 
They might also correlate activity of these neurones 
with the activity of Ia inhibitory interneurones via 
Renshaw cells. Ia inhibitory interneurones are not 
affected by stimuli applied in locus coeruleus and 
Fig. 4 shows that Ia reciprocal IPSPs are not 
depressed by them (Jankowska, Riddell, Skoog and 
Noga, in preparation). However, their activity will 
be modified by changes in activity of Renshaw cells 
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which are secondary to changes in the activity of 
neurones in the locus coeruleus (Pompeiano, 1988). 
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CHAPTER 16 

Fusimotor control of proprioceptive feedback during 
locomotion and balancing: can simple lessons be learned 

for artificial control of gait? 

M. Hulliger 

Department of Clinical Neurosciences, University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada T2N 4NI 

The possibilities for central control of primary spindle afferents 
through fusimotor efferents for gain control in motor control 
mechanisms are briefly reviewed. While the existence of separate 
pathways for independent control of static and dynamic y- 

motoneurones is well established, it proved more difficult to 
demonstrate that gain control of spindle feedback, attributable 
to alterations in static and dynamic fusimotor drive, indeed took 
place in voluntary movements. However, earlier qualitative indi- 
cations, that Ia sensitivity (and hence the balance of static over 
dynamic drive) was adjusted differently in different motor tasks, 
have recently been confirmed in experimental simulation studies, 
in which the fusimotor activation profiles, that were required to 
reproduce chronically recorded spindle Ia discharge patterns, 
were reconstructed. These studies indicated that Ia sensitivity and 
dynamic y-drive were low in routine movements (walking), but 
that they could be dramatically increased in motor tasks which 
were either difficult or unfamiliar (landing from falls, balancing 
on narrow walk beams, adjustment to imposed disturbances). 
This suggested that sensitization of spindle feedback could play 
a significant role in motor adaptation. In line with this, studies 
in patients with large fibre sensory (including proprioceptive) 

neuropathies indicated that long-term motor deficits (affecting 
motor adaptation and learning) could be at least as serious as 
short-term motor dysfunction (due to loss of reflex control). It 
is suggested that spindle Ia feedback may play a dual role: in addi- 
tion to its contribution to short-term reflex control of posture 
and movement, it may also be used for optimization or main- 
tenance of motor programs, especially if its gain is increased by 
significant dynamic fusimotor drive. For artificial control of gait 
the peripheral gain control provided by the fusimotor system 
need hardly be imitated, since “central” gain control circuits can 
easily come up with the same performance. Yet parallel central 
processing of one and the same signal in multiple modes, conceiv- 
ably with different gains, may be desirable. For moment-to- 
moment control of gait there may be a need for servo-like short- 
term control. In addition, there may also be a need for long-term 
processing of peripheral feedback signals, in order to construct 
long-term estimates of kinematic movement parameters to moni- 
tor any gradual deviation from target performance. Fast digital 
signal processors can now be used to compute real-time running 
averages of analogue signals, and these could be used to optimize 
activation patterns continually. 

Key words: Proprioceptors; Gait; Sensory neuropathies; Muscle spindles 

Introduction vous system. Functionally, there are many facets to 
the phenomenon of fusimotor excitation of muscle 

Among mechanoreceptors muscle spindles are spindle afferents, and their role in motor control in- 
unique in that they receive efferent innervation, deed need not be restricted to a single function (Mat- 
which is mediated by static and dynamic fusimotor thews, 1981). However, one particular aspect of fu- 
neurones, which in mammals are mostly y- simotor action has attracted special interest, ever 
motoneurones. Unlike other proprioceptors, they since static and dynamic y-motoneurones were first 
are therefore under direct control by the central ner- distinguished (Matthews, 1962): their ability to ad- 
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just the sensitivity of primary (Ia) spindle afferents 
(to length variations of the parent muscle) over a 
wide operating range. Static fusimotor action 
mostly reduces Ia sensitivity to imposed move- 
ments, often very significantly, while dynamic ac- 
tion tends to increase sensitivity quite dramatically, 
unless movements are very small (Goodwin et al., 
1975; Hulliger et al., 1977a). Thus, in combining ac- 
tivation of static and dynamic efferents, the CNS 
can regulate the sensitivity (or gain) of propriocep- 
tive feedback from spindle afferents over a signifi- 
cant range, the precise value of sensitivity depending 
on the balance between static and dynamic fusimo- 
tor output (Hulliger et al., 1977b). 

The requirement for such feedback gain regula- 
tion was that static and dynamic y-motoneurones 
would have to be controlled independently by the 
CNS, to permit adjustment of spindle Ia sensitivity 
between the two extremes, as determined by pure ys 
or pure yD action. Feasibility in principle of such 
sensory gain control was readily confirmed in acute 
experiments. In reduced preparations a number of 
areas or descending motor pathways have been iden- 
tified, from which upon electrical stimulation either 
static or dynamic fusimotor neurones were acti- 
vated, either predominantly or selectively (for 
reviews, see Matthews, 1972; Hulliger, 1984). Of 
particular interest for the present considerations are 
the findings that largely or exclusively dynamic fusi- 
motor effects could be elicited from circumscribed 
mesencephalic and diencephalic structures, the 
MesADC region of Appelberg (1981) and his col- 
leagues, another juxta-rubral region (rostra1 to the 
red nucleus) described by Taylor et al. (1992), and 
the habenulo-interpeduncular system of Taylor and 
Donga (1989). 

However, functional interpretation of observa- 
tions based on electrical activation of CNS struc- 
tures in anaesthetized or otherwise reduced prepara- 
tions has its well-recognized limitations. On the one 
hand, possibilities may be overestimated, since mas- 
sive unphysiological stimulation may excite sys- 
tems, which under normal conditions are never 
recruited to the same extent. Conversely, other pos- 
sibilities may be overlooked, since polysynaptic cen- 

tral pathways may be suppressed by anaesthesia or 
due to an altered state of responsiveness following 
central lesions (like decerebration). 

The question of feedback gain regulation by selec- 
tive control of static and dynamic fusimotor effer- 
ents therefore had to be addressed in recordings dur- 
ing voluntary motor performance, either in freely 
moving animals or in human subjects. In the seven- 
ties, with the advent of human microneurography 
and chronic single unit recording techniques for 
laboratory animals, answers could be expected rela- 
tively quickly. However, it soon became apparent 
that the matter would not be resolved immediately, 
since recordings from small y-motoneurones 
proved to be difficult. Indeed up to the present time, 
for good technical reasons, direct recordings from 
fully identified y-efferents have not been achieved 
(for technical details, see Prochazka and Hulliger, 
1983). Therefore the issue had to be addressed more 
indirectly by relying on quantitative evaluation of 
recordings from spindle afferents, which technically 
were less demanding, in order to deduce underlying 
fusimotor recruitment strategies. The conclusions 
regarding y-efferent activation patterns are of 
course less certain because they are indirect. For the 
present consideration of the extent of spindle feed- 
back gain control this limitation is less serious, be- 
cause variations of afferent sensitivity can still be 
measured, even though the fusimotor activation 
patterns responsible can only be estimated. 

Estimation of fusimotor activity 

The findings reviewed below were obtained using an 
experimental simulation method, in order to esti- 
mate the fusimotor activation patterns which, 
together with the length variations in the parent 
muscle, determined spindle primary afferent dis- 
charge patterns during a variety of movements per- 
formed by chronically implanted freely moving 
animals (Hulliger and Prochazka, 1983; Hulliger et 
al., 1987, 1989). These simulations were carried out 
in separate, anaesthetized cats, where chronically 
recorded movements were reproduced as passively 
imposed whole muscle length variations. While 
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recording from Ia afferents (which were selected to 
match the passive stretch response characteristics of 
the chronically recorded unit), functionally single 
static and dynamic fusimotor efferents were acti- 
vated either individually or in combination, using a 
range of different activation patterns. These activa- 
tion patterns were either pre-determined, when ex- 
plicit concepts of fusimotor strategies were tested 
(Hulliger and Prochazka, 1983), or they were 
progressively altered, using an iterative optimiza- 
tion procedure, until simulated Ia responses 
matched chronically recorded target responses 
(Hulliger et al., 1987, 1989). In either case, when 
chronic target responses were adequately matched, 
the successful y-activation patterns were taken as es- 
timates of the fusimotor discharge profiles, that had 
determined the chronically recorded afferent 
response. 

For several reasons, the above simulation method 
can only provide approximate estimates of fusimo- 
tor activation profiles. The most serious reserva- 
tions arise, first, from the question of uniqueness of 
solution and, second, from the question to what ex- 
tent mechanical events and, in particular, local 
length variations during active muscle contraction 
are adequately imitated by imposing passive move- 
ments, even if whole muscle length variations are 
identical. 

Clearly, strictly unique solutions could not be ob- 
tained when reconstructing fusimotor discharge 
patterns from chronic afferent recordings, espe- 
cially in those cases where target responses were 
likely determined by combined static and dynamic 
fusimotor drive, and where therefore optimization 
of activation patterns in two independent efferent 
channels had to be allowed. However, as pointed 
out elsewhere (Hulliger et al., 1989), in cases of 
powerful fusimotor drive the characteristic features 
of static or dynamic action (large dynamic stretch 
response transients in the case of yD, high-rate 
maintained firing during rapid shortening for ys) 

often proved sufficiently discriminative to impose 
boundary conditions for reconstruction of fusimo- 
tor activation profiles, which in turn limited the 
range of choices. In these situations the problem of 

non-uniqueness was more quantitative than qualita- 
tive, relating to the question of precise levels of 
drive, rather than whether fusimotor action of one 
type or other was present or not. 

Muscle length has ceased to be a simple variable, 
and from the present simulation studies it is not en- 
tirely clear, which facets of muscle length are most 
significant, and which simplifications are permissi- 
ble, when attempting to describe or reproduce the 
length variations of natural movements. Based on 
ultrasound transit-time measurements with im- 
planted piezo-electric crystals, Hoffer and col- 
leagues (Hoffer et al., 1989) have described dra- 
matic discrepancies between whole muscle length 
variations and local muscle fibre length changes 
during normal locomotion. In the extreme, muscle 
fibre length could decrease, while whole muscle 
length still was allowed to increase, and vice versa. 
This observation has since been confirmed in acute 
experiments, where the medial gastrocnemius mus- 
cle was activated using distributed stimulation of 
ventral root filaments (Weytjens and Hoffer, 1991). 
These observations clearly deserved attention since 
muscle fibre length variation, although not identi- 
cal, can probably be taken as a scaled approxima- 
tion of muscle spindle length changes during active 
movements. From this point of view, the above 
simulations should aim at reproducing local fibre 
length, rather than global muscle length variations. 
However, technically this would not be straightfor- 
ward, since the local vs. global length discrepancy 
appears to vary with muscle topography (Hoffer et 
al., 1992), suggesting that afferent recordings would 
regularly have to be supplemented by topographi- 
cally correct local length recordings. 

In spite of the sometimes dramatic differences be- 
tween presumed spindle length and whole muscle 
length, for simulation studies the problem may 
again be more quantitative than qualitative. Even 
before the era of local fibre length recordings it was 
evident that the substitution (in simulations) of pas- 
sively imposed movements for actively generated 
movements required justification. Control experi- 
ments with distributed stimulation of non-fusi- 
motor ventral root filaments (to reproduce also the 
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active force modulation during normal locomotion) 
had revealed remarkably small loading and unload- 
ing effects on afferent responses to simultaneously 
imposed movements when at the same time fusimo- 
tor efferents were also activated (Appenteng et al., 
1983). When the matter was re-investigated more 
carefully, using a length compensation technique, 
the estimates of global vs. local length discrepancy 
again were considerably smaller than those obtained 
with the ultrasound method (Elek et al., 1990). 
These studies led to the conclusion that the omission 
of active force simulation during simulation of 
length and fusimotor activation profiles, would 
produce only minor, quantitative rather than 
qualitative, errors in the estimates of fusimotor acti- 
vation patterns. However, size and incidence of er- 
rors in the estimates of fusimotor drive remain to be 
determined more systematically. 

Flexible fusimotor control in freely moving 
animals 

From about 1975 onwards, reports on spindle affer- 
ent recordings during a variety of movements (both 
in freely moving animals and in reduced prepara- 
tions) had emphasized various degrees of dissocia- 
tion of a-, ys- and yD-activation patterns (reviewed 
in Prochazka, 1981, 1989; Hulliger, 1984, 1987). 
However, these conclusions were mostly based on 
purely qualitative deductions from afferent dis- 
charge patterns and not further supported by ex- 
perimental tests. Yet the general conclusion, that Ia 
sensitivity (and hence the balance between static and 
dynamic fusimotor drive) was adjusted differently 
in different motor tasks, has more recently been 
confirmed in experimental simulation studies. The 
main findings were: 

First, routine locomotion in freely moving cats 
was characterized by relatively low Ia discharge 
rates. Simulations suggested that this was due to the 
presence of relatively low-rate static fusimotor ac- 
tivity which, in addition, was largely tonic and 
clearly unrelated to the rhythmic activation pattern 
of a-motoneurones, as seen in EMG recordings 
(Prochazka et al., 1985; Hulliger et al., 1985). Fur- 

ther, while the resolution of the simulation tech- 
nique did not permit to entirely rule out the presence 
of dynamic drive, any activation of dynamic effer- 
ents was at best very modest, since additional low- 
rate (20/sec) activation of single dynamic y-moto- 
neurones consistently failed to yield better, and 
mostly led to less satisfactory, matches of chronic 
target responses by experimentally simulated 
responses (Hulliger et al., 1986). 

Second, imposed limb movements, which were 
resisted by the animal, regularly were accompanied 
by very pronounced levels of dynamic fusimotor 
drive, while static fusimotor activation was reduced 
or entirely switched off (Hulliger et al., 1985; 
Prochazka et al., 1985). Dynamic activation pat- 
terns were often tonic, and appreciable levels of 
drive tended to be maintained over several cycles of 
imposed movement. Yet at the beginning of im- 
posed movement sequences episodes of gradual 
build-up of yD activation rates were also docu- 
mented. 

Third, during episodes of rapid paw shake move- 
ments dynamic fusimotor efferents were selectively 
activated and elicited powerful sensitization of spin- 
dle Ia afferents to the rapid oscillatory stretches. 
Simulation analysis demonstrated that dynamic 
drive was set to high levels during the rapid move- 
ment episodes, and reset to insignificant values dur- 
ing intercalated periods of rest (Prochazka et al., 
1989). Similarly, when animals prepared for the im- 
pact of landing on a support surface, Ia afferents 
were strongly sensitized due to predominant or 
selective dynamic fusimotor activation, and simula- 
tion analysis revealed comparable waxing and wan- 
ing yD discharge profiles, with setting during prepa- 
ration, followed by resetting upon landing (Hulliger 
et al., 1989). 

Fourth, when cats were about to lose balance 
while walking on a narrow beam, corrective reac- 
tions were accompanied by a significant transient in- 
crease of dynamic drive, which again strongly sensi- 
tized extensor muscle Ia afferents to the stretches as- 
sociated with crouching movements. However, in 
this paradigm dynamic efferents were not activated 
exclusively, since the yD transient occurred against 
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a background of largely tonic ys firing (Hulliger et 
al., 1989). 

These findings provided further evidence for flex- 
ibility and aconsiderable degree of selectivity of cen- 
tral activation of fusimotor neurones, in particular 
of dynamic y-efferents. They also were compatible 
with the notion that predominant and powerful acti- 
vation of dynamic efferents might be related to un- 
familiarity or even novelty of motor tasks. How- 
ever, it still cannot be ruled out that the degree of 
difficulty or other behavioural factors could be al- 
ternative or cooperative determinants of powerful 
yD activation. Yet if novelty were involved, this 
would suggest that sensitization of spindle feedback 
could also play a significant role in motor adapta- 
tion and certain forms of motor learning. 

The puzzle of apparent fusimotor silence in man 

At present, the above observations from cat studies 
cannot as yet be generalized, for instance, to make 
inferences on the role of proprioceptive feedback in 
motor control mechanisms in man. Microneuro- 
graphic recordings in man so far have consistently 
revealed spindle afferent firing rates which are much 
lower than those seen in cat and monkey (for details, 
see Prochazka and Hulliger, 1983; Hulliger, 1984; 
Gandevia and Burke, 1992), with increases of dis- 
charge rates during active, compared with passive 
movements, which rarely exceeded 20 - 30 im- 
pulses/sec. Qualitatively, based on these observa- 
tions, the conclusion seems inevitable, that in the 
motor paradigms, which so far have been explored 
with microneurographic techniques in human sub- 
jects, fusimotor activation has at best been rather 
modest. Yet this remains to be corroborated quan- 
titatively, perhaps in simulation studies along the 
lines above, or in direct recordings from unambigu- 
ously identified y-motoneurones. 

The observation of apparently only weak fusimo- 
tor action in man was surprising, since human spin- 
dles seem not to be any different from other mam- 
malian spindles. If anything, they are more richly 
supplied with fusimotor fibres, suggesting that 
powerful fusimotor activation should be possible 

(see Hulliger, 1984). The recent demonstration of 
only minimal alterations of fusimotor drive (in- 
ferred from afferent recordings) in motor adapta- 
tion and matching tasks (Al-Falahe and Vallbo, 
1988; Vallbo and Al-Falahe, 1990) only adds to the 
puzzle, since in cat very powerful dynamic fusimo- 
tor activation was found in adaptive motor be- 
haviour (see above). Moreover, the microneuro- 
graphic evidence of low-key performance of the hu- 
man fusimotor system is not made any less enig- 
matic by the observations in patients (see below), 
that apparently selective large fibre sensory neu- 
ropathies, which lead to major proprioceptive 
deficits, indeed go hand in hand with significant loss 
of motor function. 

However, before any notion of fusimotor and 
spindle feedback insignificance in man can be ac- 
cepted, a much wider range of motor paradigms still 
has to be explored in human subjects. The motor 
tasks, which so far have been used for propriocep- 
tive afferent recordings in man, often were isometric 
contractions, and/or entailed only relatively small 
forces and limited movement ranges and speeds, 
hardly comparable to the parameter ranges covered 
in animal running, jumping, landing or paw- 
shaking. 

Motor deficits after selective deafferentation 

Until quite recently, mostly unimpressive motor 
deficits were found in surgically deafferented 
animals (e.g., Goodwin and Luschei, 1974; Taub, 
1976 (review); Sanes et al., 1985). Then, however, 
several reports on more selective large-fibre sensory 
neuropathies (mostly in man, without loss of volun- 
tary strength, either due to pyridoxine intoxication, 
or to other insults of unknown etiology) described 
significant motor disabilities. These were either 
fairly restricted, limiting the ability to learn new or 
difficult motor tasks (Rothwell et al., 1982) and to 
correct inappropriate movements (Sanes et al., 
1985), or they were generalized, resulting in dis- 
turbed gait and gross ataxia (e.g., Schaumburg et 
al., 1983; Windebank et al., 1985). 

These deficits were mostly attributed to loss of 
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feedback from large-fibre proprioceptive afferents, 
including muscle spindle afferents. In the case of 
pyridoxine intoxication the purely sensory nature of 
the primary insult has convincingly been demon- 
strated in animal studies, since degenerative lesions 
have been found in large first-order sensory, but not 
in motor fibres (Hoover and Carlton, 1981; Winde- 
bank et al., 1985). However, whilst seemingly quite 
plausible in this general formulation, the details of 
interpretation are far from obvious. At least three 
different mechanisms could contribute to motor dis- 
ability after proprioceptive loss: first, short-term 
deficiencies due to absence of feedback for ongoing 
regulation of movement; second, long-term disor- 
ganization of interneuronal or relay nuclei circuitry, 
following terminal degeneration and sprouting; and 
third, long-term disorganization or degradation of 
motor programs, due to absence of intermittent up- 
dating and maintenance on the basis of sensory feed- 
back information (with “motor program” merely 
referring to the CNS’ ability to generate well- 
orchestrated motor output). 

While firm conclusions would still be premature, 
there is nevertheless circumstantial evidence to ar- 
gue that not all of the above motor deficits can be at- 
tributed to short-term loss of ongoing, reflex-type 
regulation of movement. In early stages of sub- 
acute (low-dose) intoxication sensory fibre deficits 
are manifest without, or before, the manifestation 
of motor deficits (Xu et al., 1989). This would be 
difficult to reconcile with loss of short-term reflex 
function being solely responsible for all forms of 
motor dysfunction described above, since motor 
deficits should then develop in parallel with sensory 
deficits. However, the reported absence of motor 
disability was based on crude clinical assessment of 
motor behaviour of experimental animals and 
clearly requires more careful quantification of mo- 
tor function. 

In spite of such reservations, the hypothesis may 
be formulated that in the motor syndrome, which 
results from large-fibre sensory neuropathy, long- 
term motor deficits (affecting motor adaptation and 
learning) could be at least as serious as short-term 
,.motor dysfunction (arising from loss of propriocep- 

tive reflex control), and that spindle Ia feedback 
may play a dual role: in addition to its contribution 
to short-term reflex control of posture and move- 
ment, it may also be relied on for optimization or 
maintenance of motor programs, especially when it 
is sensitized by augmented dynamic fusimotor 
drive. 

Implications for artificial control of gait? 

Considering the observations reviewed above, any 
recommendations for the design of artificial gait 
controllers can at best be very tentative, since cur- 
rent understanding even of the peripheral motor 
control mechanisms of biological controllers is so 
obviously limited, and many of the above conclu- 
sions are still speculative. 

For artificial control of gait there is hardly a need 
for sensitivity control of peripheral transducers, 
i.e., there is no compelling reason, why length 
gauges or goniometers should be equipped with the 
equivalent of fusimotor innervation, since feedback 
gain control can probably be achieved by “central” 
control circuits just as effectively. Yet central gain 
control of length and, more generally, of kinematic 
feedback signals may be desirable to provide adap- 
tive capabilities. For instance, it may be beneficial to 
use feedback from the periphery in dual mode, for 
parallel control strategies, operating with different 
“central” gains. For subtle moment-to-moment 
control of gait there is a need for servo-like short- 
term control. For this, moderate gains may be indi- 
cated, simply to avoid instability and oscillation. In 
addition, there may also be a need for long-term ad- 
justment of “central” commands, e.g., when stimu- 
lation of muscle is complicated by fatigue. High gain 
processing of peripheral feedback may then be 
necessary to construct long-term estimates of move- 
ment parameters (e.g., kinematic profiles) to moni- 
tor any gradual deviation from target performance. 
Fast digital signal processors can now be used to 
compute, in real time, running averages of analogue 
signal patterns, and these could be used to optimize 
activation patterns continuously. However, single 
optimization strategies are unlikely to give stable 
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performance. For instance, when long-term drift of 
performance is due to muscle fatigue, different ad- 
justments are indicated than when it arises from ex- 
ternal mechanical conditions (variations in load or 
gait surface properties). Decision-making strategies 
will then have to be developed, using a wider range 
of feedback sources (conceivably including torque 
or force, in addition to kinematic feedback signals) 
or consultation of the subject, or both. 

Lessons for artificial control of gait can probably 
be learned from motor systems physiology, but they 
are unlikely to be simple. 
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CHAPTER 17 

Gating of reflexes in ankle muscles during human stance 
and gait 

V. Dietz 

Paraplegic Centre, University Hospital Balgrist, Zurich, Zwitserland 

Holding the body’s centre of gravity steady represents the crucial 
variable for the stabilization of posture in upright stance in man. 
Results from two experimental approaches suggest that force- 
dependent receptors are required, in addition to the well-known 
systems involved in sway stabilization, for equilibrium control. 
One approach concerns bilateral leg muscle activation during 
stance. .Unilateral or bilateral leg displacements were induced 
while subjects stood on a treadmill with split belts. A unilateral 
displacement induced a bilateral EMG response. During bilateral 
displacements the EMG activity was linearly summed or sub- 
tracted, depending on whether the legs were displaced in the same 
or opposite directions. Both legs acted in a cooperative manner: 
each limb affected the strength of muscle activation and the time- 
space behaviour of the other. This interlimb coordination is sug- 
gested to be mediated by spinal interneuronal circuits, which are 

themselves under supraspinal (e.g., cerebellar) control. The 
other approach concerns the modulation of postural reflexes un- 
der simulated “microgravity” ir. water immersion. An approxi- 
mately linear relationship was found between contact forces and 
impulse-directed EMG response amplitudes in the leg muscles. 
Out of water loading of the subjects resulted in no further in- 
crease of the response amplitude. It was concluded that the func- 
tion of proprioceptive reflexes involved in the stabilization of 
posture depends on the presence of contact forces opposing 
gravity. Extensor load receptors are thought to signal changes of 
the projection of body’s centre of mass with respect to the feet. 
The interaction of the afferent input from these receptors with 
the other systems involved in postural control is not yet fully un- 
derstood. 

Key words: Bilateral leg muscle coordination; Muscle activity; Motor control; Human posture; Spinal stretch reflex; Muscle receptor; 
Leg displacement; Centre of gravity; Water immersion 

Introduction 

The regulation of human posture and locomotion is 
based on the finely tuned coordination of muscle ac- 
tivation between the two legs. Although the control 
of bilateral leg muscle activation and movement 
usually takes place at a subconscious level, volun- 
tary interaction with these mechanisms can occur. 
The potential for independent voluntary control of 
the movements of a single leg, as well as the more 
usual automatically coordinated movements of 
both legs, requires adequate neuronal mechanisms 
to achieve a task-directed coupling of bilateral leg 
muscle activation. In the spinal cat it has been shown 

that differences in treadmill speeds between the two 
sides of the body can produce some adjustments to 
the speed of each limb (Forssberg et al., 1976; Grill- 
ner, 1981), indicating that the spinal cord contains 
networks responsible for each limb that can be con- 
nected in a variety of ways (Grillner, 1981). Similar 
observations have been noted for infant walking 
(Thelen et al., 1987). 

The control of bilateral leg muscle activation dur- 
ing stance and gait is directed to keep the body’s 
centre of gravity over the feet. From a simple 
mechanical viewpoint, the aim of all of the known 
postural control mechanisms is to hold the body’s 
centre of gravity constant within a certain range. For 
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stability, the projection of the centre of gravity must 
meet the support surface within the area of the feet, 
in order to prevent falling. From these considera- 
tions, several questions arise: which mechanism 
senses that the centre of gravity projects within the 
required range? What known receptor systems 
could provide this information and, if such receptor 
system exists, how does it interact with the known 
postural control mechanisms? 

Several different mechanisms for the control and 
stabilization of human posture against destabilizing 
impulses have been discussed in the literature during 
recent years. Among these the influence of propri- 
oceptive (Diener et al., 1984; Dietz et al., 1979, 
1987), visual (Berthoz et al., 1979) and vestibular 
(Allum and Pfaltz, 1985; Keshner et al., 1987)inputs 
has been demonstrated by various experimental ap- 
proaches. Recent experimental results (Dietz et al., 

1989b; Gollhofer et al., 1989) indicate that other 
mechanisms might be involved in postural stabiliza- 
tion. Here, an alternative posture control mecha- 
nism is postulated which is sensitive to the position 
of the centre of gravity with respect to the feet. 

Reflex modulation and interlimb coordination 

When an obstacle is spotted appropriate avoidance 
movements of the relevant leg are voluntarily ini- 
tiated. These movements are accompanied by an au- 
tomatic, supportive activation of the other leg. This 
potential for independent voluntary control of the 
movements of a single leg, in addition to the more 
usual automatic coordination of the movements of 
both legs, requires that adequate neuronal mechan- 
isms exist to achieve task-directed coupling of 
bilateral leg muscle activation. 

A right gastrocn m B rightant tibiol m. 

0 100 200 300 ms 0 100 200 300 ms 

Fig. 1 .  Mean values (with S.D.) of the rectified and averaged (n = 10) gastrocnemius (A) and tibialis anterior (B) response of the right 
leg, together with the movement at the right ankle joint, after backward (A) and forward (B) directed acceleration of the treadmill in 
one subject. Top to bottom: bilateral, unilateral and opposing perturbations. Arrow indicates the onset of displacement at the ankle 
joint. (From Dietz et al., 1989a.) 
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Unilateral leg displacements during stance, bal- 
ancing and gait evoke a bilateral response pattern, 
with a similar onset latency on both sides (shortest 
onset latencies during balancing: about 55 msec 
(Dietz and Berger, 1982, 1984)). Nevertheless, the 
contralateral leg muscles are not activated after a 
unilateral displacement during stance or balancing 
when the legs are not supporting the upper body 
(Dietz and Berger, 1984), i.e., we assume that a 
“postural program” is active (Horak and Nashner, 
1986). During stance, bilateral leg flexor or extensor 
activity is induced, whereas during gait, the bilateral 
pattern is dependent on the phase of the gait cycle 
(Berger et al., 1984; Dietz et al., 1984, 1986). Fur- 
thermore, obstruction of the swing phase of gait, 
which does not, in itself, apply stretch to a leg mus- 
cle, is also followed by a functional bilateral leg 
muscle activation pattern (Dietz et al., 1986). 

Further information about the organisation and 
functional significance of the interlimb coordina- 
tion of leg muscle activity in the control of bipedal 
stance was obtained when perturbations were ap- 
plied during stance on a treadmill with split belts 
(Dietz et al., 1989a). Unidirectional bilateral pertur- 
bations are followed by larger EMG responses in 
both legs. For a given acceleration rate, the EMG 
amplitude in one leg is about equal to the sum of the 
EMG amplitudes of both the displaced and non- 
displaced leg obtained during unilateral displace- 
ment. A subtraction effect is obtained when the legs 
are simultaneously displaced in opposite directions: 
EMG responses in both legs are significantly smaller 
than those obtained after unilateral displacement 
(Fig. 1). Consequently, in addition to the synergies 
of distal and proximal leg muscles (Horak and Nash- 
ner, 1986; for review, see Nashner, 1986), a bilateral 
co-activation of muscles also occurs. During 
bilateral displacements, the activity induced by rela- 
tive movement of the respective contralateral leg is 
enhanced or suppressed, depending on whether the 
legs are displaced in the same or in opposite direc- 
tions (Dietz et al., 1989a). 

From a functional point of view, this interlimb 
coordination is necessary in order to keep the body’s 
centre of gravity over the feet: the bilateral activa- 

tion seen during unilateral displacements produces 
rapid, automatic co-contraction of the non- 
displaced leg, providing a more stable base from 
which to compensate for the perturbation (Fig. 2). 
During bilateral perturbation, the destabilisation of 
body equilibrium is greater than during unilateral 
perturbation. The mutual enhancement of the 
response amplitude allows a more effective contrac- 
tile force to compensate for the perturbation. A dis- 
placement of the legs in opposite directions causes 
the body’s centre of gravity to fall between the legs. 
Thus, a reduced level of compensatory responses is 
needed to regain body equilibrium in this condition. 

This interlimb coordination is thought to be based 
on a central mechanism and, in view of the short 
latencies of the bilateral responses, mediated at a 
spinal level. A cerebellar contribution to interlimb 
coordination, via reticulospinal neurons, has been 
suggested both in the cat (Ito, 1984) and in man 
(Bonnet et al., 1976). Nevertheless, in the spinal cat, 
differences in treadmill speed between the two sides 
of the body can produce some adjustments to the 
speed of each limb (Forssberg and Grillner, 1973; 
Forssberg et al., 1976; Grillner, 1981), indicating 
that the spinal cord contains networks responsible 
for each limb, which can be connected in a variety 
of ways (Grillner, 1981). Similar observations have 
been made during stepping of seven-month-old in- 
fants on a split-belt treadmill (Thelen et al., 1987): 
when the belts run with different speeds, both legs 
act in a cooperative manner, each limb affecting the 
time-space behaviour of the other. 

It may be assumed that a close interaction exists 
between the spinal interneuronal circuits responsi- 
ble for interlimb coordination and the peripheral af- 
ferent input. This interaction is presumably ob- 
served when displacements of different velocity are 
induced unilaterally. Reflex responses in synergistic 
muscles of both legs are graded according to the size 
of the proprioceptive input from the primarily dis- 
placed joint (Berger et al., 1987; Dietz et al., 1989a). 
We postulate that the spinal coordination is under 
supraspinal control, because the bilateral EMG pat- 
tern is disrupted in patients with spasticity (Berger 
and Dietz, 1984). 
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1 ankle joint 
1 goniometer 

I 

0 100 200 300 ms 0 100 200 300 ms 

Fig. 2. Mean values (with S.D.) of the rectified and averaged (n = 10) bilateral EMG responses of the legs, together with the correspond- 
ing joint movements, after a unilateral (A) and bilateral (B) backward-directed acceleration of the treadmill in 32 subjects. Arrow indi- 
cates the onset of displacement at the ankle joint. (From Dietz et al., 1989a.) 

Influence of gravity on postural reflexes 

Most investigations of stance and gait have led to the 
conclusion that the EMG adjustments observed in a 
particular condition can be related to the demands 
of equilibrium control. Keeping the body's centre of 
mass over the feet represents, therefore, an impor- 
tant variable controlled by neuronal mechanisms. 
This suggestion is highlighted by observations that, 
depending on the conditions of stance, muscle 
stretch does not necessarily result in a compensatory 
stretch reflex response, but instead in an antagonis- 
tic muscle activation (Hansen et al., 1988; Gollhofer 
et al., 1989). Furthermore, the amplitude of a 

"stretch" reflex response is dependent on whether 
the legs are displaced in the same or in opposite 
directions (Dietz et al., 1989a). But how is the posi- 
tion of the body's centre of mass relative to the feet 
signaled to the CNS? This question has received lit- 
tle attention in most investigations of postural con- 
trol. We are just beginning to appreciate the in- 
fluence that gravity has on motor and sensory be- 
haviour such as the perception of motion. We postu- 
late that for an appropriate gain control of postural 
reflexes, apart from the thoroughly investigated 
muscle proprioceptive inputs, additional peripheral 
information is required which should be "gravity"- 
dependent. 
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Investigations of postural reactions in weightless- 
ness experienced during space flights have indicated 
that, while the timing of the response pattern follow- 
ing displacement of the feet is preserved, EMG 
responses are greatly reduced in amplitude (ClCment 
et al., 1984, 1985; Young et al., 1986; Koslovskaya 
et al., 1988). In addition, the otolith-modulated 
muscle response sensitivity is low after in-flight 
adaptation, with an associated decrease in aware- 
ness of direction and magnitude of motion (Reschke 
et al., 1984). The consequence of these changes for 
postural control is a reduced weighting of gravity- 
based signals in favour of visual and tactile cues 
(Young et al., 1986). 

To further investigate the receptors involved in 
signaling changes in the position of the body’s centre 
of mass with respect to the support surface, the 
buoyancy of the body in a water-filled pool has been 
used to simulate some of the effects of weightless- 
ness (Dietz et al., 1989b) (Fig. 3). Compared to 

postural reactions studied during space flights, such 
an experimental approach has the advantage of 
leaving the effect of gravity on vestibular receptor 
function unaltered yet still permits a manipulation 
of body weight. If a “gravity” or strictly speaking, 
relative weight dependence of the compensatory 
EMG responses exists, then manipulating body 
weight should affect the responses to destabilizing 
platform impulses. 

During immersion there exists a close relationship 
(for the gastrocnemius r = 0.63, P c O.OOO1; for 
the tibialis anterior r = 0.82, P < 0.OOOl) between 
actual body weight and the magnitude of the EMG 
responses following both backward and forward 
displacement (Fig. 4). As during space flights (ClC- 
ment et al., 1985), the postural pattern is qualita- 
tively preserved. Out of water, however, no signifi- 
cant correlation exists between loading of the sub- 
jects and the EMG responses. This saturation of the 
response out of water might represent a natural limi- 

Fig. 3. Equipment, showing the platform used to induce backward and forward displacements under water. 
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Fig. 4. Correlative functions between body weight (abscissa) and integrated EMG responses (ordinate) following backward (A,  gastroc- 
nemius m.) and forward (B, tibialis anterior m.) displacement. The data of ten subjects were normalized with respect to the integrated 
EMG activity and the body weight to displacements induced unloaded out of water and are displayed as scatter diagrams and regression 
lines for both conditions. (From Dietz et al., 1989b.) 

tation of muscle activation, in order to prevent pos- 
sible injury (i.e., rupture) of the musculo-skeletal 
system (Dietz et al., 1989b). 

From the observations obtained in the immersion 
experiments, there is some evidence that the func- 
tion of reflexes known to be involved in the stabiliza- 
tion of human posture (e.g., muscle proprioceptive 
and vestibulo-spinal reflexes) depends on the ac- 
tivity of receptors within the body which indicate the 
deviations of the body’s centre of mass from a cer- 
tain neutral position (cf. Mittelstaedt, 1964; C1C- 
ment and Rezette, 1985). In addition, such receptor 
signals may be important for the selection of ap- 
propriate “synergies”, i.e., of the centrally pro- 
grammed pattern (cf. Hasan and Stuart, 1988). The 
latter point is exemplified by the difference in pat- 
terns between translational and rotational ankle 
perturbations (Hansen et al., 1988; Gollhofer et al., 
1989). There is, in addition, some new evidence that 
limb geometry represents an essential parameter for 
the control of the centre of gravity during quadrupe- 
dal stance (Lacquaniti et al., 1990). 

In order to achieve gain modulation of postural 
reflexes and selection of appropriate patterns, the 
following mechanisms may be considered: (1) the 
strength of background activity in the leg muscles 
might change with the body weight during stance, 

leading to a gain modulation of the postural 
reflexes. The results of the immersion study make 
this rather unlikely, as the amount of EMG activity 
in the leg muscles preceding the compensatory EMG 
responses did not systematically change with the 
loading, and the level of voluntary leg muscle ac- 
tivity did not visibly affect the compensatory re- 
sponses (Dietz et al., 1989b); (2) pressure receptors 
on the sole of the foot might signal the actual forces 
exerted on the supporting surface. This would fit 
with the suggestion that stimulation of cutaneous 
mechanoreceptors is responsible for variations of 
the initial burst of EMG activity in the agonist mus- 
cle during the response to perturbation in animals 
and man (Seguin and Cooke, 1983). This possibility 
is unlikely because compensatory responses are 
preserved after ischemic blockade of the skin affer- 
ents of the feet (Berger et al., 1984; Diener et al., 
1984); and (3) input from pressure receptors dis- 
tributed over the whole body (within joints and the 
vertebral column) may converge with other reflex 
pathways on spinal interneuronal circuits, as has 
been shown to be the case in the cat (Lundberg et al., 
1987). 

The latter receptor system may, indeed, be 
responsible for the effects seen in the immersion ex- 
periments. Slowly adapting receptors within the 
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knee joint, sensitive to externally applied pressure, 
have been found in the cat (Clark, 1975) and these 
could supply such information about contact 
forces. Similarly, knee articular receptors, in man, 
contribute little to the signaling of joint position, 
but rather, contribute to deep pressure sensation 
(Burgess et al., 1982). These receptors may also indi- 
cate changes of body weight and changes of the posi- 
tion of the centre of mass with respect to the feet 
(Horstmann and Dietz, 1990). The function of the 
otolith system has already been suggested to depend 
on the presence of contact forces opposing gravity 
(Roberts, 1973, 1979; Baumgarten, 1987; Dietz et 
al., 1991). Alternatively, load receptors within the 
leg extensor muscles may signal changes of the 
projection of the centre of body’s mass (Dietz et al., 
1992). Such receptors have been shown to interact 
with spinal locomotor rhythms in the cat (Conway 
et al., 1987). Further investigations are necessary to 
define more precisely the location and distribution 
of these pressure or load receptors. 

Conclusions 

Irrespective of the conditions under which stance 
and gait are investigated the neuronal pattern 
evoked during a particular task is always directed to 
hold the body’s centre of mass over the base of sup- 
port. All control mechanisms must, therefore, be 
considered and discussed in this respect. One conse- 
quence is that the selection of afferent input by the 
central mechanisms must correspond to the actual 
requirements for body stabilization. Furthermore, 
neuronal signals of muscle stretch or length alone 
are insufficient for the control of upright posture. 
Only a combination of afferent inputs can provide 
the information needed to control the body 
equilibrium. Some of these complex interactions be- 
tween afferent inputs have been partially revealed in 
the last years: the functions of proprioceptive 
reflexes and of the otoliths depend on contact forces 
and/or load receptors within the extensor muscles, 
which include information about the position of the 
body’s centre of gravity relative to the feet. 
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CHAPTER 18 

Modification of reflexes in normal and abnormal 
movements 

R.B. Stein, J.F. Yang, M. BClanger and K.G. Pearson 

Division of Neuroscience, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada 

The trajectories observed for the limb during human locomotion 
are determined by a mixture of influences, some arising from 
neural circuits entirely within the central nervous system and 
others arising from a variety of sensory receptors. Muscle 
reflexes are highly modulated during locomotion in an adaptive 
manner within each phase of the step cycle. Furthermore, the 
modulation can be modified quickly for different tasks such as 
standing, walking and running, probably by changes in 
presynaptic inhibition. This modulation is often lost or severely 
reduced in patients with spasticity after spinal cord or head in- 

jury. In normal subjects cutaneous reflexes can be completely 
reversed from exciting to inhibiting a muscle during each step cy- 
cle, particularly in muscles that normally show two bursts of ac- 
tivity per cycle (e.g., tibialis anterior). In some patients stimula- 
tion of a mixed nerve (e.g., common peroneal) can directly 
produce muscle contraction, generate a reflex response (flexor 
reflex) and transiently reduce spasticity in antagonist (extensor) 
muscles. Thus, simple systems employing stimulation can en- 
hance gait to a certain extent in patients with incomplete injuries. 

Key words: Locomotion; Reflex; Spinal cord; Spasticity 

Introduction 

The basic spinal reflexes have been well studied over 
the last century, but new information continues to 
emerge concerning the manner in which they adapt 
the normal pattern of neural activity to varying en- 
vironmental conditions and fail to adapt this ac- 
tivity in pathological states. This paper reviews 
some of the recent data and the implications for the 
replacement of motor function, for example by pat- 
terned electrical stimulation after spinal cord injury 
or stroke. 

H-reflexes 

The classical tendon jerk arises in large part from the 
monosynaptic connection of the muscle spindle af- 
ferents to the a motoneurons. The electrical ana- 
logue of this reflex, known as the H-reflex, can be 
studied by stimulating muscle nerves, such as the 

tibial nerve in the popliteal fossa, with surface elec- 
trodes (Fig. 1A). Movement of the stimulating elec- 
trodes may take place during walking for example, 
but a variety of stimulus levels can be applied. At 
each phase of the step cycle levels that stimulate ap- 
proximately the same fraction of motor axons 
(monitored by the motor or M-wave in the muscle of 
interest) and so presumably stimulate an approxi- 
mately constant fraction of muscle spindle afferents 
are chosen. Further details of the methods can be 
found elsewhere (Capaday and Stein, 1986). 

Under conditions in which the M-wave (recorded 
over soleus muscle, an ankle extensor) is constant 
(Fig. lB), a clear modulation of the H-reflex is ob- 
served (Fig. 1 C), more or less in parallel with the ac- 
tivation of this muscle during the step cycle (Fig. 
1D). Similar results have been found in this and 
other muscles during walking (Crenna and Frigo, 
1987; Brooke et al., 1991; but see Dietz et al., 1990). 
A simple explanation for the parallel increase might 
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Fig. 1. A stimulus to the tibial nerve (A) produces two EMG 
responses in the soleus muscle, an M-wave from direct excitation 
of motor axons and an H-reflex from stimulation of the large Ia 
fibres from muscle spindles. These sensory fibres excite the a 
motoneurons and produce a reflex response, named after the 
neurologist Hoffmann who first described it. During walking, 
when the stimulus is such that the M-wave is fairly constant (B), 
the H-reflex changes (C), approximately in parallel with the 
EMG activity in the muscle (D), which was measured after rectifi- 
cation and averaging a number of cycles. Each cycle began when 
the heel first touched the ground. From Stein and Capaday 
(1988). 

be that more motoneurons are depolarized and 
hence able to fire later in the stance phase as a result 
of the stimulus. However, when the same levels of 
activity are generated tonically during standing, 
much larger responses are observed, particularly at 
low levels of activity. Furthermore, with an auditory 
cue to begin walking, the reflexes can be switched 
from those appropriate for standing to those ap- 
propriate for walking within a reaction time (Eda- 
mura et al., 1991). Marked differences are also seen 
between walking and running, even at a constant 
speed and/or EMG level (Edamura et al., 1991). 
These recent results suggest that reflexes can be 
modulated differently for the requirements of 

different behaviours, a phenomenon known as 
"task-dependent reflex modulation". Somewhat 
different patterns have also been observed during 
hopping, jumping and cycling (Boorman et al., 
1989; Moritani et al., 1990; Dyhre-Poulsen et al., 
1991). How many different types of reflex modula- 
tion can be observed in various common tasks re- 
mains to be seen. 

Stretch reflexes 

Electrical stimulation is an effective tool to probe 
central factors controlling reflexes but can not give 
a quantitative estimate of the muscle activity 
produced by a given amount of stretch. We there- 
fore devised a method for stretching soleus and the 
other ankle extensor muscles at various times during 
the stance phase of locomotion (Yang et al., 1991a). 
During much of the stance phase the ankle extensors 
are being stretched, but apneumatic system was able 
to provide an extra stretch of 3 - 5" at comparable 
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Fig. 2. The displacement and reflex EMG produced by a pneu- 
matic device for flexing the ankle could be determined by com- 
paring control and perturbed steps. By subtracting one from the 
other the displacement and velocity (obtained by numerical 
differentiation of the displacement) could be compared with the 
EMG produced. The EMG followed the velocity closely so that 
the latency and "reflex gain" of the reflex (as pV of EMG per ve- 
locity of stretch in deg/sec) could be estimated. From Yang et al. 
(1991a). 
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velocities to that observed during the normal step cy- 
cle (see Fig. 2). 

The additional stretch induced an extra EMG, 
and the EMG was closely related in time and ampli- 
tude to the velocity of stretch applied. In particular, 
the EMG followed the time course of velocity with 
a mean delay of 38 msec in the seven subjects 
studied, a latency which would be expected for a 
monosynaptic reflex in human ankle extensor mus- 
cles. A measure of the reflex gain could also be ob- 
tained by fitting the extra EMG generated as a linear 
function of the velocity of the stretch (details in 
Yang et al., 1991a). The gain measured in this way 

A 1 . 0 ~ ~  
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Fig. 3. The reflex gain (calculated as shown in Fig. 2) increases 
during the stance phase (A). Multiplying this gain by the velocity 
of ankle dorsiflexion in undisturbed walking provides an esti- 
mate (E) for the contribution of a velocity-sensitive reflex to the 
activation of the soleus muscle (open circles) over the period of 
the stance phase when the muscle is being stretched. The whole 
step cycle was divided into 16 equal phases starting at heel strike 
(see Fig. 1) and the period of muscle stretch during stance typi- 
cally included phases 3 - 6. The solid circles represent the soleus 
EMG amplitude associated with normal walking, averaged 
across seven subjects (f 1 standard error). From Yang et al. 
(1 Wla) . 

increased steadily during the stance phase (Fig. 3A) 
in much the same way as the H-reflex (Fig. 1). This 
confirms that the H-reflex is a good measure of the 
short-latency stretch reflex changes taking place 
here. 

During much of the stance phase of walking the 
soleus muscle is being stretched as the forward 
progression of the body flexes the ankle while the 
foot is flat on the ground. Knowing the velocity of 
the stretch at a given time and the gain in Fig. 3A, 
we can calculate the EMG (in pV) that would be 
produced by this velocity in deg/sec. The predicted 
value is shown as open circles in Fig. 3B for compari- 
son with the observed values (closed circles). Note 
that a substantial part (30 - 60%) of the observed 
EMG can be accounted for by the stretch reflex. The 
velocities used in this study were comparable to 
those normally observed during walking, but the 
predictions make the assumption that the reflex is 
linear, which may not be justified (Aldridge and 
Stein, 1982). 

Our results differ somewhat from those of Dietz 
et al. (1987) who found that the latencies of the 
responses in gastrocnemius muscle were much 
longer (65 - 85 msec). They did find earlier (pre- 
sumably monosynaptic) responses in young chil- 
dren (Berger et al., 1985) and in patients with spastic 
hemiparesis (Dietz, 1987). However, Dietz’ group 
applied the perturbations early in the stance phase 
when the reflex gain is low. Also, the perturbations 
were applied to the treadmill belt, rather than the an- 
kle itself. Finally, the threshold for the monosynap- 
tic stretch may be higher in gastrocnemius than in 
soleus muscle, which is a classic slow muscle with ac- 
tive stretch reflexes. 

Cutaneous reflexes 

An even more striking degree of modulation can be 
observed in reflexes elicited by stimulating nerves 
that contain wholly or mainly cutaneous afferents, 
such as the sural nerve or the tibial nerve at the ankle 
(Yang and Stein, 1990). In Fig. 4 two stimuli sepa- 
rated by 10 msec were applied to the tibial nerve at 
the ankle and the changes in the ongoing EMG in the 
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TA muscle were recorded. A complex response was 
observed consisting of excitation at early (E) middle 
(M) and later (L) latencies (Fig. 4B). 

For more detailed examination the responses were 
averaged at 16 different phases in the step cycle (Fig. 
4A). At phase 6 during stance, when this muscle was 
inactive, no reflex was observed. During much of 
swing (phase lo), when the TA muscle gives a burst 
of activity to flex the ankle, a strong excitation was 
observed at the middle latency. The TA muscle gives 
a second burst late during swing (phase 14), in 
preparation for heel contact to control the rapid ex- 
tension of the ankle that would otherwise occur. At 
this time the middle latency response has changed 
from excitation to inhibition. A similar reflex rever- 
sal was also recorded from other muscles that simi- 
larly have two bursts of EMG activity during each 
step (Yang and Stein, 1990; Duysens et al., 1990). 
These publications also consider the functional sig- 
nificance of this interesting reflex reversal. 

The early response was not observed with purely 
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cutaneous nerves such as the sural nerve and may 
arise from muscle receptors, since the tibial nerve 
provides branches that innervate toe muscles. The 
origin of the latest response is also not known, but 
is of sufficient latency (> 100 msec) that it may well 
involve supraspinal connections. Interestingly, 
neither of these responses showed the reversal found 
at the middle latency. 

Effects of injury 

Spinal cord injury, head injury and stroke can all af- 
fect the modulation of reflexes described in previous 
sections. Even when an injury does not completely 
paralyse the limb, a frequent consequence is 
“spasticity” which involves exaggerated responses 
to muscle stretch. Maintained stretching of the an- 
kle extensor muscles, for example, may lead to a 
continuing oscillation at 5 - 10 Hz which is referred 
to as “clonus”. Fig. 5 shows results from a patient 
who had suffered a head injury five months earlier. 

8 o r  so 

Duration of - - - -100 I 
10 14 Avg. for Phase: 6 

Fig. 4. In contrast to the soleus (SO) muscle, the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle has two bursts of EMG activity in a step cycle, which 
has been divided into 16 parts for further analysis (A). The rectified and integrated EMG (B) produced by two stimuli to the tibial nerve 
(artifacts) shows an early (E), a middle (M) and a late (L) response. However, no reflex response occurred to stimuli while the TA was 
inactive during stance (phase 6). When the muscle was active during much of swing (phase 10) a large reflex was observed at the middle 
latency (after subtracting the EMG that occurred on control cycles). During the second burst (phase 14) an inhibition is observed at 
middle latencies, even though the excitations at earlier and later latencies were similar. Modified from Yang and Stein (1990). 
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He made a good recovery, but still had some spastic- 
ity and some problems which walking. With levels of 
stimulation that were comparable to those used in 
normal subjects much less modulation of the H- 
reflex was observed (Fig. 5B). 

However, when the stimulus was lowered to the 
point that the M-wave was barely detectable, the H- 
reflex was modulated more normally. Thus, some of 
the normal reflex modulation during walking was 
preserved, although the reflex appeared to be so 
brisk that the response “saturated” with the stimu- 
lus levels we conventionally used. Other patients 
showed little modulation even at the lowest levels of 
stimulation tested, although the results were quite 
variable. In a population of 21 patients studied only 
five patients showed modulation less than 50% of 
the maximum H-wave value over the whole step cy- 
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Fig. 5 .  Two levels of stimulation were used with a head injury pa- 
tient. With a stimulus that produced about a l mV M-wave ( X  

in part A) little modulation was seen in the H-reflex (B). 
However, with a lower stimulus that produced a much smaller M- 
wave ( 0 ) a  clear modulation was observed. The abnormally large 
reflex may be responsible for the alternating bursts of activity in 
the soleus (C) and tibialis anterior (0) muscles shortly after heel 
contact (further details in the text and Fig. 6). From Stein et al. 
(1991). 

cle (Yang et al., 1991b). Another 11 patients showed 
modulation between stance and swing, but showed 
less than 50% modulation within the stance phase. 
Finally, five patients showed relatively normal 
modulation (> 50%) within the stance phase. 

No significant correlation was observed between 
the speed at which these patients could walk and the 
reflex modulation they showed. A patient with very 
limited ability to walk might have a relatively nor- 
mal reflex modulation, whereas one with better 
walking ability might have little reflex modulation. 
This suggests that different pathways control the al- 
ternating pattern of walking and the associated 
modulation of reflex pathways. Thus, they can be 
differentially affected in an incomplete spinal cord 
or head injury. 

Stretch reflexes and clonus 

The large EMG bursts seen early in the step cycle of 
spastic hemiparetic subjects (e.g., Fig. 5 )  are consis- 
tent with our observations on the large reflexes and 
reduced modulation of H-reflexes in spastic sub- 
jects. Fig. 6 shows the averaged response of one sub- 
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Fig. 6. The EMG bursts in the soleus muscle of the patient in Fig. 
5 are velocity-sensitive. Their amplitude increased with increas- 
ing walking speeds (in m/sec). Arrows pointing up represent the 
end of the stance phase whereas the arrow pointing down 
represents the end of the step cycle in the bottom trace. The step 
cycle was > 1.5 sec at the two lower speeds. From Yang et al. 
(1991 b). 
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ject walking at three different speeds on a treadmill. 
The onset of the traces coincides with heel strike. As 
soon as the foot is flat on the ground and the ankle 
begins to flex, a large peak in the soleus EMG is ob- 
served, presumably due to an abnormally large 
stretch reflex. Note that at higher speeds and hence 
higher velocities of stretch the response is much 
larger, consistent with the velocity sensitivity of the 
reflex described above. These responses will tran- 
siently slow forward progression; once the ankle 
flexion resumes a second response occurs. The 
periodicity of the responses is similar to the clonus 
observed by stretching these muscles by hand, and 
in some patients many bursts are observed even in 
averaged records (Yang et al., 1991b). 

Cutaneous reflexes and walking 

The effects of injury on the modulation of cutane- 
ous reflexes have not yet been studied although 
cutaneous reflexes have long been used to replace 
motor function after injury or stroke. Lieberson et 
al. (1961) stimulated the common peroneal nerve in 
patients who were unable to flex the ankle suffi- 
ciently during gait to prevent it from dragging on the 
ground (foot drop). In fact, stimulation of the nerve 
has at least three actions. Firstly, the direct stimula- 
tion of motoneurons to ankle flexor muscles 
produces dorsiflexion to overcome foot drop, as 
mentioned above. Secondly, higher levels of stimu- 
lation produce a withdrawal reflex that generates 
flexion at other joints (hip and knee). Note that the 
flexor or withdrawal reflex only occurs at levels that 
would be noxious to a person with intact sensation. 
However, such levels can be routinely used in per- 
sons who have lost much or all sensation as a result, 
for example, of spinal cord injury. The reversal of 
cutaneous reflexes in a single muscle, described 
above, only occurs at lower levels of stimulation, 
although modulation of reflexes still persists with 
stronger stimuli (BBanger and Patla, 1984; Crenna 
and Frigo, 1984). 

Finally, the stimulation may transiently block ex- 
tensor spasticity. Results are shown for one patient 
in Fig. 7. The common peroneal nerve was stimu- 

lated for 1 sec at a level used by this patient to assist 
locomotion. The H-reflex to soleus muscle was 
measured at various times relative to the stimula- 
tion. A decline in the H-reflex is observed over 
several hundred milliseconds and it gradually 
recovers after the period of stimulation with a simi- 
lar time course. 

Note that the common method of treating spastic- 
ity is with Baclofen, a drug which is an agonist of the 
transmitter y-amino butyric acid (GABA). It acts at 
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Fig. 7. Time course in the H-reflex (filled circles) before, during 
and after a 1 sec period of stimulation to the common peroneal 
nerve at the rate (20 Hz) and amplitude used by this spinal cord- 
injured patient to generate a step. The M-wave (open circles) re- 
mained virtually constant throughout. 
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Fig. 8. Effect of the GABA agonist Baclofen on H-reflexes in the 
soleus muscle of a decerebrate cat. Different levels of EMG ac- 
tivity were generated by stimulating the contralateral common 
peroneal nerve to elicit a crossed extensor reflex before and after 
systemical application of the drug at the dose indicated. EMG 
and reflexes are in arbitrary units. 
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the GABA, receptor subtype which is involved in 
presynaptic inhibition in the spinal cord (Peng and 
Frank, 1989). Application of Baclofen in a de- 
cerebrate cat (Fig. 8) decreases the H-reflex at all 
levels of EMG activity in the soleus muscle. EMG 
activity was produced in this preparation by stimu- 
lation of the contralateral common peroneal nerve 
to generate a crossed extensor reflex. Thus, this drug 
can reduce H-reflexes tonically, but will not of 
course produce the precise reflex modulation within 
a step described in earlier sections. Cutaneous 
stimulation is also well known to produce presynap- 
tic inhibition lasting for 100-200 msec (Eccles, 
1964) and is presumably responsible, at least in part, 
for the decline in the H-reflex shown in Fig. 7. Thus, 
electrical stimulation has the potential to restore 
reflex modulation, as well as generating muscle con- 
tractions in these patients. 

Improvement of walking by electrical stimulation 

Recently, we have examined a number of patients 
with incomplete spinal cord injury. All patients 
could stand but walking was either not possible or 
was greatly slowed. Fig. 9 shows the effect of 
stimulating the common peroneal nerve to elicit or 
augment the swing phase of the step cycle in these 
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Fig. 9. Effect of stimulation of the common peroneal nerve in a 
group of patients with incomplete spinal cord injuries on the 
speed of walking. Note that some patients were unable to walk 
at all without stimulation (0 m/min) but could walk at 4 - 5 
m/min with stimulation. Others could walk at various speeds 
without stimulation and increased their speed by about the same 
amount. 

patients. With stimulation all could walk, including 
four patients who were totally unable to do so 
without stimulation. The gain in speed (4-5 
m/min) was small and independent of the speed they 
could produce in the absence of stimulation. This 
extra speed was obviously most important to those 
who could not walk at all or only at the very slowest 
speeds in the absence of stimulation. They tended to 
be the patients who used the system of stimulation 
on a regular basis at home. 

Why did the stimulation not produce a greater in- 
crease in speed? To answer this question we ex- 
amined the pattern of walking as a function of the 
duration of the step cycle, as shown in Fig. 10. 
Although the swing phase was somewhat longer in 
the patients who walked more slowly, the range 
(2 - 3 times) was much less than the range in the time 
to complete a step (more than 10 times). As a result 
the swing phase, plotted as a percentage of the step 
cycle, declines from the value of about 40% seen in 
normal individuals (Winter, 1987) to about 10% in 
the slowest subjects. Clearly, to make substantial 
improvements the stance phase, not the swing 
phase, must be shortened in these patients. Other 
muscles must be stimulated to produce forward 
momentum of the body over the limb (e.g., Mar- 
solais and Kobetic, 1987), as well as nerves to modu- 
late reflexes phasically, but the best way to restore 
functional gait in these patients remains a challenge 
for the future. 
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Fig. 10. The duration of the swing phase is plotted as a function 
of the average time of one step cycle for the same group of pa- 
tients as in Fig. 9. The fraction of the step cycle occupied by the 
swing phase is also plotted and this declines from the normal 
value of 0.4 to a value close to 0.1 for the slowest patients. 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 19-23 

R.B. Stein 

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada 

Throughout the papers on the topic of vestibular 
control of posture, a consistent theme can be dis- 
cerned, namely the importance of geometrical 
aspects in the vestibular control of posture. This 
may not be surprising since the vestibular system has 
long been known to be organized to obtain informa- 
tion about the movement of the head in several 
dimensions, as well as its relation to the vertical 
(gravity vector). This information must be trans- 
formed to signals appropriate for the control of 
body posture, but the nature of this transform has 
only attracted much attention in the last decade. Ge- 
ometric aspects have also featured prominently in 
recent work on the motor cortex (e.g., Geor- 
gopoulos, 1991), the spinal cord (e.g., Bizzi et al., 
1991) and eye movements (e.g., Hepp et al., 1988). 
Indeed, since organisms function in a world of geo- 
metric objects, our movements must be matched to 
these objects. However, it is only in recent years that 
the understanding of the neural substrate has ad- 
vanced sufficiently and the computational power 
has become available to test these ideas rigorously. 

The neck muscles are particularly complex (e.g., 
Abrahams and Richmond, 1988), but clearly vital to 
the task of linking head position to body posture. 
The paper by Shinoda et al. describes the linkage be- 
tween ampullary nerves and four of the more than 
30 neck muscles. The pattern of excitatory and in- 
hibitory connections recorded intracellularly from 
motoneurons is more complex than previously 
thought. Nonetheless, some straightforward rules 
are presented in the discussion of this study, both 
about the pattern of synaptic events and the 

responses to external perturbations. 
Wilson is more concerned with the relative contri- 

bution of vestibulospinal and reticulospinal tracts as 
substrates for vestibulospinal reflexes. He points 
out the importance of reticulospinal neurons in ver- 
tical vestibulocollic reflexes, as compared to the 
reflexes in the horizontal plane. One of the interest- 
ing facts to emerge is the distributed nature of the 
processing, involving the vestibular organs, pon- 
tomedullary reticulospinal neurons and the conver- 
gence of inputs within the neck itself. 

Macpherson and Inglis approach the problem of 
postural control from the opposite viewpoint, be- 
cause postural mechanisms have been studied in 
Macpherson’s laboratory for a number of years in 
intact cats. The platform on which the cats stand can 
be perturbed in eight different directions and the 
response characterized in terms of the force vector 
and EMG pattern. After bilateral labyrinthectomy, 
the animals changed their standing pattern some- 
what for several days, but were able to respond ap- 
propriately, although overreacting to horizontal 
displacements. Thus, they conclude that vestibular 
information is not required for the selection or the 
triggering of appropriate postural responses to 
translation, a conclusion that will no doubt be ques- 
tioned and re-examined in the years to come. 

Vidal and colleagues have also studied postural 
control in the whole animal after centrifugation, the 
parameters of which can apparently be adjusted to 
selectively lesion parts of the guinea-pig vestibular 
system. They note that the cervical vertical column 
of many animals is normally oriented so that the 
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utricular macula is brought approximately into the 
horizontal plane with respect to the earth’s gravita- 
tional field. Also, the range of motion in the head- 
neck system is sufficiently constrained to limit the 
number of degrees of freedom and simplify the com- 
putational problem of gaze stabilization, for exam- 
ple. The nervous system doesn’t have to control 
separately all the 30 plus muscles of the neck men- 
tioned above! Indeed, they suggest that the be- 
havioral deficits they observe are consistent with the 
projection pattern of monosynaptic contacts from 
second-order vestibular neurons to the spinal cord. 
This raises the question, as yet unanswered, of 
whether the later, polysynaptic potentials recorded 
by Shinoda et al. are of functional significance. 

The final paper in this set by Pellionisz and Ramos 
describes theoretical attempts to model the ge- 
ometrical transformations necessary to convert neu- 
ral signals observed in the vestibular system to those 
produced for control of posture. The idea is that the 
complex transformation from a covariant to a con- 
travariant representation according to the “tensor 
theory” of Pellionisz can be carried out by neural 
nets, although these nets will not be of the back- 

propagation variety popularized by Hopfield (1 982) 
and utilized for a variety of purposes in the last de- 
cade. The need for theoretical work sufficiently 
sophisticated to be able to cope with the immense 
volume of experimental data is impossible to deny. 
The final form of this synthesis remains elusive, but 
this series of papers provides a good overview of the 
current “state of the art”. 
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Synaptic organization of the vestibulo-collic pathways 
from six semicircular canals to motoneurons of different 

neck muscles 

Y. Shinoda, Y. Sugiuchi, T. Futami, N. Ando, T. Kawasaki and J. Yagi 

Department of Physiology, School of Medicine, Tokyo Medical and Dental University, 1-5-45, Bunkyo-ku, Yshima. Tokyo, 
Japan 

The pattern of inputs from six semicircular canals to neck 
motoneurons was investigated by stimulating six ampullary 
nerves electrically and recording intracellular potentials from 
motoneurons of the rectus capitis dorsalis (RD), the complexus 
(COMP) and the obliquus capitis caudalis (OCA) muscles at the 
upper cervical cord of the cat. RD and COMP motoneurons 
received disynaptic excitation from bilateral anterior and con- 
tralateral horizontal ampullary nerves and disynaptic inhibition 
from bilateral posterior and ipsilateral horizontal ampullary 
nerves. OCA motoneurons received excitation from ipsilateral 

vertical and contralateral horizontal ampullary nerves and inhi- 
bition from contralateral vertical and ipsilateral horizontal am- 
pullary nerves. Ipsilateral disynaptic inhibitory postsynaptic 
potentials and contralateral disynaptic excitatory postsynaptic 
potentials to these motoneurons were mediated by the medial 
longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) and the other postsynaptic poten- 
tials by the extra-MLF pathways. The results indicated that 
motoneurons of a neck muscle have its own characteristic pattern 
of inputs from six semicircular canals. 

Key words: Semicircular canal; Vestibular nucleus; Vestibulospinal neuron; Spinal cord; Motoneuron; Neck; Medial longitudinal fasci- 
culus 

Introduction 

Stimulation of individual semicircular canals 
produces canal-specific neck movements (Suzuki 
and Cohen, 1964). The pattern of connections be- 
tween different semicircular canals and dorsal neck 
muscle motoneurons was first investigated by Wil- 
son and Maeda (1974). Their results have shown that 
dorsal neck motoneurons receive excitation from 
bilateral anterior and contralateral horizontal 
canals and inhibition from bilateral posterior and 
contralateral horizontal canals. It has been assumed 
that this organized pattern of short-latency post- 
synaptic potentials (PSPs) is seen for all dorsal neck 
motoneurons (Wilson and Melvill-Jones, 1979). 
However, there are more than 30 neck muscles and 

they should be controlled in a proper spatial combi- 
nation to induce compensatory head movements in 
stimulated planes (Ezure and Sasaki, 1978; Schor 
and Miller, 1981; Baker et al., 1985). Therefore, 
there must be more than one pattern of connections 
between six semicircular cqals  and motoneurons of 
different neck muscles. 

In the following we will summarize the pattern of 
connections and the pathways between six semicir- 
cular canals and motoneurons of three neck muscles 
at the upper cervical cord in the cat (Sugiuchi et al., 
1992a). The experiments were performed in anesthe- 
tized cats by analyzing intracellular potentials in 
motoneurons evoked by electrical stimulation of the 
ampullary nerves. The results show that there is 
more than one pattern of connections between six 
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semicircular canals and dorsal neck motoneurons. 
Each muscle has its own characteristic pattern of in- 
put from six semicircular canals. 

Methods 

Experiments were performed on ten cats anesthe- 
tized with ketamine hydrochloride (Kyowahakko, 
Tokyo, Japan, 25 mg/kg, i.m.) followed by in- 
travenous injection of a-chloralose (Wakojunyaku, 
Osaka, Japan, 50 mg/kg). In order to stimulate am- 
pullary nerves, bipolar stimulating electrodes (two 
fine stainless steel wires glued together) were im- 
planted near the ampullary nerves through small 
holes made in bony canals as described by Suzuki et 
al. (1969). The stimulating electrodes were im- 
planted on six ampullary nerves in both labyrinths 
in each experiment. Final electrode positions were 
determined by monitoring characteristic eye move- 
ments elicited by stimulation of individual ampul- 
lary nerves with trains of 35 pulses of 0.2 msec dura- 
tion at an interval of 2.0 msec from a constant cur- 
rent generator. Thresholds of eye movements were 
usually 5 - 25 p A  and patterns of eye movements 
generally remained unchanged with three-fold in- 
creases in stimulating currents. Muscle nerves to 
three neck muscles, the complexus (COMP), the ob- 
liquus capitis caudalis (OCA), and the rectus capitis 
dorsalis (RD) muscles at C1 (Sugiuchi and Shinoda, 
1992), were dissected for stimulation. Dorsal 
laminectomy was made at C1 and C2 to record in- 
tracellular potentials from neck motoneurons. Af- 
ter implantation of the stimulating electrodes for the 
ampullary nerves, the animals were immobilized 
and artificially ventilated. Glass microelectrodes 
were filled with 3 M KC1 and had a resistance of 
8 - 15 megohms. Depolarizing or hyperpolarizing 
currents were passed through the recording elec- 
trode to check excitatory postsynaptic potentials 
(EPSPs) and inhibitory postsynaptic potentials 
(IPSPS). 

In some experiments, lesions were made in the 
medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) to determine 
the pathways in the brain-stem from the vestibular 
nuclei to neck motoneurons. The MLF was cut at the 

level of the obex with a fine blade under visual obser- 
vation. Lesions were reconstructed histologically on 
the serial sections of the brain-stem. After each ex- 
periment, the positions of the implanted electrodes 
were examined in relation to target ampullary nerves 
with an operating microscope. 

Results 

Properties of postsynaptic potentials elicited by 
vestibular-nerve stimulation 

We recorded from 85 neck motoneurons whose 
resting potentials generally ranged from -40 to 
- 85 mV. Vestibular inputs from the ipsi- and con- 
tralateral side were examined by stimulating the 
whole vestibular nerves, while recording intracellu- 
lar potentials from motoneurons of each muscle 
(Fig. 1). In a COMP motoneuron, large depolariza- 
tion was evoked from the contralateral side and 
depolarization followed by hyperpolarization from 
the ipsilateral side, whereas in an RD and an OCA 
motoneuron, depolarization followed by hyper- 
polarization was evoked from the contralateral side 
and depolarization from the ipsilateral side. As in 
this example, PSPs induced by stimulation of either 
the contra- or ipsilateral whole vestibular nerves had 
complex but characteristic patterns in motoneurons 
of individual neck muscles. This result suggests that 
there may be more than one input pattern from six 
semicircular canals to motoneurons of different 
neck muscles, or that input strengths from in- 
dividual semicircular canals are different in 
motoneurons of different muscles in spite of the 
same input pattern. 

Stimulation of individual ampullary nerves 
evoked EPSPs and IPSPs in all motoneurons ex- 
amined (Figs. 2 - 4). The PSPs evoked from a single 
canal nerve were either depolarization or hyper- 
polarization, and a depolarization-hyper- 
polarization sequence evoked by whole vestibular- 
nerve stimulation was not observed near thresholds. 
The shape of the PSPs was very simple near 
threshold, and later peaks with the same polarity ap- 
peared with an increase of stimulus intensity. When 
stimulus intensities were increased to 3 - 4 times 
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threshold for the PSPs, a depolarization- 
hyperpolarization sequence was sometimes in- 
duced. This was probably due to current spread to 
adjacent ampullary nerves or otolith nerves. 
Thresholds of the EPSPs and IPSPs were less than 
50 pA, usually 20 - 30 PA. The latency of the EPSPs 
ranged from 1.1 to 2.8 msec (n = 208) and that of 
the IPSPs from 1.2 to 3.0 msec (n = 215). Since the 
latency of intra-axonal spikes recorded from 
vestibulo-spinal axons at C1 ranged from 0.8 to 1.6 
msec (n = 53), most of these earliest PSPs evoked 
in neck motoneurons were regarded as disynaptic 
from the primary afferents (Akaike et al., 1973; 
Shinoda et al., 1988a,b, 1990; Sugiuchi et al., 
1992a), but the later PSPs were considered to be 
trisynaptic. The amplitude of disynaptic EPSPs and 
IPSPs was 300 pV to 2.5 mV. The amplitude of the 
peak depolarization ranged from 500 pV to 8 mV 
and sometimes was large enough to induce action 
potentials. 

M. Complexus 

M.Rectus 
cap.dors. 

M. Obliquus 
cap. caud. 

ipsi 
~ Y J  

Pattern of postsynaptic potentials evoked from 
six ampullary nerves 

(1) Rectus capitis dorsalis motoneurons. The typi- 
cal pattern of inputs elicited by stimulation of six 
ampullary nerves in an RD motoneuron is shown in 
Fig. 2. Stimulation of either the ipsi- or the con- 
tralateral anterior ampullary nerve produced 
EPSPs and stimulation of the posterior ampullary 
nerve on either side produced IPSPs. Stimulation of 
the ipsi- and contralateral horizontal ampullary 
nerves produced IPSPs and EPSPs, respectively. 
This typical response pattern to separate stimulation 
of six ampullary nerves was observed in a majority 
of the RD motoneurons examined. In some RD 
motoneurons, however, inputs from one or two am- 
pullary nerves were lacking. This lack of input was 
not due to improper implantation of stimulating 
electrodes, since large PSPs could be evoked in other 
motoneurons at lower stimulus intensities in the 
same preparations. 

contra 

Fig. 1. Vestibular inputs to different neck motoneurons from the ipsilateral and contralateral sides. Left column: identification of neck 
motoneurons by antidromic activation. Middle and right columns: postsynaptic potentials recorded in the motoneurons following 
stimulation of the whole vestibular nerve on the ipsilateral (middle column) and contralateral side (right column). 
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(2) Complexus motoneurons. The typical pattern 
of inputs to a COMP motoneuron is shown in Fig. 
3. Stimulation of the anterior ampullary nerve on 
either side and the horizontal ampullary nerve on the 
contralateral side produced disynaptic EPSPs, 
whereas stimulation of the posterior ampullary 
nerve on either side and the horizontal ampullary 
nerve on the ipsilateral side produced disynaptic 
IPSPs. This input pattern from six semicircular 
canals was observed in a majority of the COMP 
motoneurons examined at C 1. 

(3) Obliquus capitis caudalis motoneurons. The 
typical input pattern from six semicircular canals to 
an OCA motoneuron is illustrated in Fig. 4. Stimu- 
lation of either the ipsilateral anterior or posterior 
ampullary nerve produced EPSPs, whereas stimula- 
tion of either the contralateral anterior or posterior 
ampullary nerve produced IPSPs. Stimulation of 
the contra- and ipsilateral horizontal ampullary 

M. rectus capitis dorsalis ipsi 1 1 

nerves produced EPSPs and IPSPs, respectively. 
This typical pattern was most consistently found in 
OCA motoneurons at C1. 

Evaluation of stimulus spread within the 
labyrinth 

In the results described above, most motoneurons 
of individual neck muscles had their own typical in- 
put pattern from six semicircular canals. The input 
pattern recorded in motoneurons of a particular 
muscle by stimulation of six ampullary nerves was 
consistent from one experiment to another. This evi- 
dence provides support for reliability of our implan- 
tation technique. There was, however, atypical in- 
put from one or two ampullary nerves in some moto- 
neurons for individual muscles. Thus, it was essen- 
tial to ascertain that the typical pattern was not con- 
taminated by stimulus spread to other nerves in the 
labyrinth and to determine the origin of the atypical 

contra 

Ant 

Post Post - - 
Fig. 2. Typical pattern of inputs from six semicircular canals in an RD motoneuron. Left: antidromic potentials evoked by stimulation 
of the RD muscle nerve. Middle: postsynaptic potentials evoked by stimulation of the ipsilateral anterior (Ant), horizontal (Hor) and 
posterior (Post) ampullary nerves. Right: postsynaptic potentials evoked by stimulation of the contralateral anterior, horizontal and 
posterior ampullary nerves. The upper traces indicate intracellular potentials and the lower traces juxtacellular field potentials in each 
panel. Upward deflection indicates positivity. 
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input. Stimulation of each ampullary nerve 
produces a characteristic eye movement, and stimu- 
lus spread to nearby ampullary nerves can be de- 
tected by change in the direction of eye movements 
(Suzuki and Cohen, 1964). At the beginning of the 
experiments, this condition was always satisfied, 
but a change in stimulus conditions may have taken 
place during the experiments. This possibility, 
however, was negligible. If this change had taken 
place, the response pattern of motoneurons of a par- 
ticular muscle to stimulation of six ampullary nerves 
should have changed systematically in the middle of 
the experiments. The possible current spread to ad- 
jacent vestibular nerves (Kasahara and Uchino, 
1974; Wilson et al., 1977) was extensively examined 
and that possibility was excluded in this series of the 
experiments. Implanted electrode tip positions in 
the semicircular canals were carefully checked under 
a microscope after each experiment and microscopic 

observation confirmed the proper placements of the 
stimulating electrodes on the target ampullary 
nerves, when the typical effects were elicited at low- 
stimulus intensities. 

Path ways from six ampullary nerves to neck 
motoneurons 

To determine the central pathways linking six 
semicircular canals and neck motoneurons, a lesion 
was made in the MLF at the medulla and the effect 
of ampullary nerve stimulation was compared be- 
fore and after the lesion. Fig. 5 shows the effect of 
the MLF lesion on the PSPs evoked from six ampul- 
lary nerves in COMP motoneurons at C1. Before a 
lesion, COMP motoneurons usually received di- 
synaptic EPSPs from the bilateral anterior and con- 
tralateral horizontal ampullary nerves and disynap- 
tic IPSPs from the ipsilateral horizontal and the 
bilateral posterior ampullary nerves. After a lesion 

ipsi contra 

Post - Post - 
Fig. 3. Typical pattern of inputs from six semicircular canals to a COMP motoneuron at C1. The arrangement of the records and ab- 
breviations are the same as in Fig. 2. 
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in the MLF ipsilateral to the recording site, the di- 
synaptic IPSPs evoked from the ipsilateral horizon- 
tal and posterior ampullary nerves completely dis- 
appeared, whereas the EPSPs evoked from the ip- 
silateral anterior ampullary nerve remained un- 
affected (Fig. 5B). The disynaptic PSPs evoked 
from three contralateral ampullary nerve disap- 
peared after MLF sectioning (Fig. 5 0 .  The lesion in 
the MLF contralateral to the recording site had no 
effect on these evoked responses. In some COMP 
motoneurons (Fig. 5) ,  the longer-latency EPSPs 
were evoked from the contralateral anterior ampul- 
lary nerve after MLF sectioning, suggesting that this 
remaining connection was more than disynaptic and 
via the extra-MLF pathway. Usually, the disynaptic 
PSPs evoked from the three contralateral ampullary 
nerves were completely abolished in COMP 
motoneurons after the ipsilateral MLF sectioning, 
but in some COMP motoneurons, trisynaptic IPSPs 

evoked from the contralateral posterior ampullary 
nerve did not disappear. 

Similar lesion experiments were performed to de- 
termine the pathways from six semicircular canals to 
RD and OCA motoneurons. In RD motoneurons, 
interruption of the MLF abolished disynaptic 
EPSPs and IPSPs evoked from the contralateral 
ampullary nerves and also disynaptic IPSPs from 
the ipsilateral horizontal and posterior ampullary 
nerves, but did not affect disynaptic EPSPs from the 
ipsilateral anterior ampullary nerve. Therefore, this 
result indicates that the pathways to RD motoneu- 
rons are the same as those to COMP motoneurons. 
In OCA motoneurons, section of the MLF 
abolished disynaptic EPSPs evoked from the con- 
tralateral horizontal ampullary nerve and disynap- 
tic IPSPs evoked from the contralateral posterior 
and ipsilateral horizontal ampullary nerves, but did 
not affect disynaptic EPSPs evoked from the ip- 

i p s i  contra 

M. Obliquus capitis caudalis 
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Fig. 4. Typical pattern of inputs from six semicircular canals to an OCA motoneuron at C1. 
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Fig. 5 .  Effect of sectioning the MLF on postsynaptic potentials evoked from six semicircular canals in COMP motoneurons. The lesion 
was made in the MLF ipsilateral to the motoneurons at the level of the obex (A). B. Records before (left column) and after the lesion 
(right column), showing typical PSPs evoked by stimulation of the three ipsilateral ampullary nerves. C. Postsynaptic potentials evoked 
from the contralateral ampullary nerves before and after the lesion. 
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silateral anterior and posterior ampullary nerves. 
Trisynaptic IPSPs evoked from the contralateral 
anterior and posterior ampullary nerves remained 
after sectioning the MLF. 

Discussion 

The present study demonstrated the existence of 
multiple patterns of input from six semicircular 
canals to motoneurons of different neck muscles. 
Motoneurons of each neck muscle had its own 
characteristic input pattern. One of the general rules 
of innervation is that neck motoneurons usually 
receive disynaptic excitatory and inhibitory inputs 
from all six semicircular canals, although the 
strength of input from each canal is different. This 
disynaptic connection supports the morphological 
findings that secondary vestibulo-spinal axons 
make direct contact with neck motoneurons 
(Shinoda et al., 1986, 1988a,b, 1990, 1992a,b). Wil- 
son and Maeda (1974) suggested that a dorsal ramus 
motoneuron may be influenced by as many as six 
ampullae. The present study provides the evidence, 
based on a large number of samples, that virtually 
all motoneurons of different dorsal neck muscles ex- 
amined are influenced by six semicircular canals. 
The pattern of connections between six semicircular 
canals and motoneurons is very characteristic of 
each dorsal neck muscle. In RD and COMP 
motoneurons at C1, stimulation of bilateral anterior 
and contralateral horizontal canals produced 
EPSPs and that of bilateral posterior and ipsilateral 
horizontal canals produced IPSPs (Figs. 2 and 3). 
This pattern is similar to the pattern for motoneu- 
rons of biventer and complexus muscles at C3 
reported by Wilson and Maeda (1974). However, 
the pattern for OCA motoneurons is very different; 
the motoneurons receive excitation from the ip- 
silateral vertical canals and inhibition from the con- 
tralateral vertical canals (Fig. 4). These results indi- 
cate that there are at least two patterns of input from 
vertical canals for dorsal neck muscle motoneurons. 
As to the horizontal canal inputs, all motoneurons 
of three neck muscles examined received excitation 
from the contralateral side and inhibition from the 

ipsilateral side and there is only one pattern of input 
for all dorsal neck motoneurons. 

The disynaptic pathways from the contralateral 
canals to RD, OCA and COMP motoneurons are by 
way of the MLF ipsilateral to the motoneurons (Fig. 
5).  Most of these crossed effects are probably con- 
veyed by vestibulo-oculo-collic neurons located 
either in the medial or the descending vestibular 
nucleus (Uchino and Hirai, 1984; Isu et al., 1988; 
Uchino and Isu, 1992). Inhibitory inputs from the 
ipsilateral semicircular canals to RD, OCA and 
COMP motoneurons were abolished by interrup- 
tion of the ipsilateral MLF, but excitatory inputs re- 
mained unaffected (Fig. 5) .  This result is consistent 
with the finding in biventer and complexus 
motoneurons (Wilson and Maeda, 1974). The ex- 
citatory signals may be conveyed to these motoneu- 
rons by vestibulo-collic neurons located in the 
lateral vestibular nucleus (Uchino and Isu, 1992). 
Trisynaptic IPSPs from the contralateral ampullary 
nerves are at least partly mediated by spinal commis- 
surd neurons (Sugiuchi et al., 1992b). 

It is worthwhile to consider how the pattern of ex- 
citatory and inhibitory inputs to neck motoneurons 
is related to compensatory neck movements for 
head stabilization in response to external distur- 
bances. When bilateral anterior canals are simul- 
taneously stimulated, the head moves straight up, 
rotating on the bitemporal axis (Suzuki and Cohen, 
1964). The RD and COMP muscles must be involved 
in this compensatory movement, since the RD and 
COMP muscles are excited from the bilateral an- 
terior canals and inhibited from the bilateral 
posterior canals. Accordingly, when the head is ro- 
tated downward in the sagittal plane, these muscles 
are maximally contracted, so that the compensatory 
head movement to raise the head to the normal posi- 
tion results. When the head is rotated upward, these 
muscles are maximally inhibited and help neck 
flexors return the head to the normal position. Head 
rotation in the frontal plane results in excitation of 
the anterior and posterior canals on one side. Simul- 
taneous electrical stimulation of the unilateral verti- 
cal canals results in the head rotation on the naso- 
occipital axis to the unstimulated side (Suzuki and 
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Cohen, 1964). When the head is rotated in the fron- 
tal plane, excitation of the anterior and posterior 
canals on the rotated side results in excitation of the 
ipsilateral OCA muscle and inhibition of the con- 
tralateral OCA muscle. Thus, the OCA muscle must 
be involved in the compensatory head movement on 
the naso-occipital axis. Qualitatively, the pattern of 
inputs from six semicircular canals to motoneurons 
of each neck muscle can properly explain the direc- 
tion of the compensatory head movement described 
above. However, more quantitative information on 
the input from each semicircular canal to a 
motoneuron is required in order to characterize the 
functional involvement of each muscle in compen- 
satory head movement in the same plane as the acti- 
vated semicircular canal. 
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CHAPTER 20 

Vestibulospinal reflexes and the reticular formation 

V.J. Wilson 

The Rockefeller University, New York, NY 10021, U.S.A. 

While both vestibulospinal and reticulospinal tracts contribute to 
vestibulospinal reflexes, their respective roles are not fully under- 
stood. Previous evidence suggests that reticulospinal fibers make 
an important contribution to the horizontal vestibulocollic reflex 
(VCR) of the decerebrate cat. Recent work addresses their contri- 
bution to the vertical VCR. On the basis of study of reflex and 
vestibulocollic neuron dynamics, it appears that processing 
which is necessary to produce some of the spatial properties of 
the vertical VCR takes place outside the vestibular nuclei. 
Recording from pontomedullary reticulospinal neurons receiv- 

ing vestibular input and projecting to different levels of the spinal 
cord reveals that almost no cells receive only vertical canal input, 
while approximately half receive otolith input. As is the case for 
vestibulocollic neurons, these reticulospinal neurons also lack 
the properties required to produce all of the VCR’s spatial 
properties. Two conclusions are that in response to stimuli in ver- 
tical planes pontomedullary reticulospinal fibers are best suited 
to contribute to otolith reflexes, and that spatial properties of the 
VCR depend in part on convergence of inputs within the neck it- 
self. 

Key words: Vestibulospinal fibers; Reticulospinal fibers; Spatial transformation; Vestibulocollic reflex 
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Introduction 

It has long been known that the vestibulospinal and 
reticulospinal tracts both receive vestibular input 
and are part of the neural substrate of vestibulospi- 
nal reflexes, but their relative contribution to these 
reflexes remains uncertain. Some requirements 
must be met before this problem can be addressed. 
First, we need to know the temporal and spatial 
properties of vestibulospinal reflexes. Second, simi- 
lar information must be obtained about the vestibu- 
lar input to vestibulo- and reticulospinal neurons, 
preferably to neurons whose level of projection in 
the spinal cord is known. Only then can we begin to 
assess the contribution that vestibular and reticular 
neurons make to reflex behavior. In recent years, 
much data has been gathered about vestibular 
reflexes evoked by sinusoidal stimuli in horizontal 
and vertical planes and acting on the neck and fore- 
limbs of the decerebrate cat (reviewed in Wilson and 

Peterson, 1981; Schor and Miller, 1981; Bilotto et 
al., 1982; Dutia and Hunter, 1985; Baker et al., 
1985; Wilson et al., 1986). Similar stimuli have been 
used to study vestibulospinal neurons (e.g., Boyle 
and Pompeiano, 1981; Kasper et al., 1988; Wilson 
et al., 1990). There has been little investigation of 
the responses of reticulospinal neurons to natural 
vestibular stimulation, except for the work of Pom- 
peiano and his colleagues (Manzoni et al., 1983; 
Pompeiano et al., 1984), who studied responses of 
these neurons to roll stimuli, and recent experiments 
in our laboratory (Bolton et al., 1991, 1992). The 
results of these experiments help clarify the role of 
reticulospinal fibers in the vestibular reflex acting 
on the neck (vestibulocollic reflex or VCR). 

The vestibulocollic reflex 

Studies on the neural substrate of the VCR were ini- 
tially done on the reflex evoked by sinusoidal 
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horizontal rotations (reviewed in Wilson and Peter- 
son, 1981; Bilotto et al., 1982). In brief, reflex out- 
put to dorsal neck muscles lags input acceleration 
considerably at low frequencies, bringing the phase 
of the EMG close to a position signal at, for exam- 
ple, 0.2 Hz. Thus, the integration of the incoming 
canal input, which is in phase with stimulus velocity, 
produces a signal appropriate for a reflex compen- 
sating for a change in angular head position. At 
higher frequencies, phase advances and gain in- 
creases, and the output approaches an acceleration 
signal by 3 Hz. The most direct pathway linking the 
horizontal canal with neck motoneurons is disynap- 
tic, with axons in the medial vestibulospinal tract 
(MVST) in the medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) 
(Fig. 1; Wilson and Maeda, 1974). This pathway 
must be part of the neural substrate of the reflex, but 
what is its contribution to reflex dynamics? Ezure 
and Sasaki (1978) showed that the dynamics of 
second-order canal neurons resemble those of canal 
afferents, and that there is a considerable phase lag 
between their responses and those of neck muscles. 
It is hard to see how neurons that respond in this 
manner can produce the low-frequency, phase- 
lagging reflex behavior. In fact, interruption of the 
disynaptic pathway by lesions of the MLF has no ob- 

Fig. 1 .  Diagrams of disynaptic connections between ipsilateral 
and contralateral semicircular canal ampullae and dorsal neck 
motoneurons. A, H, P, anterior, horizontal and posterior am- 
pullae, respectively; VN, vestibular nuclei; LVST, lateral ves- 
tibulospinal tract; MLF, medial longitudinal fasciculus (from 
Wilson and Maeda, 1974). 

vious effect on the horizontal VCR, not only at low 
frequencies, but at higher ones as well (Ezure et al., 
1978; Bilotto et al., 1982); a decrease in gain is seen 
only when deeper lesions impinge on the reticular 
formation. Although higher-order vestibular neu- 
rons do show responses with muscle-like dynamics 
in response to sinusoidal polarization of the 
horizontal canal nerve, a paradigm in which stimu- 
lus spread to utricular afferents is hard to rule out 
completely (Peterson et al., 1981), the lesion experi- 
ments suggest an important role for reticulospinal 
fibers in the horizontal VCR. 

The VCR evoked by stimuli in vertical planes is 
more complex because it results from activation not 
only of the vertical canals but also of the otolith or- 
gans (Schor and Miller, 1981; Dutia and Hunter, 
1985; Baker et al., 1985). Accordingly, dynamics of 
the reflex are as expected from convergent otolith 
and canal input: phase is near position and gain flat 
at low frequencies; above 0.1 Hz gain begins to rise 
and phase advances, approaching 90' at 2 Hz. Note 
that the central integrator which transforms a veloc- 
ity canal input to a position response at low frequen- 
cies in the horizontal VCR is not needed for the ver- 
tical VCR because of the presence of the otolith in- 
put. Spatial properties of the reflex have been 
studied in detail by Baker et al. (1985), who looked 
at the responses evoked by sinusoidal stimuli 
oriented in many different planes. Two aspects of 
their results are of particular interest. First, at fre- 
quencies at which canal input predominates, the 
response vector orientation of some neck muscles, 
i.e., the stimulus plane that produces the maximal 
reflex response, suggests that these muscles receive 
bilaterally convergent input from symmetric verti- 
cal canals, for example from the two anterior canals. 
Second, muscles often display spatiotemporal con- 
vergence (STC behavior), i.e., convergence of in- 
puts with different spatial and temporal properties. 
Evidence for such behavior is that the muscle's 
response vector orientation shifts with stimulus fre- 
quency; that response phase depends on stimulus 
orientation; and that at intermediate frequencies 
(usually 0.1 or 0.2 Hz) it may be impossible to define 
a vector orientation because all directions of tilt are 
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equally effective. A likely explanation for STC be- 
havior is convergence of canal and otolith inputs 
that are not aligned spatially. We can again ask the 
question: what is the role of vestibulocollic path- 
ways, linking vestibular nuclei to neck, in producing 
such reflex behavior? As shown in Fig. 1, some of 
the disynaptic pathways, i.e., the bilateral pathways 
from the posterior canal and the crossed pathway 
from the anterior canal, are in the MLF, while the 
pathway from the ipsilateral anterior canal is in the 
lateral vestibulospinal tract (LVST). It is well 
known that there is strong otolith input to the nuclei 
that give rise to the LVST, but indirect evidence sug- 
gests that crossed disynaptic otolith pathways may 
be in the MVST (Wilson and Melvill Jones, 1979). 
With the pathways more diverse and less con- 
veniently grouped than is the case with the horizon- 
tal VCR, the effects of lesions are more difficult to 
interpret. Miller et al. (1982) looked at the effect of 
MVST lesions on the reflex evoked by roll tilt, and 
observed little change other than some loss of gain, 
especially at higher stimulus frequencies. With a 
stimulus limited to roll, Miller and colleagues could 
not detect any effect of the lesion on spatial proper- 
ties of the reflex. It would therefore be of interest to 
test the effect of MLF lesions on response vector 
orientations of neck muscles. 

The responses of vestibulocollic neurons to 
sinusoidal tilt in vertical planes have been inves- 
tigated in decerebrate preparations similar to those 
used for reflex studies (Wilson et al., 1990). Spon- 
taneously active neurons in Deiters' nucleus and the 
descending vestibular nucleus were identified with 
antidromic stimulation as terminating in the neck 
segments. Many of these neurons responded to 
sinusoidal whole body tilt. Once their response vec- 
tor orientation was determined using a stimulus 
combining pitch and roll ("wobble", Schor et al., 
1984), sinusoidal stimuli oriented near the response 
vector and delivered at different frequencies were 
used to classify the neurons according to the type of 
vestibular input that they received. On the basis of 
dynamics, the population was divided into neurons 
receiving input primarily from vertical canals 
(44%), otoliths (19'?'0), otolith + canal (12010), or 
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Fig. 2. Response vector orientations of vestibulocollic neurons, 
determined by the use of wobble stimuli, typically at 0.5 Hz. Neu- 
rons of different classes are grouped in concentric circles. Neu- 
rons that respond maximally to imilateral ear down (IED) roll ro- 
tations have vector orientations of o", those responding best to 
contralateral ear down (CED) roll have orientations of 180". 
Orientations of 90" and - 90" correspond to nose down (ND) 
and nose up (NU) pitch, respectively (modified from Wilson et 
al., 1990). 

demonstrating STC behavior (10%); 15% could not 
be classified. While this population of neurons can 
account for VCR dynamics, it cannot account for all 
of the reflex's spatial behavior for two reasons. 
First, the small fraction of STC neurons appears to 
be insufficient to produce the behavior seen at the 
reflex level. Second, while many neurons with input 
from canals (canal only, otolith + canal, STC) 
received convergent input from more than one 
canal, and their response vectors were shifted from 
canal planes, the shift was almost invariably 
towards roll (Fig. 2): this indicates convergence be- 
tween the anterior and posterior canals on the same 
side. Convergence between bilateral anterior or 
posterior canals, required to produce the response 
vector orientation seen in some neck muscles, would 
produce vectors in the pitch quadrants. As can be 
seen in Fig. 2, such vectors were conspicuously ab- 
sent. Wilson et al. (1990) studied only neurons ter- 
minating in the neck segments and, therefore, ex- 
cluded from their sample neurons giving a collateral 
branch to the upper cervical grey matter, then con- 
tinuing to more caudal levels. Such neurons are un- 
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likely to have properties very different from those of 
vestibulocollic neurons, however, because the be- 
havior of the population of Wilson et al. (1990) was 
essentially the same as that of an unselected sample 
of vestibular nucleus neurons studied earlier by 
Kasper et al. (1988). 

In summary, the evidence suggests that neurons 
other than vestibulospinal neurons play an impor- 
tant role in both horizontal and vertical ves- 
tibulocollic reflexes, and that some of the processing 
required to produce these reflexes takes place out- 
side the vestibular nuclei. In addition to the neck 
segments themselves, a likely locus for such process- 
ing is the reticular formation. 

Reticulospinal neurons and the vestibulocollic 
reflex 

The lesion studies discussed above demonstrate that 
the horizontal VCR functions normally after inter- 
ruption of the disynaptic vestibulocollic pathway in 
the MVST, and imply that it can be produced by 
reticulospinal fibers. Unfortunately, little is known 
so far about the responses of identified reticulospi- 
nal fibers to activation of the horizontal canal. 
Peterson et al. (1981) observed that, when the 
horizontal canal nerve was stimulated by sinusoidal 
polarizing current, reticulospinal neurons, like 
some vestibulospinal neurons, could have muscle- 
like responses with a phase lag at low frequencies. 
As already mentioned, it is hard to completely rule 
out some spread to the utricular nerve with this form 
of stimulation. Sasaki and Shimazu (1981) noted 
responses of some reticulospinal neurons to 
horizontal rotation, but did not study them syste- 
matically. Better understanding of the contribution 
of reticulospinal neurons to the horizontal VCR re- 
quires a comprehensive study of the dynamics of 
their responses to horizontal rotation. 

As part of our investigation of the neural basis of 
the vertical VCR, we have recently studied the 
responses of pontomedullary reticulospinal neurons 
to whole body rotations in vertical planes (Bolton et 
al., 1991,1992). Theneurons, whichprojectedin the 
lateral and medial reticulospinal tracts, were located 

medially in n. pontis caudalis and n. gigantocel- 
lularis, over a rostrocaudal extent ranging from the 
facial nerve to the rostral pole of the hypoglossal 
nucleus. Neurons in these areas make excitatory and 
inhibitory connections, mono- and polysynaptic, 
with neck and limb motoneurons (Wilson and Peter- 
son, 1981). The level of the spinal cord to which each 
neuron projected was identified by antidromic 
stimulation as being rostral to C5 (neck or N cells), 
in the cervical enlargement (C cells), in the thoracic 
cord (T cells), or in the lumbar cord (L cells). Few 
cells had axons terminating in the neck (13Vo), in 
agreement with earlier studies (Peterson et al., 1975; 
Iwamoto and Sasaki, 1990). However, Iwamoto et 
al. (1990) have recently shown that reticulospinal 
neurons projecting as far as the thoracic cord have 
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Fig. 3. Distribution of different vestibular response types among 
reticulospinal and vestibulospinal neurons. The RS population 
consists of 65 neurons (data from Bolton et al., 1991, 1992). The 
113 vestibulospinal neurons include 86 vestibulocollic neurons 
(from Wilson et al., 1990) and 27 neurons driven antidromically 
from an electrode at the C4 level (from Kasper et al., 1988). 
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a high likelihood of sending a collateral to the neck 
grey matter, and N, C and T cells together make up 
49% of our sample. Comparison of the properties of 
this group of neurons with those of L cells reveals no 
obvious difference either in spatial tuning or in dis- 
tribution of inputs from different receptors in the 
labyrinth; for the rest of this paper I will therefore 
consider them together as RS neurons. 

Sixty-five spontaneously active RS neurons that 
responded to whole body tilt were studied as in our 
previous experiments: each neuron's response vec- 
tor orientation was determined with the wobble 
stimulus, then dynamics were studied with sinusoi- 
dal stimuli aligned with this vector. Although reticu- 
lar neurons are at least one synapse further away 
from the input than are vestibular nucleus neurons, 
the same response types as in vestibular nuclei were 
found for RS neurons. There was input from verti- 
cal canals (2% of the neurons), otoliths (49Oi'o), 
otolith + canal (lS'Jlo), and there were cells with 
STC behavior (9Yo); 22% of the cells could not be 
classified. Fig. 3,  which compares these percentages 
with those obtained for a population of ves- 
tibulospinal neurons, shows a striking difference be- 
tween them. Whereas neurons receiving only verti- 
cal canal input make up the largest component of the 
vestibulospinal population, such neurons are essen- 
tially absent from the RS group. Such absence could 
be due to extensive convergence within the reticular 
formation, resulting in a large number of 
otolith + canal and STC neurons, but this is not the 
case. The percentage of otolith + canal and STC 
neurons is similar in the two populations, and there 
is a very large fraction of RS neurons with only 
otolith input. Even where present, canal input to RS 
neurons is weaker than in the vestibular nuclei: at 
frequencies where canal input becomes dominant, 
0.2 and 0.5 Hz, the gain of otolith + canal RS neu- 
rons is lower than that of vestibulospinal neurons. 
On the other hand, the gain of the otolith input to 
RS neurons is comparable in strength to what is seen 
in the vestibular nuclei. It should be noted that while 
looking for RS neurons, we studied 21 neurons that 
could not be driven antidromically from the spinal 
cord and presumably projected elsewhere: seven of 
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Fig. 4. Response vector orientations of RS neurons, determined 
by the use of wobble stimuli, typically at 0.5 Hz. Abbreviations 
as in Fig. 2 (data from Bolton et al., 1991, 1992). 

these neurons (33%) received their input from verti- 
cal canals. 

The scarcity of RS neurons with only vertical 
canal input means that any contribution that RS 
neurons make to the spatial transformation of canal 
signals that produces the response vector orienta- 
tions seen in neck muscles must be made by 
otolith + canal and STC neurons. Both have con- 
vergent otolith and canal input, with the latter 
presumably dominating at higher frequencies of 
stimulation. Fig. 4 shows vector orientations, deter- 
mined at 0.5 Hz, of 18 of these neurons. In contrast 
to the behavior of vestibular neurons (Fig. 2), all 
vectors are oriented contralaterally, as was the case 
for the majority of neurons that Manzoni et al. 
(1983) classified as receiving otolith or 
otolith + canal input. More to the point, all but one 
of the vectors are in the roll quadrants and most are 
very close to roll. 

Although the precise contribution of reticulospi- 
nal fibers to the VCR cannot be determined without 
knowing whether they are excitatory or inhibitory, 
and what their targets are, several things are clear 
from these results. First, in the decerebrate cat, ver- 
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tical canal signals, unlike horizontal canal activity, 
reach the neck mainly via the vestibulospinal tracts, 
with little RS contribution. This is consistent with 
the result of MLF lesions, which would interrupt 
crossed anterior canal and all posterior canal path- 
ways, leading to the gain decrease at high frequen- 
cies observed by Miller et al. (1982). Gain at low fre- 
qencies would be less sensitive to such lesions be- 
cause of the substantial otolith signal carried by RS 
fibers, many of which are outside the MLF (Petras, 
1967). Second, neck muscle response vectors with 
orientations in the pitch quadrants are no more 
likely to be generated in the pontomedullary reticu- 
lar formation than in the vestibular nuclei. The ap- 
propriate convergence most likely takes place in the 
neck, where it has already been shown that bilateral 
pathways from the anterior and posterior canals 
converge on the same motoneurons (Fig. 1; Wilson 
and Maeda, 1974). Third, with a small number of 
STC neurons in both vestibular nuclei and reticular 
formation, it appears that convergence in the neck 
also makes a contribution to reflex STC behavior. 
Finally, the results suggest that for the vertical VCR 
the most important contribution of RS fibers is to 
otolith reflexes. Because RS fibers projecting to all 
levels of the cord have similar properties, this also 
applies to their contribution to otolith reflexes act- 
ing on the limbs and trunk. 
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CHAPTER 21 

Stance and balance following bilateral labyrinthectomy 

Jane M. Macpherson and J. Timothy Inglisl 

R.S. Do w Neurological Sciences Institute, Good Samaritan Hospital and Medical Center, Portland, OR, U.S.A. and 
'Department of Physical Therapy, Elborn College, University of Western Ontario, London, Canada 

Although vestibular input codes head acceleration, it is not clear 
whether or not this signal is critical for triggering the initial 
postural response to a perturbation of stance, and for determin- 
ing the appropriate direction of response. These experiments 
were designed to examine the contribution of vestibular inputs to 
the control of balance in the freely standing cat. Four cats were 
trained to stand quietly on a moveable force platform. The 
animal's stance was unexpected perturbed by applying a linear 
ramp-and-hold translation to the support surface in each of eight 
different directions in the horizontal plane. The characteristics of 
quiet stance and the response to the perturbations were quanti- 
fied in terms of the 3-D ground reaction forces under each paw 
and the EMG activity in selected muscles. The animals were 
bilaterally labyrinthectomized, and their responses compared be- 
fore and after lesion. The cats were able to stand stably on the 
platform within 2 - 3 days of the lesion. During quiet stance, 
there was no change in the distribution of vertical forces under 
the paws and no increase in sway area. Horizontal plane forces, 

which were normally outwardly directed on the diagonals, be- 
came more laterally directed and transiently larger in amplitude. 
The level of tonic EMG activity increased in some extensors and 
flexors, and decreased in others, compared to control. The 
responses to platform translation were characterized by normal 
spatial and temporal patterns and latencies of EMG activity. Fur- 
thermore, all cats continued to use the force constraint strategy 
that is characteristic of the intact animal (Macpherson, 1988a). 
The only clear deficit in performance was a transient hyper- 
metria, characterized by an over-response to the translation. 
Although the cats over-responded, they were still able to main- 
tain their balance successfully. The moderate changes in quiet 
stance and in response to perturbation gradually returned to con- 
trol values over 8- 10 days following the lesion. These results 
suggest that vestibular information is not necessary for triggering 
appropriate postural responses evoked by support surface trans- 
lations, nor for selecting the direction of response. 

Key words: Posture; Balance; Quadrupedal stance; Vestibular system; Cat; Ground reaction forces; Electromyography 

Introduction 

Bilateral loss of the vestibular end-organs has pro- 
found consequences for motor behavior, especially 
in the acute phase, but also long-term. Following 
this lesion, animals exhibit broad-based stance, 
ataxic gait, uncontrolled pendular head move- 
ments, problems with dynamic equilibrium, and im- 
pairment in gaze stabilization (Magnus, 1926; DOW, 
1938; Carpenter et al., 1959; Money and Scott, 
1962; Igarashi et al., 1970; Kasai and Zee, 1978; 
Lacour and Xerri, 1981; Marchand et al., 1988; 
Grossman and Leigh, 1990). During the compensa- 

tion phase, many of these symptoms lessen in 
severity or disappear, although even after one year 
of recovery, dynamic equilibrium, locomotion, and 
the control of head movements are still deficient 
(Igarashi et al., 1970; Marchand et al., 1988; Thom- 
son et al., 1991). These studies suggest that the ves- 
tibular system is critically involved in the control of 
stance and balance, but that over time, other sensory 
systems can compensate to some extent for the loss 
of vestibular inputs. 

The specific role of the vestibular system in the 
selection and triggering of postural responses to per- 
turbations of stance is not fully understood. It has 
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been suggested that vestibular inputs are most effec- 
tive for stabilization of low-frequency sway rather 
than rapid perturbations (Nashner, 1971; Mauritz 
and Dietz, 1980; Keshner et al., 1987). Initially, 
Nashner found that the latency of vestibular-evoked 
EMG responses in the lower limbs (> 180 msec) was 
too long to account for the postural responses 
evoked by perturbations of the support surface 
(postural response latency 70 - 100 msec) (Nashner, 
1971,1973). Subsequent studies have suggested that 
vestibular stimulation can produce more rapid 
evoked activity in lower limb muscles, in 
the range of 50 - 80 msec (Bussel et al., 1980; Allum 
and Pfaltz, 1985; Fries et al., 1988; Dietz et al., 
1988b). Studies of patients with bilateral absence of 
vestibular function have demonstrated impaired 
balance in only certain tasks (Bussel et al., 1980; Al- 
lum and Pfaltz, 1985; Keshner et al., 1987; Horak et 
al., 1990; Kleiber et al., 1990), but not in others 
(Dietz et al., 1988a,b; Horak et al., 1990). More- 
over, the amplitude of vestibular-evoked EMG ac- 
tivity in intact subjects appears to be rather small 
(Dietz et al., 1988b; Shupert et al., 1990). Thus, the 
particular conditions under which vestibular affer- 
ent input is critical for balance have not been fully 
clarified. This study was designed to evaluate the 
contribution of vestibular inputs in the cat to the 
control of quiet stance and to the response to small, 
slow translations of the support surface in the 
horizontal plane. 

Methods 

Four adult female cats (weight range 3 - 4 kg) were 
trained using positive reinforcement to stand, unre- 
strained, on a moveable force platform. Once 
trained, the animals were implanted under general 
anesthesia and aseptic conditions with chronically 
indwelling electrodes to monitor the electromyo- 
graphic (EMG) activity of selected muscles. The 
equipment, training and surgical procedures have 
been fully described elsewhere (Macpherson et al., 
1987). Balance was assessed quantitatively during 
periods of quiet stance and during the postural 
response to small perturbations applied to the sup- 

port surface. During testing, cats were allowed to 
stand with their forepaws and hindpaws at their 
preferred separation. This same stance separation 
was enforced following the lesion by the placement 
of the force plates. The perturbation consisted of a 
ramp-and-hold linear translation of the support sur- 
face in each of eight different directions evenly 
spaced in the horizontal plane. The amplitude of 
translation was scaled relative to the direction of 
translation from a minimum of 2.5 cm in the lateral 
direction to 4.0 cm in the longitudinal direction. The 
platform achieved a plateau linear velocity of ap- 
proximately 15 cm/sec for all directions of pertur- 
bation. Perturbations were delivered while the 
animal was standing quietly with the head facing 
forward. No warning was given as to the time of 
translation, although several practice trials were 
given at each new direction in order to obtain well- 
adapted responses. All trials for a given direction 
were recorded sequentially and the ordering of 
directions was done pseudo-randomly . 

After control data were collected, the vestibular 
end-organs of each animal were lesioned bilaterally 
in one surgery, using the drilling technique of 
Money and Scott (1962). The completeness of the le- 
sion was evaluated behaviorally by verifying ab- 
sence of post-rotary nystagmus following whole- 
body rotation without vision, and absence of right- 
ing reactions following drops from the supine posi- 
tion without vision. Only one animal (BO) showed 
evidence of an incomplete lesion; its righting reac- 
tions recovered, although no nystagmus was ever 
observed. The animals were tested on the platform 
as soon as they could stand, and were monitored 
throughout the recovery period for up to five 
months post-lesion. 

Postural responses were quantified in terms of the 
three-dimensional ground reaction forces under 
each paw, and the rectified and integrated EMG ac- 
tivity. For quiet stance, forces and EMGs were aver- 
aged over 500 msec epochs. Video recordings were 
made of the animals during data collection and only 
those epochs in which an animal was standing 
quietly with its head facing forward were selected 
for analysis. The responses to translation were ana- 
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lyzed using a quasi-static approach. The force 
recorded under each paw was integrated to obtain 
the change from background force, and that value 
was divided by the time of integration to give the 
average change in force. The average change in force 
was compared before and after lesion for the vertical 
component (loading and unloading) and the 
horizontal plane vector (resultant of the longitudi- 
nal and lateral forces). Post-lesion EMG latencies, 
and force and EMG amplitudes were tested for sig- 
nificant differences from control at a probability of 
P < 0.05 using analysis of variance followed by 
Dunnett's post-hoc test for comparison to a control. 

Results 

Following labyrinthectomy, the three cats with the 
complete lesion were severely ataxic and exhibited 

A. Horizontal Plane Forces During Quiet Stance (PE) 
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B Tonic EMG Activity During Quiet Stance 
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large, pendular head movements. They lay on their 
abdomens with limbs outstretched and made no at- 
tempt to sit or stand. Lying on a slick surface 
(linoleum) induced profound instability and whole- 
body oscillations, even in the prone position. Lying 
on a textured surface (towel or rubber mat) enabled 
the animals to maintain stability. By day 2 (two cats) 
or day 4 (one cat), these animals were able to stand 
stably and to walk with a broad-based, staggering 
gait. Falls were frequent and usually associated with 
voluntary head movements or a change in direction 
during walking. Rapid recovery of motor function 
occurred during the first 8 - 10 days followed by a 
slower improvement over the first month. From the 
end of the first month to the fifth month post-lesion, 
there was no noticeable change in motor behavior. 
The cat with the incomplete lesion was able to walk 
with a staggering, crouched gait within 5 h of the 

134" 

10 lEj 0 Ctrl 10 20 150 

Fig. 1. Changes in quiet stance following bilateral labyrinthectomy. A. Average force directions and amplitudes exerted by the limbs 
in the horizontal plane are represented by the lines projecting from the comers of each rectangle. Triangles surrounding each line 
represent the S.E.M. Note the lateral bias in the direction of the forces on day 3 and day 150 following the lesion, as demonstrated 
by the increase in angle between the forelimb forces and between the hindlimb forces. LF, left forelimb; RF, right forelimb; LH, left 
hindlimb; RH, right hindlimb. B. Time course of change in averaged tonic EMG activity for three muscles. The horizontal dotted line 
in each graph indicates the control level, prior to lesion. Error bars represent S.E.M. PE, cat with complete lesion; BO, cat with incom- 
plete lesion. GLUT, gluteus medius; VMED, vastus medialis; SART, sartorius. 
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surgery. Head movements were hypermetric with 
large amplitude oscillations, but not as uncontrolled 
as for the other cats. More details of the lesioned 
animals' general motor behavior can be found in 
Thomson et al. (1991). 

Surprisingly, there was no significant change in 
the quantitative measures of stability during both 
quiet stance and platform translations, even though 
the animals' general motor behavior was pro- 
foundly affected. 

Quiet stance 
Following labyrinthectomy, there was no signifi- 

cant change in the four cats in the distribution of 
vertical forces under the four limbs, as has previ- 
ously been reported (Marchand and Amblard, 
1979). Furthermore, there was no increase in sway 
area during the 500 msec epochs, as measured by the 
area of excursion of the center of pressure. 

During quiet stance in the intact animal, horizon- 
tal plane forces are directed outward along the di- 
agonals (Macpherson, 1988a). Immediately follow- 
ing the lesion, all animals exerted horizontal forces 

with larger amplitude, and in a more lateral direc- 
tion (Fig. 1A). The horizontal force amplitudes 
returned to control levels after 8 - 10 days, but the 
directions remained significantly biased toward the 
lateral plane for as long as the animals were moni- 
tored (five months post-lesion). It should be noted 
that the change in direction of the horizontal forces 
is also characteristic of intact animals that are forced 
to stand with their forepaws and hindpaws closer in 
the longitudinal plane than their preferred stance. 

EMG activity from hindlimb and abdominal mus- 
cles was monitored in two cats, PE with a complete 
lesion and BO with an incomplete lesion. Both 
animals showed similar patterns in the changes in 
tonic activity during quiet stance. These changes 
could not be classified according to muscle groups 
(i.e., flexors vs. extensors). For example, the hip ex- 
tensor, gluteus medius, decreased in tonic activity 
following the lesion, whereas the knee extensor, 
vastus medialis, and the ankle extensor, soleus, in- 
creased in tonic activity (see Fig. 1B for examples). 
Anterior sartorius, a hip flexor/knee extensor, 
showed a small, transient increase in activity. Semi- 

A. Control B. Day 2 Post Labyrinthectomy 

0 - 
0.16 N 

Fig. 2. Active force vectors exerted by each limb in the horizontal plane during response to eight different directions of translation, 
before (A)  and 2 days after lesion (B). Each vector represents the average change in force during the active response period. Regardless 
of the direction of translation, each limb exerted an active force in one of only two preferred directions in the horizontal plane, the 
force constraint strategy. Note that this strategy remained intact immediately following labyrinthectomy, although vector amplitudes 
were significantly increased. 0", posterior; No, leftward; 180", anterior; 270", rightward with respect to the cat. N, Newtons. 
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tendinosus and gracilis exhibited little tonic activity 
both before and after lesion. Finally, rectus ab- 
dominis, which was not tonically active in the intact 
animal, showed a significant increase in activity fol- 
lowing lesion. 

A. Horizontal Resultani 

Control 
180 

0.36 N - 
0 

B. Vertical Force Amplitude 

RF 
'p 

0 - Control - Doy2 

LH 

- 
Fig. 3. A. Vector sum, or resultant, of the active force vectors ex- 
erted by the four paws for each of eight different directions of 
translation (Oo, 45", etc.). The resultant was opposite to the 
direction of platform movement. Note that following lesion (day 
2) the resultant vectors retained the appropriate directions, but 
were considerably increased in amplitude (hypermetria). B. Po- 
lar plots of the average change in vertical force under each limb 
following translation. The angle is the direction of translation 
and the radius is the amplitude of the change in vertical force. 
Each plot shows two petal-shaped regions corresponding to in- 
creased vertical force, or loading (L), and decreased vertical 
force, or unloading (U) of the respective limb. Note the increase 
in the amplitude of the force response following lesion (light 
lines, square symbols) compared to control (dark lines, round 
symbols). Abbreviations as in Fig. 2. 

Response to perturbations 
We have previously shown that intact cats 

responded to horizontal translation of the support 
surface with a strategy termed the force constraint 
(Macpherson, 1988a): regardless of the direction of 
translation, the average change in force under each 
limb is constrained to one of only two preferred 
directions in the horizontal plane (Fig. 2A). In con- 
trast, the amplitude of this force vector is varied as 
a function of the direction of perturbation. Thus, 
the resultant of the forces applied by the four limbs 
is in a direction opposite to platform movement 
(Fig. 3A, control). Following labyrinthectomy, all 
cats continued to use this force strategy. The only 
difference from control was an increase in ampli- 
tude of the force vectors (Figs. 2B, 3A, day 2). Simi- 
larly, the changes in vertical force were also greater 
following lesion (Fig. 3B). This hypermetria, or 
over-response to the perturbation, was followed by 
braking forces to correct for the overshoot. Hyper- 
metria in the postural response was observed only 
during the initial recovery phase of 8 - 10 days post- 
lesion. After this time, the force amplitudes re- 
turned to control levels and remained there as long 
as the animals were monitored. All four cats, includ- 
ing the partially lesioned animal BO, showed the 
same changes in their response to perturbation. 

In the intact animal, the force constraint strategy 
is accompanied by a characteristic spatial pattern of 
EMG activity (Macpherson, 1988b) evoked at a la- 
tency of 40 - 60 msec. Following lesion, there was 
no statistically significant change in either the pat- 
tern or the latency of muscle activation. However, 
there were changes in the amplitude of activation of 
some muscles, as illustrated in Fig. 4. The flexors, 
sartorius, semitendinosus, and rectus abdominis all 
showed large increases in evoked excitations. The 
hip extensor, gluteus medius, and the knee extensor, 
vastus medialis, showed a small increase in excita- 
tion amplitude, whereas the ankle extensor, soleus, 
showed no change in evoked excitations following 
lesion. However, gluteus medius, vastus medialis, 
and soleus all showed significantly more inhibition 
when the limb was unloaded post-lesion (e.g., Fig. 
4, response at 45" and 135"). The changes in evoked 
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Fig. 4. Averaged EMG activity from various muscles in the left hindlimb or abdomen during response to translation, before (lower 
traces) and after (upper traces) labyrinthectomy. The shaded areas show the periods of evoked activity that were analyzed. The axis 
pointing to each pair of traces represents the direction of translation for which the activity was recorded. Gluteus medius at 225" 
(GLUT), rectus abdominis at 270" (REAB), semitendinosus at 90" (STEN), and sartorius at 0" (SART) all showed significant increases 
in evoked activity following the lesion. Additionally, vastus medialis at 135" (VMED) and GLUT at 45" exhibited more profound inhibi- 
tion. Additionally, GLUT showed a larger rebound activation following the inhibition, that probably reflected braking. Abbreviations 
as in Fig. 2. 

EMG activity more or less paralleled the time course 
of the hypermetria. 

Discussion 

The effects of bilateral labyrinthectomy on quiet 
stance and the response to horizontal plane transla- 
tions of the support surface were remarkably mild. 
During quiet stance there was a modest shift in the 
direction of the ground reaction forces to a more 
lateral orientation, and a change in the tonic activity 
of some limb and abdominal muscles. Following 
translation, there was no change in the spatial and 
temporal pattern of EMG activation or in the 
strategy used by the animals in terms of the ground 
reaction forces. The most dramatic effect was a 
marked hypermetria in evoked response that 
resolved after 8 - 10 days. 

Quiet stance 
The lateral shift of the horizontal plane force vec- 

tors during quiet stance in the lesioned animals was 

similar to the directional shift observed in intact cats 
that were compelled to stand with their forelimbs 
and hindlimbs closer in the sagittal plane than their 
preferred stance distance (unpublished observa- 
tions). When the longitudinal distance between 
forelimbs and hindlimbs was shortened in the intact 
cat, by moving the force plates closer together, the 
force vectors during quiet stance became more later- 
ally oriented. This was somewhat unexpected, since 
it is the longitudinal extent of the base of support 
that is being foreshortened. Intact cats also showed 
a shortening of the quiet stance vectors with shorter 
stance distance, in contrast to the lesioned animals 
which showed a transient (8 - 10 days) increase in 
vector amplitude. In the first week following the le- 
sion, the labyrinthectomized cats assumed a stance 
on the floor that was broad-based compared to their 
pre-lesion stance. On the platform, however, the 
animals were required to stand with their paws at the 
same separation as prior to the lesion. Thus, it is 
likely that the lesioned animals adopted a new set- 
point in their preferred stance distance that was 
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longer than the control stance, and that this new set- 
point persisted as long as the animals were tested. If 
so, then the observed change in force vector orienta- 
tion could be considered a normal strategy in 
response to the required foot placement. This needs 
to be tested by determining the force vector orienta- 
tion when the lesioned animals are allowed to as- 
sume their preferred stance distance on the force 
plates. 

The changes observed in the tonic activity levels of 
the sampled muscles may be related to the change in 
orientation of the quiet stance forces under the 
paws. Assuming that the semiflexed limb was in a 
similar position before and after lesion, a change in 
the force vector orientation would have caused the 
vector to pass closer to some joints and further from 
others than in the control condition. The resultant 
change in moment arm would change the muscular 
force required at each joint to keep the body up- 
right. Thus, if the post-lesion ground reaction force 
passed more posterior to the knee joint and closer to 
the hip joint centre, the observed increase in vastus 
medialis activity and decrease in gluteus medius ac- 
tivity would be expected. To verify this idea, kine- 
matic data of the limb segment positions with 
respect to the ground reaction force vector before 
and after lesion are required. 

Response to translation 
Bilateral labyrinthectomy did not affect the dy- 

namic responses to platform translation in terms of 
the spatial and temporal patterning of evoked EMG 
activity, nor did it prevent the use of the force con- 
straint strategy. Thus, vestibular afferent input is 
not required for the selection or triggering of the ap- 
propriate postural response in this task. The role of 
the vestibular system in the triggering of postural 
responses to unexpected perturbations is a subject 
of controversy. Several studies have shown that pa- 
tients with bilaterally absent vestibular function 
have delayed and/or smaller amplitude postural 
responses than controls (Bussel et al., 1980; Allum 
and Pfaltz, 1985; Fries et al., 1988; Kleiber et al., 
1990), suggesting that vestibular inputs are neces- 
sary for the control of balance under certain task 

conditions (e.g., rotation of the support surface, 
pushing on the trunk). In contrast, studies using 
other tasks such as support surface translation have 
demonstrated that vestibular patients have normal 
postural responses for maintaining balance (Dietz et 
al., 1988a,b; Horak et al., 1990). It is not clear what 
features of a balancing task would require the in- 
volvement of vestibular over somatosensory affer- 
ents in the selection and timing of the appropriate 
response. 

Various authors have speculated that vestibular 
information is used primarily during slow or low- 
frequency sway (Begbie, 1967; Nashner, 1971; 
Mauritz and Dietz, 1980; Schuster and Talbott, 
1980; Allum and Pfaltz, 1985; Keshner et al., 1987; 
Kleiber et al., 1990), and somatosensory informa- 
tion is used primarily during high-velocity perturba- 
tions (Berger et al., 1984; Dietz et al., 1988a). Fur- 
thermore, the EMG activity evoked by vestibular 
stimulation in intact subjects is of low amplitude 
(Dietzet al., 1988b; Shupert et al., 1990). If vestibu- 
lar inputs are important for the response to slow per- 
turbations, one would expect a deficit in the 
response of our cats to translation. The translations 
were rather slow (plateau velocity 15 cm/sec) and 
the amplitude of the initial linear acceleration 
recorded at the head was small, averaging 0.3 
m/sec2 (Inglis and Macpherson, 1991). The ampli- 
tude of evoked EMG activity was also small, as com- 
pared to amplitudes observed during locomotion or 
paw shake in the cat (Smith et al., 1977, 1985). 
Nevertheless, loss of vestibular inputs did not 
change the timing or pattern of evoked activity. 
Hence, the velocity of the perturbation, or of the in- 
duced sway, cannot be the only factor that deter- 
mines which sensory system will predominate in the 
postural response. 

Similarly, human subjects without vestibular 
function are able to execute a normal ankle strategy, 
generating torque about the ankle joints to reduce 
sway, following a slow (1 5 cm/sec) translation of the 
support surface (Horak et al., 1990). It is significant 
that these patients were unable to respond to the 
same perturbation using a different type of postural 
response, the hip strategy (Shupert et al., 1988; 
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Horak et al., 1990), in which the hip is flexed or ex- 
tended in order to generate shear forces against the 
surface. In the hip strategy, the head is actively 
counterrotated with respect to the hip rotation, 
whereas in the ankle strategy, the head appears to 
move passively, and only by a small amount (Nash- 
ner et al., 1988). 

Perhaps it is the nature of the postural strategy 
that is selected, rather than the characteristics of the 
perturbation, that determine whether vestibular in- 
formation is necessary for the adequate execution of 
the response and the maintenance of balance. 
Different strategies can be used for the same pertur- 
bation, depending both on perturbation charac- 
teristics and prior experience (Horak et al., 1989). 
Moreover, the amplitude of the evoked activity, and 
perhaps the selection of the postural strategy, is in- 
dependent of such variables as amplitude of head ac- 
celeration or amount of stretch of the ankle muscles 
(Dietz et al., 1988a; Gollhofer et al., 1989). Thus, 
the ability of vestibular absent subjects to maintain 
balance may depend not on the acceleration of the 
head that results from the perturbation, but on the 
nature of the postural strategy that is selected, spe- 
cifically the component related to active control of 
the head upon the trunk. Vestibular input may be es- 
sential if the postural strategy requires active control 
of head position relative to the trunk. Indeed, dur- 
ing platform translations cats exhibit very small 
movements of the head relative to the trunk (unpub- 
lished observations). Additionally, the balance 
problems experienced by vestibular patients during 
platform rotation may be due to the need for active 
head stabilization (Keshner et al., 1987), rather than 
the fact that the induced sway is in the low frequency 
range. 

The most dramatic effect of bilateral labyrinthec- 
tomy on the postural responses of the cats was 
hypermetria during the initial 8 - 10 days following 
lesion. This was characterized by an initial over- 
shoot in the response followed by braking activity to 
restore balance. The mechanism of the overshoot is 
not clear, since there was only a modest increase in 
the evoked excitation of a subset of the recorded ex- 
tensor muscles. If may be that other muscles were 

recruited that do not normally take part in the 
response in the intact animal. However, there was 
no change in the pattern of response for each of the 
muscles that were sampled (i.e., range of perturba- 
tion directions for which responses were evoked). A 
more profound effect was observed on the recruit- 
ment of flexors and derecruitment of extensors 
which can account for the increased amplitude of 
the active force vectors for some of the directions of 
perturbation. These observations would be ex- 
pected with a decrease in vestibulospinal activity 
and the resulting decrease in tonic inhibition of 
flexors and facilitation of extensors (Wilson and 
Yoshida, 1969; Grillner et al., 1970). In addition, 
there may have been an overall change in the stiff- 
ness of the limbs that would change the mechanical 
characteristics of the response to perturbations 
(e.g., a decreased stiffness could result in a larger 
sway). 

Loss of vestibular afferents has been reported to 
result in a transient hypermetria of gaze (Dichgans 
et al., 1973, 1974) and in a hypermetria of postural 
response to different velocities of platform transla- 
tion in human subjects (Horak, 1990). This latter 
study provides an interesting contrast between hu- 
man and cat, since the hypermetria was transient in 
the cat, resolving after 8- 10 days, but was long- 
lasting in the human study, being observed in well- 
compensated patients. Unlike the human subjects, 
the cats had considerable practice with the perturba- 
tions prior to their lesion, and were always given per- 
turbations in blocked trials, so that they could 
predict the direction and amplitude of each transla- 
tion. Perhaps the predictive nature of the trials al- 
lowed the animals to adapt their responses after a 
certain period of recovery. If so, then one would ex- 
pect a return of the hypermetria under conditions in 
which the perturbation was not predictable. Indeed, 
even after five months of recovery, hypermetria was 
occasionally observed in these animals during vari- 
ous behaviors in their home environment. 

The underlying cause of the hypermetria is not 
clear. The decrease in facilitation of extensors due to 
reduced activity in the direct vestibulospinal path- 
ways should produce an under-response, or 
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hypometria in the evoked activity. On the other 
hand, a decreased drive onto cerebellar Purkinje 
cells due to reduced firing in vestibular afferents 
may result in a disinhibition of descending pathways 
of the motor system, resulting in hypermetria. 
Clearly, there are multiple pathways and multiple 
systems that are affected by labyrinthectomy, and 
the results of such a lesion are difficult, if not impos- 
sible, to predict from the anatomy alone. 

In conclusion, bilateral labyrinthectomy in the cat 
produces remarkably little effect on both quiet 
stance and on the response to translation of the sup- 
port surface in the horizontal plane. The most nota- 
ble effect was a transient hypermetria in the 
response to translation. These findings are surpris- 
ing in light of the profound effects of this lesion on 
the animal’s general motor behavior (Thomson et 
al., 1991). We conclude that vestibular information 
is not required for the selection or the triggering of 
the appropriate postural response to translation. 
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CHAPTER 22 

Vestibular control of skeletal geometry in the guinea pig: 
a problem of good trim? 

P.P. Vidal', D.H. Wang2, W. Graf' and C. de Waele' 

Laboratoire Physiologie Neurosensorielle du C.N.R.S., 75270 Paris Cedex 06, France and Department of Physiology and 
Biophysics, New York University Medical Center, New York 10016, U.S.A. 

Motor control of different segments of the body with multiple 
degrees of freedom appears to be coordinated by utilizing 
preferred axes of motor activity. This hypothesis may also be ap- 
plied to vestibular control of posture. To explore this question we 
studied the anatomical relationship between the head and the cer- 
vical vertebral column by taking radiographs of the head-neck 
region in unrestrained alert guinea pigs. We determined that bi- 
omechanical constraints contribute to the stereotypical skeletal 
geometry observed in the resting animal and to a functional seg- 
mentation of the head-neck movement apparatus. Subsequent le- 

sion studies of vestibular end organs with quantification of the 
resulting postural syndromes suggest that the functional segmen- 
tation of the cervical vertebral column corresponds to a func- 
tional partitioning of vestibular afferents. Our findings also indi- 
cate that the sensorimotor transformation mechanisms necessary 
to convert a given head velocity signal into the appropriate neck 
motor frame are already embedded in the networks provided by 
second-order vestibular neurons. Good trim of postural control 
will be the end result of an appropriate internal representation of 
the objective vertical. 

Key words: Postural control; Vestibular system; Gravity vector; Head-neck system 

Introduction 

Our group has been studying three-dimensional 
skeletal geometry in various species of vertebrates 
focusing on the head-neck ensemble. Two major 
findings resulted from these investigations. First, 
the resting posture in alert subjects displays com- 
mon characteristics across species, including hu- 
mans. That is, the cervical vertebral column is held 
oriented vertically and the plane of the horizontal 
semicircular canals is kept tilted upward by 10 - 20" 
(Fig. 1; Vidal et al., 1986). This head posture brings 
the utricular macula approximately into the earth 
horizontal plane (Graf et al., 1992b). Secondly, the 
ranges of motion of the head-neck articulations are 
a significant constraint, limiting the number of 
movement possibilities of the head-neck ensemble 
(Vidal et al., 1988; see also Graf et al., 1992a). We 

hypothesize that this reduction in degrees of free- 
dom simplifies the computational load of the CNS 
during head-neck movements such as gaze shifts, 
gaze stabilization, feeding behavior, etc. It should 
be kept in mind, however, that the resting posture 
may not be a similar and constant phenomenon 
across higher vertebrates. Inter-species and inter- 
individual differences regarding the manifestation 
of this posture are quite noticeable. It is also obvious 
that many different postures can be adopted when 
an animal is at rest. Finally, the term "rest" is 
difficult to define. Our use of this term implies pre- 
cise quantified behavioral observations for which 
some invariant geometrical characteristics need to 
be interpreted. 

The existence of a stereotyped resting posture also 
introduces the question about its stabilization be- 
cause the described skeletal geometry is not embed- 
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Fig. 1. Lateral X-ray exposure and sagittal plane biomechanics of the head-neck movement system in the guinea pig, as an example 
of a quadrupedal vertebrate. A. Lateral radiograph of the animal at rest. B. Artist’s rendering of the same exposure. Note vertical orien- 
tation of cervical vertebral column. Curved arrows indicate the directions of movement that are possible at the atlanto-occipital articula- 
tion and at thecervico-thoracicjunction. Sincetheatlanto-occipital joint is fully flexedin therestingposition, onlyextensionmovements 
(raising of the head) are possible at this joint. Similarly, since joints between the vertebrae forming the cervico-thoracic junction are 
fully extended at rest, only movements in the flexion direction (lowering of the head-neck apparatus) are possible at this junction. Large 
scale flexion/extension movements within the cervical spine are not possible. 
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ded in the skeletal structure. Intrinsic biomechanical 
constraints do not appear to force various animals 
to adopt a defined resting posture. The postural sys- 
tem is, in theory, overcomplete. Most investigators 
have introduced concepts such as body schemata or 
the subjective vertical when trying to explain 
postural stabilization. Our results point in a slightly 
different direction. Using a naval analogy, we 
would like to propose that, in case of resting 
posture, it is important for higher vertebrates to be 
in good trim. The subject is envisioned as operating 
in the gravity field like a boat in water. This compar- 
ison illustrates the fact that a particular symmetrical 
posture in the frontal, sagittal and horizontal planes 
is implemented and controlled. According to this 
viewpoint, the vertical and straight ahead directions 
should be considered more adequately as the percep- 
tual consequence of a seemingly correct symmetrical 
posture rather than the critical variables to be con- 
trolled. 

One obvious candidate to control trim is the ves- 
tibular system. Despite its name, the vestibular 
nuclear complex in essence contains a three- 
dimensional representation of head, trunk, and 
probably leg positions including movement in space 
on the basis of a number of sensory inputs: vestibu- 
lar, visual and proprioceptive information con- 
verges at this level. The system is organized bilater- 
ally and good trim may simply arise from the ves- 
tibular control of various motoneuron pools in- 
fluencing the axial musculature on both sides of the 
body. 

Nearly 30 years ago, Cohen, Suzuki and col- 
leagues published a pioneering series of studies (Co- 
hen and Suzuki, 1963; Suzuki and Cohen, 1964; Co- 
hen et al., 1964; Suzuki et al., 1964): they stimulated 
electrically the surgically isolated three semicircular 
canal nerves and the utricular nerve. By quantifying 
the resulting eye rotations, these authors were able 
to predict numerous characteristics of the vestibulo- 
ocular network. Subsequent electrophysiological 
studies following their publications confirmed the 
interest in their elegant experimental approach (see, 
e.g., Baker and Berthoz, 1977). One of the main 
conclusions of their work was that the sensorimotor 

transformations underlying ocular stabilization 
were embedded in a hard-wired neuronal network 
linking each of the vestibular end organs to particu- 
lar sets of extraoculomotor motoneurons. 

A few years ago we decided to utilize the ex- 
perimental approach of Suzuki and Cohen (1964) in 
the field of head-neck stabilization. The underlying 
hypothesis was that by stimulating unilaterally each 
of the nerves coming from the different vestibular 
end organs, a new trim of posture should be in- 
duced. A new skeletal geometry should be the result 
of the activation of a hard-wired connectivity link- 
ing a given end organ to the respective motoneuron 
pool that it controls. In theory, this approach would 
allow us to differentiate which body segments are 
controlled by the semicircular canals, and which by 
the otoliths (sacculus and utriculus). Furthermore, 
it should be possible to determine the reference 
plane of each of the end organs. Such experiments 
would also allow the testing of our hypothesis 
whether the number of possibilities how head-neck 
posture can be stabilized is limited. For example, ac- 
cording to our interpretation of the biomechanics of 
the system, head movements in the frontal plane in 
quadrupedal mammals are performed by a rotation 
of the thoracic vertebrae, possibly accompanied by 
a flexion of the legs: when the cervical vertebral 
column is held upright, none of its vertebrae can 
bend laterally in the frontal plane. We also hypothe- 
sized that the sacculus, because of its macular orien- 
tation at the resting position, should be suited best 
to control the vertical orientation of the neck in the 
frontal plane. Adding these two ideas together led to 
the prediction that a unilateral saccular nerve stimu- 
lation should produce a contralateral tilt of the 
head-neck ensemble in the frontal plane via rotation 
of thoracic vertebrae. Thus, saccular input is 
thought to be relayed to motoneuron pools control- 
ling axial back muscles. 

Our paradigm of alert and unrestrained animals, 
however, posed some problems regarding posture of 
the entire animal. Therefore, we decided to utilize 
selective lesions of the peripheral subdivisions of the 
vestibular nerve instead of selective stimulation. 
The idea was to induce the mirror image of skeletal 
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geometry changes expected during selective stimula- 
tion. 

The guinea pig was chosen as an experimental 
animal because the anatomy of its middle ear allows 
selective surgical approaches. Moreover, this 
animal is our current model for the study of mem- 
brane properties of vestibular neurons in vitro. 

Methods 

Experimental animals were pigmented guinea pigs 
(400 - 800 g body weight). During surgery and non- 
invasive lesioning (centrifugation), the animals were 
anesthetized with a Rompun (4 mg/kg)/ketamine 
(100 mg/kg) mixture. Selective lesions were either 
performed surgically or by centrifugation (for 
otolith ablations). 

Surgical procedures 
Selective lesions were performed on the horizon- 

tal and anterior ampullary nerves, the utricular and 
saccular maculae, and the posterior semicircular 
canal ampulla. Sections of the horizontal and an- 
terior ampullary nerves were performed 2 mm be- 
low the ampulla. However, it was impossible to per- 
form separate selective lesions of the utricular and 
posterior ampullary nerves. In other animals, the 
otolithic maculae and posterior canal ampullae were 
both destroyed by a sharp stylus introduced into the 
oval window and membranous labyrinth in front of 
the ampulla, respectively. In one serendipitous case, 
only the saccular macula was destroyed. This case is 
reported here because it confirms the data obtained 
with centrifugation (see below). Aspiration of en- 
dolymphatic liquid was carefully avoided and any 
leakage was prevented by applying bone wax. De- 
pending on the question, the selective lesions were 
isolated or several of them were performed on the 
same animal. Control operations, i.e. isolated open- 
ings of the oval window and the membranous 
labyrinth near the posterior canal ampulla were un- 
dertaken without destruction of the receptors. Sub- 
sequently, the openings were resealed. 

Centrifugation procedure 
Following the method of Wittmaak (1909)' 

anesthetized animals were placed in a centrifuge and 
spun at approximately 30 x g for 45 sec. Changing 
head position with respect to the force vector al- 
lowed any combination of unilateral/bilateral sac- 
cular or bilateral utricular lesions. Parameters for 
selective lesions were determined previously 
(described in detail by de Kleijn and Magnus, 
1921a,b; de Burlet and de Haas, 1923; see also 
Magnus, 1924) and tested in pilot experiments in our 
laboratory. 

Animals were positioned vertically in restraining 
tubes in the centrifuge. Successful bilateral utricular 
lesions were obtained when the animal's head was 
tilted backwards by 120" from a normal earth 
horizontal position with the back of the head point- 
ing outward. Saccular lesions were achieved with the 
animal's head in the same position, but with a 90' 
rotation about a vertical axis compared to the previ- 
ous position. In that condition, either the left or the 
right ear pointed outward and thus the force vector 
acted laterally on the head rendering unilateral sac- 
cular ablations. For a bilateral saccular ablation, the 
animal was rotated by 180' and the procedure 
repeated. For a complete ablation of all otoliths, the 
animals had to be centrifuged three times with 
different head orientations in reference to the force 
vector. Following centrifugation, the animals brief- 
ly required artificial ventilation until they breathed 
spontaneously. 

As soon as the animals had recovered from 
general anesthesia, they were tested for postural 
reflexes following the protocol of de Kleijn and 
Magnus (1921a), as an immediate control for suc- 
cessful otolith ablation. 

X-ray radiography 
After full recovery from anesthesia (ca. 4 - 7 h 

post-operatively) X-ray photographs were taken. 
Exposures were obtained from above with the X-ray 
tube 60 cm away from the film, and laterally at a dis- 
tance of 90 cm. After each X-ray session, top views 
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and frontal photographs were taken. The following 
parameters were analyzed: 

In the normal guinea pig, resting posture is 
characterized by the animal looking straight ahead. 
In that condition the two tympanic bullae are su- 
perimposed. Horizontal head rotation, occurring 
by vertical axis head rotation at the atlanto-axial ar- 
ticulation and the underlying cervical vertebrae, can 
be detected by an anterior/posterior shift of the an- 
terior edges of the two tympanic bullae on profile 
views (see arrows in Fig. 2A). 

The lateral tilt of the cervical column in the fron- 
tal plane can easily be appreciated on top views by 
measuring the distance between the atlanto- 
occipital articulation and an axis passing through 
the sacrum and the first thoracic vertebra (Th,) (see 
long arrow in Fig. 7B). Lateral tilt can also be de- 
tected in profile view because it induces a su- 
periodinferior shift of the two inferior edges of the 
two tympanic bullae (see arrows in Fig. 7A). 

The tilt of the head-neck ensemble in the frontal 
plane is caused by rotations of thoracic and lumbar 
vertebrae about their longitudinal axes. This rota- 
tion can be detected on top view X-ray photographs 
allowing determination of the rotation of each 
thoracic and lumbar vertebra by locating the posi- 
tion of the respective spinous processes (see short ar- 
rows in Fig. 7B). 

The rotation of the cervical column in the sagittal 
plane takes place at two levels. Upward movement 
of the head appears at the atlanto-occipital articula- 
tion (see arrows in Figs. 1B and 3A). Downward 
movement of the head is performed at the cervico- 
thoracic junction (see arrows in Figs. 1B and 8A). 
Both of these rotations can easily be appreciated on 
profile views. Finally, placement of the limbs can be 
determined from top view X-rays. 

All above described parameters can be measured 
precisely as described earlier (de Waele et al., 1989). 
However, our previous preliminary report dealt 
only with the qualitative description of the postural 
syndrome following selective lesions. 

Histological procedures 
After the conclusion of all experiments and con- 

trols, the animals were killed with an overdose of 
pentobarbital. The heads were fixed for several days 
in standard formaldehyde solution. All skin and 
muscle tissue was removed and the bone was decalci- 
fied in decalcifying solution (American Scientific 
Products; Rapid Decalcifier Eurobio) for three 
days. After this procedure, the heads were embed- 
ded in paraffin and sections were prepared for light 
microscopy following standard procedures (see de 
Waele et al., 1989). 

In the centrifugated animals, the receptor cells 
were typically separated from the supporting cells 
and the otoconial membrane was disrupted indicat- 
ing that the otoconia had been sheared off the macu- 
lae. Due to the treatment with formaldehyde, the 
otoconia were dissolved during the fixation process 
in all preparations (see Graf et al., 1992b). 

Selective lesions of the semicircular canal system 

Horizontal semicircular canal nerve lesions 
The horizontal semicircular canal system is or- 

ganized in a push-pull fashion. A unilateral lesion 
should produce a head rotation towards the side of 
the lesion in the horizontal plane (Fig. 2 4 .  The cer- 
vical vertebral column is still held vertically in the 
frontal and in the sagittal plane. Head rotation in 
the horizontal plane is indicated by the presence of 
an anterior/posterior shift of the anterior edges of 
the two tympanic bullae, and by the absence of a su- 
periodinferior shift of the inferior borders. Our 
previous biomechanical studies suggest that this 
head displacement occurs by a vertical axis rotation 
at the atlanto-axial articulation and by small degree 
rotations of the underlying cervical vertebrae. The 
direction of the displacement indicates that a given 
activated horizontal semicircular canal will excite 
contralateral motoneuron pools in the upper cervi- 
cal cord. Considering the pulling directions of the 
neck muscles, in this case motoneurons innervating 
obliquus capitis, splenius, rectus and complexus 
muscles presumably will be excited. These muscles 
act as rotators of the head in the earth horizontal 
plane. 
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Fig. 2. Lateral (A) and top view (B) X-ray exposure of a guinea pig with a unilateral horizontal canal lesion. Note head rotation towards 
the ipsilateral (right) side of the lesion. Arrows indicate anterior/posterior, but no vertical displacement of the tympanic bullae. The 
top view illustrates the head rotation and bending of the body towards the right (lesioned side). 

Posterior semicircular canal ampullae lesions upward head movement involving the atlanto- 
For a few hours post-operatively, bilateral lesions occipital joint. In that situation, input from the two 

of the posterior semicircular arppullae induced a anterior canals dominated the animal’s postural ad- 
bilateral extension of the forelimbs coupled with an justments inducing a “correction” of trim oriented 
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Fig. 3.  Lateral X-ray photographs of guinea pigs with bilateral (A) and unilateral (B) posterior canal lesions. Note slight elevation of 
the head in A occurring at the atlanto-occipital articulation (arrow). Unilateral lesion of the posterior canal does not produce any lesion 
symptoms. 
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backward in the sagittal plane. This posture is in- 
duced by a perceived forward tilt subsequent to the 
lesion. 

This result was predicted from our biomechanical 
studies. We hypothesized that from the resting 
posture, large upward gaze shifts in the sagittal 
plane have to take place at the atlanto-occipital ar- 
ticulation. Upward gaze shifts involving the entire 
head-neck ensemble could not occur at the cervico- 
thoracic junction because there the vertebrae are 
held near their limits of extension when the animal 
is at rest. Our results predict that motoneurons con- 
trolling the muscles inserting at the lower cervical 
and upper thoracic vertebrae and originating from 
the lambdoid ridge of the skull (splenius, complexus 
and rectus capitis elevators) should be the primary 
target of excitatory anterior semicircular canal in- 
puts. Unilateral lesion of a posterior semicircular 
ampulla did not induce any prominent change in the 
overall head-neck configuration at rest (Fig. 3B). 
The absence of any asymmetry suggests that infor- 
mation coming from an intact posterior semicircu- 
lar canal is conveyed to motoneurons on both sides 
of the spinal cord. This observation is in accordance 
with the projection pattern of the respective second- 
order vestibular neurons (Shinoda et al., this 
volume). In addition, convergence from the two an- 
terior semicircular canal afferents could also take 
place at the interneuronal level in the spinal cord (see 
Wilson et al., this volume). 

Anterior semicircular canal nerve lesions 
Bilateral lesions of the two anterior canal nerves 

remain to be performed because of the surgical com- 
plexity of these lesions. However, unilateral lesion 
did not produce any noticeable change in the skeletal 
geometry at resting posture (Fig. 4). Thus, we pro- 
pose that anterior canal afferent information is also 
distributed bilaterally to the spinal cord. Again, this 
prediction is partially supported by the branching 
pattern of inhibitory second-order vestibular neu- 
rons to dorsal neck muscles (see Shinoda et al., this 
volume). No information is available as yet regard- 
ing excitatory neurons. We expect these neurons to 
project to motoneuron pools controlling the mus- 

cles that lower the head-neck ensemble at the 
cervico-thoracic junction. Indeed, lowering of the 
head in the sagittal plane has to take place at that 
level by moving the neck. The atlanto-occipital ar- 
ticulation is already maximally flexed at the resting 
posture adopted by most higher vertebrates, includ- 
ing humans. 

Bilateral lesions of all semicircular canals 
After initial severe lefthight oscillations of the 

whole body, the animals were reasonably able to 
control their posture (Fig. 5) .  Since the semicircular 
system is essentially suited to respond to a dynamic 
disturbance, it did not come as a surprise when the 
combined selective lesions of all six semicircular 
canals (anterior and horizontal canal nerves, 
posterior canal ampullae) failed to produce a detec- 
table change in the skeletal geometry of the resting 
posture (Fig. 5) .  This observation simply reinforced 
the idea that the otolithical system controls the over- 
all static configuration of the head-neck ensemble 
while the semicircular canal system implements the 
return to the resting posture when it is disturbed. 
Along that line of thought, a bilateral lesion of the 
semicircular canal system leads to vast randomly 
distributed head and neck movements when the 
posture of the lesioned animals is perturbed. Similar 
results have been obtained in canal plugged cats 
(Schor et al., 1984). 

Lesions of the otolith system 

The otoliths are the main candidates to assure a 
good trim of the head-neck ensemble at rest position 
since they sense both linear head acceleration and 
head orientation with respect to gravity. For the 
same reason, the system is well suited to provide 
concurrent information about verticality. The 
orientation pattern of the sensory hair cell on the 
utricular and saccular macula allows predictions 
about the direction of a given corrective response. 
For example, the saccular and the utricular system 
should correct trim in the frontal and sagittal planes, 
respectively. Bilateral lesions of the otolith system 
did not produce gross disturbances of the skeletal 
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Fig. 4. Lateral (A) and top view (B) X-ray photographs of a guinea pig with a unilateral anterior canal lesion. There are no noticable 
lesion symptoms. 
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Fig. 5.  Lateral (A)  and top view (B) X-ray photographs of a guinea pig with a bilateral complete semicircular canal lesion. After initial 
symptoms have subsided, the animal is able to control its posture quite satisfactorily. 

geometry at resting position when the animal was 
kept in a lit environment and after initial disorienta- 
tion had subsided (see Fig. 6). In such a case, visual 
and proprioceptive information converging at the 
vestibular nuclear level provided sufficient cues to 
maintain a reasonably correct static head balance. 

Selective surgical lesions of otoliths 
Unilateral otholith lesions sparing the semicircu- 

lar canals induced a side-tilt of the head-neck ensem- 
ble towards the side of the lesion (Fig. 7). Top view 
X-ray photography of the cervical column and the 
head did not indicate any rotation about the vertical 
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Fig. 6. Lateral (A)  and top view (B) X-ray photographs of a guinea pig with bilateral otolith ablation. After initial disorientation has 
subsided, the animal has a reasonable postural control in a lit environment. 



Fig. 7. Lateral (A) and top view (B) X-ray photographs of a guinea pig with a unilateral otolith ablation. Note side tilt of the entire 
head-neck ensemble towards the side of the lesion. Arrow in A indicate vertical, but not anterior/posterior displacement of the tympanic 
bullae. Long arrow in B indicates the first thoracic vertebra (Th,). Short arrows indicate progressive rotation of spinous processes of 
thoracic vertebrae. 
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axis, i.e., the animal was looking straight ahead 
(Fig. 7B). This is also illustrated on the profile view 
where the anterior edges of the tympanic are trans- 
posed vertically but not in the anterior-posterior 
direction (Fig. 7 A ;  see also de Waele et al., 1989). As 
proposed earlier, neck rotation in the frontal plane 
has to occur when the upper thoracic vertebrae ro- 
tate about the longitudinal axis. This rotation is il- 
lustrated on top view X-ray photographs by a 
progressive shift in the localization of the spinous 
crests of the thoracic vertebrae toward the lesioned 
side (Fig. 7B; see also de Waele et al., 1989). Our 
results suggest that excitatory input from the entire 
otolith system controls motoneurons of the axial 
musculature of the back. 

In one animal, one utricular macula was left in- 
tact. All the same, the postural syndrome was identi- 

cal, although less severe, to that observed with 
combined utricular and saccular lesions. This find- 
ing suggests that saccular input contributes to the 
stabilization of the neck in the frontal plane. In any 
case, surgical lesions of either the utricular or saccu- 
lar macula proved to be extremely difficult. In an ef- 
fort to investigate the respective saccular and utricu- 
lar contribution to head-neck stabilization, an at- 
tempt was made to lesion these receptors using cen- 
trifugation. 

Selective otolith lesions using centrifugation 
After bilateral utriculus ablation, X-ray photo- 

graphs taken immediately after the animals 
awakened from the anesthesia (typically within 1 h 
after centrifugation) showed that the head-neck en- 
semble was lowered in a forward direction in all 

Fig. 8. Lateral (A,B) and top view (C) X-ray exposure of a guinea pig with bilateral utricular lesion 1 h post-operatively. Note forward 
tilt of the entire head-neck ensemble (A). When the animal is placed in a dark environment, it loses complete control of posture (B) .  
The top view (Cj shows that no left/right asymmetry, i.e., side tilt of the head, is present. Arrow indicates the cervico-thoracic junction. 
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Fig. 9. Portrait photograph of a guinea pig with unilateral saccu- 
lus lesion. Note slight head tilt towards the side of the lesion. 

animals (Fig. 8A). There was no left-right asym- 
metry (Fig. 8 0 .  Lack of vision deprived the animal 
completely of its spatial orientation. In such case, 
the head-neck ensemble was not raised from the 
floor (Fig. 8B). At this stage, there were individual 
differences in the severity of lesion symptoms. After 
24 h, a more consistent overall postural composition 
of the animals emerged, when recovery from the im- 
mediate consequences of centrifugation and 
anesthesia had occurred. In all cases, the cervical 
spine was held tilted forward. The animals’ postures 
in regard to cervical vertebral column orientation 
never reached their pre-operative states. Exposure 
to total darkness exacerbated this symptom, 
although the animals were now able to hold their 
heads raised above the floor. 

Symptoms following unilateral saccular lesions 
were side tilts of the entire head-neck ensemble 
towards the side of the lesion (Fig. 9). In one seren- 
dipitous successful unilateral ablation of the saccu- 
lus using surgical methods, the same lesion symp- 
toms were produced. 

From our observations and those of earlier inves- 
tigators we thus conclude that the utriculi are mainly 
responsible not only for maintaining lefthight sym- 
metry of head-neck posture but also for fore/aft 

orientation of the cervical column. The sacculus 
may play a limited role in lefthight orientation of 
the cervical column. 

Concluding remarks 

In the course of this study we were able to demon- 
strate that the guinea pig, like other vertebrates, also 
adopts a stereotyped resting posture. As a working 
hypothesis, we presume that this posture restricts 
the number of degrees of freedom of the head-neck 
system (Fig. 1) which in turn may relieve the CNS of 
controlling trajectories of complex multi-articulate 
segments of the body. We propose that the main- 
tenance of good trim is an elucidating analogy to ex- 
plain vestibular control of the resting posture. Good 
trim will be the end result of an internal representa- 
tion of the objective vertical. 

Our behavioral results are in accordance with the 
projection pattern for monosynaptic contacts of 
different categories of second-order vestibular neu- 
rons relaying the information from the semicircular 
canals to the spinal cord. This coincidence is unex- 
pected considering the complex network linking 
each of the semicircular canal ampullae to somatic 
motoneurons. Our findings suggest that mono- 
synaptic connections are indeed of functional im- 
portance. The latter issue is still a matter of debate. 
Our findings also reinforce the hypothesis that the 
sensorimotor transformation necessary to convert a 
given head velocity signal into the appropriate neck 
motor frame is already embedded in the network 
provided by second-order vestibular neurons (see 
also Schaefer et al., 1975; Simpson and Graf, 1985). 
This is similar to the situation in the vestibulo- 
oculomotor system (SzentAgothai, 1943, 1950). 

Finally, we would like to emphasize that second- 
order vestibular neurons entail a three-dimensional 
representation of head velocity and position in space 
with at least three sensory inputs: vestibular, visual, 
and proprioceptive. Whatever the lesion, motoneu- 
rons cannot distinguish whether an excitatory post- 
synaptic potential is induced by vestibular, visual or 
proprioceptive afferents. Most probably, there is no 
pure vestibular signal after the first synapse of the 
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primary vestibular afferents. This has two implica- 
tions. In the first case, the term “vestibular control 
of posture” may be a misleading term, even if the 
animal is kept in darkness. Secondly, proprioceptive 
and visual inputs have to be organized in the same 
frame of reference as the vestibular system 
(Schaefer et al., 1975). Such a congruence of refer- 
ence frames has been shown in the visual system 
(Graf, 1988; Graf et al., 1988) It also has to occur 
within the proprioceptive system. The latter maybe 
the reason for an abundance of muscle spindles in 
the neck muscles. 
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CHAPTER 23 

Geometrical approach to neural net control of movements 
and posture 

A.J. Pellionisz’ and C.F. Rarnos2 

I NASA Ames Research Center 242-3, Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000, U.S.A. and University of California, Biophysics Group, 
101 Donner Laboratory, Berkeley, CA 94720, U.S.A. 

In one approach to modeling brain function, sensorimotor in- 
tegration is described as geometrical mapping among coor- 
dinates of non-orthogonal frames that are intrinsic to the system; 
in such a case sensors represent (covariant) afferents and motor 
effectors represent (contravariant) motor efferents. The neu- 
ronal networks that perform such a function are viewed as 
general tensor transformations among different expressions and 
metric tensors determining the geometry of neural functional 
spaces. Although the non-orthogonality of a coordinate system 
does not impose a specific geometry on the space, this “Tensor 
Network Theory of brain function” allows for the possibility 
that the geometry is non-Euclidean. It is suggested that investiga- 
tion of the non-Euclidean nature of the geometry is the key to un- 
derstanding brain function and to interpreting neuronal network 
function. This paper outlines three contemporary applications of 

such a theoretical modeling approach. The first is the analysis 
and interpretation of multi-electrode recordings. The internal ge- 
ometries of neural networks controlling external behavior of the 
skeletomuscle system is experimentally determinable using such 
multi-unit recordings. The second application of this geometrical 
approach to brain theory is modeling the control of posture and 
movement. A preliminary simulation study has been conducted 
with the aim of understanding the control of balance in a stand- 
ing human. The model appears to unify postural control strate- 
gies that have previously been considered to be independent of 
each other. Third, this paper emphasizes the importance of the 
geometrical approach for the design and fabrication of neu- 
rocomputers that could be used in functional neuromuscular 
stimulation (FNS) for replacing lost motor control. 

Key words: Motor control; Geometry; Sensorimotor; Modeling; 
romuscular stimulation 

Computer simulation; Posture; Neurocomputers; Functional neu- 

Introduction 

Experimental neuroscience must be founded in the- 
ory. Especially in the field of sensorimotor research, 
it is an anachronism not to have a solid theoretical 
foundation. 

Today, progress towards a theoretical focus in ex- 
perimental neuroscience is inevitable due to increas- 
ing pressures from computer science, from the so- 
called “neurocomputer” research. (Anderson and 
Rosenfeld, 1987; Anderson et al., 1990). Techno- 
logical breakthroughs in the development of brain- 
like computers will not be possible, however, 

without a mathematical theory of brain function 
(Pellionisz, 1983). Such a theory should emerge 
from sensorimotor system neuroscience, and parti- 
cularly from research of the vestibular system and 
the cerebellum (Pellionisz, 1985, 1988b). From 
some time now, vestibular and cerebellar research 
has found mathematical modeling a necessity in 
order to keep the large body of data coherent. One 
promising candidate for a mathematical foundation 
is the multidimensional vectorial, or coordinate sys- 
tem approach which appears to be one of the most 
common threads in the work of a good number of 
neuroscientists. In this approach, investigation first 
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focused on quantitatively establishing nature’s 
coordinate systems (Blanks et al., 1975; Curthoys et 
al., 1975; Ezure and Graf, 1984; Simpson et al., 
1986; Daunicht and Pellionisz, 1987). Then, neural 
network models were worked out for transforma- 
tion of such coordinates (Pellionisz, 1984; Simpson 
and Pellionisz, 1984; Pellionisz and Graf, 1987; Pel- 
lionisz and Peterson, 1988; Peterson et al., 1989). 
Theory provided a basis for the “coordinate system 
approach” in experimental neuroscience (Pellionisz 
et al., 1986; Droulez and Berthoz, 1987; Eckmiller 
and von Malsburg, 1988; Andersen and Zipser, 
1988; Berthoz et al., 1988; Bloedel et al., 1988; Ge- 
orgopoulos et al., 1988; Soechting and Flanders, 
1989; Fiala and Lumia, 1991; Werbos and Pel- 
lionisz, 1992). 

The geometrical approach started to unfold ap- 
proximately a decade ago (Pellionisz and Llinas, 
1980) with the introduction of a geometrically 
framed hypothesis for neural network modeling of 
sensorimotor integration. According to the theory, 
sensorimotor integration involves generalized vec- 
tor (tensor) transformations between descriptive 
vectors whose basis sets are non-orthogonal and are 
related to frames of reference intrinsic to the biolog- 
ical system. Further, tensor theory recognizes the 
likelihood that the underlying geometry of these 
spaces may be non-Euclidean in nature. This “ten- 
sor theory” of brain function is characterized by 
two conceptual distinctions over previous theories. 
First, the theory abandons any notion that the vec- 
tors and matrices used in a multi-dimensional ap- 
proach must be expressed in a Cartesian coordinate 
system, and instead emphasizes dual (covariant and 
contravariant) vectorial representations of sensory 
and motor vectors. Second, the theory does not pre- 
sume that the underlying space must obey a Eucli- 
dean geometry. In fact, the theory emphasizes the 
likelihood that the geometry is non-Euclidean, and 
that it is precisely this aspect of the space which 
holds the key to understanding brain function (Pel- 
lionisz, 1991). 

Introduction of this geometrical approach to un- 
derstanding of the function of biological neural net- 

works ran parallel with the ascent of neurocomput- 
ing (Hopfield, 1982). It became evident that overall 
functional performance of the CNS (such as sensori- 
motor compensation in gaze control and its adaptive 
cerebellar coordination) must be explained not only 
in mathematical terms but also in terms of the com- 
putational properties of neural networks (Pellionisz 
and Llinas, 1982). Over the past decade, two schools 
of thought developed. According to the intrinsic ap- 
proach, mathematics of brain function inherent in 
neural nets, such as those of gaze control, must be 
learnt from the biological substrata (Pellionisz, 
1985). Once principles are discerned from nature, 
their transfer to and utilization in engineering 
should pose the secondary, less severe problem (Pel- 
lionisz, 1983). The other, alternative school of 
thought maintains (implicitly) that neuroscience is 
not yet mature enough for revealing nature’s mathe- 
matical principles, and that mathematical- 
theoretical tools must be imported to neuroscience 
from engineering. This “extrinsic” approach was 
expressed by an emulation of the multidimensional 
approach in gaze research (Robinson, 1982). He im- 
ported mathematics of engineering, that is, he used 
vectors and matrices in a Cartesian sense implying 
Euclidean geometry, rather than learning the nature 
of geometry from Nature and developing the field of 
intrinsically non-Euclidean neural geometry. 
Others expressed doubts about the geometrical ap- 
proach (Arbib and Amari, 1985). 

The drive towards “intrinsic” coordinate systems 
and neural net transformations has led to a neu- 
rocomputational learning paradigm of cerebellar 
neural nets (Pellionisz and Llinas, 1985). This 
mathematical theory has been experimentally con- 
firmed (Gielen and van Zuylen, 1986; Pellionisz and 
Peterson, 1988). Presently, this research proceeds 
not only towards elaborating neural network 
models of complex gaze reflexes, but also towards 
.using them as blueprints of neurocomputer proto- 
types (Pellionisz et al., 1990), as well as towards ex- 
perimentally revealing the non-Euclidean neural ge- 
ometry (Pellionisz and Bloedel, 1991). Moreover, 
the initial pioneering approach towards revealing 
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the geometry of metrical gaze-control function, has 
been broadened towards neural geometries includ- 
ing non-metrical spaces (fractals) (Pellionisz, 1989). 

An alternative to the mathematically based and 
experimentally proven tensor network theory of 
gaze reflexes has not been presented by the critiques 
of the approach. In fact, within a decade, the cri- 
tique itself turned towards the formerly criticized 
tensor geometry (Amari, 1991). International re- 
cognition of the geometrical approach is also ex- 
pressed in Germany (Eckmiller, 1990). 

Importing concepts into neuroscience from tech- 
nological neural net studies has not stopped. For in- 
stance, the “backpropagation” mathematical al- 

Customarily, N-tuplets are 
considered Cartesian vectors 
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Euclidean distance - valid only 
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gorithm developed in engineering (Werbos, 1974) 
has been brought into gaze research (Anastasio and 
Robinson, 1989) just at the time when its inventor 
looks “beyond backpropagation” (Werbos and 
Pellionisz, 1992). This trend runs counter to the “in- 
trinsic” approach which aims not only at discerning 
mathematics of nature but applying it to neural net 
technology (Pellionisz and Werbos, 1992; Werbos 
and Pellionisz, 1992). 

Theoretical methodology 

The geometrical approach to modeling brain func- 
tion has been described previously (Pellionisz and 

U-tupletq as found In biological neural nets, may be assigned to physical invariants (such as 
tistance d ) by means ot generalized (non-Cartesian) cowdinate systems. Dual vectorial 
3xpressions are connected via a metric tensor, which is essential to measuring distance. 
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Fig. 1. Fundamental differences of vectors expressed in a Cartesian orthogonal system of coordinates (panel on left) and generalized 
(co- and contravariant) vectors expressed in non-Cartesian frames (panel on right). Most importantly for Cartesian vectors, distance 
can be calculated by the Euclidean measure, while for generalized vectors, found in natural neural networks, the establishment of the 
metric is needed to measure distance. 
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Llinas, 1985) and its main tenets are shown in Fig. 
1. Generally speaking, neural network theory and 
modeling involves the ‘ ‘metaorganization princi- 
ple” which allows for the transformation of sensory 
afferent information into motor efferent activities 
that generate intentional motor behavior. Both the 
sensory and the motor signals are expressed as multi- 
dimensional vectors, and thus the neuronal network 
behaves as a tensor, sending the former to the latter. 

CNS function can thus be described in terms of 
the underlying geometries defined by these metric 
tensors. In this mathematical framework, the sen- 
sory afferents would define a covariant vector while 
the motor efferents would define a contravariant 
vector. The fundamental mathematical principle in- 
volved is that simultaneous knowledge of both the 
covariant and contravariant vectors, as they span a 
global moving frame, completely determines the ge- 
ometry of the space, or manifold, defined by the 
neuronal network. The significance of discussing 
CNS function in terms of its underlying geometry is 
that, although the metric tensor is often written us- 
ing a local coordinate system, the geometry of the 
manifold is coordinate system-independent. Thus, 
while the activity of a neuronal network might be in- 
terpreted with respect to the high-dimensional 
covariant/sensory and contravariant/motor coor- 
dinate systems involved, the key to understanding 
CNS function rather lies in discovering the geometry 
of the manifold. The emergence of neuronal net- 
works that perform sensorimotor integration results 
from the interactions between the contravari- 
ant/motor execution, generating a physical action 
in the external world via the musculoskeletal ap- 
paratus, and the covariant/sensory proprioception 
which measures the effect of such motor output. In 
this transformation of contravariants to covariants 
by the physical morphology of the motor system, a 
covariant metric tensor is implicitly present. 

However, coordinated motor action employs 
proprioceptive feedback information in generating 
appropriate motor behaviors. Hence, a contravari- 
ant metric tensor, transforming sensory afferents 
into motor efferent activities, is also required and 
provided in a neuronal network in the CNS. This 

tensor is assembled based on the metaorganization 
principle in which covariant proprioception is used 
as a recurrent signal to the motor apparatus, yield- 
ing the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the neuronal 
network. The stored eigenvectors can serve as a 
means for the genesis of a metric tensor, while the 
eigenvalues can serve as a means of comparing the 
eigenvalues that are implicit in the musculoskeletal 
apparatus to those of the CNS tensor. The differ- 
ence between these eigenvalues is then used to 
modify the metric so that it evolves to perform a 
more acccurate covariant-contravariant transfor- 
mation. 

Applications of the theory 

Functional geometry of Purkinje cell population 
responses as revealed by neurocomputer analysis 
of multi-unit recordings 

As originally introduced (Pellionisz, 1988c), the 
so-called multi-unit recording technique provides 
both an opportunity and a need for a geometrical 
analysis. Multi-electrode techniques have been pi- 
oneered through the past decades (Wise et al., 1970; 
Freeman, 1975; Pickard, 1979; Pochay et al., 1979; 
Prohaska et al., 1979; Kuperstein and Whittington, 
1981; Reitboeck et al., 1981; Bower and Llinas, 
1983; Reitboeck, 1983a; Reitboeck and Werner, 
1983; BeMent et al., 1986; Carman et al., 1986; 
Eichenbaum and Kuperstein, 1986; Gerstein, 1987; 
Eckhorn and Reitboeck, 1988). While processing 
multi-electrode data is most commonly a correlation 
analysis (Kruger, 1982; Gernstein et al., 1983; Reit- 
boeck, 1983b), lately the geometrical approach was 
taken (Aertsen et al., 1986) proposing an interpreta- 
tion of neuronal activities of n neurons as a point in 
the n-dimensional vectorspace in which a Euclidean 
geometry governs. 

As shown in Fig. 2, it was pointed out (Pellionisz, 
1988c) that instead of the automatic assumption of 
a Euclidean metric tensor of neural n spaces (on 
which calculation of geometrical features, such as 
distances, would be based) the approach needs to be 
reversed. Geometrical analysis of multi-unit data 
cannot start with a well-defined geometry (it is basi- 
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of Geometry of Curved Manifold t Purkinje Cells of Neural Firings 

Fig. 2. Two major avenues for the exploration and measurement of non-metrical fractal (&C) and metrical (D,H) neural geometries. 
Panels A,D - Hshow that r, the cross-correlogram of firing frequencies, approximates the g covariant metric tensor, yielding the geom- 
etry of the curved functional manifold. Panels B,C shaw that individual neural arbors can be well approximated with a deterministic 
fractal model, comprising complexity to a template (C). 

cally unknown). Instead, the multi-electrode analy- 
sis method must be the means which results in a ge- 
ometry, as discerned from experimental data. This 
appeal was well taken by the community concerned 
with multi-electrode recording techniques, because 
it was readily accepted that the assumption of Eucli- 
dean geometry is arbitrary; however, for some time, 
no specific experimental paradigm offered a con- 
crete procedure to define the geometry (measure the 
metric tensor) of the neural n space. 

A cooperative project of AJP and Dr. H. Reit- 
boeck has led to an experimental paradigm by which 
the geometry (metric tensor) of the neural n space 
underlying vestibular and cerebellar functional 
spaces can be quantitatively established. Fig. 3 out- 

lines a skeletomuscular model of the eye-head-neck 
system coupled with a neural network model of the 
vestibulocerebellar intrinsic coordinate system 
transformation (after Pellionisz et al., 1990). As 
shown in Fig. 3A, at two stages of the transforma- 
tion chain of intrinsic vectors, the experimentally 
presented physical invariants (such as distances in 
the angular acceleration space) are represented as 
covariant, sensory-type vectors. This is physically 
proven at the first stage, at primary vestibular neu- 
rons, as the vestibular semicircular canals take or- 
thogonal projection components of the head ac- 
celeration (each in its own plain). Tensor network 
theory predicts that the cerebellar input (intercepted 
at the level of cerebellar Purkinje cells) is also a 
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Skeletomuscular Model of 
the Eye-Head-Neck System 

A 
Four-Stage General 

Fig. 3. Proposed theoretical-experimental paradigm to measure, by multi-unit recording technique, the functional vectors intrinsic to natural neuronal 

net- 

work transformations. Neural expression of.head acceleration is in the form of covariant vector at the vestibular nuclei (E) and at the cerebellar Purkinje 
cells (PC). From measurements of covariant expression of physical invariants, the metric tensor of the geometry of the n space can be established as shown. 
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covariant (sensory-type) intention vector (although 
it is expressed in the motor frame of reference). Fig. 
2E shows (for elaboration, see Pellionisz, 198%) 
that in case of such covariant vectors the cross- 
correlogram table of firing frequencies converges to 
the covariant metric tensor, from which the con- 
travariant metric can be calculated by the Moore- 
Penrose generalized inverse (Albert, 1972). The pro- 
posed procedure of multi-unit data analysis, there- 
fore, yields a specific measure of both metric tensors 
of the neural n space by which the internal geometri- 
cal representation of external physical invariants 
can be appropriately calculated (Fig. 4). 

Fig. 40 demonstrates that the direct use of Euclid- 
ean distance algorithm on such covariant vectorial 
expressions would yield a completely erroneous and 
non-unique  measurement^' of such distances. As 

most sensorimotor coordination events are based on 
“navigation” of animals in the extrinsic physical 
space-time manifold, it can be expected that the 
above type of analysis will reveal how intrinsic 
metrical geometries (embodied in sensorimotor neu- 
ral nets) “embed” the external physical space. 

The goal of a specific multi-electrode study using 
experimental data obtained from Bloedel’s labora- 
tory (Schwartz et al., 1987) was to determine proper- 
ties characterizing the population responses of neu- 
rons in specific CNS nuclei and to relate those 
properties to the geometrical tensor theory 
described above. For this purpose, responses of up 
to ten simultaneously recorded Purkinje cells were 
investigated during perturbed and unperturbed 
locomotion in acutely decerebrated cats. Multi-unit 
recordings were made to intermittent perturbations 

How Neural Populations may 
Geometrically Represent 

Neural Populotions Encode 
lnvoriants in Intrinsic Generolired 
Fromes: Faithfullly Representing 
External Geometry 

External Invariants 
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system 
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D 

Fig. 4. How does the brain geometrically represent the external world? Schematic diagram of the theoretical-experimental reconstruc- 
tion of external invariants such as distances and directions (panel A)  by neural networks of the brain (panel E). Panel B illustrates a 
sensory coordinate system intrinsic to neural measurements of external invariants. In the specific case of the vestibular semicircular 
canal apparatus, such physical invariants are points (distances in the angular acceleration space, which are measured by the non- 
orthogonal coordinate system of the vestibulum). Panel Cillustrates a firing frequency response of an array of neurons (detectable from 
the vestibular nuclei). Given that such an activity vector is covariant, Euclidean measurement and reconstruction of distances is grossly 
erroneous and non-unique (see “reconstruction of input A” in panel 0) Using the proposed paradigm for the geometrical analysis of 
multi-unit recordings, the cross-correlation analysis of firing frequencies yields the metric tensor of the functional space; by this, the 
external invariant can be faithfully reconstructed (panel E) .  
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of the forelimb, and also during the-acquisition and 
performance of a forelimb movement conditioned 
to avoid an obstacle. The population responses were 
analyzed based on a method for calculating non- 
Cartesian axes from the cross-correlogram of the 
neural activity of n neurons. This procedure also 
yields the matrix characterizing the covariant matrix 
tensor (Pellionisz, 1988~). Using a transputer-based 
neurocomputer (Pellionisz, 1991), the Moore- 
Penrose generalized inverse (Pellionisz, 1984) was 
used to derive the contravariant metric tensor 
characterizing the geometry of the population 
responses. 

The results indicated (Pellionisz and Bloedel, 
1991) that the geometry describing the population 
responses is expressed in non-cartesian coordinates 
and that the characteristics of the underlying geome- 
try of the network are comparable to the geometrical 
characteristics of the locomotor movement. Fur- 
thermore, the data revealed that the geometry of the 
responses is modified when the characteristics of the 
movement are altered, either by perturbing the 
swing phase of the ipsilateral forelimb or by chang- 
ing the treadmill speed. These experimentally found 
changes in cerebellar Purkinje cell firings provide a 
possibility of interpreting cerebellar adaptation in 
terms of alteration of the functional geometry of 
cerebellar neural network. Initial findings suggest 
that the derived geometry of the population 
responses may be the basis for reconstructing physi- 
cal invariants such as movement direction and dis- 
tance. If so, this theoretical-experimental method is 
a candidate for deciphering the neural code inter- 
nally representing invariants of the external world. 

Full-body postural control modeling of a standing 
human and the unification of “hip versus ankle 
strategies” 

Intentional movements and postural control are 
phenomena arising from the interaction of three 
kinds of geometries. The first is the physical geome- 
try of the external world. This “movement space” 
is endowed with a Euclidean geometry. The second 
is the geometry of the musculoskeletal apparatus. 
This can be described in any coordinate system, for 

example in the same (x, y, z, t) external frame of 
reference, used to characterize the external world. 
However, it must be clear that the CNS uses intrinsic 
coordinate systems for neural control of movements 
and posture, such as frames composed of the pulling 
directions of muscles. These are typically overcom- 
plete, non-orthogonal (mathematically, general) 
coordinate systems. The third, definitely intrinsic 
geometry is spun in the functional space by firing 
frequencies of populations of neurons that generate 
intentional movements and/or postural stability. 
This third, intrinsic neural geometry may be inher- 
ently non-Euclidean and its features can be 
described by its (e.g., position-dependent) metric 
tensors. 

Therefore, an approach that conceives inten- 
tional movements and postural control geometri- 
cally leads to questions of: (1) the quantitative 
representation of coordinate axes intrinsic to 
skeletomuscular effectors; (2) the mathematical for- 
mulation of generalized coordinates and their (ten- 
sorial) transformations; and (3) experimental estab- 
lishment of functional geometries by microelec- 
trode recordings of the neuronal network activities. 
Graphics-based computer models of various 
skeletomuscular systems, such as of eye-head-neck 
apparatus of the monkey (Pellionisz, 1988b; Pel- 
lionisz et al., 1990) have shown that sensorimotor 
function can be mathematically represented as a 
transformation of generalized coordinates via sen- 
sorimotor neural networks (see Fig. 3 and Pel- 
lionisz, 1988b). 

As a preliminary approach to understanding 
balance and postural control in standing man, a 
similar skeletomuscular model was outlined for the 
full body, a five-link inverted pendulum model in 
the framework of tensor theory. The model incor- 
porates the following links and muscle groups: 
head-neck (rectus anticus and splenii capitis), trunk 
(rectus abdominus and erector spinae), thigh 
(quadriceps and biceps femoris), shank (tibialis an- 
terior and gastrocnemius), and the foot (tibialis an- 
terior and soleus) (Fig. 5).  

As shown in Fig. 5 ,  simulations using the non- 
Euclidean geometry of a ten-dimensional muscle 
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Fig. 5 .  Postural control model of a standing human, using a 10-muscle full-body skeletomuscular computer model. The postural control 
strategy is a clear combination of a hip strategy (left three insets), and an ankle strategy (right inset). Figures are taken from video com- 
puter simulation. 

space conceived posture as being functionally 
equivalent to “full-body gaze”. This can be 
described as a peering type of motion of the entire 
upper body (head-trunk). Such an intentional for- 
ward gaze might be made, for example, in leaning 
over to look down a steep cliff. Likewise, an inten- 
tional backward gaze might be made, for example, 
when following the motion of a jet-craft flying 
towards the observer and then immediately over- 
head. 

The central question considered with this type of 
“whole-body skeletomuscular computer model” 
was whether or not postural control strategies for 
maintaining balance during these types of move- 
ment varied in terms of “hip” versus “ankle” 
strategies (Nashner, 1977). Simulations of the 
present model imply that the so-called “hip strate- 
gies” for postural control are not fundamentally 
different from the so-called “ankle strategies”. 
Rather, they are simply different manifestations of 
the same underlying postural control function ex- 
pressed by the same neural network, governed by a 

non-Euclidean geometry for the postural muscles 
involved. 

Future projection: neurocomputer 
implementation of neural control of movements 
and posture for functional neuromuscular 
stimulation 

The third avenue of research is in the possible bio- 
medical application of the basic neuroscience 
research that would establish such functional geo- 
metries, as exemplified by these first two studies. 
The application would be in the design and develop- 
ment of neurocomputers for functional neuromus- 
cular stimulation (FNS). Such an optimally 
designed stimulator would artificially generate 
natural, coordinated movements of the limbs, while 
also providing postural control and stability to para- 
lyzed individuals. To date, no bioengineering appli- 
cation of the theory has yet been made, and it is the 
hope of the authors that interest in this field would 
be sparked by the ensuing discussion. 

The geometrical approach is expected to lead to 
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design and fabrication of neurocomputers that 
could be used for replacing lost (biological) control 
by functional neuromuscular stimulation to gener- 
ate artificial movement, balance and posture (Pel- 
lionisz, 1988a, 1991). Indeed, given the explosive 
rate of progress of neurocomputer theory and de- 
velopment, it is reasonable to expect that electronic 
implementation of “geometrical machines” will 
proceed before the book on neural geometry is com- 
pleted. Novel generations of neurocomputers are 
likely to take full advantage both of the functional- 
ity that is not attainable by limiting massively 
parallel array processing to Cartesian vectors (such 
as the distinction of sensory and motor type expres- 
sions), and the flexibility of the architecture 
designed to accommodate generalized vectorial 
operations (which fully include the rather specific 
Cartesian vectorial operations). While such a 
processor is presently in the development stage (em- 
ploying INMOS transputers on a Macintosh-I1 plat- 
form), the hardware-software neurocomputer de- 
velopment will co-evolve with those theoretical- 
experimental advances that provide the basic 
research background of technological development. 

A Functional Neuromuscular Stimulation project 
that uses neurocomputers fashioned after the func- 
tioning biological neural control will complete the 
circle from learning neural geometry from Nature, 
to formalize such geometries mathematically, to im- 
plement them electronically and, finally, to use “ar- 
tificial neural networks” for effectively replacing 
lost movement and posture control. A functional 
neuromuscular stimulation project of this type by 
definition integrates skeletomuscular computer 
modeling, neurocomputer research and develop- 
ment and mathematical (geometrical) theory and 
modeling of neural network control of movements 
and posture. 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 24 - 25 

R. Klinke 

Frankfurt, Germany 

The central evaluation of temporal information has 
concerned scientists over the years. In particular, 
the use of temporal information for pitch percep- 
tion has caused major debates, documented, for ex- 
ample, in the Proceedings of the Driebergen Sympo- 
sium on “Frequency Analysis and Periodicity De- 
tection” (Plomp and Smoorenburg, 1970). In the 
meantime, it is well established that the fine time 
structure of an acoustic stimulus is, indeed, ana- 
lyzed by the brain, at least up to a certain resolution. 
Results from cochlear implantation have con- 
tributed to this view. The papers by Shannon and by 
Blarney and Dooley treat similar problems and use 
a similar approach. Their topic is the contribution of 
temporal information to the analysis of acoustic 
stimuli. 

In implanted patients the electrical stimulus 
mainly provides temporal information, by evoking 
action potentials strictly locked to the stimulus. 
Place information (using stimulation site as a cue) is 
poor, as the channel separation achievable by 
present stimulation devices is insufficient (Hart- 
mann et al., 1984; Hartmann and Klinke, 1990). So, 
it appears that recipients of cochlear implants do 
receive optimal time information and, apparently, 
make wide use of it. Thus, it is of consequence to in- 
vestigate their performance not only for the sake of 
a possible improvement to prosthetic devices, but 
also to gain insight into the human central process- 
ing of acoustic information. 

The present papers use electrical stimulation in 
patients. They study the time course of masking 
phenomena prior or subsequent to a masker; gap de- 

tection, that is, the detection of a short interruption 
within a steady stimulus; and the percept of the 
modulation of an electrical signal. 

The terms backward and forward masking stand 
for stimulus configurations where a probe stimulus 
is either presented prior to a more intense masker 
(backward masking) or the probe follows the 
masker (forward masking) (for a review see, for ex- 
ample, Elliot, 1971). The phenomenon of forward 
masking within the auditory system was first 
described by Luscher and Zwislocki in 1949. 
Whereas forward masking can easily be looked 
upon as relief from adaptation, interpretation is less 
stringent for backward masking (see introduction of 
Shannon’s paper). 

The results presented in Shannon’s paper are in- 
terpreted as demonstrating similarities between nor- 
mal listeners and implanted patients. However, 
direct comparison is hampered by the necessity of 
normalization of the stimulus which is required be- 
cause intensity functions for loudness in normal 
listeners differ from those in implanted patients. 
This also holds for comparisons of neuronal single- 
cell activity with acoustic and electrical stimulation 
(Hartmann et al., 1984). Although compensation 
for these incompatibilities are evidently necessary, 
the exact quantitative adjustment may be difficult. 
Also, for a thorough comparison, the paper lacks 
precise documentation of the configuration of 
masker and probe stimuli. Similarly, the loudness 
matching necessary for comparison of gap detection 
data in normal listeners and patients does contain a 
certain arbitrariness. 
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The paper by Blarney and Dooley is complemen- 
tary to the one by Shannon, as also backward mask- 
ing is investigated and as short stimulus sequences 
are used as the masker. The paper shows that for- 
ward masking is present immediately after a single- 
pulse masker. Backward masking, however, re- 
quires a multi-stimulus masker to be established. 
The strength for supra-threshold probe stimulation 
does, however, depend on the exact timing of the 
probe stimulus. In case of probe presentations at in- 
stances fitting into the 10 msec duty cycle of the 
masker, the threshold of the probe is high. Thus, 
central auditory structures establish an expectancy 
function as described first by Klinke et al. (1968) for 
vibratory stimuli. 

Taken together, these papers provide new insights 
into central auditory processing. 
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CHAPTER 24 

Quantitative comparison of electrically and acoustically 
evoked auditory perception: implications for the location 

of perceptual mechanisms 

Robert V. Shannon 

House Ear Institute, Los Angeles, CA 90057, U.S.A. 

Electrical stimulation of the human auditory system produces 
different patterns of spatial and temporal neural activity than 
those that occur in the normal, acoustically stimulated system. 
Quantitative comparison of psychophysical performance mea- 
sured with acoustic and electrical stimulation may allow us to in- 
fer the physiological locus of perceptual mechanisms. In this 
paper we compare psychophysical data on temporal resolution 
from normal-hearing listeners, cochlear implant listeners, and 
patients electrically stimulated on the cochlear nucleus. Measures 
of gap detection, forward masking, and modulation detection 
will be compared. These comparisons demonstrate that temporal 
processing is relatively similar across these three groups once the 
obvious differences in dynamic range are taken into considera- 
tion. In addition, preliminary results with speech processors indi- 

Key words: Electrical stimulation; Cochlear implants; Psychophysics; Temporal processing 

cate that implant patients can utilize all temporal information in 
speech. Thus, implant patients have relatively normal temporal 
resolution and can integrate temporal cues normally for the 
recognition of complex acoustic patterns such as speech. These 
results imply that the central auditory systems of implant patients 
are able to fully utilize the non-natural patterns of temporal neu- 
ral information produced by electrical stimulation. The differ- 
ences in the microstructure of the neural pattern (phase locking, 
stochastic independence of fibers, spatial distribution of activity, 
etc.) between electrical and acoustic stimulation are apparently 
not necessary for temporal processing. Thus, the physiological 
locus of temporal processing mechanisms must be more central 
in the auditory system than the cochlea and cochlear nucleus. 

__ 

Introduction 

It is a natural tendency of sensory physiologists and 
psychophysicists to attempt to relate as much of per- 
ception as possible to characteristics of the sensory 
end-organ. The sensory end-organ is generally the 
easiest part of a sensory system to study, and func- 
tional descriptions of most sensory end-organs are 
fairly complete. On the other hand, the complexity 
of central processing mechanisms precludes simple 
interpretations of results in terms of discrete central 
mechanisms. 

In the auditory system, the relation between phys- 
iological mechanisms and. perceptual effects has 

long been a source of speculation. Models have pro- 
posed a link between psychophysical forward mask- 
ing and the recovery from adaptation (Zwislocki, 
1969; Duifhuis, 1973; Shannon, 1986, 1990a), be- 
tween backward masking and the propagation of 
the traveling wave as a function of stimulus level 
(Duifhuis, 1973), between neural firing rate and 
temporal integration (Zwislocki, 1%9), between in- 
tensity discrimination and neural firing rates (Del- 
gutte, 1987; Viemeister, 1988), between psy- 
chophysical and physiological two-tone suppression 
(Houtgast, 1972; Shannon, 1975), between distinct 
peripheral neural sub-populations and intensity 
coding (Zeng et al., 1991), and between psy- 
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chophysical critical bands and physiological tuning 
curves (Greenwood, 1961). 

One of the motivating factors in these compari- 
sons is that the physiology of the peripheral auditory 
system is relatively well characterized. Thus, when 
a psychophysical phenomenon is measured under 
similar conditions there is a natural tendency to re- 
late as much of the psychophysical phenomenon to 
peripheral physiological mechahms that are un- 
derstood, rather than to potentially complex and 
unknown central processing. 

The peripheral auditory system is so well charac- 
terized that concerted attention is now being given 
to the secondary mechanisms of auditory process- 
ing. Psychophysical attention is now being paid to 
more complex auditory patterns that produce inter- 
ference or enhancement of wide-band signals using 
central mechanisms that cannot be explained by 
peripheral mechanisms, such as co-modulation 
masking release (Hall, 1987; Hall and Grose, 1990; 
Moore, 1992), profile analysis (Green, 1988), modu- 
lation masking (Houtgast, 1989) and informational 
masking (Neff and Callaghan, 1988). Physiological 
attention is being given to central integration 
mechanisms and specialized pattern recognition 
mechanisms in the auditory brain-stem nuclei 
(Knudsen and Konishi, 1979; Langner, 1983; 
Langner and Schreiner, 1988; Schreiner and 
Langner, 1988; Spitzer and Semple, 1991). 

We suggest in this paper that, although temporal 
processing has long been thought to be limited 
peripherally, new evidence from electrical stimula- 
tion indicates that limitations on temporal process- 
ing are primarily central. Quantitative psychophysi- 
cal data on temporal processing are available from 
normal-hearing listeners, from electrical stimula- 
tion of the cochlea, and from electrical stimulation 
of the cochlear nucleus. We will compare psy- 
chophysical performance of these three populations 
and discuss the implications of the results for the lo- 
cus of physiological mechanisms for temporal 
processing. 

Methods 

Subjects 
Twenty-four cochlear implant patients partici- 

pated in this study. Ten patients had a RicharddIn- 
eraid device, which is a 6-e1ectrode7 scala tympani 
implant with access to the electrodes through a per- 
cutaneous pedestal (Eddington et al., 1978). Seven 
patients had the Cochlear Corporation device, 
which has 22 electrodes implanted in the scala tym- 
pani and the speech processor uses a pulsatile, 
feature-extraction strategy (Clark et al., 1987). All 
cochlear implant patients were post-lingually dea- 
fened adults. 

All seven auditory brain-stem implaint (ABI) pa- 
tients were deafened as the result of bilateral acous- 
tic tumor removal. Following the tumor removal, an 
electrode was placed in the lateral recess of the IV 
ventricle adjacent to the dorsal cochear nucleus. 
Stimulation of these electrodes produces sound sen- 
sation in most patients (Eisenberg et al., 1987; Shan- 
non, 1989b; Shannon and Otto, 1990). 

Equipment 
For testing of patients with the Richards device 

and the ABI device we used a PC-clone microcom- 
puter for stimulus generation and data collection. 
Stimuli were computed digitally and samples were 
output at a 10 kHz rate through 12-bit digital-to- 
analog converters (Data Translation DT2801 -A). 
For sinusoidal stimuli, the signal was low-pass 
filtered at 5 kHz (6 dB/octave filter slope). This ana- 
log signal was then passed through an optically iso- 
lated, constant-current source (Vurek et al., 1981) to 
maintain control over stimulus current and for pa- 
tient safety. The output of the optically isolated cur- 
rent source was connected directly to the patient’s 
percutaneous connector (ITT Cannon). Before each 
testing session, the equipment was calibrated and 
electrode impedance was measured to assess elec- 
trode integrity. 

Stimuli were delivered to the Nucleus device 
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through a specially designed computer interface 
capable of controlling the amplitude, pulse dura- 
tion, and electrode configuration for each pulse in 
a stimulation sequence (Shannon et al., 1990). For 
these subjects the stimulus consisted of a lo00 Hz 
train of 100 psec/phase biphasic pulses. The 
charge/pulse was modulated sinusoidally by chang- 
ing the pulse width, while holding the pulse ampli- 
tude constant. 

All patients responded on a small hand-held, 
touch-sensitive tablet (Koala Technologies). They 
were instructed in the use of a switch that would ter- 
minate all connections with the equipment in case of 
any unpleasant or uncomfortable stimulus. 

Procedure 
Gap detection, forward masking, and modula- 

tion detection data were collected in a two- 
alternative, forced-choice procedure. One interval 
contained a standard stimulus while the other con- 
tained the target stimulus, which was always a small 
modification of the standard stimulus. The subject 
was instructed to indicate which interval contained 
the target stimulus, either the one with a gap, a short 
probe tone or a modulated stimulus for gap detec- 
tion, forward masking, or modulation detection, 
respectively. The difference between the standard 
and target stimuli was reduced following three suc- 
cessive correct responses and increased after each in- 
correct response to converge on the difference that 
would produce 79.4% correct (Levitt, 1971). 

In gap detection, the subject's ability to detect a 
silent period, or gap, in an otherwise continuous 
stimulus 400 msec in duration is measured. The gap 
is reduced in duration to the duration at which the 
subject can reliably identify the interval with the gap 
79.4% of the time. 

Forward masking measures the recovery from 
adaptation following an intense stimulus. A loud 
stimulus, called a masker, is presented and then 
turned off. The threshold of a brief signal is mea- 
sured at various time periods following the offset of 
the masker. At short time intervals, the signal 
threshold is elevated indicating the perceptual adap- 
tation produced by the preceding masker. After 

sufficient time, the signal threshold returns to its un- 
masked level indicating no residual adaptation from 
the masker. 

Modulation detection measures the patient's abil- 
ity to detect amplitude variations in an atherwise 
continuous stimulus. The subject was presented 
with a 1 sec steady stimulus in one time interval and 
the same stimulus sinusoidally amplitude-modu- 
lated in another time interval. They were instructed 
to indicate which interval contained the modulated 
stimulus. The temporal modulation transfer func- 
tion is the plot of modulation sensitivity as a func- 
tion of modulation frequency. 

Speech recognition was measured on video disk 
materials (Tyler et al., 1983) with the sound track 
from the video disk routed through an experimental 
speech processor (Wygonski et al., 1989). The 
speech processing strategy implemented was a 
single-channel version of Wilson et al.'s (1991) con- 
tinuous interleaved sampler. This processor consists 
of a high-pass filter to equalize the speech energy, a 
half-wave rectifier and low-pass filter to extract the 
speech envelope. This envelope signal was then 
passed through an amplitude conversion from 
acoustic to electrical units (Shannon et al., 1992), 
which was then used to modulate a constant pulse 
train. Sixteen consonants in a v/C/v context were 
presented five times each in random order. The sub- 
ject was shown the set of 16 possible consonants and 
was instructed to indicate which consonant was 
heard. Results reported here are from testing in a 
sound-only condition, i.e., without visual cues. 

Results 

Fig. 1 compares forward masking data from 
normal-hearing (from Plomp, 1964), cochlear im- 
plant (from Shannon, 1983, 1990b), and ABI 
listeners (from Shannon and Otto, 1990). The am- 
plitude scale has been normalized to allow direct 
comparison. Implant listeners have different abso- 
lute threshold levels for electrical current depending 
on the location of the electrode relative to surviving 
neurons. The dynamic range of sound sensation 
from electrical stimulation also varies widely across 
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Fig. 1. Forward masked thresholds as a function of signal delay 
after masker off-set for acoustic, CI and ABI stimulation. Am- 
plitude scales have been normalized in linear pA for electrical 
stimulation and in dB for acoustic stimulation. CI results from 
20 patients are shown as a hatched area. Filled circles represent 
results from seven ABI patients. Open squares present data from 
acoustic stimulation from Plomp (1964) for three masker levels. 

implant patients, so normalization is necessary to 
compare data across subjects. Implant data were 
normalized in linear pAmperes, while acoustic data 
were normalized in dB (Shannon, 1990b; Zeng and 
Shannon, 1992). On this normalized amplitude 
scale, it is apparent that all subjects demonstrate a 
similar time course of recovery of sensitivity follow- 
ing a stimulus. Immediately following the offset of 
the masker, signal thresholds are elevated to ap- 
proximately the level of the masker. The threshold 
recovers to the unmasked level after 200 - 400 msec. 

Fig. 2 compares gap detection data from normal- 
hearing (from Florentine and BUUS, 1984), cochlear 
implant (from Shannon, 1989a), and ABI listeners 
(from Shannon and Otto, 1990). All data reported 
here are consistent with other measures of gap detec- 
tion in implanted listeners (Dobie and Dillier, 1985; 
Moore and Glasberg, 1988; Preece andTyler, 1989). 
Gap thresholds are presented as a function of the 
loudness of the stimulus containing the gap. Acous- 
tic data from Florentine and Buus (1984) have been 
converted to an equivalent loudness scale using 

loudness scaling data from normal-hearing listeners 
with the same loudness estimation technique as that 
used with implant listeners (Shannon, 1983). All 
subjects required large gaps (20 - 50 msec) for detec- 
tion when the stimuli were soft, and short gaps (2 - 5 
msec) for detection when the stimuli were loud. For 
intermediate loudness levels acoustic listeners could 
detect smaller gaps than electrically stimulated 
listeners. This difference could be at least partly due 
to incorrect equalization of the loudness levels. 
Loudness estimates for electrical stimulation have 
considerable variability. Acoustic data were as- 
signed loudness values using an average loudness 
function from different subjects than those in whom 
gap detection was measured. Thus, some of the 
difference between electrical stimulation and acous- 
tic stimulation may be due to an improper match in 
the loudness scales. 

Fig. 3 compares modulation detection functions 
for acoustic listeners (from Bacon and Viemeister, 
1985), two types of cochlear implants (from Shan- 
non, 1991) and ABI listeners (from Shannon and 
Otto, 1990). Detection thresholds for modulation 
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Fig. 2. Gap detection thresholds as a function of stimulus loud- 
ness for acoustic, CI and ABI stimulation. Carrier stimulus was 
a loo0 Hz sinusoid or pulse train for electrical stimulation and 
white noise for acoustic stimulation. CI results from 38 curves 
from 20 patients are shown as a hatched area. Filled circles 
represent results from seven ABI patients. Open squares 
represent data from acoustic stimulation from Florentine and 
Buus (1984) translated into loudness using loudness estimation 
data from Shannon (1983). 
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* Fig. 3.  Modulation detection as a function of modulation fre- 
quency for acoustic, CI and ABI stimulation. Carrier stimulus 
was either a 1000 Hz or 2000 H z  sinusoid or pulse train for electri- 
cal stimulation, and white noise for acoustic stimulation. Electri- 
cal stimulus levels were chosen to be comfortable-to-loud, i.e., in 
the range of 5 to 7 on the loudness scale of Fig. 2. Open circles 
present CI results from ten Ineraid patients. Open squares 
represent CI results from seven patients with the Cochlear Corp. 
implant when pulse duration was modulated. Filled circles 
represent results from seven ABI patients. The dashed line in 
each panel represents modulation detection data from normal- 
hearing listeners (Bacon and Viemeister, 1985). 

are plotted as a function of modulation frequency. 
In all cases, the modulation detection functions are 
low-pass filter functions, with subjects most sensi- 
tive to low modulation frequencies. Sensitivity to 
amplitude modulation decreases with modulation 
frequency. Average curves for implant listeners are 

not substantially different from those of acoustic 
listeners (Shannon and Otto, 1990; Shannon, 1991). 

One ABI patient was able to correctly recognize 
70% of the 16 consonants in the sound-only condi- 
tion and 95% correct in the sound-plus-lipreading 
condition. This level of performance is comparable 
to that observed by the best single-channel cochlear 
implant patients and the best performance of acous- 
tic listeners restricted to temporal cues. Van Tasell 
et al. (1987) restricted normal-hearing listeners to 
temporal cues by modulating a wide-band noise 
with the temporal envelope of the speech sound. 
Without spectral cues, subjects were able to cor- 
rectly identify 30-40070 of consonants in a 16- 
consonant set. While this level of performance was 
surprisingly high, subjects could increase their per- 
formance to 70% correct after considerable training 
(Van Tasell, personal communication). Thus, 70% 
correct identification of consonants is possible using 
only temporal cues, for normal-hearing listeners or 
deaf listeners using single-channel implants. Direct 
electrical stimulation of the cochlear nucleus ap- 
pears to cause no loss of temporal envelope informa- 
tion. 

Discussion 

Temporal processing, as represented by forward 
masking, gap detection and modulation detection, 
appears to be similar in normal-hearing listeners and 
in implant listeners electrically stimulated in the 
cochlea or cochlear nucleus. The patterns of neural 
activity produced by these three stimulation modes 
are all quite different. Direct electrical stimulation 
produces deterministic firing in a wide spatial region 
while acoustic stimulation produces a “traveling 
wave” pattern of activation with stochastically in- 
dependent firing of nerves in any local region. In ad- 
dition, stimulation of the dorsal cochlear nucleus 
(DCN) by the ABI electrode probably activates neu- 
rons across different tonotopic, morphological and 
functional regions of the DCN and ventral cochlear 
nucleus (VCN). Any first-order processing of the 
neural activity pattern in the cochlea or cochlear 
nucleus that might normally occur in acoustic stimu- 
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lation would be bypassed. Yet, in spite of these sub- 
stantial differences between the spatial and tem- 
poral distribution of neural activity produced by the 
three stimulation modes, perceptual temporal 
processing is similar. This strongly suggests that the 
physiological mechanisms responsible for temporal 
processing are located more centrally than the coch- 
lear nucleus and that these mechanisms are not sen- 
sitive to major alterations in the spatial distribution 
of the neural pattern. 

These inferences, based on the quantitative com- 
parison of envelope detection and discrimination, 
can also be extended to the temporal contribution to 
the sensation of pitch. It is well documented (Sim- 
mons, 1966; Shannon, 1983; Tong et al., 1983; 
Townshend et al., 1987) that implant listeners and 
implanted primates (Pfingst and Rush, 1987) can 
only distinguish temporal rates up to 300 - 500 Hz. 
Acoustically, Burns and Viemeister (1976, 1981) 
measured the ability of sinusoidally amplitude- 
modulated, broad-band stimuli to carry pitch cues. 
They found that pitch could be conveyed by non- 
spectral (temporal) cues only for modulation rates 
below 300 - 500 Hz. Physiologically, phase locking 
in the inferior colliculus deteriorates sharply for 
modulation rates above 300 Hz (Merzenich et al., 
1973; Harris, 1987; Harris et al., 1990). Thus, tem- 
poral rate information in neural responses roughly 
matches the pitch range produced with electrical 
stimulation, which produces unnatural spatio- 
temporal patterns of neural activation. The central 
auditory system that determines the limits of tem- 
porally based pitch sensation must not depend on 
the fine structure of the peripheral neural pattern. 

Where might the physiological mechanism(s) of 
temporal resolution reside? Langner and Schreiner 
(Langner, 1983; Langner and Schreiner, 1988; 
Schreiner and Langner, 1988) demonstrated that the 
inferior colliculus responds differentially to modu- 
lated sounds along the axis orthogonal to its tono- 
topic axis. They demonstrated that the temporal 
modulation pattern was converted to a spatial distri- 
bution of activity in this central auditory nucleus. 
This suggests that physiological mechanisms do ex- 
ist for extracting the envelope information from 

complex acoustic stimuli. The perceptual data from 
implant patients suggest that these central mecha- 
nisms can extract envelope information from 
peripheral activity patterns that are unnatural in 
terms of their spatial distribution and temporal 
microstructure. 

Recent psychophysical evidence has also sug- 
gested that temporal envelope information is 
processed centrally. Houtgast (1 989), Bacon and 
Grantham (1989) and Yost et al. (1989) measured 
the interference of one envelope modulation fre- 
quency on detection of other modulation frequen- 
cies. All three studies demonstrated selectivity in the 
interference to similar modulation frequencies; a 
masker modulated at one temporal rate produced 
the most interference at similar rates. Because there 
is no known peripheral mechanism for segregating 
two signals based on their temporal patterns, these 
studies suggest central mechanisms for separating 
temporal patterns. One possible site is the inferior 
colliculus and the data of Langner and Schreiner 
suggest a physiological substrate. 

The role of temporal cues in speech recognition 
has recently received renewed attention (Erber, 
1972; Rosen et al., 1981; Grant et al., 1985; 
Breeuwer and Plomp, 1986; Van Tasell et al., 1987; 
Balakrishnan et al., 1991; Freyman et al., 1991). 
These studies suggest that temporal envelope infor- 
mation is particularly important for distinguishing 
consonants. The present analysis suggests that these 
cues can normally be perceived by deaf subjects if 
the proper amplitude transformation is used. Audi- 
tory prostheses should be able to provide deaf pa- 
tients with envelope cues and voicing fundamental 
frequency, cues which can provide considerable 
speech discrimination. 

Preliminary speech recognition scores indicate 
that implanted patients can fully utilize temporal 
cues in discriminating and recognizing consonants 
(Eddington, 1980; Wilson et al., 1988,1991; Rosen, 
1989; Rosen et al., 1989; Dorman et al., 1990; Shan- 
non et al., 1992). Combined with the psychophysical 
results, this indicates that electrical stimulation of 
the cochlea or cochlear nucleus does not disturb 
temporal envelope information and that patients 
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with prosthetic devices can utilize these envelope 
cues normally in speech recognition, once the 
proper amplitude conversion is made. Thus, any 
physiological mechanisms that interpret temporal 
envelope information must lie more centrally in the 
auditory system, and must not be sensitive to the de- 
tails of the neural activity pattern that conveys this 
temporal information. 
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CHAPTER 25 

Pattern recognition and masking in cochlear implant 
patients 

P. J. Blarney and 6. J. Dooley 

Human Communication Research Centre, Department of Otolaryngology, University of Melbourne, East Melbourne 3002, 
Australia 

Studies of the temporal course of masking using pulsatile electri- 
cal stimulation provide a sensitive new technique for the investi- 
gation of central pattern recognition. The masked threshold for 
a single-pulse probe was studied for several different maskers as 
a function of the time between the probe and the start of the 
masker. These experiments showed the gradual development of 
a temporal pattern in the masked thresholds as the number of 
pulses in the masker was increased. For a 210 msec masker with 
pulses at 10 msec intervals, both backward and forward masking 

thresholds showed a well-defined peak at times 10 msec before 
and after the masker. Probe pulses presented at these times were 
probably perceived to be part of the masker pattern and therefore 
were not easily identified as probe pulses. This conclusion was 
confirmed by using a masker with pulses at 20 msec intervals. 
Only backward masking was tested, and the results showed a 
peak approximately 20 msec before the start of the masker, fit- 
ting in with the temporal pattern of the masker. 

Key words: Masking;’ Cochlear implant; Pattern recognition 

Introduction 

The elevation of the threshold of detection of a 
“probe” stimulus in the presence of another 
“masker” stimulus is a phenomenon that has been 
studied extensively to provide insight into the work- 
ings of the auditory system (e.g., Moore, 1982). 
“Backward’ ’ , “simultaneous” and “forward” 
masking may occur when the probe precedes, over- 
laps or follows the masker, respectively. Many 
aspects of masking have been interpreted in terms of 
processes occurring at the level of the cochlea or the 
auditory nerve, although there are obviously some 
masking effects that require an explanation in terms 
of more central processing. The most obvious of 
these is backward masking, where the detection 
threshold of a probe stimulus is raised by the 
presence of amasker that follows the probe (e.g., El- 
liot, 1971). Peripheral effects can be ruled out in this 
case because the time between the end of the probe 

and the start of the masker can be made long enough 
for all traces of the probe to have disappeared from 
the cochlea and auditory nerve. The central process- 
ing involved in backward masking is not well under- 
stood. 

Masking has also been used to study the auditory 
sensations produced by cochlear implants (Shan- 
non, 1983; Lim et al., 1989). These researchers were 
primarily interested in the spread of electric current 
around the stimulated electrodes, and used forward 
masking as a measure of this spread. Forward mask- 
ing was used because its major component is 
thought to be peripheral and it avoids the problem 
of physical current summation in the cochlea that 
might arise in simultaneous masking. 

There is, however, another aspect of masking that 
is particularly relevant to the coding of speech with 
cochlear implants, and that is the temporal course of 
masking. The speech signal contains spectral com- 
ponents that change rapidly in amplitude and fre- 
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quency. Relatively weak spectral components of 
consonants occur before and after strong vowel 
components. These vowel and consonant compo- 
nents are represented as electrical stimuli applied to 
an electrode array in a multiple-channel cochlear 
implant. Hence, the temporal properties of forward 
and backward masking are important to the under- 
standing of consonant perception with a cochlear 
implant. The experiments described here were ini- 
tiated in order to study temporal effects in masking, 
with possible applications to speech coding. 

Electrical stimulation has a special property that 
makes these experiments easier to perform and in- 
terpret than analogous acoustic experiments. This 
property is the ability to produce very short electri- 
cal stimuli with an excitation pattern in the auditory 
nerve that is very short in duration (Javel et al., 
1987). In the acoustic case, a short stimulus 
produces a spread of spectral components and the 
traveling wave in the cochlea extends the duration of 
neural activity over a longer time than the duration 
of the stimulus itself. This ability to produce well 
controlled short stimuli reveals fine details of the 
masked threshold patterns and allows them to be in- 
terpreted unambiguously. 

Methods 

Several experiments are described below, differing 
only in the characteristics of the masker. This sec- 
tion describes those aspects of the method that were 
common to all the experiments. 

The electrical stimuli were produced with the 
University of Melbourne/Cochlear Pty. Ltd. multi- 
channel cochlear prosthesis (Clark et al., 1984) con- 
trolled by a personal computer with software writ- 
ten specifically for adjusting the prosthesis. Elec- 
trode 10, near the middle of the electrode array was 
used for all experiments. The electric current flowed 
between electrode 10 and all other electrodes in the 
array (common ground stimulation mode). The 
probe stimulus consisted of a single biphasic pulse 
applied to the electrode. The current level of the 
pulse was fixed at the maximum level reliably 
produced by the implanted receiver/stimulator (ap- 

four-pulse masker 

Fig. 1. An example of the electrical current waveforms used, 
showing the biphasic pulses for the probe and masker. The probe 
pulse width was varied to find the masked threshold as a function 
of time between the probe pulse and the start of the masker. 

proximately 1 mA) and the charge in each phase of 
the pulse was controlled by varying the duration of 
each phase in the range of 20 - 200 psec. There was 
a fixed gap of 40 psec between the two phases. As il- 
lustrated in Fig. l , the masker stimuli consisted of 
one or more biphasic pulses at a fixed charge per 
phase set to be 6 dB above the threshold for a single 
(unmasked) pulse. The threshold for a single un- 
masked electrical pulse was between 65 and 75 psec. 

The time between the start of the probe pulse and 
the start of the masker was varied to study back- 
ward, forward and “simultaneous” masking. It 
should be noted that the probe pulses for the “simul- 
taneous” conditions fell between the masker pulses 
and did not overlap with them at all so that there was 
no possibility of electrical current summation in the 
cochlea. A PEST procedure (Taylor and Creelman, 
1967) was used to vary the pulse width of the probe 
in order to find the threshold. In each trial, four 
masker stimuli were presented, with 1 sec intervals 
between them. Only one was accompanied by the 
probe stimulus and the subject was required to 
respond with the number of the stimulus containing 
the probe. Threshold was defined as the pulse width 
at which 66% of probe stimuli were successfully 
identified in this four-interval, four-alternative 
forced-choice procedure. The procedure began with 
the probe pulse width at 200 psec and a step size of 
40 psec. The procedure terminated when the pulse 
width step size had reduced to 5 psec. 
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Data for one subject are reported here. This pa- 
tient (referred to as Patient 67 in previous publica- 
tions) was a post-linguistically deafened adult who 
had been using the cochlear implant for two years at 
the time of these experiments. She was above aver- 
age in her speech perception results. Data for two 

other patients have been collected but not analysed 
in detail. They are consistent with the data reported 
here. 

Experiment 1: single-pulse masker 

In this experiment, the masker consisted of a single 
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biphasic electrical pulse with a pulse width of 145 
psec per phase. The threshold of the single-pulse 
probe stimulus was measured for times before and 
after the masker. The masked thresholds are shown 
in Fig. 2. Each circle on the figure corresponds to the 
end-point of a PEST procedure. The solid line 
represents the masker pulse. The shape of the 
threshold curve is reminiscent of the threshold curve 
during the refractory period of a single neuron but 
has a duration that is longer than measured refrac- 
tory times. The forward masking observed is proba- 
bly peripheral in origin. No backward masking was 
observed except when the probe occurred 1 msec be- 
fore the masker. 

Experiment 2: two-pulse masker 

The masker for this experiment consisted of two 
biphasic pulses separated by 10 msec, each with a 
pulse width of 145 psec per phase. Fig. 3 shows the 
masked threshold of the probe stimulus as a func- 
tion of time. The solid lines represent the two 
masker pulses. The threshold for the probe traced 
out a curve similar to the addition of two single- 

pulse masked threshold curves displaced by 10 msec 
in time. As before, the only backward masking oc- 
curred 1 msec before the masker. The “simultane- 
ous” masking between the two masker pulses was no 
greater than the forward masking produced by the 
single-pulse masker in experiment 1. Again, the ele- 
vation of thresholds observed is probably due to 
peripheral effects such as the refractory period of 
the nerves excited by the masker. 

Experiment 3: four-pulse masker 

In this experiment, the masker was extended to con- 
tain four pulses at 10 msec intervals, giving a total 
duration of 30 msec. The solid lines in Fig. 4 show 
the timing and pulse width of the masker pulses. The 
masked thresholds are also shown. The pattern 
differs from the summation of four displaced single- 
pulse masking patterns at 10 msec intervals. The for- 
ward and simultaneous maskings are higher than 
would be expected from such a summation, and 
there appears to be some backward masking 
although this did not occur in every run of the PEST 
procedure. This backward masking probably arises 
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Fig. 5 .  Masked thresholds for a long (210 msec) masker. Note the breaks in the time scale along the horizontal axis. 

from pattern recognition at a central level of 
processing, but detailed discussion is deferred until 
after the description of experiment 4. 

Experiment 4: long masker (22 pulses) 

The long masker was 210 msec in duration, contain- 
ing 22 biphasic pulses at 10 msec intervals with a 
pulse width of 145 psec. This masker was the one 
most similar to maskers usually used in acoustic 
masking experiments. The masked thresholds are 
shown in Fig. 5 .  Because of the duration of this 
masker, the probe threshold was not measured for 
all times during the masker. Instead, measurements 
were taken at the start and end of the masker, and 
for the 10 msec period in the middle of the masker. 
The main features of the masked threshold curve 
were: (a) strong backward masking extending over 
times up to 15 msec before the start of the masker 
with a peak about 10- 12 msec before the masker; 
(b) strong forward masking extending for at least 25 
msec after the end of the masker with a peak about 
10 msec after the masker; and (c) fluctuating 
thresholds for “simultaneous” masking with peaks 

corresponding to times close to the masker pulses 
and dips between them. The dips between the 
masker pulses at the ends of the stimuli indicated less 
masking than at the middle of the stimulus. 

It is probable that the backward masking arose 
from a central pattern recognition process described 
in the next section, and that the simultaneous and 
forward masking arose from a combination of 
peripheral and central effects. 

Pattern recognition 

Although the experiments above have been de- 
scribed in the language usually used for masking, 
they may also be described as discrimination experi- 
ments, where the subject’s task was to indicate 
which one of the four stimuli was different from the 
other three in each trial of the 4AFC procedure. It 
should be noted that the probe pulse was presented 
to the same electrode as the masker pulses and was 
therefore indistinguishable from them except by the 
time that it occurred and by its pulse width. The 
criterion used by the subject to discriminate between 
the stimuli was not directly under the control of the 
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experimenter. Examples of criteria that a subject 
might have used include the following: was there an 
extra pulse? Was one stimulus louder than the 
others? Was one stimulus longer than the others? 
Was the pulse rate consistent throughout the stimu- 
lus? 

One explanation of the threshold curves for the 
one- and two-pulse maskers is that the patient could 
count the individual pulses and the probe pulse was 
counted whenever it produced a sufficiently large 
excitation of the auditory nerves. 

In the case of the long masker, this explanation is 
unlikely as there is evidence that a person cannot 
count more than five events at rates higher than 
about 10 per second (Garner, 1951). It is also known 
that the duration difference limen is of the order of 
10 - 20% for electrical stimuli that are 200 msec in 
duration (Blarney et al., 1990). Thus, overall dura- 
tion is unlikely to be important in discriminating be- 
tween the stimulus plus probe and the other stimuli. 
Nor is it likely that the overall loudness of the stimu- 
lus would be altered substantially by the addition of 
an extra pulse of similar intensity to the masker 
pulses. This would be similar to the loudness judg- 
ments required in integration time measures. For 
acoustic stimulation above threshold (Zwislocki, 
1969) and electrical stimulation (Shannon, 1983), 
integration times are in the range of 50 - 100 msec, 
much shorter than the long masker used here. The 
only remaining criteria listed above are concerned 
with whether the probe pulse fits the pattern of the 
masker: does it have the same pulse width as the 
masker pulses, and does it occupy a position in time 
that is appropriate for a masker pulse? If a probe 
pulse has pulse width and timing appropriate to the 
masker pattern, it will be more difficult to recognise 
than one which is different in pulse width and/or 
timing. When a probe pulse occurred 10 msec before 
the masker, or 10 msec after the masker, it matched 
the masker timing pattern and could be perceived as 
part of the masker rather than a separate probe pulse 
unless the pulse width was sufficiently different 
from the masker pulses. 

This explains the peaks that were observed in the 
masked thresholds 10 msec before and after the long 

masker. Conversely, probe pulses at times that did 
not fit the masker pattern were recognised at lower 
pulse widths, producing dips in the curve. 

Next, consider the backward masking results for 
the four-pulse masker. Fig. 4 shows four points 
where the masked threshold was elevated above the 
general level of the other results. These points all oc- 
cur in the region where the probe pulse occupied a 
time that approximately fitted the pattern of the 
masker, and had a pulse width similar to the masker 
pulses. If the overall duration or intensity of the 
probe-plus-masker was used to discriminate it from 
the masker by itself, the psychometric function for 
a probe 10 msec before the masker would be ex- 
pected to have a monotonic sigmoid shape. 
However, if probe pulses with pulse widths close to 
the masker pulse widths are harder to discriminate 
than probe pulses with different widths, the psycho- 
metric function would be expected to be non- 
monotonic with a dip in recognition at the masker 
pulse width. Fig. 6 shows the psychometric function 
obtained during the PEST procedures for probes oc- 
curring 10 msec before the four-pulse masker. In- 
cluded for comparison are the psychometric func- 
tions for times 20 msec before and 4 msec after the 
first masker pulse. The psychometric function 10 
msec before the masker is non-monotonic as ex- 
pected, while the other functions have the more con- 
ventional monotonic sigmoid shape. 

Experiment 5: long masker with fewer pulses 

A further prediction may be made on the basis of the 
pattern recognition hypothesis: if the pulse rate of 
the masker is changed, the peaks in the forward and 
backward masking threshold curves should be 
shifted in time to match the pattern of the masker. 
To test this prediction, an experiment using a long 
masker (200 msec in duration) with pulses at 20 msec 
intervals was carried out. Only backward masking 
was investigated. Through an oversight, the masker 
pulse width was slightly lower than that used for the 
maskers in experiments 1 - 4. The result is shown in 
Fig. 7, together with results for a long masker with 
pulses at 10 msec intervals and the same pulse width. 
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It is clea; that the masker with every second pulse 
omitted produced more backward masking than the 
other masker, and that the peak in the masking func- 
tion moved to an earlier time in accordance with the 
prediction of the pattern recognition hypothesis. 

Conclusion 

The results indicate fine temporal detail in the mask- 
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ing patterns produced by pulsatile electrical stimuli. 
This detail is more easily obtained with electrical 
stimuli than with acoustic stimuli because of the 
spectral and temporal spread inherent in short 
acoustic stimuli. Forward, backward and simul- 
taneous masking occurred for the long stimuli. The 
backward masking can be explained entirely in 
terms of a central pattern recognition process. The 
simultaneous and forward masking had compo- 
nents that were probably peripheral as well as cen- 
tral components. The extent of backward masking 
was less than the extent of forward masking for long 
stimuli, and depended on the temporal characteris- 
tics (pulse rate) of the masker. The peripheral com- 
ponent of the forward masking extended for at least 
25 msec after the masker. Simultaneous masking 
was stronger near the middle of the masker than 
near the ends. 

The observed masking patterns indicate that the 
recognition of short acoustic segments such as con- 
sonants may be affected by forward or backward 
masking. This would only be for segments that are 
not accompanied by simultaneous changes in spec- 
tral peaks that would cause stimulation of other 
electrodes. In terms of the pattern recognition ex- 
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planation of masking, a probe on a different elec- 
trode from the masker would be discriminated from 
the masker pattern because of the electrode differ- 
ence. As a consequence, the amount of central 
masking would be much less than for a probe on the 
same electrode as the masker. 

The effects observed in these experiments are 
somewhat different from those normally observed 
in acoustic masking experiments;but it is likely that 
pattern recognition effects also play a part with 
acoustic signals, These effects may have been over- 
looked in previous experiments because of the 
longer probe stimuli that are used in acoustic stimu- 
lation. In particular, experimenters should be aware 
of the possibility of different criteria being used by 
subjects, and the possibility of non-monotonic psy- 
chometric functions. These manifestations of the 
pattern recognition process may cause apparent 
anomalies in results that would otherwise be 
difficult to explain. 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 26-29 

E.F. Evans 

Keele. U. K.  

In the cochlear implant, we have an exciting example 
of the application of our basic scientific understand- 
ing of the hearing mechanism to attempts to enable 
the profoundly hearing impaired to regain some sort 
of hearing. 

It is a paradoxical fact that while several thousand 
cochlear implantations have been made, yet the an- 
swers to many basic questions concerning the op- 
timal modes of electrical stimulation are still not 
available. The biological problem is to stimulate, as 
closely as possible, the normal patterns of activity in 
the surviving nerve fibres of the cochlear nerve (nor- 
mally 3oooO or so). The obstacles are: the technical 
problems associated with interfacing stimulation 
electrodes to the surviving nerve fibres (which 
means that a relatively very small number of chan- 
nels of independent stimulation are available); 
stimulus encoding; and miniaturisation. Therefore, 
research groups developing cochlear implants have 
pursued a wide variety of differing stimulation 
strategies, which attempt to address one or more of 
these problems. This has inevitably led to a very 
divergent set of solutions, often based more on tech- 
nical considerations of convenience than on sound 
physiological or psychophysical justification. In ad- 
dition, this reluctance to provide a scientific justifi- 
cation for a particular strategy has been com- 
pounded by the MIBTY syndrome (“mine is better 
than yours”). Furthermore, the fact that each 
strategy has been tested on different patients, given 
the very large patient-to-patient variation in perfor- 
mance, has meant that comparisons between strate- 
gies have been difficult and frequently impossible. 

Fortunately, two main approaches have been 
emerging from the wide variety of strategies devel- 
oped. The first is a relatively straightforward ana- 
logue transformation of auditory signals (speech 
and environmental sounds); band-pass filtering into 
a relatively small number of channels (4 - 6); and the 
presentation of these signals to a tonotopic array of 
electrodes within the cochlea. This approach (par- 
ticularly exemplified by the Ineraid/Symbion de- 
vice) has the advantages of simplicity (aiding 
miniaturisation) and a relative resistance to interfer- 
ence by competing sounds. A major problem, 
however, is interaction between channels (“cross- 
talk”) when simultaneous activation of electrodes 
occurs. The second approach is quite different, 
namely a signal processing approach entailing ex- 
traction of salient speech features (voice fundamen- 
tal, lower formants) and their encoding in the rate 
and position of pulsatile stimulation along a tono- 
topic electrode array of typically 21 channels (as in 
the Nucleus device, which currently dominates the 
commercial market). This strategy has the advan- 
tage, because of the need to interleave the pulsatile 
stimulation, that no more than one channel is elec- 
trically stimulated at any one instant, and this is 
thought to improve spatial localisation of the stimu- 
lation, especially when combined with bipolar acti- 
vation. The disadvantage is that the strategy is op- 
timised for speech and not for environmental 
sounds, and is extremely susceptible to competing 
backgrounds (when the speech processing breaks 
down). 

In spite of these radically different approaches, 
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their performances are remarkably similar in the 
quiet. However, the former approach shows (as ex- 
pected) substantial advantages in noise (e.g., Tyler 
et al., 1989). Both approaches are in the process of 
lively development. 

One of the most exciting developments of the last 
year or so has been the report by Wilson and col- 
laborators (Wilson et d., 1991) of the advantages af- 
forded to the former analogue strategy of continu- 
ous interleaved stimulation (CIS) aimed to deal with 
its major objection. In this approach, the analogue 
signals to each channel are sampled as rapidly as 
possible in turn and each electrode channel stimu- 
lated in isolation with the sampled signal. Two of the 
chapters (28 and 29) deal with this innovation, the 
first in comparison with the earlier analogue stimu- 
lation strategy and the second in comparison with 
the earlier pulsatile (Nucleus) strategy. These chap- 
ters will therefore be reviewed first. 

The third chapter (27) addresses primarily an 
equally important problem in cochlear implants, 
namely the cosmetic impact of a wearable system on 
the patient. The fourth (26) is a largely technical 
summary of the LAURA cochlear implant devel- 
oped in Antwerp. 

The papers are thus considered in logical rather 
than chronological order. 

Chapter 29 
This is from the laboratory which developed the 

CIS strategy in the first place. A major concern for 
the reviewer is how much the dramatic improve- 
ments in speech recognition scores encountered 
comparing CIS with the former analogue stimula- 
tion strategy is in fact due to the interleaved Sam- 
pling technique and how much is due to other fac- 
tors such as the increase in the number of channels 
from 4 to 6, and differences in the degree and nature 
of the compression applied to the signals (undoubt- 
edly better in the CIS case). 

The authors attempt to address these issues by 
comparing the results obtained with three strategies: 
compressed analogue (CA) (essentially the original 
analogue strategy) against interleaved pulse (IP) 
stimulation and continuous interleaved sampling 

(CIS), in many cases compared in the same patient. 
The results show that CIS stimulation was su- 

perior in every way to the other modes of stimula- 
tion, In particular, place of articulation and nasality 
indicated an improvement in spectral representa- 
tion. Of particular interest is their evidence that the 
number of channels activated was critical with a sub- 
stantial improvement as channel number is in- 
creased; an improvement in discrimination when the 
order of stimulating the interleaving of channels was 
constrained to optimise channel separation; and the 
resistance of CIS to an adverse signal-to-noise situa- 
tion. 

These findings of course highlight the need for a 
dissection of the key elements of the CIS strategy. 
The dependence of results on the number of chan- 
nels activated highlights the need to determine 
whether the improvement in CIS is simply due to the 
extra channels employed (5 - 6) compared with four 
channels (in the original strategy). The improve- 
ment in the behaviour in adverse signal-to-noise 
conditions again may be related to the improved 
compression characteristics. It is encouraging there- 
fore that the authors conclude their article by in- 
dicating that they will be carrying out a systematic 
dissection of these factors. Of particular importance 
should also be the systematic investigation of the up- 
per limit of the amplitude envelope smoothing. On 
physiological grounds, the fine time structure of 
cochlear nerve fibre discharges which will be lost if 
the upper limit is too low, must not be confused with 
the psychophysical limit of modulation sensitivity. 

Chapter 28 
This paper summarises preliminary findings in an 

attempt to compare, in the laboratory, the continu- 
ous interleaved sampling (CIS) strategy with the pul- 
satile encoding strategy employed in the Nucleus 22- 
channel implant. In this case, the CIS strategy em- 
ploys between 4 and 22 channels. Inevitably, there 
is a trade-off between the number of channels inter- 
leaved and the maximally achievable rate of stimula- 
tion on any one channel. Several CIS schemes were 
implemented in order to achieve as high stimulation 
rates as possible on each electrode. These ranged 
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from (1) a narrow-band spectral analysis, closely 
similar to the original CIS scheme; through (2) the 
extraction of a pre-selected number of spectral 
peaks; to (3) a wide band (octave) filtering strategy. 
The results showed a systematic and in some cases 
substantial improvement with the best CIS strategy 
compared to the patient’s own wearable Nucleus 
devices, and over a simple peak-picking “vocoder” 
strategy. Interestingly, the narrow-band CIS strat- 
egy was superior to the others. The authors conclude 
that this advantage is produced by better transmis- 
sion of formant transitions. Also, voicing informa- 
tion was better transmitted by these strategies even 
though not “explicitly encoded”. 

The general question, raised by this reviewer, how 
important it was to map accurately the frequencies 
of the channels to the place of stimulation within the 
cochlea was explicitly dealt with by these authors. 
They interpreted some of their findings in pointing 
to the importance of accurate mapping. 

The authors also raised the obvious question 
whether, under CIS, the cochlear nerve is respond- 
ing in a fundamentally different manner with “con- 
tinuous high excitation states”. We have evidence 
(Morse and Evans, in preparation) that this is not 
the case. The integration of the sampled signal wave- 
form by the capacitive characteristics of the nerve 
membrane means that essentially similar nerve 
responses are obtained between sampled and un- 
sampled stimulation states, providing the mark- 
space ratio of the sampling is not too great. 

Chapter 27 
There are two factors determining the clinical suc- 

cess of a cochlear implant. First and obvious, is the 
gain in intelligibility and awareness of the acoustic 
world afforded to the patient. Second (and less obvi- 
ous to researchers!), is the cosmetic appearance of 
the implant. This second factor weighs surprisingly 
heavily with patients. 

It is this second question which is addressed in the 
first part of this paper. The authors describe com- 
parisons between a body-worn and an ear level 
processor, both embodying a wide-band presenta- 

tion of the original acoustic signal to a single channel 
electrode in the cochlea. 

Interestingly, speech tests revealed a small but sig- 
nificant improvement in performance with the ear 
level aid compared to the body-worn processor. 
However, the major preference for the ear level 
processor was conditioned by factors virtually en- 
tirely cosmetic or related to convenience of wearing. 

In the second part of the paper, very preliminary 
results are presented of comparisons (in one patient) 
between two strategies. The first is a digitally im- 
plemented wide-band stimulation strategy to a sin- 
gle electrode, and this is compared with the second: 
combined stimulation with a wide-band analogue 
signal to the most apical electrode and multi- 
channel pulsatile stimulation of the remaining few 
electrodes. In the second case, the pulse rate is deter- 
mined by the voice pitch, and the electrode site is de- 
termined by the frequency of the second formant, 
both features extracted by signal processing. As ex- 
pected, the performance of the single channel 
broad-band but digitally implemented strategy was 
“approximately equal” to the subject’s prior per- 
formance with a single channel stimulator. 
However, a “significant improvement” in vowel 
recognition was achieved when the additional pulsa- 
tile place coding was provided. Unfortunately, no 
figures are given to substantiate this claim and no in- 
dication is given as to whether the expected deterio- 
ration of performance occurred in the presence of 
adverse signal-to-noise conditions. 

Chapter 26 
Fort the most part this paper is a technical sum- 

mary of the LAURA cochlear implant developed at 
the University of Antwerp. It provides little or no 
physiological or psychophysical rationale for the 
two digital signal processing strategies outlined. It 
gives no indication of the number of patients im- 
planted and the merest outline of some of the results 
obtained. 

No data are produced to substantiate a claim con- 
cerning the relative advantages of the two main 
strategies. Cursory information is given on two pa- 
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tients for whom it is claimed that the second strategy 
was more effective. Even here, it is not clear whether 
the patients were tested under a radically modified 
version of the second strategy. Of the radical 
modification itself, it is not that it resem- 
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CHAPTER 26 

A digital speech processor and various speech encoding 
strategies for cochlear implants 

S. Peeters, E. Offeciers, J. Kinsbergen, M. van Durme, P. van Enis, P. Dijkmans and 
I. Bouchataoui 

Wilrijk, Belgium 

We distinguish two main categories in the speech decoding strate- based on the timing information that is included in the filter out- 
gies: those based on feature extraction and those based on time puts of the filtered speech signal. The Laura implant has the 
information of the filtered incoming signal. In the first group capability to be programmed to the different decodings- 
only those electrode pairs corresponding to the localisation of the strategies. To understand the potential possibilities the main fea- 
four or more, maximum spectral peaks or the formants of the tures of the implant are discussed. 
speech signal are stimulated. The second category is essentially 

Key words: Cochlear implant; Hearing loss; Electrical stimulation; Speech signals 

Introduction 

The results on cochlear implantation depends on 
different elements, including the patients, the re- 
habilitation and the implant system. Important 
parameters of the implant system are: 
- The kind of electrode used. The electrode lay- 

out and electrode position affect the interface be- 
tween the nerve fibres and the implant. 
- The way the data transmission information 

passes through the skin affects the transmission rate 
of the data to the electrode. 
- The design of the speech processor defines its 

potential to decode speech and acoustic signals. 
- The fitting possibilities of the system to the pa- 

tient influence the way the decoded signals are 
projected in the perceptual domain. 
- And last, but not least, the decoding strategy 

used. This has been demonstrated by various re- 
search workers (see, e.g., Dillier et al., this volume). 

The interaction between the above aspects may 
drastically influence the results derived from coch- 
lear implants. For this reason, we describe the dif- 
ferent elements of the Laura cochlear implant, 
which is the system used and developed in our 
laboratory at the Antwerp University in collabora- 
tion with ABS. 

The electrode 

The multichannel electrode is a 16-wired, Pt-Ir 
(90 - 10) electrode. The straight electrode has a little 
bending at the tip to prevent axial torsion on the 
electrode during the sliding of the electrode in the 
scala tympani. Such a torsion would reduce the per- 
formance of the electrode because the configuration 
of the contacts is in a radial position and shifted lon- 
gitudinally as shown in Fig. 1. For optimum 
thresholds and selectivity, the bipolar contacts 
should be directed towards the ganglion cells. The 
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Fig. 1 .  Position of contacts in the silicon carrier of the multichan- 
nel electrode. 

contact points at the end of each Pt-Ir wire are lo- 
cated in preformed cups in the silicon carrier of the 
multichannel electrode. This results in a very 
smooth surface and improves the insertion of the 
electrode in the scala tympani. 

Interface through the skin 

Important is the way information passes through 
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the skin, namely the interface between the electrode 
and the speech processor. One solution is a per- 
cutaneous plug. In this case, the interface does not 
force any restriction on the communication rate be- 
tween speech processor and implanted electrode. A 
second possibility is the use of a transcutaneous RF 
link across the skin, shown in Fig. 2. In this case, the 
implanted electronics interpret the incoming infor- 
mation and control the electrode. 

Such a RF link necessitates extra power consump- 
tion and the necessary compression of information 
into the RF link. The way the internal circuit treats 
the incoming signal determines the flexibility and 
operating speed of the system. Compared with the 
through-the-skin plug, the implanted electronic sys- 
tem will always have some restrictions. It is impor- 
tant to understand these limitations in the flexibility 
of the system if one intends to design new decoding 
strategies. The way information is sent through the 
skin depends on the internal processor. For this rea- 
son, we first describe the main building blocks of the 
internal chip before discussing the input coding of 
the chip. 

Extern-rnal \ Detai l  tip electrode 
7 2-h- 

1 

silicon 
Ti-Package Substrate 

Multichannel E 
Electrode 

1 B  A i C l l  

I 
; u d , i o k  

%!& Data and 

SIGNAL External Internal 

power RF 

Power Power 
Coil Coil 

Fig. 2. External unit and internal implant are linked through an FW link. 
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Fig. 3. Block diagram of internal electronic circuitry. 

Internal hardware 

Fig. 3 shows the block diagram of the internal chip 
of the Laura prosthesis. There are five main building 
blocks. 

The pulse sequence detector 
This circuit unravels the incoming command and 

controls the different building blocks. The pulse se- 
quence detector is also connected with a Master 
Reset unit which resets the whole implant if any 
faults are detected in the input command or if a reset 
command has been given. 

The biphasic pulse generator 
A biphasic pulse generator has been implemented 

in the chip. This generator is pipeline-connected to 
the Pulse Sequence detector, which means that it can 
do its job while the detector unit is decoding a new 
command. This obviously results in a very fast 
through-put. The pulse duration of this biphasic 
pulse generator is hardware-adaptable from 10 
psec/phase to lo00 psec/phase. Hardware-adapt- 
able means that the value is trimmed in the implant 
itself and can not be changed afterwards. This is 
done to reach a maximum transfer speed. If some 
applications need longer or shorter biphasic pulses 

than the set duration, the user can switch to the 
programming mode. 

The waveform generator 
This mode is hardware-controlled by the mode 

detection unit, the channel detection unit and the 
current selection unit. The advantage of this 
programming mode is that the implant is able to pro- 
gram any waveform in a bipolar or monopolar way, 
simultaneously or sequential in time. However, 
there is one restriction to this programming mode 
which is due to the structure of the input command; 
this will be discussed later. 

The measurement unit 
The chip also contains a measurement unit which 

transforms the voltage drops at the tips of the elec- 
trode wires into pulse trains with a duration related 
to these voltage drops. This pulse train is sent back 
to the outside world and allows the monitoring of 
the status of the electrode tips. In this way, internal 
sensors can be connected to the output and their 
data will be available to the outside processor. 

We use this facility to measure the impedance on 
the contact areas during and after surgery. This 
could also be helpful in the diagnosis of sudden 
failures, such as wire breakage. 
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Input Sequence 

SYNC DATA DATA DATA 

1 (400nSec ~ 2uSec) 
Sylc 3 81 < Ts < 6 6T 
Da ta  I < I d  < 38T 

Biphasic mode 
Program mode e Measuring made 

Tm Mode selection 

Tch Channel selection 
l c u  Current selection 

Fig. 4. The command structure is composed of four pulses called 
the input sequence. 

The output stage 
The previously described hardware units control 

the independently controllable current sources of 
the output stage. 

The input sequence controlling the hardware 

The composition of the input sequence to control 
the device gives us the key answer to the limits of the 
flexibility. The controlling sequence is shown in Fig. 
4. This sequence is modulated on the 10 MHz power 
signal. The information is coded as time intervals 
between the different pulses of the input signal. This 
has the enormous advantage that a small shift in 
time code hardly affects the proper functioning of 
the internal implant. This would not be the case for 
pure digital coding where a lost bit means a totally 
different command. 

The first pulse is the synchronization pulse which 
indicates the start of a new sequence for the hard- 
ware. The synchronization pulse is followed by 
three data pulses which are smaller pulses. The syn- 
chronization pulse, as well as the data pulses, should 
fall between rigorous time intervals. Those bound- 
aries are hardware-trimmed in the implant and can 
be modified, if necessary. For the implants, the ac- 
tual synchronization pulse duration must be be- 
tween 2.5 and 5 psec, whik for the data pulse the 
limits are programmed to 1 and 2.4 psec. Interest- 
ingly, if the synchronization pulse is out of limit the 

chip will discard this command. The boundaries of 
the synchronization pulse width for a second chip 
can be trimmed to another range so that the system 
can easily be expanded to a 32 or more channel 
device. We call this the stack application. 

The different modes 
The first time interval between the synchroniza- 

tion pulse and the first data pulse is decoded as the 
working mode of the chip. 

The biphasic mode. The first mode is the biphasic 
mode; if selected, the system will generate a biphasic 
current pulse between the selected bipolar contacts. 
There are two possibilities: we called them the 
biphasic mode + and biphasic mode - . The differ- 
ence depends on the initial direction of the current 
flow between the two contact points of the dipole. 

Theprogramming mode. The second mode is the 
programming mode and allows the programming of 
any waveform. The first example in Fig. 5 represents 
a sine wave. The minimal time for every step is equal 
to 50 psec. The second example shows a simultane- 
ous stimulation with two asymmetrical biphasic 
pulses. The maximum stimulation frequency is 
equal to 12.5 kHz if the total pulse width of the 
biphasic pulse is 80 psec. If the biphasic pulses are 

ELECTRONIC P A R T  
Program mode 

A/ Wave farm 

B/ Biphasic wave form Internal clack 400nSec-2mSec 

Tcu scale. < : ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c  

I 75 u ~ e c  75 uSec 5 uSec 

ch- 

Fig. 5 .  Examples of different waveforms in the programming 
mode. 
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equally distributed among the eight channels, then 
the stimulation frequency in one channel is equal to 
1.5 kHz. 

The measurement mode. The measurement mode 
is essentially the same as the programming mode but 
in this mode the output voltage drop on the selected 
electrode is measured and sent back by means of a 
pulse train modulated on the internal coil. 

The selected channel 
The time interval between the first and second 

data pulse is related to the selected electrode to be ac- 
tivated or modified from previous settings. 

The output current 
The time interval between the second and third 

data pulses results in three different possibilities. 
First, if the time is short (less than 4 psec) the selected 

electrode becomes floating (high impedance). Sec- 
ond, if the time is fixed between 4 and 7 psec the 
selected electrode is connected to the internal inter- 
ference (low impedance). This allows the program- 
ming of certain contact points as an internal refer- 
ence. Finally, by increasing the time difference, the 
selected current source is activated. The pro- 
grammed current value is related to this time differ- 
ence according to quadratic law (Peeters et al., 
1 990). 

The Laura speech processor 

Fig. 6 shows the different components of the Laura 
3 speech processor. The design is based on two 
microprocessors. A 16-bit microprocessor controls 
the data flow for the different algorithms while the 
DSP calculates the FFT of digital filters. 

The acoustics signal is picked up by the micro- 

FUNCTIONAL LAYOUT OF LAURA 3 EXTERNAL P A R T  
OSP Low Power 

Prefilterina 
Voice-voiceless-extractor Y 

L w f A / b  I 16 BIT CMOS PROC? 
Pitch extractor 

Filter 1 
fc 5 kHz 

(10 bit A / D  conv) 

zero-crossing m 
Teller 0 

SPFFCIH 

AUX 
ALGORl TH M 

A D 2  

Counter 1 

Volume control 

Pitch on / off 

Noise suppression 

Pitch extraction 

RS232 ELPROM 
Patient subj. 0 tables 

Fig. 6. Laura speech processor. 
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EXAMPLE OF SPEECH DECODING STRATEGY 
Pitch or Software interrupt 

(Voice - Voiceless J 

1 
Stimulate corresponding places 

with biphosic 

Fig. 7. Flowchart of first decoding strategy. 

phone and amplified by means of an AGC control. 
In this stage, the signal goes through a 6 dB/octave 
high-pass filter with a cut-off frequency of 1 kHz. 
The signal is low-pass-filtered at 5 kHz with a slope 
of 36 dB/octave. The signal goes to a 10-bit A/D 
convertor which samples the signal at a 10 kHz rate. 

Also implemented is a hardware pitch extractor 
and a voice-voiceless detector. The microprocessor 
controls the data flow to and from the DSP as well 
as the output values towards the fast counters which 
are responsible for generating the input sequence for 
the implant. This combination of the Laura implant 
and the dual processor-designed speech processor 
provides enough freedom for implementing a wide 
range of processor strategies. 

The fitting tables 

Two important fitting tables are available to match 
the stimulation values with the perceptive domain of 
the patient. 

The loudness curves 

For each channel the intensity of the input signal is 

the subjective impression of the patient. Those 
tables are stored in the EEPROM. 

The perceptive channels 

Many electrode configurations are possible and 
each creates, more or less, different pitch and sound 
sensations. Up to 36 perceptive channels can be de- 
fined. 

From those 36 perceptive channels, we rank eight 
or more channels according to the pitch sensation. 
Those perceptive channels are stored in the pitch 
table. 

The decoding strategies 

In our initial trial we compared two decoding strate- 
gies. In the first strategy (which we used four years 
ago) the DSP calculates a 128 point FFT within 2.5 
msec for a sliding time window of 10 msec. The DSP 
combines those 128 points to eight values according 
to frequency band settings. The microprocessor 

AN-BATTERY PATIENT D.G.G. 
before rehabiitation 

100 

1 I 8 9 10 11 2 3 4 5  

RESULTS * LEVEL OF SIGNIFICATION 

Fig. 8. Results for patient 1. 1, Environmental sounds, Cchoice; 
2, number of syllables, 3-choice; 3, sentence accent test, 2-choice; 
4, voice-test, 3-choice; 5, speechhoise test, 2-choice; 7, long 
vowels Cchoice; 8, short vowels, 5-choice; 9, monosyllable test, 
4 choice; 10, spondee test, 4 choice; 11,  consonant test, open set 
recognition. 
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Fig. 9. Results for patient 2. 

takes into account the pitch trigger of the external 
pitch extractor and the voice-voiceless status ac- 
cording to the flowchart of Fig. 7. The second al- 
gorithm starts with an eight channel band-pass 
filtering followed by an envelope detector al- 
gorithm. From the eight outputs, the four maximal 
values were calculated. The corresponding channels 
are stimulated with these maxima. 

Initial results with algorithm two were disap- 
pointing. A possible explanation may be the fact 
that if a certain filter output increases, an abrupt 
channel switching could be evoked. So we adapted 
the algorithm. In the adapted version, we started 
with four filters fixed to four different channels to 
avoid abrupt switching. This algorithm is nearly 
similar to the continuous interleaved algorithm of 
Wilson et al. (1990). The results improved and the 
two patients claimed a brighter sensation compared 
with the first algorithm. 

Comparative results 

Two difficult patients where algorithm 1 was not 

satisfactory tried algorithm 2; The result in both 
cases was an improvement. 

Results of patients I and 2 

Patient 1 is 62 years old with four years of deafness 
due to otosclerosis. At surgery, the cochlea was 
found to be totally filled with bone growth. After 
drilling out a semicircular groove only three chan- 
nels could be inserted. Stimulating the three differ- 
ent channels resulted in three different pitch percep- 
tions. The first algorithm based on pitch was disap- 
pointing. We adapted the second algorithm to three 
channels. The results before rehabilitation are 
shown in Fig. 8. 

Patients 2 is 37 years old and became deaf after a 
car accident which resulted in bilateral temporal 
bone fracture two years ago. After the accident he 
was in coma for ten weeks, and his personality be- 
came one of total disinterest. His results were poor 
with the first algorithm. We tried the second al- 
gorithm on four channels. Results before rehabilita- 
tion are shown in Fig. 9. He prefers the second al- 
gorithm. 

Conclusion 

The described Laura implant has enormous poten- 
tial possibilities to adapt the implant to the patient’s 
needs. It is our aim to fully exploit these possibili- 
ties. 
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CHAPTER 27 

New hardware for analog and combined analog and 
pulsatile sound-encoding strategies 

Ingeborg J. Hochmair-Desoyer, Clemens Zierhofer and Erwin S. Hochmair 

Institute of Applied Physics and Microelectronics, University of Innsbruck, Innsbruck, Austria 

Development for cochlear implants of primarily analog design 
focusses in two directions. The first direction is miniaturisation. 
A behind-the-ear (BTE) speech processor has been developed 
which can replace the body-worn processor for approximately 
90% of the users of a MED-EL cochlear implant and works with 
two 1.4 V hearing aid batteries for between seven and twelve 
days. Consonant, vowel and sentence testing and patient ques- 
tioning revealed that the BTE speech processor demonstrates a 
significant improvement in speech understanding compared to 
the body-worn processor, and that the patients’ device accep- 
tance is superior for the BTE processor. The result of the second 

direction for our cochlear implant development is the multichan- 
nel cochlear implant, CAP, with combined analog and pulsatile 
stimulation. It aims at complementing the information from the 
broad-band analog signal by adding spectral information, that is, 
tonotopic information. This device is capable of simultaneously 
stimulating one electrode channel with a broad-band analog sig- 
nal and one of eight electrode channels with a pulsatile signal. 
The system can also be used for purely analog or for purely pulsa- 
tile stimulation. Preliminary results with the first recipient of a 
CAP cochlear implant system demonstrate that the device works 
as expected. 

Key words: Cochlear implant; Auditory prosthesis; Speech coding; Speech signal processing 

Introduction 

There are two features of a cochlear implant which 
would be most welcomed by its users: a further im- 
provement in the speech understanding it can pro- 
vide and a miniaturised speech processor to be worn 
at ear’s level. Corresponding to these desires, two 
trends can be observed in cochlear implant develop- 
ment. (1) The first trend aims at accomplishing more 
complex and more flexible systems preferably for a 
plurality of different speech-encoding strategies 
able to deliver more cues for speech understanding. 
(2) The second trend is the ubiquitous trend towards 
more miniaturisation resulting in increased comfort 
for the user. 

At present more miniaturisation means speciali- 
sation, but as modern microelectronics advances 
and the technology of implantable packages and of 
batteries improves, these two trends might merge. 

This paper deals with two developments that try 
to satisfy these two trends; firstly, a miniaturised 
analog speech processor to fit behind the ear and, 
secondly, an advanced multichannel cochlear im- 
plant for combined analog and pulsatile stimula- 
tion. The two developments are both described in 
this article because they are part of a series of coch- 
lear implants with consistent design and developed 
to cover the needs of a wide range of different pa- 
tients. 

At present, it appears impossible to design one 
single cochlear implant that could be considered 
ideally suited for the existing wide range of CI- 
candidates encompassing different etiologies, age, 
degree of deafness and living conditions. An obvi- 
ous example refers to patients with complete ossifi- 
cation of the cochlea and the difficulty of using long 
multichannel scala tympani electrodes for these 
cases. 
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An improved analog cochlear implant comprising 
a new behind-the-ear (BTE) speech processor 

Methodology and hardware 
The best speech recognition via a single-channel 

cochlear implant can undoubtedly be accomplished 
using a broad-band analog representation of the 
speech signal which employs frequency equalisation 
and an adequate means of amplitude compression 
as well as correct time constants for attack and 
release times. 

In addition to allowing competitive speech under- 
standing (Tyler et al., 1989), such a system has valu- 
able advantages for the following reasons. (1) No 
reduction in information content for a speech signal 
has to be performed when using a broad-band 
(100 - 600 Hz) analog representation of the speech 
signal for stimulation. The task of extracting useful 
speech features is entirely left to the CI-patient. (2) 
The hardware design for the implant is quite 
straightforward and does not require a lot of supply 
power, a fact which, in turn, facilitates the miniatu- 
risation of the external speech processor. (3) The 
hardware of the implant and of the transcutaneous 
signal transmission link does not impose any limita- 
tions on the stimulation signal because a signal 
bandwidth of 40 kHz can easily be accomplished. 

Information that can be extracted from an analog 
single-channel implant is time intensity and perio- 
dicity information, fundamental frequency, first 
formant frequency and information on the presence 
or absence of higher frequencies (Summerfield, 
1985). Higher frequency spectral information, espe- 
cially information on the second formant fre- 
quency, usually can not be extracted by the patient’s 
auditory system because in contrast to the time reso- 
lution capabilities of CI-patients, the frequency dis- 
crimination capabilities of such patients for fre- 
quencies above 1 kHz are limited (Dorman et al., 
1 990). 

Since no tonotopic information can be transmit- 
ted via only one electrode channel the amount of 
spectral information which a typical user of an ana- 
log single-channel CI can extract is limited. These 
patients are, thus, very successful in consonant 

recognition tests and have some room for improve- 
ment left with their vowel recognition abilities. 

The behind-the-ear speech processor. The devel- 
opment of the new BTE version of the speech 
processor (Fig. 1) became feasible mainly because of 
a design-related increase in transmission efficiency 
and because of improvements in the design of the 
electrodes. 

The BTE speech processor, like the body-worn 
speech processor it replaces, provides a processed 
broad-band analog stimulation signal to the stimu- 
lation electrode. Like the body-worn speech proces- 
sor, it uses an automatic gain control circuit. The 
onset of compression can be adjusted to the back- 
ground noise level using the sensitivity control. The 
overall volume control is the second control avail- 
able to the patient. The frequency response of the 
BTE processor can be adjusted individually using 
three small potentiometers. It works on two 1.4 V 
hearing aid batteries that have to be replaced every 
7 - 12 days. Table I lists the differences in electrical 
characteristics between the body-worn and the BTE- 

Fig. 1 .  BTE (behind-the-ear) sound processor and analog coch- 
lear implant with intracochlear two-channel electrode. 
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processor. Because slight design changes in analog 
speech processor circuitry could have important in- 
fluences on speech understanding, comparative 
speech tests were performed with the two proces- 
sors. 

Comparative results 
The first 18 patients who came to Innsbruck to 

TABLE I 

Technical differences between body-worn processor and BTE 
processor 

Body-worn processor BTE processor 

AGC Half wave rectifica- Full wave rectifica- 

Compression 6:l 8: 1 
ratio 
Release time 45 msec 25 msec 
Supply voltage 9 V 2.4 V 
Dynamic range Slight differences 

in non-linearities 
and head room 

tion tion 

TABLE I1 

Demographics 

Patient no. Age Onset of deafness Electrode location 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 

35 
34 
39 
45 
68 
21 
38 
23 
33 
21 
32 
34 
22 
31 
14 
15 
40 
68 

postlingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
perilingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
postlingual 
prelingual 
prelingual 
prelingual 
prelingual 
prelingual 
postlingual 

IC 
IC 
IC 
EC 
IC 
EC 
IC 
IC 
IC 
IC 
IC 
EC 
IC 
EC 
EC 
EC 
IC 
EC 
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Fig. 2. Results of comparative speech testing performed in the 
sound-only condition. u. Recognition of 16 consonants in an aCa 
environment. b. Recognition of the eight long German vowels in 
a bVb environment. c. Understanding of everyday sentences. 
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receive a BTE processor participated in comparative 
speech tests and/or were questioned about the rela- 
tive merits of the body-worn and the BTE processor. 
The patients were not selected according to any par- 
ticular criteria. The aim was to encompass a diver- 
sity of cases (Table 11). There were 12 postlingually, 
one perilingually and five prelingually deafened pa- 
tients between the ages of 14 and 68 in the study. 
Speech tests were performed in the sound-only con- 
dition (Fig. 2). The body-worn processor was always 
tested on the day of receipt of the BTE processor in 
order to make sure that the evaluation was per- 
formed while the patient was still familiar with the 
body-worn processor. The BTE processor was 
evaluated 3 - 5 weeks after its receipt (that is, after 
getting used to it) or, for patients later in the study 
(marked by “x” in Fig. 2) the BTE processor was 
evaluated immediately upon its receipt without al- 
lowing the patient to get used to it (that is, at the 
same time as the body-worn processor was tested). 

With the post- and perilingually deafened patients 
consonant and vowel identification tests using 16 
consonants (96 presentations for each processor) 
and the eight long German vowels (40 presentations 
for each processor), and sentence tests (six lists of 
ten sentences each and processor changed after each 
list) were performed. The postlingually deafened 
patients 8 -  12 have not been tested for their con- 
sonant or vowel recognition. The postlingually dea- 
fened patients 3 and 5 were not available for sen- 
tence testing; 7 and 18 could not score on the sen- 
tence test. For patient 3 still using an epoxy-coated 
implant, the BTE processor was at its output power 
limit and already clipping the stimulation signal. 
The patient later decided to use it with an additional 
battery doubling its output voltage. The mean value 
for the BTE processor compared to the body-worn 
processor was 51.2% vs. ~ . 4 %  for the consonant 
identification test. Fig. 3 details the consonant con- 
fusion results for a very successful cochlear implant 
user (patient no. 1) in whose case the results were 
very similar for both processors and approached the 
best consonant recognition possible for a broad 
band analog stimulation scheme. The vowel iden- 
tification test resulted in 51.5% vowels correctly 

identified with the BTE processor versus 46.4% for 
the body-worn processor (Fig. 2b). The respective 
percentages for the everyday sentences were 58.4% 
versus 51.5% (Fig. 2c). 
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Fig. 3.Consonant confusion data for patient no. 1 via body-worn 
processor (a) and BTE processor (b). Consonants are arranged in 
subgroups according to manner of articulation. 
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All three speech tests, thus, revealed an improve- 
ment in the respective performance with the BTE 
processor compared to the body-worn processor 
which was significant at the 5% level in the t-test. 

The 18 patients were also questioned about ad- 
vantages or disadvantages of the new BTE proces- 
sor. Except for one patient, 68 years of age, who 
could not get used to handling the small potentiome- 
ters of the BTE processor, all patients preferred it 
over the body-worn processor for the following rea- 
sons: 
- There is no cable required, that would be an 

obstacle for certain head movements. 
- The body-worn processor is not needed. It no 

longer tangles around the neck, falls out of the shirt 
pocket, or, when mounted to the belt, is an obstacle 
while sitting down or seated. The clothing concerns 
of what to wear, so the processor can be hidden 
while still being accessible for volume or sensitivity 
adjustments, are gone. 
- The BTE device without a cable and with no 

body-worn processor necessary is considered cos- 
metically more acceptable and less conspicuous. 
- The increase in comfort of wearing the BTE 

processor and the new possibility of wearing it dur- 
ing sports, manual labor, on the beach and during 

periods alone at home, etc. results in an increase in 
the duration of daily use. 

New sound experience and gains in performance 
due to increased duration of daily use have been 
reported by the patients. This will have to be tested 
objectively . 

For the prelingually deafened patients the advan- 
tages of the BTE processor were even more apparent 
in their answers than for the postlingually deafened 
patients. There are two prelingual and one perilin- 
gual non-users among the 18 patients who turned 
into regular users of the BTE device. Their progress 
will have to be monitored. 

The cochlear implant CAP for combined analog 
and pulsatile stimulation 

Methodology and hardware 
The main problem that multisite stimulation 

causes is channel interaction. Contemporary scala 
tympani electrodes do not allow the independent 
simultaneous activation of different subsections of 
the auditory nerve. With the exception of one device 
(the Ineraid device), the measure thus taken by all 
existing multisite stimulation devices is to avoid 
simultaneous stimulation by restricting the stimulus 

EIGHT PULSATILE ONE BROADBAND 
CHANNELS ANALOG CHANNEL 
(elecrrode channel I - 8) (elecrrcdechannel 1 - 4) 

biphasic pirch synchronous pulse 

,~ . . . .  
APEX 

-4 

- 5  

- 6  

- 1  
* 

spectral features temporal features 

Fig. 4. Schematic for the CAP system designed for eight stimulation sites, two channels at a time, simultaneous analog and pulsatile 
stimulation. The broad-band analog signal can be delivered to any one of the four most apical electrode channels, the pulsatile signal 
can be delivered to any one of the eight electrode channels. 
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presentation to one channel at a time. The stimula- 
tion signal can rapidly be switched between elec- 
trodes or electrode combinations. 

With the CAP system (Fig. 4), two signals can 
simultaneously be presented to two different elec- 
trode channels: the broad-band analog signal and a 
pulsatile signal which can also be switched rapidly 
between electrode channels (Hochmair-Desoyer 
and Hochmair, 1985). For proper timing of the 
pulses, the information sent via the two channels can 
be exploited despite the unavoidable overlapping of 
electrical stimulation fields (von Wallenberg et al., 
1990). 

The CAP system combines the respective advan- 
tages of two strategies: the broad-band analog 
stimulation and the multisite pulsatile stimulation. 
A stimulation using the analog signal results in sen- 
sations sounding comparatively natural. Noise 
tolerance is not limited by limitations in feature ex- 
traction circuitry and improves considerably with 
experience. The speech understanding reported is 
based mainly on the good consonant recognition 
due to the well preserved fine time structure of the 
analog stimulation signal. The main advantage of 
multisite stimulation is, of course, the transmission 
of spectral information, resulting in good vowel 
recognition. An adequate combination of these two 
fairly complementary signals should, therefore, 
lead to a more redundant set of features transmitted 
to the auditory system and hence, offer the possibil- 
ity of more robust speech understanding. 

The electrode channel for analog stimulation can 
be selected among the four most apical electrode 
channels. In addition to the analog stimulation sig- 
nal a pulsatile signal whose pulse rate is derived from 
the pitch frequency, stimulates subsets of the audi- 
tory nerve via one of seven additional channels, the 
particular channel being selected by the frequency 
of the second formant of the speech signal. (For 
block circuit diagram of CAP speech processor and 
implant, see Fig. 5 . )  

In tests with cochlear implant wearers using our 
analog device, an adaptive delta modulation (ADM) 
proved to be suitable for transformation of the ana- 
log signal into digital form. A numerical ADM is 

used in which both step-size adaptation and integra- 
tion are performed numerically by an arithmetic 
logic unit (Zierhofer, 1991a). In the digital encoder, 
the binary information of an analog and pulsatile 
channel are combined to a synchronous data word 
format and delivered to the class E transmitter in a 
serial way (Zierhofer, 1991b). 

A serial data transmission of the analog and pul- 
satile stimulation channel requires the data to be 
multiplexed. The information to define a stimula- 
tion current pulse in terms of pulse amplitude, pulse 
address and pulse duration differs from the infor- 
mation of the analog channel in two respects: firstly, 
the stimulation pulse rate lies between 100 and 400 
pulses/sec; this results in a comparatively small 
mean information rate compared to the analog 
channel with 100 kbit/sec. Secondly, the occurrence 
of a stimulation pulse has to be controlled exter- 
nally; so pulse information transmission has to be 
achieved asynchronously. 

Besides the information for the analog channel 
and the pulse definition information, initializing in- 
formation has to be transmitted. Initializing infor- 
mation contains, e.g., data defining the current 
levels of the analog and the pulsatile channel, or 
data defining the electrode address of the analog 
channel. An analog information rate of 100 kbit/sec 
results in a data word rate of 20 kHz, an overall in- 
formation rate of 200 kbitlsec and a maximum pulse 
rate of the pulsatile channel of 1.25 kHz. Correct 
data interpretation can take place only when the bit 
stream is synchronised; this task is achieved by hier- 
archically organized synchronisation units involv- 
ing bit-, data word- and pulsatile word synchronisa- 
tion. 

Output currents are generated by two current 
sources, which are connected to the stimulation elec- 
trodes by multiplexers. The two current sources are 
completely independent from each other. There- 
fore, besides the combined analog and pulsatile 
stimulation, there exists the possibility to stimulate 
exclusively via the pulsatile or via the analog source. 
The implant circuitry (Fig. 5 )  contains two applica- 
tion-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) mounted to 
a ceramic substrate. The electronic circuit is encap- 
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sulated in a hermetically sealed ceramic package. 
Specifications for the CAP system are given in Table 
111. 

fre.quenc y 
equalizing 

syllabic 
compression -W 
(AGO 

microphon- + 
amplifier 

Preliminary results 
The present status of the CAP development is the 

following: one postlingually deafened 30-year-old 
patient has received the CAP-implant so far. Prior 
to the surgery he had been an experienced successful 
user of an epoxy-encapsulated Vienna cochlear im- 
plant providing broad-band analog stimulation. 

Five weeks post-operatively this patient received 
a take-home sound processor (adjusted to his chan- 
nel no. 3) which provides him with a broad-band 
analog representation of the speech signal via the 
CAP system’s digital transcutaneous transmission 
channel using adaptive delta modulation. (Channel 
no. 3 was chosen because the patient had a prefer- 
ence for it.) With this patient’s and a second pa- 
tient’s help, more data will be collected and the CAP 
sound processor will be optimized. To date, baseline 

malog , 

psychophysical data have been collected and the fol- 
lowing has been established: 
- The CAP device technically works in a patient 

as expected. 
- The four most apical channels, onto which the 

analog signal can be switched, show slightly larger 
than average and consistent dynamic ranges for 
sinusoidal stimulation (Fig. 6). 
- All eight channels show satisfying and similar 

dynamic ranges for pulsatile stimulation (Fig. 7). 
-With just the (digitally transmitted) channel of 

analog information, performance in sound-only 
speech tests after six weeks of processor use was 
52% for 16 consonants, 45% for eight vowels and 
88% for everyday sentences, and, thus, approxi- 
mately equal to the prior performance. 
- A significant improvement in vowel recogni- 

tion can be achieved when, according to the CAP 
speech coding strategy, a pulsatile signal is offered 
in addition to the broad-band analog signal (on 
either channel 1 or channel 3). This signal’s pulse 
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Fig. 5.  Block circuit diagram for CAP implant and processor. 
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rate is determined by the pitch freguency and the 
electrode address determined by the frequency of 
the second formant. This result has been achieved 
with natural vowel stimuli delivered from a hard 
disk with software-generated pulses. 

Conclusions 

Two new pieces of cochlear implant hardware have 
been introduced, a miniaturised behind-the-ear 
sound processor for the MED-EL broad-band ana- 

CAP 1 11.7.1991 

Frequency (Hz) 
[7 THR + MCL O ULL 

CAP 1 11 -7.1991 

-40 4 I I I I I 1 I I I I 
125.0 250.8 500.0 lOOO.0 20W.8 4000.0 125 250 500 1000 2000 4000 

Frequency OW 
THR + MCL O ULL 

Fig. 6. Threshold (THR), most comfortable loudness (MCL) and uncomfortable loudness level (ULL) for sinusoidal stimulation via 
the four most apical electrode channels 1 - 4. 
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TABLE I11 log cochlear implant and an 8-channel cochlear im- 

CAP system specifications (for combined analog and pulsatile 
mode) 

Analog channel 
Digital signal representation 

Sampling rate 
Resolution 
Minimum current intensity 

Overall current intensity 
range 
Analog channel electrode 
address 

Pulsatile channel 
Pulse shape 

Resolution 
Minimum current intensity 

Overall current intensity 
range 
Pulse duration 

Maximum pulsatile stimu- 
lation rate 
Pulsatile channel electrode 
address 

ADM (adaptive delta modula- 
tion) 
100 kHz 
7 bit linear (including sign) 
16 possibilities 1, 2, 3, . . . 
16 ILA 
l p A - l 1 ( = 6 0 d B )  

One of the four most apical 
electrodes (chronically) 

Symmetrical biphasic pulses 
(cathodic first) 
6 bit linear 
Four possibilities 2, 4, 8 and 
16 P-4 
2 p A - 1 1 ( =  54dB) 

Eight possibilities, 0.1, 0.2, 
0.3, . . . 0.8 msec 
1.25 pulseshec 

At any given time one of eight 
electrodes including the analog 
channel address 

CAP 1 11.7.1991 

350 T 

3 0 0 1  v 

l r n ]  50 I 

P 

plant system (CAP) for combined analog and pulsa- 
tile stimulation. The latter complements the infor- 
mation from the broad-band analog signal by ad- 
ding tonotopic information. 

With a group of recipients of the BTE processor 
it was found that: (1) the speech understanding 
provided is slightly superior to the one via the body- 
worn processor; (2) 17 of 18 patients consisting of 
post-, peri- and prelingually deafened patients 
prefer the BTE processor over the body-worn 
processor; and (3) the increased comfort in wearing 
the device results in an increase in the duration of 
daily use. 

Encouraging results have been achieved with the 
first recipient of a CAP-system. These results, 
however, are very preliminary, and it remains to be 
proven that the improved recognition of simple 
speech items will lead to the expected improved 
robust speech understanding. 

Because the broad-band analog coding scheme is, 
at the moment, the only speech coding scheme which 
lends itself to a miniaturisation of the sound proces- 
sor, it remains to be seen whether, to the patient, 
comfort of wearing and inconspicuousness of the 
device or a somewhat more robust speech under- 
standing are of greater importance. 

1 . 
I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

electrode 
125 pps, 100 w 

Fig. 7. THR, MCL and ULL values for 125 pulses/sec, 100 g e c  per phase biphasic pulses. 
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CHAPTER 28 

Speech encoding strategies for multielectrode cochlear 
implants: a digital signal processor approach 

Norbert Dillier, Hans Bogli and Thomas Spillmann 

Department of Otorhinolaryngology, University Hospital, Zurich, Institute for Biomedical Engineering, University of Zurich, and 
Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, Zurich, Switzerland 

The following processing strategies have been implemented on an 
experimental laboratory system of a cochlear implant digital 
speech processor (CIDSP) for the Nucleus 22-channel cochlear 
prosthesis. The first approach (PES, Pitch Excited Sampler) is 
based on the maximum peak channel vocoder concept whereby 
the time-varying spectral energy of a number of frequency bands 
is transformed into electrical stimulation parameters for up to 22 
electrodes. The pulse rate at any electrode is controlled by the 
voice pitch of the input speech signal. The second approach (CIS, 
Continuous Interleaved Sampler) uses a stimulation pulse rate 
which is independentof the input signal. The algorithm continu- 
ously scans all specified frequency bands (typically between four 
and 22) and samples their energy levels. As only one electrode can 
be stimulated at any instance of time, the maximally achievable 
rate of stimulation is limited by the required stimulus pulse 
widths (determined individually for each subject) and some addi- 

tional constraints and parameters. A number of variations of the 
CIS approach have, therefore, been implemented which either 
maximize the number of quasi-simultaneous stimulation chan- 
nels or the pulse rate on a reduced number of electrodes. Evalua- 
tion experiments with five experienced cochlear implant users 
showed significantly better performance in consonant identifica- 
tion tests with the new processing strategies than with the sub- 
jects’ own wearable speech processors; improvements in vowel 
identification tasks were rarely observed. Modifications of the 
basic PES- and CIS strategies resulted in large variations of iden- 
tification scores. Information transmission analysis of confusion 
matrices revealed a rather complex pattern across conditions and 
speech features. Optimization and fine-tuning of processing 
parameters for these coding strategies will requiremore data both 
from speech identification and discrimination evaluations and 
from psychophysical experiments. 

Key words: Auditory prosthesis; Digital signal processing; Cochlea . implants 

Introduction 

Today, cochlear implants can partially restore audi- 
tory sensations and limited speech recognition for 
profoundly deaf subjects despite severe technologi- 
cal and electrophysiological constraints imposed by 
the anatomical and physiological conditions of the 
human auditory system. Electrical stimulation via 
implanted electrodes still allows only an extremely 
limited approximation of normal neural excitation 
patterns in the auditory nerve. Signal processing for 
cochlear implants, therefore, is confronted with the 
problem of a severely restricted transmission chan- 
nel capacity and the necessity to select and encode a 

subset of the information contained in complex 
sound signals. 

The search for new signal processing schemes 
must consider the specific perceptual attributes of 
various electrical stimulation waveforms and pat- 
terns. In order to convey the contents of a particular 
transmitted message, its primary information ele- 
ments (e.g., phonetic or acoustic speech features) 
should be transformed into those physical stimula- 
tion parameters which can generate distinctive per- 
ceptions for the listener. Practical experience with 
cochlear implants in the past indicate that some 
natural relationships (such as growth of loudness 
and voice pitch variations) should be maintained in 
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the encoding process. 
Speech signals can be considered as sound inten- 

sity fluctuations in time and frequency. Due to the 
large redundancy implicit in speech signals, they can 
to a great extent be distorted and reduced, and still 
preserve their essential information content; a 
property which is most useful for communication 
systems such as vocoders. The consonant vowel 
transitions /ba/, /da/ and /ga/, for example, can be 
synthesized using very few parameters; mostly 
changes of first, second and third formant fre- 
quency (Fig. 1). 

One method to decode such speech signals in a 
cochlear prosthesis is based on the tonotopic map- 
ping of an array of intracochlear electrodes to fre- 
quency bands of the signal spectrum. Twenty band- 
pass filters (BPF) with logarithmically spaced center 
frequencies spanning the speech bandwidth of ap- 
proximately 300 - 4OOO Hz are indicated on the left 
of Fig. 1. A complicating constraint for all multi- 
electrode coding schemes is the unnatural tonotopi- 
cal relationship between the spectral components of 
the input signal and the place of stimulation along 
the basilar membrane as illustrated in Fig. 2. Elec- 
trodes are typically inserted between 15 and 20 mm 
into the scala tympani. Thus, the most apical elec- 
trode (transmitting the lowest frequency band of up 
to 300 Hz) will excite nerve fibers at place frequen- 
cies of approximately 700 - 1500 Hz (characteristic 

frequency). Although many CI-users have demon- 
strated their ability to adapt efficiently to these 
transposed and distorted frequency mappings, these 
aspects would certainly warrant additional sys- 
tematic investigations. The instantaneous energy 
maxima of the speech spectra, which correspond 
roughly to the formants (Fl, F2, F3 in Fig. l), are de- 
termined and tracked over time. The fundamental 
voice frequency (about 100 Hz in the example of Fig. 
1) triggers the stimulation pulses directed to the ap- 
propriate electrodes. Note the interleaved pulse se- 
quence which is selected to avoid simultaneous 
stimulation of the same area by different electrodes. 
It is obvious that an encoding strategy based on F1 
and F2 only (the strategy implemented in the wear- 
able speech processor, WSP) will never allow a dis- 
tinction between the synthetic syllable /da/ and 
/ga/ and also that the discrimination between /ba/ 
versus /da/ or /ga/ has to rely on only two or three 
low-amplitude stimulation pulses. It, therefore, 
seems logical to include information about higher 
formants in the stimulation patterns and to empha- 
size formant transitions by applying higher pulse 
rates. 

Several processing strategies have already been 
designed and evaluated by varying the number of 
electrodes and the amount of specific speech feature 
extraction and mapping transformations used 
(Clark et al., 1990). Recently, Wilson et al. (1991) 

0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 60 0 20 40 60 80 

Time (msec) 

Fig. 1 .  Speech coding example: synthetic syllables /ba/, /da/, /ga/ (BPF: bandpass filters). 
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have reported astonishing improvements in speech 
test performance when they provided their subjects 
with high-rate interleaved pulsatile stimulation pat- 
terns (continuous interleaved sampler, CIS) on six 
rather than analog broad-band signals on four 
monopolar electrodes. They attributed this effect 
partly to the decreased current summation obtained 
by non-simultaneous stimulation of different elec- 
trodes (which might have stimulated the same nerve 
fibers and, thus, interacted in a non-linear fashion) 
and partly to a fundamentally different and, per- 
haps, more natural firing pattern due to an ex- 
tremely high stimulation rate. Skinner et al. (1991) 
also found significantly higher scores on word and 
sentence tests in quiet and noise with a new multi- 
peak speech coding strategy (MPEAK) im- 
plemented in the new miniature speech processor 
(Nucleus-MSP) as compared to the formerly used 
FOFlF2 of the Nucleus-WSP. Note that the 
MPEAK strategy does not correspond exactly to the 
formant extraction scheme denoted in Fig. 1; the 
presence of high-frequency spectral information 
(F3 and possibly.F4) is signaled on two fixed elec- 
trodes within the range assigned to F2. Thus, the 
MPEAK strategy might generate identical patterns 
for the two different F3 trajectories of Fig. 1. In con- 
trast, a formant or peak-picking channel vocoder 
strategy, as described below, would generate differ- 
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Fig. 2. Electrode positions along the basilar membrane and tono- 
topic relations (characteristic frequency) according to Green- 
wood (1990). 

ent patterns for the three syllables of Fig. 1 ., albeit 
with less mapping resolution for F2. 

The present study was conducted in order to ex- 
plore new ideas and concepts of multichannel pulsa- 
tile speech encoding for users of the Clark/Nucleus 
cochlear prosthesis. The optimization of signal 
processing schemes for existing implanted devices 
must consider a variety of technological and physio- 
logical aspects and is largely based on experiments 
with implanted subjects. With single-chip digital 
signal processors (DSP's) incorporated in personal 
computers, different speech coding strategies can be 
evaluated in relatively short laboratory experi- 
ments. In addition to the well known strategies real- 
ized with filters, amplifiers and logic circuits, a DSP 
approach allows the implementation of much more 
complex algorithms involving speech feature con- 
trast enhancement, adaptive noise reduction and 
much more. Technological progress will most cer- 
tainly allow further miniaturization and low-power 
operation of these processors in the near future. 

Materials and methods 

As previously described (Dillier et al., 1990), a coch- 
lear implant digital speech processor (CIDSP) for 
the Nucleus 22-channel cochlear prosthesis was im- 
plemented using a single-chip digital signal proces- 
sor (TMS320C25), Texas Instruments). For labora- 
tory experiments, the CIDSP was incorporated in a 
general purpose computer (PDP11/73) which 
provided interactive parameter control, graphical 
display of input/output, intermediate buffers and 
off-line speech file processing facilities. For field 
studies and as a take-home device for patients, a 
wearable, battery-operated unit has been built. Ad- 
vantages of a DSP implementation of speech encod- 
ing algorithms, as opposed to off-line prepared test 
lists, are increased flexibility; controlled, reproduci- 
ble and fast modifications of processing parame- 
ters; and use of running speech for training and 
familiarization. 

Speech signals were processed as follows: after 
analog low-pass filtering at 5 kHz and analog-to- 
digital-conversion (sampling rate 10 kHz), pre- 
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emphasis and Hanning windowing (12.8 msec, 
shifted by 6.4 msec or less per analysis cycle) was 
applied and the power spectrum calculated via fast 
Fourier transform (FFT); specified speech features 
such as formants and voice pitch were extracted and 
transformed according to the selected encoding 
strategy; and finally, the stimulus parameters (elec- 
trode position, stimulation mode, pulse amplitude 
and duration) were generated and transmitted via 
inductive coupling to the implanted receiver. In 
addition to the generation of stimulus parameters 
for the cochlear implant, an acoustic signal based on 
a perceptive model of auditory nerve stimulation 
was output simultaneously. 

Two main processing strategies were imple- 
mented on this system. The first approach (PES, 
Pitch Excited Sampler) was based on the peak- 
picking channel vocoder concept (Flanagan, 1972) 
whereby the spectral energies of a number of 
frequency bands (typically third-octave band- 
widths) are transformed into electrical stimulation 
parameters for up to 22 electrodes. Fig. 3 shows an 
example of a short-time power spectrum (vowel /a/) 
and its division into 22 frequency bands. The six 
largest peaks are marked by filled circles. Note that 
this coding scheme is not identical to a spectral 
maxima picker (as used, for example, by McKay et 
al., 1991) which, in this example, would pick more 

0 dB 1 h I 

-20  dB 

NCL 

-40 dB 

Fig. 3. Short time spectral analysis (128 point Hanning window, 
FFT, power spectrum) and mapping to n frequency bands cor- 
responding to n electrode pairs (n may typically vary between 16 
and 22) for a vowel segment. Frequency bands whose average 
power exceeds the noise cut level (NCL) are marked by arrows. 
Spectral Deaks (locally maximal band energies relative to the 

bands in the F1- F2 region and disregard the high- 
frequency peaks. The pulse rate at any electrode is 
controlled by the voice pitch of the input speech 
signal. The pitch extractor algorithm calculates the 
autocorrelation function of a low-pass-filtered seg- 
ment of the speech signal and searches for a peak 
within a specified window of time lags. A random 
pulse rate of about 150 - 250 Hz is used for unvoiced 
speech portions. Fig. 4 displays schematically the 
pitch-synchronous sequence of activated electrodes 
for the spectrum of Fig. 3. 

The second approach (CIS, Continuous Inter- 
leaved Sampler) used a stimulation pulse rate which 
is independent of the input signal. The algorithm 
scans continuously all frequency bands and samples 
their energy levels as indicated in Fig. 3. As only one 
electrode can be stimulated at any instance of time, 
the rate of stimulation is limited mainly by the 
required stimulus pulse widths (determined 
individually for each subject) and the time to 
transmit additional stimulus parameters. As the 
information about the electrode number, the 

PES Electrodes 
1 

I I  I I  

TP T P  Tp T i m e  

Tp = P i t c h  p e r i o d  

Fig. 4. Two-dimensional electrodogram (active electrodes vs. 
time) of the PES strategy. Electrodes corresponding to peaks in 
the short-time spectrum are stimulated pitch synchronously. The 
signal energy in the corresponding frequency band determines 
the stimulus amplitude. Five pitch periods are displayed. The 
third segment corresponds to the power spectrum of Fig. 3 where 
the six selected peaks are marked by circles. Electrode 22 is 
mapped to the lowest spectral band, electrode 1 to the highest fre- 

preceding and following bands) are marked by circles. quency band. 
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stimulation mode, the pulse amplitude and width is 
encoded by high-frequency (2.5 MHz) bursts of 
different durations, the total transmission time for 
a specific stimulus depends on all of these 
parameters. This transmission time can be mini- 
mized by choosing the shortest possible pulse width 
combined with the maximal amplitude. For very 
short pulse durations, the overhead imposed by the 
transmission of the fixed stimulus parameters can 
become rather large. Consider, for example, the 
stimulation of electrode pair (21,22) at 50 psec. The 
maximally achievable rate varies from about 3600 
Hz for high amplitudes to about 2700 Hz for low 
amplitudes whereas the theoretical limit would be 
close to loo00 Hz (biphasic pulses with minimal 
interpulse interval). In cases with higher pulse width 
requirements (which may be due to poor nerve 
survival or unfavorable electrode position or other 
unknown factors), the overhead gets smaller. Thus, 
typical maximal continuous rates for six electrodes 
range from 300 to 600 Hz. 

In order to achieve maximally high stimulation 
rates for those portions of the speech input signals 
which are assumed to be most important for 
intelligibility, several modifications of the basic CIS 
strategy were designed. The analysis of the short 
time spectra was performed either for a large 
number of narrow frequency bands (approximately 
third-octave spacing, corresponding directly to the 
number of available electrodes) or for a small 
number (typically six) of wide frequency bands 
(approximately octave spacing) analogous to the 
approach suggested by Wilson et al. (1991). The 
mapping of spectral energy within any of these 
frequency bands to stimulus amplitude at a selected 
electrode was done according to several rules. The 
first scheme (CIS-NP) used a pre-selected number of 
peaks (typically again six) of the narrow-band 
analysis spectra relying on the same spectral feature 
extraction as the PES strategy. The second scheme 
(CIS-NA) was also based on the narrow-band 
spectral analysis but used all channels whose values 
exceeded a pre-set noise cut-out level (NCL), as 
shown in Fig. 5 .  Two variations of the wide-band 
analysis scheme were implemented which mapped 

the spectral energy of each band either to the same 
pre-selected electrode (fixed tonotopical mapping, 
CIS-WF) or to those electrodes within the wide 
bands which corresponded to local peaks (variable 
tonotopic mapping, CIS-WV). The CIS-WF scheme 
was supposed to minimize electrode interactions by 
establishing maximal distances between stimulated 
electrodes while the CIS-WV would make optimal 
use of tonotopical frequency selectivity. In both the 
PES- and the CIS-strategies, a high-frequency pre- 
emphasis was applied whenever a spectral gravity 
measure exceeded a pre-set threshold. 

Subjects, fitting procedure, speech tests 
To date, evaluation experiments have been con- 

ducted with seven cochlear implant users. Data of 
only five of these subjects will be presented in this 
paper as the remaining two subjects did not partici- 
pate in all experiments. Table I lists some etiologic 
and technical information. All subjects were ex- 
perienced users of their speech processors (time 
since implantation ranged from five months (KW) 
to nearly ten years (UT, implantation of single- 
channel device in 1980) with minimal open speech 
discrimination in monosyllabic word tests (scores 

Electrodes CIS-NA 

22 

m e  

Ts = Stimulus r a t e  p e r i o d  

Fig. 5 .  Electrodogram of the CIS-NA strategy. All electrodes are 
stimulated sequentially at maximal rate. Spatial distances be- 
tween sequentially activated electrodes are optimized as indi- 
cated in the graph. Values below a pre-set noise cut level (NCL) 
produce no output pulses. The second segment corresponds to 
the power spectrum of Fig. 3 where the frequency bands with 
energy above the NCL are marked by arrows. 
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TABLE I 

Date of birth 6/1941 2/1%5 11/1944 3/1947 7/1%2 
Etiology (duration, years) 

Implementation date (side) 
Speech processor 
(strategy) 
Electrode pairs 
Stimulation mode 
T-level (mean charge/phase, nC) 
C-level (mean charge/phase, nC) 
Pulse width bsec) 

Sudden 
(15) 
3/87 (L) 
WSP 
(FOFlF2) 
16 
BP 
73 
137 
150-204 

Trauma 
(3) 
10/89 (R) 
MSP 
(FOFlF2) 
20 
BP + 1 
79 
157 
204 

Sudden 

11/88 (R) 
MSP 
(MPEAK) 
19 
BP 
38 
84 
100 

(14) 

Meningitis 
(28) 
12/90 (L) 
MSP 
(MPEAK) 
18 
BP 
74 
130 
204 

Sudden 
(1) 
3/89 (L) 
MSP 
(MPEAK) 
20 
BP 
31 
62 
100 

Note: subject UT had pulse widths of 150 psec on most bipolar electrode pairs except for electrodes 20, 17,9 and 7 where the pulse 
width was set to 204 psec. 

from 5 to 25%) and limited use of the telephone. 
One subject (UT) still used the old wearable speech 
processor (WSP) which extracts only the first and 
second formant and stimulates only two electrodes 
per pitch period. Three subjects used the new minia- 
ture speech processor (MSP) with the so-called mul- 
tipeak strategy whereby in addition to first and sec- 
ond formant information three fixed electrodes may 
be stimulated to convey information contained in 

three higher frequency bands. Subject TH used the 
MSP with the FOFlF2 strategy due to elevated 
stimulus levels. 

The same measurement procedure was used to de- 
termine thresholds of hearing (T-levels) and com- 
fortable listening (C-levels) for the CIDSP strategies 
as when fitting the WSP or MSP. Fig. 6 shows an ex- 
ample of these data for subject HS. Note that the 
stimulus levels are expressed as charge per phase in 

CHARGE PER PHASE (nC)  DYNAMIC RANGE (DB) 
1 0 0 0  4 0  

............................................................................................................................................................................... 1 ............................................................................................................................................................................... 
....................................................................................................................................................................... 

..................................................................................................................................................... t 30 I... 
.................................................................................................................................................................................. 

1 0 0  

................................. 

l o 1 ,  I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I l 1  0 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 2 0  

ELECTRODE NUMBER 

Fig. 6. Thresholds of hearing (T-levels) and comfortable loudness levels (C-levels) for subject HS, electrodes 1 to 20, bipolar stimulation 
(BP) with 100 psec pulse width. The charge per phase was calculated as the product of amplitude times pulse width using a calibration 
table supplied by the electrode manufacturer (Cochlear Pty., Sydney). 
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nanoCoulomb (nC) instead of fitting software- 
specific current or stimulus levels. This was done to 
facilitate comparisons of different stimulus par- 
ameters and electrode configurations. As most sub- 
jects used fixed amplitudes and varying pulse widths 
(so-called stimulus levels) with their MSP’s, and be- 
cause the CIDSP algorithms required fixed pulse 
widths and varying amplitudes, all T- and C-levels 
were first remeasured prior to speech tests. Overall 
loudness of processed signals was adjusted by 
proportional factors (T- and C-modifiers) if neces- 
sary, following short listening sessions with ongoing 
speech and environmental sounds which were 
played from a tape recorder. T- and C-levels, aver- 
aged over all active electrodes, are shown in Table I. 

Only minimal exposure to the new processing 
strategies was possible due to time restrictions. Af- 
ter about 5 - 10 min of listening to ongoing speech, 
one or two blocks of a 20-items, 2-digit numbers test 
with feedback of correct or wrong responses were 
administered. There was no feedback given during 
the actual test trials. Consonant and vowel identifi- 
cation, as well as multiple-choice, minimal-pair tests 
(rhyme tests, MAC battery) were performed. All 
test items were presented by a secdd computer via 
a D/A converter, low-pass filter (5 kHz) and attenu- 
ator. The subjects’ responses were entered via a 
touch screen terminal (for multiple-choice tests) or 
keyboard (numbers tests and monosyllable word 

TABLE I1 

Consonant phoneme features 

tests) and recorded automatically by the same com- 
puter. Speech signals were either presented via a 
loudspeaker in a sound-treated room (when patients 
were tested with their speech processors) or 
processed by the CIDSP in real time and fed directly 
to the transmitting coil at the subjects’ head. Differ- 
ent speakers were used for the ongoing speech, the 
numbers tests and the actual speech tests, respec- 
tively. Table I1 shows the 12 consonants presented 
in /aCa/ context and the phonological and acoustic 
feature assignment matrices used in the following 
information transmission analyses (Miller and 
Nicely, 1955). The second set of features (Envelope, 
Lowfreq. and Duration) was obtained through an 
acoustic analysis of the digitized speech tokens used 
in the experiments and a correlation with the results 
of a multidimensional scaling analysis of listening 
experiments which included hearing aid users and 
cochlear implant users (Dillier and Spillmann, 
1988). 

Results 

Fig. 7 summarizes the results for consonant identifi- 
cation tests for five subjects and six different 
processing conditions. The percentages of correctly 
identified tokens have been corrected for chance 
level. It can be seen that three subjects (UT, TH, SA) 
scored significantly lower with their own speech 

Phoneme P t k b d g m n 1 r f S 

Voicing 
Nasality 
Sonorance 
Sibilance 
Frication 
Place 
Manner 
Envelope 
Lowfreq. 
Duration 
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processors than with any of the tested CIDSP strate- 
gies. Subject HS performed better with two of the 
four CIS variations, subject KW did not improve his 
scores with any of the digital processing strategies as 
compared to the performance with his MSP (note 
that KW had been using his speech processor for 
only five months. He had been deaf for nearly 28 
years; all other subjects had lost their hearing less 
than 14 years before implantation). Most subjects 
reached more than 10% higher scores with the best 
CIS strategy compared to the PES coding. Among 
the four CIS variations, the NA and WF modes 
turned out to be superior. PES and CIS-NP resulted 
in about the same performance which could have 
been predicted by their algorithmic similarity. It is 
interesting to note that CIS-WV produced mostly 
lower scores than the similar CIS-WF (subject SA, 
unfortunately, was not tested with CIS-WV). This 
points to the importance of the mapping functions 
between spectral energy and stimulation electrodes. 
A variable mapping (i.e., a selection of the active 
electrode based on the local maximum within an oc- 
tave frequency band) was apparently less effective 
than a fixed mapping which preserved constant 
maximal distances between activated electrode 

100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 

% CORRECT RESPONSES (CL-corrected) 

n 

UT TH KW HS SA 

pairs. It is also interesting to note that activation of 
all possible electrodes (CIS-NA) within a stimula- 
tion cycle can lead to the same or even better perfor- 
mance as high-rate stimulation of only six electrodes 

To gain more detailed insight into the perfor- 
mance differences with these processing conditions, 
an information transmission analysis of the pooled 
confusion matrices of all five subjects was per- 
formed. Fig. 8 shows the percentages of transmitted 
stimulus information for the phonological feature 
set of Table 11. Again, the overall information trans- 
mitted is highest for CIS-NA and CIS-WF and 
lowest for the patient's own speech processor (WSP 
for UT and MSP for the other four subjects). Lar- 
gest differences are seen for the sibilance and frica- 
tion features (high-frequency a-periodic signals), 
whereas for sonorant consonants (and for the nasal- 
ity distinction) the W/MSP seemed to perform as 
well as the peak-picker strategies (PES, CIS-NP, 
CIS-WV). It is well known that the phonological 
features are not orthogonal and may mislead in- 
terpretation due to their inherent redundancies. 
Therefore, a more detailed sequential analysis 
(Wang and Bilger, 1973) with the same phonological 

(CIS-WF). 

Fig. 7. Percent correct responses for five subjects tested with six different signal processing conditions (12 consonants test /aCa/, 144 
trials). Chance level corrected scores: S = (R - CL)/(lOO - CL), where R = raw score ('To) and CL = chance level ('To). 
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feature set and an additional set of acoustic features 
was carried out. Table I11 summarizes the main 
results of these analyses. The overall percentages are 
identical to the values displayed in Fig. 8. It can be 

seen that the phonological feature set (4 - 5 features 
selected out of seven) explains between 80 and 90% 
of the stimulus information (“Total” values) 
whereas the three acoustic features leave between 20 

TRANSMITTED INFORMATION (%) 
100 

80 

60 

40 

20 

0 
OVERALL VOICING NASALITY SONORANCE SIBILANCE FRlCATlON PLACE 

MSP PES 0 CIS-NP CIS-NA 0 CIS-WF 0 CIS-WV 

Fig. 8. Information transmission analysis of the consonant identification test data. Confusion matrices of the five subjects were pooled 
for the six processing conditions. 

TABLE 111 

Sequential information transmission analysis (SINFA) of pooled consonant confusion matrices for five subjects with two different sets 
of speech features 

W/MSP PES CIS-NP CIS-NA CIS-WF CIS-WV 

Overall 34.8 45.3 47.0 56.0 50.6 40.7 

10.8 14.1 
5.9 

41.3 
5.7 

13.9 Voicing 
Nasality 
Sonorance 
Sibilance 
Frication 
Place 
Manner 
Total 

Envelope 
Lowfreq. 
Duration 
Total 

5.2 
3.9 

49.9 

12.0 13.3 

38.4 
12.7 
3.6 

24.2 

31.0 37.6 
8.0 
2.3 

19.9 

36.3 
12.7 

7.6 
14.9 

8.5 
23.9 21.2 18.0 

3.1 
83.5 

46.4 
13.1 
9.2 

68.7 

88.2 

52.6 
14.4 
13.3 
80.3 

77.3 

42.9 
11.7 
11.0 
65.6 

81.5 

57.1 
13.8 
6.1 

77.0 

79.8 

50.5 
16.2 
6.9 

13.5 

89.6 

50.3 
18.8 
8.6 

17.7 
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and 35% of the stimulus information unexplained. 
Sonorance information is highest for all conditions, 
followed by place of articulation and voicing (or 
sibilance, CIS-NA). As variations of articulatory 
positions are mainly correlated with changes in sec- 
ond and third formant frequencies, one might con- 
clude that the CIS strategies, in this case, are better 
encoding information about formant transitions 
than the other approaches. Note; as well, that voic- 
ing information transmission is also improved 
although the CIS strategies do not explicitly encode 
the voice pitch as do the speech processor and the 
PES strategy; 

Vowel identification scores, on the other hand, 
vere rarely improved by modifications of the signal 
processing strategy. Only one of the four subjects 
(HS) showed significant improvement in total 
scores, another subject (TH) had markedly deterio- 
rated performance with either PES- and CIS strate- 
gies. 

Discussion and conclusions 

These speech test results should be considered as 
preliminary. The number of subjects is still very 
small and data collection for additional subjects is 
ongoing. It is hoped that other variations of the CIS 
strategy will lead to even larger improvements in 
recognition scores for these optimal cases. It should 
be kept in mind that these data were obtained in the 
laboratory without specific training and with only 
minimal exposure to the new processing schemes. 

Inspection of the information transmission anal- 
ysis seems to indicate a strong preference for a non- 
feature extraction approach such as maximal pulse 
rates on either all electrodes (narrow-band analysis 
with wide spatial separation of sequentially stimu- 
lated electrodes) or a limited fixed set of electrodes 
(wide-band analysis with preservation of fine tem- 
poral envelope information). The fact that the 
acoustic feature set used in the sequential analysis 
could not account for the same amount of stimulus 
information as the phonological feature set points 
to the importance of further investigations into the 
effects of traysformation and encoding of speech 

signals for the specific case of multielectrode coch- 
lear implant configurations (see Soli and Arabie, 
1979, for further discussion). These findings need to 
be confirmed with more subjects. There are still 
many variables whose influence on the ability of im- 
planted subjects to recognize and discriminate 
speech information should be explored further. Ad- 
ditional technical solutions may be found in the fu- 
ture which will allow the application of maximally 
high pulse rates even in subjects with elevated 
thresholds requiring stimulation with larger pulse 
widths. Whether the auditory nerve is reacting in a 
fundamentally different manner at continuously 
high excitation states and, thus, would generate a 
more natural auditory percept could be a very in- 
teresting basic research question. Psychophysical 
experiments using stochastic and jittered stimulus 
patterns (Dobie and Dillier, 1985) have demon- 
strated the ability of cochlear implant subjects to use 
pulse rate cues well above 300 Hz. Van den Honert 
and Stypulkowski (1987) have studied single-fiber 
response patterns for various pulsatile and analog 
stimulus waveforms and discussed possible conse- 
quences for speech encoding. 

It is, however, very encouraging that new signal 
processing strategies can considerably improve 
speech discrimination. Consonant identification, 
apparently, may be enhanced by more detailed tem- 
poral information and specific speech feature trans- 
formations. Whether these improvements in pho- 
neme discrimination can be transferred to a gener- 
ally improved word and sentence recognition in 
quiet and noise environments also remains to be 
verified. Preferably further optimization of these 
processing strategies should include more specific 
data about loudness growth functions for individual 
electrodes or additional psychophysical measure- 
ments. 

Although many aspects of speech encoding can be 
efficiently studied using a laboratory digital signal 
processor it would be desirable to allow subjects 
more time for adjustment to a new coding strategy. 
Several days or weeks of habituation are sometimes 
required until a new mapping can be fully exploited. 
Specific interactive training might shorten this 
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period in the future. Thus, for scientific as well as 
practical purposes, the miniaturization of wearable 
DSP’s will be of great importance. 
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CHAPTER 29 

New processing strategies for multichannel cochlear 
prostheses 

D.T. Lawson, B.S. Wilson and C.C. Finley 

Neuroscience Program, Research Triangle Institute, Research Triangle Park, Durham, NC 27709, US. A .  

Various strategies for representing speech information with mul- 
tichannel cochlear prostheses were compared in tests with im- 
plant patients. The strategies included the compressed analog 
(CA) approach of a standard clinical device, and alternative in- 
terleaved pulses (IP) and continuous interleaved sampling (CIS) 
strategies. CA and IP strategies had been compared in previous 
studies with a wide range of subjects. The present studies com- 
pared all three types in tests with one subject and CA and CIS 
strategies in tests with six additional subjects. Subjects for the 

present studies were selected for their excellent performance with 
the clinical CA processor, and the tests included closed-set iden- 
tification of consonants and open-set recognition of words and 
sentences. For every test, every subject obtained his or her highest 
score, or repeated a score of 100% correct, using a CIS strategy. 
In the comparisons of all three approaches, IP processor scores 
were between those obtained with CA and CIS processors. The 
results are discussed in terms of their implications for processor 
design. 

Key words: Cochlear prosthesis; Speech processing; Speech perception; Hearing; Deafness 

Introduction 

Cochlear implants have improved the lives of many 
deaf people. Most patients enjoy remarkable gains 
in face-to-face communication when the implant is 
used as an adjunct to lipreading and some are able 
to understand portions of conversational speech 
with hearing alone. Full restoration of speech recog- 
nition without visual cues, however, has remained 
elusive. In this paper, we describe a significant step 
toward that goal, at least for patients who have rela- 
tively high levels of performance with a standard 
clinical device. 

Methods 

Seven users of the Ineraid implant, selected for their 
excellent performance with compressed analog 
(CA) processors, participated as subjects. CA, in- 
terleaved pulses (IP) and continuous interleaved 

sampling (CIS) processors were compared in tests 
with one of the subjects, and CA and CIS processors 
were compared in tests with the remaining six. Ex- 
perience with the clinical CA processors exceeded 
two years of daily use for each subject. In contrast, 
experience with IP and CIS processors was limited 
to no more than a few hours before formal testing. 

Processing strategies 
The strategies and procedures to evaluate them 

have been described in detail elsewhere (Wilson et 
al., 1990, 1991a,b). Briefly, CA processors first re- 
strict or compress the wide dynamic range of input 
microphone signals to the narrow dynamic range of 
electrically evoked hearing using an automatic gain 
control (AGC). The AGC output then is filtered into 
frequency bands for simultaneous analog stimula- 
tion of separate intracochlear electrodes. 

IP and CIS processors use non-simultaneous in- 
terleaved pulses as stimuli, with amplitudes derived 
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from the envelopes of bandpass filter outputs. 
Envelope signals are formed by rectification and 
low-pass filtering, and the amplitude of each stimu- 
lus pulse is determined by a non-linear transforma- 
tion of the corresponding channel’s envelope signal 
at that time. This transformation compresses each 
signal into the dynamic range appropriate for that 
channel. 

Differences in IP and CIS processors lie primarily 
in the timing of stimulation sequences across the 
electrode array. In IP processors, distinctions be- 
tween voiced and unvoiced segments of speech are 
explicitly represented. During voiced segments, 
stimulation sequences are presented at a rate equal 
to the estimated fundamental frequency (FO) of the 
speech sound; while, during unvoiced segments, 
stimulation sequences are presented either at a 
fixed, higher rate or at a non-uniform “jittered” 
rate. 

CIS processors, on the other hand, continually 
present sequences of pulses at fixed rates higher than 
those used in IP processors, making no distinction 
between voiced and unvoiced intervals. 

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the CA, IP and CIS strate- 
gies provide fundamentally different representa- 
tions of speech signals at the electrode array. The 
CA strategy presents the greatest amount of tem- 
poral information through its use of analog stimuli. 
However, most implant patients cannot perceive 
changes in the temporal variations of a stimulus 
above a “pitch saturation limit’’ of about 400 Hz 
(e.g., Shannon, 1983). Also, the simultaneous 
presentation of stimuli in the CA strategy may 
produce significant interactions among channels 
through vector summation of the electric fields from 
eachelectrode(e.g., Whiteet al., 1984). BothIPand 
CIS strategies eliminate such interactions through 
the use of non-simultaneous stimuli. The relatively 
high rates of pulsatile stimulation used in CIS strate- 
gies allow representation of rapid variations in 
speech by pulse amplitude. 

Tests 
The three strategies were evaluated with a variety 

of speech reception tests. Because each subject had 

excellent performance with his or her CA processor, 
results from only the most difficult tests are reported 
here. These included identification of 16 consonants 
(/b,d,f ,g,d3, k , l , m , n , p , s , I , t , 6 , v , z / ) i n a n  

Compressed Analog 

-1 

2 

-3- )*ru 

4 + 4 w - -  

Interleaved Pulses 

a. 3 - .- .. .. -- a. .. 

4- 

Continuous Interleaved Sampling 

1 

2 

4- 

Fig. 1. Waveforms produced by simplified implementations of 
CA, IP and CIS strategies. The top panel shows pre-emphasized 
(6 dB/octave attenuation below 1.2 IrHz) speech inputs. Inputs 
corresponding to a voiced speech sound (“aw”) and an unvoiced 
speech sound (“t”) are shown in the left and the right columns, 
respectively. The duration of each trace is 25.4 msec. The remain- 
ing panels show stimulus waveforms for the three strategies. The 
waveforms are numbered by channel, with channel 1 delivering 
its output to the apical-most electrode. To facilitate compari- 
sons, only four channels of stimulation are illustrated here for 
each strategy. In general, five or six channels have been used for 
IP and CIS strategies. The pulse amplitudes for IP and CIS 
strategies reflect the envelope of the bandpass output for each 
channel. In actual implementations the range of pulse amplitudes 
is compressed using a logarithmic or power-law transformation 
of the envelope signal. Note that the prolonged stimulation in the 
IP processor for the /t/ burst is a consequence of the long time 
constant of the low-pass filters in the envelope detectors (25 Hz 
cut-off versus 400 Hz cut-off for the CIS processor). 
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/a/-consonant-/a/ context (Tyler et al., 1987) and 
the open-set tests of the Minimal Auditory Capabili- 
ties (MAC) battery (Owens et al., 1985). 

In the consonant test, multiple examplars of the 
/aCa/ tokens were played from laser videodisc 
recordings of male and female speakers. A single 
block of trials consisted of five randomized presen- 
tations of each consonant for one of the speakers. 
At least two blocks were administered for each 
speaker, processor, and subject. 

The open-set tests included recognition of 50 one- 
syllable words from Northwestern University Audi- 
tory Test 6 (NU-6), 25 two-syllable words (spon- 
dees), 100 key words in the Central Institute for the 
Deaf (CID) sentences of everyday speech, and the fi- 
nal word in 50 sentences from the Speech Perception 
in Noise (SPIN) test (here presented without noise). 
In these tests, single presentations of the words and 
sentences were played from cassette tape recordings 
of a male speaker. 

All tests were conducted with hearing alone, 
without feedback as to correct or incorrect re- 
sponses. Results for the consonant identification 
test were expressed as percent information transfer 
for various articulatory and acoustic features 
(Miller and Nicely, 1955), and results for the open- 
set tests as the percentage of correct responses. 

Processor parameters 
Each subject’s own clinical device was used for 

the tests with the CA processor. Selection of 
parameters for the alternative IP or CIS processors 
was guided by preliminary tests of consonant iden- 
tification. The standard four channels of stimula- 
tion were used for the clinical CA processors (Ed- 
dington, 1980), whereas five or six channels were 
used for the IP and CIS processors to take advan- 
tage of additional implanted electrodes and reduced 
interactions among channels. The IP processor used 
100 psec/phase pulses, presented in a base-to-apex 
order for each stimulation sequence (an electrode 
order of 6-5-4-3-2-1). A constant rate of 278 pulses 
per second (pps) on each channel was used during 
unvoiced intervals. The envelope detector for each 
channel used a 25 Hz low-pass filter. All CIS proces- 

sors had pulse durations of 102 pseclphase or less, 
pulse rates on each channel of 817 pps or higher, and 
a cut-off frequency for the low-pass filters of 400 Hz 
or higher. In addition, the order of channels in the 
stimulation cycle was chosen to maximize the spatial 
separation between temporally adjacent channels. 
We found that this “staggered order” (6-3-5-2-4-1) 
produced significant improvements in some sub- 
jects’ consonant identification scores. 

Results and discussion 

CA /IP/CIS comparisons 
Results for the comparisons among CA, IP and 

CIS processors are presented in Fig. 2. The top panel 
shows information transmission (IT) scores for con- 

CONSONANTS 

AU Vk Nd FA d r  Pk E& 

Fig. 2. Comparisons of speech est scores for CA (striped bars), 
IP (stippled bars), and CIS (solid bars) processors. The top panel 
shows relative information transfer for articulatory and acoustic 
features of consonants. The features include overall transmission 
(All), voicing (Voi), nasality (Nsl), frication (Fric), duration 
(Dur). place of articulation (Plc) and envelope cues (Env). Full 
scale corresponds to 100% information transfer. Fifty presenta- 
tions of each consonant were used in the consonant identification 
test with the CA processor, and twenty presentations were used 
in the tests with the IP and CIS processors. The presentations for 
each processor were equally divided between the male and female 
speakers. The bottom panel shows scores from the open-set tests 
of the MAC battery. See text for abbreviations. Full scale cor- 
responds to 100% correct. Data are from tests with Ineraid sub- 
ject SR2. 
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sonant features, and the bottom pqel  shows scores 
from the open-set tests. The results demonstrate a 
clear ranking of performances for the three proces- 
sors. That is, despite four years of daily experience 
with the CA processor for this subject (SR2), both 
IP and CIS processors immediately produced su- 
perior scores. The particular implementation of the 
IP strategy used for this subject produced gains over 
the CA processor for every consonant feature except 
voicing (where scores are about the same), while the 
CIS implementation produced gains over both the 
CA and IP processors for all features. Especially 
large increases shared by the IP and CIS processors 
include those for nasality and place of articulation. 
In addition, substantial increases in the scores for 
voicing, frication and duration are obtained when 
the CIS strategy is used instead of the IP strategy. 

Because these CIS processor scores approach the 
100% ceiling for most consonant features, the in- 
creases shown in Fig. 2 may in fact underestimate 
the relative superiority of that processor. The scores 
for overall information transmission, voicing, na- 
sality, duration, and envelope cues are 92% or 
higher with the CIS processor. 

The ranking of processors indicated by the con- 
sonant results is affirmed in the pattern of scores 
from the open-set tests. For the tests not at or near 
the ceiling of 100% correct for all processors, the IP 
processor scores are equivalent or superior to those 
of the CA processor, while the CIS processor scores 
are clearly better than those of the IP processor. 

Possible mechanisms underlying the perfor- 
mances of IP and CIS processors include: (a) reduc- 
tion in channel interactions through the use of non- 
simultaneous stimuli; (b) use of five or six channels 
instead of four; (c) preservation of amplitude cues 
with channel-by-channel compression; and (d) the 
shape of the compression function. The observed 
gains in IT scores for nasality and place of articula- 
tion are consistent with possibilities (a) and (b). That 
is, these features largely reflect the spectral charac- 
teristics of consonant sounds above the range of FO 
(e.g., above 300-400 Hz; see Miller and Nicely, 
1955). An increased salience and resolution of chan- 
nel cues would be expected to improve the reception 

of such spectral information. 
The observed gains in IT scores for nasality also 

are consistent with an improved representation of 
amplitude cues (possibilities (c) and (d) above). 
Nasals and other sonorant consonants have the 
highest amplitudes among consonants, including 
other voiced consonants (e.g., Van Tasell et al., 
1987). Perception of such amplitude differences 
might support discrimination of A, m, n/ from the 
other consonants in our set, and therefore produce 
higher IT scores for nasality. 

CONSONANTS 
I 

o m  SET 

Fig. 3. Comparisons of speech test scores for CA (striped bars) 
and CIS (solid bars) processors. Feature transmission scores of 
consonants were derived from the aggregated matrix of stimuli 
and responses for all seven subjects. A total of 205 presentations 
of each consonant was used in the tests with the CA processor, 
and a total of 145 presentations was used in the tests with the CIS 
processors. Presentations were balanced between the male and 
female speakers in both cases. The open-set scores are averages 
across subjects. The scores for the CIS processors are those from 
each subject’s best fitting of that type of processor. For two of 
the subjects (SRS and SR8) these processors are somewhat differ- 
ent from the ones used in the consonant tests (Wilson et al., 
1990). Schedule limitations did not allow additional consonant 
tests with the processors finally selected for these two subjects. 
The CID and NU-6 tests were repeated for five of the subjects 
(SR3, SR4 and SR6-8). using a different recorded speaker and 
new lists of words and sentences. Practice or learning effects 
would be demonstrated by significant differences in the 
testhetest scores. However, no such differences were found 
(P > 0.6 for paired I comparisons of the CID scores; P > 0.2 
for the NU-6 scores), and the scores from the first and second 
tests were averaged. 
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Finally, the superior IT scores obtained with a 
CIS processor for the remaining features may be 
related to an improved representation of temporal 
events in speech. The relatively high rates of stimula- 
tion used in the CIS processor allow representation 
of envelope variations up to at least 400 Hz. The 
difference between this limit and the 25 Hz limit of 
the IP processor may explain, at least in part, the ob- 
served increases in IT scores for voicing, frication, 
duration and envelope cues (see also Van Tasell et 
al., 1987; Rosen, 1989). 

CA/CIS comparisons 
Based on the encouraging results with subject 

SR2, we decided to compare the CA and CIS strate- 
gies in tests with six additional subjects. In this way, 
we could evaluate the generality of the initial results. 
Each of these additional subjects also had high levels 
of initial performance with his or her clinical CA 
processor. 

Results from the CA/CIS comparisons are 
presented in Fig. 3 and Table I. Again, large gains 
in the scores for the consonant features of overall 
transmission, nasality, frication and place of articu- 
lation are produced with CIS processors (Fig. 3, top 
panel). In addition, substantial increases are found 
for consonant duration and envelope cues. 

The increases in IT scores for consonants are mir- 
rored in the scores from the open-set tests. As indi- 
cated in Table I, every subject scored higher, or 

TABLE I 

Individual results from the open-set tests 

repeated a score of 100% correct, using a CIS 
processor. Also, as indicated in the bottom panel of 
Fig. 3, remarkable gains in average scores are seen 
for all tests not subject to ceiling effects. Paired t 
comparisons show that the increases across subjects 
are significant for the spondee (P < 0.05), SPIN 
(P < 0.01), and NU-6 ( P <0.002) tests. The in- 
crease in the average score for the CID test is not sig- 
nificant; however, the sentivity of that test may have 
been severely compromised by ceiling effects. 

Additional aspects of CIS performance 
In recent studies we have begun systematic inves- 

tigation of various aspects of CIS performance. 
These studies include evaluations of CIS perfor- 
mance (a) across numbers of channels, (b) across 
other manipulations in CIS parameters, and (c) un- 
der conditions of noise interference. In addition, we 
have begun studies with subjects who have relatively 
poor outcomes with their clinical CA processors. 

In this section, we review preliminary studies to 
evaluate effects of channel number manipulations 
and of noise interference. Both studies were con- 
ducted with subject SR2. Because this subject’s high 
scores had compromised the sensitivity of our con- 
sonant and other tests in evaluations of CIS proces- 
sors with a variety of new parameter sets (i.e., he ob- 
tained perfect or nearly perfect scores on the con- 
sonant, spondee, CID and SPIN tests, and he ob- 
tained scores in the high 80s or low 90s on the NU-6 

Subject Spondee CID SPIN NU-6 

CA CIS CA CIS CA CIS CA CIS 

SR2 
SR3 
SR4 
SRS 
SR6 
SRI 
SR8 

92 % 100 100 78 96 56 80 
52 % 66 98 14 92 34 58 
68 76 93 95 28 70 34 40 

100 100 97 100 94 100 70 80 
72 92 73 99 36 14 30 49 
80 100 99 100 66 98 38 71 
68 100 80 100 36 94 38 66 
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test), we decided to increase the difficulty of the con- 
sonant test by increasing the number of consonants 
from 16 to 24 (the set of 24 includes /b, d, f, g, d3, 

this change, however, SR2 has achieved scores of 
99% correct with the male speaker using five differ- 
ent implementations of CIS processors. Further- 
more, scores for the female speaker have been only 
somewhat lower (as high as 95% correct). 

While the sensitivity of even the 24 consonant test 
now is inadequate to distinguish among the better 
implementations of CIS processors for subject SR2, 
the sensitivity of that test is well suited to studies ex- 
ploring decrements in performance with reduced 
numbers of channels or with increasing amounts of 
noise interference. 

Results from the first study are presented in Fig. 
4. Here we show the consonant scores for CIS 
processors with 6,5,4,3 and 2 channels, and for an 
analogous processor with 1 channel (referred to as 
a CS processor, since interleaving is not applicable 
to a single channel). Each n-channel processor used 
then apical-most electrodes and filtered the same to- 
tal frequency range into n bands of equal width on 
a logarithmic scale. For example, the three-channel 
processor used apical electrodes 1, 2 and 3. All 
processors used 33 gsec/phase pulses, presented at 
the rate of 2525 pps on each channel (delays were in- 
terposed between sequential pulses for processors 
with fewer than six channels to maintain this con- 
stant rate). In addition, each processor used 6th- 
order bandpass filters, full-wave rectifiers, and 400 
Hz low-pass filters (1st order). For consistency, a 
fixed base-to-apex update order was used for all 
processors; for example, the three channel proces- 
sor stimulated its electrodes in the sequence 3-2-1. 

The results show a strong effect of channel num- 
ber on consonant identification. Overall percent 
correct scores decline monotonically, for both the 
male and female speakers, with reductions in the 
number of channels. Also, transmission of place in- 
formation declines precipitously for the male 
speaker as the number of channels is reduced from 
6 to 3, and drops precipitously for the female 
speaker as the number of channels is reduced from 

h, j, k, 1, m, n, 7 ,  P, r, s, I, t, tl, a,& v, w, z, 3 4 .  Since 

5 to 4. In all cases the transmission of place informa- 
tion declines monotonically as the number of chan- 
nels is reduced. In contrast, transmission of enve- 
lope information is relatively well maintained when 
the number of channels is reduced, as is the trans- 
mission of voicing, frication and nasality informa- 
tion for the male speaker (indeed, the transmission 

6 5 4 3 2 1  

CllalUl& 

Mnle Femnle 

voi 1 - 1 -7 

4- l \  

Fig. 4. Percent correct and feature transmission scores for 
processors using different numbers of channels. Five presenta- 
tions of each of 24 consonants by the male speaker, and five 
presentations of each consonant by the female speaker, were used 
inthe tests with each processor. The presentations were arranged 
in block-randomized order, providing a percent correct score af- 
ter each set of randomized presentations of all 24 consonants. 
The square symbols in the top panel show averages of these scores 
(from five randomized sets) for the male speaker, and the trian- 
gles show the averages for the female speaker. Standard errors of 
the mean are indicated with the vertical bars. The remaining 
panels show feature transmission scores for the same experimen- 
tal conditions. Full scale corresponds to 100% information trans- 
fer. 
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of voicing information remains high even for a sin- 
gle channel). Results for the female speaker are 
sonewhat different in that the transmission of voic- 
ing and nasality information drops sharply when the 
number of channels is reduced from 2 to 1, and the 
transmission of frication information drops rapidly 
over the range of channel reductions from 5 to 1. 

A consistent finding in the data is the dependence 
of place transmission on the number of stimulation 
channels. In addition, results from the female 
speaker suggest that transmission of frication infor- 
mation may depend on number of channels, at least 
up to five channels, and at least for certain speakers. 
Further increases in channel number may improve 
the transmission of place information and other im- 
portant cues for the correct identification of con- 
sonants. As indicated elsewhere (e.g., Tye-Murray 
and Tyler, 1989; Dorman et al., 1990; Wilson et al., 
1990), such identification is highly correlated with 
open-set recognition of words, sentences and run- 
ning speech. 

Results from the second study, designed to evalu- 
ate effects of noise interference, are presented in 
Fig. 5 .  Here we show performances of CIS and CA 
strategies in noise without any special provisions for 
noise reduction. A six-channel CIS implementation 
was used with the following parameters: 33 
psec/phase pulses, 2525 pps rate of stimulation on 
each channel, staggered update order, 12th-order 
bandpass filters, full-wave rectifiers, and 400 Hz 
low-pass filters (1st order). 

Consonant identification first was measured un- 
der quiet conditions, and then progressively greater 
amounts of multitalker speech babble were added to 
the primary speech signal. Signal-to-noise ratios 
(SNRs) included 15, 10,5 and 0 dB, with 0 dB cor- 
responding to the babble signal amplitude exceeding 
the maximum consonant waveform amplitude 
briefly about once per second on average. 

While the presence of noise clearly degrades the 
performance of both processors, relatively high per- 
cent correct scores are maintained down to a SNR of 
5 dB. The scores for the CIS processor are higher 
than those for the CA processor at all SNRs. This is 
especially encouraging inasmuch as the CA proces- 

sor in the Ineraid device has been identified as the 
most resistant to the deleterious effects of noise 
among several tested implant systems (Gantz et al., 
1 987). 

One possible factor underlying the high levels of 
CIS performance in the presence of interfering 
speech babble is a good representation of envelope 
cues. In particular, covariation in envelope infor- 
mation across channels may help maintain high 
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Fig. 5. Percent correct and feature transmission scores for CIS 
and CA processors as a function of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). 
The SNR of “Inf” refers to presentation of the signal without 
any accompanying noise. Five presentations of each of 24 con- 
sonants by the male speaker were used in the consonant identifi- 
cation tests for each processor at each SNR. The square symbols 
in the top panel show average percent correct scores for the CIS 
processor, and the triangles show the averages for the CA proces- 
sor. Standard errors of the mean are indicated with the vertical 
bars. The remaining panels show feature transmission scores for 
the same experimental conditions. Full scale corresponds to 
100% information transfer. 
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levels of speech recognition in noise (e.g., Hall et al., 
1984; Moore, 1991). Such across-channel informa- 
tion may allow a listener to follow the correlated 
cues of the primary speech signal, while rejecting the 
uncorrelated variations produced by the noise. 

Another factor that may contribute to the perfor- 
mances found for both the CA and CIS strategies is 
the fact that neither relies on feature extraction. The 
accuracy of such extraction can be severely 
degraded by even modest amounts of noise, as 
demonstrated in many studies with conventional 
speech analysis systems (e.g., Rabiner and Shafer, 
1978) and in studies with cochlear implant devices 
(e.g., Gantz et al., 1987). 

A key lesson in the present results is that the 
choice of a basic processing strategy per se can have 
large effects on performance in noise. 

Concluding remarks 

The principal results presented in this paper are 
those from comparisons of CA, IP and CIS strate- 
gies. All three strategies were compared in tests with 
subject SR2, and CA and CIS strategies were com- 
pared in tests with subjects SR2-8. All subjects had 
high levels of initial performance with their clinical 
CA processors, and all subjects used the Ineraid im- 
plant system. The comparison tests included closed- 
set identification of consonants and open-set recog- 
nition of words and sentences. 

In all comparisons the CIS processors produced 
the best scores. Indeed, the sensitivity of several of 
the open-set tests was limited for these subjects by 
ceiling effects: five subjects scored 96% or higher on 
the spondee test using CIS processors; all seven sub- 
jects scored 95% or higher on the CID test; and five 
subjects scored 92% or higher on the SPIN test. In 
addition, use of CIS processors produced substan- 
tial gains in feature transmission scores for con- 
sonants, including those for overall transmission, 
nasality, frication, place of articulation, duration, 
and envelope cues. 

While the present results are most encouraging, 
we want to emphasize that “the CIS strategy’’ actu- 
ally constitutes a rich class of processor implementa- 

tions with an especially wide range of parametric 
choices. Future work will focus on systematic evalu- 
ation of these choices and on identification of op- 
timal parameters for a wide range of individual pa- 
tients. In addition, we plan to study subjects using 
different implant systems, allowing implementa- 
tions with more than six channels and with electrode 
couplings other than the monopolar configuration 
used in the Ineraid device. Results from these studies 
should help demonstrate the full potential of the CIS 
approach, and should provide further insight into 
the mechanisms underlying CIS performance. 
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Overview and critique of Chapters 30 - 33 
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Four papers of this section deal with various aspects 
of the mechanics and the neural control of posture 
and gait. Common to all is that they rely, to varying 
degrees, on mathematical modeling techniques. 
There is no doubt that the development of rigorous 
formal models for the description of neural control 
processes and their interaction with the mechanical 
constraints of a multi-joint body capable of locomo- 
tion and balance is a prerequisite to understanding 
the integrative features of control and execution of 
movement. Paradoxically, however, the degree of 
simplification necessary to make these models 
manageable appears to be proportional to the com- 
plexity of the original system. For example, com- 
mon to the first two papers is the reduction of the hu- 
man body to a four- or five-rigid-segment structure 
consisting of foot, shank, thigh, trunk and neck/ 
head segments, with movements restricted to three 
or four “joints” (ankle, knee, hip and neck), and 
with no attempt to model the role of arm or lumbar 
trunk movements. This is not to belittle the present 
efforts. Modeling often requires formal definitions, 
such as the definition of “synergies” as muscle acti- 
vation sequences, or the identification of “neural 
effort” with an angle between acceleration vectors. 
Nevertheless, an appreciation of the many untested 
assumptions behind such definitions and simplifica- 
tions serves to remind us, how far there is to go. 

A common and significant problem with realistic 
models of complex biological systems is the fact that 
many different models can account for the same ob- 
servations. The implication is that, when models are 
used to make inferences about certain parameter 

values, there need not be unique solutions. This is 
because often not a sufficient number of model 
parameters can be measured independently and be- 
cause these parameters must then also be inferred 
from the observed behavior. When many 
parameters are fitted on this basis, in order to match 
model behavior with real system behavior, goodness 
of fit is no longer evidence of correctness but a fore- 
gone conclusion. In constructing models which are 
falsifiable it is useful to determine the model’s sensi- 
tivity to variations of individual parameter values. 
Those parameters, which do not affect the model 
much, can often be omitted, while those which 
strongly affect model behavior may suggest critical 
experiments. As a rule of thumb, a well constructed 
model should show significant sensitivity to varia- 
tions in only a limited number of parameters, and 
parameters with little effect should be lumped or 
omitted altogether. 

Chapter 30 
The paper of Allum and Honegger addresses a 

question of considerable practical importance, 
namely whether the muscle activation synergies, 
which can be recorded in normal subjects in 
response to perturbations of body equilibrium, can 
be used to design strategies of functional electrical 
stimulation (FES) of leg muscles in hemiplegic pa- 
tients, who have lost voluntary control over these 
muscles, in order to assist maintenance of balance, 
when the patient walks (with FES support). The 
motivation for this approach is that it is unrealistic 
to except that chronic implant and recording tech- 
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niques will be available in the near future to record 
the range of sensory feedback signals which the CNS 
relies on to assess the state of equilibrium and to 
compute a measure of balance. Further, it would 
probably be a formidable challenge to mimic the 
performance of the CNS in this computational task. 
However, if the sense of balance and its ability to 
generate orchestrated corrective responses to per- 
turbations of balance still are preserved, this might 
not even be necessary. The working hypothesis is 
that corrective responses are based on consistent 
strategies and muscle synergies, and that these are 
not altered by part of the motor apparatus being dis- 
connected from central control. It should then be 
possible to take advantage of the balance computa- 
tions performed by the CNS and to tap facets of cor- 
rective motor strategies by monitoring residual mus- 
cle activity in order to restore activation synergies by 
functional electrical stimulation of centrally para- 
lyzed muscles. 

The questions, which arise and which are in part 
addressed by the authors, are whether corrective 
response strategies for restoration of balance can be 
identified in normal subjects; whether the CNS uses 
a single or a few general strategies or a large number 
of specific strategies to handle the wide variety of 
natural perturbations; and whether any of these 
strategies can be described in terms general enough 
to permit general FES designs (for references see Al- 
lum and Honegger, this volume). The paper gives 
preliminary answers to these questions. Based on 
cross-correlation analysis of measured EMG re- 
sponses and computed joint torques, the conclusion 
is reached that different strategies can be recognized 
in responses to different support-surface perturba- 
tions (ankle rotation vs. rearward translation). It is 
left open, whether the different response profiles 
represent two discrete strategies or whether they are 
separate manifestations from a continuum of cor- 
rective response patterns. Part of the uncertainty is 
due to the fact that the authors make no attempt to 
describe their response patterns in more general 
terms than in pairs of cross-correlations. If, as in the 
present case, significant numbers of cross- 
correlation pairs have to be assessed, identification 

of any underlying general pattern is difficult. For fu- 
ture work, at least two approaches should be ex- 
plored. First, data reduction for description of 
general underlying patterns could be attempted, us- 
ing principal component analysis. Principal compo- 
nents reflecting multiple-muscle synergies would 
permit description of multi-dimensional data sets 
with smaller numbers of variables and they would 
probably permit more general answers regarding the 
issue of discrete vs. continuous response strategies. 
Second, it can be argued that for the development of 
FES strategies explicit description of response 
strategies would not be required, since adaptive neu- 
ral network techniques could be used to optimize 
FES activation patterns, based on recordings of 
residual muscle activity and a set of performance 
criteria for maintenance of body equilibrium. Be- 
fore it is tried, it cannot be judged whether this ap- 
proach would yield unique solutions. If it did, it 
would in fact provide answers to some of the above 
questions, since the strategies learned by neural net- 
works, rather than those employed by the CNS, 
could then be analyzed to determine whether they 
are discrete or part of a continuum. 

Two concerns about Allum and Honegger’s ap- 
proach and results deserve explicit mention. First, 
while it is demonstrated convincingly (by comparing 
normal subjects with patients with vestibular 
deficits) that vestibular as well as proprioceptive 
sensory inputs are instrumental for the generation 
of effective corrective response patterns, and while 
it is argued that neck muscle responses are likely 
dominated by cervico-collic and vestibulo-collic 
reflex components and hence probably little af- 
fected by sensory deficits in paralyzed legs, it is less 
obvious that corrective trunk muscle responses in 
paraplegics are entirely unaffected by the lack of 
proprioceptive input from paralyzed legs. This issue 
could probably be assessed by recording trunk mus- 
cle EMG responses to perturbations in hemiplegic 
patients (with normal vestibular function), when 
they stand with support of braces, and by comparing 
them with normal response patterns. Second, while 
computation of EMG cross-correlograms gives 
unique solutions, computation of joint torques 
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from kinematic data does not necessarily do so. The 
authors were aware of this problem and frankly 
state that no attempt was made to assess uniqueness 
of solutions. Therefore it is difficult for the reader 
to judge the trustworthiness of the computed torque 
records. These were derived from kinematic mea- 
surements, using a simplified four-segment model 
of the human body, where each joint was character- 
ized by stiffness and viscosity. The parameter values 
were in turn derived from initial responses to pertur- 
bations, before reflex activation or inhibition of the 
muscles acting across the joint took place. However, 
both stiffness and viscosity of muscles (and hence of 
joints) are known to strongly depend on the degree 
of muscle activation. As above, this problem could 
be addressed in control experiments, with normal 
subjects voluntarily co-contracting muscles across 
the knee and ankle joint, in order to obtain estimates 
of these parameters at various levels of muscle ac- 
tivity. However, it may finally be pointed out, that 
the uncertainty regarding the accuracy of joint tor- 
que computations should not invalidate one of the 
main conclusions, i.e., that separate corrective 
strategies appear to be used in response to different 
perturbations, since this notion was also supported 
by the EMG analysis. 

Chapter 31 
An engineer designing an artificial leg with three 

joints would probably not equip it with 33 motors 
(muscles), but nature has done this with the human 
leg. With each joint having more than a single degree 
of freedom and with 33 muscles, each potentially 
under independent central control, it would appear 
that there should be hundreds of different muscle 
activation strategies to achieve a given target move- 
ment, and that there might be tens of separate strate- 
gies to maintain upright posture. However, for 
kinematics, considering that posture stabilizing leg 
movements are restricted to three joints, one would 
intuitively expect that the choice should be much 
more limited. Kuo and Zajac address this problem 
using a comprehensive biomechanical model of the 
human leg. The lay-out of the model is admirably 
general, as all 33 muscles are represented individu- 

ally and remarkably realistically (regarding mus- 
culoskeletal geometry and functional properties 
such as maximum force generating capacity). The 
benefits of this general lay-out are that simplifica- 
tions are not inherent limitations but tools for explo- 
ration. This model is used to compute feasible ac- 
celeration sets, i.e., the territory in the three- 
dimensional joint acceleration space, to which cor- 
rective movements are confined by biomechanical 
constraints. The main conclusion is that for main- 
tenance of upright postural stability in the sagittal 
plane the choice is remarkably limited. Especially, if 
perturbations are large, if knee movements are not 
permitted and if the CNS were to use a minimal 
“neural effort” approach for muscle activation, 
there would in fact be a single favored strategy com- 
bining hip and ankle movements, rather than relying 
on single joint movements. For small perturbations 
a second strategy, restricting movement to the ankle 
joint, would also be feasible and appears to be used 
occasionally by experimental subjects, although it is 
more costly in terms of “neural effort” (defined as 
a normalized activation signal). The authors suggest 
that the CNS, when normally favoring the com- 
bined hip-and-ankle strategy, in fact relies on a 
minimization of “neural effort” (or muscle activa- 
tion) criterion. 

In assessing the work and the above conclusions 
a number of issues arise. First, the benefits and 
detailed criteria of the notion of minimal “neural ef- 
fort” remain to be clarified. Minimal neural effort 
may or may not minimize muscle energy consump- 
tion because, for instance, 25% activation of large 
muscles may consume more energy than 50% acti- 
vation of small muscles. This difficulty could be 
avoided by defining neural effort in terms of num- 
bers of motor units activated, rather than in normal- 
ized activation percentage, yet, if minimization of 
muscle (rather than neuronal) energy consumption 
mattered, scale factors for motor unit size would 
also have to be added. 

Second, it is not obvious, what the benefits of not 
permitting knee (and also neck) movements for 
postural compensation should be. The fact is that 
both knee and neck movements do occur during 
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postural adjustments (cf. Alum and Honegger, this 
volume). If these movements were allowed, the 
uniqueness of a single favored strategy might be less 
compelling. Also, if knee movements were indeed to 
be prevented by central control, the joint would 
probably have to be stiffened by voluntary muscle 
contraction. High degrees of cocontraction of an- 
tagonistic muscles might then be necessary (to main- 
tain minimal joint acceleration), which could easily 
be at variance with the criterion of minimization of 
muscle activation. 

Third, even if the existence of a single favored 
strategy stood up, simplicity might be restricted to 
the final kinematic product, since this might be ar- 
rived at through a number of different neuronal 
strategies (i.e., different central commands, activat- 
ing different subsets of the 33 muscles available). 
These could include different degrees of cocontrac- 
tion (between antagonists) and different degrees of 
task sharing between synergists. Thus, multiple cen- 
tral activation strategies might still be behind an ap- 
parently unique kinematic strategy. 

Fourth, the limitation of movements to a very 
narrow domain in the acceleration space is a remark- 
able property of a model of such complexity. It is 
not clear whether this is accounted for by any partic- 
ular biomechanical constraint, or whether the limi- 
tation arises from a combination of constraints. 
One way of exploring this would be to study various 
simplified versions of the model in order to deter- 
mine which of its numerous features are mandatory 
or immaterial to give rise to such limitation. 

Fifth, the present model for the assessment of 
whole limb postural strategies appears to be at an 
early stage of development. Initial simplifications of 
more technical nature would therefore appear ac- 
ceptable, especially in view of the general lay-out. 
However, the justification of these simplifications 
still needs to be established more convincingly, to 
corroborate the generality of the main conclusions. 
To name but a few: muscle force production is in- 
dependent of velocity. While the authors cite 
preliminary evidence that the effects of omitting 
force-velocity properties were small, the matter 
deserves more careful analysis, since fast and slow 

muscles are bound to differ in this respect. Further, 
fatique appears not to have been considered, yet it 
is likely to influence muscle recruitment in postural 
tasks and should motivate differential treatment of 
fast and slow muscles. Finally, while the force- 
length relation has been modeled, short-range stiff- 
ness has not. Yet it is very likely that early responses 
to perturbations of active muscle are strongly in- 
fluenced by short-range properties, not least since 
the postural perturbations considered are mostly 
rather small. 

Chapter 32 
Winter and colleagues argue convincingly that 

control strategies for maintenance of balance and 
principal engagement of various muscle groups are 
bound to be different for control of gait as opposed 
to stance. The simplest reason is that during stance 
the vertical projection of the centre of gravity is kept 
within the bipedal base of support, while during 
most phases of a step cycle this is no longer the case. 
The thrust of their analysis is that ankle muscles, 
which are significant actors for maintenance of 
balance during stance, no longer serve this function 
during gait. Instead, hip muscles assume a dominant 
role to maintain balance of head and trunk. 
Moreover, based on head acceleration analysis, the 
authors conclude, provocatively, that the vestibular 
system is not involved in this change of strategy. 

The analysis rests on inverted pendulum models 
of the human body. The main conclusions regarding 
the dominant role of hip muscles for maintenance of 
balance during gait appear to be borne out by mo- 
ment of force calculations and are further qualita- 
tively supported by EMG recordings. However, the 
use of averaged EMG profiles to confirm results ob- 
tained with inverse dynamics analysis could have 
been carried further. One wonders whether it would 
not be possible to compute estimates of hip mo- 
ments, based on realistic musculoskeletal geometry, 
and reasonable assumptions about EMG-force and 
force-velocity relations, since qualitative interpreta- 
tion of gait cycle EMG profiles alone is not very dis- 
criminative. The present juxtaposition of computed 
moments and EMG profiles hardly merits the attrib- 
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Ute “integrated EMG/biomechanical model”, as 
suggested in the title. 

The case for the putative unimportance of ves- 
tibular sensors for the dominant role of hip muscles 
in maintaining balance during gait is not necessarily 
convincing. Even if head acceleration is small and 
were barely perceptible, more effective sub-cortical 
actions via vestibulo-spinal pathways are by no 
means ruled out. The apparent absence of appropri- 
ate phase advance of head acceleration on hip mo- 
ments might simply indicate marginally delayed, 
rather than non-existent, vestibular action. Or else, 
vestibular signals might be processed (for instance 
be differentiated, by neuronal networks) to generate 
the appropriate phase advance. A more convincing 
argument might be that vestibular action is not 
needed, because the imbalancing moments at the hip 
are highly predictable, as they are generated by the 
locomotor patterngenerator. Yet Winter et al.’s em- 
phasis of the high variability of hip moments would 
go against this. More arguments could be added, yet 
in the end the most promising approach to resolve 
this issue might well be to repeat the same analysis 
in patients with vestibular dysfunction. 

Finally, while Winter et al.’s 14 segment model of 
the human body is much more detailed and realistic 
than the four and five segment models of the preced- 
ing two papers, it would be appealing to see its 
power tested in predictive applications. In the 
present study it seems to be merely used as a frame 
of reference for inverse dynamics analysis and com- 
putation of moments. For instance, it would be in- 
teresting to see whether the time course of certain 
types of naturalistic perturbation (such as slip) and 
of corrective reactions could be predicted ac- 
curately. Such extensions would probably involve 
additional modeling of posture-restoring strategies 
during gait, which could then be superimposed on 
the present model, which appears to account ade- 
quately for unperturbed gait patterns. 

Chapter 33 
High level control problems with FES applica- 

tions are addressed in the papers of Allum and 
Honegger, and Kuo and Zajac. They are related to 

the question of what combinations of muscles have 
to be activated in order to achieve certain kinematic 
or postural goals. Lower level control problems are 
associated with the functional properties of muscles 
themselves and with the technical difficulties of ac- 
tivating them effectively. These aspects are ad- 
dressed in the paper by Durfee. Particularly impor- 
tant issues are, first, that muscles fatigue and, sec- 
ond, that they appear to operate best when they are 
activated physiologically, i.e., through a large num- 
ber of independent and desynchronized channels 
(motor units). Durfee’s approach to the problem of 
muscle control by FES is particularly informative, 
because he describes three alternative strategies, 
each with its benefits and limitations, suggesting 
that a combination of the three (perhaps also with 
others) might yield the desirable accumulation of 
benefits paired with dispersion of their drawbacks. 

The first approach is to use a very accurate model 
of muscle as a reference for a model cancellation 
controller, which does not rely on kinematic or force 
feedback from the periphery or the muscle. The 
main difficulties would appear to lie in the design’s 
inability to handle unforeseen perturbations effec- 
tively and in the requirement that the muscle model 
has to reach very high standards of accuracy. 
Regarding the latter, the principal shortcoming is 
the present lack of good models of muscle fatigue. 
This is not particularly surprising, since the CNS 
may well not have a comprehensive model of muscle 
fatigue either, while being able to adjust to it by 
recourse to sensory feedback. 

The second approach is to use a less sophisticated 
muscle model combined with a more sophisticated 
adaptive sliding controller and kinematic feedback 
from the periphery. The advantages are that the sys- 
tem is less vulnerable to model errors, and that fa- 
tigue can be taken into account in approximative 
form, while the need of kinematic feedback obvi- 
ously limits practical application. 

The third approach is to abandon the muscle 
model altogether and to use a hybrid design based on 
damped-break orthosis, where movement trajecto- 
ries are controlled by modulating the mechanical 
brake. The benefit is that the controller has to deal 
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with a man-made mechanical rather than a fatigua- 
ble biological device; the drawback is the risk of un- 
necessary muscle activation (and hence fatigue), un- 
less future devices are equipped with sensors detect- 
ing excessive contact forces. 

Clearly, in their present form none of the three 
strategies has reached acceptable standards. The 
main difficulties lie in modeling or monitoring mus- 
cle fatigue and the need of feedback signals for the 
detection of built-in errors or external perturba- 
tions. However, it will probably be worth pursuing 
combinations of the above approaches. In particu- 
lar there is no compelling reason why in the hybrid 
system muscles should be treated as if their proper- 

ties were entirely unknown. Instead, orthotic 
devices, providing fall-back guidance, could be fit- 
ted with kinematic sensors, to supply a non-linear 
adaptive controller with the kinematic feedback in- 
formation it requires. Good muscle models would 
still be useful, but they would not have to be perfect. 
Empirical fatigue management strategies could then 
be added, without the need of comprehensive 
modeling, partly by calibrating individual muscles 
and patients, and partly by imitating and a priori in- 
corporating the physiological compromise of reduc- 
ing activation when fatigue unfolds (“muscular wis- 
dom”). 
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CHAPTER 30 

Synergies and strategies underlying normal and 
vestibulary deficient control of balance: implication for 

neuroprosthetic control 

J.H.J. Allum and F. Honegger 

Department of ORL, University Hospital, Basel, Switzerland 

Future developments of neuroprosthetic control will probably 
permit locomotion and posture to be maintained without the aid 
of crutches and will therefore require some form of balance con- 
trol. Three fundamental questions will arise. First, the question 
of the location of imbalance-sensing transducers must be as- 
sessed. Secondly, the synergy, which is the relative amplitude and 
timing of muscle activity, and/or the strategy of joint torques re- 
quired to re-establish a stable posture for different types of 
balance disturbances must be addressed. Thirdly, the control 
laws that map either trunk muscle activity or imbalance-sensing 
transducer outputs into multi-joint postural control of standing 
by paraplegic individuals must be generated. The most appropri- 
ate means of gathering the relevant information applicable to 
neuroprosthetic control systems is through the detailed analysis 
of normal and non-normal human models. In order to gain such 
detailed insights into normal balance control and its dependence 
on head angular and linear accelerations, the synergy and 
strategy of balance corrections in normal subjects or patients 
with vestibular deficits were investigated for two types of support 
surface perturbation, a dorsiflexion rotation (ROT) and a rear- 
ward translation (TRANS). These experimentally induced per- 
turbations to upright stance were adjusted to cause equal ampli- 
tudes of ankle dorsiflexion, thus providing additional informa- 
tion about the role of lower leg proprioception on balance con- 
trol. Synergies defined on the basis of peak cross-correlations of 
each recorded muscle’s EMG to that of the largest muscle 
response were significantly different for TRANS and ROT. 

Translation synergies consisted of a sequential coactivation at 
several levels (soleus and abdominals some 30 msec before ham- 
strings, and trapezius some 15 msec before paraspinals), whereas 
the sequential activation of paraspinals and tibialis anterior 
dominated the balance synergy to ROT. Likewise, response 
strategies, defined using cross-correlations of joint torques, 
differed. That for TRANS was organised as a multi-link strategy 
with neck torques leading those of all other joints by 40 msec or 
more; hip joint lead ankle torques by 30 msec. That for ROT was 
organised around hip and ankle torques without a major correla- 
tion to neck torques. Vestibulary deficient subjects developed 
weaker synergies with respect to subjects with normal balance 
systems under eyes-open conditions and there was no clear syn- 
ergy with eyes closed. Consequently, hip torques were delayed 
some 180 msec with respect to ankle torques, and correlations to 
neck torques were completely out of phase under eyes-closed con- 
ditions. Fundamental changes in TRANS synergies and strate- 
gies also occurred in vestibulary deficient subjects for eyes-open 
and eyes-closed conditions. These subjects have difficulty incor- 
porating hip rotation into the multi-link strategy. Our results sug- 
gest that vestibular sensors play an integral role in the generation 
of balance responses. Further, for neuroprosthetic control of 
balance, artificial activation of leg muscles can be based on the 
normal balance-correcting activity of trunk and neck muscles, 
provided that time correlations between natural and artificial ac- 
tivation take into account the rotational and translational aspects 
of the balance disturbance. 

Key words: Balance movements; Vestibular spinal reflex; Stretch reflex; Peripheral vestibular deficit; Electromyographic activity 

Introduction 

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) is a promis- 
ing technique that provides standing and slow am- 

bulation by means of nerve-stimulating implants in 
paraplegic patients. During stimulation, stance sta- 
bility is almost always achieved with the aid of 
crutches. Thus, errors in the position of the trunk 
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and torques imposed on the legs with respect to 
those of normal standing and locomotion are not 
crucial, because it is assumed that unstable postures 
can be corrected by the arm crutch props. Future de- 
velopments and the desire to increase acceptance of 
FES by patients will probably converge towards a 
point where the need for crutches can be eliminated 
and near-normal, FES-generated posture and 
balance can be attained. Two possible means of 
achieving this goal would be either to integrate the 
normal activity of the upper body into the FES con- 
trol of leg muscle stimulation (Graupe, 1989) or to 
use a robotic external skeleton to provide the neces- 
sary joint torques (Popovic et al., 1989). If applied 
to balance corrections, then the former technique 
would require knowledge of the activation synergy 
between trunk and muscle groups, whereas the latter 
would imply that the strategy of balance-correcting 
torques applied at different joints be known. 

It has been suggested (Berthoz and Pozzo, 1988) 
that all natural human movements are organised as 
if the head-trunk unit adopted a stable posture 
about which the arms and legs move, behaving like 
the pneumatic pistons of a robot system. In this 
case, the activity of trunk muscles should be closely 
related to the activity of normal leg muscles, and tor- 
ques at the hip and neck should covary with those of 
the ankle and knee, particularly during balance dis- 
turbances. With this suggestion in mind, we ex- 

plored the activation synergies and torque- 
controlled movement strategies employed for two 
types of postural disturbances, a rearward transla- 
tion (TRANS) and a toe-up rotation (ROT), both 
with the same amount of dorsiflexion. Our aim was 
to investigate whether a common strategy would 
emerge as a result of identical proprioceptive inputs 
induced at the lower leg (viz. Macpherson et al., 
1986); or whether other sensory signals, such as 
those induced by head movements, would play a 
more important role in generating balance- 
correcting synergies and strategies. To this end, we 
also investigated whether synergies and strategies 
were altered in subjects with absent vestibular func- 
tion. 

A major issue in current research quantifying 
postural behaviour concerns the nature of balance 
corrections. Nashner and colleagues have assigned 
distinct patterns of responses to normal transla- 
tions, which they originally termed the ankle and the 
hip strategy (Horak and Nashner, 1986); and to 
which they later added the concept of a mixed 
strategy (Diener et al., 1988). Each strategy was the 
result of a unique pattern of muscle activation and 
resultant joint movements. If balance corrections 
were limited to a few strategies, then the task of in- 
terpreting these strategies within a FES system 
would be reduced in complexity. The evidence in this 
paper suggests the very opposite, demonstrating 

Fig. 1. Average response patterns of a group of seven subjects with normal balance to dorsiflexion rotation of the support surface when 
tested under eyes-closed conditions. The average surface EMG responses are shown in the upper right panel. With the exception of 
trapezius, muscles on the ventral surface of the body are plotted positive downwards, and dorsal muscles positive upwards. The deflec- 
tion amplitude of one vertical gradation is noted next to the muscle name. Average biomechanical responses are shown in the lower 
left panel. The experimental data are shown as open circles and the model responses by full or interrupted lines. Backward pitching 
of the lower leg with respect to vertical and trunk and head angular velocity are shown by an upward deflection of the traces. Plantar- 
flexion ankle torque imposed on the support surface is shown by upward trace deflection. Full scale vertical deflection (panel edges) 
of each trace is noted next to the trace name. Active torques required at each joint to yield the model responses are shown in the lower 
right panel. Upward deflection of torque traces indicates rearward pitching of body segments proximal to the joint when elements distal 
to the joint are fixed. The trunk angular velocity (model and experimental data) and platform angle traces are repeated for clarity. Full 
scale deflections are as indicated. In the upper left panel, the model movements are shown as stick figures at every 50 msec from onset 
of platform movement. As indicated in the left part of the panel, the angular velocity of each segment is shown as an arrow. The ampli- 
tude of the velocity is given by the distance from the lower joint of the segment, the direction is indicated by the direction of the arrow. 
The velocity scale is shown at the left border of the panel. 
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strategies that are dependent on the polarity and 
magnitude of vestibular and/or trunk propriocep- 
tive inputs. 

Methods 

Balance corrections were induced in subjects stand- 
ing upright, using either a 4 cm (2lcm/sec) rearward 
translation of the support surface (TRANS) or a 3.4 
degree (27 deglsec) dorsiflexion rotation (ROT). 
The choice of stimulus parameters yielded ankle 
dorsiflexion trajectories that were similar over the 
first 200 msec, but, as Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate, with 
head angular velocity profiles that were opposite in 
polarity. The techniques employed in this study to 
record the biomechanical and electromyographic 
traces shown in the figures, have been described else- 
where in detail (Allum and Pfaltz, 1985; Keshner et 
al., 1987; Allum et al., 1989). As in these previous 
studies, the following measurements were recorded: 
head angular velocity and acceleration in the pitch 
plane; head anterior-posterior linear acceleration, 
trunk angular velocity in the pitch plane; shank 
pitch angle with respect to vertical; torque about the 
ankle joint; and support surface rotation and trans- 
lation. EMG recordings were taken from the tibialis 
anterior (TA), soleus (SOL), rectus femoris (quad- 
riceps - QUAD), biceps femoris (hamstrings - 
HAM), lumbar paraspinalis (PARAS), rectus ab- 
dominis (ABDOMS), and trapezius (TRAP) mus- 
cles. 

The balance perturbations consisted of a series of 
11 rotations followed by 11 translations. These 
stimuli were presented first under eyes-open condi- 
tions, then were repeated under eyes-closed condi- 
tions. Off-line, individual response averages were 
computed for the first three and last eight of a series 
of 11 trials. The responses during the last eight trials 
were the concern of the present study because adap- 
tation effects present in the first three trials were not 
of interest (viz. Keshner et al., 1987). To facilitate 
comparisons between populations, across-subject 
averaging was performed on seven subjects with no 
history of vestibular abnormalities and on two pa- 
tients with vestibular deficits. 

The biomechanical responses obtained from the 
subjects were compared with those of a four- 
segment (shank, thigh, trunk, head) computer 
model of human posture (see Figs. 1 and 2). Masses 
and moments of inertia for each segment were 
equated to those reported by Dempster (1955). The 
arms were considered to be part of the trunk seg- 
ment. Movements between segments of the model 
were constrained by spring and dashpot systems 
whose initial values for the ankle joint were collated 
from the available literature (Allum and Mauritz, 
1984; Sinkjaer et al., 1988). Combined passive and 
active visco-elastic resistance at the ankle and other 
joints was additionally estimated by varying the 
coefficients of visco-elasticity until a best fit be- 
tween model and recorded data was obtained for the 
first 70 msecs of the responses. The 70 msecs limit 
was based on the time that it takes for stretch reflex 
responses of ankle muscles to be first observed in an- 
kle torque responses (Allum and Mauritz, 1984). 
After 70 msecs, it was assumed that visco-elastic ele- 
ments of the model remained constant, and that ad- 
ditional changes in biomechanical responses from 
those of the mass-spring-dashpot system were due to 
active torques applied at each of the segment joints. 
An iterative approach was used to determine the suc- 
cessful joint-torque combinations that yielded a best 
fit between model and experimental data between 70 
and 600 msec. Normally, the approach taken was 
first to fit the ankle torque response, then, in 
100 - 150 time segments, to adjust knee and hip tor- 
ques simultaneously until lower leg angle and trunk 
angular velocity responses were accurately mod- 
eled. Readjustment of the ankle torque model was 
necessary once knee and hip torques were approxi- 
mately modeled. Finally, the neck and hip torque 
was varied until both model and experimental data 
for head and trunk angular velocity were concur- 
rent. Each model torque could consist of a sum of 
up to eight cosine-bell-on-a-pedestal torques whose 
onset polarity, rise and fall time and amplitude 
could be specified by the user. All simulations were 
performed with Euler-Cauchy integration of the 
model’s equations of motion. The final simulation 
was rechecked for accuracy with Runge-Kutta- 
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Fehlberg integration. No attempt was made to de- 
termine the uniqueness of the solution found. Solu- 
tions were, however, also well-conditioned because 
even small 1 Nm variations in knee and hip torque 
profiles of the best-fit model yielded evident dis- 
crepancies between model and real biomechanical 
data. 

Movement strategies were defined on the basis of 
normalized cross-correlations between the com- 
puted active torques. The peak amplitude (with 
respect to correlation due to the mean torque level 
between 0 and 600 msec) and latency were used as 
descriptions of the cross-correlations. Similar nor- 
malized cross-correlations were used to define 
response muscle synergies. However, because 21 
possible cross-correlations could be computed from 
seven muscle responses, analysis was restricted to 
the eight largest cross-correlations: three associated 
with the largest muscle response, and five chosen to 
be common for rotation and translation, thus allow- 
ing cross-stimuli comparisons. 

Results 

At first sight, the response strategies for a toe- 
upwards (ROT), support surface rotation and rear- 
ward translation (TRANS) might appear to be simi- 
lar because both involve a rotation of the trunk 
about the hips, as shown by the stick figures in Figs. 
1 and 2. The differences in trunk rotation ampli- 
tudes with maximum velocities of 10 and 40 deg/sec 
respectively (see Figs. 1 and 2) could be associated 
with the differing task requirements. Rotation 
places the vertical projection of the body’s centre of 
gravity (centre of foot pressure, CFP) more towards 
the heels and the subject is in danger of falling over 
backwards. To compensate, the subject must simply 
bend forward at the hips (see stick figure, upper left, 
Fig. 1). Rearward translation, however, results in a 
toe-ward displacement of CFP. This can only be 
compensated for by rapidly rotating the trunk about 
the hips, thereby thrusting the hips backwards (see 
stick figure in Fig. 2), unless a step forward is taken. 
Thus for ROT and TRANS, the compensating up- 

per body response involves a hip rotation in the same 
flexion direction. In contrast, it might be argued on 
the basis of the leg muscle responses in Figs. 1 and 
2, that the synergy between the muscle responses 
could be similar (an ascending, distal followed by 
proximal, ordering of response onsets), but reversed 
in polarity (larger responses on the dorsal and ven- 
tral surfaces of the leg for ROT and TRANS, respec- 
tively) according to differing lower leg stabilization 
requirements for the two types of disturbances. 
Consistent with these differing polarities of EMG 
responses, ankle joint torques occurring 200 msec 
after stance perturbation onset are also of different 
polarity as illustrated in Figs. 1 and 2. In order to in- 
vestigate whether major differences between the 
strategies and synergies for ROT and TRANS exist 
and to determine whether, as proposed by Macpher- 
son et al. (1 986), a common response synergy under- 
lies balance corrections elicited for ROT and 
TRANS, cross-correlation plots of joint torques 
and EMG responses (such as those illustrated in 
Figs. 3 - 6) were examined in detail. 

Normal torque strategies and muscle-response 
synergies 

In Figs. 3 and 4, the characteristic differences be- 
tween the movement strategies for ROT and 
TRANS are revealed by the active torque cross- 
correlations. Major differences between the torque 
strategies are reflected in the correlation of neck tor- 
ques to all other joint torques and the oscillatory ac- 
tion of ankle and hip torques. For translation, neck 
torques were equally well correlated with all other 
torques. Hip, knee and ankle torques were cor- 
related with each other and had peak values in the 
range of 0.6 - 0.7. Furthermore, neck torques were 
found to lead other joint torques by 40 - 60 msec. In 
contrast, the correlation of neck torque to hip, knee 
and ankle joint torques was far weaker for rotation 
(range 0.36 - 0.5), weaker than the correlations of 
hip, knee and ankle to each other, and was delayed 
by some 110 msec. The second major difference in- 
volves the obvious oscillatory pattern of hip- and 
knee-joint torques apparent in the lower right part 
of Fig. 2. This figure depicts the computed active 
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in each inset) is marked. These values appear in the upper right corner of each inset. The mean positive (backward pitching) and mean 
negative torque are shown by the thick vertical columns in each inset (full scale 50 Nm). 
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of the cross-correlation coefficients between the active joint torques whose time histories are shown in Fig. 2 (lower right panel). (For 
further details, see legend to Fig. 3.) 
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joint torques for translation used for the cor- 
responding cross-correlation functions in Fig. 4. 

Some common characteristics in the ROT and 
TRANS strategies exist. One is the remarkable 
similarity between the ankle-hip cross-correlations, 
both with peak values of ca. 0.50, at 32 msec, despite 
differing amplitudes and polarities of joint torques 
(the vertical columns left and right of each inset in 
Figs. 3 and 4 indicate rms values of positive and 
negative torques). Another similarity between the 
rotation and translation strategies is that the ab- 
sence of vision (full lines in Figs. 3 and 4; dotted 
lines, eyes-open correlations) has very little effect on 
normal movement strategies. A possible similarity 
between the two strategies is apparent in the ankle- 
knee correlations. The form of the correlation, with 
an ill-defined peak for ROT, leads to an apparent 
difference in timing between ankle and knee torques 
of ca. 140 msec for rotation and translation, though 
the general shape of the correlation is identical. 

The translation strategy can be viewed as a move- 
ment pattern that first generates a stable head plat- 
form about which other limbs then rotate, whereas 
the rotation strategy appears as a stiffening of the 
posture induced by postural disturbance. By com- 
paring the stick figures in Figs. 1 and 2 at 250 msec 
(when body limbs move with maximum velocity) 
and at 500 msec (when limb segments are approach- 
ing a stationary position), the basis for terming the 
translation strategy a multi-link (Allum et al., 1989) 
rather than an ankle-hip strategy (Diener et al., 
1988) can be appreciated. As the cross-correlations 
in Fig. 4 also indicate, neck and knee torques and 
hence rotations about the knee and especially about 
the neck joint comprise an integral, if not fun- 
damental part of the TRANS strategy. In contrast, 
the rotation strategy, which appears to be con- 
strained to the ankle and hip with little head and 
knee joint rotation, has been termed a stiffening 
strategy and might more adequately be termed an 
ankle-hip strategy (viz. Horak and Nashner, 1986; 
Horak et al., 1990). 

Figs. 5 and 6 show muscle response synergies in 
the form of cross-correlation functions. These 
figures provide supporting evidence, in the form of 

muscle “forces”, for differing ROT and TRANS 
movement strategies. The eight correlations in these 
figures are an excerpt from 21 possible correlations 
and were selected on the basis of the largest muscle 
responses (TA for rotation, SOL for translation) 
and the most significant correlations. The peaks of 
the correlations for translations (Fig. 6) duplicate 
the trend in onset latencies observed by Horak and 
Nashner (1986), i.e., SOL before HAM before 
PARAS, as basis for an ascending response synergy. 
Equally, the correlations confirm the results of 
Keshner et al. (1988) indicating that an ascending 
strategy is unlikely because the peak SOL-ABDOM 
correlation has only a 2 msec and HAM-TRAP a 9 
msec delay and thus these muscle pairs appear to be 
coactivated. Overall, the correlations provide evi- 
dence for differing response synergies to rotation 
and translation and support the evidence already 
identified for torque strategies. 

The correlations in the right columns of Figs. 5 
and 6 are for identical muscle pairs. The SOL- 
PARAS correlation appears in the left column of 
both figures. All of these correlations show signifi- 
cant shifts of peak latencies between rotation and 
translation, varying between 30 msec in the case of 
SOL-PARAS and 123 msec for ABDOM-PARAS. 
Consistent with the lower neck joint-torque correla- 
tions for rotation, all correlations with TRAP were 
consistently lower for rotation. Interestingly, given 
the similar torque ankle-hip correlation for rotation 
and translation, the EMG correlations between the 
larger muscle response at the ankle and hip (TA- 
PARAS) and SOL-ABDOM, respectively) were 
also similar in form. 

Effect of a bilateral vestibular deficit on strategies 
and synergies 

Balance corrections attempted under eyes-closed 
conditions by the two patients with bilateral 
peripheral vestibular deficits are shown in Figs. 7 
and 8 for ROT and TRANS, respectively. A com- 
parison with the normal responses in Figs. 1 and 2 
reveals a number of fundamental differences that 
are most clearly illustrated by the stick figures in the 
upper left of the figures. When the support surface 
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Fig. 6. Average normal movement muscle synergies for rearward translation of the support surface. The synergy is defined in terms 
of cross-correlation coefficients between EMG activity response patterns shown in the upper right panel of Fig. 2. For further details, 
see legends to Figs. 3 and 5. The maximum rms response was observed in soleus. 
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rotates the toes upward, subjects with absent ves- 
tibular function cannot bring their stance back to 
vertical by bending forwards at the hips and activat- 
ing their TA muscles to rotate the body forward 
about the ankle joints. In fact, these subjects fall 
over if they are unsupported. The movement 
strategy for ROT, which is depicted by active torque 
cross-correlations in Fig. 9, is very different from 
the normal response obtained with eyes closed ex- 
cept for ankle-knee correlations. Eyes-open torque 
cross-correlations are similar to those obtained 
from subjects with normal balance. 

For rearward translation all hip torque cross- 
correlations are significantly different for patients 
with vestibular deficits. A cursory inspection of the 
stick figures in Figs. 2 and 8 would suggest that pa- 
tients with vestibular loss, even with eyes closed, 
react normally to a rearward translation by flexing 
the trunk about the hips and thrusting the hips back- 
wards, as Horak et al. (1990) have suggested. More 
careful inspection of the computed hip torque traces 
in Figs. 2 and 8 indicates that it is stabilising hip ex- 
tension component of the multi-link strategy at 270 
msec that is lacking for eyes-closed patient re- 
sponses. The extended pulse of trunk forward pitch- 
ing, with respect to the normal response, which 
peaks at 350 msec for the patients appears to be 
primarily the result of passive biomechanics. In nor- 
mal subject, a two-pulse profile of hip extension tor- 
que is influencing trunk angular velocity by this time 
and has the effect of significantly reducing the dura- 
tion of hip forward flexing angular velocity. Cor- 
responding to this longer duration of hip flexion, 
hip torques have negative mean levels. Normal 
mean values of hip torque are approximately zero. 
Furthermore, hip correlation coefficients, with 
respect to the knee and ankle torques, are larger in 
the negative direction than are those of normal sub- 
jects indicating that hip torques act in the opposite 
direction to those of ankle and knee in the patients. 
These results thus indicate that a deficient hip move- 
ment for TRANS involves a lack of righting torque 
and the end result is that the patient’s hip flexes too 
far forward, as ilIustrated by the stick figure in Fig. 
8. The insufficient hip torques generated by patients 

with vestibular loss such as hip flexing torque for 
toe-up rotation and hip extending torque for rear- 
ward translation emphasize that the deficient ves- 
tibular stimulation causes a major change in the hip 
torques for ROT and TRANS. Not all joint torque 
strategies appear to be affected by a vestibular 
deficit. Those unaffected may well indicate a signifi- 
cant role for proprioceptive inputs in the generation 
of torque strategies. For example, the correlation 
between ankle- and knee-joint torques is unaltered 
following a vestibular loss. 

Surprisingly, the neck to ankle torque correla- 
tions are influenced differently following a vestibu- 
lar loss. For ROT, the neck torque is reduced and 
with it the correlation to ankle torque is drastically 
changed under eyes-open conditions. The head fol- 
lows the trunk movement as a passive mass-visco- 
elastic system. Whereas, for TRANS the ankle-head 
correlation is unaltered, even with eyes closed. Neck 
torques, however, are larger than normal and lead 
to overcompensatory head movements (compare 
head velocity traces in Figs. 2 and 8). Whether or not 
this result indicated that an ankle-neck strategy can 
emerge following vestibular loss, if head movements 
on the trunk (and thus excitation of collic-vestibulo 
reflexes) are large enough, remains to be inves- 
tigated. However this aspect of the multi-link 
strategy is generated, it still leads to an abnormal 
head stabilizing reaction. 

Discussion 

Trunk stability is fundamental to the goal of unas- 
sisted gait and stance restoration for paraplegic in- 
dividuals. Failure to reposition the trunk so that it 
is either vertical or compensates for the displace- 
ment of the body’s centre of gravity caused by an in- 
clined support surface will cause either a fall or a 
stumbling reaction. One way in which trunk move- 
ments could be coordinated with those of the lower 
leg would be to employ trunk muscle activity to 
generate the appropriate artificial leg muscle stimu- 
lation (Graupe, 1989). An alternative approach 
would be to generate appropriate joint torques with 
an exoskeletal device once instability had been 
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sensed (Popovic et al., 1989). Yet a third approach 
could be a combination of the two with trunk muscle 
activity being employed to generate joint torques. 
No matter which technique should ultimately be 
chosen, two major questions must be resolved. 
First, the position of imbalance sensing transducers 
and the appropriate algorithm to sense instability 
must be addressed, and second, the intricate dy- 
namic interrelations between limb segments must be 
taken into account. Our results comparing normal 
responses with those of patients with vestibular 
deficits demonstrate the importance of signals from 
head-based angular and linear acceleration trans- 
ducers in generating appropriate muscle synergies 
and torque strategies. In addition, the major differ- 
ences in synergies and strategies elicited by distur- 
bances that produce an equal effect on ankle stretch 
but dissimilar head movements raises the question 
of how efficiently ankle proprioceptive inputs could 
generate appropriate balance corrections. The in- 
sights into intricate dynamic interreactions between 
limb segments provided by this study of normal 
balance control are applicable to functional electri- 
cal stimulation (FES). 

Two types of balance corrections have been 
described, each of which is considered appropriate 
to the change imposed by the postural disturbance. 
When the support surface is rapidly inclined toes up, 
torques at the ankle, knee and hip joints rotate the 
body forward. Conversely, when the surface trans- 
lates rapidly backwards, the joint torques act in the 
opposite direction. These two types of responses can 
be viewed either as opposite poles of a continuum of 
responses or, as Horak and Nashner (1986) have 
suggested, two of a limited set of movement strate- 
gies. Regardless of the continuous or discrete nature 
of these righting strategies, only the underlying tor- 
que strategy is crucial to FES once the amplitude and 
polarity of hip torque has been established. Ankle- 
hip and ankle-knee torque correlations are similar 
for the two types of disturbance (ROT and 
TRANS). To determine whether or not the differ- 
ences in knee-hip torque correlations are important, 
or whether a common knee-hip correlation could be 
employed requires practical application to answer. 

How then would the amplitude and polarity of hip 
torque be appropriately generated? Assuming, as 
we have shown, that the hip torques are highly de- 
pendent on vestibular inputs, then the natural 
destabilising effect of the postural disturbance at the 
head would lead to a characteristic pattern of trunk 
muscle activity. For translation, ABDOM responses 
always lead those of PARAS by 48 msec and for ro- 
tation, PARAS lead ABDOMS by 75 msec, if AB- 
DOMS respond at all. Again, how these patterns 
change under natural circumstances where a mix- 
ture of rotation and translation is present is not 
known. The important considerations are that the 
trunk muscles lead the response synergies acting as 
early as SOL for translation and some 30 msec ahead 
of TA for rotation and that the trunk muscle synergy 
shows the greatest change between the two types of 
support surface perturbations when compared to all 
other muscle cross-correlations. Thus of all syner- 
gies, those of trunk muscles seem most suitable for 
the artificial generation of the correct amplitude and 
polarity of hip torque, and via hip-knee and hip- 
ankle torque correlations, those of the knee and an- 
kle. 

In proposing this schema for FES torque genera- 
tion, we are assuming that head stabilization strate- 
gies are not altered during stance and gait perturba- 
tions in paraplegic individuals such that vestibular 
signals generating trunk muscle activity are subse- 
quently altered from normal. Head movement 
strategies in normal individuals always involve a 
reduction of head movements with respect to earth- 
fixed coordinates. This may be compared to the 
movement pattern that occurs when neck torques 
are absent or are affected by vestibular loss, particu- 
larly as shown in Fig. 2. When the trunk of normal 
subjects moves rapidly, peak head velocities coin- 
cide with zero crossings of trunk angular velocities. 
Such an interaction requires a highly tuned modula- 
tion of cervico-collic and vestibulo-collic reflexes as 
the unstable head velocity profiles in the patients 
with vestibular loss clearly elucidate. If a lower spi- 
nal cord lesion influences cervico-collic reflexes, 
then changes in head stabilization strategies in 
paraplegic patients can be expected. 
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Normal interactions between neck-, hip-, knee- 
and ankle-joint torques and their underlying muscle 
synergies are part of an intricate system striving to 
maintain upright stance. If these normal EMG pat- 
terns are to be used to generate FES balance control, 
then multi-link (TRANS) and hip-ankle (ROT) in- 
teractions must be carefully explored for a number 
of different types of balance perturbation to estab- 
lish the full range of strategies and synergies prior to 
clinical use. 
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CHAPTER 31 

Human standing posture: multi-joint movement strategies 
based on biomechanical constraints 

Arthur D. Kuo and Felix E. Zajac 

Mechanical Engineering Department, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305, U.S.A. and Rehabilitation R and D Center (153), 
Veterans Affairs MedicaI Center, Palo Alto, CA 94304, U.S.A. 

We developed a theoretical framework for studying coordination 
strategies in standing posture. The framework consists of a mus- 
culoskeletal model of the human lower extremity in the sagittal 
plane and a technique to visualize, geometrically, how con- 
straints internal and external to the body affect movement. The 
set of all feasible accelerations (i.e., the “feasible acceleration 
set” or FAS) that muscles can induce at positions near upright 
were calculated. We found that musculoskeletal mechanics dic- 
tate that independent control of joints is relatively difficult to 
achieve. When muscle activations are constrained so the knees 
stay straight, to approximate the typical postural response to per- 
turbation, the corresponding subset of the feasible acceleration 
set greatly favors a combination of ankle and hip movement in 
the ratio 1 : 3 (called the “hip strategy”). Independent control of 

these two joints remains difficult to achieve. When near the 
boundary of instability, the orientation and shape of this subset 
show that the movement strategy necessary to maintain stability, 
without taking a step, is quite restricted. Hypothesizing that 
regulation of center-of-mass position is crucial to maintaining 
balance, we examined the feasible set of center-of-mass accelera- 
tions. When the knees must be kept straight, the acceleration of 
the center of mass is severely limited vertically, but not horizon- 
tally. We also found that the “ankle strategy”, involving rota- 
tion about the ankles only, requires more muscle activation than 
the “hip strategy” for a given amount of horizontal acceleration. 
Our model therefore predicts that the hip strategy is most effec- 
tive at controlling the center of mass with minimal muscle activa- 
tion (“neural effort”). 

Key words: Standing; Posture; Coordination strategies; Dynamics; Motor control 

Introduction 

Considerable success has been achieved in devising 
and performing experiments to study sensorimotor 
control of standing posture. One reason is that mo- 
tor control output variables (e.g., body segment 
kinematics, ground reaction force and EMG sig- 
nals) can be measured with precision. Perhaps more 
importantly, ingenious methods to manipulate the 
inputs to this sensorimotor system have been de- 
vised and implemented. For example, the surface on 
which subjects stand can be moved (Nashner, 1976, 
1977), and vision can be blocked, using blindfolds, 
or altered by dynamically moving the visual sur- 
round (Nashner et al., 1982; Black et al., 1988). Ad- 

ditional insight into sensorimotor control has been 
achieved by observing how patients with neurologi- 
cal disorders (e.g., vestibular loss, or dysfunction) 
react to these controlled disturbances (Allum and 
Pfaltz, 1985; Allumetal., 1988; Horaketal., 1990). 

However, theoretical constructs to analyze ex- 
perimentally based hypotheses are few, even though 
theories seem to offer much potential (Nashner and 
McCollum, 1985; Nashner et al., 1989; Gordon, 
1990). The complexity of the biomechanics of the 
system being controlled is probably what has 
stymied theoretical investigations. For example, 
movement about a single joint is complex enough to 
analyze (Gottlieb et al., 1990), much less the com- 
bined properties of many muscles acting in concert 
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on a multi-segment body (Zajac and Gordon, 1989). 
Nevertheless, we feel that theoretical studies of 
posture are a useful adjunct to experimental studies, 
and perhaps essential to understanding postural 
control of this complex biomechanical system. 

Many experiments in posture have relied on rotat- 
ing or translating support surfaces to produce per- 
turbations. Researchers have reported consistent 
strategies in response to such perturbations, and 
termed these responses “ankle” and “hip strate- 
gies” (Nashner and McCollum, 1985; Horak and 
Nashner, 1986) referring to the joint about which 
most of the movement occurred. They reported that 
responses to small disturbances typically entailed 
the ankle strategy, with a combination of ankle and 
hip strategies being chosen for shortened support 
surfaces or faster disturbances (Diener et al., 1988). 

Nashner and McCollum (1985) also established a 
theoretical basis for analyzing posture through ex- 
amination of the equations of motion for a three- 
segment model of the human body in the sagittal 
plane. They established a coordinate system for the 
body position space using ankle, hip and vertical 
axes. Since postural movements occur about the an- 
kle and hip (Nashner, 1977), the vertical axis can be 
disregarded. In the ankle-hip plane, they sketched 
vectors corresponding to the accelerations produced 
by respective activation of ankle, thigh and trunk 
muscles. They suggested that movement strategies 
are chosen so as to minimize the number of muscles 
activated, and predicted corresponding acceleration 
trajectories. 

Nashner et al. (1989) explored the constraints im- 
posed by mechanics and sensory thresholds, 
delineating frequencies and amplitudes for which 
movements can be detected by sensors (and there- 
fore controlled) and for which the body is capable of 
producing driving torques. This work was in- 
strumental in delineating the frequencies and ampli- 
tude ranges within which postural movements may 
occur. 

While research to date has been successful in 
quantifying postural behavior, little work has been 
done to illustrate what causes this behavior to be 
produced. We believe that postural movement is 

shaped by the organization of the mechanical 
characteristics of the human body, as well as the ner- 
vous system which controls it. To this end, an analy- 
sis of the biomechanics of standing posture will help 
us understand control strategies underlying postural 
behavior. 

The biomechanics of the musculoskeletal system 
are complex. Zajac and Gordon (1989) showed that 
muscle’s contribution to acceleration depends not 
only on the dynamics of the body segments, but also 
on other characteristics, including the maximum 
achievable isometric force, moment arm and the 
length of muscle fibers. Gordon (1990) explored the 
vectorial contribution of muscles to the acceleration 
of joints, and proposed computing the bounds on 
acceleration as a means to visualize and study syner- 
gies and constraints on motion. 

In this paper, we assemble a musculoskeletal 
model for the computation of these bounds on ac- 
celeration, which we term the “feasible acceleration 
set” (FAS), and examine the mechanics of the ankle 
and hip strategies in relation to various constraints. 
We also explore the hypothesis that acceleration of 
the body center of mass while minimizing net muscle 
activation is a central objective in maintaining 
posture. In so doing, we provide partial explanation 
of control strategies to counteract perturbations to 
the upright position. 

Analysis 

Musculoskeletal model 
The model of the lower extremity incorporates the 

dynamics of both the body and musculotendon ac- 
tuators (muscle in series with tendon). The body, 
modeled as a four-segment linkage comprised of the 
foot, shank, thigh and head-arms-trunk (referred to 
as the “trunk” hereafter), was assumed to move in 
the sagittal plane only (Fig. 1). The segment lengths 
and inertial parameters were prescribed for an 
“average” adult male (Pandy et al., 1990). The an- 
kle, knee and hip joints were modeled as simple 
hinge-joints in the sagittal plane. However, a more 
complex kinematic model was used to characterize 
the moment arms about the knee (Delp et al., 1990). 
The path of each musculotendon actuator was de- 
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Fig. 1 .  Four-segment sagittal plane model of the human body. In 
joint coordinates, angles are defined to be positive in extension, 
with zero degrees corresponding to the full upright anatomical 
position. Center of mass movements in x and y directions are de- 
fined to be positive in the anterior and upward directions, respec- 
tively. 

fined by a series of straight lines going through 
points of origin, insertion, and, if necessary, via 
points (Hoy, 1990; Delp et al., 1990). This geometric 
model facilitated the computation of the fiber 
length of each muscle and its moment arm(s) about 
the joint(s). 

To model each musculotendon actuator, we 
scaled a generic Hill-type model with four actuator- 
specific parameters: pennation angle, tendon slack 
length, peak isometric active force, and optimal 
muscle-fiber length (Zajac, 1989). Especially perti- 
nent to this study, these parameters determine the 
maximum force for any given, quasi-static configu- 
ration. We grouped 33 lower-extremity musculoten- 
don actuators into 14 muscle groups based on ana- 
tomical position (e.g., ankle dorsiflexors, ham- 
strings, vasti). In summary, the musculotendon 
model was used to compute the force-generating 
capabilities of each muscle, the musculoskeletal ge- 
ometry to compute the moments of the muscle 
forces about the joints, and the linkage system dy- 
namics to compute the acceleration of the body seg- 
ments. 

We are confident that this type of model is ade- 
quate for simulating human movement. A similar 
musculoskeletal model incorporating additional 
velocity-dependent terms has been used to produce 
simulated jumps that reproduce the salient kinetic, 
kinematic and muscle coordination features ob- 
served in humans jumping to their maximum 
achievable heights (Pandy et al., 1990; Pandy and 
Zajac, 1991). 

Specific to this study of standing posture, we as- 
sumed the motion to be quasi-static, i.e., the veloci- 
ty terms in the dynamical equations, as well as mus- 
cle fiber velocities, to be small. In addition, muscle 
activation dynamics were assumed to be fast (instan- 
taneous) in relation to the movement. Our analysis 
concerns only selection of acceleration vectors (the 
set of joint angular accelerations describing move- 
ment) at a given instant in time, and neglects muscle 
activation sequencing. For simplicity, the muscles 
within each of the 14 muscle groups were assumed 
to share common activation commands from the 
nervous system. We also restricted study to configu- 
rations in which the feet are flat on the ground, 
limiting our study to postural movement without 
taking a step. This constraint reduces the number of 
degrees of freedom in the model to three. 

The feasible acceleration set 
The equations of motion determining the joint 

angular acceleration vector 8 (for ankle, knee, and 
hip joint angular accelerations) can be written as: 

where a is the vector of normalized muscular activa- 
tion levels, neglecting whether activation is achieved 
by frequency modulation or recruitment (Stein, 
1974); Mis the mass matrix relating torques to angu- 
lar accelerations; R is the moment arm matrix; G is 
the vector containing gravity terms; and Fe and Fo 
are diagonal matrices characterizing muscle’s force- 
length and peak isometric force characteristics, 
respectively (Zajac, 1989). 

Normalized activation level for each muscle i is 
confined by the inequality 0 I ai I 1, thus con- 
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fining feasible activations to an m-cube (for m = 14 
muscle groups). Eqn. 1 is used to compute the cor- 
responding set of inequalities on the joint angular 
accelerations 8,  transforming the m-cube into a 
polyhedron in the three-dimensional space defined 
by ankle, knee and hip axes (Gordon, 1990). The 
surface of this polyhedron is the outer bound on all 
possible accelerations, and we denote its entire 
volume as the theoretically feasible acceleration set 
(FAS). The FAS represents all possible body ac- 
celerations for a given quasi-static configuration. 

A FAS can be analyzed to assess “ease in move- 
ment” in a specific direction subject to the con- 
straints applicable to that particular FAS. Because 
any desired acceleration vector from the origin can 
be viewed in relation to an acceleration vector that 
is in the same direction but extended to intersect the 
FAS boundary, the desired acceleration vector can 
be expressed as a percentage of the maximum feasi- 
ble acceleration in that direction. If this percentage 
is low, then this acceleration intensity can be 
achieved with little muscle activation or “neural ef- 
fort”, so that the “ease of movement” is high. 

Equivalently, if maximal neural effort (muscle ac- 
tivation) produces accelerations reaching the 
boundary of the feasible acceleration set (the sur- 
face of the polyhedron), then correspondingly 
smaller efforts can be used to produce accelerations 
reaching the boundary of a scaled-down feasible ac- 
celeration set. In this sense, accelerating at a speci- 
fied magnitude in directions for which the FAS 
boundary is a large distance from the origin requires 
less muscle activation (less neural effort) than that 
to accelerate at the same intensity in other direc- 
tions. Note that the nervous system need not employ 
such a scaling method for choosing muscle activa- 
tions; it may in fact choose other patterns for achiev- 
ing any submaximal acceleration. However, ex- 
perimental evidence (Diener et al., 1988) has shown 
that postural responses, including muscle activa- 
tion, do tend to scale with platform stimulus 
parameters. 

Because activation level is normalized with 
respect to a muscle’s peak isometric force, which in 
turn is computed from the physiological cross- 

section area (Pandy et al., 1990), the index of neural 
effort is equivalent to an index of muscle stress 
(force divided by cross-section area). 

We devised a method for computing and display- 
ing the acceleration bounds describing the FAS 
polyhedron in ankle-knee-hip acceleration space 
(the ankle-knee-hip FAS). Mathematically, this in- 
volves finding the convex hull of the affine transfor- 
mation of an m-cube for the m muscle groups. Addi- 
tional biomechanical constraints are accounted for 
by displaying the FAS with respect to corresponding 
half-spaces (described by planes) defined by these 
constraints. The intersection of these half-spaces 
shows how these constraints interact to restrict the 
repertoire of possible movements. 

In their analysis, Nashner and McCollum (1985) 
emphasized that responses to postural disturbances 
involve ankle and hip, but little knee rotation. The 
consequence of avoiding knee rotation is to limit the 
ankle-knee-hip FAS to that region which intersects 
the plane defined by zero angular acceleration of the 
knee. This intersection, called the ankle-hip FAS, is 
bounded by a polygon, because the constraint 
reduces the three-degree-of-freedom FAS to two 
degrees-of-freedom. Note that this constraint acts 
on the controls, limiting the ankle-knee-hip FAS to 
those combinations of muscles that would keep the 
knee straight = 0), as opposed to a constraint 
on the positions, which would be analogous to an ex- 
ternal brace on the knee and would require different 
equations of motion. 

We also studied how the constraint of keeping the 
feet flat on the ground restricts the ankle-hip FAS. 
This “flat-foot constraint” is actually defined by 
two constraints, corresponding to accelerations that 
cause lifting of the heels and of the toes off the 
ground, respectively. Thus, the feasible accelera- 
tions satisfying these two constraints are a subset of 
the ankle-hip FAS, and are designated the flat- 
footed ankle-hip FAS. 

We also determined the effect of body segment 
orientation on the ankle-hip FAS. The matrices M, 
R and Fpl as well as the vector G of Eqn. 1, are de- 
pendent on body position. Thus, the FAS must also 
depend on body configuration. This dependence 
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may dictate different coordination strategies in 
response to perturbation at different body posi- 
tions. 

Because horizontal center-of-mass position is the 
final determinant of stable balance and because 
long-duration upright standing posture seems to de- 
mand little effort, we hypothesized that one of the 
objectives of standing posture is to control the 
center-of-mass horizontally with minimal neural ef- 
fort (i.e., muscle activation). Accelerations of the 
ankle, knee and hip define corresponding accelera- 
tions of the center of mass horizontally and verti- 
cally. Thus, feasible ankle-knee-hip accelerations 
define corresponding feasible accelerations of the 
center-of-mass (i.e., center-of-mass ankle-knee-hip 

Fig. 2. A .  Ankle-knee-hip feasible acceleration set (FAS) polyhe- 
dron for standing posture in the sagittal plane in a near-upright 
position. The surface and interior of the ankle-knee-hip FAS de- 
fine all possible body accelerations from a quasi-static near- 
upright posture. The surface of the polyhedron represents the 
maximal achievable accelerations. The solid lines indicate the 
boundaries of the faces of the polyhedron. B. Schematic 
representation of the ankle-knee-hip FAS, indicating approxi- 
mate length, width and thickness. Units for A and B are rad/s2. 

FAS). To examine the hypothesis stated above, we 
calculated the center-of-mass ankle-knee-hip FAS 
and the center-of-mass ankle-hip FAS (i.e., knees 
kept straight). The toe- and heel-off constraints 
from ankle-hip space were likewise transplanted to 
the space of vertical and horizontal center-of-mass 
accelerations. 

Results 

We computed the ankle-knee-hip FAS for a near- 
upright standing position, with the knees unlocked, 
and displayed it as a polyhedron with solid lines 
separating its faces (Fig. 2A). The polyhedron is ap- 
proximately 16 times longer than it is wide, and 33 
times wider than it is thick. Its long axis corresponds 
to a combination of simultaneous ankle, knee and 
hip angular acceleration in the ratio of 1 : 2.3 : 1.5,  
with magnitudes of approximately 1500 rad/s2 in 
extension and 830 rad/s2 in flexion. Its width axis 
corresponds to a combination of simultaneous an- 
kle, knee and hip acceleration in the ratio 
1.6 : 1 : -2.7, with magnitudes of approximately 
63 rad/s2 in extension and 75 rad/s2 in flexion (note 
that the hip component of the ratio is negative, in- 
dicating that when the other joints are accelerating 
into extension, the hip is accelerating into flexion, 
and vice versa). Finally, the axis pointing in the 
thickness direction of the polyhedron corresponds 
to a combination of simultaneous ankle, knee and 
hip acceleration in the ratio 2.8 : - 1.9 : 1, with 
magnitudes of approximately 2.2 rad/s2 in exten- 
sion, and 2.1 rad/s2 in flexion. 

To examine the effect of keeping the knees 
straight on the ankle-knee-hip FAS, the polyhedron 
is intersected with a plane defined by &knee = 0. 
This intersection is the set of all achievable accelera- 
tions when muscle activations are constrained so as 
to produce no motion about the knee. This ankle- 
hip FAS, for the same near-upright posture as in 
Fig. 2, is a polygon (Fig. 3) and is a single slice of the 
original volume of the ankle-knee-hip FAS. It also 
indicates the general shape of the cross-section of 
the polyhedron in Fig. 2, as the &knee = 0 plane also 
cuts through the ankle-knee-hip FAS, though at an 
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Fig. 3. Ankle-hip FAS for near-upright posture, specifying set of 
achievable accelerations while keeping the knees straight. This 
FAS appears in the ankle-hip plane because knee angular acceler- 
ation is zero (i.e., the knees are constrained to be straight). 
Boundaries beyond which the toes or heels lift off the ground are 
shown as dashed lines. The shaded region (flat-footed ankle-hip 
FAS) shows the feasible accelerations such that the feet are kept 
flat on the ground while the knees are kept straight. Accelerations 
outside this region, but interior to the ankle-hip FAS polygon, 
are possible but cause either the toes or the heels to lift off the 
ground. Note that the ankle acceleration scale is expanded. 

angle of approximately 52". The long axis  of the 
polygon corresponds to simultaneous ankle and hip 
acceleration in the ratio 1 : - 3.2 with magnitudes 
of approximately 72 rad/s2 in flexion and 62 rad/s2 
in extension. The constraint for keeping the feet flat 
on the ground is manifested by two lines, as indi- 
cated, beyond which either the toes or the heels lift 
off the ground. Thus, the region inside both the 
ankle-hip FAS and within these constraints 
represents potential acceleration vectors which keep 
the feet flat on the ground. This flat-footed ankle- 
hip FAS corresponds to simultaneous ankle and hip 
acceleration in the ratio 1 : - 3.2, with magnitudes 
of approximately 67 rad/s2 in flexion and 43 rad/s2 
in extension. 

A change in body position affects the FAS be- 
cause segmental configuration, segmental orienta- 
tion with respect to gravity, musculotendon lengths, 
and moment arms, all of which interact to define the 
FAS (see Eqn. l), depend on body position. We 
found, however, that the ankle-hip FASs are similar 
in shape and orientation for positions near upright 
standing (Fig. 4 shows ankle-hip FASs for 12 
separate positions. The position boundaries within 
which the body can maintain stable balance, with 
the center-of-mass located above the foot between 
the toes and heels, is shown by the dashed lines). 

'. 

FAS scale 
h i p  
I 30 re&* 

I I 

I - 5 0 "  

Fig. 4. Ankle-hip FAS plotted for 12 separate body positions (ori- 
gin indicating body position for each FAS plot is shown by cross- 
hairs). Body position is indicated by ankle angle and hip angle (as 
defined in Fig. 1). Dashed lines indicate position boundaries be- 
yond which stable balance cannot be achieved. Left line is bound- 
ary for falling forward, right line for falling backward. Note that 
the FASs are similar in size and orientation throughout the body 
position space. Inset shows scale of axes for FAS plots. 

'. 
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Fig. 5.  A .  Center of mass feasible acceleration set for near-upright position. Darkened region is ankle-hip center of mass FAS (achievable 
accelerations of center of mass, keeping knees straight). Axes in positive x and y directions denote acceleration forward and upward 
of the center of mass, respectively (see Fig. 1). B. Close-up of darkened region in A .  Dotted lines show toe-off and heel-off constraints 
for keeping the foot flat on the ground. Vectors with black arrowheads show effect of ankle strategy. Vectors with white arrowheads 
indicate effect of possible hip strategy (see Discussion). Note that hip strategy accelerates center of mass in a direction compatible with 
keeping the feet flat on the ground (i.e., vector is parallel to toe- and heel-off constraint lines). Note that vertical acceleration axis is 
expanded. 

Therefore body position has a relatively small effect 
on the FAS and conclusions drawn for the near- 
upright stance studied above can be generalized to 
the range of typical postural body positions. 

When the body is leaning forward (left-most 
boundary, Fig. 4), the heel- and toe-off constraint 
lines (as seen in Fig. 3, but not shown in the FAS 
plots of Fig. 4) both shift to the left. Similarly, when 
the body is leaning backwards, the constraint lines 
move to the right. Thus, the feasible accelerations 
that move the body toward upright posture (i.e., ac- 
celeration vectors pointing away from the boundary 
in Fig. 4), yet keep the feet flat on the ground, be- 
come quite restricted. In fact, if the body should be 
leaning as far forward or backwards as possible 
(i.e., the body lies on one of the boundaries, Fig. 4), 
use of a pure ankle strategy will violate one of the 
constraints, causing either the heels or toes to be 
lifted off the ground. We also found that the heel- 
and toe-off constraint lines both move in toward the 
origin as the support surface shortens (Horak and 
Nashner, 1986). In fact, with an extremely narrow 
surface, we predict that balance in the face of a dis- 

turbance cannot be maintained using a pure ankle 
strategy. Therefore, should the body be near the 
boundary of stable posture, or should the support 
surface be narrow, both the hips and ankles must ac- 
celerate with quite restrictive relative amounts (i.e., 
ankle to hip acceleration of about 1 : - 3.2). 

The center-of-mass ankle-knee-hip FAS (i.e., the 
set of all feasible accelerations of the center-of-mass 
derived from moving the ankle, knee and hip) is de- 
fined by a two-dimensional polygon because the 
center-of-mass has only two degrees of freedom, 
horizontal and vertical, in the sagittal plane (Fig. 
5A). The center-of-mass ankle-hip FAS (i.e., the 
center-of-mass FAS when the knees are kept 
straight) is a small subset of the entire center-of- 
mass FAS, and is greatly restricted in the vertical 
direction (darkened region, Fig. 5A). 

Based on the definition of the ankle strategy as ac- 
celeration about the ankles only, and the hip 
strategy as a combination of ankle extension and hip 
flexion or vice versa, we constructed acceleration 
vectors corresponding to these strategies. We found 
that both ankle and hip strategies are effective at ac- 
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celerating the center-of-mass horizontally, but that 
the hip strategy requires less neural effort for a given 
magnitude of horizontal acceleration (Fig. 5B). The 
toe- and heel-off constraint lines (dashed lines in 
Fig. 5B) are nearly parallel to the long axis of the 
center-of-mass ankle-hip FAS. 

Discussion 

The shape of the ankle-knee-hip FAS indicates that 
certain combinations of joint accelerations require 
much less neural effort than others (Fig. 2), as indi- 
cated by the distance of the FAS boundary from the 
origin. At near-upright position, the body mass 
matrix is relatively close to rank 1, meaning that it 
is difficult to move the joints independently. 
However, certain combinations of simultaneous an- 
kle, knee and hip acceleration in extension or flexion 
(see Results), corresponding to movement along the 
long axis of the polyhedron, require relatively little 
effort. Movement combinations in the direction of 
the width or thickness of the polyhedron require 
much more effort. Thus, the biomechanical rela- 
tionships of the human body place severe con- 
straints on the relative effectiveness of and neural ef- 
fort associated with movement in different direc- 
tions. 

The ankle-hip FAS (Fig. 3) shows that keeping the 
knees straight greatly limits the set of achievable ac- 
celerations. It is important to note that keeping the 
knees fixed is not equivalent to keeping the knee 
muscles inactivated, as knee torque is still needed to 
maintain the constraint. Still, independent motion 
about the ankle and hip joints is constrained by bi- 
omechanics such that many acceleration vectors re- 
quire a great deal of neural effort, or are limited in 
feasible magnitude. Combinations of ankle and hip 
extension in the approximate ratio 1 : - 3.2 are eas- 
ily achievable. However, acceleration about the an- 
kles only or the hip only is relatively more difficult 
to achieve. 

Horak and Nashner (1986) defined the “ankle” 
and “hip” strategies based on a combination of 
electromyogram, force plate and kinematic pat- 
terns. Because our model does not provide elec- 

tromyograms or horizontal shear forces, we define 
similar strategies based purely on observation of 
joint accelerations, for purposes of comparison. 
Our own ankle strategy is defined as acceleration 
about the ankle joint only, keeping the knee and hip 
fixed, and would correspond to movement along the 
ankle axis of Fig. 3. Our hip strategy corresponds to 
acceleration of the ankle and hip in opposite direc- 
tions, with the hip accelerating about three times 
more than the ankle, approximately along the toe- 
and heel-off constraint lines shown for the ankle-hip 
FAS (Fig. 3). These definitions help to explain our 
findings in comparison with the work of Horak and 
Nashner (1986). Such a hip stiategy is fairly well- 
suited to keeping the feet flat on the ground, while 
requiring less neural effort for a given amount of ac- 
celeration, due to the length of the ankle-hip FAS in 
this direction. 

A disturbance tends to accelerate the body away 
from the upright position, requiring muscles to ar- 
rest the motion and bring the body back to erect 
stance. Faster disturbances require larger accelera- 
tion vectors, and because large ankle accelerations 
are likely to result in toe- or heel-off, the hip strategy 
is more effective at countering large disturbances 
and accelerating the center-of-mass toward a more 
stable position while maintaining the feet flat on the 
ground. 

At the extremes of the stable flat-footed posture 
(positions near the boundaries shown in Fig. 4), em- 
ployment of the ankle strategy (i.e., acceleration 
along the ankle axis toward upright posture) to re- 
store the body to the upright position will easily vio- 
late the flat-feet constraint (see Results). The only 
recourse is to use the hip strategy to bring the body 
away from the boundaries before using the ankle 
strategy to restore the nominal position. 

Similarly, shortened support surfaces will also re- 
quire greater reliance on the hip strategy. The toe- 
and heel-off constraint lines both move closer to the 
origin with shorter support surfaces, further limit- 
ing the efficacy of the ankle strategy. 

In our analysis of the center-of-mass FAS (Fig. 
5A), we found that for motions in which the vertical 
acceleration of the center-of-mass is limited 
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0, = 0), the ankle-hip FAS allows for nearly the en- 
tire range of horizontal acceleration of the center- 
of-mass. Thus, preventing knee motion has a more 
dramatic effect in limiting vertical rather than 
horizontal acceleration. Despite the limiting effect 
of the knee constraint on the set of achievable ac- 
celerations (see Results), its effect on accelerating 
the center-of-mass horizontally is negligible. 

In accelerating the center-of-mass, the ankle 
strategy requires more neural effort than the hip 
strategy, which accelerates the body approximately 
along the toe- and heel-off constraint lines (Fig. 5B). 
Note also that in comparison to the ankle strategy, 
the hip strategy can accelerate the center-of-mass 
horizontally faster and still keep the feet flat on the 
ground. 

A principle favoring acceleration of the center-of- 
mass while minimizing neural effort to select move- 
ment strategies would therefore predict pre- 
dominant use of the so-called hip strategy, espe- 
cially when the feet are to remain flat on the ground. 
Allum et al. (1989) have reported a multi-link 
strategy similar to our hip strategy in response to 
relatively fast perturbations. However, Horak and 
Nashner (1986) have shown that the preferred 
strategy involves rotation primarily about the ankles 
in response to relatively slower perturbations, 
although their experimentally observed ankle 
strategy may not exclude knee and hip motion en- 
tirely, as the theoretical ankle strategy does here. 
They have also reported use of a hip strategy (similar 
to the hip strategy defined here) in the case of short- 
ened support surfaces. Since a shortened support 
surface brings the toe- and heel-off constraint lines 
closer to the origin (Fig. 3), we would expect greater 
reliance on the hip strategy. 

There are a number of possible reasons for favor- 
ing the ankle strategy over the hip strategy in 
response to slower perturbations. For example, ac- 
celeration of the center-of-mass often tends to move 
the body away from the erect posture, so maintain- 
ing balance (i.e., controlling center-of-mass posi- 
tion) is sometimes contrary to the objective of main- 
taining upright stance. In addition, motion about 

the hips also causes relatively large movement of the 
head, and thus may affect vestibular sensors within 
the skull, which may have implications on sensory 
feedback to the nervous system. 

We can unify the ankle and hip strategies into a 
single set of criteria for choosing the acceleration 
vector to restore upright posture, as follows. The 
speed and position of perturbation specify a mini- 
mum response acceleration to keep the body from 
exceeding the position constraints. The ankle 
strategy appears to be employed to the extent that 
the toe- and heel-off constraints allow (as deter- 
mined by support surface length). If the correspond- 
ing center-of-mass acceleration cannot sufficiently 
counter the perturbation, further acceleration is 
achieved by moving along the constraint line using 
a combination of ankle and hip strategies. Mathe- 
matically, this can be expressed as a single optimiza- 
tion problem (Kuo and Zajac, 1991). 

Our current analysis examines feasible accelera- 
tions as determined by body position, neglecting in- 
tersegmental velocities. In addition, we do not 
model the muscle force-velocity relationship (Zajac, 
1989). Preliminary investigation has shown that 
such velocity effects are relatively small, but further 
work is necessary to quantify their actual contribu- 
tion. Variations in musculoskeletal model par- 
ameters will also cause changes in the FAS. 
However, we have found the general shape and 
orientation of the FAS to be relatively insensitive to 
variations, thus justifying the qualitative results 
reported here. 

Additional work will elucidate the effect of em- 
ploying ankle and hip strategies on movement and 
rotation of the head. The effect these strategies have 
on the sensory input to vestibular sensors may have 
an impact on which strategies are preferred. Such 
work may also bring greater understanding to the 
mechanisms of head rotation during standing. 

Finally, we hope that further analysis will provide 
insight into how to design simple, implantable con- 
trollers for stimulating paralyzed muscles to restore 
upright standing to paraplegics. If control laws can 
be mapped into the strategies, as defined here, 
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perhaps a fast feedback algorithm can be designed 
for multi-joint postural control of paraplegic stand- 
ing. 
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CHAPTER 32 

An integrated EMG/biomechanical model of upper body 
balance and posture during human gait 

D.A. Winter, C.D. MacKinnon, G.K. Ruder and C. Wieman 

Department of Kinesiology, University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ont., Canada 

Full scale biomechanical and EMG analyses of the balance dur- 
ing human gait are required to understand the neural control of 
locomotion. The purpose of this paper was to develop an inverted 
pendulum model of upper body balance in both the plane of 
progression and the frontal plane, and a medial/lateral balance 
model of the total body. EMG evidence was also recorded to rein- 
force the conclusions from the moment of force analyses. The 
kinematics and kinetics for up to ten natural walking trials on 
each of four subjects and EMG records from walking trials on 
eleven subjects were investigated. The results support the follow- 
ing conclusions. (1) The hip extensors/flexors have an over- 
powering role in maintaining dynamic balance of the head, arms 
and trunk (HAT) in the plane of progression. Because of the lack 
of suitable neurological and biomechanical delays between the 

small head acceleration, presumably exciting vestibular affer- 
ents, and the hip moment patterns, the vestibular system appears 
not to be involvedas a feedback sensor in the balance control dur- 
ing gait. (2) In the frontal plane, the hip abductors are dominant 
in countering the large medial-lateral (M/L) imbalance of HAT 
during single support but are assisted by the medial acceleration 
of the hip joint. (3) The total body M/L balance is achieved by 
the M/L placement of the foot with some opposition and some 
assistance by the M/L acceleration of the subtalar joint. The sub- 
talar invertors/evertors play an insignificant role during single 
stance. (4) EMG profiles of the pelvic and trunk muscles indicate 
an active role of these muscles at each spinal level in the stabiliza- 
tion of the more superior segments against inertial and gravita- 
tional forces. 

Key words: Human gait; EMG; Posture control; Biomechanics 

Introduction 

Human walking as bipeds provides a particularly 
challenging balance task to the CNS. This task is 
very different from the balance task during stand- 
ing. Studies of balance/posture during quiet or per- 
turbed standing have identified a major stabiliza- 
tion role for the ankle muscles (dorsi-flexors/ 
plantar-flexors, invertors/evertors) as dominant, 
and this is not surprising when we consider that the 
task of balance during standing is to keep the body’s 
centre of gravity (C of G) safely within the base of 
support. However, in gait the ankle muscles are not 
as important because the balance task is changed 
(Winter, 1987a). No longer does the CNS attempt to 

keep the body’s C of G within the borders of the 
foot; rather, during single support, the C of G passes 
forward along the medial border of the foot 
(Shimba, 1984; MacKinnon, 1990). Thus, any ac- 
tivity of the ankle muscles cannot avert a fall, their 
action can merely fine-tune the anterior-posterior 
(A/P) or medial-lateral (M/L) acceleration of the 
body’s C of G as it moves forward either side of the 
plane of progression. Fig. 1 demonstrates this 
precarious trajectory, and only by safe placement of 
the swing foot do we avert a fall once every step. 
Thus, only during the two double support periods 
each comprising 10% of the stride period can 
restabilization occur, and even during this time the 
dual support base is not very firm (one foot is ac- 
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cepting weight on the small area of the heel while the 
other is pushing off on the forepart of the foot). The 
second challenging aspect of human gait is that the 
distribution of body mass is such that 213 of the 
body mass in the head, arms and trunk (HAT) is lo- 
cated 2/3 of body height above the ground. Such an 
inverted pendulum is inherently unstable when we 
consider the forward momentum of HAT and 
trajectory as seen in Fig. 1. A third compounding 
task for the CNS is the requirement to achieve a safe 
forward trajectory with minimum toe clearance 
(= 1 cm) and a safe (gentle) foot landing (Winter, 
1987b). Finally, during all these challenging control 
problems the CNS manages to keep the large HAT 
segment erect (within k 1.5') and head accelera- 
tions severely attenuated (Thorstensson et al., 1984; 
Ruder, 1989). The control of the large inertial load 
of HAT would require about eight times the mo- 
ment of force by the ankle muscles compared with 
the hip muscles. Fortunately, the CNS does not even 

I f  
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Fig. 1 .  Centre of gravity (C of G) of the body in steady-state walk- 
ing is shown to move forward along the medial border of the feet 
indicating that during single support the body is in an unstable 
state with the C of G outside the base of support. The control of 
the medialAateral component of the C of G trajectory during sin- 
gle support is one phase of the biomechanical analyses. 

attempt such control during steady-state walking. In 
fact, the role of the plantar-flexors during mid- 
stance is to control the rate of rotation of the leg over 
the support foot, then during push-off to produce a 
forceful piston-like upward and forward drive 
(Winter, 1984). Such actionis far from stabilizing to 
the balance of the HAT. 

Research relating to the control of the HAT dur- 
ing gait has been largely limited to the plane of 
progression and has been largely descriptive. The 
energetics of HAT has been seen to be energy- 
conserving by inference from the forward velocity 
and vertical displacement time histories (Saunders et 
al., 1953) or by direct calculation of potential and ki- 
netic energies (Ralston and Lukin, 1969; Winter et 
al., 1976). EMG studies provide activation profiles 
of hip and low back musculature (Dubo et al., 1976; 
Knutsson and Richards, 1979; Shiavi, 1985; Winter 
and Yack, 1987). These reports documented repeat- 
able activity related to the control of the pelvis and 
the spinal column during stance. Kinematic descrip- 
tions of the upper body (Murray, 1967; Waters et 
al., 1973; Cappozzo et al., 1978; Cappozzo, 1981; 
Thorstensson et al., 1984) have shown that the trunk 
varies only a few degrees from the vertical over the 
gait cycle and that the A/P horizontal accelerations 
decrease progressively from the pelvis to the thorax 
and head (Ruder, 1989). M/L displacements of the 
HAT tend to be more variable (Thorstensson et al., 
1984) and M/L accelerations are not attenuated be- 
tween the pelvis and the head (Cappozzo et al., 
1978). Almost all moment-of-force analyses have 
been confined to the lower limb, with a few reported 
at the vertebral level (Cappozzo, 1983). The general 
trend seen in these EMG and moment-of-force pro- 
files shows an extensor hip and spinal pattern during 
the first half of stance followed by a flexor pattern 
for the latter half. 

With the focus on the hip and more superior mus- 
cles as controllers of the HAT multi-segment system 
a high variability of the hip moments for intra- 
subject averages across repeat trials and across days 
has been noted (Winter, 1984). This variability was 
attributed to a deterministic adaptation during each 
stride to the dynamic balance control of HAT 
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Fig. 2. Inverse dynamics of the inverted pendulum model used in 
all phases of the analyses presented here. Rearrangement of the 
terms in the final dynamic equilibrium are to identify the four 
major components acting about the pivot joint of the inverted 
pendulum. 

(Winter, 1987a). It was also demonstrated that the 
changes in the hip moment patterns were largely 
stride-to-stride bias changes that were virtually 
matched by an opposite change at the knee. The 
covariance in the hip/knee patterns was almost 90% 
for repeat trials done days apart and around 65% 
for strides analysed minutes apart (Winter, 1989). 
These trade-offs reflected a stride-to-stride change 
in the A/P direction and were labeled an “index of 
dynamic balance”. 

The aim of this paper is to present a biomechani- 
cal model of human gait which will attempt to show 
how balance and posture of HAT is regulated in the 
A/P and M/L directions. Our results indicate that 
the hip flexors/extensors dominate control in the 
A/P direction with some secondary collaboration 
from the knee muscles and some fine-tuning by the 
trunk and neck muscles. In the MIL direction our 
evidence suggests that control is primarily via the 
position of the foot relative to the plane of progres- 
sion of the body’s C of G. This dominant control is 
assisted by the hip abductors and lateral muscles of 
the spine with some very minor tuning by the ankle 
invertors/evertors. 

Theoretical background 

Fig. 2 presents a biomechanical model of HAT as an 
inverted pendulum system which is rotating in any 

given plane and whose base of support is a joint 
which undergoes displacements and accelerations. 
The analysis presented in Fig. 2 transforms the tradi- 
tional inverse dynamics (equations written about the 
centre of mass (C of M)) to one written about the 
base of support: 

Mi = mg (xo - xj) + myj (xo - x) - mxj 
Cvo - Yj) + I’Q (1) 

The muscle moment, Mj, is in dynamic equili- 
brium with three components on the right. The 
gravitational term will create a load moment if the 
C of M does not lie directly above the joint centre. 
The horizontal and vertical accelerations of the 
joint, f j  and j j ,  create a couple which may assist or 
oppose Mi. The sum of the muscle, gravitational 
and acceleration moments will cause the segment to 
undergo an angular acceleration, a, with its inertial 
load being lJa. Although this figure represents the 
HAT segment rotating about the hip joint in the 
plane of progression the same equation applies to 
the frontal plane which has two inverted pendu- 
lums; HAT as it undergoes M/L rotation about the 
hip joint and the total body as it also rotates in the 
frontal plane about the subtalar joint. 

Methods 

Full details of the data collection and processing 
have been presented (Ruder, 1989; McKinnon, 
1990) and are now briefly summarized here. Each 
subject walked along a level walkway over two force 
platforms while three CCD cameras captured mar- 
ker coordinate data from one frontal and two sagit- 
tal cameras, one located on each side of the walk- 
way. A 14 segment model incorporating two phalan- 
geal, two foot, two leg, two thigh, pelvis, abdo- 
men/thorax, head, upper arms and forearm seg- 
ments was employed for biomechanical analysis. 
The L3 - L4 joint was identified and separated the 
pelvis from the abdomen/thorax segment; the 
C7 - T1 location defined the neck joint. Inverse dy- 
namics starting with the ground reaction forces 
yielded the sagittal and frontal moments for the left 
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and right subtalar, ankle, knee and hip joints. Com- 
bining the two hip moments acting on the pelvis en- 
abled an estimate of the L3 - L4 moment. The neck 
moment was calculated by starting the inverse dy- 
namics solution with the head segment. EMG 
records were taken using a multichannel bioteleme- 
try system to record the patterns of activityin a num- 
ber of balance and postural muscles of the thigh, 
pelvis and trunk: hamstrings, gluteus maximus, 
erector spinae (L3 - L4), erector spinae (T9) 
trapezius and splenius capitus. All the spinal mus- 
cles were recorded with their electrode sites about 3 
cm to the right of the spinous processes. A number 
of other muscles of the lower limb were also 
recorded, however, they will not be reported be- 
cause they have no direct involvement in HAT 
balance and also because they have been reported 
elsewhere (cf. Winter and Yack, 1987). Raw EMG 
was processed as a linear envelope waveform (full- 
wave rectified, followed by a 3 Hz low-pass filter) 
designed to produce a waveform that closely fol- 
lowed the muscle tension profile (Winter and Yack, 
1987). Stride-to-stride patterns were ensemble aver- 
aged to yield an average profile over the stride 
period. In a similar manner inter-subject ensemble 
averages were calculated. 

Results and discussion 

Balance in plane of progression 
Kinematic analyses yielded anterior/posterior 

head, thoracic and pelvic displacements and acceler- 
ations. For the repeat trials, the trunk angle varied 
about 2" over the stride period with a standard devi- 
ation of about 2". The ensemble average of the 
horizontal and vertical accelerations in the plane of 
progression revealed the following results: the verti- 
cal acceleration was very slightly attenuated from 
the pelvis to the head indicating very minor shock 
absorption by the vertebrae. Conversely, the 
horizontal head acceleration is severely attenuated 
by more than 75%, thus indicating that the spinal 
column is acting as a shock absorber in the horizon- 
tal direction. The horizontal accelerations ex- 
perienced by the eye-head fixation system are thus 

BALANCE CONTROL 

Weight Acceptance Push Off 

Fig. 3. Weight-acceptance and push-off phases in single support 
showing the actual directions of hip joint acceleration and hip 
muscle moments as they act on the inverted pendulum of the 
head, arms and trunk (HAT). 

reduced, thereby simplifying the stabilization task 
for the vestibulo-ocular reflex. Whether this spinal 
shock absorption is passive or active remains to be 
determined; however, EMG evidence to be pre- 
sented later indicates some active control. 

Fig. 3 is presented to show the relationship be- 
tween the two largest moments in the inverted pen- 
dulum model of HAT acting at the hip. The acceler- 
ation couple at the hip joint is dominated by the 
horizontal acceleration vector which is negative dur- 
ing weight acceptance and positive during push-off. 
The gravitational component is negligible in erect 
walking. Thus Eqn. 1 reduces to three terms, with 
the subscript h replacing the general subscript j .  

These three moments of force are plotted for one 
subject in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the acceleration 
couple creates a large moment which tries to un- 
balance HAT about the support hip joint. We have 
referred to this couple as an unbalancing moment, 
Mu and as seen from Fig. 4 the hip moment is 
almost equal and opposite to Mu. Thus, an almost 
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Fig. 4. Plot of unbalancing and balancing moments in the plane 
of progression for one subject. Curves represent the ensemble 
average of nine repeat strides shown from HC (0%) to next HC 
(100%). The hip muscle moment virtually cancels the unbalanc- 
ing moment due to the hip joint acceleration. See text for discus- 
sion of the role of the CNS in achieving the dynamic balance of 
HAT. 

perfect cancellation between Mu and Mh occurs, 
resulting in a very small Ih(Y. Thus, the resultant (Y 

creates the small angular displacement of HAT over 
the gait cycle. The results from all five subjects that 
were analysed over about ten repeat walking trials 
were the same: the active hip moment virtually can- 
celed the unbalancing moment. Such a result em- 
phasizes the dominant and singular role of the hip 
extensors/flexors during stance: dynamic balance 
of HAT. From a neurological perspective, it re- 
mains to be seen how such an instantaneous control 
is achieved. The horizontal accelerations seen at the 
head by the vestibular system are an attenuated ver- 
sion of the unbalancing hip acceleration and thereby 
have the potential to be used as a control signal. Fig. 
4 shows that the balancing hip moment is virtually 
180" out of phase with the perturbing acceleration, 
and the head (vestibular) acceleration though small 
(z 0.05 g) are within consciously recognized 
thresholds of 0.005 g (Young and Meiry, 1968). It is 
therefore an open question whether as a potential 
sensory feedback signal the head acceleration is 
sufficiently in advance so as to account for neuro- 
logical latencies and the electromechanical lag in the 
build-up of hip muscle tension. 

Frontal plane balance 
In the frontal plane we have two inverted pendu- 

lum systems. As shown in Fig. 5a, when the body is 
in single support HAT pivots about the hip joint, 
and in Fig. 5b the total body pivots about the subta- 
lar joint. Because HAT maintains a nearly vertical 
position (within f 2") the total body system can be 
considered as a first approximation to be a nearly 
rigid inverted pendulum. Because the C of M of 
HAT and the total body are always medial of the 
pivot joint we must consider all acceleration terms 
in Eqn. 1 including gravitational. 

In the global reference system (GRS) the frontal 
plane moments about the support hip are presented 
in the upper half of Fig. 6 for one of the eight walk- 

n 

a b 

Fig. 5. Frontal plane models of the dynamic balance of (a) the 
HAT segment as it pivots about the hip joint and (b) the total 
body as it pivots about the subtalar joint. 
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ing trials for one representative subject with low 
inter-trial variability. The gravitational moment 
during single support is that calculated about the 
support hip; during double support a linear weight- 
ing is assumed in the transfer between the unloading 
and weight-accepting hips. A similar transfer was 
assumed between the right and left hip muscle mo- 
ments and the acceleration couple. The sum of these 
three moments are what cause the HAT segment to 
undergo a M/L angular acceleration; this summa- 
tion appears in the lower half of this figure (solid 
line). The angular inertial moment, Iha, appears as 
a dashed line, and the magnitude of these two curves 
is quite low, about 10 Nm. The residual difference 
between these curves is quite small. This small 
residual is a validation that the inverted pendulum 
model assumed in the dynamic equilibrium equation 
during most of weight-bearing was correct. The 
gravitational load is about 60 Nm during single sup- 
port and this is countered by the hip abductors 

GRS FRONTIU HOllENTS ABOUT SUPPWTIMG HIP h=l) 
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Fig. 6. Dynamic equilibrium moments in the frontal plane acting 
on the HAT segment as it pivots about the hip joint. See text for 
detailed discussion. 
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Fig. 7. Dynamic equilibrium moments in the frontal plane acting 
on the total body as it pivots about the subtalar joint. See text for 
detailed discussion. 

which respond with about 50 Nm, while the hip ac- 
celeration (which is medial during single support) 
also assists with about 10 Nm. These findings sup- 
port the hypothesis that the CNS can predict the 
time course of the medial acceleration, accounting 
for it by reducing the necessary abductor activity. 

The inverted pendulum model shown in Fig. 5b 
yielded three moments that acted about the subtalar 
joint: gravitational, joint acceleration and subtalar 
muscles (invertor/evertors); these are presented in 
the upper half of Fig. 7. It is evident that two of the 
moments dominate. The gravitational moment 
(solid line) exceeds 40 Nm during single support and 
is essentially dependent on the distance of the foot 
placed laterally of the body’s C of G. The second 
major moment is due to the M/L acceleration (long 
dashed line) of the subtalar joint. The third and 
almost insignificant contribution is the subtalar mo- 
ment (short dashed line). As described above the 
sum of these three moments should equal the inertial 
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Fig. 8. EMG profiles (ensemble averaged across a number of subjects) of seven muscles of the trunk, pelvis and thigh that are involved 
with the dynamic balance of HAT during level walking. 

moment, Zsa; the lower traces of Fig. 7 show a good EMG ensemble average patterns for a number of 
match of this dynamic equilibrium model (solid line) subjects who walked their natural cadence. 
with the independently calculated Z p .  Minimally ten strides were averaged for each subject 

prior to the analysis of the inter-subject averages. As 
EMG control of trunk balance can be seen these profiles show active stabilization 

The EMG records of the posterior spinal and pel- of the pelvis and the spinal column. The major ac- 
vic muscles revealed an active control of the multi- tivity of the hamstrings (shown laterally) and 
link inverted pendulum system. Fig. 8 presents the gluteus maximus was just after HC; this pattern 
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agrees completely with the first phase of the hip mo- 
ment seen in Fig. 4: a hip extensor pattern from 5% 
to 25%. This pattern was repeated one step later 
when the left hip muscles produce a similar pattern 
from 55% to 75% of the stride. With these muscles 
stabilizing the pelvis we now see the action of the spi- 
nal extensor muscles stabilizing each section of the 
trunk. The erector spinae (L3 - L4) had a bimodal 
pattern of activation, one in phase with the un- 
balancing moment during each weight acceptance 
phase. Both bursts of the bimodel pattern were not 
completely symmetrical in amplitude. Right erector 
spinae (T9) and trapezius both showed a larger burst 
during left weight acceptance. Thus, it appears that 
these trunk muscles have a dual role of an- 
terior/posterior balance and also a transverse plane 
stabilization of the shoulder girdle (at left weight ac- 
ceptance the decelerating right arm requires a stable 
shoulder). The splenius capitus exhibits low back- 
ground activity plus some modulation of its activity. 
These posterior neck extensors are required to hold 
the head erect against the gravitational forces which 
act considerably anterior to the cervical spine. Su- 
perimposed on the background level there is a small 
cyclic pattern that is in phase with weight acceptance 
(10% and 60Vo) when the head is undergoing a small 
posterior acceleration and therefore requires iner- 
tial stabilization. 

The only muscles monitored on the lateral side of 
the trunk were the external obliques. These muscles 
exhibited a phasic pattern that was not second har- 
monic (like the erector spinae) but rather a fun- 
damental wave that peaked at HC and reached a 
minimum at contralateral HC. This phasic pattern 
correlates with the frontal plane flexion moments 
(calculated at L4/L5) which prevent excessive 
lateral flexion towards the support trunk. 

The major findings from these EMG patterns is 
that the posterior spinal musculature appears to be 
actively involved at each level to stabilize the more 
superior segments of the trunk against inertial and 
gravitational forces in both the anterior/posterior, 
medial/lateral and transverse planes. 
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CHAPTER 33 

Control of standing and gait using electrical stimulation: 
influence of muscle model complexity on control strategy 

William K.  Durfee 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA, U.S.A. 

Three approaches to controlling standing and gait in paraplegics 
through functional electrical stimulation are presented. The ap- 
proaches differ in their requirements for modeling the muscle ac- 
tuator. The first approach describes a detailed muscle model and 
presents methods for rapid experimental parameterization of the 
model. The second requires a less detailed model and knowledge 

of model error bounds to design advanced, non-linear controllers 
which guarantee stability. The third approach needs no muscle 
model since it controls limb trajectories through combining 
stimulation with an orthosis containing controllable friction 
brakes at the joints. Future clinical systems may use one or a com- 
bination of these approaches to restore useful function. 

Key words: Muscle force; Functional neuromuscular stimulation; Human muscle models 

Introduction 

Systems which restore function to paralyzed muscle 
through the application of electrical stimulation 
have recently been considered as a means for restor- 
ing full or partial gait to paraplegic individuals 
(Kralj et al., 1983; Marsolais and Kobetic, 1983; 
Cybulski et al., 1984; Peckham, 1987). One of the 
problems which must be solved before these systems 
become a clinical reality is how to control the system 
of stimulated lower limb muscles to generate effec- 
tive balance and gait. This paper is concerned with 
the particulars of this applied control problem. 

The human body is a multiple-link, unstable in- 
verted pendulum, and remains upright only through 
CNS motor control programs acting through neu- 
romuscular system actuators. For systems which use 
functional electrical stimulation (FES) to restore 
gait, that control must be provided externally. Spe- 
cifically, the control problem is to provide reliable, 
static balance while standing and dynamic balance 
and trajectory tracking while walking. No FES- 

aided gait system is currently able to provide these 
functions without auxiliary support such as parallel 
bars, rolling walkers, crutches or canes. 

Because stimulated muscles are non-linear , time- 
varying actuators, the control problem is difficult. 
Traditional engineering control approaches are in- 
sufficient when applied to the real system. One of 
the limitations which hinders the design of effective 
controllers is poor mathematical models of stimu- 
lated muscle; however, with more accurate models, 
better control may be possible. Two strategies can be 
followed to solve this coupled modeling/control 
problem. First, one can develop a good model and 
design a high-performance controller based on the 
assumption that the model is accurate. Second, one 
can assume a crude model and design a low- 
performance controller which is capable of at least 
guaranteeing system stability in the presence of un- 
modeled muscle behaviors. Thus the design space is 
one of balancing model accuracy, control method- 
ology and controller performance. 

In designing a neural prosthesis to restore balance 
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and gait, the engineer can turn to the biological con- 
trol system for assistance. Most importantly, the 
CNS stands as an existence proof that the bi- 
omechanical system of an upright human can indeed 
be stabilized and controlled. Thus the problem of 
the engineer becomes one of emulating at least a cer- 
tain subset of CNS functions. In approaching this 
task, much can be learned from the extensive 
research which has been directed towards under- 
standing natural control of balance and gait since 
the capabilities of the CNS controller are well 
known, particularly its ability to adapt to changing 
environments or to unexpected events such as a 
stumble. 

The challenges in mimicking the CNS controller, 
however, are daunting. Although it is well under- 
stood what the CNS does, the details of how the con- 
troller achieves its task remain to be discovered. Fur- 
ther, the actuator channels and sensors available to 
a neural prosthesis controller are far different than 
those used by the CNS. With a surface stimulation 
system, the number of electrodes per leg might range 
from two to five, while with an implanted system it 
may reach up to 32 (although many of those chan- 
nels would be redundant electrodes for fault toler- 
ance). This is still far short of the number of muscles 
in the trunk and lower limb which the CNS uses for 
balance control. Even with an appropriate set of 
muscles to activate artificially, the neural prosthesis 
controller is at a distinct disadvantage because the 
means of muscle activation is radically different 
from that used by the CNS. The CNS has access to 
each motor unit independently which it uses to 
recruit muscle fibers in a regular small-to-large size 
order and also uses it to activate fibers asyn- 
chronously generating smooth contractions at a low 
firing rate for individual fibers. The neural prosthe- 
sis, whether using surface or implanted electrode 
technology, is restricted to a gross signal interface to 
the muscle. Activation of fibers is synchronous, 
typically at a fixed firing rate, and unless specialized 
methodologies are used, recruitment is either in a 
large-to-small or a random order depending on the 
electrode and nerve geometry and on the local im- 
pedance characteristics of the tissue. Thus, although 

one can learn from the CNS control, in the short- 
term it is unlikely that CNS control can be copied at 
any great level of detail in neural prostheses. 

This paper presents work done at MIT in develop- 
ing controllers fro neural prosthesis systems which 
restore functional balance and gait to paraplegic in- 
dividuals. Three approaches to the control problem 
are reviewed. First, a modified Hill-type model 
structure has been developed and experiments in iso- 
lated, animal model muscle have demonstrated the 
effectiveness of new model identification methods. 
Here the strategy was to develop a detailed model of 
muscle which could be used for the design of tradi- 
tional engineering control structures such as those 
which are applied to robotics. Second, work in 
robust non-linear control structures which require 
only approximate models is discussed and simula- 
tion results presented. Third, a practical approach 
where stimulation is combined with smart orthotics 
is presented as a means of achieving precision con- 
trol of balance and gait without the need for muscle 
models. Preliminary studies have shown that con- 
trol of this hybrid system is effective even in the 
presence of muscle fatigue. 

Hill-type model: model selection and identification 

Objective 
The objective of the muscle modeling work was to 

select a muscle model structure which could account 
for most of the dynamics seen when generating force 
through electrical stimulation, and to develop ex- 
perimental system identification methods for as- 
signing parameters to the model. Particular atten- 
tion was paid to parameterization methods which 
depended on experimental values only and not on 
values taken from the literature or derived from 
different muscle systems. 

Model 
The model is a variant of a Hill-type, lumped- 

element model (Winters, 1990) and is similar to the 
model of Crago et al. (1990). As shown in Fig. 1, 
muscle force is developed as the sum of a passive 
component containing a parallel spring and dashpot 
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Fig. 1. Detailed model of electrically stimulated muscle. The upper diagram shows a lumped, mechanical model consisting of a parallel 
active element (AE) and passive element (PE). The AE contains an elastic element (SE) in series with a contractile element (CE). The 
lower diagram details the model in block diagram form. The PE consists of a parallel spring and damper. The CE force is a multiplicative 
combination of normalized force-length, force-velocity and force-activation relations and a scaling factor to restore absolute force 
units. The force-activation properties are developed by a non-linear isometric recruitment curve cascaded with second-order muscle 
dynamics. In the identification experiments described in the text, the SE is assumed to be infinitely stiff. 

and an active component containing an elastic ele- 
ment (SE) in series with the contractile element 
(CE). The CE contains three multiplicative non- 
linear terms which describe the force-activation, 
force-length and force-velocity properties of the 
muscle. The activation block is formulated as a 
structure with a static non-linearity representing the 

isometric recruitment curve preceding a linear dy- 
namic block representing the muscle isometric 
twitch characteristics. 

The model incorporates several key assumptions 
which although incorrect, are required for tractable 
parameterization methods. The CE properties are 
modeled as three independent blocks implying that 
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the relation in each block is shape-invariant to 
changes in the other blocks. For example, this means 
that the shape of the force-velocity curve is assumed 
not to change with activation level, aproperty which 
was proved incorrect by the experimental data of 
Joyce et al. (1969). The model also assumes that the 
twitch dynamics do not depend on recruitment level, 
again incorrect because of the variations in motor 
unit twitch contraction ,speeds (McDonagh et al., 
1980). Another simplification required to keep the 
model tractable was to assume that the series elastic 
component is infinitely stiff. With this assumption, 
the length and velocity of the CE are the same as the 
externally measured length and velocity. When the 
model is parameterized, the properties of the actual 
SE become embedded in the force-length and force- 
velocity properties of the CE. 

The most glaring model simplification is its time- 
invariant structure which ignores fatigue com- 
pletely. Since fatigue is a dominant characteristic of 
electrically stimulated muscle, future model struc- 
tures must be time-varying and must include at least 
a simple model of fatigue. This, however, would 
greatly complicate the identification procedures. 

Identification methods, experiments and results 
Parameterizing the muscle model required iden- 

tification of the passive force-length and force- 
velocity relations, the active force-length and force- 
velocity relations, the isometric recruitment curve, 
and the isometric twitch contraction dynamics. 
Identification methods were developed and tested 
experimentally in isolated cat medial gastrocnemius 
and tibialis anterior muscles (Durfee and MacLean, 
1989). Muscles were activated by stimulation 
through nerve cuff electrodes and through con- 
trolled length and velocity inputs provided by a ser- 
vomotor coupled to the muscle tendon. The estima- 
tion experiments used length and activation inputs 
which are in the normal physiologic range seen by 
the muscle during standing and gait. 

The isometric recruitment curve and twitch dy- 
namics were estimated by the ramp deconvolution 
method described in Durfee and MacLean (1989). 
This provides a high-resolution recruitment curve 

from 2 sec of stimulation data and a rapid, 
computer-based processing algorithm. The passive 
and active force-length and force-velocity relations 
were identified through a least-squares method 
which assumed that each relation could be modeled 
as a ten-element, piecewise-linear curve. There were 
no restrictions placed on the shapes of the force- 
length or force-velocity relations, although one 
could, for example, fit the force-velocity relation to 
a Hill-type hyperbola. The current identification 
method, however, picked the piecewise linear rela- 
tions which provided the best fit to the data in a 
least-squares sense. 

Fig. 2 demonstrates the ability of the estimation 
methods to fit the force output of the muscle when 
subjected to a fixed level of stimulation and a ran- 
dom lengthhelocity input. Fig. 3 illustrates that the 
model is also able to predict the force output of the 
muscle. Here, the muscle was subjected to random, 

Active Fit, MG 
50. 

10 12 
Tune (seconds) 

^^ Active Model Error, MG 

I 
2 4 6 8 10 12 

Tune (seconds) 

Fig. 2. Model data fitting ability. The muscle was subjected to a 
random length input at constant stimulation activation and the 
resulting force (dotted line) compared to the model (solid line). 
The lower plot displays the error. 
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Fig. 3. Model force prediction ability. The muscle was subjected 
to simultaneous random inputs in length and activation and the 
output force (dotted line) compared to the force predicted by the 
model (solid line) when the model was calibrated with a different 
trajectory input. The lower plot displays the error. 

simultaneous stimulus activation and length inputs. 
The same inputs were applied to the model which 
had been parameterized in a separate experiment. 

Discussion 
The experimental results demonstrate that a Hill- 

type model is capable of predicting the force output 
of an electrically stimulated muscle with a reason- 
able degree of accuracy. With this model of the mus- 
cle actuator and with a model of skeletal plant (such 
as that developed by Yamaguchi and Zajac, 1990), 
one could consider using forms of engineering con- 
trollers which have been applied to robotic manipu- 
lators but which require accurate models. One possi- 
bility is to use feedback linearization methods (Slo- 
tine and Li, 1991) which make use of full or partial 
model cancellation in the controller. Computed tor- 
que control (Craig, 1986) is a type of feedback 
linearization commonly seen in robotics. With ac- 

curate models, the advantage of this control ap- 
proach is its ability to achieve precision tracking 
which for neural prostheses would imply the capa- 
bility of generating smooth, natural gait trajecto- 
ries. 

This disadvantage of feedback linearization con- 
trollers is that if the model contains significant er- 
rors (which it will due to time variations caused by 
fatigue), performance degrades and stability, even 
for static balancing, is no longer guaranteed. One 
could consider incorporating a model of fatigue to 
ameliorate these model errors. Unfortunately, little 
is known about the details of how muscle fatigues 
when subjected to a complex history of stimulation 
and kinematic inputs, rendering accurate fatigue 
models beyond our current capabilities. Another 
possibility would be to measure surface EMG sig- 
nals along with joint angles. When combined with 
the muscle model which accounts for the variation 
in force with length and velocity, this may yield a 
better estimate of fatigue. Work in detecting EMG 
in the presence of electrical stimulation, and in 
processing the signal to reveal underlying muscle 
state is ongoing in our research group. 

One must also be cautious in the application of 
closed-loop controllers when the muscle fatigues. 
Without an explicit bound on stimulus activation 
levels, the controller may struggle to maintain a 
constant muscle force which may damage the mus- 
cle or tendon through overuse. A more appropriate 
strategy might be to have the system mimic the 
natural fatigue properties of muscle. 

Robust non-linear control: relaxing the model 

Overview 
A second approach to the control problem is to as- 

sume a simpler model for muscle and to use a control 
strategy which explicitly accounts for model errors 
at the expense of lower performance. Sliding control 
and adaptive sliding control are non-linear con- 
troller design methodologies developed explicitly 
for this purpose (Slotine and Li, 1991). We have ex- 
plored the applicability of these controllers to neural 
prostheses in simulations of controlling the trajec- 
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tory of the unloaded, free-swinging shank (Durfee 
and DiLorenzo, 1990). The specific objective of this 
work was to determine whether the controllers could 
maintain their performance in the presence of model 
uncertainties and time-varying muscle fatigue. 

Model and control 
Sliding controllers work for systems in canonical 

form such as those described by the second order dy- 
namics: 

where X defines the tracking speed and x is the 
velocity tracking error. The nominal control is aug- 
mented by a term which accounts for the uncertain- 
ties in the plant and control gain and which guaran- 
tees that the controlled system remains stable and 
converges to the desired dynamics defined by the 
sliding surface s which is a function of the position 
and velocity tracking errors. This additional term 
includes a switching gain defined by: 

Y = f(i, X, t) + b(t)u 

where f describes the non-linear dynamics, u the 
control input, and b a possibly time-varying control 
gain. The controllers are designed for systems where 
fand b are not known exactly but can be bounded. 
The free-swinging shank was modeled in this form 
as a simple pendulum acted on by gravity and by a 
muscle torque generator at the knee with dynamics 
described by: 

where m is the mass of the pendulum, L its length, 
Ji ts  rotary inertia, x the shank rotation, u the com- 
mand input developed by the muscle torque gener- 
ated at the knee, and b(t) a time-varying gain which 
represents force-length, force-velocity, recruitment 
and fatigue properties. 

The sliding control design process for tracking a 
desired trajectory xd (see Slotine, 1984; Asada and 
Slotine, 1986; Slotine and Li, 1991, for details) then 
leads to a control law of the form: 

U = [c - ksat(s/+)] % 

which includes the nominal control gain 6 and the 
nominal control: 

mgl li = - sin(x) + 2d - 
J 

XX 

where ,f3 is the control gain uncertainty, Fis the plant 
uncertainty, and TJ is a safety factor determined by 
the designer. 

For the simulation experiments of the standard 
sliding controller, the control gain b was varied 
sinusoidally by k 30% at a 0.5 Hz rate to simulate 
recruitment curve uncertainties while the mass of 
the shank rn was varied by k 20% to simulate plant 
uncertainties. The muscle control torque u was as- 
sumed to be a linear torque actuator with negative 
saturation at zero to simulate the unidirectional ac- 
tion of the quadriceps and positive saturation to 
simulate peak recruitment. 

An adaptive sliding controller was also designed 
to track changes in muscle fatigue. For these simula- 
tions the plant model was assumed to be known 
without error, the torque input u was assumed to be 
a bidirectional, linear actuator with saturation at 
k 10 Nm, and control gain b(t) was taken as an ex- 
ponentially decaying gain factor with dynamics: 

b(t) = 0.5 + 0.5e-*/7 

to simulate fatigue where T is the fatigue time con- 
stant which was set to 5 sec in the simulations. 

The adaptive design procedure (consult Slotine 
and Coetsee, 1986, or Slotine and Li, 1991, for de- 
tails) results in the same control law as the non- 
adaptive design but with k = TJ, the safety factor, 
since no uncertainties were assumed for the plant or 
control gain. The control term for gain estimate b 
followed an adaptation law defined by: 
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(a) Desired 6 actual angle 
1 

(b) Stim command 
1 

Fig. 4. Simulation results for sliding control of the free-swinging leg during plant and control-gain parameter variations. Desired and 
actual trajectories in radians (top) and saturated stimulus command output (bottom). The horizontal axis for both plots is time in sec- 
onds. 

0. 15. 0. 15. 

(c) Gain L adaptation 
1 

0. 15.  

Fig. 5 .  Simulation results for adaptive sliding control of a simplified muscle undergoing fatigue. (a) Desired and actual trajectories. 
(b) Control output showing desired stimulus command and actual, saturated stimulus command. (c) Actual and estimated time-varying 
control gain b. The horizontal axis for all plots is time in seconds. 
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when the tracking errors were very large to prevent 
the adaptation from going unstable due to unmod- 
eled plant dynamics such as the muscle saturation. 

Simulation experiments 
Output from simulations with the standard slid- 

ing controller are displayed in Fig. 4 with the top 
plot showing desired and actual position outputs 

1 

6 
= (b2d.1) [ - fi + qsat(s/+)]sA 

with adaptation gain b, and a term sA to switch the 
adaptation off when the system was close to the 
desired trajectory, thus avoiding the problem of 
adaptation drift found in other adaptive control 
strategies. The adaptation law was also suspended 

time (WC) 

(b) PD closed-loop control 

A" 
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time (sec) 

Fig. 6; for legend, see p. 377. 
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(c) Controlled-brake control 
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Fig. 6. Measured (dotted line) and desired (solid line) trajectory tracking experiments for controlling the free-swinging leg. (u) Open-loop 
control. (b) P-D closed-loop control. (c) Controlled-brake control. 

while the system tracks a slow, 90" sine path, and the 
bottom showing the stimulus command to the mus- 
cle. After an initial transient, good tracking is 
achieved despite the sinusoidal mass and control 
gain variations. Further errors appear near zero 
degrees (leg fully straight) since saturation limits the 
maximum torque available from the muscle (bottom 
plot). 

Fig. 5 demonstrates the adaptive sliding con- 
troller simulation results with a saturating muscle 
and decaying control gain to simulate fatigue. 
Again, after an initial transient, good tracking is 
achieved. The gain estimate plot shows that the 
adaptation law is tracking b(t) and is turning off 
when the system is tracking well. The control plot 
shows that without saturation, the controller would 
demand excessive muscle torque. A more conven- 
tional computed torque controller of the type com- 
monly used in robotics (Craig, 1986) did not do well 
with this time-varying system and further could go 
unstable if model errors were added. 

Discussion 
The simulations demonstrate that systems with 

simple models can be controlled through an ad- 
vanced, non-linear control approach which takes 
modeling errors into account explicitly and which 
guarantees stability. The implication for control of 
neural prostheses is that a balance or gait trajectory 
tracking controller could be designed using simpli- 
fied muscle models so long as the model errors could 
be bounded. 

The simulations presented are admittedly limited 
in scope and serve only to demonstrate the potential 
for non-linear controllers in neural prosthesis appli- 
cations. Two disadvantages of sliding control are 
that the system equations must be expressed in ca- 
nonical form which precludes explicit representa- 
tion of some of the embedded muscle dynamics, and 
that full state feedback is required for implementa- 
tion, which for the simulation system means posi- 
tion and velocity measurements are necessary. Fur- 
ther work to verify the performance of sliding con- 
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trollers is required in simulations and, more impor- 
tantly, in experiments. 

Hybrid FES: supplementing stimulation with 
orthotics 

Overview 
A third approach to the neural prosthesis balance 

and gait control problem is to transfer the task from 

one of controlling the stimulated muscle system to 
one of controlling a combined stimulation/orthosis 
system. At MIT, we are developing the FES 
controlled-brake orthosis, a hybrid system which 
combines muscle stimulation with a smart orthotic 
brace containing controllable, mechanical friction 
brakes at the joints. The stimulated muscles are 
treated as a raw power source and gait trajectories 
are controlled by modulating the mechanical brake. 

time (sec) 

Fig. 7; for legend, see p. 379. 
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(c )  Controlled-brake control 

time (sex) 

Fig. 7. Similar to Fig. 6 but with fatigued muscles. 

The concept is similar to controlling a bicycle while 
riding downhill where gravity provides the motive 
force and speed is regulated with the bicycle hand- 
brakes. The advantage of the approach is that no 
muscle models are required for the control design. 
A complete description of the concept including a 
brief review of work by other groups in hybrid FES 
systems can be found in Durfee and Hausdorff 
(1990). 

Experiments 
Experiments were conducted on controlling the 

position of the unloaded shank of able-bodied sub- 
jects using the hybrid controlled-brake orthosis ap- 
proach. Subjects sat in an apparatus with one leg 
dangling and strapped on a hinged orthosis whose 
joint was approximately aligned with the knee. The 
orthosis was coupled to a magnetic particle brake 
which could provide controlled damping loads to 
the knee joint with joint torque, position and veloc- 
ity being monitored through appropriate trans- 
ducers. Carbon rubber stimulating electrodes were 
applied to the skin over the quadriceps and ham- 
string muscle groups and were activated through a 
computer-controlled muscle stimulator. 

The controller was simple. Muscles were activated 
reciprocally at either full on or full off with the 
choice of quadriceps or hamstrings activation de- 
pending on the sign of the tracking error. Control 
stability and tracking accuracy were provided by 
modulating the brake. The brake was initially off 
and then activated when the desired position was 
reached, providing a "wall" to stop the leg motion. 
The location of this artificial wall moved with the 
target track and as long as there was sufficient mus- 
cle torque to keep the leg pushed against the wall, 
controlled tracking could be achieved. To soften the 
impact against the wall and to prevent contact insta- 
bilities, the brake damping was ramped up to its 
maximum value over a small region of tracking 
trajectory error. The control task was to track 
sinusoidal and pseudo-random position trajectories 
with frequencies up to 1 .O Hz. The target track am- 
plitude ranged from zero to 60" where 90" cor- 
responded to the leg in full extension. 

Fig. 6 displays results for tracking a random 
trajectory and compares the controlled-brake 
strategy with open-loop, feed-forward control and 
with closed-loop proportional-derivative (PD) con- 
trol (see Durfee and Hausdorff, 1990, for details). 
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Fig. 7 demonstrates the performance of the con- 
trollers for tracking a 0.25 Hz sine wave but with a 
fatigued muscle. The open-loop and PD controllers 
show reduced performance levels because their con- 
trol gains were calibrated when the muscle was 
fresh. 

Discussion 
The experimental results demonstrate the poten- 

tial for the controlled-brake approach to provide ex- 
cellent tracking despite wide changes in muscle 
properties. Further, the design of this controller re- 
quires no knowledge of muscle properties other than 
that they can provide torque. Although having the 
muscles push against the rigid wall does waste meta- 
bolic (but not mechanical) energy, the controller is 
still able to operate for extended periods so long as 
the muscles are capable of providing force. Further 
work is required, however, in developing controllers 
which take advantage of information from sensors 
mounted to the orthosis and from a knowledge of 
muscle properties to minimize muscle metabolic 
energy. 

The primary disadvantage of the controlled- 
brake approach is the need to design an orthosis 
which not only will be reliable and functional, but 
also will meet stringent consumer standards of 
weight, cosmesis and ease-of-use. An ongoing feasi- 
bility study is examining whether the controlled- 
brake concept extends to controlling standing and 
gait in ambulating paraplegics and is also exploring 
preliminary mechanical designs for realistic con- 
trolled-brake orthoses. 

Conclusions 

This paper has presented three approaches for con- 
trol of standing and gait in neural prosthesis systems 
where each approach requires a different strategy 
for muscle model complexity. Since it is generally 
true that the better the model, the better the control, 
the first approach calls for a relatively detailed 
model of stimulated muscle which accounts for non- 
linear force-length, force-velocity and force-activa- 
tion properties. Methods for rapidly parameterizing 
these relations were described. The second approach 

calls for a less detailed muscle model, but requires 
that errors between the model and the real system 
can be given an upper bound. With this informa- 
tion, standard and adaptive forms of non-linear 
sliding controllers were developed which from simu- 
lation results show promise for neural prosthesis ap- 
plications. The third approach requires no muscle 
model at all because the control task is shifted to 
regulating the output of a controlled-brake orthosis. 
Preliminary experimental studies demonstrated that 
this hybrid approach may be the most reliable way 
to control a neural prosthesis gait system, but has 
the cost of forcing the user to wear a potentially 
bulky and unwieldy orthosis. 

Any practical system must be capable of handling 
disturbances such as a muscle quick stretch that 
might be encountered when the leg hits an obstacle. 
The detailed model is parameterized only for slow, 
mild kinematic and stimulation inputs so that the 
controller must interpret the additional input as a 
pure external disturbance. If a bound can be placed 
on that disturbance, then the sliding controllers 
presented in the second approach will maintain their 
stability. The hybrid orthosis would be able to reject 
the disturbance if its level were less than the peak 
holding torque of the controlled brake. All con- 
troller designs should, however, take advantage of 
the spring-like properties of muscle when encoun- 
tering quick length stretches as the CNS does when 
developing physiologic motor control programs. 

Clinical applications of neural prosthesis systems 
are still in their infancy (despite having been demon- 
strated in laboratory systems for many years) and 
although control is recognized as one of the major 
problems which must be solved, the proper control 
strategy remains unclear. It is likely, however, that 
some combination of the three approaches de- 
scribed here will prove to be useful in future func- 
tional systems. For example, information from the 
muscle modeling studies may be used in designing 
improved controllers for the hybrid orthosis system. 
It is also likely that enhanced performance of the 
controllers can be provided by understanding and 
incorporating the strategies used by the CNS for 
control of standing and gait. 
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This session addressed three problems associated 
with functional electrical stimulation (FES) systems 
being developed to restore posture and gait to spinal 
cord-injured (SCI) persons. Together, all three 
problems prevent the routine clinical implementa- 
tion of gait-restoration FES systems. These prob- 
lems are: (i) how to reduce muscle fatigue in stimu- 
lated leg muscles (Boom et al.); (ii) how to conceptu- 
ally design a real-time controller to coordinate the 
stimulation of muscles during SCI ambulation (Po- 
povic); and (iii) how to reduce the metabolic energy 
consumed by SCI patients when they use FES to 
stand and ambulate (Kralj et al.). (The order in 
which the papers are discussed is reversed from the 
order presented.) 

Boom et al. studied how the quadriceps muscles 
of paraplegics develop force and fatigue when ex- 
cited with two distinct stimulus patterns. Continu- 
ous stimulation at maximal and sub-maximal inten- 
sities was one pattern. The other was intermittent 
stimulation (sequence of pulse trains) at maximum 
intensity. Each 10 min long isometric force trajec- 
tory resulting from either stimulus pattern could be 
described by a simple two-exponential equation 
(i.e., one exponential is related to the rise in force, 
and the other to the fall in force to an asymptotic 
level, which is a consequence of fatigue). The 
asymptotic force obtainable during continuous 
stimulation was found to increase with stimulus in- 
tensity. However, the rate of fatigue was unaffected 
by stimulus intensity. During intermittent stimula- 

tion, both the rate of fatigue and the asymptotic 
force (averaged over the total time the muscle is 
stimulated and unstimulated) were found to be un- 
related to duty cycle. Importantly, the rate of fa- 
tigue was found to be slower during intermittent 
stimulation than during continuous stimulation. In 
fact, the asymptotic force attained during intermit- 
tent stimulation (100% stimulus intensity with a 
duty cycle of 50%) was found to be higher than the 
force reached during continuous stimulation at 
100% intensity. 

The development of FES systems depends criti- 
cally on being able to stimulate paralyzed muscles 
with patterns that cause the rate of fatigue to be 
within acceptable limits. Boom et al. show that in- 
termittent rather than continuous stimulation 
should be the preferred strategy. Indeed, it has been 
known for over two decades that sequential stimula- 
tion of different electrodes, which excite disjoint 
parts of a muscle (or a set of agonist muscles), is bet- 
ter than synchronous stimulation of the muscle(s). 
However, the number of available stimulation chan- 
nels is one factor of many that limits sequential 
stimulation from being implemented. Perhaps a 
more important outcome of this study is that a sim- 
ple equation has been found that describes the force 
trajectory, including the rate of fatigue. This equa- 
tion may assist in the design of functional neu- 
romuscular stimulation controllers. However, the 
constants in the equation are subject-specific. Thus, 
some kind of identification procedure and/or adap- 
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tive model-based reference controller will probably 
have to be included in the overall control design. 
Ideally, one wants to be able to predict force and fa- 
tigue to any stimulus pattern. At the moment, even 
with the data of Boom et al., such predictions are 
unachievable. Since the total number of stimulus 
pulses was fewer with intermittent stimulation, one 
hypothesis seemingly compatible with their data is 
that fatigue of electrically stimulated muscle de- 
pends on the average stimulus rate. That is, one 
wonders if the slower rate of fatigue observed during 
intermittent stimulation is just a consequence of a 
lower average stimulus rate. 

Popovic presents a three-tiered hierarchical con- 
trol scheme for restoring gait to paraplegics. The 
control of stimuli to muscles (the bottom tier) and 
volitional control (the top tier) are not discussed in 
this paper; however, the control of coordination of 
the different phases of the gait cycle (the middle tier) 
is. Finite-state control to coordinate the phases of 
the gait cycle is proposed because it is compatible 
with real-time computer control. A finite-state con- 
troller operates by processing sensory inputs into a 
few discrete levels and, by knowing what state it is 
currently in, assesses whether a change in state is 
necessary. The discretized outputs of a finite-state 
controller depend only on the current state of the 
controller. An example of a finite-state controller 
for FES-controlled gait is given. This ten finite-state 
controller processes twelve sensor inputs (foot con- 
tact forces, inertial orientation of the thighs, leg seg- 
mental velocities) and knowledge of its current state 
(what phase of the gait cycle it has been in) to deter- 
mine if it must switch states (i.e., has the gait 
progressed sufficiently far that the body is entering 
into the next phase of the gait cycle and thus a switch 
in actuator control strategy (the bottom tier) is 
needed?). The six outputs correspond to what action 
is needed at the six joints (hip, knee and ankle of 
both legs). For example, the ipsilateral three outputs 
corresponding to the beginning of the swing phase 
of the ipsilateral leg are “flex the hip, flex the knee 
and flex the ankle”. Neural networks were used to 
find how to weight each sensory input and the cur- 
rent state (i.e., to find the state transition matrix). 

Data from normal human subjects, braced to emu- 
late how paraplegics ambulate with FES, were used 
to determine the finite-state controller “rules”. 
Data, collected from a paraplegic ambulating with 
ankle-foot orthoses while six stimulated leg muscle 
groups and short crutches provided propulsion, 
were used to teach the neural network. Once taught, 
it was found that the neural network could control 
the stimulation pattern and the paraplegic could am- 
bulate. Thus, the feasibility of using a finite-state 
approach to control FES gait was demonstrated. 

Designing a FES controller to restore gait to 
paraplegics is difficult. Controlling bipedal robots 
to walk is also challenging. And compared to hu- 
mans, robots have well-defined segments, joints and 
actuators. The design and development of a practi- 
cal FES control system may require a novel ap- 
proach rather than the “traditional” control en- 
gineering approach. Using finite-state control is an 
attempt at just this. The finite-state controller, one 
part of a hierarchical control structure, is easily im- 
plementable (e.g., the computer-implemented con- 
troller could be packaged into a small box). How- 
ever, the actuator control system (the bottom tier) 
corresponding to each state (i.e., phase of the gait 
cycle) also has to be simple to be implementable. It 
appears that this is possible since the one paraplegic 
subject referred to in the paper was able to ambu- 
late. However, the trade-offs in gait performance 
should more sensors, outputs or states be added or 
deleted needs to be investigated. Also, since 
paraplegic acceptability of a FES control system de- 
pends strongly on the metabolic energy demanded 
of the paraplegic and his achievable walking speed, 
this finite-state control system should be thoroughly 
evaluated by both computer simulations and para- 
plegic testing. It should also be kept in mind that 
this, or any other control system, has to assure that 
the paraplegic will fall with probability approaching 
zero. It would seem that a finite-state controller 
could be designed to predict falls and act accord- 
ingly (e.g., “fall states” could be defined and the 
corresponding output control strategies designed to 
lessen the impact of the fall, or perhaps even prevent 
a fall). 
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Kralj et al. briefly review the state-of-the-art in 
restoring gait to SCI patients with FES systems. It 
appears, at least in the foreseeable future, that the 
SCI person will have to use crutches, or a walker, to 
assist the stimulated leg muscles in providing 
balance and propulsion. Thus, this means that the 
crutch/FES-driven gait of a SCI person is fun- 
damentally not bipedal, as it is when able-bodied 
persons walk, but rather quadrupedal. In fact, 
paraplegics who ambulate by using the FES system 
developed by the Ljubljana group employ a quad- 
rupedal crawl gait, similar to the crawling gait of 
children. This gait is, unfortunately, very energy- 
consuming, though it is highly stable (i.e., static sta- 
bility is maintained throughout the cycle because at 
least three of the four available support structures 
always contact theground). Instead, Kralj et al. pro- 
pose that FES systems be designed and paraplegics 
rehabilitated so that SCI persons would locomote 
with two of the other many different quadrupedal 
gait patterns. These statically unstable gait patterns 
(cf. the statically stable patterns paraplegics now 
use) are claimed to be high-speed compatible and 
energy-efficient. 

The metabolic energy cost associated with FES 
gait systems, where crutches or a walker assist the 

paraplegic, is currently unacceptably high, and am- 
bulation speed unacceptably slow. However, as 
Kralj et al. state, for a practical system to be soon 
available to paraplegics, it is unreasonable to expect 
passive assistive devices to be eliminated. Their pro- 
posed strategy to design the FES system and teach 
the paraplegic to locomote with a novel quadrupe- 
dal gait compatible with high propulsion speed and 
low metabolic energy expenditure is ingenious. Such 
a novel approach is highly commendable and the 
two proposed gait patterns seem reasonable. 
However, there are serious potential problems. One 
is that these gait patterns are statically unstable and 
the probability of falling may increase. As men- 
tioned above, safety is an important issue. Also, the 
novel gait pattern may be difficult to learn, though 
success has been demonstrated with one SCI person. 
Also, will these patterns be so novel as to be un- 
aesthetic? How much feedback control will be re- 
quired for paraplegics to achieve high speed with 
these gait patterns? To conclude, Kralj et al.’s pro- 
posed strategy for designing a FES system to enable 
paraplegics to ambulate is conceptually very attrac- 
tive. Much more work in engineering design, control 
and laboratory studies is needed to address its feasi- 
bility. 
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CHAPTER 34 

FES gait restoration and balance control in spinal cord- 
injured patients 

Alojz R. Kralj', Tadej Bajd', Marko Munihl and Rajko Turk2 

I Faculty of Electrical and Computer Engineering and ' University Rehabilitation Institute, University of LjubQana, Ljubljana, 
Slovenia 

The status of gait restoration in spinal cord-injured patients by 
means of FES is reviewed and the main aspects are discussed. 
This introduction highlights the issues of balance control, stimu- 
lation sequence synthesis, and control of enhanced gait modes 
containing unbalancing. The use of statically unstable dynamic 
weight-transfer phases is important for enhanced gait modes. To 

show how this phase can be employed the mode of static balance 
currently used for FES-assisted four-point gait in paraplegic pa- 
tients is discussed, and how this mode of gait can be converted 
to a semi-dynamic gait mode is described. The possibilities and 
consequences of such an approach are briefly discussed. 

Key words: Functional electrical stimulation; Paraplegia; Balance control; Gait 

Introduction 

Since 1979, important advances have been made in 
locomotion restoration of spinal cord-injured (SCI) 
patients by means of functional electrical stimula- 
tion (FES). The methodology developed for FES- 
enabled standing-up, standing and sitting has 
demonstrated that reciprocal bipedal gait restora- 
tion in these patients was feasible (Kralj and Grobel- 
nik, 1973; Kralj et al., 1979, 1980; Brindley et al., 
1979; Marsolais and Kobetic, 1983; Petrofskyet al., 
1983; Holle et al., 1984). Consequently, FES control 
combined with passive orthotic devices was devel- 
oped and promising results emerged (Andrews, 
1986; PopoviC et al., 1989; Hirokawa et al., 1990). 
Here, we briefly describe the state of the art of FES 
which has enabled locomotion function restoration 
in SCI patients, and draw attention on balance con- 
trol, stimulation sequences synthesis and control of 
enhanced gait modes containing a dynamic weight- 
transfer phase. The analysis of FES-enabled gait in- 
dicates that patients predominantly rely on static 

stability, hand-controlled balance and generation of 
propulsion forces. Such a gait is energy-consuming, 
inefficient, slow and functionally very limited. To 
enhance functionality and increase speed, FES- 
stimulated muscles providing propulsion forces 
must be included in the gait cycle. This would yield 
efficient energy exchange among the body segments 
from potential to kinetic energy and vice versa. The 
latter can be accomplished only if dynamic transfer 
phases are inserted into the gait cycle. It is important 
to note that faster link velocities and a more 
vigorous gait may increase the stress and loading on 
body segments and joints, provoking, if rectifying 
measures are not taken, the development of second- 
ary pathologies and possibly long-term destruction 
of joints (Kralj et al., 1989, 1990a). 

FES goals and accomplishments 

A commonly accepted long-range goal of a FES sys- 
tem for locomotion restoration in SCI patients is to 
convert the wheel-chair bound to walkers who will 
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No matter which stimulation technology is used 
the current state of sensor development and as- 
sociated control problems is inadequate for the im- 
mediate realization of total body implanted sys- 
tems. For cosmetic reasons, a distributed modular 
FES system, such as that depicted in Fig. 1, is most 
likely to be developed and marketed once the 
problems of energy consumption and balance men- 
tioned above are solved. For practical reasons 
chronic users will select implanted systems with an 
external control unit, while for patients selection, 
training and functionality testing, surface elec- 
trodes systems will be frequently applied. To date, 
more than hundred SCI patients have been supplied 
with different FES systems in Ljubljana (Kralj and 
Bajd, 1989). The types of system used for each in- 
jury level are summarized in Fig. 2. Here, two- 
channel stimulation is provided for standing only, 
four-channel stimulation for walker or crutch- 
assisted four-point walking, and six-channel stimu- 
lation mostly for research tests and demonstration 
purposes. About 10% of all admitted SCI patients 
are candidates for advanced FES rehabilitation 
(Jaeger et al., 1990). Only 50% of them are utilizing 
walkers and only 10% crutches. Many of them are 
using FES systems at their homes. Fig. 3 displays the 
wheel-chair-attached folding frame for standing 
and Fig. 4 illustrates patients using FES gait and 

Fig. 1 .  FES system as proposed for reciprocal gait restoration in 
SCI patients. It is a distributed modular set-up including external 
sensors, crutch handle controls and sensory feedback. F E S  FUNCTION TRAINED 

10 9 

occasionally still use the wheel-chair. The FES walk- 
ing should be capable of negotiating rough terrain, 
including stairs, and permit work, sports- and 
entertainment-related activities. For the time being, 
there are no expectations for achieving active 
balance in these patients. Therefore, they are depen- 
dent on crutches or other balancing and partly sup- 
porting aids. Nevertheless, balance aspects are im- 
portant. Balancing capabilities are not only related 
to dynamic but also to semi-dynamic gait. Balance 
control is crucial during standing-up and other tran- 
sitions (Kralj et al., 1990). Semi-dynamic gait in- 
cludes a brief tipping unstable-phase. 

0 - 2 channel sl.  

- L channel st 

- 6 channel st 

o f  
I n j u r y  

Fig. 2. Patients are grouped according to the type of FES stimula- 
tion employed and according to the level of spinal cord lesion. 
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Fig. 3. Wheel-chair attached folding frame for standing. The frame is not interfering with regular wheel-chair functions, but does allow 
patients to stand-up and select locations for performing some functional tasks (b). In (a) the patient is demonstrating stability and the 
ability to use one hand for simpler manipulative tasks with smaller objects. This testing is performed for each hand and is included 
in regular FES training. 

crutches for balance. With FES the time of standing 
is limited because of fatigue. Typical standing times 
range from several minutes up to an hour (Kralj and 
Bajd, 1989). Switching to a new posture, usinginter- 
mittent FES activation of different muscles, sub- 
stantially prolongs the standing time (Kralj et al., 
1986). The characteristics of our simple FES gait are 
far from normal gait. In particular, the progression 
velocity is small, in the range of 0.1 -0.4 m/sec. 
Only in rare cases can velocities of 0.8 m/sec or 
higher be achieved (Marsolais and Kobetic, 1987). 
Because of energy inefficiency and static charac- 
teristics of gait the walking distance generally is 
limited to around 20 m. Several hundred meters can 

be achieved in some cases. Hybrid systems which 
rely on mechanical knee locking during standing 
and restricted ankle joint in plantar flexion submit 
easier balance. Patients can thus remain standing 
for nearly unlimited times (Andrews et al., 1989). 
The gait performance of patients using hybrid sys- 
tems is improved in several ways compared to simple 
FES-enabled locomotion. The mechanical support 
spares FES muscle power and the energy expendi- 
ture is reduced. It is our contention that improved 
FES control could achieve the same improvements. 
Thus a hybrid system would only be indicated in 
cases where mechanical bracing is needed because of 
a partial peripheral lesion. In the present work, we 
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a b 

Fig. 4. Patient equipped for four-point walking using FES with crutches for balance assistance (a). In this case only a single switch as 
swing phase trigger is utilized. In (b) a more advanced but experimental crutch handle set of controls is displayed. 

have focused our attention on these aspects related 
to the FES gait enhancement and on improved un- 
derstanding of balancing control during FES- 
enabled gait. 

The measurements of FES-enabled gait in SCI pa- 
tients show very high energy consumption (Mar- 
solais and Edwards, 1986), and consequently con- 
siderable inefficiency. This results in a very low en- 
durance. The inefficiency of the gait is also a conse- 
quence of low progression speed. Typical results for 
our patients utilizing four channels of electrical 
stimulation are similar to the results obtained by 
other research groups. Four. channels of FES are 
used as follows: two channels are used to stimulate 
the left and right quadriceps muscles, thereby 
providing knee locking during stance and double 

stance phases. The two remaining channels are uti- 
lized to evoke left and right side flexion withdrawal 
reflexes. The reflex-provoked movement is used for 
providing a swinging movement. The incorporation 
of reflex-triggered lower limb flexion into the FES- 
assisted gait cycle results in very simple hardware, 
reasonable patient control autonomy, and the 
lowest possible number of FES stimulation sites. 
This is the simplest possible FES-enabled gait in 
completely lesioned SCI patients. This approach is 
important as it proves that the preserved neural 
mechanisms of the pathologically organized and 
dissected spinal cord can be incorporated into the 
FES gait restoration scheme. Using surface elec- 
trodes to simply trigger the reflex has some disad- 
vantages because the electrodes have to be ac- 
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curately positioned. In addition, habituation of the 
reflex causes variations in the flexing movements 
and is dependent on stimulation amplitude, elapsed 
time and stimulation timing. Our last ten years of 
FES developments for SCI patients were predom- 
inantly concerned with proving feasibility. Re- 
cently, the field has entered a stage of development 
for a chronically usable and marketable system, be- 
cause FES is recognized as being a potential and 
promising rehabilitation modality. In spite of the 
disadvantages, simple gait is possible and numerous 
patients are using it daily (Kralj and Bajd, 1989). We 
are seeking to enhance four-channel FES gait using 
approaches described below. 

Enhancement of FES enabled gait 

With the four-channel FES system only bilateral 
m. quadriceps stimulation is used to provide knee 

Fig. 5 .  Bilateral balanced erect standing with FES shown without 
balancing and support mean forces. Such standing has a support 
area which is similar to that of normals. During FES standing the 
patients make exclusive use of the safest central part of the sup- 
port area. 

joint stability during gait. The hip joint is stabilized 
by gravitational forces and through the opposing 
ligamentous locking of the hip joint. The ankle joint 
is stabilized by horizontal forces applied to the 
crutches by the hands. To preventing tipping, the 
patient adjusts the body position using the support 
forces at its hands. This posture can be simplified by 
considering the body as an inverted pendulum freely 
movable only at the ankle joint, neglecting trunk 
hyperextension movements. In Fig. 5 ,  the support- 
ing area is depicted for quiet standing with the actual 
locations of the ground force reaction vector 
(GRV). For quiet standing points 1 - 3 and 6 apply, 
and when FES of hip extensors/abductors occurred, 
the GRV was moved to points 4,5,7,8 and 9. Simi- 
lar relocations of the GRV can be accomplished by 
the patient himself if he exerts appropriate forces 
with his hands. If during such standing intermittent 
bilateral stimulation of the gastrocnemius and 
soleus muscles is added, the patient can stand up on 
his toes with a little learning, but he must assist the 
balance with his hands. Repeating this procedure 
makes the patient aware of when he should lean for- 
ward when standing on his toes. This experiment in- 
dicates that the patients is capable, when taught be- 
fore a mirror, of using his hands to displace his GRV 
near to the edge of the heels or in front of the toes. 
SCI patients who sustained a complete lesion at the 
level of T-10 and upwards to T-4, all learn to adjust 
their balance during FES gait using either trunk 
movement or the hands to adjust forces exerted on 
supporting devices such as walkers or crutches. 
Their walking starts from a static balanced standing 
as depicted in Fig. 6, and the static stability is main- 
tained throughout the walking cycle. This kind of 
static balance is characterized by GRV never leaving 
the support area during forward progression. The 
supporting area is rather large in the case of walking 
with crutches (Fig. 6 4 .  During each single phase of 
walking the patient moves his ground support leg or 
crutch forward; however, the GRV is moved for- 
ward mostly during the four-point stance. After this 
is achieved, the patient moves the GRV forward in 
the new area of support by using the hands to push 
the body weight forward and to prepare the opposite 
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leg for a step. Sometimes patients have difficulty to 
move a crutch or a leg. The reason is because they 
have not unloaded it properly. 

Note that during the four-point stance the hands 
are used to push and move the body forward and 
thereby displace the GRV to its new location. There- 
fore we conclude that in such a gait propulsion is 
generated by the hands and remaining trunk muscle 
forces during the four-point support. Propulsion 
can also be generated during three-point contact 
when both crutches and only one leg are supporting 
the body. Already here we see that a propulsion 
force, generated, for instance, by plantar flexors 
stimulation, may substantially reduce the forces re- 
quired by the hands and improve forward propul- 
sion. A sequence of supporting area polygons 
formed by the legs and crutches during four-point 
gait is depicted in Fig. 7. The figure clearly illustrates 
the static balancing of the gait. The literature on 
quadrupedal locomotion (McGhee and Frank, 
1968; McGhee and Kukner, 1969) indicates that the- 
oretically 5040 modes of quadruped gait are possi- 
ble, but only three ensure static stability at all times. 

a 

Among these three gaits, only one is optimal as it 
maximizes the degree of static stability. This gait 
was named crawl gait. Fig. 7 is instructive as it 
demonstrates that SCI patients employ a crawl gait 
while walking. They are so afraid of falling that they 
select the most stable gait. The figure also indicates 
that - if provisions could be made to improve sta- 
bility of hip joint, and a regime of different gait 
training utilizing an improved semi-dynamic stabil- 
ity was given - walking speed and energy consump- 
tion could be substantially enhanced. There is, in 
fact, a vast arsenal of possible gait modes to select 
from considering a four-point gait. Measurements 
of the GRV displacement with time using especially 
equipped force shoes (KljajiC and Krajnik, 1987) 
confirmed this statement. In patients, the GRV 
movement range is small and shows total unloading 
of the leg, well before the GRV reaches a boundary 
of the area of support (see Figs. 7 and 8). Confirma- 
tion of this finding is evident from the narrow verti- 
cal force standard deviation in Fig. 8, indicating a 
rather limited variational and balancing capability. 
A gait with minimal adaptivity and flexibility 

b 

Fig. 6. Support area formed by the four-point standing. The patient is able to move the GRV within the support area using hand forces 
and trunk leaning to the left or right. After, for example, the crutch is moved forward, the GRV remained within the support area 
depicted in (b); the GRV position changes when the trailing leg is moved forward. 
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Fig. 7. Graphic presentation of gait sequences and the support areas formed during four-point FES gait. GRV is nearly stationary and 
relocates forward mostly during the four-point standing phase. 

results. If one is interested in converting the stati- 
cally balanced gait into a dynamically balanced 
gait, two main requirements have to be ensured: (1) 
active balance; and (2) for a brief time in the gait cy- 
cle the GRV should pass the boundary of an area 
(Raibert, 1986). Controlled falling is essential be- 
cause during this time acceleration can take place, 
and with it potential energy can be converted into ki- 
netic energy. After each brief period of controlled 
falling restabilization must take place. For this func- 
tion either the FES muscle power at leg joints, or 
hand forces with proper crutch placement on trunk 
movements can be employed. There are several 
feasible solutions for ensuring effective stabiliza- 
tion by means of active balancing forces. For such 
gait four (or at least three) supporting points can be 
selected and therefore, this gait is characterized as 
quadrupedal. Three- or four-point support is crucial 
because then numerous gait modes are feasible, 
which presents a major advantage for SCI patients. 
Due to lower motor neuron damage some muscles 
are not available for electrical activation, and there- 

fore the patient may have to be trained to use a 
different gait pattern. This selection process can 
only be effective when physical therapists and medi- 
cal doctors advising the patient have the requisite bi- 
omechanical knowledge. 

With the above goals in mind we are seeking theo- 
retical evidence that such reciprocal quadrupedal 
locomotion modes exist. In addition, we are inves- 
tigating the feasibility of developing a training 
methodology, considering indications and patients' 
acceptance (Bajd and Kralj, 1991). In Fig. 7, the as- 
signment, 4, means that all four supporting ele- 
ments are in contact with ground and accepting 
load; while 3 FR stresses that three supporting ele- 
ments are in place but the right foot is unloaded and 
is in swing phase (Bajd and Kralj, 1991). Using such 
simple notation the expression for the gait in Fig. 7 
can be written as: 

4 - 3FL - 4 - 3CL - 4 - 3FR - 4 - 3CR - 4. 
(1) 

This expression highlights that each state is statically 
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Fig. 8.  Vertical component of GRV measured under each foot versus time and spatial movement of the ORV location under each foot. 
For the vertical component of reaction force the time dependence is displayed with corresponding standard deviation. 

stable, and that there are intermittent 4-3-4 transi- 
tions. It is also interesting to compare expression (1) 
with that for swing-through gait in SCI patients. 
This gait is substantially faster compared to FES 
gait. Using our notation, expression (2) clearly indi- 
cates that in swing-through gait each static stable 
state is followed by an unstable falling state: 

(2) 4 - 2F - 4 - 2C - 4 

Fast gait modes have to incorporate unstable states 
for transitions, and restabilization states where sta- 
bility is ensured and propulsion generated. Expres- 
sion (2) suggests that we have to modify the four- 
point gait of expression (1) by reducing the number 
of states (compare (1) with (2)) and by inserting a dy- 

namically stable tipping phase between restabiliza- 
tion states. The latter state can be a four-point or 
three-point support state. One logical way to reduce 
the number of stable states in expression (1) is to 
combine two stable three-point phases into one un- 
stable two-point support phase. To synthesize such 
a reciprocal gait pattern either the 2R (2L) or 2CRFL 
(2CLFR) state can be selected. This reasoning has 
resulted in two gait patterns: the first we may call an 
ipsilateral (expression 3), and the second a con- 
tralateral reciprocal gait pattern (expression 4): 

(3) 

Because the three-point stance phase is also stati- 

4 - 2R - 4 - 2L - 4 

4 - 2CRFL - 4 - 2CLFR - 4 (4) 
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cally stable, and can provide adequate stabilization 
in some less-damaged SCI patients, the four-point 
phases in expressions (3) and (4) can be substituted 
with three-point stance phases. 

The solution for FES gait described above pro- 
vides a basic hope that FES gait in SCI patients can 
be substantially enhanced. It is also important to 
note that this solution does not preclude restoration 
of two-legged balance. Rather it provides the patient 
with an immediate adequate and reasonable stabili- 
zation solution with which he can recover balance 
lost during the dynamically performed unbalanc- 
ing. This unbalancing is necessary for faster propul- 
sion, increasing progression velocity and more effi- 
cient energy exchange. During the static stable states 
which are inserted between the unstable states the 
lost balance and potential energy can be restored. 
Energy can be stored by either increasing the body’s 
potential energy or during the unbalancing phase by 
accelerating the movement. The latter places in- 
creased demands on stabilization. There is a tight as- 
sociation between increased stabilization, actively 
controlled locking of joints and sensory feedback. 
Attention to all three aspects of this association may 
permit the tightly prescribed placement of legs and 
crutches to be relaxed so that they can be moved 
more freely to more distant locations, resulting in in- 
creased mobility and adaptability. Here, we do not 
discuss the underlying control issues. The theoreti- 
cal work by Raibert (1986) provides evidence that 
even though the dynamics of a segmented and inher- 
ently unstable system can be rather complicated, the 
control rules that use this dynamics can be simple. 
This leaves the hope that a patient’s autonomy will 
not be reduced with the introduction of the pro- 
posed enhanced gait modes. It is also worth pointing 
out that a series of preprogrammed gait sequences 
also limits the patient’s autonomy, his flexibility 
and perhaps his functionality. For this reason pre- 
stored gait sequences should be avoided. 

Conclusions 

The restoration of reciprocal bipedal gait in SCI pa- 
tients using FES is in its current state of development 

and technology far from being able to restore nor- 
mal upright balance and stability without depending 
on supplementary aids such as crutches or walkers. 
From this point of view, FES-restored gait in SCI 
patients must be treated as a quadrupedal gait mode. 
The numerous possibilities already presented in the 
literature (McGhee and Kukner, 1969) are the most 
promising for FES explored here. Our findings indi- 
cate that SCI patients, while in FES-assisted three- 
point or four-point stance, are able to balance and 
maintain upright stability. Our findings also indi- 
cate that the current FES-restored gait relies on 
static stability and can be characterized as quad- 
rupedal crawl gait, which is slow and energy- 
demanding. Our findings highlight the possibility of 
including the dynamic transfer phase to change gait 
from a static to a semi-dynamic mode. The static 
equilibrium achieved before and after each dynamic 
transfer ensures sufficient stability. The walking 
pattern can be considered as simple dynamic gait 
displaying all the attributes of energy exchange and 
conversion, and higher progression speed with capa- 
bilities of negotiating rough terrain. Further re- 
search should focus on the requirements of the un- 
balancing phase, generation of propulsion by FES 
muscles, the transfer of energy among segments, the 
necessary stabilization processes, and training ac- 
quired for patients to master the proposed enhanced 
and dynamic gait. 
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CHAPTER 35 

Finite state model of locomotion for functional electrical 
stimulation systems 

Dejan B. PopoviC 

Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Belgrade, Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and Division of Neuroscience, University of 
Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada 

A finite state model of locomotion was developed to simplify a 
controller design for motor activities of handicapped humans. 
This paper presents a model developed for real time control of 
locomotion with functional electrical stimulation (FES) assistive 
systems. Hierarchical control of locomotion was adopted with 
three levels: voluntary, coordination and actuator level. This 
paper deals only with coordination level of control. In our previ- 
ous studies we demonstrated that a skill-based expert system can 
be used for coordination level of control in multi-joint FES sys- 
tems. Basic elements in this skill-based expert system are produc- 
tion rules. Production rules have the form of r f -  Then condi- 
tional expressions. A technique of automatic determination of 

these conditional expressions is presented in this paper. This tech- 
nique for automatic synthesis of production rules uses fuzzy logic 
and artificial neural networks (ANN). The special class of fuzzy 
logic elements used in this research is called preferential neurons. 
The preferential neurons were used to estimate the relevance of 
each of the sensory inputs to the recognition of patterns defined 
as finite states. The combination of preferential neurons forms 
a preferential neural network. The preferential neural network 
belongs to a class of ANNs. The preferential neural network de- 
termined the set of finite states convenient for a skill-based expert 
system for different modalities of locomotion. 

Key words: Functional neuromuscular stimulation; Human gait; Fuzzy-logic controllers; Neural networks 

Introduction 

Functional electrical stimulation (FES) can be used 
for locomotion of paralyzed humans with limited 
success (Kralj and Bajd, 1989; PopoviC, 1992). 
Problems in spinal cord injury (SCI) patients treated 
with FES arise from: muscle fatigue, reduced joint 
torques generated through FES compared to voli- 
tionally activated torques in healthy subjects, modi- 
fied reflex activities, spasticity, functional and joint 
contracture and osteoporosis. Recent FES systems 
are limited in duration of their use by muscle fa- 
tigue. 

It is impossible to control redundant muscle 
groups in the same way that the central nervous sys- 
tem (CNS) does this. A spinal cord injury results in 

modified reflexes, so numerous unexpected situa- 
tions may occur, resulting in inappropriate an- 
tagonist contractions. In addition, these SCI 
changes are responsible for the reorganization in 
tonic and phasic properties of different muscle 
groups, i.e., spasticity. In some applications it is 
very difficult to generate functional movements due 
to these changes. For example, we have not been 
able to generate functional ambulation in some pa- 
tients due to so called “functional contracture”. A 
functional contracture relates to lack of perfor- 
mance because one joint movement imposes a 
movement in its neighboring joint by shortening of 
two joint muscle-tendon systems. Joint contrac- 
tures reduce the range of motion, and thus com- 
promise the FES-activated functional movements. 
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Osteoporosis, normally found in SCI patients, 
may compromise the use of legs for support and may 
lead to stress fractures. Speculations that patterned 
electrical therapy can decrease osteoporosis, have 
not been verified. 

To improve effects of FES systems for locomo- 
tion combined use of a mechanical brace and FES 
for gait restoration was suggested. These systems 
are known as hybrid assistive systems (HAS) or 
hybrid orthotic systems (HOS) (Schwirtlich and Po- 
poviC, 1984; Andrews and Baxendale, 1986; Po- 
poviC et al., 1989; Solomonow, 1992), but the loco- 
motion was not improved sufficiently to make up 
for the added complexity of the system. Mechanical 
braces were applied only as an augmentation of FES 
systems. This augmentation related mostly to the 
safety and prevention of pathological events during 
standing and gait. However, HAS may be expected 
to fulfil two ambitious goals: (1) extend an inade- 
quate step length by machine intervention; and (2) 
transform the slow, quasi-static, FES-generated 
ambulation into a genuine dynamic process (To- 
moviC et al., 1990; PopoviC et al., 1991). 

One of basic limitations for effective rehabilita- 
tion of locomotor functions is inadequate external 
control with man-machine systems. This paper deals 
only with control issues for FES and HAS systems 
for locomotion. 

- 
COORDINATION 

LEVEL OF - CONTROL 

- - - (SKILLEASED EXPERT SYSTEM) 

- 

To develop a control method it is necessary to 
generate a model of the system. An engineering ap- 
proach is to generate a human body model and 
prescribe desired motion of this skeletal system. Hu- 
man body models for standing and locomotion 
studies are multi-segmental rigid body systems with 
pin and ball joints. The number of joints can be as 
big as the number of degrees of freedom in an able 
human body. A multi actuator system has in addi- 
tion joint torques (motors) or linear actuators (mus- 
cles) generating joint torques. This approach is im- 
portant for a better understanding of the bi- 
omechanics of posture and movements, but it is not 
practical for externally controlled locomotion. 

To simplify most of the models one should: (1) 
limit the number of joints, i.e., degrees of freedom, 
to number of variables which will be controlled ex- 
ternally; (2) limit the number of control outputs to 
the number of synergistic muscle groups; and (3) ex- 
clude soft tissue, viscosity and elasticity of tendons, 
ligaments, muscles and bones. These simplifications 
are often inappropriate for control. 

Decomposition of the system into component sub- 
systems is another feasible simplification of the mo- 
del. Taking into account that an effective assistive 
system involves man as the decision maker, a hier- 
archical control structure can be selected with three 
levels from the top down: (1) voluntary level; (2) 

t QROUND UPPER 
REACTION EXIREMITIES 

I 1 t 

Fig. 1 .  Hierarchical control scheme for FES system. Coordination level of control is a skill-based expert system. This expert system 
uses production rules to generate output commands. Production rules have an Zf- Then structure and they are based on joint and actua- 
tor finite states. This r f -  Then structure means that if a pattern of joint and actuator states is recognized, then a corresponding mapping 
(action) to alter or sustain the pattern will be activated. The figure includes only three from six local controllers (three for each leg). 
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coordination level; and (3) actuator level. This divi- 
sion decomposes the system to several subsystems, 
but it includes strong coupling between subsystems 
(Fig. 1). 

This paper pertains to the coordination level of 
control. Namely, once the coordination of the joint 
motions is successfully solved according to the task 
requirements, the synthesis of the actuator control 
may follow the standard state space procedure (To- 
moviCet al., 1987,1991; DasandMcColumn, 1988). 
However, local control at the actuator level is not 
simple due to multi-muscle generation of joint tor- 
ques (co-contractions of agonists and antagonists, 
double joint muscles, reflex activities) (Chizeck, 
1 992). 

Finite state model of the locomotion 

A formal model of locomotion may be derived in 
several ways (TomoviC et al., 1991): (1) recording 
and analyzing movements and joint trajectories 
without interfering with the neuromuscular system. 
Such a modeling procedure is conveniently called 
the external approach; (2) integrating the computer 
input into the afferent paths of the motor control 
system so that the model is driven by natural sensory 
patterns. This is called the hybrid approach; and (3) 
integrating both the computer input and output into 
corresponding paths of the neural network responsi- 
ble for the motor act. Such modeling is quite close 
to what may be called computer grafting. 

We used the external approach, but model deriva- 
tion was not the goal in itself. To define a finite state 
model, the following elements are needed: 

yo) = lY(LJ>, Y(2JI9 * * * 9 r@Jl (output) 

S = [so)], j = 0, 1, . . . , n (internal states) 

where kis the number of inputs, rthe number of out- 
puts, and n the number of finite states. In addition 
a mapping is needed: 

so) = lij [so - l), Xo)] (state transition function) 

As presented in previous mapping (TomoviC et 

al., 1990), a finite state depends on previous state 
and the present input. tij, Q = 1,2, . . , n) are map- 
ping functions and they are invariant. 

Finite state control was used for FES systems us- 
ing a similar general approach (PopoviC, 1992). 
Hand-crafted If - Then expressions were used for 
simple on-off control of surface FES and HAS sys- 
tems (Andrews and Baxendale, 1986; TomoviC et 
al., 1990). There were trials to develop automatic de- 
sign of production rules, but none have been proven 
to be more effective in comparison with hand- 
crafted rules. 

The goal of this research was to design an auto- 
matic procedure for the detection of invariant fea- 
tures of locomotion and to provide information on 
the role and significance of each of the sensors’ 
monitoring states of joints and actuators. The im- 
portance and role of each sensor is of special value. 
An effective, practical assistive system requires 
minimal hardware, thus minimal sensory base for 
reliable performance. 

For analysis, we selected a set of sensors to moni- 
tor the state of the hip, knee and ankle joint in addi- 
tion to sensors recording ground force reactions and 
displacement of segments from the vertical. The 
state of the joint was monitored using both angular 
position and angular velocity sensors. We moni- 
tored the activity of the main muscle groups respon- 
sible for leg movements with surface EMG elec- 
trodes. Ground reaction records, angular position 
of three joints per leg and displacement from the 
vertical of one segment per side are sufficient infor- 
mation to determine relative position of segments 
and absolute position in reference to the gravity vec- 
tor. 

This model is meant to simplify control scheme, 
yet still being effective for standing and limited loco- 
motion of paralyzed humans. The first simplifica- 
tion is to categorize the joint as being in one of four 
discrete states: free, locked, flexion or extension. A 
joint state does not refer to an actuator state. It is 
possible to lock a joint with tetanic contraction of 
muscles, with co-contraction of several muscle 
groups, but also with no muscular activity in some 
positions. 
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Fig. 2. Normalized hip angular velocity projection to the sagittal 
plane and corresponding coded values - 1,O and 1 for level walk- 
ing. The horizontal axis is normalized to one gait cycle. 

A second simplification is the limitation of sen- 
sory input to only three states: flexion, extension 
and no rotation. These states can be described with 
joint angular velocities as: 

1ciI 5 0, no rotation; ci > 0, extension; 
ci c -p ,  flexion 

where p is a arbitrary small number. 
This simplification allows real time operation and 

avoids drifts and noise in sensory inputs, such as 
joint angular velocities. It can be described as coding 
technique of normalized signals. If the absolute 
value of the normalized value was less than the 
chosen small parameter 0 the coded value was 0; if 
the value of the derivative was positive and greater 
than 0 the value was 1 ; and if the value was negative 
and less than - p the coded value was - 1, as 
presented in Fig. 2. 

Ground force reactions are monitored in two 
zones, heel and toe in both legs. Matrix-type dis- 
tributed sensors are designed to allow easy adapta- 
tion of the sensor to the individual shape of the foot. 
Normalized vertical components of ground reaction 

forces are presented in Fig. 3. Heel and toe ground 
reactions are coded. Value 1 is associated with an in- 
crease of force, - 1 with a deprease of force, 0 to 
changes smaller then a small parameter 0, and 2 
when the force is zero. This last code is used to ex- 
press exclusive disjunction funpion. (The terms dis- 
junction and exclusive disjunction are explained in 
the Appendix.) 

Sensors monitoring displacement from the 
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Fig. 3. Normalized heel and toe ground force reactions to max- 
imal force, their derivatives and coded values for ground level 
walking. Normalized values are total ground forces including 
both normal and shear forces. Horizontal axis is normalized to 
one gait cycle. 
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gravity vector direction of the thigh are elements of 
the input vector. Due to experimental difficulties in 
designing a reliable practical sensor (PopoviC et al., 
1991) we monitored the sign and small variations of 
the angle between the thigh and the gravity vector 
direction. The coded sensory input and the thigh an- 
gle are presented in Fig. 4. 

Thus, the sensory system consists of twelve sen- 
sors: four force sensors, six angular velocity sensors 
and two angular sensors. 

One side (ipsilateral) coded sensory inputs are 
shown in Fig. 5 .  Contralateral side inputs are shifted 
by 50% of the gait cycle. 

We used preferential neural networks (DujmoviC, 
1991) to identify the relevance of each of sensory in- 
puts for the pattern recognition of state transitions. 
This relevance of sensory input was used for coding. 
This technique can be considered as a sensitivity 
analysis of the system performance to the input vari- 
ables with neural networks. This sensitivity analysis 
is of interest because of the high variability of inputs 
and their unstable influence on the efficacy of the 
locomotion. 
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Fig. 4. Normalized displacement (to maximal inclination) of the 
thigh from the vertical for ground level walking. Coded values 
are associated with changes of the displacement. Horizontal axis 
is normalized to one gait cycle. 

Preferential neural networks are based on fuzzy 
logic. The mathematical basis for preferential neu- 
rons is the continuous preference logic. Preferential 
neurons can perform several logic functions: quasi- 
conjunction (QC), quasi-disjunction (QD) and neu- 
trality. A continuous preferential logic is defined as 
a mapping of input preferences xl, x2, . . . , xn into 
an output preference yo. In system evaluation some 
input preferences are required to affect the output 
preference more or less than other input prefer- 
ences, and such a variable degree of importance can 
be easily adjusted using appropriate weights ( W l ,  
w,, . . . , w, (Wi > 0, w1 + w, + . . + w, 
= 1) 

To describe the meaning of preferences we will use 
an example. In heel contact (Table I), high prefer- 
ence is obtained for the heel and toe force sensors 
and the displacement angle from the vertical of the 
ipsilateral side, as well as the toe force and vertical 
sensors on the contralateral side. This means that 
for the heel contact pattern recognition these sen- 
sors are important, while other sensors with low 
preferences are not important. Weight function Wi, 
being from 0 to 1, is the measure of importance. 
When Wi = 1, preference is maximal and this im- 
plies conjunction; when Wi = 0, preference is 
minimal, thus the sensor is not needed (disjunction). 
For values between 0 and 1 we have quasi-disjunc- 
tion and quasi-conjunction functions. 

The basic elements of preferential neural net- 
works (DujmoviC, 1991) can be found in the Appen- 
dix. 

Preferential neurons were used for sensitivity 
analysis of all determined gait invariants. This 
specific procedure was used for analyzing the 
relevance of the sensory inputs. Sensory relevance 
for each artificial reflex is expressed with its weight 
Wi, i = 1, 12 (Fig. 6). 

The following procedure was used for determina- 
tion of necessary data for training preferential neu- 
rons. 

Able-bodied subjects were braced with different 
types of braces to limit the number of degrees of 
freedom (Popovit, 1990). This was done to produce 
artificially a situation similar to one when a para- 
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Fig. 5 .  Ipsilateral coded sensory input for level walking: (0) heel force; (b) toe force; (c) hip angular velocity; (d) knee angular velocity; 
(e) ankle angular velocity; and v) thigh angular displacement from the vertical. Time axis is normalized to one gait cycle. Gait cycle 
is T = 1.76 sec, the stride length1 = 83 cm. Notations 1 - 10 correspond to state transitions, i.e., artificial reflexes detected with artificial 
neural network. 

lyzed human walks with the FES or HAS systems. 
Subjects walked on the powered treadmill. The 
treadmill speed and slope inclination were randomly 
varied from 0.3 to 1.2 m/sec and from -5"  to 5" 
from the ground level. Subjects were trained to 
adapt to changes of speed and inclination of the 
slope and they were asked to try to alter their loco- 
motion performance in all possible ways (circum- 
duction, hip hiking etc.), trying to minimize cyclic 
motions. The type of the brace was selected knowing 

which externally controlled activities may be ex- 
pected with a corresponding hybrid assistive system. 
Muscular activity was monitored with a portable 
eight channel device (Tepavac et al., 1992a) in quad- 
riceps, hamstrings, gastrocnemius, tibia1 anterior 
muscle, gluteus medius en maximus in one side. The 
Penney and Giles (Tepavac et al., 1992b) system was 
used to monitor angular changes, and Interlink sen- 
sors (Tepavac et d., 1992b) to monitor ground reac- 
tions. Each step performance was judged as good or 
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Fig. 6. Generalized conjunction-disjunction preferential neuron. 
This neuron was used to analyze the sensitivity of the output with 
variability of the sensory input; xi are input functions, Wj are 
weight functions, d is the degree of quasi-disjunction, n is the 
number of inputs andy is the output. Input and output functions 
are given and the network provides the weight function as a result 
of supervised learning. Trained neuron gives the output for any 
given input, using determined weight functions. 

bad. The judgement was made using the energy con- 
sumption measured by the uptake of the oxygen as 
reference. This judgement can be easily replaced 
with other measures, e.g., ground reaction forces of 
the upper extremities, heart rhythm etc. 

Preferential neurons were trained using conven- 
tional unsupervised learning. A number of pre- 
scribed inputs were given with corresponding 

preference value for each input. These preferences 
were estimated using differences of measured values 
(forces, angles or angular velocities) to arbitrary 
selected values. These arbitrary selections were 
based on the effectiveness of locomotion. The effec- 
tive gait was assessed using oxygen consumption 
measurement while the subject walked on the tread- 
mill. A preference of the output was given with each 
combination of inputs. Each step was initially 
divided in the following phases: heel contact, flat 
foot, heel-off, toe-off, initial flexion, terminal flex- 
ion and heel contact. Each phase was studied to de- 
termine preference of sensors. 

To explain these ideas, Table I shows the input 
range, input preference and output preference for 
recognition of a particular phase, namely “heel con- 
tact”. The preference of each recorded sensory out- 
put was given as a measure of difference from the 
mean value for effective locomotion. Many trials of 
walking were recorded for estimation of prefer- 
ences. It can be seen that some preferences are as low 
as 6O%, and they still do not affect functional move- 
ments. This result was used for the selection of an 
appropriate sensory set for the real time operation. 
However, the reproducibility of sensors for ground 

TABLE I 

Sensory outputs of the ipsilateral and contralateral side; their preference and calculated weights for the heel contact pattern 

FH/mg FT/mg daH/dt da,/dt da,/dt ‘YT 
(rad/sec) (radlsec) (radlsec) (rad) 

Ipsilateral side XI x2 x3 x4 x5 x6 

Range of sensory output 0.9- 1 0.9- 1 -0.5 to 0.5 -0.3 to 0.3 -0.3 to 0.3 > 0 
Preference 0.9- 1 0.9- 1 0.6- 1 0.6- 1 0.75 - 1 1 
Weight ( Wi) 0.1 0.1 0.08 0.04 0.01 0.25 

Contralateral side Xl X8 x9 XI 0 XI I XI2 

Range of sensory output 0 - 0.25 0.8- 1.1 > O  > o  > O  < o  
Preference 0.7- 1 0.8- 1 0.9- 1 0.7 - 1 0.9- 1 1 
Weight ( Wi) 0.03 0.12 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.14 

~~ 

Preferences and weights are between 0 and 1. Weights Wl satisfy the condition Wl + W, + . . . + W,, = 1. Results demonstrate 
that displacement of the thigh from thevertical, ipsilateral toe and heel forces and contralateral heel force are relevant for the recognition 
of the artificial reflex preceding ipsilateral heel contact. This information in conjunction with recognized contralateral support phase 
and ipsilateral swing phase form a conditional part (ZA of a production rule. The number of function computations was 663, 
d = - 10.432, Wl + . . . + W12 = 0.lOOE + 0.1, maximum error was 0.73E-0.6. Total preference was determined to be 0.95. 
The artificial neuron is presented in Fig. 6. 
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TABLE I1 

Gait invariants for the ground level walking determined by the preferential neural network 

t / T  (Vo) 0 3 I 21 39 56 60 83 88 93 100 

Hip state L L E E E F F U E U L 
Knee state U L E L L U F U E E E 
Ankle state X X X X X E F F X X X 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 3 
~~ 

Abbreviations: L, lock state; U, free or unlocked state; E, extension; F, flexion; X, no action. Tis the duration of gait cycle. are 
state transitions (switching moments), and they are arbitrary numbered. The state transition 10 is identical to the state 0. The “switch- 
ing” timing (Vo of the gait cycle) relates to the gait pattern described in Figs. 2 - 4. Different gait patterns will have different “switching” 
moments. 

reaction and detection of inclination of the thigh to 
the vertical is very important. This study showed 
that it is important to have some redundancy in sen- 
sors, to secure pattern recognition and execution of 
functional motions. The weights obtained are mea- 
sures of relevance for a sensory input to the recogni- 
tion of the finite state. The results presented in Table 
I relate to the recognition of the finite state before 
heel contact. Weights were determined for all other 
finite states. Weight for the same sensors vary for 
different finite states; thus, final aggregation re- 
quires the combination of preferential neurons to a 
preferential neural network. 

Application of the preferential neural networks 
with energy consumption as a criterion for the gait 
quality suggests that for reliable simplified locomo- 
tion with a FES system, controlling knee and hip 
joints with a stable ankle joint, eight sensors provide 
the minimal sensory information: heel and toe force 
sensors, knee angular velocity and vertical sensor on 
the thigh. Simultaneously the increment for the 
ground force is 15% of body weight, sensivity of an- 
gular displacement from the vertical is 5 ” ,  and angu- 
lar velocity decrement is 0.24 rad/sec. 

Other bracings, like a knee-ankle-foot orthosis or 
reciprocal gait orthosis have other preferences and 
different sensory requirements. The method devel- 
oped can be applied for any specific configuration 
of bracing and locomotion pattern. 

Generalized conjunction-disjunction logic was 

used (see Appendix) with several preferential neu- 
rons for one joint. Each of preferential neurons is 
for one set of gait invariants as presented in Table 11. 

Table I1 summarizes the most important results of 
this preferential neural network application. The 
training of the preferential neural network was as 
follows. We provided many coded sensory patterns, 
recognized as finite states, and corresponding pre- 
ceding finite states, which is called a training set. In 
our case the training set had 180 facts. These 180 
facts were experimentally determined (locomotion 
of thetrained braced able-bodiedsubject onamotor- 
ized treadmill described earlier). The input set ap- 
peared to the network as a jumble of unrelated facts, 
so it would never get a formulation of internal sym- 
bology for the overall problem. We used supervised 
learning. The “teacher” corrected the network’s 
responses to a set of inputs. This correction was 
marked with preference of the output, knowing that 
the preference of the output has to be between 
minimal and maximal input preferences within each 
learning sequence. This supervised learning causes 
the network to construct an internal representation 
that captures the regularities of the data in a dis- 
tributed and generalized way. This specific type of 
network is often called an associator or categorizer, 
because the network tried to associate input connec- 
tions with a previously defined output category. The 
preferential neural network used belongs to a multi- 
layered feed-forward system. The trained network 
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was tested supplying new facts, obtaining predic- 
tions for the network and analyzing output varia- 
bles. An output variable is a number indicating 
which production rule has to be applied to get a 
functional moment. 

Production rules were integrated using these gait 
invariants. Production rules have an If - Then 
structure, i.e., when a gait invariant is detected 
specific action of HAS is activated. The set of rules 
for level walking is given in Table 11. Corresponding 
switching moments are detected with a sensory sys- 
tem integrated in the HAS. The duration T of the 
gait cycle (PopoviC et al., 1991) was estimated from 
the duration between normal ground force peaks de- 
tected with force sensors. Other switching moments 
are determined with the preferential neural net- 
work, and they correspond to different combina- 
tions of coded sensory inputs as presented in Fig. 5 .  

We tested this method in a paraplegic patient. The 
subject suffered a traumatic complete spinal cord 
injury at the T,, level. The patient used a six chan- 
nel surface stimulator with hand switches and an 
ankle-foot orthosis. He was trained to indepen- 
dently walk with under-elbow crutches using the sys- 
tem. We instrumented the assistive system with 
tacho-generators in both knees and hips, pendulum 
potentiometers at both thighs and shoe insoles with 
force sensors to collect data for later automatic con- 
trol. Recorded data were used to synthesize produc- 
tion rules. These production rules have been in- 
tegrated into the automatic control and the subject 
regained a gait similar to the one when he was using 
hand switches. The system was found to be complex 
because sensors were positioned on a light brace 
similar to the self-fitting modular orthosis (Po- 
poviC, 1990), but we demonstrated the feasibility of 
the suggested model and designed control. 

In this case the inputs were coded information col- 
lected using artificial sensors attached to the ex- 
tremities. We assume that this sensory data base can 
be expanded to natural sensors, such as muscles and 
nerves (PopoviC and TomoviC, 1989; Hoffer and 
Haugland, 1992) in the near future which will com- 
plement a fully implantable stimulation system. 

Conclusions 

In this paper, a methodology has been outlined to 
derive a finite state model of locomotion using in- 
variant patterns. The main goal of this contribution 
was to show how this formal modeling can be used 
for synthesis of the controller for locomotion in 
paralyzed humans. This formal modeling is pro- 
posed to simplify an extremely complex biomechan- 
ical system and allow automatic control of standing 
and locomotion in paralyzed humans. 

Compared to other forms of gait descriptions, the 
finite state model encompasses invariant features of 
the analog level, identification of relevant sensory 
patterns, evolution of the locomotion processes in 
the state space and parametric data. By definition, 
finite state models of locomotion are meant only for 
the coordination level. The finite state model 
presented in this paper relies on an external ap- 
proach. This approach may be integrated in a hybrid 
approach and computer grafting as well, thus taking 
into account incomparably richer information 
about the nature of motor control. 

The use of artificial neural networks is suggested 
for off-line automatic design of a data base for the 
artificial reflex control. Preferential neurons, form- 
ing a multi-layered feed-forward network, with su- 
pervising learning, allow an interactive determina- 
tion of gait patterns characteristic for each in- 
dividual case. 

Appendix 

Preferential continuous logic and preferential neu- 
ral networks have been developed for evaluation, 
comparison and selection of complex systems by 
DujmoviC (1991). Basic facts about preferential 
neural networks necessary to understand the 
method applied are presented below. 

Two fundamental connectives are quasi-con- 
junction (QC) and quasi-disjunction (QD). Quasi- 
conjunction implies the coincidence of input prefer- 
ences; quasi-disjunction implies the replaceability 
and compensability of input preferences. This 
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means that a single low preference input in a quasi- 
conjunction connective will result with low output 
preference, while the single high input preference 
will give a high output preference if a QD connective 
neuron is used. The degree of coincidence of high in- 
put preferences is called the conjunction degree. The 
conjunction degree c can be symbolically denoted as 
follows: 

x0 = (Wlxl  A W g 2 A .  . . A Wg,)‘ .0.5 < c < 1 

The value c is not an exponent, this is only a con- 
venient way for systematic specification of all 
parameters affecting the aggregation of input 
preferences. The symbol A is called “and” operator 
in preferential logic. The conjunction degree c indi- 
cates the strength of the quasi-conjunction. Gener- 
ally for c belonging to [0.5,1] quasi-conjunction 
satisfies the following conditions: 

x1 A x2 A . . . A xn < (WlxlA W g 2 A . .  . A 

wgny < (W1xl + wg2 + . . . + W g , )  

The boundary conditions are: 

( Wlxl A W g 2  A . . . A Wfin)0-5 = W1xl 

+ wg2 +, . . . + wg, 

( Wlxl A W g 2  A . . . A Wg,)’ = x1 A ~2 

A . . . A x, = min (xl, x2, . . . , xn) 

In a similar way for QD, we have the degree of 
replaceability d belonging to interval [0.5,1], and 
following conditions: 

xo = (W1xl v wg2v . . . v Wg,)d,  

0.5 < d < 1 

The symbol V is a disjunction operator. The degree 
of replaceability d demonstrates the strength of the 
QD. For d between 0.5 and 1 we have: 

(W1xl + wg2 + . . . + W g , )  < (W1x1 v wg2 

V . . . V W g , ) d < x l  v x 2 v  . . .  vx, 

The boundary conditions are: 

(W1xl v w2x2 v . . . v Wg,)0.5 = wlxl + 
wg2 + . . . + wg, 

(W1xl v wg2 v . . . v W g , )  = X I  v x2 

V . . . V x, max (xl, x2, . . . , x,) 

These two functions are integrated, so a general- 
ized conjunction-disjunction function reads: 

xo = L (x;q; q = (W1xl 0 wg2 0 . . , 0 

w2?Jq 

The symbol q is called the degree of compensation. 
The operator 0 is for an and/or logic function. A 
low degree of compensation indicates that a low 
value of any input preference cannot be easily com- 
pensated by high values of other input preferences. 
Similarly, a high degree of compensation means that 
a single high input preference can compensate low 
values of all other input preferences. 

One of basic assumptions used in evaluation is 
that the subsystem and system preferences are be- 
tween minimum and maximum input preferences: 

min (xl, x2, . . . , x,) I ( Wlxl 0 W g 2  0 . . . 0 

W,p,JQ 5 max (xl, x2, . . . , x,) 

For different values of q generalized conjunction- 
disjunction operation is reduced to classical con- 
junction (q = 0), QC (0 < q < 0.5), neutral func- 
tion (q = OS) ,  QD (0.5 c q < 1) and classical dis- 
junction (q = 1). This is expressed as: 
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= WlXl + W 2 ~ 2  + . . . + W,,xn (4 = 0.5) 

= (WiX1 V W 9 2  V . . . V W,,xn)Q (0.5 < q < 1) 

= x , < x , v  . . .  v x n  (4 = 1) 
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CHAPTER 36 

Fatigue during functional neuromuscular stimulation 

Herman B.K. Boom, Arjan J. Mulder and Peter H. Veltink 

Biomedical Engineering Division, Faculty of Electrical Engineering, University of Twente, 7500 AE Enschede, The Netherlands 

Discontinuous activation of muscle compartments is used to 
postpone the occurrence of fatigue during both normal activa- 
tion and artificial stimulation. Periods of force development are 
interrupted by passive periods during which the muscle can 
recover. Since it is not known how fatigue parameters depend on 
intermittent stimulation, we compared fatigue generated by con- 
tinuous electrical stimulation with fatigue resulting from inter- 
mittent stimulation schemes. T5 - T6 paraplegics participated in 
theexperiments. Continuous stimulation generated a torque time 
course that can be described by a rising and a falling exponential 
time constant. The falling time constant ranged from 100 to 200 
sec in all four patients and did not depend on the amplitude of 
the stimulation pulses. The torque developed at times greater 
than 250 sec was asymptotically constant and proportional to the 
maximal torque developed by each patient. Intermittent stimula- 

tion appears to postpone fatigue markedly. The torque time 
course developed in each on/off cycle again was a double ex- 
ponential. In intermittent stirnulation schemes average torque 
determines the muscle's performance. Therefore, average torque 
versus time was calculated from the intermittent stimulation 
data. These relations also follow a double exponential, ac- 
curately providing confident estimates of fatigue parameters. Fa- 
tigue caused average muscle torque to decline to a constant level 
which, for each patient, was uncorrelated with the duty cycle of 
the stimulation pattern. Between patients these levels varied from 
18.3 f 7.1 to 9.9 f 4.3 (9'0 of maximal torque f standard error). 
These findings result in a model that could be of use in controllers 
for functional neuromuscular stimulation (FNS) that take into 
account non-stationarity caused by fatigue. 

- 
Key words: Muscle force; Fatigue; Functional neuromuscular stimulation 

Introduction 

The maintenance of posture has both spatial and 
temporal demands. One is upright stance, which 
should be maintained for a minimal time. Due to 
muscle fatigue, control of posture is a time-depend- 
ent problem. One way the organism copes with this 
lack of stationarity is by feed-back control. Infor- 
mation regarding the decrease of muscle perfor- 
mance is fed back into the peripheral and central 
nervous system and muscle effort is increased ac- 
cordingly. 

A goal of functional neuromuscular stimulation 
(FNS) is the restoration of upright posture. Muscle 
fatigue and the ensuing deterioration of muscle per- 
formance conflict with this. During FNS muscle 
fiber recruitment does not follow strategies physio- 

logically employed to avoid undue fatigue (Blair and 
Erlanger, 1933; Petrofsky andPhillips, 1981). Phys- 
iological strategies include: 
- Gradual recruitment according to the size princi- 

ple, the least fatigueable fibers being activated 
first. 

- Maintenance of an adequate average blood sup- 
ply to perfuse active muscles. This strategy is 
mostly effected by switching activity between 
muscle compartments. 

- Switching of activity between motor units of one 
muscle, individual high threshold motor units be- 
ing less active at the lower force levels. 

Such strategies are difficult to mimic in the FNS 
situation. In present systems muscles are activated 
by stimulating nerve endings within the muscle 
(Kralj et al., 1983). This is often achieved by using 
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large surface electrodes. The complete muscle is 
then active. Grading of contraction force is difficult 
to achieve since the effective recruitment curve, giv- 
ing the relation between stimulation pulse amplitude 
or pulse width and muscle force, is steep and unsta- 
ble as a result of variable geometrical and electrical 
conditions. 

Switching of FNS activity between muscle com- 
partments is feasible (Kralj et al., 1986), and results 
in delayed fatigue. However, methods for im- 
plementing efficient switching of muscle groups are 
not known. For this reason Mulder et al. (1990) at- 
tempted to reduce fatigue simply by rapidly switch- 
ing between full and no activity of entire muscles in- 
volved in standing. They found that grading average 
muscle force in this way helped to maintain constant 
muscle performance. The results, however, where 
variable between patients (Mulder et al., 1992). 

As yet it is not clear that FNS activation strategies 
based on switching of muscle activity, although 
resulting in delayed muscle fatigue, are appreciably 
more effective than strategies based on grading con- 
tinuous stimulation. We therefore decided to inves- 
tigate systematically the occurrence of muscle fa- 
tigue under different intermittent stimulation re- 
gimes. In particular, we were interested in whether 
decreasing muscle activity by reducing the duty cycle 
of stimulation patterns was a more effective way of 
avoiding muscle fatigue than by controlling stimu- 
lus amplitude. Because FNS schemes are primarily 
designed to restore motor functions we conducted 
the experiments on paraplegics. 

Methods 

Four T5 - T6 level spinal cord-injured patients par- 
ticipated in our study. For a minimum period of two 
years they were involved in a FNS program aimed at 
restoring their locomotor function. As part of this 
program they trained their lower limbs by lifting a 
weight of 5 kg twice a day for 30 min, by daily FNS 
standing, and by 30 - 60 min of low-load exercise cy- 
cling twice a week. During the fatigue experiments 
patients lay in a supine position on a bench. The an- 
gle between bench and trunk was 45". Muscle torque 

was measured as force exerted by the left tibia on a 
rigid steel bar equipped with a strain gauge bridge. 
The left quadriceps was stimulated by an adhesive 
surface cathode and anode (4 x 8 cm, Pals, Axel- 
gaard Manufacturing Corporation Ltd., Fallbrook, 
CA, U.S.A.). The electrodes were placed over the 
motor points of rectus femoris/vastus lateralis and 
vastus medialis, respectively. Torque output and 
stimulation parameters were controlled by an IBM- 
AT compatible computer. A high output impedance 
current stimulator delivered monophasic rectangu- 
lar pulses with a duration of 300 psec. The pulse rate 
was set to 20 Hz, the minimum frequency required 
for a fused contraction (Jaeger et al., 1989). 

For each patient the following experiments were 
carried out. 

(a) Determination of a recruitment curve by mea- 
suring a static torque to stimulus amplitude relation. 
This relation served to assess recovery of the muscle 
after activation. Over 10 sec a slow ramp-up and 
ramp-down of stimulus amplitude provided a quick 
determination of recruitment characteristics. 

(b) Stimulation of the leg for 10 min with constant 
stimulus amplitude, followed by 50 rnin of rest. 
Four such epochs were applied corresponding to in- 
tensities of 100%, 30%, 10% and 5% of maximal 
torque as determined for each patient individually 
(referred to as continuous stimulation). 

(c) Stimulation of the leg for 10 min epochs during 
which bursts of stimuli (stimulus on) were inter- 
rupted by silent periods (stimulus off). This was 
referred to as intermittent stimulation. On-times 
(lo,, ) of 0.2 and 0.5 sec, each combined with off- 
times (tOff), of 0.4 and 1 .O sec were used, giving four 
stimulus timing combinations. Mulder et al. (1990, 
1992) found these times to be effective in reducing 
fatigue effects in controlling knee stabilization of 
FNS-standing paraplegic patients. Rest periods of 
50 min followed the intermittent stimulation 
epochs. During intermittent stimulation, tetanic 
torque was defined as the peak torque output occur- 
ring in the last 100 msec of each subsequent tetanus. 

Parameters of the resulting torque-time relations 
were estimated by fitting the curves with the for- 
mula: 
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Fig. 1. Time courses of torque developed by patient WS during continuous stimulation at several levels of activation. Peak values are 
reached within 50 sec. Decline due to fatigue is slower. After 200 sec a steady state level is reached that is lower for lower activation levels. 

where Mis either peak or mean developed torque, t 
is time and A ,  Mo, T~ and 72 are parameters. The 
model describes a process that first increases to a 
crest value, then declines to an asymptotic value of 
Mo (referred to as asymptotic torque). Time con- 

stant T~ measures force generation, whereas r2 
describes the fatigue development (fatigue time 
constant). Starting values for A, Mo, 71 and 72 were 
introduced into Eqn. 1 and an approximate value 
for Mwas computed. The resulting RMS deviation 
from the experimental torque values was minimized 
by computing those increments of the parameters A, 
Mo, T~ and 72,  which, in a linear first order approxi- 

continuous stimulation 
30 -, 

2 0  

Continuous 
torque (Nm) 

10 

0 

- experiment 
- - -  model 

0 100 200 300 4 00 

time (s) 

Fig. 2.  Comparison of experimentally measured torques and fitted values as described by Eqn. 1. Quadriceps of patient WS were stimu- 
lated continuously at full and 10% activation level. Estimated values of T~ are used to quantify the speed at which fatigue develops. 
Values of M,, are assumed to quantify asymptotically developed torque. Estimation error: 100% activation: 4.5%, 10% activation: 
3.2%. 
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(a, 
Cont iinuous stimulation 

1 
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(b) 
continuous 

asymptotic 0. 

torque 

S K  
Activation level 

stimulation 

Fatigue time 
constant (s) 

pattentDV 

patientJM 

patientRD 

patientws 5% 
Activation level 

Fig. 3.  Normalized asymptotic torque M,,/Mh, (0) and fatigue time constant r2 (b), as estimated using Eqn. 1 
lation records of all four patients in this study. Asymptotic torque varies strongly with activation level. The 
constant does not show such a relationship. Note that the activation axis is not linear. 

from continuous stimu- 
pattern for fatigue time 

mation would yield the best fit (Margenau and Mur- 
phy, 1950). The model presented by Eqn. 1 is non- 
linear, thus iteration is required to determine par- 
ameter values. 

Results 

Tetanic torque levels 
The recruitment curve measurements yielded in- 

dividual tetanic force levels of 12,25,27 and 45 Nm. 
From these data we concluded that the four patients’ 
quadriceps clearly had different force generating 
abilities. This finding will be of interest when re- 
sponses are compared for continuous and intermit- 
tent stimulation. 

Responses to continuous stimulation 
Fig. 1 illustrates the torque development over 

time for one patient at three activation levels during 
continuous stimulation. Torque rises to an early 
peak, then declines to a steady state level. The figure 
shows that rise and fall times are approximately 
equal for the different activation levels. A similar 
result was obtained in the other three patients. 
Steady state levels, however, are different, a higher 
activation yielding a higher steady state torque. 

To analyse fatigue characteristics more quantita- 
tively, torque development responses were fitted by 
Eqn. 1. An example of the fitting procedure is 
shown in Fig. 2. The RMS error of the fitting proce- 
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TABLE I 

Correlation coefficients for the relation between estimated 
model parameters and activation level for continuous stimula- 
tion protocols 

Patient Fatigue time Asymptotic Relative 
constant torque asymptotic torque 

DV - 0.71 1 .00  - 0.06 
JM 0.50 0.92 -0.38 
RD 0.30 0.99 0.34 
ws 0.12 0.98 0.68 

Fatigue time constants do not depend on activation level. Asymp- 
totic torques correlate highly whereas, again, relative asymptotic 
torques do not correlate any more. 

dure relative to the maximum value of activation 
was low. The quality of the fit is best over the falling 
part of the curves, from which the asymptotic tor- 
que, Mo, can be estimated. Parameter values Mo 
and r2 estimated for continuous stimulation are 
shown in Fig. 3. 

To compare the results from different patients, 
torques will be presented as normalized torques 
which is defined as torque developed normalized 
with respect to the level of a similar torque that a 
given patient could achieve at full, continuous acti- 
vation. Fig. 3a supports and generalizes the conclu- 

1 

Normalized 
asymptotic 0.5 

torque 

sions from Fig. 1. In all patients, normalized asymp- 
totic torque is related to activation level. Correla- 
tion of normalized asymptotic torque with normal- 
ized maximal developed torque at the same level of 
activation is high and significant, even for the small 
number of data (n = 4, (Y = 0.01, Table I). 

In contrast, relative asymptotic torque, obtained 
by dividing asymptotic torque by maximal torque at 
the same level of activation is unrelated to maximal 
torque. Consequently, normalized asymptotic tor- 
que and normalized maximal torque should exhibit 
a one-to-one relationship. This is shown in Fig. 4. 

Table I1 summarizes relative asymptotic torque 
values found in the four patients in our study. The 
differences are small considering the highly variable 
maximal torque levels reported above. An ANOVA 
test revealed no significant differences (a = 0.05) 
between the asymptotic torque levels of the patients. 

Whereas asymptotic torques in Fig. 3a do depend 
on the activation level, fatigue time constants as 
shown in Fig. 3b do not. An ANOVA test on the 
time constant data in Table I1 confirmed that the 
mean fatigue time constant differs significantly 
(a < 0.005) between patients. Patients DV and WS 
are extreme examples of the variation. Their fatigue 
time constants are below and above the population 
mean value, respectively. Thus, the fatigue time 

continuous stimulation 

0 patientDV 

patientJM 

0 patientRD 

A patientWS - Model 

0 
0 0 5  1 

Normalized maximal torque 
Fig. 4. Relationship between normalized asymptotic torque and normalized maximal torque. Since both values are 1 and 0 at 100% 
and 0% activation, respectively, the solid line represents the theoretical relation. Experimental vaiues are scattered around this predic- 
tion. 
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TABLE I1 

Fatigue time constants and relative asymptotic torques for con- 
tinuous stimulation 

Patient Fatigue time constant Relative asymptotic 
(set) torque (Yo) 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

DV 21 9 26 7 
JM 59 10 16 I 
RD 53 8 15 4 
WS 15 5 21 6 

Fatigue time constants differed between patients (ANOVA test, 
a < 0.005). No significant differences could be detected for 
mean asymptotic torques (ANOVA, a > 0.05). 

(a) 
Intermittent stimulation 

constant could be one parameter to characterize a 
particular patient. 

Responses to intermittent stimulation 
The model of Eqn. 1 also provided an excellent fit 

for responses to intermittent stimulation, especially 
in the declining part of the curves. The model fit is 
more useful in finding asymptotic torque, Mo, in 
the intermittent than in the continuous case since in 
the former asymptotic torque is not always reached. 
Results of the model identification for intermittent 
stimulation are presented in Fig. 5u,b. Decline of 
torque due to fatigue in the intermittent case is ap- 
preciably slower than in the continuous case. This 
can clearly be seen by comparing Fig. 5b, where fa- 

Duty cycle 0.5/0.4 

onloff (s) 

0 palienlJM 
Duty cycle 0.5/0.4 

onloff (s) 
Fig. 5 .  Relative asymptotic peak torques (a) and fatigue time constants (b), as estimated during intermittent stimulation. Peak torque 
decreased slightly with duty cycle. Fatigue time constants are appreciably higher than those shown in Fig. 3b for continuous stimulation. 
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TABLE I11 

Means and standard deviations of fatigue time constants and 
relative asymptotic peak torque of each patient estimated for in- 
termittent stimulation experiments 

Patient Fatigue time constant Relative asymptotic peak 
(set) torque (To) 

Mean S.D. Mean S.D. 

JM 23 1 82 58 15 
RD 292 164 41 12 
ws 267 112 48 16 

Both time constant and asymptotic torques are significantly 
higher than for continuous stimulation. 

tigue time constants are up to 500 sec, to those of 
Fig. 3b. The large time constants are evidently 
related to the fact that the muscle is only active over 
a smaller part of a cycle (from 17 to 44%) compared 
with continuous stimulation (100%). Therefore, 
less fatigue is developed. Fig. 5a shows asymptotic 
peak torque to increase with decreasing duty cycle, 
in accordance with this explanation. 

Table I11 summarizes the mean values of esti- 
mated peak torque for each patient. Mean fatigue 

time constants are 4 - 5 times higher than those for 
continuous stimulation. Asymptotic torque values 
are also higher, though the differences are less 
pronounced. 

In practice, the effects of intermittent torque de- 
velopment will not be associated directly with peak 
torque but rather with torque averaged over all 
on/off cycles. Therefore we recalculated the inter- 
mittent stimulation results with the mean torque as 
the dependent variable. All torque samples during 
each cycle were added and the sum divided by the 
number of samples including those with torque zero 
and a new model fit was made. Fig. 6 shows typical 
results. The model represented by Eqn. 1 fits the ex- 
perimental points of the averaged torque-time rela- 
tion accurately on all parts of the curve. Similar 
results were obtained for the other patients in the 
study. 

Estimated parameters for mean torque output are 
summarized in Fig. 7. The fatigue time constant is 
variable and comparable to that for non-averaged 
peak torque results. As expected, relative asymp- 
totic averaged torque (thus relative to maximal peak 
torque at the same activation level) now is apprecia- 
bly lower, compared with relative asymptotic, non- 

Intermittent stimulation 
60 

experimen 

- - model 
4 0  

Relative 
averaged 

torque (%) 
20 

0 

0 200 400 

time (s) 

Fig. 6. Comparison of experimentally measured averaged torques and fitted values as described by Eqn. 1 for intermittent stimulation 
(patient JM). Relative averaged torque was obtained by dividing average torque by the maximal peak torque at the same activation level. 
Estimated values of T~ are used for quantifying the speed of fatigue development. The theoretical curve accurately fits experimental 
averaged torque. The model is a good predictor of torque development and could be used for FNS controllers. 
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(4 
Intermittent atimulatio 

Fig. 7. Relative asymptotic averaged torques (a) and fatigue time constants (b), as estimated during intermittent stimulation. Relative 
asymptotic averaged torque was obtained by dividing asymptotic averaged torque by the maximal peak torque at the same activation 
level. Averaged torques are not correlated with duty cycle. Fatigue times follow a varying pattern. 

averaged peak torque data (Fig. 5a; Table 111). Un- 
expectedly, it is uncorrelated with duty cycle. 

Table IV gives mean values of this uncorrelated 
asymptotic average torque. These values represent 
torques achieved by a patient after a longer interval 
of intermittent stimulation regardless of applied 
duty cycle. These findings indicate that reducing 
muscle torque by reducing the duty cycle of intermit- 

the reported proportionality between peak ampli- 
tude and asymptotic torque. The curve for 30% am- 
plitude activation falls to low values after 200 sec. In 
contrast, the curve for averaged torque with inter- 
mittent stimulation has a maximal value equal to the 
30% continuous curve. The torque falls off slowly, 
approaching the approximately 20% torque level 
which is characteristic for this patient. 

tent stimulation is more effective in postponing the 
development of fatigue than reducing torque by 
decreasing stimulation amplitude. This is illustrated 
in Fig. 8. The continuous stimulation curves show 

Discussion 

That torque levels generated by continuous stimula- 
tion fall off after a relatively limited time has been 
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TABLE IV 
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I -- continuous 
\ 

Means and standard deviations of fatigue time constants and 
relative asymptotic averaged torque for intermittent stimulation 

Patient Fatigue time constant Relative asymptotic 
(set) averaged torque (070) 

Mean. S.D. Mean S.D. 

JM 189 99 17 5 
RD 230 111 18 7 
WS 318 219 10 4 

a general finding (Kralj et al., 1986; Levy et al., 
1990). It has also been observed where muscles were 
activated by stimulating the femoral nerve (Brindley 
et al., 1979). Effects of duty cycle on tetanic quad- 
riceps torque have been reported by Kralj et al. 
(1986) for on/off cycles as long as several seconds. 

The relationship between maximal torque and 
asymptotic, fatigued torque during continuous 
stimulation is less well documented. It is not clear 
which mechanism is responsible for the lower 
asymptotic torque at the lower continuous recruit- 
ment levels. At lower torque levels fewer (groups of) 

motor units will be active. If relative fatigue is not 
changed, it is clearly linked with such smaller groups 
rather than with the muscle as a whole. Fatigue dur- 
ing artificial stimulation has been ascribed to local 
ischemia (Sadamoto et al., 1983; Petrofsky and 
Hendershot, 1984; Sjogaard et al., 1986). This 
ischemia is a balanced result of increased metabolic 
demands on the one side and impaired perfusion on 
the other. If there is impaired perfusion it must be 
a local effect. This suggests that local increases of in- 
tramuscular pressure occur during incomplete mus- 
cle activation. 

Other effects act on a local scale as well. The neu- 
romuscular junction has a finite capacity for recruit- 
ing neurotransmitter. This could lead to a depletion 
after prolonged contraction. Furthermore, if artifi- 
cial stimulation leads to inverse recruitment, where 
the more easily fatiguible fibers are recruited first, 
reducing the activation level in continuous stimula- 
tion would deactivate the fibers less subject to fa- 
tigue leaving those that fatigue easily. Then one 
would expect fatigue to develop not only to a greater 
degree but also quicker at low activation levels. Our 
results do not support this hypothesis. 

The model we used to estimate fatigue parameters 

- .  
0 100 200 300 400 

time (s) 

Fig. 8. Comparison of modulating torque by either decreasing continuous activation (broken curve) or by decreasing duty cycle. With 
intermittent stimulation averaged torque falls off slowly, demonstrating the advantage of this method of torque regulation. Normalized 
averaged torque was obtained by dividing average torque by the maximal peak torque at the same activation level. 
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clearly is too crude to be of physiological sig- 
nificance. The model consists of two first order 
processes starting at the same instant. This is im- 
probable since fatigue cannot be developed before 
activation has progressed to some degree. Actually, 
deviations can be seen in the experimental records 
during the first 10 sec (for example, see Fig. 2). 

The identification procedure compensates the 
overshoot in Fig. 2 by choosing an unrealistically 
high value for parameter A (especially in the con- 
tinuous records). This model has not been selected 
to explain physiological processes, but rather to 
quantify and, in some cases, to extrapolate par- 
ameter values. We feel that the good correspon- 
dence of the model with experimental values, espe- 
cially during the declining phase of the curve will 
make it useful for designing FNS controllers which 
compensate for fatigue, on the basis of model 
parameters. 

As far as stable standing of paraplegic patients is 
concerned, our results indicate that long standing 
times are achievable only when the external knee 
load does not exceed approximately 20% of max- 
imal unfatigued torque, in both continuous and in- 
termittent stimulation. For external loads exceeding 
20% maximum unfatigued torque standing can be 
maintained only until all muscle fibers are continu- 
ously recruited. This would be achieved by either 
adaptation of recruitment level or by increasing 
duty cycle. However, the present study shows that 
intermittent activation postpones fatigue and thus 
gives the highest dynamic range of torque output. 
This suggests that the alternative activation of the 
separate heads of the quadriceps should be em- 
ployed instead of using only one pair of electrodes 
(Pournezam et al., 1988). However, the poor selec- 
tivity of muscle activation during transcutaneous 
stimulation could then be a limiting factor (Her- 
mens et al., 1986). 
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Muscle stiffness 328 

Muscles 

biceps 154 
brachialis 154 
brachioradialis 154 

biceps femoris 252, 334, 351 
gastrocnemius 175, 182, 252, 372,402 
gluteus medius 221, 402 
hamstrings 362, 377, 402 
quadriceps 
rectus femoris 252, 334, 351 
sartorius 221 
soleus 148, 189, 252, 334, 351 
tibialis anterior 148, 182, 192, 252, 334, 351, 372,402 

complexus 204 
obliquus capitis caudalis 204 
rectus capitis dorsalis 204 
splenius capitus 362 
trapezius 334, 362 

lumbar paraspinalis 252, 334, 362 
rectus abdominis 252, 334 

leg 252, 351 

148, 168, 377, 390,402, 410 

neck 201, 250 

trunk 252 

Nerve 
femoral 417 
sural 191 
tibia1 189 

backpropagation 247 
fuzzy logic 400 

Neuropathy 
sensory 

Neural networks 245, 384, 401 

effect of pyridoxine intoxication 177 
Neurotransmitters 104, 147 

acetylcholine 3, 7, 117 
and hair cell efferents 3 

and hair cell slow motile response 3 
in chick hair cells 8, 9 

atropine 117 
curarine 117 
DOPA 150 
GABA 117, 194 

GABA, 117 
glycine 117 
release and dc resting potential 16 
strychnine 117 

cochlear protection against 27 

cochlear 24, 26 

GABA, 117 

Noise 

Nonlinearity 

and otoacoustic emissions 59, 96 
fish lateral line 49 

Nucleus 
cochlear nucleus 

dorsal 105, 117, 260 
ventral 103, 123, 265 

Deiters (lateral vestibular) 213 
giganto cellularis 214 
hypoglossi 214 
of locus coeruleus 165 
pontis caudalis 214 

Olivocochlear bundle 23 
Otoacoustic emissions 24, 27, 55 

acoustic reflex and 78 
age influences 78 
avian 39 
distortion-product otoacoustic emissions (DPOAE) 5 5 ,  56, 
77, 91 

aspirin and 87 
‘audiogram’ 78 
correspondence with transiently evoked otoacoustic 
emissions 77, 91 
growth rate 78 - 90,91 
high stimulus levels and 5 5 ,  77 
low stimulus levels and 5 5 ,  77 
middle-ear effects and 77 
notches in growth rate 84 
phase 97 
physiological vulnerability of 83 
rabbit 78 

gender influences 78 
generation of 55,  77,91 

active vs. passive mechanisms 78 
distortion-product otoacoustic emissions 5 5 ,  83, 91 
spontaneous otoacoustic emissions 59, 68 
transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions 68, 91 
vs. expression of 77 

hearing and 67, 77, 91 
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middle ear influences 78 
ototoxicity and 78 
spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAE) 55,  59, 68, 78 

van der Pol oscillators and 69 
influence on distortion-product otoacoustic emissions 87 
influence on transiently evoked otoacoustic emissions 96 

growth functions 69 
threshold of 69 

acoustic trauma and 69, 74 
aspirin and 87 
click stimuli 68 
cochlear base and 74 
distortion-product otoacoustic emissions and 77, 91 
frequency selectivity and 67 
growth functions of 69 
hearing screening and 55,  67 
impedance discontinuities and 72 
middle ear effects and 77 - 90 
models 72 
presbyacusis and 69 
sources - local vs. distributed 67 
threshold of 69, 96 
toneburst stimuli 74, 91 

and otoacoustic emissions 78 

stimulus frequency otoacoustic emissions (SFOAE) 68, 69 

transiently evoked otoacoustic emission (TEOAE) 27,67,91 

Ototoxicity 

Papilla basilaris 3 1 
Paraplegia, 384, 387, 405, 410 
Pattern recognition 271, 276 
PEST procedure 272 
Phase-locking 110 
Plasticity 103 

auditory-cortical 103, 135 
learning-induced 103, 135 
non-plastic neurons 142 
sensitive phases 135 

influence of gravity 184 
of sitting in guinea pig 229 
of standing in cat 168, 177, 219 
of upright stance in man 181, 245, 325, 331, 349, 359, 385, 
401 

Postural control (see also Balance corrections) 219, 331, 349 

Rate-level function 120 
Receptors 

cholinergic muscarinic, chick hair cell 9 
muscarinic, chick hair cell 8, 10 

attributed to flexor reflex afferent pathways 
cutaneous 

Reflex 
148, 161 

modulation during locomotion 148, 191, 390 

reflex reversal 192 

modulation during locomotion 147, 191 

long latency 33 1 

H-reflex 

stretch reflex 

bilateral coordination 168, 181 
interlimb coordination 168, 183 
modulation during locomotion 149, 186 
role of Ia afferents 162 
role of group Ib afferents (force feedback) 
role of group I1 afferents 
transcortical loop 150 

effect of spasticity 193 
modulation during locomotion 190 

vestibulo-collic (see Vestibulo-collic reflex) 
vestibulo-ocular (see Vestibulo-ocular reflex) 
vestibulo-spinal (see Vestibulo-spinal reflex) 

auditory 103 

149,168,373 
149, 168 

short latency 331 

Rehabilitation 

Salicylates (see aspirin) 
otoacoustic emissions and 
outer hair cell motility and 

Speech coding 27 1,28 1 
strategies 282, 303 

analogue 294, 315 
combined analogue/pulsatile 298 
continuous interleaved sampling 282, 305, 3 15 
pulsatile 305, 315 

Speech feature analysis 

56, 87, 91, 97 
89 

information transfer analysis 310, 318 
sequential analysis 31 1 

injury 189 
pressure receptors 186 

central pattern generator 150 
incat 161 

Spinal cord 

Spinal interneuron 

inputs from cortico- and membro-spinal tracts 
inputs from group I1 afferents 164 
mediating crossed reflex pathways 166 
mediating reciprocal inhibition (la) 161 

commissural 150 
excitatory group I1 150 
inhibitory group Ib 150 

163 

lumbar 

Renshaw cell 162, 168 
Stereociliary bundle 

bullfrog sacculus 45 
Stria vascularis 3 1 
Superior colliculus 103 

Tectorial membrane 13, 22, 32 
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Temporal resolution 26 
Temporary threshold shift (TTS) 27 
Tonotopic auditory map 

in gerbil 136 
in human 

electrode interface 303 
Tract 

medial longitudinal fasciculus (MLF) 204, 212 
lateral vestibulo-spinal 163, 213 
rubro-spinal 163 
cortico-spinal 163 

otoacoustic emissions and 72, 97 

avian inner ear 4, 31 - 43 
basilar membrane 3 
cochlear 26 
curves 14,22, 23, 35, 37 
hair cell 4 
mammalian inner ear 4 

Travelling wave 22, 25, 36 

Tuning 

Vestibulo-collic reflex 250, 347 
input from otoliths 214, 236 
input from semicircular canals 202, 213,233 

inputs from group I1 spinal interneurones 
recticulo-spinal contribution 214 
spatio-temporal convergence 2 12 
velocity integration 212 

control of gaze 208,229 
effect of ampullary nerve stimulation 205 
models of 246 
three dimensional specificity 199, 229, 246 

in cat 163, 203, 213 

in man 245, 331 

deficit of 

165 

Vestibulo-ocular reflex 

Vestibulo-spinal reflex 

influence on spinal interneurones 163 

Vestibular system, peripheral 

bilateral 219, 233, 326, 331, 349 
unilateral 233 

Voluntary movement 
balancing 173, 387, 399 
elbow flexion 153 
knee extension 410 
paw shakes 176 

Xenomystus nigri 46 


